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GIL

^ IPT, in law, a transferring the pro-
xJfperty in a thing from one to another
without a valuable consideration ; for to

transfer any thing upon a valuable consi-

deration is a contract or sale. He who
gives any thing is called the donor, and
he to whom is given is called the donee.

By the common law, all chattels, real or

personal, maybe granted or given without

deed, except in some special cases, and
a free gift is good without a considera-

tion, if not to defraud creditors. But no
leases, estates, or interests, either of
freehold or term of years, or any uncer-
tain interest, not being copyhold or custo-

mary interest of, in, to, or out of any
messuages, manors, lands, tenements, or

hereditaments, shall at any time be as-

signed, granted, or surrendered, unless
it be by deed or note in writing, signed
by the party so assigning, granting, or

surrendering the same, or their agents,
thereunto lawfully authorized by writing,
or by act and operation of law. 29 Car.
I. c. 3. A gift of any thing without a

consideration, is good, but it is revocable
before delivery to the donee ofthe thing
given.

GILBERTIA, in botany, a genus of the
Decandria Monogynia class and order.

.Calyx five-toothed ; corolla deeply five-

parted; nectary deeply ten-parted, with
lanceolate segments ; antherze sessile, in
the segments of the nectary ; fruit six-

celled. Only one species. G. racemosa,
found in Peru ; branches reddish and
^owny f leaves alternate, elliptic, acute,
entire, reddish, downy underneath ; ra-

cemes axillarv.

GIL

GILD, or GUILD. See GUILD.

GILDING, art of.
The art of gilding",

or of laying a thin superficial coating of

metal on wood, metal, and other sub-

stances, has been long practised and

highly esteemed, both for its utility, and
the splendid effect which it produces.
Gold, from the extreme beauty of its

colour, and from the length of time dur-

ing which it may be exposed to the action

of the air without tarnishing, is perhaps
the most valuable of all substances for

the purpose of decoration ; but on ac-

count of its dearness and weight, it can

very seldom be employed in substance,
and its ornamental use would be limited,

indeed, if it were not at the same time
the most extensible of all substances ; so

that a given weight ofgold, notwithstand-

ing its high specific gravity, may, by beat-

ing, be made to cover a larger surface

than an equal quantity ofany other body.
Among the ancients, the Romans, and,

among the moderns, the French have
been remarkable for their large and pro-
fuse consumption of gold ; not only the

temples, theatres, and other public build-

ing, being adorned with gilding, but
even the private houses of the wealthier

classes.

The materials for gilding, or rather

the different states in which gold is used
for the purpose, are the following : leaf-

gold of different thicknesses, and formed
either of the pure metal, or of an alloy
of this with silver, amalgam of gold, and

gold-powder. The leaf-gold is procured
by the gilder from the gold-beater, for

an account of which we shall refer the
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reader to the article GOLD; but the other
two substances being prepared by the

gilder himself, may be with propriety
described here. The amalgam of gold
is made, by heating in a crucible some
pure quicksilver ; and when it is nearly

boiling, adding to it about a sixth of its

weight of fine gold in thin plates, heated
red hot ; the mixture, after being kept
hot for a few minutes, becomes of a

perfectly homogeneous consistence, and

may then be allowed to cool : when cold,
it is to be put in a piece of soft leather,

and, by gradual pressure, the fluid part
ofthe amalgam, consisting almost wholly
of mercury, may be forced through the

pores of the leather, while the gold com-
bined with about twice its weight of mer-

cury will remain behind, forming a yel-
lowish silvery mass of about the consis-

tency of soft butter. This, after being
bruised in a mortar, or shaken in a strong
phial, with repeated portions of salt and

water, till the water ceases to be fouled

by it, is fit for use, and may be kept for

any length of time without injury in a

corked phial. It is of essential impor-
tance that the materials of this amalgam,
and especially the mercury, should be

perfectly pure, as the least portion of
lead or bismuth would very materially

injure the beauty of the gilding, by de-

teriorating the colour of the gold, and

filling it with black specks ; on this ac-

count no mercury ought to be employed,
that has not been procured by distillation

from the red precipitate (nitrous red ox-

ide of mercury) either alone or mixed
with a little charcoal powder.
Gold is prepared in three different

ways. The first and simplest is, to put
into a glass or earthen mortar some gold-
leaf, with a little honey or thick gum-wa-
ter, and grind the mixture for a consider-

able time, till the gold is reduced to ex-

tremely minute fragments ; when this is

done, a little warm water will wash out
the honey or gum, leaving the gold be-

hind in a flaky pulverulent state. A less

tedious and more effectual way of com-

minuting the gold is, to dissolve it in

nitre-muriate acid, and then precipitate it

with a piece of copper: the precipitate,
after being digested in distilled vinegar,
and then washed in water and dried, is

in the form of a very fine powder, and
both works better, and is easier to.burnish,
than the ground leaf-gold. The finest

ground gold is however produced by
heating very gradually the gold amalgam
in an open earthen vessel, and continu-

ing the fire till the whole of the mercury

is evaporated, taking care that the amal-

gam shall be constantly stirred with a

piece of glass, rod, or tobacco-pipe, in

order to prevent the particles of gold
from adhering as the mercury flies off.

When the mercury is completely evapo-
rated,the residual gold being then ground
in a Wedgewood-ware mortar, with a
little water, and afterwards dried, it is

fit for use.

Gilding is performed either with or
without heat. By the first of these me-
thods those substances are gilt, . which
are not liable to alteration by exposure
to a moderate heat, such as metals, and
sometimes glass and porcelain : the se-

cond method is practised with those sub-

stances, such as wood, paper, lead, silk,

lacquered and japanned ware, &c. which
would be injured, and even destroyed, at

the temperature requisite for gilding the
former. The last of these methods, be-

ing the simplest, shall be first described,
and we shall begin with the art of gilding
on wood.
There are two methods for gilding on

wood, namely, oil gilding and burnished

gilding Oil gilding is thus performed :

the wood must first be covered, or prim-
ed, with two or three coatings of boiled
linseed oil and white-lead, in order to
fill up the pores, and to conceal the irre-

gularities of the surface occasioned by
the veins in the wood. When the prim-

'

ing is quite dry, a thin coat of gold-size
must be laid on. This is prepared by
grinding together some strongly calcined
red ochre, with the thickest drying oil

that can be procured, and the older the
better : that it may work freely, it is to
be mixed, previously to being' used, with
a little oil of turpentine, till it is brought
to a proper consistence. Ifthe gold-size
is good, it will be sufficiently dry in

twelve hours, more or less, to allow the
artist to proceed to the last part of the

process, which is the application of the

gold. For this purpose a leaf of gold is

spread on the cushion (formed by a few
folds of flannel secured on a piece of

wood, about eight inches square, by a

tight covering of leather), and is cut into

strips of a proper size by a blunt pallet-
knife : each' strip being then taken up on
the point of a fine brush is applied to

the part intended to be gilded, and is

then gently pressed dovvn by a ball of
soft cotton ; the gold immediately ad-

heres to the sticky surface of the siz/,

and after a few minutes the dexterous ap-

plication of a large camel's hair brush

sweeps away the loose purticles of the
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gold leaf without disturbing the rest. In
a day or two the size will be completely
dried, and the operation is finished. The
advantages of this method of gilding

1

are,
that it is very simple, very durable, not

readily injured by changes of weather,
even when exposed to the open air, and
when soiled it may be cleaned by a little

warm water and a soft brush ; its disad-

vantage is, that it cannot be burnished,
and therefore wants the high lustre pro-
duced by the next method. Its chief

employment is in out-door work.
Burnished gilding, or gilding in distem-

per, is thus performed. The surface to
be gilt must be carefully covered with

strong size, made by boiling down two
pieces of white leather, or clippings of

parchment, till they are reduced to a

stiffjelly ; this coating being dried, eight
or ten more must be applied, consisting
of the same size, mixed with fine Paris

plaster or washed chalk : when a suffi-

cient number of layers have been put on,

varying according to the nature of the

work, and the whole is become quite dry,
a moderately thick layer must be applied,
composed of size and bole, or yellow
ochre : while this last is yet moist, the

gold leaf is to be put on in the usual man-
ner

;
it will immediately adhere on being

pressed by the cotton ball, and before the
size is become perfectly dry, those parts
which are intended to be the most bril-

liant are to be carefully burnished with

agate or dog's tooth. In order to save
the labour of burnishing, it is a common,
but bad practice, slightly to burnish the
brilliant parts, and to deaden the rest by
drawing a brush over them dipped in
size : the required contrast between the

polished and the unpolished gold is in-

deed thus obtained ; but the general ef-

fect is much inferior to that produced in
the regular way, and the smallest drop
of water falling on the sized part occa-
sions a stain. This kind of gilding can

only be applied on in-door work, as rain,
and even a considerable degree ofdamp-
ness, will occasion the gold to peel off*.

When dirty, it may be cleaned with a
soft brush, and hot spirit of wine, or oil

of turpentine. It is chiefly used on pic-
ture frames, mouldings, and stucco.

Letters written on vellum or paper are

gilded in three ways : in the first, a little

size is mixed with the ink, and the letters.

are written as usual; when they are dry,
a slight degree of stickiness is'produced
by breathing on them, upon which the

gold leaf is imroediutely applied, and by

a little pressure may be made to ad-
here with sufficient firmness. In a se-

cond method, soine white -lead or chalk
is ground up with strong size, and the
letters are made with this by means of
a brush : when the mixture is almost

dry, the gold-leaf may be laid on, and af-

terwards burnished. The last method is,

to mix up some gold powder with size,
and make the letters of this by means ol'a

brush. The edges of the leaves of books
are gilded, while in the binder's

press, by first applying a composition,
formed of four parts of Armenian bole
and one of sugar candy, ground together
to a proper consistence, and laying it on
with a brush with the white of egg :

this coating, when nearly dry, is smoothed

by the burnisher; it is then slightly
moistened with clean water, and the gold-
leaf applied, and afterwards burnished.
In order to impress the gilt figures on the
leather covers of books, the leather is

first dusted over with very fine rezin,
or mastich, then the iron tool by which
the figure is made is moderately heated,
and pressed down on a piece of leaf-

gold, which slightly adheres to it ; being-
then immediately applied to the surface
of the leather with a certain force, the
tool at the same time makes an impres-
sion, and melts the mastich which lies be-

tween the heated iron and the leather;
in consequence of i this the gold with
which the face of the tool is covered is

made to adhere to the leather, so that on

removing the tool a gilded impression of
it remains behind.

Drinking glasses, and other utensils of
this material, are sometimes, especially
in Germany, gilt on their edges ; this is

done in two ways, either by a simple ad-

hesive varnish, or by means of fire. The
varnish is prepared, by dissolving in dry-

ing linseed oil a quantity of gum amine,
or still better of clear amber, equal in

weight to the linseed oil ; a very drying:
and adhesive varnish is thus prepared,
which being diluted with a proper quan-
tity of oil ofturpentine, is to be applied as

thin as possible to those parts of the glass
which are intended to be gilded ; when
this is dry, which will be about a day, the

glass is to be placed by the fire side, or

in a stove, till it is so warm as almost to

burn the fingers when handled ; at this
1

temperature the varnish will become

glutinous, and apiece of gold leaf applied
in the usual way will immediately adhere;
when the gilding is thus put on, and be-

fore it is grown quite cold, it may be bur-
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nished, taking care only to interpose a

pieee ofvery thin paper between the gold
and burnisher. If the varnish is very

good, this is the best method of gilding
1

'

glass, as the gold is thus fixed on more

evenly than in any other way: it often

happens, however, when the varnish

is but indifferent, that by repeated wash-

ing the gold soon wears off: on this ac-

count, the practice of burning it in is

sometimes had recourse to.

For this purpose some gold powder is

tempered with borax, and in this state ap-

plied to the clean surface of the glass,
with a clean camel's hair pencil: when

quite dry, the glass is put in a stove heat-

ed to about the temperature ofan anneal-

ingoven, the gum burns off, and the borax

by vitrifying cements the gold with great
firmness to ihe glass; after which it may
be burnisl/ed. The gilding upon porce-
lain is in like manner fixed by fire and
borax ; and this kind of ware being nei-

ther transparent nor liable to soften, and
thus injure its form in a low red heat, is

free from the risk and injury, which
the finer and more fusible kinds of

glass are apt to sustain from such treat-

ment.
All the methods of gilding hitherto

described resemble each other, by being
accomplished by means of some adhesive

medium; this,hovvever,is not the case with

gilding upon metals; the gold is brought
into immediate contact with the other me-
tal, and they both remain firmly united

merely by the attraction of adhesion sub-

sisting between them. The simplest of
all the kinds of gilding on metal, and
which strikingly demonstrates the power
of the affinity of adhesion, is one which is

sometimes practised on plane surfaces of

copper and iron, with considerable suc-
cess. The metal, being previously polish-
ed, is heated to about the temperature of
melted lead, and covered with a double

layer of
gold

leaf: by the cautious appli-
cation ofa blood stone burnisher, applied
gently at first, and increasing the force of
the pressure by degrees, the surface of
the gold and copper are brought to touch
each other in almost every point, and then
adhere with a force proportionate to the

completeness of the contact. The first

layer being thus burnished down, a se-

cond is made to adhere in the same man-
ner, and sometimes a third, if the gilding
is intended to be very solid. The objec-
tion to this kind of gilding is its tedious-

ness, and the almost impossibility ofusing
a sufficient pressure without injuring the

evenness of the gilded surface : where

these objections do not apply, there can-

not be a more effectual mode of gilding,
as is evident from the manufacture of gilt

silver and copper wire. The bar, before

it is committed to the wire-drawer, is

plated with gold, by having several plates
ofgold successively burnished down upon
it,and being thensubjected to the stronger

compression which takes place in wire-

drawing, the gold and the other metal be-

come so perfectly united as to form in a

manner but one substance.

The most usual method of covering the

face ofa metal with gold is by means of
an amalgam, or, as it is technically called,

water-gilding. If the metal to be gilt is

silver, the best method of proceeding is,

first to soak it in warm dilute muriatic

acid.that the surface may be rendered per-

fectly clean ; it must then be washed in

clean water, changed two or three times,
to get rid of the whole of the acid : be-

ing afterwards dried, and made mode-

rately warm, a little gold amalgam, also

warm, is to be carefully and evenly spread
upon the silver, to which it will immedi-

ately adhere: when this is completed,
the piece is placed upon a convenient

support over a charcoal fire, and while
the mercury is evaporating, ifany specks
or places appear, which have escaped
the amalgam, a small piece is to be laid

on and spread with a brush, to supply the

deficiency, without removing the ai-ticle

from the fire. After a time, the whole
of the mercury will be driven off, and
the piece, after cooling, being accurate-

ly examined, will be found to be entire-

ly covered with a thin coating of pale
dull gold. The small roughnesses, and

loosely-adhering particles, are now to be
removed with a scratch-brush, which is

made of some extraordinary fine brass

wire, bound together into a tuft ; by it

the surface is rendered perfectly smooth
and bright; but it still remains of a

pale yellowish colour : this defect is

next removed by warming the piece, and

smearing it over with gilders' wax, a

composition of bees' wax, red ochre,

verdigris, and green vitriol or alum.
1 The wax being burnt over a charcoal

fire, and the piece quenched in urine,
the colour of the gilding will be found
to be much heightened ; if it is not suffi-

ciently so, the application of a succeed-

ing one will complete the desired ef-

fect, after which the work may be burn-,

ished or not, according to the taste

of the artist. Instead of the common
gilders' wax, a mixture of equal parts of

nitre, sal-ammoniae, green vitrol, and
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verdigris moistened with water, will an-

swer the purpose.
Copper, and the alloys formed by its

combination with zinc, are gilded nearly
in the same manner as silver; but as their

affinity for mercury is coniderably less

that that of silver, it would be difficult to

made the amalgam of gold adhere to the

burnished surface of these metals by the

same means, and with the same evenness,
as takes place in the case last described.

To obviate this inconvenience, advantage
is very ingeniously taken of the action of

nitric acid to facilitate the adhesion of

the copper and mercury, in the following
manner. A piece of copper, a button for

example, is cleaned, by steeping it in

acid, and subsequent washing, and is then

burnish ed, either in a lathe, or by any
other means : after this it is dipped in a

neutralized solution of nitrate ofmercury,
and in the space of a few minutes, owing
to the strong

1

affinity of nitric acid for

copper, the mercurial salt is decomposed,
the copper takes the place of the mercu-

ry, and at the same time the mercury is

deposited in the metallic state on the
surface of the copper, covering it entire-

ly, and strongly adhering to it ; the gold
amalgam is now applied, and the rest of

the process goes on as already described.

By this method of proceeding, a given
quantity of gold may be made to cover a

larger surface than in any other way of

gilding on metals; five grains of gold will

completely gild both the upper and un-
der surfaces of one hundred and forty-
four copper buttons, each ofthem an inch
in diameter.
There is no metal, the gilding ofwhich

presents so many difficulties as iron, or
rather steel. If the method of simple
burnishing down is had recourse to, the
heat requisite for this purpose will, in ma-
ny cases, bring the temper of the steel

too low : on such occasions, the way al-

ready described for gilding on copper is

sometimes practised ; that is, the parts
of the steel to be gilded are pencilled
over with nitrate of mercury, by which
they are covered with a slightly adhering
coat of mercury ; then the amalgam is ap-
plied, and the gilding finished in the usual

way. The objections to this mode ofpro-
ceeding are, first, that a considerable heat
is required, though inferior to that requi-
site for burnishing down ; and, secondly,
that, even with all possible care, the gild-
ing is apt to be rough and scale off. A
very considerable improvement in this

way of gilding is, to trace the figure of
the gilding on the steel first of all, with a

brush charged with a strong solution of

sulphated copper, in consequence of
which a pretty thick plate of this metal is

deposited on the steel, to which it may
be made to adhere, with considerable

firmness, by means ofthe burnisher ; thus
the gilding is, in fact, performed upon
the copper.
A new method of gold-gilding upon,

steel has lately been published, possessed
of many advantages over the others, and

probably in time may attain to a very high
degree of perfection. It depends upon
the well known fact, that, if sulphuric
ether and nitro-muriate of gold are mix-
ed together, the ether will, by degrees,

separate from the acid nearly the whole
of the gold, and retain it for some time in

solution, in nearly a metallic state. If

ether, thus charged with gold, is spread,
by means of a pen or fine brush, on the
surface of highly polished steel, the ether

presently evaporates, leaving the gold be-
hind in close contact with the steel, and
the adhesion is considerably improved by
the subsequent application of the bur-
nisher. The dearness, and especially the

rapid volatility of ether, are, at first, ob-

jections of some moment, but may be got
over by using the best oil of turpentine
instead of ether, which, has nearly the
same efficacy in decomposing the nitro-

muriate of gold, and is both cheaper, and
not so very quickly evaporable.

Gold-gilding upon silver is, we believe,
at present entirely disused. It was per-
formed in the following manner : a satu-

rated solution of gold, in nitro-muriatic

acid, was poured upon some linen rags,
and, when they were become dry, they
were heaped in a plate, and touched with
a hot coal. The fire gradually spread
through the mass, and reduced it to a

heavy black ash. A soft cork, being
moistened in water, wasdipped in this ash,
to which a part of it adhered, and was
then rubbed on the surface of polished
silver, upon which the minute particles
of gold became fixed, and covered it with
an extremely thin coating, which, when
burnished, exhibited the genuine colour

and lustre of the precious metal. JUkirfs

Diet.

GILL, a measure of capacity, contain-

ing a quarter of a pint.

GILT varnish. See VARNISH.

GIMBALS, in sea affairs, the brass

rings by which a sea compass is suspend-
ed in its box, so as to counteract the ef-

fect of the ship's motion, and keep the

card horizontal.
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GIMBLETING, a term applied to the

anchor, to denote the action ofturning it

round by the stock, so that the motion of

the stock appears similar to that of the

handle of a gimblet when it is employed.
GIN. See GENEVA.

Gix, in mechanics, a machine for driv-

ing piles, fitted with a windlass and
winches at each end, where eight or nine

men heuve, and round which a rope is

reeved that goes over the wheel at the

top.
G1NANNIA, in botany, a genus of the

Enneandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Lomentacex. Legumi-
nos<e, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
double, both one-leafed; petals three,

fringed, spreading; germ pedicelled,
with a membranaceous wing at top ; le-

gume. There is but one species, viz. G.

guianensis, a shrub about fifteen feet high;
a native of the forests of Guiana.

GINGER, in botany. See ZINZIBEB.

GINORA, in botany, so called in ho-

nour of the Marquis Carlo Ginori, a ge-
IHIS of the Dodecandria Monogynia class

and order. Natural order of Salicarise,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx six-

cleft; petals six; capsule one-celled, four-

valved, coloured, containing many seeds.

There is but one species, viz. G. Ameri-

cana, an elegant little shrub about four

feet high ; it is a native of Cuba, grows by
river sides, and called there rosa del rio,

or river rose.

GINSENG, in botany. See PAKAX.
GIRDERS, in architecture, some of the

largest pieces of timber in a floor. Their
ends are usually fastened into summers
and breast-summers, and joists are framed
in at one end to the girders. The size of

girders and summers, upon the rebuild-

ing of London, were fixed, by act of Par-

liament, to be in length from ten to twen-

ty-six feet, in breadth from eleven to se-

venteen inches, and in depth from eight
to fourteen inches. It was also fixed by
the same statute, that no girder or sum-
mer should be less than ten inches in the

wall, and that their ends should be laid in

loam ; as also that they be of good oak,
as free from knots as may be, because the
least subject to breaking, and may with
more safety be relied on in cross and
transverse work.

GIRT, in the measuring of timber, is

the circumference of a tree, though some
use this word for the fourth part of the
circumference only, on account of the
use made of it. The square ofthe fourth

part is considered as equal to the area of
the section of the tree, which square
therefore, multiplied by the length of the

tree, is accounted the solid content. This
content is about one fourth less than the
true quantity, being nearly equal to what
it will be after the tree is hewn square,
and is probably intended to make an al-

lowance for the squaring the tree.

GIRT, in naval affairs, the situation of a

ship which is moored so tight by her ca-

bles as to be prevented turning to any
change ofthe wind or tide, to the current
of which her head would otherwise be di-

rected. The cables, to produce this, are
extended by a strong application of me-
chanical powers within the ship, so that
as she veers, or endeavours to swing
about, her side bears upon one of the ca-

bles, which interrupts her in, the act of

traversing.
GIRTH line, a rope passing through a

single block on the head of the lower
masts, to hoist up the rigging, and the

persons employed to place the rigging
and cross-trees on the mast heads. The
girth-line is the first rope employed to rig
a ship, after which it is removed till the

ship \s to be unrigged.
GISEKIA, in botany, so named in no-

nour ot Paulus Dietericus Giseke, a genus
of the Pentandria Pentagynia class and
order. Natural order of Succulents. Por-
tulacex, Jussieu. Essential character: ca-

lyx five-leaved ; corolla none ; capsule
five, approximating, roundish, one-seed-
ed. There is but one species, viz.. G.

pharnacioides, trailing Gisekia, an annual

plant, and a native of the East Indies.

GIVEN, among mathematicians and

philosophers, the same with data. If a

magnitude be known, or we can find an-
other equal to it, it is said to be given in

magnitude. Or when the position of any
thing is known, it is said to be given in

position : when the diameter or radius of
a circle is known, the circle is given in

magnitude. The circle is given in posi-
tion, when the position of the centre is

given. See DATA.

GLABRARIA, in botany, a genus of the

Polyadelphia Polyandria class and order.
Essential character: calyx five-cleft; pe-
tals five; nectary composed of bristles the

length of the calyx; stamens thirty, al-

ways in sixes ; pericarpium a drupe.
There is but one species, viz, G. tersa, u

large tree resembling the champhor tree,
the wood of which is very light and pale
coloured, and not being liable to rot or to
be injured by insects, it is much used for

building both houses and ships. It is a
native of the East Indies.

GLACIERS. Those vast piles of eter-
nal ice, with which it has pleased the au-

thor of nature to crown the immense
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chasms between the summits ofthe Alps,

objects more grand, sublime, and terrific,

than are any Others of the phenomena of
nature which remain stationary. These
tremendous spires and towers, of uncer-
tain and brittle fabric, seem to forbid the

attempts oftravellers to explore the depth
between them, or even the rocks and rich

vallies around them ; but courage and

perseverance have been attended with
commensurate success, and we are ena-

bled by their labours to learn previously
concealed wonders,and toreason upon the

causes which produced them. In treating
on this subject, it must be remembered,
with satisfaction, that great part ofour in-

formation is derived from the exertions of

several gentlemen distinguished for pati-
ent investigation andintrepid exploration.

M. Bourrit, Precentor of the Cathedral
Church at Geneva, mentions, in the rela-

tion of his journey to the glaciers of Sa-

voy, the enterprise of Messrs. Windham
and Pocock, in 1741, who, inspired by the
artless relations of the peasants, descrip-
tive of the sublimity of their country,
when they descended with honey and

chrystals fbrsale,determinedto visit those

frightful regions of ice which had receiv-

ed the appellation of Les Montagnes
Maudites, or the accursed mountains

; the

gentlemen alluded to took every precau-
tion for securing their safety ; but enter-

taining many well-grounded fears, natu-

rally arising from a first attempt, they did
not reach any considerable distance be-

yond the edge of the ice in the valley of

Montanvert, yet their example operated
so powerfully as to induce several others
to imitate them, and proceed to the boun-

dary whence they returned; at length M.
de Saussure had the resolution and cou-

rage to penetrate across the ice to the

very extremities of the vallies; Mr. Coxe
followed soon after ; and every possible
information may be obtained from their

publications which the nature of the sub-

ject will permit.
The most astonishing phenomenon at-

tending the glaciers is their near ap-
proach to the usual vegetation of sum-
mer ; for what can be more wonderful
than to view wheat ready for the sickle,

parched brown by the rays of the sun,

separated only by the intervention of a

few feet from the chilling influence of an
endless bed of ice, which seems impene- ,

trable to its rays.

Many systems and theories have been
ingeniously suggested to ascertain the
first cause of the glaciers, their main-

tenance, and whether they increase or di-
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minish in extent, of which Grunner's, im.

proved and illustrated with actual obser
vation by M. de Saussure, is the most ra-

tional and probable, and Mr. Coxe impli-

citly adopts it. Admitting that a person
could be raised sufficiently above the
summits of the Alps of Switzerland, Sa-

voy, and Dauphine, to comprehend the
whole at one view, he would observe a
vast chaos ofmountains and vallies, with
several parallel chains, the highest of
which are situated in the centre, and the
remainder gradualfy lessening as they re-

tire from it. The central chain he would
find to be surmounted by stupendous
fragments of rock, towering in rude
masses, which bear vast accumulations of
snow and ice, where they are not deci-

dedly perpendicular, or do not overhang
their bases ; on each side he would see
the intervening chasms and gulphs, filled

with ice, descending thence even into the
verdant vallies rich with foliage and cul-

tivation. The inferior ranges of moun-
tains, next the central, present the same

appearance in a lesser degree, but in

those more remote the snow and ice is

confined to the most elevjfted points; and

others, still further removed, are covered
with grass and plants, which, in their

turn, give place to the hills and vallies

common in any part of the world.

Mr. Coxe divides the glaciers, in the
above general survey, into two classes ;

the first occupy the deep vallies situated

in the bosom of the Alps, and the second
adhere to the sides and summits of the
mountains. Those in the vallies are far

more extensive than the upper glaciers,
some are several leagues in length, and
that ofDes Bois is three miles broad and
fifteen long ; but they do not communi-
cate with each other, and there are few

parallel to the central chain ; their upper
extremities are connected with inaccessi-

ble precipices, and the lower proceed, as

already mentioned, quite into the vales ;

the depth of these astonishing accumula-
tions of frozen fluid vary from eighty to

six hundred feet, and they generally rest

on an inclined plane ; urged forward by
their own enormous weight, and but

weakly supported by the pointed rocks
inserted in their bases, they are univer-

sally intersected by yawning chasms, of
dreadful aspect to the curious investiga-

tor, who beholds fanciful representations
of walls, towers, and pyramids, on every
side of him ; but upon reaching those

parts where the glacier rests upon an ho-

rizontal plane, his progress is seldom im-

peded by considerable fissures, and he
B
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walks in safety over a surface nearly uni-

form, and not so perfectly polished as

that of ponds and rivers suddenly and

violently frozen. The absence of trans-

parency, the various marks of air bub-

bles, and the general roughness, so per-

fectly resemble the congelation of snow,

when half restored to fluidity, that M. de

Saussure was immediately led to form the

following probable theory of the forma-

tion of the glaciers.
Snow is constantly accumulating in the

recesses or depths of the mountains, dur-

ing nine months of the year, by the usual

fall of moisture, and the descent of vast

masses borne down by their weight from

the precipices and crags above. Part of

this is necessarily reduced to water by
slight thaws and casual rains, and being
frozen in this state, the glacier is com-

posed of a porous opaque ice.

The upper glaciers, Mr. Coxe subdi-

vides into those which cover the sum-

mits, and those which extend along the

sides of the Alps ; the former originate
from the snow frequently falling, and con-

gealing into a firm body, though not be-

coming actual ice, which the brilliancy

of the projections has induced some phi-

losophers to suppose it. M. de Saussure,

having /explored Mont Blanc, ascertained

that me top was encrusted with ice,

\vhich might be penetrated by a stick,

covering a mass of snow on the declivi-

ties, so chilled and dry as to be incapable
of coherence.
The sides of the Alps support a conge-

lation of half dissolved snow, which is

different from the pure snow of the sum-
mits and the ice of the lower glaciers.
Two causes operate to produce this ef-

fect ; the first is the descent of water
from the higher regions, where a dissolu-

tion of the snow sometimes occurs ; and
the second arises from the more favoura-

ble situatian of these parts for reflecting
the rays of the sun, and the consequent
melting of the snow. From hence down-
wards the ice adhering to the cavities

becomes gradually more solid by the

freezing of the snow-water, then nearly
divested of that air, which in the less dis-

solved portions renders the ice, formed
from it, porous,opaque,and full ofbubbles.

Considerable difference of opinion has

prevailed amongst philosophers, whether
the masses of ice and snow in these

regions of endless winter increase, de-

crease, or remain nearly stationary ;
Mr.

Coxe seems inclined to think they vary in

their size ; that gentleman observes, that

the glacier of Montanvert is generally

bordered with trees ;
near the base of this

vast body of frozen matter the ice is ex-

cavated into an arch,perhaps one hundred
feet in height,whence the Arveron rushes

with impetuosity and in a large sheet of

water. As he approached the ice he

passed through a forest of firs, those

near the arch were very ancient and about

eighty feet high, the trees between them
and the glacier were evidently younger,
from the inferiority of their size and

other intrinsic marks ; others, still less,

had been enveloped by the ice, and many
were thrown down ; arguing from this

gradation in the appearance of the firs,

he concludes that the glacier has origi-

nally extended to the full grown ancient

trees, and, dissolving, 'young ones have

grown on its former site, which have

been overturned by a fresh increase of

ice.

Thisinference seems almost conclusive,

but it is still further supported by the fall

of large pieces of granite, called moraine

by the inhabitants, which, borne along by
the ice,sinks through it as it dissolves, and,

falling into the plain, form a border along
its extremity ; those have been urged
forward by the pressure of new ice, and
extend even to the place occupied by the

large firs.

Exclusive of these circumstances, Mr.
Coxe discovered, that the glacier of Grin-
delwald had diminished, at least, 400

paces between the dates of his two visits

in 1776 and 1785 ; and in the valley ,of

Chamouny, the Muraille de Glace, which
he had described as forming the border
of the glacier of Bosson, in 1776, no long-
er existed in 1785, and young trees had

grown on the site of the edge of the

glacier of Montanvert.
In opposition to the evidence thus ad-

duced, it is argued that the operations ob-
servable in the vallies, arising from the
concentration of solar heat, form no data
for judging of those on more elevated

situations, where, it is asserted, a greater
quantity of snow falls and becomes ice

than can possibly be dissolved annually ;

and experience proves, beyond doubt,
that mountains have been covered, pas-

sages obstructed, pastures and habita-

tions destroyed by the ice, within the me-

mory ofman. In replying to these argiir

ments, the result obtained is extremely
satisfactory. The rain and sleet falling

during summer not only thaws the ice

and snow, but forms various channels in

it, the water descending must wear and

carry along part of the frozen sides and

depths, and prepare the way for separat-
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ing and throwing down large masses of

each, which are termed avalanches in

some parts of the country, and lauwine
in others; those tremendous bodies, ac-

cumulating by adhesion in their progress,
overwhelm every thing in their way, and
rush to the valliesfrom the highest sum-
mits, whence various other causes serve
to detach them. Here the traveller often

meets a dreadful and instantaneous fate ;

but humanity has endeavoured to obviate
it as far as human abilities will permit.
Matthison, who visited the monastery of
St. Bernard, founded forthe reliefofthose
who. cross the Alps.speaks thus ofthe lau-

wine or avalanche, and the excellent ca-

nons of St. Bernard : In the very worst

seasons, as often as it snows, or the wea-
ther is foggy, some of

4

these benevolent

persons go forth with long poles, and,

guided by their excellent dogs, seek the

highway, which these sagacious animals
never miss, how difficult soever to find.

If then the wretched traveller has sunk
beneath the force of the falling lauwine,
or is immersed in the snow in a benumb-
ing swoon, how deeply soever he may be
buried, the dogs never fail of finding the

place of his interment, which they point
out by scratching and snuffling, when the
sufferer is dug out and carried to the mo-
nastery, where every possible exertion is

Used for his restoration. The number of
those who lose their lives in the field of
battle is known to all Europe, but no one
could give me an account what number
have thus had the gift of life conferred on
them a second time. Yet, notwithstanding
all the care and attention of these real
friends of mankind, and their faithful

dogs, scarcely a year passes, but, as the
snow melts away in summer, the deaoTbo-
dies of travellers are discovered, who, re-
mote from their homes, and all that was
dear to them, have perished here unno-
ticed and unknown. As the ground for
a considerable extent round the monaste-
ry is solid rock, the dead bodies are col-

lected together in a chapel, lying on its

eastern side, which is made to admit a

thorough draft of air by openings in the

walls, guarded by large iron bars. The
sight of so many unfortunate persons,
probably collected from various parts of
the world, yet, howsoever remote from
each other in life, brought hither by an
unfortunate similarity of fate to rest -to-

gether in death, afflicted my inmost soul.

They are all covered with palls, and as in
this frozen region no exanimate body
moulders, but only gradually shrivels and
dries away, so the features remain undis-

figured for a considerable length of time*
and some have even been recognized by
friends and relations, after having lain,

here for two or three years. The bodies
are not disposed one over the other, but
are all placed upright, and each fresh

corpse leans its head on the breast of the
former ; this disposition has something
familiar in it, and gives them the sem-
blance of being united only in a general
slumber. .Four rows of these slumberers

already rest here, from the faces and
hands of many of whom the palls have

slipped off and left them uncovered:
these have all a perfect mummy-like ap-
pearance." The fall of the avalanche

necessarily reduces the quantity of snow
and frozen fluid on the summits, and the
transfer of it to a warmer region must
facilitate its dissolution. The lower gla-
ciers, though not subject to equally pre-

cipitate descent, cannot otherwise than

gradually advance towards the vallies,
which may be inferred from the constant

passage of torrents under them, and
their own enormous weight ; besides the
chasms that universally intersect them
plainly evince, that their foundations be-

ing partially undermined, they glide slow-

ly downward, overturning trees, and

pushing stones before them ; the edges
obtruded on the earth by this means na-

turally dissolve far more rapidly than jf

they remained stationary.
Another means of dissolution arises

from evaporation, which takes place on
every portion of the globe, however ele-
vated. Exclusive of the above causes,
are-the constant play of the beams of the
sun on the surfaces of the glaciers, which

being capable of redoubled heat by con-
centration and refraction in some favour-
able positions, must produce very violent

thaws ; the air heated by this and similar

means, in other parts of the mountains,
often meets the traveller in streams,
which seem as if proceeding from a hot

bath, consequently those projections sub-

ject to their influence must vanish ra-

pidly; but a more certain and regular
change occurs from the mean tempera-
ture of the earth, where the transition

from summer heats to winter colds can-

not ever take place.
" This mean tem-

perature," says Mr. Coxe,
" termed by

some 'philosophers the internal heat of
the earth, is always above the freezing

point, as is evident from the heat of the

springs which issue from the bowels of

the earth. In winter, therefore, or in

those high regions of the globe, where
the cold is usually below the freezing.
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point, when any spot of ground is cover-

ed with only a thin coat of snow, it may
be so tar cooled, to a certain depth, by
the influence of the external air, as not

to be capable of dissolving any part of

the superincumbent snow. But when
the mass of snow is of such a thickness

as to protect the surface of the ground
from the eft'ects of the atmospherical
cold, the mean temperature, which is al-

ways above the freezing point, will be
sufficient to melt the contiguous surface

of snow, and to occasion a constant thaw,
which supplies those currents of water
that flow at all seasons from the upper
and lower glaciers."

Having endeavoured to explain the
causes of the glaciers and their changes,
it will be proper to give an idea of their

sublimity in the words of M Bourrit,
who appears to have viewed and describ-

ed them with all that enthusiasm which
such splendid objects must have inspired.
" To come at this collected mass of ice

(Des Bois) we crossed the Arve, and tra-

velling in a tolerable road, passed some

villages or hamlets, whose inhabitants be-

haved with much politeness; they invited

us to go in and rest ourselves, apologiz-

ing for our reception, and offered us a

taste oftheir honey. After amusing our-

selves some time amongst them, we re-

sumed our road, and entered a beautiful

wood of lofty firs, inhabited by squirrels.
The bottom is a fine sand, left there by
the inundations ofthe Arveron ; it is a

very agreeable walk, and exhibits some

extraordinary appearances. In propor-
tion as we advanced into this wood, we
observed the objects gradually to vanish

from our sight ; surprised at this circum-

stance, we were earnest to discover the

cause, and our eyes sought in vain for sa-

tisfaction, till, having passed through it,

the charm ceased. Judge of our asto-

nishment, when we saw before us an
enormous mass of ice, twenty times as

large as the front of our cathedral of St.

Peter, and so constructed, that we have

only to change our situation to make it

resemble whatever we please. It is a

magnificent palace, cased over with the

purest crystal : a majestic temple, orna-

mented with a portico, and columns of
several shapes and colours ; it has the

appearance of a fortress, flanked with
towers and bastions to the right and left,

and at bottom is a grotto, terminating in

a dome of bold construction. This fairy

dwelling, this enchanted residence, or
cave of fancy, is the source of the Arve-

ron, and ofthe gold which is found in the

Arve. And ifwe add to all this rich va-

riety, the ringing tinkling sound ofwater

dropping from its sides, with the glitter-

ing refraction of the solar rajs, whilst

tints of the most lively green, or blue,
or yellow, or violet, have the effect of

different compartments, in the several

divisions of the grotto, the whole is so

theatrically splendid, so completely pic-

turesque, so beyond imagination great
and beautiful, that I can hardly believe

the art of man has ever yet produced,
nor ever will produce, a building so

grand in its construction, or so varied in

its ornaments. Desirous of surveying
every side of this mass, we crossed the
river about four hundred yards from its

source, and mounting upon the rocks
and ice, approached the vault ; but while
we were attentively employed in view-

ing all its parts, astonished at the spor-
tiveness of fancy, we cast our eyes at one
considerable member of the pile above

us, which was unaccountably supported ;

it seemed to hold by almost nothing :

our imprudence was too evident, and we
hastened to retreat ; yet scarcely had we
stepped back thirty paces before it broke
off all at once, with a prodigious noise,
and tumbled, rolling to the very spot
where we were standing just before.

GLACIS, in fortification, that mass of
earth which serves as a parapet to the
covered way, sloping easily towards the

champaign, or field. The glacis, other-

wise called esplanade, is about six feet

high, and loses itself by an insensible di-

minution in the space of ten fathoms.

GLADIATORS, persons who fought
for the amusement of the public in the
arenas of amphitheatres in the city of

Rome, and at other places under the do-

minion of the Romans. The term is de-

rived from their use of the gladius, or
sword ; and the origin of this horrid cus-

tom is said to have been the practice of

sacrificing captives to the manes of chiefs

killed in battle. It seems, however,
more probable, that it arose from the
funeral games of antiquity, when the
friends of the deceased fought in honour
of his memory ; an instance of whicl^oc-
curs in the twenty-third book of the

Iliad, at the burning of the body of Pa-
troclus. Achilles having ordained every
solemn rite usual upon those occasions,
Homer adds,

'* The prizes next are ordered to the

field,

For the bold champions who theczestus
wield."

The leather which composed the csestus

being loaded with lead, enabled the com-
batants to give each other mortal blows,
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though the hands only were used. Epeus,
of gigantic stature, challenged the whole
ofthe Grecian chiefs, who were terrified

at his bulk, and Euryalus alone accepted
his defiance :

" Him great Tydides urges to contend,
Warm with the hopes of conquest for

his friend ;

Officious with the cincture girds him
round,

And to his wrists the gloves of death
are bound."

The captives slain on this occasion

were not commanded to fight ; they had
been led to the pile, and died with the

sheep, oxen, coursers, and dogs, that

their bodies might be burnt by the
flames which consumed that of Patro-

c)us :

" Then, last .of all, and horrible to tell,

Sad sacrifice ! twelve Trojan captives
fell."

The above quotations positively prove,
that the Romans deviated from their pre-
decessors in the practice of this barba-

rous custom. The Greeks appear to

have destroyed their prisoners on a re-

vengeful principle, and despatched them

immediately; but the former refined up-
on cruelty, and would rather purchase
captives, or destroy the lives of ill-dispos-
ed slaves, than send the ashes of their

friends to the urn bloodless, or the spec-
tators of the obsequies home, without the

gratification of witnessing wretches cut-

ting each other to death, though not un-
der the influence of previous anger. Ac-

cording to Valerius Maximus, and Lam-
pridius in Heliogabalus, gladiators were
first introduced at Rome by M. and D
Brutus, at the funeral of their father, in

the consulship of Ap. Claudius and M.
Fulvius.

The examples of great men, however
detestable, ever produce imitators.

Hence, though the brothers may have
acted from motives of family vanity only,
other great personages, perceiving that

the people delighted in the sight of

blood, determined to gratify them by
adopting the custom ;

which was after-

wards extended to public exhibitions gi-
ven by the priests in the Ludi Sacerdo-

tales, and the magistrates, solely for the
amusement ofthe populace, or perhaps to

confirm them in an habitual contempt
for wounds and military death.
Thus the family alluded to, introducing

perhaps three pair of gladiators to the
citizens of Rome, was the means of mul-

tiplying their number to an amount which
is shocking to humanity ; for the subse-

quent emperors appear to have attempt-
ed to excel each other in assembling them
at their birth-day celebrations, at tri-

umphs, the consecration of edifices, at

their periodical games, and at the rejoic-

ings after great victories.

As the dispositions of several of the
chief magistrates, who are recorded as

having exhibited gladiators, were mild
and merciful, it is but fair 1o suppose,
that Julius Caesar, who produced three
hundred and twenty pairs in his edile-

ship, Titus, Trajan, and others, submit-
ted to the custom in compliance with the

temper of the people, rather than from

any predilection to it in themselves. But
there are few pernicious practices which
do not carry their punishment with them.
The prevailing frenzy had at length ar-

rived to such an excess, that the gladia-
tors became sufficiently numerous to

threaten the safety of the state
;

as when,
the Cataline conspiracy raged, an order
was issued to disperse the gladiators in

different garrisons, that they might not

join the disaffected party ; yet, although
the fears of the government were excit-

ed, it doth not appear that any steps
were taken to lessen their number, as
the Emperor Otho had it in his power
long after the above event to enlist

two thousand of them to serve against Vi-
tellius.

The people thus cut off from society,
and rendered murderers per force, were

fully justified in considering the whole
Roman state their enemy ; nor was it sur-

prising that they were sometimes willing
to revenge themselves upon their op-
pressors. Spartacus, a gladiator, gave a
bold but unavailing example to his bre-

thren, by rushing out of an amphitheatre
at Verona, at the head of those collected
there for public exhibition, declaring war

against the Romans, and assembling so

great a force, as to make the citizens of
Rome tremble. Similar apprehensions
were entertained at intervals by enlight-
ened people, and Cicero observed,

" The
shows of gladiators may possibly to some

persons seem barbarous and inhuman;
and, indeed, as the case now stands, I

cannot say that the censure is unjust. But
in those times, when only guilty persons
composed the number of combatants,
the ear perhaps might receive many bet-

ter instructions ; but it is impossible that

any thing which affects our eyes should

fortify us with more success against the

assaults of grief and death ." Still he had
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the good sense to propose a law, prohibit-

ing 'all candidates for offices from exhibit-

ing gladiators within two years before

they became such. Julius Caesar limited

their number in Rome. Augustus or-

dained that not more than sixty pairs of

combatants should fight at one exhibition,

and that there should be only two of the

latter in a year. During the reign of Ti-

berius it was decreed, that gladiators
were not to be brought before the public

by persons worth less than 400,000 ses-

terces. Constantine the Great had the

humanity and courage to abolish the cus-

tom, after it had prevailed near six hun-

dred years ;
but it revived under Con-

stantius Theodosius and Valentinian, and
was finally suppressed by the Emperor
Honorius.
The guilty persons alluded to by Cice-

ro must apply to those slaves whose mas-

ters sold them, for disobedience or mal-

practices, to the Lanistx, who, instructing
them in the arts of attack and defence,
hired them to any rich man disposed to

exhibit them. Had they been entirely

confined to this class of people, we might
have been less inclined to censure the

custom ; but when we reflect that honest

and courageous soldiers were condemned
to undergo the lash of their captors, and

afterwards perish by the swords of slaves,

or each other, we cannot fail of being as-

tonished that the high-spirited Roman
should expose himself to their vengeance,

by voluntarily entering the arena with

them, there to meet almost certain death.

Strange, however, as it appears, freemen

fought for hire under the term of aucto-

rati ; and even knights, nobles, and sena-

tors, who had wasted their property by

extravagance, have deigned to become

gladiators. Augustus, offended at their

conduct, forbid the senatorian order and

knights to enter the lists as such; but

preceding princes, less influenced by a

sense of honour, permitted them to act as

they pleased. The contagion
at length

extended to the females of Rome ; and,

lastly, dwarfs were taught the use of the

sword, and fighting with the women, or

each other, furnished a new description
of diversion. Rennet classes the various

sorts of gladiators under the terms of the

Retiarii, the Secutores, the Myrmyllones,
the Thracians, the Samnites, the Esseda-

rii, and the Andabatse ; the Gladiatores

Meridiani fought in the afternoon ;
the

Gladiatores Fiscales were paid from the

Emperor's private treasury ;
the Gladia-

tores Postulatitiiwerem en ofconsummate
art in their profession ; the Gladiatores

Catervarii fought in small companies; and
the Gladiatores Ordinarii were not parti-

cularly distinguished, but fought in a com-
mon way.
The dress of the Retiarius was a short

habit, and a hat tied under the chin. His
means of offence were a weapon called a

fuscina, and a net. With the latter in his

right hand, he endeavoured to entangle
his adversary, and with the fuscina in the
left he aimed mortal blows at him ; but as

this description ofgladiator was invariably

opposed to a Secutor, armed with a scy-
meter, a buckler, and a helmet, the Reti-

arius had no means of escape, if he failed

in casting his net, except by flight round
the arena, during which he adjusted it

for a new trial.

The best gladiators were Thracians.
Those men, with their faulchion and small
round shields, possessed more national fe-

rocity and cruelty than any of their oppo-
nents. Kennet says,

" The original of the
Saranite gladiators is given by Livy. The
Campanians (says he) bearing a great ha-
tred to the Samnites, they armed a part
of their gladiators after the fashion of
that country, and called them Samnites.

They wore a shield, broad at the top, to

defend the breast and shoulders, and

growing more narrow towards the bottom,
that it might be moved with the greater
convenience. They had a sort of belt

coming over their breasts, a greave on
their left foot, and a crested helmet on
their heads." The Epedarii sometimes

engaged from chariots, and at others on
foot; and the Andabatae, mounted on
horses, fought with a helmet which cover-
ed their faces and eyes.
The exhibition of gladiators was an-

nounced to the public by bills affixed in

the public places, sometimes accompanied
by paintings of the intended combat, or
the most celebrated combatants ; and
when the time mentioned had arrived,
and the people assembled, the gladiators
marched slowly round the arena ; they
were then matched, by persons appointed
for that purpose, as equally as possible,
and they proceeded to prepare for the
contest by fencing with blunted swords,
&c. ; after which the trumpets were
sounded, and the battles began in serious

earnest. When a severe wound was gi-

ven, the gladiator who inflicted it, and the

people, exclaimed,
' He has it.' If that

proved decisive, the vanquished person
resigned his weapon, and acknowledged
himself conquered. But thi s submission

was not alone sufficient to save his life :

the people were to decide his fate. He
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therefore turned to them, and supplicated
for mercy, which was granted, or refused,

according
1 to their opinion of his skill and

courage. Several learned authors have
differed as to the exact manner in which
the hands and fingers were placed, to ex-

press praise or disapprobation on those
occasions. According to Juvenal, the

bending of the thumbs back authorised
the conqueror to kill his adversary as a

coward. The Emperor might, however,
interfere, if he was present, and save the

gladiator ; it is supposed, besides, that his

entrance at the instant of defeat was fa-

vourable to the vanquished party, as far

as his life was concerned.
The rewards of the victors consisted of

money collectedfrom the spectators ; and
when they happened to be slaves, theyre-
ceived the pileus, or cap, denoting that

from that moment they became free ; or
the rudis, or wand, which signified their

services, as gladiators, were thenceforth

dispensed with, whether slaves or free-

men. It was customary for the persons
thus situated either to become Lamstx, or
to suspend their arms in the Temple of
Hercules.
There are few nations which have not

imitated this strange custom, in a greater
or less degree, at different periods of their

history ; and less than a century past there
were gladiators in London, who fought
and bled, but never killed each other.

Malcolm's Anecdotes of the Manners and
Customs of this great Metropolis con-
tains numerous particulars relating to

those modern swords-men, whose exer-
tions were rivalled by several females in

the art of boxing and cutting. One of
their challenges, from the publication al-

luded to,will be a proper conclusion to this

article. "In Islington Road, on Monday,
being the 17th of July, 1727, will be per-
formed a trial of skill by the following
combatants: We, Robert Barker and
Mary Welsh, from Ireland, having often
contaminated our swords in the abdominous

corporations of such antogonists as have
had the insolence to dispute our skill, do
find ourselves once more necessitated to

challenge, defy, and invite Mr. Stokes,
and his bold Amazonian virago, to meet
us on the stage ; where we hope to give a
satisfaction to the honourable lord of our
nation, who has laid a wager of twenty
guineas on our heads. They that give
the most cuts to have the whole money,
and the benefit of the house. And if

swords, daggers, quarter-staff, fury, rage,
and resolution will prevail, our friends
shall not meet with a disappointment."

GLA

"We, James and Elizabeth Stokes, of the

city
of London, having already gained an

universal approbation by our agility of

body, dextrous hands, a'nd courage-
ous hearts, need not preamb'ulate on this

occasion, but rather choose to exercise
the sword to their sorrow, and corroborate
the general opinion of the town, than to

follow the custom ofour repartee antago-
nists. This will be the last time of Mrs.
Stokes performing on the stage. There
will be a door on purpose for the recep-
tion ofthe gentlemen, where coaches may
drive up to it, and the company come in
without being crowded. Attendance will

be given at three, and the combatants
mount at six. They all fight in the same
dresses as before."

GLADIOLUS, in botany, English com-
flag, a genus ofthe Triandria Monogynia
class and order. Natural order of Ensa-
tx. Irides, Jussieu. Essential charac-
ter : corolla six-parted, irregular, une-

qual ; stigmas three. There are thirty
species : these are herbaceous, perennial
plants, with a tuberous-coated root ; a

simple stalk ; the flowers specious, in

spikes, with a spathe to each flower.

GLAMA, a species of Peruvian camel,
with the back even, and the breast gib-
bose. See CAMELUS.

GLANCE, in mineralogy, one of the
ores of cobalt, found in beds of mica, in
Sweden : its colour is tin-white, it is mas-
sive in various forms, and crystallized
in cubes and octahedrons ; the surface
of the crystals is smooth and splendent ;

it is brittle, and the specific gravity is

6.45.

GLAND, in anatomy, a small body
formed by the interweaving of vessels of

every kind, covered with a membrane,
usually provided with an excretory duct,
and destined to separate some particular
fluid from the mass of blood, or to per-
fect the lymph. See ANATOMY and PHY-
SIOLOGY.

The glands have been chemically exam-
ined by Fourcroy and others. There are
two sets of them : the conglobate, which
are small, scattered in the course of the

lymphatics : and the conglomerate, such
as the liver, kidneys, 8cc. Fourcroy sup-
poses the first to be composed ofgelatine;
the composition of the others has not been
ascertained.

GLANDERS. See FARRIERY.

GLANS. See ANATOMY.

GLAREOLA, the pratincole, in natural

history, a genus ofbirds of the order Gral-

lae, Generic character : bill strong, strait,
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short, hooked at the end ; nostrils at the
base linear and oblique ; feet four toed;
toes long

1

, slender, connected at the base

by a membrane : tail forked, consisting- of

twelve feathers. There are three species,
of which the principal is P. austriaca; this

is about as large as a black-bird, lives on

\vater-insectsandonworms; is found in

great numbers on the banks of the Rhine
in the neighbourhood of Strasburgh, and
in innumerable flocks in the deserts of

the Caspian Sea ; it is a bird particularly
clamorous and restless. See Aves, Plate

VIE. fig. 5.

GLASS, a substance too well-known to

admit of a definition. It is a compound
of the fixed alkalies, or alkaline earths,
with silica, brought into complete fusion,

and then suddenly congealed. Silica, when
mixed with the fixed alkalies, and expo-
sed to a strong heat, readily enters into

fusion. In this state the mixture may be
moulded into any shape, and if suddenly
cooled below the temperature at which it

assumes the solid state, it retains the

transparency, and those peculiar proper-
ties that belong to the substance called

g'lass. Metallic oxides are sometimes ad-

ded, as well to assist in the fusion, as to

communicate certain colours to the mass.

If the melted glass be suffered to cool

very slowly, the different tendency of the
constituent parts to assume solid forms, at

certain temperatures, will cause them to

separate successively in crystals, as salts

held in solution in water assume the form
of crystals as the liquid is slowly evapo-
rated. But ifthe glass be suddenly cool-

ed down to the point of congelation, the
constituents have not time to separate in

succession, and the glass remains the
same homogenous compound as while in

a state effusion. Hence it should seem
that the vitreous quality depends entirely,
1. upon the fusibility of the mixture, and
2. on the suddenness with which it iscool-

ed down to the point of congelation. It

was discovered by Sir James Hall, that

glass always loses its vitreous state, and
assumes that of a stone, if more than a

minute or two elapses while it is cooling
down from complete fusion to the point
at which it congeals.
There are several kinds of glass adapt-

ed to different uses. The best and most
beautiful are the flint and the plate glass.

These, when well made, are perfectly

transparent and colourless, heavy and
brilliant. They are composed of fixed

alkali, pure siliceous sand, calcined flints,

and litharge in different proportions. The
flint glass contains a large quantity of

oxide of lead, which by certain processes
is easily separated. The plate glass is

poured in the melted state upon a table

covered with copper. The plate is cast

halfan ineh thick, or more, and is ground
down to a proper degree of thinness, and
then polished.

Crown-glass, that used for windows, is

made without lead, chiefly of fixed alkali

fused with siliceous sand, to which is add-

ed some black oxide of manganese,
which is apt to give the glass a tinge of

purple.
Jiottle-glass is the coarsest and cheapest

kind ; into this little or no fixed alkali en-

ters the composition. It consists of an al-

kaline earth combined with alumina and
silica. In England it is composed of sand

and the refuse of the soap-boiler, which
consists of the lime employed in render-

ing his alkali caustic, and of the earthy
matters with which the alkali was conta-

minated. The most fusible is flint-glass,
and the least fusible is bottle-glass.

Flint-glass melts at the temperature of

10 Wedgewood; crown glass at 30;
and bottle-glass at 47. The specific gra-

vity varies between 2.48 and 3.33.

Good glass is perfectly transparent, and
when cold very brittle, but at a red heat

it is one ofthe most ductile bodies known,
and may be drawn into threads so very
delicate, as to become almost invisible to.

the human eye. It is extremely elastic,

and one of the most sonorous of bodies.

See HARMONICA.
There are but few chemical agents

which have any action upon it. Mr. Davy,
in one of his lectures delivered in May,
1808, exhibited a method of decompo-
sing it by means of the Voltaic battery :

he, however, first reduced it to powder.
Fluoric acid, as we have seen, has a great
power over it, and dissolves it very quick-

ly (see FLUORIC ACID) : so also have
the fixed alkalies, when assisted by heat.

The continued action of hot water is said

to be capable ofdecomposing glass, which
it is thought will fully explain how the
siliceous earth was obtained by Boyle
and others, when they subjected water to

very tedious distillations in glass vessels.

It has also been supposed, that the defla-

gration ofthe oxygen and hydrogen gases,
in the formation ofwater, has decomposed
the glass, which will account for an acid
as part of the result.

In making glass, the materials are com-

pletely fused together, and in this state

the hot mixture is called frit. The frit is

introduced into large pots made of pre-

pared clay, and exposed to a heat suffici-
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cut to melt it completely. When the

fusion has continued the proper time, the

furnace is allowed to cool a little. In this

state the glass is exceedingly ductile, and
will assume any shape, according to the

fancy ofthe workman. The vessels thus

formed must not be permitted to cool too

quickly, hence they are put into a hot fur-

nace, in order that the heat may pass oft*

very gradually ; this is called annealing.

Glass is often tinged of various colours,

which is performed by mixing with it,

while in fusion, some one of the metallic

oxides. Thus blue glass is formed by the

oxide of cobalt; green by the oxide of

iron, or copper; violet by the oxide of

manganese ; red by a mixture of the ox-

ides of copper and iron ; purple by the

oxide of gold; white by the oxide of ar-

senic and zinc ; and yellow by the oxide
of silver, and by combustible bodies.

We shall give now a detail ofthe manu-
al operations in the manufacture of glass.

Glass-bloiving, the art of forming ves-

sels of glass ; the term, however, is exclu-

sively applied to those vessels which are

blown by the mouth. The operation is

exceedingly simple ; the workman has a

tube of iron, the end ofwhich he dips into

a pot of melted glass, and thus gathers a

small quantity of glass on the end of it;

he then applies the other end ofthe tube
to his mouth, and blows air through it;

this air enters into the body of the fluid

glass, and expands it out into a hollow

globe, similar to the soap bladders blown
from a tobacco pipe. Various methods
are used to bring these hollow globes in-

to forms of the different utensils in com-
mon domestic use, and several tools ; the
chief part of these are represented in

PLATE-GLASS MAKING.
The first and greatest ofthe glass-blow-

ers' implements is the furnace ; it consists

of two large domes set one over the other,
the lower one stands over a long grating,
(on a level with the ground) on which the
fuel is placed ; beneath the grate is the
ash pit, and a large arch, leading to it, con-

veys air to the furnace. In the sides of
the lower dome, as many holes or mouths
are made as there are workmen to make
use ofthe furnace, and before each mouth
a pot of melted glass is placed ; the pots
are very large, like crucibles, and will

hold from three to four hundred weight
of liquid glass; they are supported upon
three small piers of brickwork, resting on
the floor of the furnace. The form rever-
berates the flame from the roof down up-
on the pots, and they are placed at some
distance within the furnace, that the flame
VOL. VI.

may get between the wall and the pots.
The upper dome is built upon the other,
and its floor made flat by filling up round
the roof of the lower dome with brick-
work ; there is a small chimney opens
from the top of the lower dome into the
middle ofthe floor ofthe upper one, which

conveys the smoke away from it, and
a flue from the upper dome leads it com-

pletely from the furnace.

The upper dome is used for annealing
the glass, and is exactly similar to a large
oven, it has three mouths, and in different

parts a small flight of steps lead up to
each. We now come to describe the
smaller implements.

Fig. 1 and 2, is a bench or stool with
two arms a b at its ends, which are a little

inclined to the horizon ; the operator,
when at work, sits upon the stool, and lays
his blowing tube d across the arms, as

shown in the figure.

Fig. 3, are a pair of shears, or rather

pliers, formed ofone piece of steel ; they
have no sharp edges, and spring open
when permitted ; the workman has seve-
ral of these of different sizes, which
are hung upon hooks ate in the stool,

fig. 4.

Fig. 4, is a pair of compasses to measure
the work, and ascertain when it is brought
to the proper size ; the workmen should
have three or four of these.

Fig. 5, a common pair of sheers, for cut-

ting the soft glass.

Fig. 6, a very coarse flat file.

Fg. 7, is the blowing pipe ; it is simply
a wrought iron tube, about three feet

long, at x it is covered with twine, to pre-
vent it burning the workman's hand.

Fig. 8, a small iron rod, of which there
should be several.

Fig. 9, is a stool with a flatplate of cast
iron laid upon it, and/is another flatplate

upon the ground behind the stool.

To explain the use of these tools, vre

shall describe the manner of forming a

lamp or urn of glass, Fig. 10, with a wide
mouth at top and a small neck^ at bot-

tom, through which the candle is inserted,
and which is fitted into a brass cap to sup-
port the lamp by.
The operation is conducted by three

workmen. The first takes the blowing
pipe 7, and after heating it to a red heat
at the mouth of the furnace, dips it into
the pot of melted glass, at the same time

turning it round, that it may take up the

glass, which has then much the consist-

ence of turpentine ; in the quantity of
metal he is guided by experience, and
must proportion it to the size ofthe ves-

sel to be blown ; he then brings it from the
C
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furnace to the stool, fig. 9, and rolls the

lump of glass upon it to bring
1

it to a round

forin,after which IK blows through the

pipe, resting the glass upon the iron plate

/behind the stool, as in the figure, and

rolling it backwards and forwards. The
blowing makes the glass hollow, and he
has several methods of bringing it to a

proper shape to be worked ; by simply
blowing, it would assume a figure nearly

globular; if he wants it any bigger, in the

equatorial diameter^, fig. 11, he lays the

pipe on a hook driven in the side of the

stool, and turns it round very quickly ;

the centrifugal force soon enlarges it in

the equator. If, on the other hand, he
wishes to lengthen its polar diameter, he
holds the pipe perpendicular, the glass

hanging downwards, its weight lengthen-

ing it, and to shorten the polar diameter,
he holds the pipe upright, the glass at the

top by blowing through the pipe the ca-

pacity is increased, and the thickness of

the glass ot the vessel diminished.

We now suppose, that by a very dex-
terous application of the above methods
the workman has brought it to the shape
of fig. 11; he now carries it to the mouth
of the furnace, and holds it in to get a
fresh heat, (for by this time it is become
too stiff"to work easily) taking care to turn
it round slowly, that it may not alter its

figure. The vessel in this stage is deli-

vered to the second, or principal work-

man, the other two being only assistants ;

he is seated upon the stool, figs. 1 and 2,

and lays the blowing pipe, with the glass
at its end, across its arm a b

y and with his

left hand rolls the pipe along the arms,

turning the glass and pipe round at the
same time ; in his right hand he holds the

pliers, fig. 3, whose blades are rubbed
over with a small piece of bees'-wax, and
as the glass turns round presses the blade

of the shears against it, following it with

the shears as it rolls, at the end or side, as

occasion requires, until he has brought it

to the proper size, which he determines

by the compasses, fig. 4, though not ma-

terially altering its figure, the first work-
man kneeling on the ground and blowing
with his mouth at the end of the pipe,
which hangs over the arm , when di-

rected by his principal. The third work-
man now produces the small rod, fig. 8,

which is dipped into the melting pot, to

take up a small piece of metal to serve as

cement ; the end of this rod he applies to

the centre of the glass, just opposite the

blowing pipe, the principal workman di-

recting it, by holding its end between his

pliers, the rod by the small piece of glass
on its end immediately sticks to the glass

vessel, and the third workman draws it

away, both workmen turning their rods

round,' but in contrary directions ; this

operation forms a short tube on the end,
as in fig 12. The principal workman then
takes the short tube at i, between the

blades of a pair of pliers, exactly like the

others, but which are not covered with

bees'-wax; the cold of these pliers in-

stantly cracks the glass all round, and a

very slight jerk struck upon the rod 8

breaks it off. A hole is now made in the

end of the glass, which is enlarged by the

pliers while the glass is turned, as in fig.

13, until the neck is brought to the pro-

per size and length to fit the brass cap, as

before described, and the inferior half of
the lamp is brought to its shape and size

in the same manner.
In order to form the upper half, the

third workman has in the meantime been

preparing a round lump of glass K,

fig. 14, on the end of one of the rods, fig.

8, this he applies hot to the end of the

neck, it being guided by the principal
workman, and it immediately holds tight,
he then breaks offthe other neck at 7, by
the cold pliers, and thus separates it from
the blowing pipe.
The glass is now heated a third time,

and brought from the furnace in the state,

fig. 15, to the principal workman, who
enlarges the small orifice at the end by
turning it round, and holding the pliers

against it, until he enlarges it, as in fig. 16,

to the shape of fig. 10 ; it is now finished,

and the third workman takes it to a stool

strewed over with small coals, he rests the

rod upon the edge of the stool, and with
the file, fig. 6, files the joint at the bot-

tom neck, which soon breaks oft', and the

lamp falls upon the coals, the distance be-

ing so very small, as to be in no danger
of breaking; a boy now puts the end of
a long stick into the open mouth of the

glass, and thus carries it up the steps be-

fore described, places it in the annealing
1

oven, where it remains some hours ;

when taken out it must be cooled gradu-
ally, and is fit for sale.

In the history of glass, there is a fact

deserving record ; it is related by Pliny,
that the discovery was owing to the

following accident. Some merchants, with
soda as part of their freight, had cast an-

chor at the mouth of the river Belus, in

Phoenicia, and were dressingtheir dinner
on the sand, making use of large lumps
of the soda as supports for their kettles.

The heat ofthe fire melted the soda, and
the siliceous earth together ; the result

was glass. The hint was not lost, and a

manufacture in that trading country was
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instantly established, and to this place it

was for a long time confined. Glass was

undoubtedly made in great perfection

among the ancients. In their accounts,
we read of drinking-glasses, glass prisms,
and coloured glasses of various kinds.

Glass was first used for windows in the od

century of the Christian acra, but it did

not come into common use till very long
after this.

GLASS, painting on. See ENAMELLING.

GLASS, in sea affairs, the usual appella-
tion for a telescope. A night-glass is a

telescope made for viewing objects at

night. Half-hour glass, called also the

watch-glass, is used to measure the time

which each watch has to stay upon deck.

Half and quarter-minute glasses are used
to ascertain the rate of the ship's veloci-

ty, measured by the log ; these glasses
should be frequently compared with a

good stop-watch, to determine exactly
how many seconds they run.

GLAUBER (JOHN RUDOLPH,) an in-

dustrious chemist, was born in Germany.
After passing a considerable time in

travel, he settled at Amsterdam, about
the middle of the seventeenth century.
He wrote a number of works, mostly in-

fected with the enigmatical jargon and

unintelligible theory of the hermetic phi-

losophy, yet containing some useful facts

in true chemistry, and some processes of
his own invention. His name is perpe-
tuated in the purgative neutral salt called

Glauber's, composed ofthe sulphuric acid

and soda ; a valuable remedy, but, toge-
ther with others of his invention, extolled

by himself to an extravagant degree.
He kept several of his medicines secret,
and made advantage of them as nostrums.
Of his works an abridged collection was
made in German, which was translated

into English in 1689; but they are now
consigned to oblivion.

GLAUBER'S salt. See SODA, Sulphate of.

It is found native ; and, according to

Bergman, it contains sulphuric acid, soda,
and water, in the proportions of27.15.58 ;

that is, when saturated with water of

crystallization. When efflorescent, the
native Glauber's salt contains, beside

pure sulphate of soda, some oxide of

iron, and portions of muriate and carbon-
ate of soda. It is found in old salt mines,
on the borders of the salt lakes in differ-

ent parts of the world, and on the surface

ofpeat-mosses in France. It is also held
in solution in the Natron lakes of Egypt,
and the mineral springs of Carlsbad.
Glauber's salt easily dissolves in water,
and shoots into long and beautiful crys-

tals, which contain a large quantity of
water ; in consequence of which they
undergo the aqueous fusion, when ex-

posed to heat. This salt, on account of
its efficacy as a purgative, was formerly
held in the highest esteem, and was de-
nominated sal mirabile Glauberi. It has

been used in some countries as a substi-

tute for soda, in the manufacture of white

glass.

GLAUCOPIS, or the -wattle-bird, in na-

tural history,a genus of birds of the order
Pics. Generic character : bill incurvate

and arched ; lower mandible shorter than
the upper, and carunculate beneath at

the base ; nostrils depressed, half cover-

ed with a cartilaginous membrane; tongue
cartilaginous, split, and ciliated at the

end; legs carinated at the back; feet

formed for walking.
The G. cinerea, or cinereous wattle-

bird, is about the size of a jay ; it is found
in every part of New Zealand : berries,
and insects of almost every kind, consti-

tute its food ; it rarely perches on trees ;

but is often seen walking on the ground :

its notes are said at different times
to resemble whistlings and murmur-

ings, and its flesh is good for the
table.

GLAUX, in botany, a genus of the
Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Calycanthemae. Sali-

cariae, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
one-leafed, bell-shaped : corolla none ;

capsule one-celled, five-valved, five-seed-

ed. There is only one species, viz. G.

maritima, sea milk-wort, or black salt-

wort. It is common on the sea coast, and
on salt marshes at a distance from the sea;

it is" a beautiful little plant, enlivening
large tracts of the dreary situations where
it is found ; the whole plant is succulent,
and salt to the taste. It is also a native of
the United States.

GLAZING, in the arts, is the polishing
or crusting over earthen ware. When
earthen ware is properly baked, it is dip-

ped into a composition called a glaze,
made by mixing together in water, till it

becomes as thick as cream, fifty-six parts
of white lead, twelve of ground flints,

and three of ground flint glass. The
ware, by being baked, acquires a strong

1

property ofimbibing moisture, and in this

state it is called biscuit ; when dipped in-

to the glaze, it attracts it into its pores,
and the ware becomes presently dry ; it

is then exposed a second time to the fire,

by which means the glaze it has imbibed is

melted, and a thin, glass\ coat is formed up-
on the surface. The colour is more or less
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yellow, according as a greater or less pro-
proportion of lead has been used. The
lead promotes also the vitrification ; the
flint serves to give a consistency to the
lead during the time of its vitrification,
and to prevent its becoming too fluid,
and running down the sides of the ware,
and thereby leaving them unglazed.
This kind of glazing by lead is liable to

be attacked by acids, and of acting in

some degree as a poison ; a substitute has

therefore been recommended, which con-
consists of equal parts of white glass and
soda finely pulverized, and exposed to a

Strong heat till quite dry, and with this

the vessels are varnished or glazed. See
POTTERY.
GLEANING, in law. It hath been

said, that, by the common law and custom
of England, the poor are allowed to enter
and glean upon another's ground, after

the harvest, without being guilty of tres-

pass ; and that this humane provision
seems borrowed from the Mosaical law

;

but it is now positively settled, by a so-

lemn judgment of the court of Common
Pleas, that a right to glean in the harvest
field cannot be claimed as a general right

by every person at common law ; nor as

a custom by the poor of a parish, legally
settled.

GLEBE, or Glebe-land, is a portion of

Jand, meadow, or pasture, belonging to,

or parcel of, the parsonage or vicarage,
over and above the tythes.
Glebe lands, in the hands of the par-

son, shall not pay tithes to the vicar; nor,

being in the hands of the vicar, shall

they pay tithes to the parson. By statute

28 Hen. VIII. c. 11, every successor, on
a month's warning after induction, shall

have the mansion-house, and the glebe
belonging thereto, not sown at the time
of the predecessor's death. He that is

instituted may enter into the glebe-land
before induction, and has right to have it

against any strangers.
GLECHOMA, in botany, English

ground-ivy, a genus of the Didynamia
Gymnosperrnia class and order. Natural

order of Verticillatse. Labiatae, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx five-cleft ;

each pair of anthers converging in form
of a cross. There is but ohe species, viz.

G. hederacea, ground-ivy.
GLEDITSIA, in botany, a genus of the

Polygamia Dioecia class and order. Na-
tural order of Lomentacex. Leguminosae,
Jussieu. Essential character : herma-

phrodite ; calyx four-cleft ; corolla four-

petal led ; stamens six
; pistil one, le-

gume. There is only one species, with
several varieties.

GLEE, in music, a vocal composition
in three or more parts, generally con

sisting of more than one movement, the

subject of which may be either gay,
tender, or grave ; bacchanalian, amatory,
or pathetic.

GLEET, in medicine, the flux ofa thin,

limpid humour from the urethra.

GLINUS, in botany, a genus of the

Dodecandria Pentagynia class and order.

Natural order of Coryophyllei. Ficoi-

deae, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
five-leaved; corolla none ; nectaries clo-

ven bristles ; capsule five-cornered, five-

celled, five-valved, containing numerous
seeds. There are three species.
GLOBBA, in botany, a genus of the

Diandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Scitamineae. pannae,
Jussieu. Essential character: calyx su-

perior, trifid ; corolla equal, trifid ; cap-
sule three-celled ; seeds very many.
There are four species.
GLOBE, a round or spherical body,

more usually called a sphere, bounded by
one uniform convex surface, every point
of which is equally distant from a point
within, called its centre. Euclid defines

the globe or sphere, to be a solid figure
described by the revolution of a semi-cir-

cle about its diameter, which remains
unmoved. Also, its axis is the fixed line

or diameter about which the semi-circle

revolves ; ami its centre is the same with
that of the revolving semi-circle, a diame-
ter of it being any right line that passes

through the centre, and terminated both

ways by the superficies of the sphere.
Euclid, at the end of the twelfth book,

shews that spheres are to one another in

the triplicate ratio of their <* meters,
that is, their solidities are to or^ttanother
as the cubes of their diameters. And
Archimedes determines the real magni-
tudes and measures of the surfaces and
solidities of spheres and their segments,
in his treatise " De Sphaeraet Cylmdro:"
viz. 1. That the superficies of any globe
is equal to four times a great circle of it.

2. That any sphere is equal to two-thirds
of its circumscribing cylinder, or of the

cylinder of the same diameter and alti-

tude. 3. That the curve surface of the

segment of a globe, is equal to the
circle whose radius is the line drawn from
the vertex of the segment to the circum-
ference of the base. 4. That the content
of a solid sector of the globe is equal
to a cone whose altitude is the radius of
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the globe, and its base equal to the curve

superfices or the base of the sector, with

many other properties. And from hence

are easily deduced these practical rules

for the surfaces and solidities of globes
and their segments; viz. 1. "For the Sur-

face of a globe," multiply the square of

the diameter by 3.1416; or multiply the

diameter by the circumference. 2. " For

the Solidity of a Globe," multiply the

cube of the diameter by .5236 (viz. one-

sixth of 3.1416) ; or multiply the surface

by one-sixth of the diameter. 3. "For
the surface of a Segment," multiply the

diameter of the globe by the altitude of

the segment, and the product again by
3.1416. 4. "For the Solidity ofa Segment,'*

multiply the square of the diameter of

the globe by the difference between three

times that diameter and twice the alti-

tude of the segment, and the pro-
duct again by .5236, or one-sixth of

3.1416.

Hence, if d denote the diameter of the

globe,
c the circumference,
a the altitude of any segment, and

p = 3.1416 ;
then

The surface. The solidity.

In the globe. pd*=zcd^p&
In the segment pad Jpd

1- X 3d2a
See MENSURATION.

GLOBE, in practical mathematics, an
artificial spherical body, on the convex
surface of which are represented the

countries, seas, &.c. of our earth ; or the

face of the heavens, the circles of the

sphere, &c. That with the parts of the

earth delineated upon its surface is called

the terrestrial globe ; and that with the-

constellations, &c. the celestial globe.
These globes are placed in frames, with
other appurtenances. Their principal
use, besides serving as maps to distinguish
the outward parts of the earth, and the
situation of the fixed stars, is, to illustrate

and explain the phenomena arising from
the diurnal motion of the earth.

The globes commonly used are com-

posed of plaister and paper in the follow-

ing manner : A wooden axis is provided,
somewhat less than the intended diame-
ter of the globe, and into the extremes
two iron wires are driven for poles :

this axis is to be the beam or basis of the
whole structure. On the axis are applied
two spherical or rather hemispherical
caps, formed on a kind ofwooden mould

or block. These caps consist of paste-
board or paper, laid one lay after another
on the mould, to the thickness of a crown-

piece ; after which, having stood to dry
and embody, making an incision along the

middle, the two caps thus parted are slip-

ped off the mould. They remain now to
be applied on the poles of the axis, as be-
fore they were on those of the mould ;

and to fix them in their new place, the
two edges are sowed together with pack-
thread, &c. The rudiments of the globe
thus laid, they proceed to strengthen and
make it smooth and regular. In order to

this, the two poles are hasped in a metal-

line semi-circle of the size intended, and
a kind of plaster made of whiting, water,
and glue, heated, melted, and incorpo-
rated together, is daubed all over the pa-

per surface. In proportion as the plaster;
is applied, the ball is turned round in the

semi-circle, the edge of which pares off

whatever is superfluous, and beyond the
due dimension, leaving the rest adhering
in places that are short of it. After such

application of plaster, the ball stands to

dry ; which done, it is put again in the

semi-circle, and fresh matier applied :

thus they continue alternately to apply
the composition, and dry it, till the ball

everywhere accurately touches.the semi-

circle ; in which state it is perfectly
smooth, regular, and complete. The
ball thus finished, it remains to paste the

map or description on it. In order to this,

the map is projected in several gores or

gussets, all which join accurately on the

spherical surface, and cover the whole
ball. To direct the application of these

gores, lines are drawn by a semi-circle on
the surface of the ball, dividing it into a

number of equal parts, corresponding to

those of the gores, and subdividing those

again answerably to the lines and divisions

of the gores.
The papers thus pasted on, there re-

mains nothing but to colour and illumi-

nate the globe, and to varnish it, the bet-

ter to resist dust, moisture, &c. The
globe itself thus finished, they hang it iit

a brass-meridian, with an hour-circle and
a quadrant of altitude, and thus fit it into

a wooden horizon.

There are ten principal circles repre-
sented upon globes, viz. six greater and
four lesser ones. The greater circles are

the horizon, meridian, and equinoctial,
as it is called on the celestial, and equator
on the terrestrial globe, the ecliptic
drawn along the middle of the zodiac, and
the two colures.
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The lesser circles, of principal use, are

the two tropics and two polar circles.

Of these circles some are fixed, and al-

ways obtain the same position; others

moveable, according to the position ot the

observer. The fixed circles are the equa-
tor and the ecliptic, with their parallels
and secondaries ; which are usually delin-

eated upon the surfaces of the globes. The
moveabie circles are the horizon, with its

parallels and secondaries.

The horizon is that broad wooden cir-

cle surrounding the globe, and dividing
it into two equal parts called the upper
and lower hemispheres. It has two notch-

es, to let the brazen meridian slip up and

down, according to the different heights
of the pole. On the flat side of this cir-

cle are described the twelve signs, the

months of the year, the points of the

compass, &c. The brazen meridian is an
annulus or ring of brass, divided inio de-

grees, viz. each quadrant in 90 degrees.
It divides the globe into two equal parts,
called the eastern and western hemi-

spheres. The quadrant of altitude is a

thin pliable plate of brass, answering ex-

actly to a quadrant ot the meridian. It is

divided into 90, and has a notch, nut, and

screw., to fix to the brazen meridian in

the zenith of any place ; where it turns

round a pivot, and supplies the room of

vertical circles. The hour-circle is a flat

ring of brass, divided into twenty-four

equal parts, or hour-distances ; and on
the pole of the globe is fixed an index,
that turns round with the globe, and

points out the hours upon the hour-cir

cle. Lastly, there is generally added a

compass and needle upon the pediment
of the frame.

The surface of the celestial globe may
be esteemed a just representation of the

concave expanse of the heavens, not-

withstanding its convexity ; for it is easy
to conceive the eye placed in the centre

of the globe, and viewing the stars on its

surface ; supposing it made of glass, as

some globes are : also that if holes were
made in the centre of each star, the eye
in the centre of the globe, properly
placed, would view through each of the

holes the very stars in the heavens repre-
sented by them.
As it would be impossible to have any

distinct notion of the stars, in respect to

their number, order, and distances, with-

out arranging them in certain forms, call-

ed constellations, this the first observers
of the heavens took care to do ; and these,
like kingdoms and countries, upon the

terrestrial globe, serve to distinguish the

different parts of the superfices of the
celestial globe.
The stars, therefore, are all disposed

in constellations, under the forms of vari-

ous animals, whose names and figures are

represented on the celestial globe; which
were first invented by the ancient astro-

nomers and poets, and are still retained,
for tlie better distinction of these lumina-

ries. We shall now give some problems
on both the globes, beginning with the

terrestrial globe.

TERRESTRIAL GLOBE.

PROB. 1. "To find the latitude and

longitude of any place." Bring the place
to the graduate'd side of the first meri-
dian : then the degree of the meridian it

cuts is the latitude sought ;
and the de-

gree of the equator then under the meri-
dian is the longitude.

. 2. To find a place, having a given
latitude and longitude." Find the degree
of longitude on the equator, and bring it

to the brass meridian ; then find- the de-

gree of latitude on the meridian, either

north or south of the equator, as the giv-
en latitude is north or south ; and the

point of the globe just under that degree
of latitude is the place required.

3. " To find all the places on the

globe that have the same latitude and
the same longitude, or hour, with a given
place, as suppose London." Bring the

given place, London, to the meridian,
and observe what places are just under
the edge of it, from north to south ; and
all those places have the same longitude
and hour with it. Then turn the globe
round; and all those places, which pass

just under the given degree of latitude

on the meridian, have the same latitude

with the given place.
4. " To find the antceci, perioeci, and

antipodes, of any given place, suppose
London." Bring the given place, Lon-
don, to the meridian, then count 51^ the
same degree of latitude southward, or
towards the other pole, and the point
thus arrived at will be the antoeci, or
where the hour of the day or night is al-

ways the same at both places at the same
time, and where the season and lengths
of days and nights are also equal, but at

half a year distance from each other, be-
cause their seasons are opposite or con-

trary. London being still under the me-
ridian, set the hour index to twelve at

noon, or pointing towards London ; then
turn the globe just half round, or till the

index p oint to the opposite hour, or twelve
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at night ; and the place that comes under
the same degree 01 the meridian where
London was shows where the perioeci

dwell, or those people that have the

same seasons and at the same time as

London, as also the same length of days
and nights, &c. at that time, but only their

time or hour is just opposite, or twelve
hours distant, being day with one when

night with the other, &c. Lastly, as the

globe stands, count down by the meridian
the same degree of latitude south, and
that will give the place of the antipodes
of London, being diametrically under or

opposite to it ; and so having all its times,
both hours and seasons, opposite, being
day with the one when night with the

other, and summer with the one when
winter with the other.

5. " To find the distance of two places
on the globe." If the two places .be ei-

ther both on the equator, or both on the

same meridian, the number of degrees in

the distance between them, reduced into

miles, at the rate ofseventy English miles

to the degree, (or more exactly sixty-nine
and one-fifth, ; will give the distance near-

ly. But in any other situations of the two

places, lay the quadrant of altitude over

them, and the degrees counted upon it,

from the one place to the other, and turn-

ed into miles as above, will give the dis-

tance in this case.

6.
- To find the difference in the time

of the day at any two given places, and
thence the difference oflongitude." Bring
one of the places to the meridian, and set

the hour index to twelve at noon ; then
turn the globe till the other place comes
to the meridian, and the index will point
out the difference of time ; then, by al-

lowing fifteen degrees to every hour, or

one degree to four miles of time, the dif-

ference oflongitude will be known. Or
the difference of longitude may be found
without the time, thus :

First bring the one place to the meri-

dian, and note the degree of longitude on
the equator cut by it ; then do the same
by the other place ; which gives the lon-

gitudes of the two places ; then subtract-

ing the one number of degrees from the
other gives the difference of longitude
sought.

7.
" The time being known at any giv-

en place, as suppose London, to find what
hour it is in any other partofthe world."

Bring the given place, London, to the me-
ridian, and set the index to the given hour;
then turn the globe till the other place
come to the meridian, and look at what

hour the index points, which will be the
time sought.

8.
" To find the sun's place in the

ecliptic, and also on the globe, at any giv-
en time." Look into the calendar on the
wooden horizon for the month and day of
the month proposed, and immediately op-
posite stands the sign and degree which
the sun is in on that day. Then, in the

ecliptic drawn upon the globe, look tor

the same sign and degree, and that will

be the place of the suu required.
9. " To find at what place on the earth

the sun is vertical, at a given moment of
time at another place, as suppose Lon-
don." Find the sun's place on the globe
by the last problem, and turn the globe
about till that place come to the meridian,
and note the degree of the meridian just
over it Then turn the globe till the giv-
en place, London, come to the meridian,
and set the index to the'given moment of
time. Lastly, turn the globe till the index

points to twelve at noon ; then the place
of the earth, or globe, which stands under
the before noted degree, has the sun at

that moment in the zenith.

10. " To find how long the sun shines,
without setting, in any given place in the

frigid zones." Subtract the degrees of
latitude of the given place from ninety,
which gives the complement of the lati-

tude, and count the number of this com-

plement upon the meridian fromthe equa-
tor towards the pole, marking that point
of the meridian; then turn the globe
round,and carefully observe what two de-

grees of the ecliptic pass exactly under
the point marked on the meridian. Then
look for the same degrees of the ecliptic
on the wooden horizon, and just oppo-
site to them stand the months and days of
the months corresponding, and between
which two days the sun never sets in that

latitude.

If the beginning and end of the longest

night be required, or the period of time
in which the sun never rises at that place;
count the same complement of latitude

towards the south or farthest pole, and
then the rest of the work will be the
same in all respects as above.

Note, that this solution is independent
of the horizontal refraction of the sun,
which raises him rather more than half a

degree higher, by that means making the

day so much longer, and the night the

shorter ; therefore, in this case, set the

mark on the meridian half a degree high-
er up towards the north pole than what
the complement of latitude gives ; then

proceed with it as before, and the more
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exact time and length of the longest day
and night will be found.

11. * A place being given in the torrid

zone, to find on what two days of the year
the sun is vertical at that place." Turn
the globe about till the given place come
to the meridian, and note the degree of
the meridian it comes under. Next turn

the globe round again, and note the two

points of the ecliptic passing vinder that

degree of the meridian. Lastly, by the

wooden horizon, find on what days the

sun is in those two points of the ecliptic ;

and on these days he will be vertical to

the given place.
12. " To find those places in the torrid

zone to which the sun is vertical on a giv-
en day." Having found the sun's place in

the ecliptic, as in the eighth problem,
turn the globe to bring the same point of
the ecliptic on the globe to the meridian;
then again turn the globe round, and note

all the places which pass under that point
of the meridian ;

which will be the places

sought.
After the same manner may be found

what people are ascii for any given day.
And also to what place of the earth, the

moon, or any other planet, is vertical on
a given day ; finding the place of the pla-
net on the globe by means of its right
ascension and declination, like finding a

place from its longitude and latitude giv-
en.

13.
" To rectify the globe for the lati-

tude of any place." By sliding the brass

meridian in its groove, elevate the pole as

far above the horizon as is equal to the la-

titude of the place ; so for London, raise

the north pole fifty-one and a halfdegrees
above the wooden horizon : then turn the

globe on its axis till the place, as London,
come to the meridian, and there set the

index to twelve at noon. Then is the

place exactly on the vertez, or top point
of the globe, at ninety degrees every way
round from the wooden horizon, which

represents the horizon of the place. And
ifthe frame of the globe be turned about
till the compass needle point to twenty,
two and a half degrees, or two points west
of the north point (because the variation

of the magnetic needle is nearly twenty-
two and a half degrees west), so shall the

globe then stand in the exact position of

the earth, with its axis pointing to the

north pole.
14.

" To find the length of the day or

night, or the sun's rising or setting, in any
latitude ; having the day ot the month

given." Rectify the globe for the lati-

tude of the place ; then bring the sun's

place on the globe to the meridian, and set

the index to twelve at noon, or the upper
twelve, and then the globe is in the pro-

per position for noon-day. Next turn the

globe about towards the east till the sun's

place come just to the wooden horizon,
and the index will then point to the hour
of sun-rise ; also turn the globe as far to

the west side, or till the sun's place come

just to the horizon on the west side, and
then the index will point to the hour of

sun-set. These being now known, dou-

ble the hour of setting will be the length
of the day, and double the rising will be

the length of the -night. And thus also

may the length of the longest day, or the

shortest day, be found for any latitude.

15.
" To find the beginning and end of

twilight on any day of the year, for any
latitude." It is twilight all the time from
sun-set till the sun is eighteen degrees
below the horizon, and the same in the

morning from the time the sun is eighteen

degrees below the horizon till the moment
of his rise. Therefore, rectify the globe
for the latitude of the place, and for noon,

by setting the index to twelve, and screw

on the quadrant of altitude. Yhen take

the point of the ecliptic opposite the sun's

place, and turn the globe on its axis west-

ward, as also the quadrant of altitude, till

that point cut this quadrant in the eigh-
teenth degree below the horizon ; then

the index will shew the time of dawning
in the morning ; next turn the globe and

quadrant of altitude towards the east, till

the said point opposite the sun's place
meet this quadrant in the same eighteenth

degree, and then the index will shew the

time when twilight ends in the evening.
16. " At any given day, and hour of the

day, to find all those places on the globe
where the sun then rises, or sets, as also

where it is noon-day, where it is day-light,
and where it is in darkness." Find what

place the sun is vertical to, at that time ;

and elevate the globe according to the

latitude of that place, and bringthe place
also to the meridian ; in which state it

will also be in the zenith of the globe.
Then is all the upper hemisphere, above
the wooden horizon, enlightened, or in

day light ; while all the lower one, below
the horizon, is in darkness, or night :

those places by the edge of the meridian,
in the upper hemisphere, have noon-day,
or twelve o'clock ; and those by the me-
ridian below, have it midnight: lastly, all

those places by the eastern side of the ho-

rizon have the sun just setting, and those

by the western horizon have him just ris-

ing.

Hence, as in the middle of a lunar

eclipse, the moon is in that degree of the
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ecliptic opposite to the sun's place ; by
the present problem it may be shown
what places of the earth; then see the mid-
dle of the eclipse, and what the beginning
or ending, by using the moon's place in-

stead of the sun's place in the problem.
17. " To find the bearing of one place

from another, and their angle ofposition."
Bring the one place to the zenith, by rec-

tifying the globe for its latitude, and turn-

ing the globe till that place come to the
meridian ; then screw the quadrant of al-

titude upon the meridian at the zenith,
and make it revolve till it come to the
other place on the globe ;

then look on
the wooden horizon for the point of the

t compass, or number of degrees from the
* south, where the quadrant of altitude cuts

it, and that will be the bearing of the lat-

ter place from the former, or the angle of

position sought.
18. " The day and hour of a solar or

lunar eclipse being given, to find all

those places in which the same will be
visible." Find the place to which the
sun is vertical at the given instant

; and
elevate the globe to the latitude of the

place ; then, in most of those places
above the horizon will the sun be visible

during his eclipse ; and all those places
below the horizon will see the moon pass
through the shadow of the earth in her

eclipse,
19. " The length of a degree being gi-

gen, to find the number of miles in a

great circle of the earth, and thence the
diameter of the earth." Admit that one

degree contains 69\ English statute miles;
then multiply 360(the number ofdegrees
in a great circle) by 69 and the pro-
duct will be 25,020, the miles which mea-
sure the circumference of the earth. If

this number be divided by 3.1416, the

quotient will be 7,963_8 6 miles, for the

diameter of the earth.

20. " The diameter of the earth being
known, to find the surface in square miles,'
and its solidity in cubic miles." Admit t

the diameter be 7,964 miles
; then multi- \

ply the square of the diameter by 3.1416,
and the product will be 199,250,205 very
near, which are the square miles in the
surface of the earth. Again, multiply the
cube of the diameter by 0,5236, and the

product 264,466,789,170 will be the num-
ber of the cubic miles in the whole globe
of the earth.

21. " To express the velocity of the
diurnal motion of the earth." Since a

place in the equator describes a circle of
25,020 miles in twenty-four hours, it is

evident that the velocity with which it

VOL. VI.

moves is at the rate of 1,042 in an hoili*,

or
17-^.

miles per minute. The velocity

in any parallel of latitude decreases in

the proportion of the co-sine of the lati-

tude to the radius. Thus for tbe latitude

of London, 51 30', say,

As radius ...... - 10.000000
To the co-sine of lat. 51 30' 9.794149
So is the velocity in the equa- ? 2 238046

tor, 17^
- - - - 5__

To the velocity of the city of ?
5

London, 10_ - - 5

That is, the city of London moves about
the axis of the earth at the rate of 10_8

-j.

miles every minute of time : but this is

far short of the velocity of the annual
motion about the sun ; for that is at

the rate of more than 65,000 miles per
hour.

PROBLEMS OST THE CELESTIAL GLOBE.

1. "To rectify the globe." Raise or
elevate the pole to the latitude of the

place ; screw the quadrant of altitude in

the zenith ; set the index of the hour-
circle to the upper xn

;
and place the

globe north and south by the compass
and needle ; then is it a just representa-
tion of the heavens from the given day at

noon.
2. To find the sun's place in the eclip-

tic." Find the day of the month in the
calendar on the horizon, and right against
it is the degree of the ecliptic, which the
sun is in for that day.

3. " To find the sun's declination."

Rectify the globe, bring the sun's place
in the ecliptic to the meridian, and that

degree which it cuts in the meridian is

the declination required.
4.

" To find the sun's right ascension.*'

Bring the sun's place to the meridian,
and the degree of the equinoctial cut by
the meridian is the right ascension re-

quired.
5. "To find the sun's amplitude."

Bring the sun's place to the horizon, and

the arch of the horizon intercepted be-

tween it and the east or west point is the

amplitude, north or south.

6.
K To find the sun's altitude for any

given day and hour." Bring the sun's

place to the meredian ;
set the hour-in-

dex to the upper xn ; then turn the

globe till the index points to the given
hour, where let it stand; then screwing
the quadrant of altitude in the zenith,

lay it over the sun's place, and the

D
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arch contained between it and the hori-

zon will give the degrees of altitude re-

quired.
7.

*' To find the sun's azimuth for any
hour of the day." Every thing before
done as in the last problem, the arch of

the horizon contained between the north

point and that where the quadrant ofal-

titude cuts it, is the azimuth east or west,
as required.

8. " To find the time when the sun ri-

ses or sets." Find the sun's place for the

given day ; bring it to the meridian, and
set the hour-hand to xii; then turn the

globe till the sun's place touches the

east part of the horizon, the index will

shew the hour of its rising ; after that

turn the globe to the west part of the ho-

rizon, and the index will shew the time

of its setting for the given day.
9.

" To find the length of any given
day or night

" This is easily known by
taking the number of hours between the

rising and setting of the sun for the

length of the day ; and the residue, to

twenty-four, for the length of the night.
10. " To find the hour of the day, hav-

ing the sun's altitude given.'* Bring the

sun's place to the meridian, and set the

hour-hand to xii ; then turn the globe in

such a manner, that the sun's place may
move along by the quadrant of altitude

(fixed in the zenith) till it touches the

degree of the given altitude, where stop
it, and the index will shew on the horary
circle the hour required.

11. " To find the place of the moon, or

any planet, for any given day." Take
White's ephemeris, and against the given
day of the month you will find the degree
and minute of the sign which the moon
or planet possesses at noon, under the ti-

tle of geocentric motions. The degree
thus found being marked, in the ecliptic
on the globe by a small mark, or other-

wise, you may then proceed to find the

declination, right ascension, latitude, lon-

gitude, altitude, azimuth, rising, south-

ing, setting, &c. in the same manner as

has been shewn for the sun.

12. " To explain the phenomena of the

harvest-moon." In order to this we need

only consider* that when the sun is in the

beginning of Aries, the full moon on that

day must be in the beginning of Libra ;

and since when the sun sets, or moon ri-

ses, on that day, those equinoxal points
will be in the horizon, and the ecliptic
will then be least of all inclined thereto,
the part or arch which the moon describes

in one day, viz. 13, will take up about
an hour and a quarter ascending above

the horizon ; and therefore, so long will

be the time after sunset, the next night,
before the moon will rise. But at the

opposite time of the year, when the sun
is in the.autumnal, and the full moon in

the vernal equinox, the ecliptic will, when
the sun is setting, have the greatest incli-

nation to the horizon ; and therefore,
13 will in this case soon ascend, viz. in

about a quarter ofan hour , and so long
after sun-set will the moon rise the next

day after the full : whence, at this time of

the year, there is much more moon-light
than in the spring ;

and hence this au-

tumnal full moon came to be called the

harvest-moon, the hunter's or shepherd's
moon : all which may be clearly shewn
on the globe.

13. " To represent the face of the star-

ry firmament for any given hour of the

night." Rectify the globe and turn it

about, till the index points to the given
hour; then will all the upper hemisphere
of the globe represent the visible half of

the heavens, and all the stars on the

globe will be in such situations as exactly

correspond to those in the heavens ;

which may therefore be easily found,
as will be shewn in the sixteenth pro-
blem.

14. " To find the hour when any
known star will rise, or come upon the

meredian." Rectify the globe, and set

the index to xii ; then turn the globe till

the star comes to the horizon or meri-

dian, and the index will show the hour

required.
15. " To find at what time of the year

any given star will be on the meridian at

xii at night." Bring the star to the meri-

dian, and observe what degree of the

ecliptic is on the north meridian under
the horizon ; then find in the calendar on
the horizon the day of the year against
that degree, and it will be the day re-

quired.
16. To find any particular star."

First find its altitude in the heavens by a

quadrant, and the point of the compass it

bears on ; then, the globe being recti-

fied, and the index turned to the given
hour, if the quadrant of altitude be fixed

on the zenith, and laid towards the point
of the compass on which the star was ob-

served, the star required will be found at

the same degree of altitude on the said

quadrant, as it was by observation in the

heavens.
The invention of globes is of great an-

tiquity. Some allusions to the celestial

globe may be found as early as Hippar-
chus's time, in the writings of Pliny and
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Ptolemy. Strabo makes mention of the

terrestrial globe ; and a contemporary of

his, Propertius, refers directly to depicted
worlds ; and Claudius, who describes Ar-
chimedes's glass sphere, evinces great
knowledge of the constructions of an or-

rery, spheres, &c. that then existed among
mathematicians.

Among the improvers and makers of

globes may be subsequently ranked the

following as chief : Tycho Brahe, Regio-
montanus, Schonerus, Gemma Fricius,
Gr. Mercator, J. Hondius, Johnsonius,
Wm. Saunderson, Wm. Bleau, &c ; some
of whom wrote learnedly on their uses:

but, in this respect, the preference is

certainly due to our countryman, Mr.
Robert Hues, whose Latin treatise was
afterwards published by Handinus, and
then by Pontanus, with figures and notes.

This work was afterwads translated
into English by J. Chilmead, in the year
1639.

No globes had any pretensions to accu-

racy, taste, or elegance, till the time of
Mr John Senex, F. R. S. ; who, about the

year 1739, delineated and engraved sets

of plates for globes of nine, twelve, se-

venteen, and twenty-eight inches in di-

ameter, which he used with the globes
then manufacturedby himself,and making
these instruments more accurate and
useful than any former maker. The terms
and names of places on the globes of
seventeen and twenty-eight inches in di-

ameter were in Latin.

About the year 1759, and just after the

decease of Mr. Senex, Mr. Benjamin
Martin,alearned optician,became possess-
ed of Mr. Senex's plates, and continued
for many years to manufacture the globes,
but with additional skill, and with various

improvements.
About the year 1765, the late Mr.

George Adams caused new plates for

eighteen and twelve inches globes to be

engraved. The terms and names of these,
like the larger ones of Senex,wereprinted
in Latin. Instead of horary circles fixed

on the meridian, with moveable indices

for computation of time, Mr. Adams con-

trived circular wires, to envelop the

globe about the equinoctial circles, with

sliding brass points; so that, as the globes
were revolved on their axes, the time by
these was pointed out on the graduations
of the above great circle ; which conse-

quently gave a more extensive and con-

spicuous scale of time, than could be had

by means of the smaller horary circles.

He also applied to each globe a semi-cir-

cular slip of'brass, connected at the poles,

having on the terrestrial a sliding com-
pass bearing circle ; and on the celes-
tial a small sliding sun. The brass

slips were graduated each way from
the equinoctial, so that the positions for

rhomb-lines, right ascensions, and decli-

nations, could be better and more readily
obtained.

The horary, or hour circle of the

globes being usually attached to the ex-
ternal edge ofthe meridians, prevented a
free and uninterrupted motion of the me-
ridians, with their poles through the ho-
rizons of the globes, to admit of an uni-

versal position of the axis with respect
to the horizon, for all latitudes of places.
Mr. James Harris, of the Mint, in the

year 1740, contrived a method of fixing
the brass horary circles at the poles, un-
der the meridians ; i. e. between the sur-

face of the globes and interior edge of
the meridian, and to be occasionally

moveable,independent eitherofthe globe
or meridian. In this manner the globes
were rendered completely useful for the
solution of problems in all latitudes.

About the year 1785, Mr, G. Wright
contrived a moveable index, applicable to
the poles of a globe, to act in a similar

manner to the circle of Mr. Harris,
which pointed to a circle of hours en-

graved round the poles of each globe.
This he considered a method of obvi-

ating the great friction, or adherence,
that sometimes inconveniently takes place
between the surfaces of the circle and

globe.
From the lapse ofyears, the numerous

astronomical and geographical discove-

ries, and the Latin termsj adopted in the

larger globes of Senex and Adams, these

globes became inconvenient, embarras-

sing, and finally obsolete. A short time
before the year 1800, sets of new and ac-

curately engraved plates were suggested,
and considered as a desideratum in as-

tronomy, by the Astronomer Royal, Dr.

Maskelyne, Sir Joseph Banks, Professor

Vince, and others ; and conformably to

this object, in the year 1800 were com-

pleted and produced a set of entirely new
plates for globes of eighteen inches in

diameter, and under the denomination of
the " New British Globes." The gradua-
tions and lines are laid down in the most
correct manner, and with much greater
accuracy than in any former globe plates.
The drawing from which the terrestial

is engraved was an entirely new one,
from the hands of Mr. Arrow-smith, an
eminent geographer. The latitudes and

longitudes of places are rectified from
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the latest and best authorities ; and there

are likewise inserted all the authentic dis-

coveries to the present time. The celes-

tial globe contains a description of a com-

plete catalogue of stars, clusters, plane-

tary, nebula, &c to the amount of nearly
6,000, from the observations and commu-
nications of Dr. Maskelyne, Dr. Her-

schel, Rev. Mr. Wollaston, &c., and in-

serted from calculations made by Mr.
W. Jones, optician of Holborn, in their

exact positions, to the present period. To
the prinicipal stars are annexed Bayer's
Greek letters of reference ; and the

whole are circumscribed by well-design-
ed figures of the constellations, faintly

engraved.
The great circles are divided into twen-

ty minutes of a degree, and the equinoc-
tial in addition into two minutes of time,
so that, by estimation, the solution of

problems may be obtained to five minutes

of a degree, or half a minute of time ; a

degree ofaccuracy sufficiently useful, not

only for all the common problems, but

most of the trigonometrical ones.

As the reading off of time is found to

be a ready and convenient method by
hour circles attached to the meridians,
the horary circle has been contrived to

admit of being slid away from its pole,

upon the exterior edge of the meridian ;

this is done by making the extremity of

the pole which carries the index of the

horary circle moveable, by unscrewing.
The horary circle being attached to the
meridian barely by springs, when the in-

dex is unscrewed, the circle may conse-

quently be slid to any part of the meri-

dian. This contrivance is necessary only
for the circle of the north pole of Messrs.

W . and S. Jones's terrestrial globe, who
have adopted this circle, and at the

south pole ofthe globes have applied the
interior brass index,or circles above men-
tioned.

Plates for the British globes of twelve
inches diameter have been reduced and

abridged, from the eighteen, inches
above mentioned. Plates for globes of

nine, twelve, and twenty-one inches di-

ameter, have been engraved by Mr. Ca-

ry, of the Strand. The stars of the celes-

tial globe are not circumscribed with the

figures of the constellations.

GLOBULAR chart, a name given to

the representation of the surface, or of
some part of the surface of the terrestrial

globe upon a plane, wherein the parallels
of latitude are circles nearly concentric,
the meridian curves bending towards

the poles, and the nhomb-lines are also

curves.

GLOBULAR sailing. See SAILING.

GLOBULARIA, in botany, a genus of

the Tetrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Aggregate. Ly-
simachiae, Jussieu. Essential character:

calyx common, imbricate ; proper tubu-

lar inferior ; corollets the upper lip two-

parted ; lower three-parted ; receptacle

chaffy. There are eight species.

GLORIOSA, in botany, a genus of the

Hexandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Sarmentaceae Lilia,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

six-petalled, waved, reflex; style oblique.
There are two species, viz. G. superba,

superb lily, and G. simplex.
GLOSS, in matters of literature, de-

notes an exposition or explication of the
text of any author, whether in the. same

language or any other ; in which sense it

differs little from commentary.
GLOSSOMA, in botany, a genus of

the Tetrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Rhamni, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx turbinate fcur-

toothed, superior ; corolla four-petalled ;

anthers almost united, with a membrana-
ceous scale at the end ; stigmas four,

drupe. There is only one species, viz.

G. guianensis, a native of Guiana, flower-

ing in September. Votomita is the ver-

nacular name.

GLOSSOPETALUM, in botany, a ge-
nus of the Pentandria Pentagynia class

and order. Natural order of Rhamni, Jus-
sieu. Essential character : calyx very
small, five-toothed ; petals five, with a

strap at the tip- of each berry. There
are two species, both lofty trees, natives

ofiGuiana and Cayenne.
GLOTTIS, in anatomy, the mouth or

aperture of the larynx, through which
the air ascends and descends in respiring.
It can be dilated or contracted at pleasure,
and by the various vibratory motions of
which the tones ofthe voice are modified.
The name was applied by the ancients to

an additional moveable part of the flute,
which they placed between their lips in-

performance, and which is supposed to
have been similar to our reed.
GLOW -worm. See LAMPYRIS.
GLOXINIA, in botany, so called in

honour of Ben. Petr. Gloxin, of Colmar,
a genus of |the Didynamia Angiospermia
class and order. Natural order of Per-
sonatse. Campanulaceae, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character: calyx superior, five-leaved;
cor olla bell^shaped, with the border ob-
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lique ; filaments, with the rudiment of a

fifth, inserted in the receptacle. There
is only one species, viz. G. maculata,

spotted gloxinia, a native of South Ame-
rica.

GLUCINA, in chemistry, an earth late-

ly discovered by Vauquelin, while he was

analyzing the beryl, to ascertain whether
its constituent parts were the same as

those of the emerald. See BEBTL. In

this experiment he found the glucina,
which is so named from its sweetish kind
of taste. Glucina in the form of powder,
or in fragments, is almost three times as

heavy as water; it is infusible in the

fire ; it does not contract, like alumina, by
great heat, and it has no effect on vegeta-
ble colours. The oxygen, nitrogen, and

hydrogen gases have no action on it ;
nor

is it acted upon by carbon, sulphur, or

phosphorus. It combines with sulphu-
rated hydrogen. It is insoluble in water,
but combines with acids, making with

them soluble salts, distinguished by a

sweet and slightly astringent taste.

GLUE, among artificers, a tenacious

viscid matter, which serves as a cement
to bind or connect things together. Glues

are of different kinds, according to the,

various uses they are designed for, as the

common glue, glove glue,parchment glue,
isinglass glue, &c.

The common or strong glue is chiefly
used by carpenters, joiners, cabinet-ma-

kers, &c. and the best kind is that made
in England, in square pieces, of a ruddy
brown colour, and next to this the Flan-

ders glue. It is made of the skins of ani-

mals, as oxen, cows, calves, sheep, &c.

and the older the creature is, the better is

the glue made of its hide. Indeed, whole
skins are but rarely used for this purpose,
but only the shavings, parings, or scraps
of them; or the feet, sinews, &c. That
made of whole skins, however, is undoubt-

edly the best ; as that made of sinews is

the very worst.

In making glue of parings, they first

steep them two or three days in water
;

then washing them well out, they boil

them to the consistence of a thick jelly,
which they pass, while hot, through
ozier baskets, to separate the impurities
from it, and then let stand some time,
to purify it further : when all the filth

and ordures are settled to the bottom
of the vessel, they melt and boil it a

second time. They next pour it into

flat frames or moulds, whence it is taken
out pretty hard and solid, and cut into

square pieces or cakes. They afterwards

dry it in the wind, in a sort of coarse
net ; and at last string it, to finish its

drying. The glue made of sinews, feet,
&c. is managed after the same manner ;

only with this difference, that they bone
and scour the feet, and do not lay them
to steep. The best glue is that which
is oldest ; and the surest way to

try its goodness is, to lay a piece to

steep three or four days, and if it .swell

considerably without melting, and when
taken out resumes its former dryncss,
it is excellent. A glue that will hold

against fire or water may be made thus :

raix a handful of quick lime with four
ounces of linseed oil, boil them to a
good thickness, then spread it on tin.

plates in the shade, and it will become
exceedingly hard, but may be dissolved
over a fire, as glue, and will effect the
business to admiration.

GiiUE, method of preparing and using.
Set a quart of water on the tire, then
put in about half a pound of good glue,
and boil them gently together till the

glue be entirely dissolved, and of a due
consistence. When glue is to be used, it

must be made thoroughly hot; after

which, with a brush dipped in it, be-
smear the faces of the joints as quick
as possible ; then clappiug them together,
slide or rub them lengthwise one upon
another, two orthree times, to settle them
close ; and so let them stand till they are

dry and firm.

GLUE, parchment, is made by boiling
gently shreds of parchment in water, in
the proportion ofone pound of the former
to six quarts of the latter, till it be reduc-
ed to one quart. The fluid is then to be
strained from the dregs, and afterwards
boiled to the consistence ofglue. Isinglass

glue is made in the same way ; but this

is improved by dissolving the isinglass in

alcohol, by means of a gentle heat. See
CEMENTS.
GLUME. See BOTAXY.
GLUTA, in botany, a genus ofthe Pen-

tandria Monogynia class and order. Es-
sential character : calyx bell-shaped, de-
ciduous ; petals five, glued at bottom to
the column of the germ ; filaments in-

serted into the tip of the column; germ
sitting on an oblong column. There is only
one species, viz. G. benghas, a native of
Java.

GLUTEN. With the fecula and sac-

charine matter which compose the prin-

cipal part ofnutritive grain, isanother sub-

stance, approaching more nearly in its cha-

racters to animal matter than any other

product of the vegetable system. From
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the resemblance in its properties to the

animal principle formerly called gluten,
but now described under the term FIBRIK,
(which see,) it has received the name of

vegetable gluten. It is obtained in largest

quantities from wheat, amounting to the

twelfth part of the whole grain, by knead-

ing the flower into paste, which is to be
washed very cautiously, by kneading it

under a jet of water, till the water carries

off' nothing more, but runs off co-..

lourless; what remains is gluten: it is

ductile and elastic ; it has some resem-
blance to animal tendon or membrane : it

is very tenacious, and may be used as a

cement for broken porcelain vessels. It

has a peculiar smell, with scarcely any
taste. When exposed to the air it as-

sumes a brown colour, and becomes ap-

parently covered with a coat of oil. When
completely dry it resembles glue, and
breaks like glass. It is insoluble in water,

alcohol, and ether ; but the acids dissolve

it, and the alkalies precipitate it. It has

a strong affinity for the colouring matter

of vegetables, and likewise for resinous

substances. When kept moist it ferments,
and emits a very offensive smell ; the

vapour blackens silver and lead. Its con-

stituent parts are oxygen, hydrogen, car-

bon, and azote. It exists, as we have ob-

served, most abundantly in wheat, but it

is found in large quantities in many other

plants. It is gluten that renders wheat so

useful in the art of bread making.
GLYCINE, in botany, a genus of the

Diadelphia Decandria class and order.

Natural order of Papilionaceae, or Legu-
minosae. Essential character : calyx two-

lipped ; corolla the keel turning back, the

banner at the tip. There are twenty -five

species. There are eleven species enu-
merated by Muhlenberg, as natives of the
United States, and a twelfth was discover-

ed by Dr. W. P. C. Barton, professor of

botany in the University of Pennsylvania,
viz. G. parabolica. It is described by him
in his Prodromus Flora Philadelphica.
GLYCYRRHIZA, in botany, English

Kquorice,a, genus ofthe Diadelphia Decan-
dria class and order. Natural order of

Papilionacese, or Legvrminosae. Essen-
tial character: calyx two-lipped, upper-
lip three-parted, lower undivided; le-

gume ovate, compressed. There are four

species. These are tall growing peren-
nial, herbaceous plants, with the stalk

somewhat woody at bottom. The stipules
are distinct from the petiole ; the flowers

in a head or spike from the axils and at

the ends of the branches ; seed vessel a

legume or pod, smooth, hairy, or prickly.

GLYPH, in sculpture and architecture,
denotes any canal or cavity, used as an.

ornament.

CLYSTER, or CLYSTER, among physi-
cians. See CLYSTER.

GMELINA, in botany, so called in ho-
nour of Joh. George Gmelin, professor of
natural history at St. Petersburgh, after-

wards of botany at Tubingen, a genus of
the Didynamia Angiospermia class and
order. Natural order of Personatse. Vi-

tices, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx

slightly four-toothed; corolla four-cleft,

bell-shaped; anthers two parted, two

simple ; drupe with a two or three-exiled

nut. There is but one species, viz. G.
asiatica.

GNAPHALIUM, in botany, a genus of
the Syngenesia Polygamia Superflua class

and order. Natural order of Composite
Discoideae. Corymbiferse, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx imbricate, with the

marginal scales rounded, scariose, colour-

ed ; down feathered ; receptacle naked.
There are sixty-six species : the nume-
rous species of this genus are chiefly un-
der shrubs or herbs ; the leaves are alter-

nately placed, generally hoary ; the flow-

ers usually terminate the stem and
branches in globes or corymbs. The
calyx is permanent, with yellow or white
scales. There are nine American species.
GNAT. See CULEX.

GNEISS, in mineralogy, is composed
principally of felspar, quartz, and mica,

forming plates, laid on each other, and se-

parated by thin layers of mica. It differs

from granite by being shistose ; though,
like that, it sometimes contains shorl and

garnet. The beds of gneiss sometimes
alternate with layers of granular lime-

stones, shistose, hornblende, and porphy-
ry. It is rich in ores, almost every metal
has been found in gneiss rocks, either in

veins or beds. Mr. Jameson mentions
four kinds of gneiss : 1. That which ap-
proaches to the granular structure. 2.

The waved or undulated. 3. The com-
mon ; and, 4. The thin slaty ; and he

says the order of their transition is also

that oftheir relative antiquity,consequent-
ly the more granular the structure, the
older the rock ; and, on the contrary, the
more slaty, the newer it is. In the last

member of the series is the smallest por-
tian of felspar, and largest of mica ; hence
its texture is more completely slaty than
that of any of the others. The other ex-

tremity contains much felspar, and but
little mica. The common contains a

nearly equal quantity of felspar and

quartz.
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GNETUM, in botany, a genus of the
Monoecia Monadelphia class and order.

Natural order of Piperitac. Urticae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : male an ament
with scales ; corolla none ; filaments one,
with two anthers : female an ament with

scales; corolla none ; style with a bifid

stigma; drupe with one seed. There is

only one species, vi:. G. gnemon, a native

of the East Indies, where the leaves, male
catkins and fruits, are eaten.

GNIDIA, in botany, a genus of the
Octandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Vepreculae. Thymeleae,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx fun-

nel-form, four-cleft ; petals four, inserted
into the calyx ; seed one, somewhat ber-

ried. There are eleven species.

GNOMON, in dialing, the style, pin, or

cock of a dial ; which, by its shadow,
shows the hour of the day. The gno-
mon of every dial represents the axis

of the world. See DIAL and DiAUNG.
GXOMON, in geometry. If, in a paral-

lelogram (PI. VI. Miscel. fig. 1.) the dia-

meter A C, be drawn ; also two lines,
E F, H I, parallel to the sides of the pa-

rallelogram, and cutting the diameter in

one and the same point, G, so that the

parallelogram is, by these parallels, divi-

ded into four parallelograms, then are
the two parallelograms, D G, B G, through
which the diameter does not pass, called

complements ; those through which the
diameters pass, E H, F I, are called the

parallelograms about the diameter; and a

gnomon consists ofthe two complements,
and either of the parallelograms about
the diameter, viz. G D -|- H E -f E I, or

GD-r-FIH-GB.
GWOMON, in astronomy, a stile erected

perpendicular to the horizon, in order to

find the altitude of the sun. Thus in the

right angled triangled ABC, fig. 2, are

given A B, the length of the stile, B C,
the length of its shadow, and the right

angle, ABC. Hence, making C B, the

radius, we have this analogy for finding
the angle, A C B, the sun's altitude, viz.

BC: A B : : radius: tangent of the angle C.

By means of a gnomon, the sun's meri-
dian altitude, and consequently the lati-

tude of the place, may be found more ex-

actly than with the smaller quadrants.
By the same instrument, the height of

any object, G H, may be found ; for as

D F, fig. 3, the distance ofthe observer's

eye from the gnomon is to D E, the height
of the stile, so is F H, the distance of the

observer's eye from the object, to G H,
its height.

the Gnomon may be made useful in

taking the meridian altitude of the sun,
and thence finding the latitude of the

place. Having a meridian line drawn
through the centre of the gnomon, mark
the point where the shadow of the gno-
mon terminates when projected along
the meridian line, and measure the dis-

tance of that point from the centre of
the gnomon, which will be the length of
its shadow ; then, having the height of
the gnomon, and the length of the sha-

dow, the sun's altitude is easily found.

Thus, if A B be the gnomon, and A C
the length of the shadow, then in the

right angled triangle, A B C, we have
A B and B C given ; hence the angle C
is easily found, for C B : B A : : radius :

tangent of the angle C ; that is, as the

length of the shadow is to the height of
the gnomon, so is radius to the tangent
of the sun's altitude above the horizon.

Ex. We learn from Pliny, at the time of
the equinoxes, that the shadow was to
the gnomon as 8 : 9, therefore we say as

8 : 9: :R :

|=1.125,
the tangent of an an-

gle of 48 22', which is the height of the

equator at Rome, and its complement
41 38' is therefore the height of the

pole, or the latitude of the place. This

method, however, requires correction for

the sun's parallax, and for refraction.

GNOMONICS, the art of DIALING,
which see. From the shadow of a rod,

perpendicularly or obliquely placed on a

plane, may be determined a triangle, by
drawing from the top of the rod a line

that shall touch the luminous body, form-

ing with the rod the least possible angle.
The sides of the triangle will be, first,

the part of this line comprehended be-
tween the top of the rod and the given
plane ; then the rod itself; and lastly, the
line drawn from the bottom of the rod
till it meets the other line already men-
tioned. This last line will be the shadow

relatively to the given plane : it will in-

crease and decrease in proportion as the
sine of the angle, whose summitcoincides
with the summit of the rod, shall be

greater or less, that is, in proportion as

the luminous body shall descend or as-

cend with respect to the given plane ;

and if that body move to the right or the

left of the position first occupied by the

triangle, that determines the shadow,
which will move on the plane in a con-

trary direction ; and on these principles
the art of dialing consists.

GNOSTICS, in church history, a sect

of Christians, so called from their preteiv
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sions to be more enlightened than others,
and from their affecting to be able to

bring back mankind to the knowledge of

the true God. The opinions held by these

people have not been completely ascer-

tained; they were fond of speculation,
and like many of the gnostics of modern
times, held public worship and positive
institutions in little esteem.

GOAL, or GAOL. See GAOfc.

GOAT, in zoology. See CAPRA. These
animals require scarcely any thing to

keep them. Their milk is esteemed the

greatest nourisher of all liquids, women's
milk excepted, and very comfortable to

the stomach. The young kids also are

very good for the table, and may be ma-

naged in all respects like lambs.

GOAT'S beard, in botany. See TRAGO-
FOGOX.
GOAT-sucker . See CAPRIMTTLGI^. These

birds are regarded by the American Indi-

ans as very ominous. They believe that

goat-suckers were not known in their

country till the English had made depre-
dation upon it, and that they are, in fact,

the departed spirits ofthe murdered Indi-

ans. In Carolina the lower class of people
look upon them as birds of ill omen, and
are gloomy, and almost melancholy, if one

alights on the house or near the door,
and begins its call, which they will some-
times do even on the very threshold,

imagining that it is a sure prognostic of

the death of one of the family.
GOBIUS, the goby, in natural history,

a genus of fishes of the order Thoracici.

Generic character : head small ; eyes ap-

proximated, with two punctures between
them ; gill membrane, four-rayed, ven-
tral fins united into a funnel-like oval ;

dorsal fins two. There are twenty-five

species, of which we shall notice the fol-

lowing. G. niger, or the black goby, is

about six inches in length. It inhabits

the Mediterranean and North Seas, and

often, in summer, when it deposits its

spawn, enters the mouths of rivers for

that purpose. It is eaten, but not highly
valued. The ventral fins unite into a spe-
cies of funnel, by which this fish is said

often to attach itself almost inseparably to

stones and rocks. It lies chiefly under
stones ; and its food consists of worms, in-

8%cts, and the young of small fishes. For
another species, the lanceolated goby,
see Pisces, Plate IV. fig. 4.

GOD, fieus, the Supreme Being, the
first cause or creator of the universe, and
the only true object of religious worship,
The Hebrews called him Jehovah ; which
name they never pronounced, but used

instead of it the words Adonai, or Elo-

him.

God, says Sir Isaac Newton, is a rela-

tive term, and has respect to servants.

It denotes, indeed, an eternal, infinite,

absolutely perfect being : but such a be-

ing, without dominion, would'not he God.
The word God, frequently signifies lord,*

but every lord is not God. The domi-
nion of. a spiritual being, or lord, consti-

tutes God ; true dominion, true God.
From such true dominion it follows, that

the true God is living, intelligent, and

powerful ; and from his other perfec-
tions, that he is supreme, or supremely
perfect. He is eternal and infinite ; om-

nipotent and omniscient ; that is, he en-

dures from eternity to eternity, and is

present from infinity to infinity He go-
verns all things that exist, and knows all

things that are to be known. He 5s not

eternity or infinity, but eternal and infi-

nite. He is not duration and space, but
he endures and is present; he endures

always, and is present every where ; and

by existing always and every where, con-
stitutes the very things we call duration
and space, eternity and infinity. He is

omnipresent, not only virtually, but sub-

stantially; for power without substance
cannot subsist. All things are contained
and move in him, but without any mutual

passion ; that is, he suffers nothing- from
the motions of bodies, nor do they under-

go any resistance from his omnipresence.
It is confessed, that God exists neces-

sarily ; and by the same necessity he
exists always and every where. Hence
also he must be perfectly similar; all

eye, all ear, all brain, all arm, all percep-
tion, intelligence, and action ; but after a
manner not at all corporeal, not at all like

men ; after a manner altogether unknown
to us. He is destitute of all body and

bodily shape, and therefore cannot be
seen, heard, or touched; nor ought to

be worshipped under the representation
of any thing corporeal. We know him.

only by his properties, or attributes, by
the most wise and excellent structure of

things, and by final causes ; but we adore
and worship him only on account of his

dominion : for God, setting aside domi-

nion, providence, and final causes, is no-

thing but fate and nature.

The plain argument, says Mr. Maclau-

rin, for the existence of the deity, obvi-

ous to all, and carrying irresistible con-
viction with it, is from the evident con-
trivance and fitness of things for one
another, which we meet with throughout
all parts of the universe. There is no
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fteed of nice or subtle reasonings in this

matter; a manifest contrivance immedi-

ately suggests a contriver. It strikes us
like a sensation, and artful reasonings
against it may puzzle us, but without

shaking our belief. No person, for ex-

ample, that knows the principles of op-
tics and the structure of the eye, can be-
lieve that it was formed without skill in

that science, or that the ear was formed
without the knowledge of sounds, or that
the male and female, in animals, were
not formed for each other, and for con-

tinuing the species. All our accounts of
nature are full of instances of this kind.
The admirable and beautiful structure of

things for final causes exalt our idea of
the contriver: the unity of design shows
him to be one. The great motions in the

system, performed with the same facility
as the least, suggest his almighty power,
which gave motion to the earth and the
celestial bodies with equal ease as to the
minutest particles. The subtility of the
motions and actions in the internal parts
of bodies, shows that his influence pene-
trates the inmost recesses of things,
and that he is equally active and present
every where* The simplicity of the
laws that prevail in the world, the excel-
lent disposition of things in order to ob-
tain the best ends, and the beauty which
adorns the works of nature, far superior
to any thing in art, suggest his consum-
mate wisdom. The usefulness of the
whole scheme, so well contrived for the

intelligent beings that enjoy it, with the
internal disposition and moral structure
of those beings themselves, show his un-
bounded goodness. These are the argu-
ments which are sufficiently open to the
views and capacities of the unlearned ;

while, at the same time, they acquire
new strength and lustre from the disco-
veries of the learned.
The Deity's acting and interposing in

the universe show that he governs, as
well as formed it ; and the depth of his

counsels, even in conducting the material

universe, of which a great part surpasses
our knowledge, keep up an inward vener-
ation and awe of this great being, and dis-

pose us to receive what may be otherwise
revealed to us concerning him. It has
been justly observed, that some of the
laws of nature, now known to us, must
have escaped us, if we had wanted the
sense of seeing. It may be in his power
to bestow upon us other senses, of which
we have at present no idea; without
which it may be impossible for us to know
nil his works, or to have more adequate

VOT,. VT.

ideas of himself, tn our present state wft
know enough to be satisfied of our de-

pendency upon him, and of the duty we
owe to him, the Lord and Disposer of all

things. He is not the object of sense ;

his essence, and, indeed, that of all other

substances, is beyond the reach of all our
discoveries ; but his attributes clearly ap-
pear in his admirable works. We know
that the highest conceptions we are able
to form of them are still beneath his real

perfections ; but his power and dominion
over us, and our duty towards him, are
manifest.

*'

Though God has given us no innate
ideas of himself," says Mr. Locke, "

yet,

having furnished us with those faculties

our minds are endowed with, he hath not
left himself without a witness ; since we
have sense, perception, and reason, and
cannot want a clear proof of him as long
as we carry ourselves about us. To show,
therefore, that we are capable of know-

ing, that is, being certain, that there is a

God, and how we may come by this cer

tainty, I think we need go no farther than

ourselves, and that undoubted knowledge
we have of our own existence. I think
it is beyond question, that man has a clear

perception of his own being ; he knows

certainly that he exists, and that he is

something. In the next place4 man
knows, by an intuitive certainty, that bare

nothing can no more produce any real be-

ing than it can be equal to two right an-

gles. If, therefore, we know there is

some real being, it is an evident demon-
stration, that from eternity there has been

something: since what was not from eter*

nity had a beginning, and what had a be-

ginning must be produced by something
else. Next, it is evident, that what has its

being from another, must also have all

that which is in and belongs to its being
from another too : all the powers it has

must be owing to and received from the

same source. This eternal source, then,
of all beings must be also the source and

original of all power ; and so this eternal

being must be also the most powerful.
"
Again, man finds in himself percep-

tion and knowledge : we are certain then
that there is not only some being, but

some knowing intelligent being, in the
world. There was a time, then, when
there was no knowing being, or else there
has been a knowing being from eternity.
If it be said, there was a time when that

eternal being had no knowledge ; I reply,
that then it is impossible there should

have ever been any knowledge ; it being
1

as impossible that things wholly void of
E,
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knowledge, and operating blindly, and
without any perception, should produce a

knowing being, as it is impossible that a

triangle should make itself three angles
greater than two right ones. Thus, from
the consideration of ourselves, and what
we infallibly find in our own constitutions,
our reason leads us to the knowledge of
this certain and evident truth, that there
is an eternal, most powerful, and knowing
Being, which whether any one will cMl

God, it matters not. The thing is evi-

dent ; and from this idea, duly consider-

ed, will easily be reduced all those other
attributes we ought to ascribe to this

eternal Being.
" From what has been said, it is plain

to me, that we have a more certain know-

ledge of the existence of a God, than of

any thing our senses have not immediate-

ly discovered to us. Nay, I presume I

may say, that we more certainly know
that there is a God, than that there is any
thing else without us. When I say we
know, I mean, there is such a knowledge
within our reach, which we cannot miss,
if we will but apply our minds to that as

we do to several other inquiries.
" It being then unavoidable for all ra-

tional creatures to conclude that some-

thing has existed from eternity, let us
next see what kind of a thing that must
be. There are but two sorts of beings in

the world, that man knows or conceives ;

such as are purely material, without sense
or perception ; and sensible perceiving
beings, such as we find ourselves to be.

These two sorts we shall call cogitative
and incogitative beings; which, to our

present purpose, are better than material

and immaterial.
" If then there must be something eter-

nal, it is very obvious to reason that it

must necessarily be a cogitative being ;

because it is as impossible to conceive that

bare incogitative matter should ever pro-
duce a thinking intelligent being, as that

nothing of itself should produce matter.

Let us suppose any parcel of matter eter-

nal, we shall find it in itself unable to pro-
duce any thing. Let us suppose its parts

firmly at rest together; if there were no
other being in the world, must it not eter-

nally remain so, a dead inactive lump ? is

it possible to conceive that it can add mo-
lion to itself, or produce any thing ? Mat-
ter then, by its own strength, cannot pro-
duce in itself so much as motion.1 The
motion it has must also be from eternity,
or else added to matter by some other be-

ing more powerful than matter. But let

is suppose motion eternal too ; but yet
matter* incogitative matter, and motion,

could never produce thought.

ledge will still be as far beyond the pow-
er of nothing to produce. Divide matter
into as minute parts as you will, vary
its figure and motion as much as you
please, it will operate no otherwise upon
other bodies of proportionable bulk, than
it did before this division. The minutest

particles of matter repel and resist one
another just as the greater do, and that is

all they can do ; so that if we suppose
nothing eternal, matter can never begin
to be ; if we suppose bare matter without
motion eternal, motion can never begin
to be ; if we suppose only matter and
motion eternal, thought can never begin
to be ; for it is impossible to conceive
that matter, either with or without mo-
tion, could have, originally, in and from
itself, sense, perception, and knowledge,
as is evident from hence, that then

sense, perception, and knowledge, must
be" a property eternally inseparable from
matter, and every particle of it. Since,

therefore, whatsoever is the first eternal

being must necessarily be cogitative ;

and whatsoever is first of all things must

necessarily contain in it, and actually have,
at least, all the perfections that can ever
after exist, it necessarily follows, that the
first eternal being cannot be matter. If,

therefore, it be evident that something
must necessarily exist from eternity, it is

also as evident, that that something must
be a cogitative being. For it is as impos-
sible that incogitative matter should pro-
duce a cogitative being, as that nothing,
or the negation of all being, should pro-
duce a positive being or matter.

" This discovery of the necessary exist-

ence of an eternal mind sufficiently leads

us to the knowledge of God ;
for it will

hence follow, that all other knowing be-

ings that have a beginning must depend
on him, and have no other ways of know-

ledge or extent of power, than what he

gives them ; and therefore, if he made
those, he made also the less excellent

pieces of this universe, all inanimate bo-

dies, whereby his omniscience, power,
and providence, will be established ; and
from thence all his other attributes ne-

cessarily follow.'*

With respect to Christians, it need only
be just mentionedj that they were very

early divided in opinion as to the nature
and essence of the Supreme Being ; a

great part worshipping three persons in

the unity of the godhead, whilst others

absolutely rejected a trinity of persons,
and asserted the unity of the divine na-

ture, both as to person and substance.

With respect to the theology of tlw
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Pagans, it is thought by most learned men
that they acknowledged but one God ;

and that the many different divinities

worshipped by them were but attributes

and actions of one and the same God.

This may probably be true of the wiser

Heathens ; and, indeed, there are many
strong and beautiful passages in Pagan
authors, to prove that these acknowledg-
ed but one God. Thus Pythagoras taught
the unity of God, and defined him to be

a mind penetrating and diffusing itself

through all the parts of the universe,

from which all animals receive life ;
and

Plato called God the being which is ; and

whenever he mentions the Deity, it is al-

ways in the singular number.

GOGGLES, in surgery, instruments

used for the cure of squinting, or that

distortion of the eyes which occasions

this disorder. They are short conical

tubes, composed of ivory stained black,

with a thin plate of the same ivory fixed

in the tube's ; through the centre of the

plates is a small circular hole, about the

size of the pupil of the eye, for the trans-

mission of the rays of light. These gog-

gles must be worn regularly and con-

stantly, till the muscles of the eye are

brought to act properly and uniformly,
so as to direct the pupil straight forward.

GOLD is a yellow metal, of much

greater specific gravity than any other

body in nature, except platina. It is soft,

very tough, ductile, and malleable ; unal-

terable and fixed, whether exposed to the

atmosphere, or to the strongest heat of

furnaces. The most powerful burning
anirrors are said to have volatilized it ;

and it has been driven up in fumes, in the

metallic state, by flame urged upon it by
a stream of oxygen gas. The electric

shock converts it into a purple oxide, as

may be seen by transmitting that commo-
tion through gold leafbetween two plates
of glass; or by causing the explosive

spark of three or more square feet of

coated glass to fall upon a gilded surface.

A strong heat is required to melt it,

which does not happen till after ignition,
Its colour, when melted, is of a bluish

green ; and the same colour is exhibited

by light transmitted through gold-leaf.

The limits of the ductility and mallea-

bility of gold are not known, and its tena-

city exceeds that of any other metal. A
gold wire of one tenth of an inch dia-

meter requires 5001b. weight to break it.

The method ofextending gold, used by
the gold-beaters, consists in hammering a

number of thin-rolled plates between
skins or animal membranes. By the

weight and measure of the best wrought

gold leaf, it is found, that one grain It

made to cover 56 square inches ; and
from the specific gravity of the metal, to-

gether with this admeasurement, it fol-

lows, that the leaf itself is -^^^ parts.

of an inch thick. This, however, is not

the limit of the malleability of gold ; for

the gold-beaters find it necessary to add
three grains of copper in the ounce to

harden the gold, which otherwise would

pass round the irregularities of the new-
est skins, and not over them ; and in us-

ing the old skins, which are not so per-
fect and smooth, they proceed so far as

to add twelve grains. The wire which is

used by the lace-makers is drawn from

an ingot of silver, previously gilded. In

this way, from the known diameter ofthe

wire, or breadtli when flattened, and its

length, together with the quantity of gold
used, it is found, by computation, that

the covering of gold is only one-twelfth.

part of the thickness of gold-leaf, though
it still is so perfect as to exhibit no cracks

when viewed by a microscope.
No acid acts readily upon gold but the

nitro-muriatic acid, called aqua-regia, and
the oxygenized-muriatic acid. The sul-

phuric acid, distilled from manganese,
has some action upon it : as have likewise

the pale nitric acid, and the phosporic
acid when boiling. Chromic acid added
to the muriatic enables it to dissolve gold.
The small degree of concentration of

which the oxygenized-muriatic acid is

susceptible, and the imperfect action of

the latter acids, render aqua-regia the

most convenient solvent for this metal.

When gold is immersed in aqa-regia,
an effervescence takes place with the

escape of gas ; the solution tinges animal

matters of a deep purple, and corrodes

them. By careful evaporation, fine crys-

tals of a topaz colour are obtained. The

gold is precipitated from its solvent by a

great number of substances. Lime and

magnesia precipitate it in the form of a

yellowish powder, Alkalies exhibit the

same appearance ; but an excess of alkali

redissolves the precipitate. The preci-

pitate of gold obtained from aqua-regia

by the addition of a fixed alkali appears
to be a true oxide, and is soluble-in the

sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids ;

from which, however, it separates by

standing, or by evaporation of the acids.

Gallic acid precipitates gold of a reddish

colour, very soluble in the nitric acid, to

which it communicates a fine blue colour.

Ammonia precipitates the solution of

gold much more readily than fixed alka-

lies. This precipitate, which is of a brown,

yellow, or orange colour, possesses the
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property of detonating with a very consi-

derable noise, when gently heated. It is

known by the name of fulminating gold.
The presence of ammonia is necessary to

an aqua-regia previously made, by adding
sal ammoniac to nitric acid ; or by preci-

pitating the gold from pure aqua-regia,

by means of sal ammonia, instead of the

ammonia alone. The fulminating gold
weighs one-fourth more than the gold
made use of. A considerable degree of

precaution is necessary in preparing this

substance. It ought not to be dried but in

the open air, at a distance from a fire, be-

cause a very gentle heat may cause it to

explode. Several fatal accidents have
arisen from its explosion, in consequence
of the friction of ground stoppers in bot-

tles containing this substance, ofwhich a

small portion remained in the neck.

Fulminating gold, when exposed by
Berthollet to a very gentle heat in a cop-

per tube, with the pneumatical apparatus
of mercury, was deprived of its fulminat-

ing quality, and converted into an oxide,
at the same time that ammoniacal gas was

disengaged. From this dangerous expe-
riment it is ascertained, that fulminating

gold consists of oxide of gold combined
\vith ammonia. The same eminent philo-

sopher caused fulminatinggold to explode
in copper vessels. Nitrogen gas was dis-

engaged, a few drops of water appeared,
and the gold was reduced to the metallic

form. In this experiment he infers, that

the ammonia was decomposed ; that the

nitrogen, suddenly assuming the elastic

state, caused the explosion, while the

oxygen of the oxide united with the hy-

drogen ofthe alkali, and formed the water.

This satisfactory theory was still far-

ther confirmed by the decomposition of

fulminating gold, which takes place in

consequence of the action of the concen-
trated sulphuric acid, of melted sulphur,
fat oils, and ether ; all of which deprived
it of its fulminating quality, by combining
with its ammonia.

Sulphurets precipitate gold from its

solven^ the alkali uniting with the acid,

and the gold falling down combined with
the sulphur ; of which, however, it may
be deprived by moderate heat.

Most metallic substances precipitate

gold from aqua-regia : lead, iron, and sil-

ver, precipitate it of a deep and dull pur-
le colour ; copper and iron throw it

own in its metallic state ; bismuth, zinc,

ajid mercury, likewise precipitate it. A
of tina immersed in a solution of

gold, affords a purple powder, called tbc

purple powder of Cassius, which is used
to paint in enamel. There are various

methods of managing this process. That
described by Macquer consists in dissolv-

ing tin by very small portions at a time,
without heat, in an aqua-regia composed
of two parts of nitric and one of muriatic

acid, previously weakened with water

equal in weight to both the acids. The
first small portion of tin must be suffered

to be entirely dissolved before a second is

added. This addition must be continued
till the acid has acquired a yellow colour,
and scarcely acts at all upon the tin last

added.
On the other hand, the purest gold must

be dissolved in an aqua-regia composed
of three parts of nitric and one of muriatic
acid. This solution may be made, as ex-

peditiously as the operator chooses, by
the assistance of the heat of a sand bath.

The solution of tin must then be large-

ly diluted, as, for example, with one hun-
dred parts ofdistilled water ; and a small

quantity of this may then be assayed, by
separating it in two parts, and diluting
one of the parts still farther. Upon trial

of both, by letting fall a drop of the solu-

tion of gold into each, it will be seen
which affords the most beautiful purple
precipitate. The whole of the solution of

tin must accordingly be altered, if neces-

sary, by adding more water. Pour into

this aolution, in a large glass or earthen

vessel, nearly half as much of the solution

of gold as it contains of solution of tin,

stirring the mixture with a glass stick. In

a short time the liquor will become of a

beautiful red colour, which will gradually
disappear on the subsidence ofthe pre-
cipitate. By adding a small quantity of
the solution of tin, it will be seen whether
the whole of the gold is precipitated. The
clear liqour must then be decanted, and
the precipitate washed. It consists of me-
tallic gold and oxide of tin, at a maximum
in combination, and is the only known
substance which has the property ofcom-

municating a purple colour to glass. This

purple powder is perfectly soluble in am-
monia. Nitric acid boiled on it brightens
it to a tint approaching that of cinnabar.

The difficulties attending the prepara-
tion of this article appear to depend on
the state of the tin. If the solution of
this metal be made with heat and rapidity,
it becomes too much oxyded to adhere to

the acid, or to precipitate the gold ; and
the combination of the two metals, which
falls down, varies in colour according as
this term is approached: these are the

chief circumstances ; but there i BO
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doubt that a complete examination of the

process would indicate others worthy of

notice.

Ether, naphtha, and the essential oils,

take gold from its solvent, and form li-

quors which have been called potable

gold. The gold which is precipitated by
evaporation of these fluids, or by the ad-

dition of sulphate of iron to the solution

of gold, is of the utmost purity.
In the dry way, gold resists the action

of neutral salts, more especially nitre,

which deflagrates with the imperfect me-
tals. Nitre, however, does not afford an

expeditious way of purifying gold, be-

cause this metal in some measure protects
and covers the alloys from its action. It

is remarked that borax, used as a flux witli

gold, renders it paler ; and that this alter-

ation of colour disappears by the addition

of nitre or commou salt. As the acid of

borax forms a compound with gold, which
falls to the bottom when this acid is added
to the metal in solution, it is probable that

the paleness produced by borax may arise

from the combination of a small portion of
its acid with the gold, which might be
driven off* by a continuance of the heat,
and united by stronger affinity with the
alkali of the nitre, or of the common salt,

in proportion as their acids are dissipated

by heat.

Earth and alkalies do not act on gold
in the dry way. Sulphur, which com-
bines with most metals, has no effect on
this. A process, called dry-parting, is

grounded on this property ; and is more

especially used in separating silver from

gold, when the quantity of the latter

metal is too small to answer the expense
of dissolving the larger mass of silver in

nitric acid. For this purpose the mixed
metal is fused, and flowers of sulphur
thrown on its surface. These combine
with the silver in the form of a black sco-

ria, while the gold remains at the bottom
in its metallic state. The operation of

dry-parting does not leave the gold in a

state of purity ; because the last portions
of silver are defended from the action of
the sulphur. But when the quantity of
silver is thus diminished, the operation of

parting with aqua-fortis, or nitric acid,

may be advantageously used.

Sulphuret of potash dissolves gold in

(lie dry way. Equal parts of sulphur and

potash are hastily fused with one-fourth
of apart of gold leaf. This combination
is soluble in water, with which it forms a

yellowish green solution. By the addi-

tion of an acid, the gold is thrown down in

combination with the sulphur, of which it

may be deprived by heat.

Most metals unite with gold by fusion.
With silver it forms a compound, which
is paler, in proportion to the quantity of
silver added. It is remarkable that a cer-
tain proportion, for example, a fifth part,
renders it greenish. From this circum-
stance, as well as from that of a consider-
able proportion of these metals separating;
from each other by fusion, in consequence
of their different specific gravities, when
their proportions do not greatly differ, it

should seem that their union is little more
than a mere mixture without combina-
tion ; for, as gokl-leaf transmits the green
rays of light, it will easily follow that par-
ticles of silver, enveloped in particles of

gold, will reflect a green instead of a
white light.
A strong heat is necessary to combine

platina with gold: it greatly alters the
colour of the gold if its weight exceed
the forty-seventh part of the mass. Mr.
Francillon, however, informs us, that sir

parts of gold and one of malleable platina
produce a metal of a beautiful colour,

great malleability, susceptible of a fine

polish, and more unalterable than gold
itself. It does not much affect the duc-

tility. The Spanish ministry has prohibit-
ed the exportation of platina from Ame-
rica, lest it should be used in adulterating
gold ; but this does not appear to be %

danger which need be feared, as chemis-

try has long been in possession of several

simple and expeditious methods of detect-

ing this fraud, which besides is evident
to the sight when the quantity of de-
basement is considerable. It may be
questioned, likewise, whether the value
of platina would not soon equal that of

gold, if its properties and uses were bet-
ter known in society. Gold made stand-
ard by platina, and hammered, is tolera-

bly elastic.

Mercury is strongly disposed to unite
with gold, in all proportions with which
it forms an amalgam : this, like other

amalgams, is softer, the larger the pro-
portion of mercury. It softens and
liquifies by heat, and crystallizes by
cooling.
Lead unites with gold, and considera-

bly impairs its ductility, one-fourth of a

grain to an ounce rendering it complete-
ly brittle. Copper renders gold less duc-

tile, harder, more fusible, and of a deep-
er colour. This is the usual addition in

coin, and other articles used in society.
Tin renders it brittle in proportion to its
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quantity ; but It is a common error of
chemical writers, to say that the slightest
addition is sufficient for this purpose.
"When alloyed with tin, however, it will

not bear a red heat. With iron it forms
a grey mixture, which obeys the magnet.
This metal is very hard, and is said to be

much'superior to steel for the fabrication

of cutting instruments. Bismuth renders

gold white and brittle ; as do likewise

nickel, manganese, arsenic, and antimo-

ny. Zinc produces the same effect ; and,
when equal in weight to the gold, a me-
tal of a fine grain is produced, which is

said to be well adapted to form the mir-

rors of reflecting telescopes, on account
of the fine polish it is susceptible of, and
its not being subject to tarnish. The al-

loys of gold with molybdena are not
. known. It could not be mixed with tung-
sten on account of the infusibility of this

]ast substance. Mr. Hatchett gives the

following order of different metals, ar-

ranged as they diminish the ductility of

gold : bismuth, lead, antimony, arsenic,

zinc, cobalt, manganese, nickel, tin, iron

platina, copper, silver. The first three
were nearly equal in effect ; and the pla-.

tina was not quite pure.
For the purpose of coin, Mr. Hat-

chett considers an alloy of equal parts
of silver and copper as to be preferred,
and copper alone is preferable to silver

alone.

Gold is found mostly in the metallic

state, .though generally alloyed with sil-

ver, copper, iron, or all three. It is found
either in separate lumps, or visible grains,

among the sands of rivers, in many parts
of Europe and elsewhere. The quantity
is, for the most part, insufficient to pay
the cost of separating it; but it is thought
to be more universally diffused in sands
and earths than any other metal, except
iron. The greatest quantity of gold is

imported into Europe from South Ame-
rica. Some is brought from the East In-

dian islands and China, and some from
the coast of Africa. The principal gold
mines in Europe are those of Hungary.
Some sands afford gold by simple wash-

ing ; the heavy metallic particles subsid-

ing soonest: but when it is bedded in

earths, or stones, these substances are

pounded, and boiled with on.e-tenth of
their weight of mercury together with
water. The mercury, after a certain

time, absorbs the gold, and may be sepa-
rated by pressure through leathern bags,
and subsequent distillation Or, other-

wise, if the sand be heated red hot, and

quenched in water several times, for the

purpose of cracking and dividing it, and
the whole be then melted into glass, with

twice its weight of the oxide of lead, call-

ed litharge, and charcoal powder be then

added, the lead will be revived in the me-
tallic state, and will carry the gold along
with it. By exposure to a proper degree
of heat, with access of air, the lead may
again be converted into litharge, and the

gold will be left pure. This last opera-
tion is, in fact, a method of assaying sands

which contain gold, rather than of obtain-

ing it from them in the large way.
Gold. is also found in certain martial

pyrites in Sweden and elsewhere ; from
which it may be extracted by torrefaction,
or burning of the sulphur, and subsequent
digestion in aqua-regia.
To obtain gold in a state of purity, or to

ascertain the quantity of alloy it may con-

tain, it is exposed to a strong heat, toge-
ther with lead, in a porous crucible. This

operation is called cupellation.
After gold has passed the cupel, it may

still contain either of the other perfect
metals, platina or silver. The former is

seldom suspected ; the latter is separated
by the operations called quartation and

parting, For all these operations, see AS-
SAYING.

The quantity of alloy is never consi-

dered as part of the value of metals which
contain either gold or silver. In estimat-

ing or expressing the fineness of gold,
the whole mass spoken of is supposed to,

weigh 24 carats of 12 grains each, either
real or merely proportional, like the

assayer's weights; and the pure gold
is called fine. Thus, ifgold be said to be
23 carats fine, it is to be understood

that, in a mass weighing 24 carats, the

quantity of pure gold amounts to 23s

carats.

In such small works as cannot be as-

sayed by scraping off a part, and cupel-

ling it, the assayers endeavour to ascer-

tain its quality or fineness by the touch.
This is a method of comparing the colour
and other properties of a minute portion
of the metal with those of certain small
bars whose composition is known. These
bars are called touch-needles ; and they
are rubbed upon the black basaltes,which,
for that reason, is called the touch-stone.
Black flint, or pottery, will serve the
same purpose. Sets of golden needles

may consist of pure gold ; pure gold
twenty-three and a half carats with half

a carat silver ; twenty-three carats gold
with one carat silver ; twenty-two and a,

half carats gold with one and a half carat

silver, and so forth, till the silver amounts.
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to foui* carats, after which the additions

may proceed by whole carats. Other
needles may be made in the same man-
ner, with copper instead of silver ; and
other sets may have the addition, consist-

ing either of equal parts of silver and

copper, or such proportions as the occa-

sions of business require.
In foreign countries, where trinkets

and small works are required to be sub-

mitted to the assay of the touch, a variety
of needles are necessary ; but they are

not much used in England. They afford,

however, a degree of information, which
is more considerable than might at first

be expected. The attentive assayer not

only compares the colour of the stroke

made upon the touchstone by the metal
under examination with that produced by
his needle, but will likewise attend to the
sensation of roughness, dryness, smooth-
ness, or greasiness, which the texture of
the rubbed metal excites when abraded
by the stone: When two strokes, per-
fectly alike in colour, are made upon the

stone, he may then wet them with aqua-
fortis, which will affect them very differ*

ently if they be not similar compositions;
or the stone itself may be made red hot

by the fire, or by the blowpipe, if thin
black pottery be used, in which case
the phenomena of oxydation will differ

according to the nature and quantity of
the alloy.
Gold ores may be assayed in the moist

way by pounding them very fine, weigh-
ing a determinate portion, and attempting
their solution in nitric acid, which will dis-

solve the matrix if it consist of calcareous
earth ; or if it be sulphate of lime, the

powder may be digested in aqua-regia as

long as any metallic substance is taken

up ; after which the gold may be precipi-
tated by an addition of sulphate of iron,
which will cause it to fall down in the
metallic state.

The principal use of gold is as the me-
dium of exchange in coin, for which it has
been chosen to occupy the first place, on
account of its scarcity, its great weight,
and its not being subject to tarnish. The
gold coins of Great Britain contain eleven

parts of gold and one of copper. See COIJT.

Gold is likewise used in gilding. See
GILDING.
The .other uses of gold, in laces, &c.

are sufficiently known.
GOLD beating. See GOLD.
GOLD wire, a cylindrical ingot of silver,

superficially gilt, or covered with gold at

the fire, and afterwards drawn successive-

ly through a great number of little round

holes of a wire-drawing iron, each less
than the other, till it be sometimes no big-
ger than a hair of the head. It may be
observed, that before the wire be reduced
to this excessive fineness, it is drawn
through above an hundred and forty dif-

ferent holes, and that each time they draw
it, it is rubbed afresh over with new wax,
both to facilitate its passage, and to pre-
vent the silver's appearing through it.

GOLD -wire flatted, is the former wire
flatted between two rollers of polished
steel, to fit it to be spun on a stick, or to
be used flat, as it is, without spinning, in
certain stuffs, laces, embroideries, &c.
GOLD thread, or spun gold, is a flatted

gold, wrapped or laid over a thread of

silk, by twisting it with a wheel and iron

bobbins.

Manner of forming gold wire and gold
thread, both round and flat. First, an in*

got of silver, of 24 pounds, is forged into
a cylinder of about an inch in diameter :

then it is drawn through eight or tea

holes, ofa large, coarse, wire-drawing iron,
both to finish the roundness, and to re-
duce it to about three-fourths of its for-

mer diameter. Tins done, they file it

very carefully all over, to take off any
filth remaining on the forge ; then they
cut it in the middle ; and thus make two
equal ingots thereof, each about 26 inches

long, which they draw through several
new holes, to take off any inequalities
the file may have left, and to render it as
smooth and equable as possible.
The ingot thus far prepared, they heat

it in a charcoal fire; then taking some
gold leaves, each about four inches

square, and weighing twelve grains, they
join four, eight, twelve, or sixteen of

these, as the wire is intended to be more
or less gilt, and when they are so joined
as only to form a single leaf, they rub the

ingots reeking hot with a burnisher.
These leaves, being

1 thus prepared, they
apply over the whole surface of the ingot,
to the number of six, over each other,

burnishing or rubbing them well down.
When gilt, the ingots are laid anew in a
coal fire ; and when raised to a certain

degree of heat, they go over them a se-

cond time, both to solder the gold more
perfectly, and to finish the polishing. The
gilding finished, it remains to draw the

ingot into wire.

In order to this, they pass it through 20
holes of a moderate drawing-iron, by
which it is brought to the thickness ofthe

tag of a lace : from this time the ingot
loses its name, and commences gold wire.

Twentv holes more of a lesser iron leaves

I,
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it small enough for the least iron ; the

finest
holes of which last scarcely exceed-

ing the hair of the head, finish the work.

TO dispose the wire to be spun on silk,

they pass it between two rollers of a little

mill : these rollers are of nicely polished
steel, and about three inches in diameter.

They are set very close to each other, and
turned by means of a handle fastened to

one of them, which gives motion to the

other. The gold wire, in passing between
the two, is rendered quite flat, but with-

out losing any thing of its gilding, and is

rendered so exceedingly thin and flexible,

that it is easily spun on silk thread, by
means of a hand wheel, and so wound on
a spool or bobin.

GOLDFINCH See FRIJTGILLA.

GOLD size. See SIZE.

GOLDSMITH, or as some choose to

express it, silver-smith, an artist who makes
vessels, utensils, and ornaments in gold
and silver.

The goldsmith's work is either perform-
ed in the mould, or beat out with the ham-
mer, or other engine. All works that have
raised figures are cast in a mould, and
afterwards polished and finished : plates,
or dishes, of silver or gold are beat out

from thin flat plates; and tankards, and

other vessels of that kind, are formed of

plates soldered together, and their mould-

ings are beat, not cast. The business of

the goldsmiths formerly required much
more labour than it does at present ; for

they were obliged to hammer the metal

from the ingot to the thinness they want-

ed : but there are now invented flatting-

nulls, which reduce metals to the thin-

ness that is required, at a very small ex-

pence. The goldsmith is to make his

own moulds, and for that reason ought to

be a good designer, and have a taste in

sculpture : he also ought to know enough
of metallurgy, to be able to assay mixed

metals, and to mix the alloy. The gold-
smiths in London employ several hands
under them, for the various articles of
their trade : such are, the jeweller, the

nuff-box and toy-maker, the silver turner,
the gilder, the burnisher, the chaser, the

refiner, and the gold-beater.

GOLD, mosaic, that applied in pannels,
on properground, distributed into squares,

lozenges, 'and other compartments, part
whereof is shadowed, to heighten or raise

the rest.

GOLD, shell, that used by the illuminers

to write gold letters. It is made with the

parings of leaf-gold, and even of the

leaves themselves, reduced into an impal-

pable powder, by grinding on a marble

with honey. After leaving it to tnfusft

some time in aqua-fortis, they put -it in

shells, where it sticks. To use it they
dilute it with gum-water, or soap-water.

GOLD, pure, that purged by fire of all

its impurities, and all alloy. The mo-
derns frequently call it gold of 24 caratsf

but in reality there is no such thing as

gold so very pure, and there is always
wanting at least a quarter of a carat.

Gold of 22 carats has one- part of silver,

and another of copper; that of 23 carats

has half a part, i. e. half a twenty-fourth of
each. See CARAT.
GOLDEN number, in chronology, a num-

ber shewing what year ofthe moon's cycle
any given year is. See CHRONOLOGY.
The rule for finding the goklen number

is this ; add one to the given year, and
divide by 19, the quotient is the number
of cycles which have revolved since the
commencement of the Christian sera, and
the remainder will be the golden number
for the given year : the golden number

1809-4-1
for 1809 = 95 for the number

of cycles, and 5 the remainder will be the

golden number : when there is no re.

mainder the golden number is 19.

GOLDEN rod. See SOLIDAGO.
GOLDEN rule, in arithmetic, is also call-

ed the rule of three, and the rule of pro-

portion. See PROPORTION, and RULE OF
THREE.

GOMPH1A, in botany, a genus of the

Decanclriu Monogynia class and order.

Essential character : calyx five-leaved ;

corolla five petalled ; berries two, on a

large receptacle ; seed solitary. There
are three species.

GOMPHKENA, in botany, globe ama+

rajith, a genus of the Pentandria Digynia
class and order. Natural order of Ama-
ranthi, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-

lyx coloured, outer three-leaved ; leaflets

two, converging, keeled ; petals rude,
villose; nectary cylindric, five-toothed i

style cloven half way ; capsule one-seed-

ed. There are nine species.
GONATOCARPUS, in botany, a genus

of the Tetrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Essential character; corolla four-

cleft ; drupe eight cornered, one-seeded.

There is only one species ;
viz. G. mi-

cranthus.

GONDOLA, in naval architecture, a flat

kind of boat, very long and narrow, chiefly
used on the canals at Venice.

GONG, in music, an instrument used

in China, is made of a metal composed of

silver, lead, and copper, and its shape is a

sort of circular concave. The tone ia
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Joud, harsh, and clanging. It is never in-

troduced, except on occasion of giving a

rational cast to the music in which it is

employed, or to awaken surprise, and
rouse the attention of the company.

GENIOMETRY, a method of measur-

ing angles with a pair of compasses, and
that without any scale whatever, except
an undivided semicircle. Thus, having
any angle drawn upon paper to be mea-

sured, produce one of the sides of the

angle backwards behind the angular point;
then with a pair of fine compasses de-

scribe a pretty large semicircle from the

angular point as a centre, cutting the
sides of the proposed angle, which will

intercept a part of the semicircle. Take
then this intercepted part very exactly
between the points of the compasses,
and turn them successively over upon
the arc of the semicircle, to find how of-

ten it is contained in it, after which there

is commonly some remainder : then take
this remainder in the compasses, and in

like manner find how often it is contained
in the last of the integral parts of the

first arc, with again some remainder :

find in like manner how often this last

remainder is contained in the former;
and so on continually, till the remainder
become too small to be taken and applied
as a measure. By this means is obtained

a series of quotients, or fractional parts,
one of another, winch, being properly
reduced into one fraction, give the ratio

of the first arc to the semicircle, 01 of

the proposed angle to two right angles,
or 180 degrees, and consequently that

angle itself in degrees and minutes. Thus,

suppose the angle BAG (plate VI. Mis-

cellany, fig. 4.) be proposed to be mea-
sured. Produce B A out towards/, and
from the centre, A, describe the semicir-

cle a b ef, in which a b is the measure
of the proposed angle. Take a b in the

compasses, and apply it four times on
the semicircle, as at b, c, d, and e ; then

take the remainderf e, and apply it back

upon e d, which is but once, viz. at g ;

again, take the remainder^ d, and ap-

ply it five times on ge> as at h, z, k, /, and

m; lastly, take the remainder me, and
it is contained just two times in m I.

Hence the series of quotients is 4, 1, 5, 2 ;

consequently the fourth, or last arc, e mt

is the third, ml of g d ; and therefore

the third arc g d, is or
_^.ths

of the

second arc, ef; and therefore, again, this

VOL. VI.
"

second arc, e /, is
y-^-,

or
.L|

ofthe first

arc, a b
; and consequently this first arc,

a b, is
1

, or ^|ds of the whole semi-

circle a / But
ijds of 180 are 37j, or

37 8'
34|", winch therefore is the mea-

sure of the angle sought.
GONIUM, in natural history, a genus

of the Vermes Infusoria. Worm very
simple, flat, angular, invisible to the na-
ked eye. There are five species, of which
G. pectorale is quadrangular, pellucid,
with sixteen spherical molecules. It is

found in pure water : molecules oval,

nearly equal in size, set in a quadrangu-
lar membrane, like diamonds in a ring,
the lower ones larger than the rest.

GONORRHCEA. See MEDICINE.

GOODEN1A, in botany, so called in

honour of the Rev. Samuel Goodenough,
F. R. S. a genus of the Pentandria Mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order of

Campanulacex, Jussieu. Essential cha-
racter: corolla longitudinally cloven on
the upper side, exposing the organs of

fructification; border five-cleft, leaning
one way ; anther linear ; stigma cupr

shaped, ciliated ; capsule two-celled, two-

valved, with a parallel partition ; seeds

many, imbricated. There are nine spe-
cies. These plants are all natives of New
South Wales, about Port Jackson.

GOOD behaviour, in law. Surety for

good behaviour, is the bail for any per-
son's good conduct for a certain time ; as

surety for the peace is a recognizance ta-

ken by a competent judge of record for

keeping the King's peace.

Justices of the peace may also bind

persons of evil fame to their good beha-

viour, &c. 34 Edward III. c. 1. This
statute being penned in such general
words, seems to empower justices, not

only to bind over those who seem to

be notoriously troublesome, and likely
to break the peace, as eves-droppers, &c.
but also those who are publicly scanda-

lous, or contumers of justice, &c. as

haunters of bawdy houses, or keepers of
lewd-women in their own houses, com-
mon drunkards, or those wh/ sleep in the

day, and go abroad jn the night, or such
as keep suspicious company, or such
are generally suspected as robbers,
such as speak contemptuous words of
inferior magistrates, as justices of the

peace, mayors, &c. not being in the ac-
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tual execution of their offices; or of inferior

officers of justice, as constables, &c. be-

ing
1 in the actual execution of their office ;

but it seems that rash, quarrelsome, or

unmannerly words, spoken by one private

person to another, unless they directly
tend to a breach of the peace, are not

sufficient cause to bind a man to his good
behaviour.

GOOGINGS, in naval affairs, certain

clamps of iron or other metal, bolted on
the stern post, on which to hang the

rudder ; for this purpose there is a hole

in each of them to receive a correspon-
dent spindle, bolted on the back of the

rudder, which turns thereby as on hinges.
There are several googings on a ship's

posts and rudder, according to her size,

and on these the rudder is supported and
traverses.

GOOLE, in law books, signifies a

breacn in a sea-bank, or wall.

GOOSE. See ANAS.
GOOSE berry. See RIBES.
GOOSE neck, in a ship, a piece of iron

fixed on the end of the tiller, to which
the laniard of the whip-staff, or the wheel

rope, comes, for steering the ship.
GOOSE icing, in the sea language. When

a ship sails before, or with a quarter
wind on a fresh gale, to make the more
haste, they launch out a boom, and sail on
the lee-side ; and a sail so fitted is called

a goose-wing.
GORDIUS, in natural history, hair-

toorm, a genus of the Vermes Intestina

class and order. Body round, filiform,

equal, smooth. There are five species.
G. aojuaticus is from four to six inches

long, of a pale brown colour, bnt dai-ker

at the extremities : it is found in stagnant
waters, and twists itself into various con-
tortions and knots, and it is said that, if it

is handled without caution, it will inflict

a bite that occasions the whitlow. A worm
analagous to this species is often found
in many parts of the United States, and
from its great resemblance to a hair

plucked from the tail of a horse, many
ignorant persons have entertained the
absurd notion of its being no other than
a horse hair, reorganized and animated
into a complete and separate animal. G
filum is found in the bark of old wooden
water-pipes. G. lacteus is white and
opaque ; found in stagnant waters ; when
touched it contracts itself in a moment,
and afterwards expands as suddenly.
GORDONIA, in botany, loblolly bay, so

Called from Mr. James Gordon, an emi-
nent nursery man, a genus of the Mona-

delphia Polyandria class and order. Na-
tural order of Columniferx. Malvaceae,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five-

leaved ; petals five, united at the base by
means of the nectary ; filament inserted

into the nectary ; capsule superior, five-

celled ; seeds winged. There are three

species. There are two American spe-
cies.

GORE, in heraldry, one of the abate-

ments, which, according to Guillim, de-

notes a coward. It is a figure consisting
of two arch lines drawn one from the si-

nister chief, and the other from the sinis-

ter base, both meeting in an acute angle
in the middle of the fess point.
GOREING, in the sea-language, slop-

ing. A sail is cut goreing, when it is cut

sloping by degrees, and is broader at the

clue than at the earing, as all top-sails
and top-gallant sails are.

GOUGE, in fortification, the entrance
of the platform of any work.

GORGED, in heraldry, the bearing ofa

crown, coronet, or the like, about the

neck of a lion, a swan, &c, and in that

case it is said, the lion or cygnet is gorg-
ed with a ducal coronet, &c. Gorged is

also used when the gorge, or neck of a

peacock, swan, or the like bird, is of a

different colour or metal from the rest.

GORGONIA, in natural history, a ge-
nus of the Vermes Zoophyta class and
order. Animal growing in the form of
a plant ; stem coriaceous, corky, woody,
horny, or bony, composed of glassy fi-

bres, or, like stone, striate, tapering, di-

lated at the base, covered with a vascu-

lar or cellular flesh or bark, and becom-

ing spongy and friable when dry ; mouths
or florets covering the surface of the stem
and polype bearing. There are about

forty species, of which the following
are found in the Eurupean seas, viz.

G. placomus ; branching both ways, with

flexuous, rarely anastomosing branches,
covered with conic florets. The stem is

erect, the branches flattish, bending to-

wards each other : florets surrounded at

the top with small spines. G. Anceps ;

slightly branched, with compressed stem
and branches, each with rows of florets

along both margins. It inhabits the

American and British coasts
; nearly two

feet high ; flesh calcareous
;

bone of

horny leathery texture
; when recent, of

a fine violet colour, but when dry, yel-
lowish or white. G. flabellum, Venus's
fan ; reticulate, with the branches com-

pressed on the inner side ; bark yellow or

purplish j bone black and horny. It inha.
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bits most seas, and is often several feet

high, .nd expanded into a large surface ;

trunk and branches pinnate, and by means
of the smaller branches blending toge-
ther, forming an elegant kind of net-

work; polype with eight claws. See
ZOOPHYTES.

GORTERIA, in botany, so named in

honour of David de Gorter, a genus of
the Syngenesia Polygamia Frustranea
class and order. Natural order of Com-
positae Capitatae. Corymbiferae, Jussieu.

Essential character: calyx imbricate,
with spiny scales; corolla of the ray ligu-
late

; down woolly ; receptacle naked.
There are thirteen species, mostly
shrubby plants from the Cape of Good
Hope.
GOSHAWK, the English name of the

yellow-legged falcon, with a brown back,
and a white variegated breast. See
FALCO.
GOSSAMER is the name of a fine

filmy substance, like cob-web, which is

seen to float in the air in clear days in

autumn, and is more observable in stub-

ble-fields, and upon furze and other low
bushes. This is probably formed by the

flying-spider, which, in traversing the
air for food, shoots out these threads
from its anus, which are borne down by
the dew, &c.

GOSSIPIUM, in botany, English cotton,
a genus of the Monodelphia Polyandria
class and order. Natural order of Colum-
niferae. Malvaceae, Jussieu. Essential cha-
racter: calyx double, outer trifid; cap-
sule four-celled; seeds wrapped in cot-

ton. There are six species. See MANU-
FACTURE of cotton.

GOTHIC style, in architecture. The
characteristics of this mannner of building
are pointed arches, greater height than
breadth in the proportions, and profuse
ornament, chiefly derived from an imita-

tion of the leaves and flowers of plants.
The word gothic, by which it has long
been distinguished in England, has lately
been considered by its admirers as a term
of reproach, applied by architects who
were at a loss how to imitate its excel-

lence, in order to bring it into disrepute ;

the former therefore now call it the point-
ed style. If we were to judge wholly
from the complete oblivion which in-

volves the origin of gothic architecture,
it must follow, that architects were held
in as little estimation about the time of

Henry III. as common masons are at pre-
sent

; but this inference is doubtful, and
the cause that the names of the most emi-
nent have not reached us may be more

correctly attributed to the then and SUb*

sequent neglect of literature. Writing
was almost exclusively confined to the

cloister, yet the monks, who could best
inform us of their architects and the

changes in their styles, were unaccount-

ably silent on the subject ; an instance

may be cited from Malcolm's Londini-
um Redivivum," in which that author in-

troduces a legend of the building of the

priory of St. Bartholomew, Smithfield,
written immediately after the death of

Rahere, the founder, by a monk resident
there. This person describes the man-
ner in which the money was raised, and

many miracles performed, but not a word
occurs relating to the architect : Rahere
died in 1 174, and the monk adds,

" and
with moor ampliant buildings were the

skynnys of our tabernaculys dylatid ;"
we may therefore suppose that the arches
under the tower, which are partly circular

in the Saxon style, and partly pointed,
were some of the first essays in the new
mode of building, and erected about
1200.

Westminster Abbey was begun by Hen-
ry HI. in 1245 ; this beautiful edifice is a

complete and regular specimen of the

purest pointed style ; it is consequently
perfectly fair to suppose, that the inter-

val between the above dates was the pe-
riod when gothic architecture superced-
ed its heavy and tasteless predecessor.
That it soon became the favourite mode
may be concluded, from its adoption in all

the additions made to old churches at

that time, which is discoverable in an in-

stant by the total disagreement of the

proportions and ornaments. There is

every probability that the first principles
of the style in question were derived
from the eastern nations, now partially

*

under the dominion of the East India

Company, where there are many build-

ings dedicated to their mode of worship
that might almost be called gothic, and
those are certainly very ancient. The
Romans had explored the coasts of those

countries, and their remote descendants

may have been representations of the
structures alluded to, left by their ances-

tors, and adopted them with alterations in

some few of the earliest specimens of
Christian churches. When a people of
so much importance in the history of the

world, as the successors of its conquerors,
introduced any peculiarity in their man-
ners or buildings, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that they were eagerly imitated

throughout Europe; hence we find that

a few centuries produced a vast number
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of churches, in the pointed style, in the
Italian states, Germany, France, Spain,
&c. &c. though it must be admitted that

the latter country being conquered by
the Moors may have, in some measure,
operated to introduce an imitation of their

mosques, which are very like gothic ar-

chitecture.

Such are the conjectures which natu-

rally follow the consideration of this sub-

ject, and yet they may be altogether er-

roneous, as much might be said to induce
a supposition, that the pointed style was

gradually invented by the abberration of

the pencil and compasses, or similar in-

struments of ingenious architects, who,
having observed intersected arches in

some very ancient Roman buildings, of

Grecian architecture, admired their effect,

and followed them as fundamental princi-

ples in new designs. This speculation

may be supported by referring to an en-

graving by Marco Sadeler, representing
the ruins of the Terme di Diocletiano,
which shows the perspective of a long
passage, very similar to the aisle of a

church, where the roof is made com-

pletely and decidedly gothic by the inter-

section of arches throughout.
Some enquirers as to the origin of the

style have thought that the first idea of

high pointed ailes was taken from avenues
of lofty trees, the branches of which inter-

weaving, suggested the rich ribs and tra-

cery of the later specimens of the art, but
this is mere conjecture and fancied re-

semblance.
One of the most plausible reasons for

supposing the invention gradual is, the

finding of interlaced arcades on the sides

of Saxon buildings, intimating an inclina-

tion to deviate from the semicircle of that

style. (See plate GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE,

fig. 1.) The pointed arch, as has been
mentioned, intermingled with the circu-

lar in the ribs or groins of the roof, and

lastly occurred the plain and positive

pointed manner, the earliest instances of

which have very little decoration, com-

pared with the more modern ; indeed the

rapid increase of ornament may be traced

in our numerous and magnificent cathe-

drals, till their introduction operated to

render the gothic style too expensive for

continuance.
That this taste was imported into Eng-

land from the continent will not admit
of a doubt, but it is absurd to suppose
that architects and masons were import-
ed with it, as certain authors have ima-

gined.
It is impossible to treat this subject me-

thodically, as the principles of the gothic
are simply those mentioned at the com-
mencement of the article ;

indeed the va-

rieties and caprices often obervable in

the same building set all rules at defi-

ance, and yet there are numbers of regu-
lar structures, the parts of which corres-

pond exactly.
One of the arcades in the choir of

Gloucester cathedral is seventeen feet

wide, the columns on its sides are fifty-

seven feet high, and the arch from the

capitals to the point twenty-one feet ; a

circular arch, aperture, or window into

another part of the church, in the same

arcade, has the. following proportions,
width twelve feet, and the height fifteen

feet. The west front of the same church
has a great central window, and two la-

teral; those certainly should be of the

same dimensions, to preserve the neces-

sary uniformity, but that is not the fact,

one being sixteen feet wide and thirty-
one high, and the other twenty-nine feet

high and twelve wide.

Two segments of a circle meeting at

the tops make the pointed arch, (see

fig. 2.) To improve the nakedness of this

figure, the inventors introduced the sec-

tion of a quatrefoil, or figure formed of

four leaves, within the arch, (see fig. 3.)
and ribs or borders, sometimes raised, and
at others excavated ; each of those were
afterwards enriched by pierced tracery,
see fig. 4.

The windows were bounded by nume-
rous pillars with beautiful capitals of fo-

liage, and intersected by perpendicular
and horizontal bars or mullions, the for-

mer of which turned into delicate ramifi-

cations and filled the arch, (see fig. 5.) ;

painted glass rendered those extremely
grand when viewed within the struc-

ture, mouldings or cornices almost uni-

versally divided the different ranges of

windows, the doors of the casement

nearly reached the lower, and the angles
above the arch are adorned with tracery,
see fig. 6.

The windows are separated by but-

tresses, which vary in breadth, depth, and

solidity, according to the fancy of the ar-

chitect, and are frequently very magnifi-
cent, as they admit of being pierced into

an arch, (as in fig. 7.) in order that they
may contribute to the support oftwo walls

on different lines, and are decorated with
niches under fretted canopies, statues

and pinnacles, see fig. 8.

Battlements extend along the summits
of the walls, those are of different kinds,
see fig. 9, 10.
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The interior generally exhibits three

ranges of arches in each arcade, the low-

est are bounded by a strong pillar, with

others more slender filleted round it ;

from the capitals of those arise the first

arch, three of the small pillars ascend to

the spring of the roof; the second range
of arches open into a gallery, and the

upper are windows (see fig. 11.) which
exhibit the tracery or ribs from the pil-

lars on the roof. Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, shew a variety of ornaments pecu-
liar to the gothic or pointed style of ar-

chitecture.

GOUANIA, in botany, so called in

honour of Antoine Gouan, M. D. a ge-
nus of the Polygamia Monoecia class and
order. Natural order of Rhamni, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : hermaphro-
dite, calyx five-cleft ; corolla none ; an-

thers five, under a veil ; style three-
cleft ; fruit inferior, tripartite : male, si-

milar, but without germ and stigma.
There is only one species, -viz. G. domin-

gensis, chavstick, a native of St. Domingo
in the woods.

GOVERNMENT, in general, is the po-
lity of a state, or an orderly power con-
stituted for the public good.

Civil government was instituted for the

preservation and advancement of men's
civil interests, and for the better securi-

ty of their lives, liberties, and proper-
ties. The use and necessity of govern-
ment is such, that there never was an

age or country without some sort of civil

authority ; but as men are seldom unani-
mous in the means of attaining their ends,
so their difference in opinion, in relation
to government, has produced a variety of
forms of it. To enumerate them would
be to recapitulate the history ofthe whole
earth. But they may, in general, be re-
duced to one of these heads ; either the
civil authority is delegated to one, or

more, or else it is still reserved to the
whole body of the people ; whence arises

the known distinction of government
into monarchy, aristrocacy, and demo-
cracy. See ARISTOCRACY, CONSTITUTION,
DEMOCRACY, &c.
A mixed government is composed by

the combination of the simple forms of

government, which have already been, or
will hereafter be, described; and, in
whatever proportion each form enters
into the constitution of a government,
in the same proportion may both the

advantages and evils, which have been
attributed to that form, be expected.
The government of England is unques-
tionably a mixed government, though by

some writers it is denominated a limited

monarchy. It is formed by a combina-
tion of the three regular species of go-
vernment ; the monarchy residing in

the King, the aristocracy in the House of

Peers, and the republic being repre-
sented by the House of Commons. The
perfection intended, and, with regard to

the United Kingdoms, in a considerable

degree effected, is, to unite the advan-

tages of the several simple forms, and to

exclude the inconveniences. "
For, as

with us,'* says Sir William Blackstone,
*' the executive power of the IHWS is

lodged in a single person, they have all

the advantages of strength and dispatch
that are to be found in the most absolute

monarchy ; and as the legislature of the

kingdom is entrusted to three distinct

powers, entirely independent of each
other: first, the King; secondly, the

Lords, spiritual and temporal, which is

an aristocratical assembly of persons se-

lected for their piety, their birth, their

wisdom, their valour, or their property;
and, thirdly, the House of Commons,
freely chosen by the people from among
themselves, which makes it a kind of de-

mocracy ; as this aggregate body, actuat-

ed by different springs, and attentive to

different interests, composes the British

Parliament, and has the supreme disposal
of eyery thing, there can be no inconve-
nience attempted by either of the three

branches, but will be withstood by one of
the other two; each branch being arm-
ed with a negative power, sufficient to

repel any innovation which it shall think

inexpedient or dangerous." See Mo-
NAUCHY.
GOUGE, an instrument or tool used by

divers artificers, being a sort of round
hollow chisel for cutting holes, chan-

nels, grooves, &c. either in wood or
stone.

GOUST, or GOUT, signifies taste or
skill in poetry, painting, &c.

GOUT. See MEDICINE.

GRACE, in music, either in vocal or

instrumental performances, -consists not

only in giving due place to the decora-

tive additions, but in that easy, smooth,
and natural expression of the passages,
which best conveys the beauties of the

composition, and forms one of the prin-

cipal attributes of a good performer.
GRADUATE, a person who has taken

a degree in the university. See DEGREE.

GRADUATION, in mathematics, the
act of graduating or dividing any thing
into degrees, or equal parts.

GRAFT, or GRAFF, in gardening, a
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scion or shoot of a tree inserted into ano-

ther, so as to make it yield fruit of the
same nature with that of the tree from
whence the graft was taken. See GAR-
DENING, BTJDDIXG, &c.

GRACULA, the grakle, in natural his*,

tory, a genus of birds of the order Picae.

Generic character: the bill convex, thick,

sharp-edged, somewhat naked at the
base ; nostrils small, near the base of the

bill; tongue entire, rather sharp at the
end ; claws hooked and sharp. No spe-
cies of this bird is found in Europe. There
are thirteen species, of which we shall

notice the following : G. kelegiosa, or
the minor grakle, is of the size of a

blackbird, is found in various districts of
the East Indies, and almost in every
island beyond the Ganges. It is rendei'-

ed familiar with the greatest ease, and

taught to speak with greater facility than
even the parrot, and also enounces its

words with more distinctness. It feeds

on berries and fruits, and is particularly

partial to cherries. When refused its

wishes, it is stated to express sounds of

disappointment and vexation extremely
like the crying of a child.

The paradisoea tristis is rather larger
than the former, and inhabits the Philip-

pine Islands. It is exceedingly voraci-

ous, and has been known to swallow a

young rat nearly two inches long, after

beating it against the wires of its cage to

soften it. It alights on the backs of oxen
in its unconfined state, and devours the
vermin which annoy them. These birds

are particularly fond of grasshoppers,
and are stated to have been imported in-

to the Isle of Bourbon purposely to ex-

tirpate those consuming insects, which

they have effectually accomplished. Be-

ing as they are, however, highly prolific

birds, devouring every species of fruits

and grain, and occasionally entering pi-

geon-houses and destroying the young,
the inhabitants of the island have often

found their depredations greater than
those of the enemy which they were
called in to extirpate.

G. quiscula, or the purple grakle, in-

habits North America, and also the Island
of Jamaica. It is a very considerable
nuisance to the farmers of those coun-

tries, by scratching up the maize seed
almost as soon as it is put into the

ground. When the leaf appears, these

purple daws, as they are called, will of-

ten tear up the plant by the roots ; and
when the maize is ripe they commit their

depredations upon it in immense flocks,
insomuch that premiums have been oc-

casionally given for the destruction of

them. They are, however, extremely
serviceable by devouring insects. They
pass the greatest part of the winter in

swamps, overhung with woods ;
from

which, on days of fine weather, they
make their appearance abroad. Their
flesh is far from being excellent, but their

notes are melodious.

GRAIN, the name of a small weight,
the twentieth part of a scruple in apothe-
caries weight, and the twenty-fourth of a

penny-weight troy. See WEIGHT.
A grain-weight of gold bullion is worth

about two-pence, and that of silver half a

farthing.
GRAIN also denotes the component

particles of stones and metals, the veins

of wood, &c. Hence cross-grained, or

against the grain, is contrary to the;

fibres of wood, &c.
GRAINING board, among curriers, an

instrument called also a pummel, used to

give a grain to their leather. See CUR-
RYING.

GRAMMAR. 1. The grammar of any
language is a set of rules and observations,

directing to the proper use ofthe sorts of
words composing that language. These
rules are founded upon the general usage
of good writers ;

and after this is ascer-

tained, it is customary for those, who' are
desirous ofspeaking and writing correct-

ly, to be uniformly guided by it. Gram-
marians, then, do not make a language ;

but they are formed by an enlightened
view of the language, and afterwards di-

rect the employment of it.

2. The art of grammar is sometimes di-

vided into four parts : Orthography, Ety-
mology, Syntax, and Prosody. The first

and last of these have nothing to do with

grammar, except so far as they relate to
the grammatical changes made on diffe-

rent sorts of words. Etymology refers to

the arrangements of the sorts of words,
and to the various changes which are

made upon them. Syntax directs the

employment of those changes, and the
situation of the different sorts of words
in a sentence.

3. Hitherto grammar has been spoken
of as an art, but it is in no way our inten-

tion to enlarge upon it in this view.

Those who wish to study it, in order to

guide their use of the English language,
we refer to Mr. Murray's

" Grammar,"
and Dr. Crombie's work on "

Etymology
and Syntax;" and in the latter, many va-

luable remarks will be found respecting
scientific grammar. Considered as a sci-

ence, grammar has for its object those
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principles on which its rules are founded.

Scientific grammar discusses the grounds
of the calassification of words, and inves-

tigates the reasons of those procedures
which the art of grammar lays down for

our observance.
4. Grammar, as an art, refers only to

particular languages : because it would
be impossible to lay down any system of

rules which would apply to two lan-

guages. We may point out in what re-

spects the grammars of two languages

agree ; but we cannot form a common
grammar for both. To a certain extent,
the principles of scientific grammar are

general, and some of them may be said to

be universal. The laws of the human
mind are the same in all ages, and in all

nations; and of those causes which have
called forth its energies, many have oper-
ated universally. VVhatever have been
the variety of terms, and of the modifica-

tion and arrangement of them, the grand
objects of men, in the formation and ex-

tension of language, have been the same,
'

to communicate their sensations, their

judgments, their reasonings; to express
the objects of their thoughts, and the

changes and connections observed among
them, and to do this with dispatch.
This has produced great uniformity in

the general principles of language. But
the connection between words and

thoughts is arbitrary, as well as the mode
of connecting words themselves. Hence,
with much uniformity, we meet with
much variety : and hence, universal, or
even general grammar must be confined
within very narrow limits, till the pheno-
mena of a variety of languages have been

examined, and their correspondence with
each other, as well as their diversities, as-

certained. For some of those more ge-
neral principles, which may be regarded
as the foundation of language in general,
we refer our readers to the articles LAN-
GUAGE, and the Origin of Alphabetical
WRITING; we shall here content our-
selves with making the philosophy of
our own language our principal object,

though we may occasionally be led to

state the more general principles of

grammar, and derive our illustrations

from other languages. Such a mode of

procedure may contribute to render the

practical use of our own language more
clear and certain.

Of the Arrangement of Words.

5. The first object of scientific gram-
mar is, to form an arrangement of the

sorts of words composing a language. In

languages which admit of various changes
in the form of words to denote changes of

meaning, the arrangement, in a great de-

gree, is pointed out for the grammarian ;

and a technical classification will, in such

cases, have a decided superiority over one
founded purely upon scientific principles.
In languages like our own, we are less

shackled by the contrivances of art ; yet
our arrangements ought to have in view
the advantage of practice.

6. The true principle of classification

seems to be, not essential differences in

the origin or signification of words, but
the mode in which they are employed. 'It

should, however, be steadily kept in view,
that all distinctions among the sorts of

words have gradually arisen out of the

circumstances in which language has been

formed, and proceededtowards maturity ;

and that such distinctions are by no means
to be extended beyond the present em-

ployment of words. It is necessary, for

convenience and dispatch, that we ar-

range ;
but arrangement must not super-

sede further examination. The fact is,

that originally there could have been but

one sort of words, the names of the ob-

jects of our sensations and ideas. From
these all others must have sprung; but,
without words expressing affirmation, lan-

guage must have moved very slowly, and
often have been very ambiguous; and
therefore we may reasonably suppose,
that the ever active principle of associa-

tion would soon transform nonns into

verbs, by making them in certain situa-

tions expressive of affirmation. From,

these two classes all the rest have sprung,
and though it is desirable, and even neces-

sary, for th,e grammarian to arrange, it

should ever be carefully borne in mind,
that his arrangements respect the present
contrivances of language ; and that he,
who would look into the causes of these

contrivances, must retrace the steps
which have been trodden, and see what
were the procedures of those periods,
when language was merely the child of

necessity, not the organ of long-establish-
ed and intricate associations. The philo-

sophy of language is one branch of the

philosophy of mind, and neither will be

fully understood till both are.

7. The objects of sense and intellect

are, in reality, nothing more than proper-
ties, or collections of properties. The
mind, however, resorts to a support for

those properties; something by which

they are connected, in which they ex-

ist ; and this we call substance. As far,

however, as this word has any meaning,
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it signifies nothing more than a collection

ofproperties existing, or capable of existing,
independently of other properties. These
properties may be considered collectively ;

or they may be thought and spoken of,

though they cannot exist, separately. We
can think of no material substance which
does not possess, at least, two properties;
no visible object, for instance, can be
without colour and extension ; but we
can think ofextension and of colour sepa-
rately ; that is, we can direct the attention

of the mind to each of them, exclusively
of the other properties with which it may
be connected. This separate or exclusive
attention of the mind is called abstraction.

It is a very simple, though a very difficult,

operation of the mind. It is often con-
founded with generalization , but though
exercised in every act of generalization,
it may be exercised altogether indepen-
dently of it.

8. The names of substances are called

substantives,- the names ofproperties, with-
out reference to the substances of which

they form a part, are called abstract noitns.

To every name comprehended under
these two classes, the term NOTTS- is ap-
plied. A noun is said to be increased or

diminished in Comprehension, when the
number ofideas denoted by it is increased
or diminished ; and in extension, when the
number of objects, to which it can be ap-

plied, is increased or diminished. Those

single words, which are added to nouns
to vary their comprehension, or to vary or
determine their extension, are called AD-

NOUNS. From these similar, yet generally
distinct objects, of different adnouns arise

two grand classes, adjectives and restric-

lives : the former varying the comprehen-
sion of the conjoined nouns ; the latter

varying, sometimes determining, the ex-

tension of them. In one mode of the

application of the term, adjectives are

nouns ; for they are the names of proper-
ties ; and, as will be seen in LANGUAGE,
originally they were nouns? but since

they are not employed alone, like substan-

tives and abstract nouns, to denote the

objects of thought or discourse, it is pre-
ferable to class them with words whose
use and employment is similar. Found-

ing our arrangement on the use and mode
of employment of words, we include, un-
der the head of nouns, those words only
which denote substances and properties,
without being connected with other
words. This, of course, includes substan-
tives and abstract nouns ; but excludes

adjectives.
9. We constantly find it necessary to

speak ofourselves, to address others, or to

speak of others. If we wish to speak of

ourselves, or to address others, we imme-

diately find, that we must either mention
the names of the individuals concerned,
or use some words not belonging to our-

selves or them, as individuals, but as the

persons speaking, or spoken to. How
much to be preferred the latter method
is, a slight attention to the subject will

show : George might say to James,
"
George hopes that James is well, and

that James will come and see George
very soon :" but there is nothing in this

which shews that George is the person
speaking, or that James is the person spo-
ken to ; and besides, it often happens,
that the names of the parties in conversa-

tion are mutually unknown. It is the
mode adopted by children, and persons
speaking to them ; and probably was so

universally in the early periods of lan-

guage ; but we feel that we want more.

Suppose Georgt: to say,
" The person

speaking hopes the person spoken to is

weli;&c. ; it would be perfectly intelligi-

ble, and answer eveiy purpose but that of

dispatch. That would beeffec'edby us-

ing some short words of equivalent signi-
fication ; such are / and thov. I has the
same force as the person speaking, thon as

the person spoken to , except that / and
thou are limited to the individuals actually

speaking or addressed, or supposed to be
so speaking or addressed These words
are then, strictly speaking, nouns ; but as

they are used for names of persons, they
are called PRONOUNS, that is, for-nowis.

Again, suppose we wish to speak of some

person or thing, which we have before

mentioned, in such a manner as will de-

note, that we have before mentioned that

person or thing, instead of merely re-

peating the word, as " James is gone, and
James will come back ;" in which case it

is left to an inference, which, in many
cases, would be a doubtful one, that the
latter referred t$ the same person as the

former, we might say,
" James is gone,

and the said James (or the said person)
will come back," or,

" and he will come
back." Here it is obvious, that he not on-

ly supplies the place of the name, on
which account it might be called a pro-
noun, but has a distinct reference to the

person having been before mentioned. In

a similar manner, she means the female

person spoken of; and it, the thing spo-
ken of. These words, with their plurals,
are all called pronouns, and though they
obviously either come under other sorts

of words, or are abbreviations for one or

more of them, yet they are at present so

distinct and important in their use, that
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they require a separate class. Pno^ouxs,
then, are words used fbr the names of

persons or things, connected with the

idea, that they are either speaking, spo-
ken to, or before spoken of.

10. We cannot advance one step in lan-

guage, without leading our hearers or
readers to the inference,that certain ideas

are connected in our minds, or that we
believe certain objects, properties, or

events, to be connected. The connect-

ing link in language need not always be
stated ; in the infancy of language it

could not exist, and in the language of
childhood it does not exist. Words are

joined together, and it is easily under-

stood, that the corresponding ideas are

connected in the mind. " Mamma, milk

good," would surely be understood by
any one ; and, in similar cases, depending
upon the ease of inference, the ancient
writers left it to the mind of the reader to

form it for himself. But how slowly and
how ambiguously communication would
proceed, without some appropriated link
of connection, any one may be convinced,
by leaving out of a few sentences those

words, which, in our language, serve that

purpose, and which, in all languages, are

necessary to render an affirmation com-

plete. The intelligent reader, to what-
ever other accoiint of such words he may
have been accustomed, will perceive that
we refer to verbs. The essential quality
f a VERB is, to express affirmation, when

foined with the subject ofthe affirmation.

^Vhenever a word expresses it, that word
Is a verb : if in any case it does not ex-

press it, it ceases to be a verb. That it

does express affirmation is, doubtless, by
H;i inference of the mind ; in itself consi-

dered, it can only be the name of some
quality or circumstance of its subject ;

but by being frequently employed with
such inference, and,'in the later periods
of language, being invested with peculi-
arities of flexion, it acquires a character

different, in appearance at least, from
that of the noun, and, in many instances,
is appropriated to convey the inference,
that something is affirmed of its subject.
11. From verbs, or rather from the noun-

state of verbs, in which they do not ex-

press affirmation, a new class of words is

formed, partaking of the characteristics of
the noun and adjective, and agreeing with
verbs in the accidental circumstance of re-

quiring after them a peculiar form of pro-
nouns. These words are called PARTICI-
PLES.

12. In the same manner as it is found
needful, for the purpose of accurate and
VOL. VI.

expeditions communication, to erapldy
words to modify or restrict the significa-
tion of nouns, it is found at least conve-*
nient to appropriate other words to mo-
dify or restrict the signification ofadnouns
and verbs. These are called ADVERBS,
which are to be regarded as a class of
words formed from nouns or adnouns, and
used to express some quality or circum-
stance respecting the action, quality, or
circumstance, denoted by verbs or ad-
nouns. They are, therefore, convenient

abbreviations, which may be supplied by
the other sorts of words.

13. From nouns, adnouns, and verbs,
another class of words have arisen9 which
from the long disuse ofthe original forms
of them, have lost their peculiar charac-

teristics, and are now regarded as inde-

pendent of them. They are now used to
connect words or sentences, or words and
sentences ; and^ in general, point out some
particular kind of connection* From the

employment of them, they may be term-
ed CONNECTIVES; and under this class, we
comprehend those words which are usual-

ly denominated Prepositions and Con-
junctions. The distinction between thes-fc

two sorts of Connectives is merely tech-
nical ; the latter requiring after them a

peculiar form of the pronoun, and of the

noun, in languages in which the noun ad-
mits of flexion.

14. We feel obliged, very much against
our inclination, to admit, as an eighth
class of words, some of those which are

usually denominated INTERJECTIONS.
Words of this sort are of very little inr-

portance, and by many are thought unde-

serving of the name of words. Some are

involuntary expressions of grief, or joy, or

surprize, or some other strong emotion i

and some may be used with the intention

of informing others what emotions are in

the mind of the speaker or writer. The
former set have no more right to be call-

ed words, than the sigh of sorrow, the

groan of pain, the laugh of mirth, &c,
which no one calls words ; for words are

voluntary vocal sounds, employed to ex-

press our ideas to others. The latter set

are generally found to be parts of sen-

tences, or single words of the before-
mentioned sorts. Our great philosophical
etymologist, Mr. HorneTooke, has traced
the origin of the greater part of them ;

and the few that remain will probably be
hereafter traced by some of those gram-
marians who are treading in his steps.
We now proceed to a few remarks on

each of these sorts of words : our limits

will allow of very little amplification, and
G
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Will enable us only to present an outline

to our readers. Those w ho wish for further

information, we beg
1 to refer to the article

GRAMMAR, in Dr. Rees's '

Cyclopedia."

1. Of the Noun.

15. These words which are names of

things, and which can stand alone, as the

subject of an affirmation,are called Nouns:
this class-ofwords has two grand divisions:

substantives and abstract noims (8). Sub'

sfdiitlves are the names for substances.

AH names must originally have been
names ofindividuals ; the extension ofthe

application of them must, however, have
been immediate. The difficulty of pro-

ducing a great number of distinguishable
articulate sounds, and the operation ofthe

associative power, first led to generaliza-
tion; convenience, perhaps we may justly

say necessity, led to its extension and

completion. When a number of things
fesemble each other in some striking par-
ticulars, we class them together in one

species, and give to the sptcies a name
which is applicable to every individual in-

cluded in it. When several species agree
in some common properties, we refer

them to a higher class, which we call a

genus,and to the genus give a name which
is applicable to every species and every
individual included in it; and this classi-

fication we extend to the limits of human
knowledge ; and it is one of those admi-
rable contrivances which arc the result of

necessity or of casual circumstances, but

tvhich, being extended and perfected by
science, contribute essentially to the pro-
gress and diffusion of knowledge. But

though it is necessary, for the purposes
of communication, that many names
should be applicable to classes of indivi-

duals, it is also necessary, that there
should be others capable of denoting in-

dividuals, without the circuitous plan of

naming the general term, and the distin-

guishing qualities of the individual ; and,

accordingly, we find in all languages nu-
merous words, which apply to an indivi-

dual only, or, at least, are at once referred,
both by speaker and hearer, to an indi-

vidual. Those names which, when alone,

apply to a number of individuals, are call,

ed general terms, appellatives, or cummon
nwnvi; and those which, when alone, are

us.u.1 to denote particular individuals, are

called proper nouns. Sometimes proper
nouns am so applied, as to become com-
mon nouns, as when we say, the Caesars,

or the Ptolemies'. These are instances of

the commencement of generalization ;

but there is another mode of the use of

proper nouns, tfhitih is more illustrative

of the processes actually adopted, in em-

ploying terms originally denoting an indi-

vidual, to denote classes of individuals,
who resemble him in some striking cha-

racteristics : thus, we say,
*' the Bacons,

the Newtons, and the Lockes, of modern
times," meaning, by these terms, all those

individuals who have resembled Bacon,
Newton, or Locke, respectively, in the
mode and success of their investigation.

15. Though it seems to be a very sim-

ple procedure, to form and appropriate
names to denote properties separate from
the other properties with which we see
them connected in nature, the origin and

appropriation of such names must have
been very gradual ; and the contrivances

which, in the natural progress of language,
have been adopted to designate separate

properties, are among the most curious

procedures of the art of mutual communi-
cation. Mr. H Tooke, who has indispu-

tably conducted us further towards an ac-

quaintance with the causes of language
than any other author on grammar, consi-

ders abstract terms as (generally speak-
ing)

"
participles or adjectives used with-

out any substantive to which they can be

joined,"
" Such words," he observes,

(Epea Pteroenta, vol. ii. p. 17.)
" com-

pose the bulk of every language. In

English, those which are borrowed from
the Latin, French, and Italian, are easily

recognized, because those languages are

sufficiently familiar to us, and not so fami-

liar as our own : those from the Greek
are more striking, because more unusual ;

but those which are original in our own
language have been almost wholly over-

looked, and are quite unsuspected." A
large proportion of the nouns which he
thus traces are certainly not to be consi-

dered as abstract terms, according to what

appears to be the customary meaning of
that appellation, (such as view the past

part of voir, something seen ; tent, the past

participle from tendo, something stretch-

ed:) and others certainly require more
explanation than he has thought right to

give (for instance providence, prudence,
innocence, and all the rest of the tribe of

qualities in ence and ance, which he con-
siders as the neuter plurals of the present
participles of videre, nocere, &c. without

shewing us why thingsforeseeing, or thing*
not hurting, have acquired the force of the
above words :) but a considerable num-
ber of his derivations arevery satisfactory,
and give great insight into the procedures
of language. A few may be adduced as

a specimen of his etymologies. Skill is

the past participle of the Anglo-Sax&n
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verb
j eylan, to divide, to make a difference,

to discern ; and it signifies that faculty by
which things are properly divided or se-

parated one from another. Sorrow is the

past participle ofpyp pan, to vex,to cause

mischief to, and is the general name for

any thing by which one is vexed, grieved,
or mischieved. Wrath is the past partici-

ple of ypifcan^o writ/te. Heat is the past

participle ofbgetan,^ make Lot. Doom is

the past participle of beman, to judge, to

decree.

17. Anotherclass of abstract nouns, viz.

those ending in th, have been traced to a

very probable origin by Mr. H. Tooke :

he considers them as the third persons
singular of verbs. For instance: truth,

(anciently written troweth, trowth, trouth,

and troth,) means, what one troweth, i. e.

thinketh, or firmly believeth ; warmth
means that which warmeth,- strength is that

which ftriniretJi, or maketh one strong.

While, however, we agree so far with Mr.

Tooke, we cannot go with him when he
limits our acception of words to that in

which they were first employed; and sup-
poses that all the complicated, yet often

definable, associations, which the gradual
progress oflanguage and intellect has con-
nected with words, are to be reduced to
the standard of our forefathers. We can-
not avoid expressing our belief, that he
has either totally overlooked, or greatly

neglected, the influence of the principle
of association, both in the formation of

ideas, and in the connecting of them with
words. It does not follow that, because
the ideas connected with abstract terms
are not what Mr. Locke supposed, that

there are no ideas connected with them,
but that they are merely contrivances of

language. Several classes of abstract

nouns are altogether passed over by Mr.
H. Tooke ; and we regret it, because he
is eminently qualified to trace the origin
of those terminations by which are form-
ed the names of qualities, considered as

separate from those substances in which

they exist. One class is formed by the
addition of ness to the adjective, such as

whiteness, goodness, &c. JVess is the Anglo-
Saxon neaf, or nepe, signifying nose. It

is also used for promontory.- as in Sheer-ness,

Orford-ness, the JVaze, Stc. Joined to the
name of a quality, it denotes that the qua-
lity is a distinguishing feature of an ob-

ject; it consequently holds it upas an

object of separate attention.

18. We now proceed to those changes
which are made in the form of nouns to

express a change of signification ; and
first we shall attend to number. In speak-

ing of the objects of thought, we have
constant occasion to speak ofone or more
of a kind ; in every language therefore we
may expect to find a variation in the form
of adjuncts ofnouns, to denote unity or

plurality. To avoid the necessity of using
such adjuncts, or rather in consequence of
the coalescence of them with the nouns,
owing to the frequent use ofthem in con-
nection with the nouns, a change of form
has taken place in most cultivated lan-

guages. The Hebrew plurals are gene-
rally formed by the addition of o, mem, to

the noun, probably because Q was the

symbol of water, and denoted collection

and pluralty ; and in that language the
coalescence has actually taken place, and

occasionally undergone some corruption.

Among the Chinese the plural adjunct has
not yet coalesced with the noun; and they
generally denote the plural by the addi-

tion of win to the singular. Supposing
the coalescence ofplural adjuncts to have
been the origin of the changes on nouns
to denote plurality ofmeaning, it does not

necessarily follow that all plural changes
were thus formed. The change of form

produced by such coalescence in some
cases might suggest a corresponding
change in others, though the change
inigiit not be exactly similar. Hence,
could we trace some ofthe plural changes
to art, as their earliest origin, it would

weigh little against the general principle.
We shall, however, almost universally
find, that the extension of old procedures,
rather than the invention ofnew ones, has

been the cause of almost all even of the

artificial changes in language. The rea-

son is obvious: besides the greater ease

to the innovator, it would be much more

intelligible to those who are to adopt his

innovation. Even the philosopher judges
it more proper to follow the analogies of

his language, than to deviate from them,
where he knows such deviation would be
an improvement. Except as far as is dic-

tated by custom, and that convenience on
which the custom hasbeen founded, there

is no reason why the same word unchang-
ed should not be applicable both where
one and where more are meant : why, for

instance, we should not say two man, as

well as one man. The plural form may be

applied to two, or two hundred, or any
indefinite number; now is there in the

nature of the thing a more marked dis-

tinction between one and two, thaii be-

tween two and two hundred? In fiict,

were we always able to join to the noun
a numeral, or some other adnoun denot-

ing number, a plural form would be un-

necessary ; but it is frequently desirable

to denote plurality, where the number if
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Indeterminate or unnecessary to be spe-
cified. The Chinese drop their plural ad-

junct, when there is another word of plu-

rality attached to the noun. We do not

go upon the same principle? but there

are cases in which we make no changes
to denote plurality, as twenty pound of

flour, thirty sailof ships, four thousand, &,c.

These instances, though contrary to the

prevailing analogy of our language, cer-

tainly do not oppose the general princi-

ples oflanguage ; and though the neglect
of the plural termination in such cases is

ungrammatical, it probably savours less of

vulgarity to go thus far with the multitude,
than of pedantry to quit the beaten track.

There are other instances, however, in

which the use of the same word, both in a

singular and plural acceptation, is perfect-

ly legitimate ; we say one, or twenty, deer,

sheep, or swine. If there must be a form
for unity as distinguished from plurality,

why not forms to denote two things, three

things, See. ? There is no reason, but in

their inferior -utility some languages have
a form for duality ; and by the Greeks
this form was carried through their nouns,

adnouns, pronouns, verbs, and participles.

They had, however, no scruple in using
the "plural form for two things, and in

making their duals agree with plurals.
The fact is, the distinction between one
and more than one is more useful than

any farther distinction. The indefinite

denotement of plurality is continually ser-

viceable ; and if we wish to specity the
exact number, the addition of a numeral
is a much more simple procedure, than

the burdening oflanguage with a number
of distinctions, which would seldom be
useful, and never necessary.

19. In every department ofknowledge
we are concerned with individuals ; and

though for the purposes of communica-
tion general terms are not only conve-

nient, but absolutely necessary, some con-

trivances are requisite to designate indi-

viduals, or less general classes of indivi-

duals. This is done by means of ad nouns,
or bv stating some connection between
what is denoted bythenoun andsome other

substance or quality. The latter is ac-

complished by juxtaposition, by preposi-
tions, or by equivalent changes in the
word connected. The last is called in-

flection, and the word so changed is call-

ed a case of the noun. In English we have

only one inflection of the noun, and two
of the pronoun. Persons who think that

the procedures of every language must be
accommodated to the grammar of the
Greek and Latin, strenuously contend for

^n equal number of cases with theirs. If

case mean a change in the word, to de.-

note connection with other words, then
the plan of our language cannot be ac-

commodated to that of the Latin : If of a

man, to a mun, &c. be considered as cases,
there is certainly no reason why the same

appellation should not be given to every
noun to which a preposition is prefixed,
and then we shall have above thirty cases.

It is fortunate for the speculator, that, in

this and other instances, language will

not bend to the contrivances of the tech-

nical grammarian : for his wish to reduce

every process to an agreement with a

standard, which prejudice only can deem
perfect, would, if successful, materially
increase the difficulties of grammatical in-

vestigation. The variation of our nouns
is confined to the denotement of one re-

lation, that ofproperty or possession ; and
it is therefore with great propriety called
the possessive case. The appellation geni-
tive case is sometimes applied to it ; but.

the force of the Greek and Latin genitive
is to denote relation in general, though
capable of specific application, and is ex-

actly equivalent to a noun preceded by of.

The possessive case ofa noun is not equi-
valent to the noun preceded by of, except
where the latter has the specific force of

belonging to. It may in all cases be re-

presented by of, with the noun following;
but the latter mode of expression cannot
in many instances be represented by the

possessive case. The French, Spanish,
and Italian languages have no cases of
nouns : the German has changes, to ex-

press what we denote by of and to; but
these changes aa'e not carried fhrough all

the nouns. The Latin and Greek lan-

guages have still more variations, which

they carry through all their variable parts
of speech, except the verbs. The ar-

rangement of these variations is the work
of art; and the appellations of case, orfall-
en, and declension, or bendingfrom, appear
to have gone upon this principle : the
word from which the cases are formed
was represented by a perpendicular*line,
and the cases by lines declining er falling
from it. For the sake of convenience, the
nominative and vocative are denominated
cases; and from the above contrivance
the nominative was termed the upright
case, and the other cases were termed

oblique. The nominative is the name it-

self. The vvcative, or case of calling, has
its origin in those changes in the pronun-
ciation, which arise from the mode of ut-
terance in calling to a person: it is a corrup-
tion, or aw abbreviation ofthe nominative.
We have already spoken of the force of

the genitive ; we shall only add herfej th'at
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we have in English one procedure exact-

ly corresponding
1 to it in force,though not

so universally applied, viz. juxtaposition.
This is a very simple and intelligible pro-
cedure. To connect the terms, is a satis-

factory expression of the connection of
the things signified : and in this proce-
dure, as in the genitive, the kind of con-

nection is left to be inferred ; as in the

expressions iron ore, iron chain, iron heat,
China orange, house door, &c. The the-

oretical distinction between the dative and
accusative does not appear to be clearly
marked ; but the general force of the
former is to denote acquisition, and of the

latter to designate the word, as the object
of the action of verbs and their deriva-

tives. As to the ablative, there is scarcely
room for doubt that it is merely a varia-

tion of the dative form, where indeed it

has a form distinct from it. Probably in

consequence of the elipsis of a preposi-
tion, this form has by degrees become the
denotement of the cause, manner, or in-

strument of an action ; and this is now
the primary force of the case when unat-

tended by prepositions. The changes
which are made to denote connection
have been formed by prefixing or affixing
letters to the words themselves; and they
might have been arbitrary, or gradually
produced by the coalescence of words or
abbreviations of words. The latter hy-
pothesis is in every respect so very pro-
bable, that nothing seems requisite to

prove it to have been the general proce-
dure of language, but to show that it has

actually occurred in some instances. It

has been for some time the prevailing
opinion among philosophical philolo-
gists, and it has acquired great support
from the discoveries of Mr. H. Tooke.
He states it without any limit, in the fol-

lowing manner :
*' All those common ter-

minations, in any language, of which all

nouns or verbs in that language equally
partake (under the notion of declension or

conjugation) are themselves separate
words, with distinct meanings ; which^are
therefore added to the different nouns, or

verbs, because those additional meanings
are intended to be added occasionally to
all those nouns or verbs. These termina-
tions are all explicable, and ought to be

explained." In fact, the progress of the
coalescence has been detected in some of
the most refined instances of it ; and in

many cases to which system has not reach-

ed, the coalescence is universally allow-

ed. In the two principal cases of the
Greek noun, in some at least of its forms
of inflection, the origin of the change has

been traced ;
and all the cases of the He-

brew noun are obviously formed by pre-
fixing (instead of afhxing,as in the Greek)
significant words. The grammarian does
not indeed allow that the changes of the
Hebrew noun are cases : but such arbi-

trary distinctions serve only to render ob-

scurity more obscure. In the French,
au and du are indisputably abbreviations
of a le and de le : we can trace their cor-

ruption, and we are not obliged to sup-
pose greater corruptions in more disputa-
ble instances. What is the origin of the

possessive termination of our nouns is ve-

ry uncertain. It is obviously the corres-

ponding Anglo Saxon termination
; but

what is the origin of that ? We may hope
to receive light upon this point, when
the third part of "

Epesf Pteroenta" is

laid before the public.

20. Gender is a distinction of substan-
tives as denoting males or females, or
neither. The names of males are said to

be ofthe masculine gender; the names of
females of the feminine gender ; and all

other names are sajd to be of the neuter,
that is, of neither gender. The purposes
even of accurate communication do not in

all cases require any denotement ofgen-
der, and accordingly we find many words
which are common to both sexes. T-he

English and the pure Persian appear to

be the only languages which observe the
natural distinction in the division of nouns.
We denote difference of sex, either by a

change ofappellation, or by a change on
the word itself, or by a significant adjunct.
In addition to its greater philosophical

accuracy, the procedure of our language
enables us to mark with greater perspi-

cuity and force the personification of in-

animate substances or abstract qualities.
In the earliest languages there is no dis-

tinction of gender further than into mas-
culine and feminine, and the reason is

obvious; for the principle ofanimation ap-

pears to the uncultivated mind to pervade
all nature. In the more cultivated lan-

guages, in which a third class isadmitted,
the arrangement seems to have been the

work of art. The foundation was laid in

the natural distinction of sex; by degrees
those terminations which mostfrequently
occurred in the respective divisions were
made the characteristics of those divi-

sions, and nouns of similar termina-

tions were arranged under them, with-

out respect to the original ground of

distinction. We must not be surpris-
ed to find that languages, derived from

those in which the distinctions of na-

tiire had given way to the divisions of

art, should leave nature altogether : and
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we accordingly find, that in those mo-
dern European languages which are de-
rived from the Latin, geixler is little

more than a mere grammatical distinc-

tion of nouns into two classes, called

masculine and feminine.

II. Of the Adnoun.

21. We apply the term adnowi to those

single words which are added to nouns,
to vary their comprehension, or to vary
or determine their extension. Those
which aifect the former object are call-

ed adjectives; those which aftect the

latter \ve call restrictives. It is not, per-

haps, in all cases, easy to say, to which
of these classes an adnoun should be

referred, because the two objects are

not always distinguishable ; but in ge-
nera), those which denote qualities are

adjectives, and those which denote situ-

ation, possession or number, are restric-

tives.

22. The adjective is exactly equiva-
lent to a noun connected with another

noun by means of juxtaposition, or of a

preposition, or of corresponding flexion.

JE. g. \'golden cup is the same with a

gold cup, or a cup of gold ,-
a prudent

man is the same as a man of prudence,
or vir prudentix. It has been already

observed, that the Greek and Latin ge-
nitive, our preposition of, and juxtapo-
sition, are all equivalent procedures,

though custom has produced a variety
in the mode of their application : we
now add, that the adjective is another

equivalent ; v
and further, that the con-

iiection denoted by the adjective is equal-

ly indefinite with the others. E.g. A
healthy colour, is a colour caused by
health ; a healthy exercise, is exercise

causing health. And the use of all these

procedures is the same, to particularize
the general term, by connecting with

the qualities which are included under
it some quality which the general term
does not include. In many instances, to

denote that the name of a quality is

used thus in connection with some other

name, that is, in fact, that it is used as

an adjective, ceitain terminations are em-

ployed, significant of such connection ;

and Mr. H. Tooke informs us, that those

by which the simple adjectives are form-

ed, viz. en, ed, and ig (our modern r/) con-

vey, all three, the designation that the

names to which they are annexed
are to be joined to some other names ;

and this by their own intrinsic meaning,
for they signify give, add, join.

" So the

adjectives -wooden and -woollen" he con-

tinues,
"
convey precisely the same ideas,

are the names of the same things, denote
the same substances, as the substantives

wood and -wool : and the termination en

only puts them in a condition to be join-
ed to some other substances, or rather

gives us notice to expect some other sub-

stances to which they are to be joined."
23. Most languages which admit of

inflection carry it through their adjec-
tives as well as nouns. In some the

adjective is varied, to express difference

in the gender, number, and case of the

connected noun. Where great liberty
of inversion is desirable, these variations

are convenient, because they point out
with what noun the adjective is connec-
ed : where juxtaposition ascertains this,

they are unnecessary, since they make
no change in the signification of the ad-

jective. The signification of the adjec-
tive -arise, e. g. is unchanged, whether it

be applied to one man or woman, or to

twenty men or women : whether its sub

stantive be stated singly, or conjoined
with others, as the names of the parents,

place of abode, &c. of those to whom it

is applied. The French always place the

adjective close to its noun, yet they make

changes on it to denote the gender of the

connected noun. This is always unneces-

sary ; but sometimes it contributes to

elegance, by preventing an awkward cir-

cumlocution.

24. The qualities denoted by adjectives

may, in general, vary in degree : some,
as dimensions and weight, may be mea-
sured with accuracy ; and the compara-
tive degree of some qualities, at least of

heat and cold, can be ascertained with

precision. Many, however, are incapable
of exact measurement ; and the cases in

which the exact degree of the quality
cannot be ascertained are few, in compa-
rison with those in which it is unneces-

sary. When we use terms to express a

greater or less degree of a quality, \ve

may either make a direct and particu*
lar reference to the degree in which it is

possessed by other objects, or use them
without such reference. In the former

case, we are said to compare the quali-
ties ; and variations of the adjective, to

express this comparison, are called de-

grees of comparison. The difference be-

tween the comparative and superlative, in

our language, consists in the manner of

construction merely, and not in the de-

gree of the quality : thus, Solomon was
wiser than any other king of Israel, is the

same as,
" Solomon was the wisest of th
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kings ofIsrael.'* The comparative is used,
when we speak of an object as distinct

from those with which we compare it ; the

superlative, when it is spoken of as one of

those with which we compare it. Man is

the noblest ofanimals, but not the noblest

ofthe brute creation, otherwise he must be
one ofthe brute creation: he is nobler than

the brutes, but not than all animals, or

he must be nobler than himself. The cus-

tom of our language makes one distinc-

tion between the comparative and super-
lative, which does not coincide with this

grand distinction. We use the compara-
tive with the force of the superlative when
we speak oftwo; as, he is the wiser of the

two, and the wisest of any great number.
This is not an unjustifiable usage ;

but it

has no particular foundation in the force

of the comparative and superlative.

Few of the modern European lan-

guages vary the words themselves to ex-

press comparison. The French, e. g. ex-

press by/>/wsand le phis, what we express
by more and most ; or (what is obviously
equivalent, though custom limits their

use to particular cases) by the termina-
tions er and est. What is the meaning of
these terminations ? is a natural question :

the answer is not so easy. It appears,,
however, very probable, that er is nothing
more or less than the word which we
still use in the form ere, signifying before,-
and that wiser signifies -wise before. Now,
as has been well remarked by Mr. Dai-

ton, then and than are the same in origin
and signification : hence, wiser than I, is

exactly represented by, wise before then

I, i. e. wise before, then (that is, next in

order) /. This derivation, if correct, ex-

plains the ground of the peculiarity above
stated, in the use of the comparative : he
is the -wiser of the two, means, simply, he
is wise before (the other) of the two.
It might be conjectured, that the super-
lative termination est) is an abbreviation
of most annexed to an adjective, in the
same manner as in topmost, undermost, &c.;
but Mr. H. Tooke has shewn, that more
is merely mo-er, and most mo-est, which
leaves the origin of the terminations er
and est as it was found.

25. Those adnouns, which, without ex-

pressing qualities, vary or determine the
extent of the signification of the nouns to

which they belong we call restrictives.

Some restrictives are, by the custom of
our language, applicable to singular nouns

only ; as one, a or an, anotJier, this, that,

each, evert/, &c. : others to plural nouns

only ; as two, three, these, those, other, few,
nil, &c, ; but most restrictives, like all ad-

jectives, are applicable to both singular
and plural nouns. Of the restrictives,
two are called articles, the and an, which
last is abbreviated into a before conso-

nants, h when pronounced, u long as in

use, and one. Jin is simply another form
of the numeral one, still used in North
Britain under the form ane ; and in the

French, the numeral and the article cor-

responding to one are the same. But

though an and one have the same origin
and primary signification, there is occa-

sionally an obvious difference in the mode
of their employment. This difference is

well expressed by Dr. Crombie :
"

If, in-

stead of saying, 'A horse, a horse, a king-
dom for a horse,' I should say,

* One
horse, one horse, one kingdom for one

horse,' the sentiment, I conceive, would
not be strictly the same. In both ex-

pressions, the species is named, and in

both, one of that species is demanded ;

but with this difference, that, in the for-

mer, the name of the species is the em-

phatic word, and it opposes that species
to every other; in the Latter, unity of ob-

ject seems the leading idea." Jin is call-

ed the indefinite article, because it leaves

undetermined what one individual is

meant ; the determines the application of
the noun to some particular individual,

and hence it is termed the definite arti-

cle. It lias the same primary signification
with Ma*/ but they vary in the mode of

their employment, the former never be-

ing employed without a noun, the latter

having its noun frequently understood ;

and farther, that is more emphatic than

the: these, however, are the refinements

of language, and have no foundation in
the origin of words. Mr. H. Tooke con-

siders that as the past particle, and the as

the imperative mood of the verb DEAX,
to get, to take, to assume : and the, he ob-

serves, may very well supply the place of

the corresponding Anglo-Saxon article

FC which is the imperative of peon, to see;

for it answers the same purpose in dis-

course to say see man, or take man. We
really like the import of our forefathers'

article so much better than that of our

own, that we shall cheerfully give up
the forse, unless it should appear, that

the and that have their origin in some
verb signifying to point at. Of that large
class of restrictives called numerals, the

origin of some may be traced ; and as we
wish to give our readers some insight in-

to the labours of Mr. H. Tooke, we shall

mention his derivation of words in this

class. It is in the highest degree proba-
ble, that all numeration was originally

performed by the fingers, the actual re-
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sort of the ignorant ; for the number of
the fingers is still the utmost extent of
numeration. The hands doubled, closed,
or shut in, may therefore well be denomi-
nated ten (the past particle ot tyann to

enclose, to shut in) for therein you have
closed all numeration; and if you want
more, you must begin again, ten and one,
ten and two, &c. to ttoaintens, when you
must begin again as before. Score is the

past particle of r '!1*" to shear, to sepa-
rate ; and means separated parcels or tal-

leys. The ordinal numbers, as they ai-e

called, are formed like the abstract nouns
in eth : fifth, sixth, tenth, &c. is the unit

whichfive-eth, six-eth, ten-eth, i. e. makes

up the number Jwe, six, ten, &.c. The
ordinal numerals are .obviously abbrevia-

tions of expression, for one, and one,
and one, &c. ; and we need not be sur-

prised, as they are continually used, and
were so originally, without any noun

following them, to find them occa-

sionally receiving the variations of the

noun.

III. Of the Pronoun.

26. So much has already been said re-

specting the force of the pronoun, that it

is unnecessary to enlarge upon it here.

Mr. H. Tooke's derivation of it must how-
ever be stated, as it shows what have
been the actual procedures of language in

the formation of one of our pronouns,
*and gives an insight into the probable

origin of the rest. It, formerly written

hit and het, is the past participle of the

verb frAJTVVn to nam8i an<^ therefore

nteans the person or persons, thing or

thin gs named, or afore said: and accord-

ingly was applied by all our old writers

indifferently to plural and to singular
nouns. We do not know whether a simi-

lar opinion, as to the origin of pronouns,
has been before laid before the public,
but the philosophical Greek professor of

Glasgow, (whose prelections have often

anticipated Mr. H. Tooke) long ago tleliv-

ered*it as his opinion, that some, at least,

of the pronouns are participles ; and, if

we mistake not, traced the origin of eya,
and ipse, as follows. Ey&>, in the more
ancient dialect of Greece, was g/&y.

which is an obvious abbreviation or cor-

ruption of Ay<yy ;
so that tya (whence

the Latin and other languages have their

first person) signifies the speaking per-
son. Ipse is the Latin past participle from
sTra

;
and though this verb is not to be

found in Latin writers, those who know

how much the Latin is a dialect of the

Greek, will not feel this a material diffi-

culty : on this derivation, ipse signifies the
said person, 8cc. These speculations

might be advantageously extended, would
our limits permit ; but sufficient has been
said to show, that these words are not of
that unintelligible nature which has been

usually supposed.
27. Respecting the inflection of pro-

nouns, the same general principles are

applicable, as respecting that of nouns.
His is obviously he's; and whatever be
the origin of the possessive termination
of the noun, it has the same origin here.

Mine, thine, and hern and theim, still re-

tained in some of our dialects, have* ap-

parently the same origin as -wooden, -wool-

len, &c. The objective form is merely a

grammatical appropriation of one of the
forms of the pronouns to a particular pur-
pose ; and we siill find that her, among
the vulgar, is commonly employed, as the

subject of verbs, instead of she.

28. Though we see no reason to give
the appellation pronoun to those words
which are called adjective pronouns, (and

accordingly we class them as restrictives,)

yet there is one word of peculiar import-
ance, which seems properly a pronoun,
tnd to which some attention is necessary,
viz. the relative. We have already ob-
served several of the contrivances of lan-

guage to particularize general terms ;

another is, to restrict or explain the gene-
ral term by means of a dependant sen-

tence connected with it by a relative.

We will first consider what the relative

performs, and then how it performs it.

Take the following examples; every
man, who loves truth, abhors falsehood ;

and John, who loves truth, hates false-

hood. If the relative clause had been
omitted in the former sentence, the re-

maining assertion would have been false ;

here then it is restrictive : in the second
it is merely explanatory, and in such

cases, so far from being necessary, may
even destroy the unity and force of the
sentence. To explain the subject of

discourse, and to restrict its signification,
are the two offices of the relative. Ifthe
custom of language allowed it, precisely
the same purpose mightbe answered by an

adjective or participle connected with the

term, as, every man loving truth, &c. and
it might seem useless to introduce a new
procedure ; but the utility of the present
plan is obvious, when we consider the
immense number of new words which
must be introduced to supply the place
of the relative; and further, that it ena-
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bles us to state a greater variety of cir-

cumstances in connection with the ante-

cedent, and occasionally to state them
more forcibly. The relative is equiva-
lent to a personal pronoun with a con-
nective of general signification. We do
not mean to affirm, that in the original

signification that connective will be

found; but that such is the present force.

The dependent clause may be joined to

the principal, either by simple juxtaposi-
tion, or by means of a connecting parti-

cle, or lastly by a word including the
force of a connective particle. Instances
of the first are. The ship he commanded
was wrecked, and, The man that (i. e.

that man) loves wisdom shall find her:
in both ofwhich the dependent clause is

connected in that natural manner, which
is frequently adopted in our simple lan-

guage to express connection in ideas; and
in the same manner the early Greek wri-
ters employ their definite article for their

relative. As an instance ofthe second kind
we may adduce this mode of expression ;

A man if he do not love truth cannot be
virtuous ; in which the dependent clause
is joined by a connective, though of a less

general kind than what is implied in the
relative. This last mode is the most ge-
neral, and on the whole the most useful,
because most generaland least ambigu-
ous. Without venturing to assert that

who essentially differs in its original sig-
nification from that, it certainly does now
include more signification ; and that ad-

ditional signification we think to be what
is expressed by and, so that, Every man
who loves truth hates falsehood, means,
Every man and he loves truth, hates

falsehood, i. e. as Mr. H. Tooke has shewn
us, Every man and (this circumstance)
he loves truth, &c.

IV. Of the Verb.

29. As we do not profess to consider
the theory ofgrammar in general, we have
not mucli occasion to enlarge respecting
this important sort of words ; for our lan-

guage, simple in most of its procedures,
is here almost at the verge of simplicity.
Some languages have a great variety of

changes in the form ofthe verb, to denote
the subject of affirmation, and the mode
and time in which the affirmation is to be
taken : we have only four, and of those
three are, to say the least, is no way ne-

cessary. We have already said enough
respecting the nature of the verb ( 10.)
to render it unnecessary to. recur again to

ihat point, and we shall here direct the
VOL. VI.

attention of our readers to the modes of

signification assumed by the English verb;

only repeating, that the verb is a word,
which, when preceded by a noun or pro-
noun, or by what may be represented by
it, expresses affirmation. In English and
in other languages, words appropriated
to express affirmation are often used with-

out any such force : in such cases it might
in some respects be more scientific to

cease to give them the appellation of

verbs, but it would be inconvenient in

practice, and we prefer speaking of them
as in the noun-state of the verb

; so in the

expressions, Eat this, and He dares not
eat it, eat is in the noun-state.

30. To denote that a name was appro-
priated to be used as a verb, our ances-

tors added a distinguishing termination,
like all other common terminations, al-

most certainly significant in its original
state. Why that was dropped does not

appear: but since it was dropped, the
verb in many instances ceases to have any
thing in its form to distinguish it from the

noun, and in a great variety of instances
it is used exactly as a noun. It is true,
it is generally, when in the noun-state,

preceded by the particle to ; but in most
instances to is used in its most customary
sense, and in the few instances in which
it stems to have merely the force of the

Anglo-Saxon termination, it has a sense

equally accordant with the original force
of the word. Mr. H. Tooke has shewn
that to (as well as do, which is certainly
the same word,) is a particle of a Gothic

substantive, signifying art, effect, and we
presume object / now when we say, I am
going to walk, to shows that walk (which
is still the name of an action) is the object
ofmy going: but when we say, To walk
is healthful, to designates the word fol-

lowing as the name of an action, and the

expression means the act (viz.) -walk is

healthful. We must, however, admit, that

the use ofto before the noun state ofverbs
does not seem to be in every case consist-

ent with its meaning ; but such cases may
fairly be referred to the general tendency
there is to lose sight of the original force
of words, in the stress laid on them in

particular cases, or in the mode of their

employment in particular cases ; and
hence by degrees to extend the employ-
ment of them to similar cases, without re-

ference to their primary signification.
3 1 . The infinitive mood, as it is common-

ly called, is the verb, divested of its pe-
culiar force, viz. of affirmation, and un-

compounded with those words which ren-

der it expressive of person, number, &c.
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and in the modern languages of time ;

but is seems erroneous to consider this as

the fundamental form of the verb, where
it has any distinguishing termination: it

is then the noun-state of the word with a

termination added to it, to show that it is

to be employee' as a verb. Thus in the

Anglo-Saxon Sean, 8eis the fundamental
form of the verb, and AN is the verbalising

adjunct. Now as the imperative form of
the verb is nothing more or less than the

simple verbal name, unattended with the
inference of affirmation, this may be con-
sidered as the fundamental form : and in

the Latin, in particular, the variations of
flexion are traced with the greatest ad-

vantage from this source. But without

enlarging on this point, with which our

language in the present state of it has no

concern, we must repeat, that the impe-
rativeform of the verb is merely the noun-

state, or verbal name ; and that command,
entreaty, &c. supposed to be conveyed by
it, are merely the inference of custom. If

I say to a servant, Bread, it is understood
that I wish him to bring me bread, but it

is not suid : if I say, Bring some bread, in

like manner it is understood, that I wish
him to bring me bread, but all that is ex-

pressed is the name of the action, and
the object of the action. It has, indeed,
been supposed, that an affirmation is un-

derstood, as, I desire you to bring some
bread ; but this supposition is rather to

show, that bring, &c. in such situations,
are verbs, than to show the actual pro-
cedure. The fact is, full as much is done

by inference, as by actual expression, in

every branch of language, and even as it

is, thought is too quick for words. Ad-

mitting the justness of this account of the

imperative mood, we need not be sur-

prised at the plan adopted by the Greek
writers, of using the infinitive instead of

it ;
nor need we resort to a sub-auditor,

in order to show the ground of this use,

or to complete the grammatical construc-

tion. And it may be considered as con-

firmatory of it, that the Hebrew impera-
tive is the same with the radical form of

the verb in its several conjugations, ex-

cepting Niphal, where it is the same as

the infinitive.

32. When the verbal energy is referred

to past time, a change is made in the form
of nearly all our English verbs: the great-
er proportion ofthem add eJto the noun-
state. Whether this alteration was ori-

S'nally

intended to refer the meaning of
e verb to past time, or that the change

had a different object, and the reference

Kas been gradually formed in consequence

of an appropriation similar to what we :

spoke of, respecting the objective form of

pronouns, we have yet to learn; but there

seems little room to doubt but that all the

common changes which have taken place
in the verbs of all languages, whether to

denote time, person, number, or mode of

signification, have been formed in conse-

quence of the coalescence ofwords of ap-

propriate signification ; and though the

gradual refinements oflanguage may have

greatly varied the associations of words
from what they originally possessed, yet
that these changes were originally found
sufficient to answer their respective pur-

poses. In some cases, the contrivances

adopted can be traced even yet ; and from
the new turn which has lately been given
to etymological investigation, we may
expect other discoveries respecting the

causes or origin of particular flexions :

the future of the French verb is nothing
more than the infinitive of the verb, with

the present tense of avoir following it :

thus, blamer-ai is ai blamer, andje bldmerai

means I have to blame, which mode of ex-

pression is in our own language used with
a future force ; the leading distinction be-
tween the past and future tense of the
Hebrew verb is, that in the former the
verb is placed before the fragment of the

pronoun forming the person, and in the
latter after it, as one would suppose to

indicate that the verbal denotement is in

one case past, in the other case future.

33. Similar observations may be made
respecting the persons of verbs. In the
Hebrew they are formed, as one would

expect, by the coalescence of syllables,
which are still acknowledged as pronouns:
the same plan his doubtless been adopt-
ed in the Latin and Greek verbs, and in

some few cases it can be traced with
mush probability. In our own language
there are additions made to the verb, in

both the past and present form, when thou

is the subject of affirmation, and in the

present, when any singular word, except-
ing /and thou, is the subject. We are not
aware of any advantage derived from
these changes (and the same remark may
be applied to the French verb ;) for they
do not supersede the necessity ofexpress-
ing the subject of affirmation, as in the
case of Latin and Greek verbs ; but pro-
bably in their original import they con-
tained in them the subject of affirmation,
unless indeed they were different dialects

of the verb, which by degrees were ap-
propriated to particular subjects.

34. The variations in the Greek and
Latin verbs., which denote time and man-
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ner of signification, are supplied in Eng-
lish by other verbs, which, from their em-

ployment, are called auxiliary, or helping
verbs : these are, be, do, have shall, tvili,

may, and can, which admit of the varia-

tions of other verbs, and must and let,

which are unvaried. Do in its present use

is merely emphatic ; and assists in pro-

ducing a discrimination which cannot be

.denoted in other languages ; but from its

. general resemblance to the other auxilia-

ries, we have mentioned it among them.
It is obviously the same word, both in ap-

pearance and in force, with the word, do,

when not employed as an auxiliary. Shall

signifies owe, and was formerly used as a

simple verb. Will\ve use at present as a

simple verb. These two words are em-

ployed as the principal denotements of

future time; and though their original

signification has in some degree yielded
to that with which custom has invested

them, the former is usually to be traced.

May signifies to be able. Can signifies to

know, to ken, and thence to be able.

These words are all employed as auxilia-

ries, in their pastas well as present tenses.

Must signifies to be obliged. Let is the

noun-state imperative of to let, signifying
to permit. Have, as an auxiliary, has the

same force with the simple verb ; it means
to possess. How this meaning is pre-
served in the complex expression, Ihave

loved, or similar cases, we shall see in

what will be said respecting the partici-

ple.
35. We have an abbreviated mode of

expression in English, which has given
some trouble to the grammarian, but is

now pretty well understood, the subjunc-
tive mode, orfuture contingentform. This

arises from the omission of the future

auxiliary shall or -will, after words which
render the affirmation contingent : thus,
instead of saying, Ifthou shall or shouldst

love, we may say, If thou love. In all

other cases in which affirmation is made,
we say the verb is in the indicative mood.
On this mood we have only to make one

remark, respecting the interrogative em-

ployment of it. In interrogations we may
simply state the thing, or the assertion

respecting which we require information,

leaving our wishes to be inferred by the

reader from the connection, or some word
or mark ofinterrogation, or by the hearer,
from a variation of our tone ; or, which is

certainly preferable, we may make such a

change in the order of the words as may
leave our meaning out of doubt. This is

effected in our own language by putting
the subject after the verb ; but this is not

to be considered as making any change
on the mode of its signification, but mere-
ly as indicating to the eye or ear the wish
of the speaker to gain information re-

specting the affirmation.

V. Of the Participle.

36. Participles are formed from verbs,
generally by the addition ofterminations,
originally without doubt expressive, but
now ceasing to have in themselves con-
sidered any force. What their original
force was will probably be shewn us in
future conversations at Purley ; their pre-
sent force is all into which we can as yet
enter. Those participles which are formed
by the addition of ingtothe noun-state of
the verb express a continued state of the
verbal denotement ; and as it is frequent- <

ly implied that what is meant by the verb
is being continued at some time referred

to, they are called present participles.
Those which are formed by the addition
of ed or en to the noun-state, or by some
change in the characteristic letters ofthe

verb, usually denote the completed state of
what is meant by the verb : hence they
are called perfect participles, or some-
times, with less propriety, past or passive

participles. There does not seem to be

any material difficulty attending the em-

ployment of these words, except in the
case where a perfect participle is employ-
ed after the verb have, as I have learned

my lesson. It has been supposed that

this means, I possess the finished act of

learning my lesson : we think it more
probable that it means, I possess my les-

son in that state which is called learned ;

in which case it is exactly equivalent to
the Latin habere, followed by a participle
in agreement with a noun. We readily
admit that by, I have learned it, there is

an inference brought into view, which is

not by, I have it learned ; but it seems to

be merely the inference ofcustom, not re-

sultingfrom any essential difference in the
mode of expression.

VI. Of the Adverb.

37. We have already given a general
account of the class of words called ad-

verbs. Those to which our definition will

apply, and to which alone the term should

be appropriated, are principally adnouns,
with or without nouns connected with

them ; others are prepositions with nouns

following them ; and the remainder are

participles. The chief class of adverbs

are those which end in ly , which
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nation is an abbreviation of the adnoun
now spelt like, which is still frequently
used by our northern neighbours as we
use ly ; thus, for wisely, they say iviselike.

Of this class, a large proportion are form-
ed by adding ly to adnouns; another set

by adding the termination to nouns, as

manly, early, (from ep> morning) 8cc.:

and these last are also used as adnouns.

Jibed, aboard, anhorc, &c. ; and perchance,

perhaps, are prepositions with nouns ; a

signifying on, in, or at, and per being the

Latin preposition. Why, hotv, &c. seem
to be restrictives, their nouns being un-

derstood ; as, -why signifying what, cause

or reason being understood ; hotv signify-

ing -which, -way or manner being under-
stood. Several adverbs, besides those be-

fore mentioned ending in hi, are used ei-

ther as adnouns or adverbs ; such as

well, ill, much, worse, better, &c. ; in all

such cases it must be remembered, that

not the manner ofsignification, but mere-

ly the manner ofemployment, is changed.
On the origin of most of those adverbs,
which are less obviously formed from
other sorts of words, Mr. H. Tooke has

thrown great light; some of his deriva-

tions we may briefly state, but our limits

will not allow of our doing more. The
following are past participles of Anglo-
Saxon verbs : ago signifying gone (time ;)

adrift signifies driven,- asunder means

separated ; fain, rejoiced,- lief,
beloved ,- as-

tray, strayed or scattered. Needs is need-

is, used parenthetically. Belike is by

lykke, by chance. Moft is on or in lyft,

i. e. the air, clouds, &c. Much is from

mo, a heap ; and is merely the diminutive

of this word; passing through the gra-
dual changes ofmokel, mykel, mochil, mu-
chel (still used in Scotland,) moche, much.

Rather is the comparative of rath, swift.

Quickly is quicklike, epic, a past participle

signifying enlivened ; and it means in a

lifelike or lively manner. Very is merely
the French adjective vrai, anciently writ-

ten veray, from the Latin verus. Some
words, usually classed with adverbs,
seem to have no common link of union

with the genuine adverb ; such are yes,

aye, yea, and no . indeed Mr. H. Tooke

speaks of this class of words as the

common sink and repository of all hetero-

geneous, unknown corruptions. Jiyt, or

yea, is the imperative of a verb of nor-

thern extraction, and means have it
; and

yes is ay-es, have that. Not )a genuine
adverb) and no, its derivative,\ have their

origin in the word from which arise the
Dutch noode, node, no, meaning averse,

unwilling.

VII. Ofthe Connective.

39. The precise nature of the words

usually denominated conjunctions and

prepositions was very little known, and
not generally even suspected, till the

publication of the "Diversions of Pur-

ley :" since that time, though philologists
do not seem willing to admit, in all cases,
the correctness of Mr. H. Tooke's deri-

vations, yet his general principle is, we
suppose, universally considered as com-

pletely established. Before his discove-

ries, it was the common opinion respecting
the conjunction, that it is "a part of

speech void of signification itself, but so

formed as to help signification, by mak-

ing two or more significant sentences to
be one significant sentence ;" and respect-

ing the preposition, that it is
" a part

of speech, devoid itself of signification,
but so formed as to unite two words that

are significant, and that refuse to coa-

lesce or unite of themselves." Our li-

mits will not allow us to enter here into

the arguments against these definitions,
and the doctrine on which they are

foundedj nor indeed is it necessary ; for,

like the doctrine ofinstincts in mental phi-

losophy, it solely depends on an appeal
to ignorance, and falls to the ground,
when a probable account is given of those

procedures which it is supposed to ex-

plain.- The distinction between prepo-
sitions and conjunctions we consider as

merely technical, referring to the gram-
matical usage of employing the objec-
tive form ofpronouns after the former,
and not after the latter, unless there be
some word understood which requires it :

'for it will be obvious to any one, that some

conjunctions are still used " to unite
words" as well as sentences, and that

some prepositions are still used to unite

sentences. The general principle before
referred to is,

" that all those words, which
are usually termed conjunctions or pre.

positions, are the abbreviations or corrup-
tions of nouns or verbs, and are still em-

ployed with a sense (directly) referable

to that which they bore when in the ac-

knowledged form of nouns or verbs."

We believe this to be a correct statement
of Mr. Tooke's theory ;

to adapt it to our
own arrangements, we must include our

adjectives under the term nouns, and our

participles under the term verbs: and in

addition to this remark, which is merely
verbal, we must add, that in some in-

stances this great philologist appears to

have too much overlooked a procedure
which meets us in various stages of lau-
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guage, viz. that amongthe ideas connect-

ed with a word, that which was originally
of primary importance becomes, by acci-

dental circumstances in the mode of ap-

plication, secondary only, and sometimes

by degrees is altogether lost from the

view of the mind, giving place to o.thers,

with which, from some cause or other,

the word has been associated.

40. We now proceed to lay before our

readers some specimens of the deriva-

tions and explanations given by Mr. H.
Tooke. That is frequently termed a con-

junction; it is sometimes termed a pro-
noun ; we class it with the restrictives :

but under whatever name it is known, its

use and signification is the same. The
differences supposed to be perceived in

them arise simply from unnoticed ellip-

ses or abbreviations of construction. If it

Be remembered that that was originally

applicable to nouns of both numbers, no

difficulty will be found by any intelligent
reader in analysing sentences in which it

occurs as a pronoun : in cases where it is

used as a conjunction, the following an-

alyses will serve as a sufficient clue. "I
wish you to believe that I would not hurt

a fly." Resolution ; I would not hurt a

fly, I wish you to believe that (assertion.)
" Thieves rise by night that they may cut

men's throats." Resolution : Thieves may
cut men's throats, (for) that (purpose)

they rise by night, -//"(formerly written

gif) is merely the imperative of the

Gothic and Anglo-Saxon verb gifan, to

give In Scotland and the northern coun-

ties of England gin is used in place of if;
and gin is merely the past participle given
abbreviated. Hence,

"
I will read */(or

gin) you will listen, means, give (or this

giveii) that you will listen, I will read :

and it cannot be unknown to the classical

reader, that the imperative da is used in

exactly the same manner. Jin, now near-

ly obsolete, is the imp. of anan, to grant.
Useless (formerly sometimes written onles)
is the imp. of (w/esfw, to send away. From
alesan comes the imperative else; and
from lesan the past participle lest

; both
verbs meaning the same with onlesan.

From the same source <jome less and least,

the privative termination less, the verbs
loosen, loose, lessen, &c. Yet is the impera-
tive of getan, to get ; and still, of stillan,

to put. Though (in some counties still

pronounced thaf, */*>/,) is the imperative
ofthafiav, to allow or grant. But is now
corruptly employed for two words, 6ot

and but t
- hot is the imperative for botan, to

boot, to add, in order to supply a deficien-

cy ; but, of been-uta-n, to be-out, and has

the same signification as without. B*it

properly requires a negative in construc-
tion with it, as I saw none but him

; but it

is often omitted, as, 1 saw but two plants;
Without is the imp. of ivyrthan-utan, to be-

out. And as the imp. of anan-ad, to heap,
or add. Formerly four different sets of
words were used where now since is used,
and it is now taken four ways: 1. For
siththan, sithence, or seen and thencefor-
wards , as, It has not been done since the

reign of John. 2. For syne, sene, or seen ;

as, Did George II. live before or since that

example ? 3. For seand, seeing, seeing- as,
or seeing that,- as, 1 should labour for

truth, since no effort is lost. 4. Forsiththe,

sith, seen-as, or seen-that; as, Since death
in the end takes from all. Sithence and
sith were in good use till the time of the
Stuarts. So and as are articles meaning
the same as, it, that, or which. .4s he sows,
so he will reap, with the ellipses supplied,
is, (In) what (manner) he sows, (in) that
he will reap, or evtn without supplying
them, What he sows, that he will reap.

41. Prepositions, to use the ideas of
Mr. Tooke, are necessary in language,
because it is impossible to have a distinct

complex term for each different collection
of ideas which we have occasion to put
together in discourse. By the aid of pre-
positions, complex terms are prevented
from being indefinitely numerous, and are
used only for those collections of ideas
which we have most occasion to use.
This end is thus answered ; we either
take that complex term which includes
the greatest number, though not all of
the ideas we would communicate, or else
that which includes all and the fewest
more ; and then by the help of the prepo-
sition we either make up the deficiency
in the one case, or retrench the super-
fluity in the other : so, a house with a par-
ty wall ; a house without a roof. Other
relations are declared by prepositions ;

but they have all meanings of their own,
and are constantly used according to those

meanings. JFi/Aisthe imperative of toith-

an, to join : sometimes of -vyrthan, to be ;

in which case it is exactly the same with.

by. Through or thorough is the Gothic
substantive dauro, or the Teutonic thu-

ruh, and like tfeem means door, gate, pas-
sage ; so, through the air, is, passage the

air, or the air being the passage or medi-

um. From is the Anglo-Saxon noun/nnrc,

beginning, source, author. Of this word
Harris produces three examples, which
he considers as proving that it is used in

three different relations, viz. detached

relation, quiescence, and motion, the last
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two being contradictory : these figs came
from Turkey; the lamp hangs Jrom the

ceiling; the lamp falls from the ceiling
1

.

Now came is a complex term for one spe-
cies oi motion ; Jalta for another; hangs
for a species of attachment. Have we
occasion to mention the beginning or com-

mencement of these notions and this at-

tachment, and the place where they be-

gin or commence ? What more natural or

more simple than to add the signs of these

ideas, viz. the word beginning (which al-

ways remains the same,) and the name of

the place (which will perpetually vary.)

Figs came beginning Turkey ; lamp

$S\F \
beginn'nZ ceilin : ' e' Tlir'

key the place of beginning to come ;
ceil-

ing the/>/ace of beginning to
$|y"

ff
'

\
To

is the Gothic substantive taui, act, effect,

end, or result, which is itself the past

participle of tangan, to do. While is an

Anglo-Saxon substantive, signifying time;

till, is to.-while, to the time ; until, is on to

the time. Of is probably a fragment of

the Anglo-Saxon substantive afora, off-

spring, &c. and always means conse-

quence, offspring, succession, follower,

&c. In all the instances produced in the

dictionaries, cause may be substituted for

for, without injury to the sense, though
sometimes awkwardly. It is probably the

Gothic substantive fairina, cause. By is

the imperative of be on, to be ; frequent-

ly, but not always, used with an abbrevi-

ation of construction, instwment, cause,

action, &c. being understood. Among is

the past participle of gamaengan, to min-

gle. After is the comparative of aft. About

is from boda, the first outward boundary or

extremity of any thing; hence onboda, on~

buta, abuta, about. In, out, on, off, and att

Mr. Tooke does not profess to trace to an

origin ; we feel little doubt that on is sim-

ply one ofthe several forms of the nume-
ral one; and the same process of thought
has occurred in the Greek, where e i$ and

ft; (and perhaps also o-^v) are almost in-

disputably the corresponding numeral.

We should have thought it probable that

the English in has the same origin as on,

if Mr. H. Tooke had not produced the

Gothic substantive innd, the interior part
of the body (used also for cave or cell.)

Out he thinks not improbably originally
meant skin.

VIII. Ofthe Interjection.

42. We have very little to say in addi-

tion to what we have said respecting this

small and insignificant class of words. 0A,
or O, is almost the only word for which it

is necessary. A few other words may be
mentioned as being usually classed with

it. Farewell is the imperative offaran, to

go, and the adverb -well. Halt is the im-

perative of healdan, to hold. Lo is the

imperative of look. Fie is the imperative

ofjfSitm,to hate. . Welcome means, it is -well

that you are come. Jldieu, used so often

without a moment's thought as to its seri-

ous import, is the French a Dieu, to God,

meaning, I commend you to God.

GRAMME, in French weights. The
unit weight, called a gramme, is the

weight of the cube ofthe hundredth part
of the metre of distilled water, taken at

its maximum density. It answers to

15.444 grains. The kilogramme, or the

weight of a thousand gramme s,~is equal
to 32 1-6 Troy ounces.

GRANARY, a building to lay or store

corn in, especially that designed to be

kept a considerable time.

GRANATITE, cross stone, a mineral

found in Spain, and in some parts of

France and Switzerland. It is crystalliz-

ed in a very peculiar form ; two six-sided

prisms intersect each other at right an-

gles, or obliquely. Hence its name, cross

stone. It is of a reddish brown colour :

specific gravity 3.3, nearly. It is fusible

before the blow-pipe. It consists of

Silica

Alumina - - - -

Lime - - - - -

Oxide of iron - -

Oxide ofmanganese

Loss -

GRAND jury. The sheriff of every

county is bound to return, to every com-;

mission of oyer and terminer, and to gaol =

delivery, and to every session of the:

peace, twenty-four good and lawful men;
of the county, some out of every hun-

dred, to enquire, present, do, and exe-

cute all those things which shall then and

there be commanded them. They ought
to be freeholders ;

but to what amount is

not limited by law. Upon their appear-
ance they are sworn upon the grand jury?

to the amount of twelve at the least, and

not more than twenty-three, that twelve

may be a majority. They are only tc

hear evidence on the part of the prosecu
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tion ; for the finding of an indictment is

only in the nature of an inquiry on accu-

sation, which is afterwards to be tried ;

and they are only to enquire, upon their

oaths, whether there is sufficient cause to

call upon the party to answer it If twelve

agree to find the bill, it must be pronoun-
ced a true bill, but it cannot be found by
a smaller number. The mode offinding a

bill is by indorsing it a true bill; when it

is rejected it is indorsed "
ignoramus," or

not foand ; and no one can be tried by in-

dictment without the finding by a grand
jury.

GuAjfn larceny. See LAHCEKT.

GRANITE, in mineralogy, is a particu-
lar mountain rock, composed of felspar,

quartz, and mica. In general the felspar
is the predominating substance, and mica
the least considerable. In some varieties

the quartz is wanting, and in others the
mica. The constituent parts differ like-

wise considerably in their magnitude :

they alternate from large to small, and
even very fine granular. The large and
coarse usually belong to the oldest, and
the small and fine granular to the newer

granite formation. It differs also in co-

lour, and this difference depends chiefly
on the felspar, the quartz and mica being
usually of a grey colour. The felspar

passes from the white to the red. The
felspar in granite has usually a vitreous

lustre, and perfectly foliated fracture ; in

some varieties it passes into the earthy,
with the loss of its lustre and hardness,
even into porcelain earth. This is owing
to decomposition, effected, according to

Mr. Davy, by eletro-chemical agencies.
: Sometimes the constituent parts of gra-

(

jiite are regularly chrystallized, but prin-

cipally the felspar and quartz. The mica
sometimes occurs in nests unmixed with
the other parts. Sometimes the consti-

tuent parts are so arranged, that when
t specimen is cut, its surface has a kind

;

of resemblance to written characters.
'

Hence it has been denominated GRAPHIC

j

stone.

Besides felspar, quartz, and mica, the
essential constituent parts of granite,

i other fossils occur in it : of these, schorl

is the most frequent, and next is garnet
and tin-stone. There are three forma-
tions of granite ; the first, or oldest,
serves as the basis for all the other clas-

ses of rocks. The secnd occurs only in

the first ; and the third, or newest, ap-
pear to be among the newest of the pri-
mitive rocks. In the oldest granite for-

mation, when it rises to a height above
the surface of the earth, and is surround-

ed by other primitive rocks, these are al-

ways wrapped around it, or the strata are
mantle-shaped. This is one of the most

widely-extended and abundant formations
with which we are acquainted. The se-

cond granite formation occurs only in

veins which traverse the oldest forma-

tion, but never reaches any of the newer
rock. The newest granite formation al-

ways rests on some of the older primitive
rocks, and usually in an overlying posi-
tion. It never occurs in globular dis-

tinct concretions : its structure is very
irregular, sometimes contains grains of

precious garnet, and has a deep red co-

lour. It often occurs in veins that shoot
from the rock, or in veins that are not
connected with any rock beyond the stra-

ta which they traverse.

When granite is exposed, it frequently
occurs in high and steep cliffs,which form
vast mural precipices: often also in lofty

summits, denominated peaks. It is found
in almost every country, and in many
places the stones are of an immense size.

The largest, as an unconnected stone,
has been described in the sixty-eighth
volume of the Philosophical Transactions.

It is found near the Cape of Good Hope.
Granite rocks are frequently traversed by
rents, which widen by the action of the
elements : the mass separates into frag-
ments of greater or lesser magnitude, and

they remain long piled on each other, in

the most fanciful manner, appearing like

vast artificial tumuli, or masses brought
together by an immense flood. The hard
white granite, with black spots, is a very
valuable kind : it consists of congeries of

variously constructed and differently Co-

loured particles, not diffused among nor

running into one another, but each pure
and distinct, though firmly adhering to

which ever of the others it comes in con-
tact with, and forming a very firm mass.

It is much used in London for the steps
ofpublic buildings, and in other situations

where great strength and hardness are

required. The hard red granite, varie-

gated with black and white, is common in

Egypt and Arabia. The stones used in

paving the streets are another species of

granite. Granite, though not abounding
in metal, contains occasionally some of
the most important. Iron and tin occur
most frequently.
GRANT, in law, a gift, in writing

1

, of
such a thing as cannot be passed or con-

veyed by a word only, as a grant is the

regular method, by the common law, of

transferring the property of incorporeal
hereditaments, on such things whereof
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IK) livery of seisin can be had. For which
reason, all corporeal hereditaments, as

lands and houses, are said to be in livery,
and the others, as advowsons, commons,
services, rents, reversions, and the like,
lie in grant. He that granteth is termed
the grantor: and he to whom the grant
is made is termed the grantee. A grant
differs from a gift in this, that gifts are

always gratuitous ; grants are upon some
consideration or equivalent. The opera-
tive words in grants are, dedi et concesst,
st

I have given and granted." Grants may
he void by uncertainty, impossibility, be-

ing against law, or a wrong title, to de-

fraud creditors, &c. Grants of the King
are by letters patent, and are void when
obtained by mistake or deceit appa-
rent, or for an estate which cannot be

granted, such as an estate to a man and
his heirs male, without saying of his

( body; because it is neither an estate in

fee nor in tail.

GRANULATION, in chemistry, the

.process by which a metal is reduced into

grains, which is effected by melting the

metal, and then pouring it in a very slen-

der stream into cold water. As soon as

the metal comes in contact with water, it

divides into drops, which have a tendency
to a spherical shape, and are more or less

perfect, according to the thinness of the

stream, the height from which it falls, and
the temperature of the metal. Some of

the more fusible metals may be reduced
to much finer grains, by pouring it in its

melted state into a wooden box, rubbed
over with chalk, and shaking it violently
before it has time to become solid.

GRAPE. See VITIS. Grapes have
been repeatedly examined by the best in-

formed chemists and most accurate tests,

but withoutthatsuccess which might have
been expected. They are found to con-

tain much sugar, a portion of mucilage
and jelly, some albumen and colom-ing
matter. Tartrate of potash, tartaric acid,

the citric and malic acids, have likewise

been discovered in them.

GRAPBIC gold. S ee TELLURIUM.

GRAPHIC stone. See GRANITE.

GRAPHITES, a mineral, principally of

carbon, with a small portion of iron and
silica. When pure it burns with a reddish

flame, emitting beautiful sparks, and a

smell of sulphur. Its specific gravity is

about 2 : it feels somewhat greasy, stains

the fingers, and marks strongly. It is a

true carburet of iron, of which there are

several species : one is plumbago, or

black-lead, so useful in the form of pen-
cils. It consists of

Carbon 90
Iron 10

100

GRAPHOMETER, a mathematical in-

strument, otherwise called a semi-circle,
the use of which is to observe any angle
whose vertex is at the centre of the in-

strument in any plane (though it is most

commonly horizontal, or nearly so) and to :

find how many degrees it contains.

The graphometcr is a graduated semi- |

circle, ABC, (see plate VI. Miscel. fig. 5,

6, 7,) made of wood, brass, or the like, :

and so fixed on a fulcrum, GH, by means
of a brass ball and sockat, that it easily .

turns about, and retains any situation.. It
^

has two sights fixed on its diameter, AC, $
and at the centre there is commonly a

magnetical needle and compass in a box. &
There is likely a moveable ruler or in-

dex, ED, with two sights, P, P, which $
turns round the centre, and retains any
situation given it.

To measure by this instrument an an-

gle, ABC, in any plane, and comprehend-
ed between the right limes, AC and BC,
drawn from two points, A and B, to the ..

place of station, C. Let the graphometer
be placed at C, supported by its fulcrum;
and let the immoveable sights on the dia-

meter of the instrument, DE, be directed
towards the point A ; and likewise, while

the instrument remains immoveable, let

the sights of the ruler FG, which is

moveable about the centre, C, be directed

to the point B. Now it is evident, that

the moveable ruler cuts off an arch, DH,
which is the measure of the angle, ABC,
sought. Moreover, by the same method,
the inclination of DE, or of FG, may be',

observed with the meridian line, which is*

pointed out by the magnetic needle in-

closed in the box, and moveable about
the centre ofthe instrument.

GRAPNELS, a sort of anchors with

four flukes, serving for boats to ride by. 3,

There is also a kind called fire and

chain-grapnels, made with four barbed-

claws, instead of flukes, and usedtocatch
]

hold of the enemy's rigging, or any other
;

part, in order for boarding them.
A fire-grapnel, in some respects, resem-

bles the former, but differing in the con-'

struction of its flukes, which are furnish-

ed with strong barbs on its points. Fire '

grapnels are usually fixed by a chain on
the yard-arm of a ship, to grapple any >.

adversary whom she intends to board, ;

and are particularly requisite in fire ships.
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GRASS, in botany. Tke tribe ofgrass-
es in one of the seven natural families in-

to which all vegetables are distributed by
Linnaeus, in his '

Philosophia Botanica."

They are denned to be plants which have

very simple leaves, a jointed stem, a

husky calyx, named a glume, and a single
seed. This description includes corn as

well as the grasses.
Most of these plants are annual or pe-

rennial herbs ; some ofthem are erect,

Others creep upon the ground. The
roots, in the greatest number creep, and
emit fibres from each knot or joint ; in

others, they are simply branched and
fibrous. The stems and branches are

round: the leaves are simple, alternate,

entire, very long; and commonly narrow;

they are generally placed immediately
upon the stem, except in the bamboo,
and a few others, which have a foot stalk

at the origin of the leaves. The leaves

form below a sort of sheath, which em-
braces the stem, and is generally cleft on
one side through its whole length. The

top of the sheath is sometimes crowned
with a membrane, that is either cleft or

entire, and is frequently accompanied
with two appendages or ears, as in rice,

pharus, darnel, wheat, rye, and barley.
In others, the sheath is crowned with

hairs, as in millet, panic-grass, and andro-

pogon, and in some species of panic-

grass it is naked,that is, has neither mem-
brane nor hairs. There are three sec-

tions. The flowers are hermaphrodite
in plants of the first section ;

male and
female upon the same root in those of the

second ; hermaphrodite and male on the

same root in those of the third. They
proceed either singly from the sheath of

the leaves, as in lygeum ; form a single

spike, as in nardus and darnel ; or are

formed into a panicle, that is, loose spike,
as in poa, agrestis, and oats. The calyx
and corolla in this order are not suffi-

ciently ascertained. In some a single
scale or husk, in others two, as in nardus,

supply the place of both covers ; some

grasses, as canary-grass, and phleum,
have four husky scales, two of which
serve for the calyx, and the other two for

the corolla ; some have five, as anthoxan-
thum ; others six, as rice, four of which
are supposed to constitute the calyx, and
the other two are termed, improperly
enough, the husky petals. The corolla

is sometimes composed of one petal with
two divisions, as in fox-tail grass. The
stamina are generally three in number,
and placed irregularly with respect to

the situation of the calyx and corolla.

One stamen is commonly placed betwixt
VOL. VI.

the seed bud and the two small scales or
external husk of the corolla ; and two be-
twixt the seed bud and the inner husk.

Rice, zizania, and pharus, have six stami-

na. The anthers are long, furnished
with two cells, and slightly attached to

the filaments. The seed bud is placed
upon the same receptacle as the calyx,
corolla, and stamina. In bobartia it is

said to be placed under the receptacle
of the flower. The style is generally dou-

ble, and crowned with a hairy stigma or
summit. The seed vessel in this order
is wanting. The seeds are single, oval,
and attached below to the bottom of the
flower.

GRATIOLA, in botany, a genus of the
Diandria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order ofPersonatae. Scrophulariae,
Jussieu. Essential character: calyx seven-

leaved, the two outer leaves petalous ;

corolla irregular, reversed ; stamens two,
barren ; capsule two celled. There are
twelve species.

GRAVE, in music, is applied to a sound
which is ofalow or deep tone. The thick-

er the cord or string, the more grave is

the note or tone; and smaller, the more
acute. The gravity of sounds depends
on the slowness of the vibratory motions
of the chord ; and their acuteness on its-

quick vibrations. Grave, in the Italian

music, denotes a very grave and slow mo-

tion, somewhat faster than adagio, and
slower than largo.
GRAVE accent, in grammar, shews that,

the voice is to be lowered ; its mark
stands thus v

. See ACCENT.
GRAVE digging beetle. See SILPHA.

GRAVEL, in natural history and gar-

dening, a congeries of pebbles, which,
mixed with a stiff loam, makes lasting
and elegant gravel walks, an ornament

peculiar to our gardens, -and which gives
them the advantage over those of other
nations.

GRAVER, in the art of engraving, a

tool by which all the lines, scratches, and

shades, are cut in copper, &c. Gravers
are of three sorts, round-pointed, square-

pointed, and lozenge. The round are
the best for scratching; the square-point-
ed are for cutting the largest strokes,
and the lozenge-pointed-ones for the
most fine and delicate strokes ; but a

graver of a middle form, between the

square and lozenge-pointed, will make
the strokes or scratches appear with
more life and vigour. See EireRAYiire.

GRAVIMETER, the name given by
M. Guyton to an instrument for measur-

ing specific gravities : he adopts this

name rather than either aerometer or hy-
I
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drometer, because these latter terms are

grounded upon the supposition that a fluid

is always the thing weighed; whereas with

regard to solids, the liquid is the known
term of comparison to which the un-
known weight is referred. Guyton's
gravimeter is executed in glass, and is

of a cylindric form, being that which re-

quires the smallest quantity of fluid, and
is on that account preferable, except so

far as it is necessary to deviate for the se-

curity of a vertical position. It carries

two basins, one of them superior, at the

extremity of a thin stem, towards the

middle ofwhich the fixed point of immer-
sion is marked. The other or lower
basin terminates in a point ; it contains

the balls, and is attached to the cylinder

by two branches. The moveable sus-

pension by means of a hook has the in-

convenience of shortening the lever

which is to secure the vertical position.
The cylinder is three fourths of an inch

in diameter, and 6.85 inchesin length. It

carries in the upper basin an additional

constant weight of five grammes, or one
hundred and fifteen grains. These di-

mensions might be increased so as to ren-

der it capable of receiving a much more
considerable weight; but this is unne-

cessary. M. Guyton has added a piece
which he calls the plonguer, because, in

fact, it is placed in the lower basin when
used, and is consequently entirely im-
mersed in the fluid. It is a bulb of glass
loaded with a sufficient quantity of mer-

cury, in order that its total weight may
be equal to the constant additional weight
added to the weight of the volume of
water displaced by this piece. It will be

readily understood,that,the weight being
determined at the same temperature at

which the instrument was originally ad-

justed, it will sink to the same mark on
the stem, whether it is loaded with a con-
stant additional weight in the upper basin,
or whether the effect of this weight be

produced by the additional piece in the

lower dish. From this explanation there
will be no difficulty in seeing how this

instrument may be adapted to every case
in practice. It may be used, 1. For solids.

The only condition will be, that the abso-
lute weight of the body to be examined
shall be rather less that the constant ad-
ditional weight, which in this instrument
is about 115 grains. 2. For liquids of less

specific gravity than water, the instru-

ment, without the additional weight a-

bove mentioned, weighs about four hun-
dred and fiffty-nine-grains, in the dimen-
sions before laid down. It would be easy

to limit its weight to the utmost accuracy.
We have therefore the range of one-
fifth of buoyancy, and consequently the
means ofascertaining all the intermediate
densities from water to the most highly
rectified spirit of wine, which is known
to bear in this respect the ratio of eight
to ten with regard to water. 3. When
liquids of greater specific gravity than
water are to be tried, the constantweight
being applied below by means of the ad-

ditional piece, which weighs about one
hundred and thirty-eight grains, the in-

strument can receive in the upper basin

more than four times the usual additional

weight, without losing the eqailibrium of
its vertical position. In this state it is

capable ofshewing the specific gravity of
the most concentrated acids. 4. It pos-
sesses another property, namely, that it

may be used as a balance to determine
the absolute weight of such bodies as do
not exceed its additional load. 5. Lastly,
the purity of the water being known, it

will indicate the degrees of rarefaction

and condensation in proportion to its own
bulk. To find the specific gravity of any
solid by the gravimeter, observe this rule:
" From the weight in the upper dish,
when the instrument is properly immers-
ed in the unknown fluid, take the weight
which is placed with the body in the same
scale at the like adjustment. The re-

mainder is the absolute weight of the
solid. Multiply this by the specific gra-

vity ofthe fluid/and reserve the product.
From the additional weight, when the

body is placed in the lower basin, take
the weight when it was placed in the up-
per. The remainder will be the loss of

weight by immersion. Divide the reserv-

ed product by the loss by immersion, and
the quotient will be the specific gravity of
the solid with regard to distilled water at

the standard temperature and pressure."
To find the specific gravity of a fluid,

proceed thus: "To the weight of the

gravimeter add the weight required in

the upper basin to sink it in the ;unknown
fluid." Again,

" To the weight of the

gravimeter add the weight required in

the same manner to sink it in distilled

water. Divide the first sum by the latter,

and the quotient will be the specific gra-

vity of the fluid in question." See SPE-

CIFIC GRAVITY, HYDROSTATICS, and HT-
DROMETKR.
GRAVING. See ENGRAVING. In sea

affairs the word graving is used for the act

of cleaning a ship's bottom, when she is

laid aground during the recess ofthe tide.

See BREAMING and CAREENING,
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GRAVITY, a term used by physical
writers to denote the cause by which all

bodies move toward each other, unless

prevented by some other force or obsta-

cle. The most familiar effect, and that

which continually obtrudes itself on our

notice, is the weight of bodies, or their

tendency toward the centre of the earth.

It has not been ascertained, or rendered

probable, that gravity is a secondary pro-

perty of matter ; that is to say, that it

flows from any of the other known origi-
nal properties. Sir Isaac Newton, how-
ever, was of opinion, that our reasonings
on the subject might be simplified, by
supposing it to depend on a prodigiously
elastic and rare fluid, by him called ether,
and assumed to possess an increasing de-

gree of condensation, in parts of space
more and more remote from the various

masses of matter. According to this doc-

trine, a falling body moves, because it is

pressed toward the rarer parts of this ex-
tended fluid. We shall leave this theory
to its merits, as being neither very per-
spicuous, nor much related to our subject.

Bergman, and others, have considered
the chemical and cohesive attractions to

be one and the same with the attraction

of gravity, but modified in its laws, by
variations in the masses, densities, and
distances ofthe particles of bodies. Ma-

ny difficulties appear at first sight to offer

themselves against this supposition. But
in truth it cannot be examined at first

sight ; and requires to be submitted to

the rigour of mathematical investigation,
which has not yet been done.
The phenomena of particular gravity,

or that which respects the earth, or by
which bodies descend or tend towards
the centre of the earth, are as follow :

1. All circumterrestrial bodies do here-

by tend towards a point, which is either

accurately, or very nearly, the centre of
the magnitude of the terraqueous globe.
Not that it is meant that there is any vir-

tue or charm in the point called the cen-

tre, by which it attracts bodies ; but be-
cause this is the result of the gravitation
of bodies towards all parts of which the
earth consists.

2. In all places equidistant from th6
centre of the earth, the force of gravity
is nearly equal. Indeed, all parts at the
earth's surface are not at equal distances
from the earth's centre, because the

equatorial parts are higher than the polar
parts by about seventeen miles ; as has
been proved by the necessity of making
the pendulum shorter in those places, be-
fore it will swing seconds. In the new
"Petersburg Transactions," vol. 6 and

7. M. KraflTt gives a formula for the pro-
portion ofgravity in different latitudes on
the earth s surface, which is this :

y == (14-0.0052848 sine 1
A),g-;

where g denotes the gravity at the equa-
tor, and y the gravity under the other la-

titude A.

3. Gravity equally affects all bodies,
without regard either to their bulk, figure,
or matter : so that, abstracting from the
resistance of the medium the most com-
pact and the most loose, the greatest and
the smallest bodies would all descend

through an equal space in the same time,
as appears from the quick descent of

every light body in an exhausted receiv-
er. The space which bodies do actually
fall in vacuo, is 16J_ feet in the first se-

cond of time, in.the latitude of London ;

and for other times, eithei greater or less

than that, the spaces descended from rest

are directly proportional to the squares of
the times, while the falling body is not
far from the earth's surface.

4. This power is the greatest at the
earth's surface, from whence it decreases
both upwards and downwards; but not
both ways in the same proportion ; for,

upwards, the force of gravity is less, or
decreases as the square of the distance
from the centre increases ; so that at a
double distance from the centre above
the surface, the force would be only one-
fourth ofwhat it is at the surface ; but be-
low the surface, the power decreases in
such sort, that its intensity is in the direct
ratio of the distance from the centre ; so
that at the distance of halfa semi-diameter
from the centre, the force would be but
half what it is at the surface

;
at one-third

of a semi-diameter the force would be but

one-third, and so on.

5. As all bodies gravitate towards the

earth, so does the earth gravitate towards
all bodies ; as well as all bodies towards

particular parts of the earth, as hills, &c.
which has been proved by the attraction

a hill has upon a plumb line, insensibly

drawing it aside. Hence the gravitating
force of entire bodies consists of those of
all their parts ; for, by adding or taking
away any part of the matter of a body, its

gravity is increased or decreased, in the

proportion of the quantity of such por-
tions to the whole mass. Hence, also, the

gravitating powers of bodies at the same
distance from the centre are proportional
to the quantities of matter in the bodies.

General or universal gravity, is that by
which all the planets tend towards one
another ; and, indeed, by which all bodies
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or'particles of matter in the universe tend
towards one another.

The existence ofthe same principles of

gravitation in the superior regions of the
heavens as on the earth is one of the

great discoveries of Newton, who made
the proof of it as easy as that on the earth.

This was at first only a conjecture in his

mind ; he observed, that all bodies near
the earth, and in its atmosphere, had the

property of tending directly towards it ;

he soon conjectured, that it probably ex-

tended much higher than to any distance

to which we could reach to make experi-
ments ; and so on, from one distance to

another, till he at length saw no reason

why it might not extend to the moon, by
means of which she might be retained in

her orbit, as a stone in a sling is retained

by the hand ; and if so, he next inferred,

Shy
might not a similar principle exist in

e other great bodies in the universe, the

sun, and all the other planets, both pri-

mary and secondary, which might all be
retained in their orbits, and perform their

revolutions by means of the same univer-

sal principle of gravitation.
He soon realized and verified these by

mathematical proofs. Kepler had found

out, by contemplating the motions of the

planets about the sun, that the area de-

scribed by a line connecting the sun and

planet, as this revolved in its orbit, was

always proportional to the time of its de-

scription, or that it described equal areas

in equal times, in whatever part of its or-

bit the planet might be, moving always as

much the quicker as its distance from the

sun was less. And it is also found, that

the satellites, or secondary planets, re-

spect the same law in revolving about
their primaries. But it was soon proved,
by Newton, that all bodies moving in any
curve line described on a plane, and

which, by radii drawn to any certain point,
describes areas about the point propor-
tional to the times, are impelled or acted
on by some power tending towards that

point. Consequently, the power by which
all these planets revolve, and are retained

in their orbits, is directed to the centre
about which they move, viz. the primary
planets to the sun, and the satellites to

their several primaries.

Again, Newton demonstrates, that if

several bodies revolve with an equal m 3-

tion in several circles about the same cen-

tre, and that if the squares of their perio-
dical times be in the same proportion as

the cubes oftheir distances from the com-
mon centre, then the centripetal forces

of the revolving bodies, by which they
tend to their central body, will be in the

reciprocal or inverse ratio ofthe squares
ofthe distances. But it had been agreed
on by the astronomers, and particularly

Kepler, that both these cases obtain in all

the planets ; and therefore he inferred,

that the centripetal forces of all the pla-
nets were reciprocally proportional to

squares of the distances from the centres

of their orbits.

Upon the whole, it appears that the

planets are retained in their orbits by
some power which is continually acting

upon them : that this power is directed

towards the centre of their orbits: that

the intensity or efficacy of this power in-

creases upon an approach towards the

centre, and diminishes on receding from
the same, and that in the reciprocal du-

plicate ratio of the distances; and that by
comparing this centripetal force with the
force of gravity on the earth, they are

found to be perfectly alike, as may easily
be shown in various instances. For ex-

ample, in the case of the moon, the near-

est ofall the planets, the rectilinear spaces
described in any given time, by a body
urged by any power, reckoning from the

beginning of its descent, are porportion-
ate to those powers. Consequently, the

centripetal force of the moon, revolving
in its orbit, will be to the force of gravity
on the surface of the earth as the space
which the moon would describe in falling,

during any small time, by her centripetal
force towards the earth, ifshe had no mo-
tion at all, to the space a body near the
earth would describe in falling by its gra-
vity towards the same.

Now, by an easy calculation of these
two spaces, it appears that the former
force is to the latter as the square of the
semi-diameter ofthe earth is to the square
of that of the moon's orbit. The moon's

centripetal force, therefore, is equal to
the force of gravity; and consequently
these forces are not different, but they
are one and the same ; for if they were
different bodies, acted on by the two pow-
ers conjointly, they would fall towards the
earth with a velocity double to that aris-

ing from the sole power of gravity.
It is evident, therefore, that the moon's

centripetal force, by which she is retained
in her orbit, and prevented from running
off in tangents, is the very power of gra-

vity of the earth extended thither. See
" Newton's Principia," lib. i. prop. 45, cor.

2. and lib. iii. prop. 3 ; where the numeral
calculation may be seen at full length.
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The moon, therefore, gravitates to-

wards the earth, and reciprocally the

earth towards the moon, and this is also

farther confirmed by the phenomena of

the tides.

The like reasoning
1

may also be applied
to the other planets. For as the revolu-

tions of the primary planets round the

sun, and those of the satellites of Jupiter
and Saturn round their primaries, are

phenomena of the same kind with the re-

volution of the moon about the earth ;

and as the centripetal powers of the pri-

mary are directed towards the centre of

the sun, and those of the satellites to-

wards the centres of their primaries ;

and, lastly, as all these powers are reci-

procally as the squares of the distances

from the centres, it may safely be con-

cluded that the power and causes are the

same in all. Therefore, as the moon gra-
vitates towards the earth, and the earth

towards the moon, so do all the seconda-

ries to their primaries, and these to the

secondaries ; and so also do the primaries
to the sun, and the sun to the primaries.
Newton's Princip. lib. iii, prop. 4, 5, 6;

Greg. Astron. lib. i. sect. 7, prop. 46 and
47.

The laws of universal gravity are the

same as those of bodies gravitating to-

wards the earth, before laid down. See

ASTRONOMY, ATTRACTION, GEOGRAPHY.

GRAVITY, specific. Boyle is araong the

first of our philosophers, who suggested
the advantage that chemistry and minera-

logy might derive from an attention to

the specific gravities of bodies. Much
advantage may indeed be derived from
this property in the general determina-

tion of the classes of minerals, and the

purity of some metallic bodies ; and it is

very probable, that an attention to the

specific gravities, capacities for heat, fu-

sibilities, volatilities, laws of crystalliza-

tion, elasticity, hardness, tenacity, mallea-

bility, and some other obvious specific

properties of bodies, may produce a more
intimate acquaintance with the mutual ac-

tions of their particles, than any we have
hitherto acquired.
Annexed to this article is a table of spe-

cific gravities, from various authors. It

appeared useless to carry it to more than
four places of figures, as the temperatures
are not noted ; and the various specimens
of the same substance often differ in the
third figure. Besides this, it is remarked

by Nicholson, in his " Chemical Diction-

ary," that the fifth figure changes in wa-
terat every three degrees of Fahrenheit's
thermometer; that lead, tin, and proba-
bly all other metals, though cast out of
the same fusion, will vary in their speci-
fic gravities in the third figure, from cir-

cumstances not yet determined, but most

likely from the cooling, as is seen in

the hardening of steel ; that salts, and
other artificial preparations, retain more
or less of the solvent they were separat-
ed from, according to the temperature at

which the crystallization was effected;
and that all parts of organized substances
not only differ, according to the place of
their production, their age, and other cir-

cumstances, but likewise from their dry-
ness, moisture, and manner of preserva-
tion.

The specific gravity of solids is deter-

mined by weighing them, first in air, and
then in water. The loss of weight, aris-

ing from the action of the water, is equal
to that of a mass of the fluid possessing
the same dimensions as the solid itself!

Whence it is easy to construct a general
table of specific gravities, by reducing
the proportion of the absolute weight to

the loss sustained by immersion, into

terms of which that expressing water
shall be unity. If the solid be so light as

to float upon water, it is convenient to at-

tach to it a heavier body sufficient to cause
it to sink, but the weight of which in wa-
ter must be added in computing the loss.

The specific gravity of fluids is ascertain-

ed by weighing a known body immersed
in them. For the loss by immersion will

accurately show the weight of the same
bulk of the fluid ; and, consequently, the

proportion of these several quantities to

the loss the same solid sustained in water

being reduced, as in the other case, to the
common standard of unity, will exhibit
the specific gravity. Other methods are

likewise used in experiments with fluids.

Thus equal bulks of different fluids may
be weighed by filling a small bottle with
a ground stopper with each respectively,
and from their several weights the weight
of the bottle and stopper must be deduct-
ed. Or, otherwise, the instrument called

the hydrometer may be used. See HY-
DROMETER. This possesses the advantage
of portability, speed, and a degree of ac-

curacy, not easily obtained by the use of

ordinary balances.
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A TABLE,

Shewing the Specific Gravity of Metals and other bodies to Rain Water, and the

Weight of a Cubic Inch of each in parts of a Pound Avoifdupoise. The Number
in the Column, Specific Gravity, shows the Ounces Avoirdupoise in the Cubic Foot
of each body.

Bodies.
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GRAVITY, in music, is the modifica-

tion of any sound, by which it becomes

deep or low in respect of some other

sound. The gravity of sounds depends
on the thickness and distension of the

chords, or the length and diameter of the

pipes, and in general on the mass, extent,
and tension ofthe sonorous bodies. The
larger and more lax the bodies, the slow-

er will be the vibrations and the graver
the sounds.

GREASE. See FARRIERY.
GREAT circle sailing, the manner of

conducting a ship in, or rather pretty near
the arch of a great circle, that passes

through the zenith of the two places, viz.

from whence she came, and to which she
is bound.
GREEK church. In the eighth century

there arose a difference between the east-

ern and western churches, which, in the
course of about two centuries and a half,

ended in a total separation. The Greek,
or Eastern, or, as it is sometimes called,
the Russian Church, spread itselfover the
eastern parts of Europe. It bears a con-
siderable resemblance to the church of

Rome, but denies the infallibility and su-

premacy of the Pope : it rejects also the

worship of images, and the doctrine of

consubstantiation,ortheunionofthe body
of Christ with the sacramental elements.
The administration ofbaptism is perform-
ed by immersing the whole body. The
Greek church has the same division of

clergy, and the same distinction of ranks
and offices, with the church of Rome.
GREEN, one ofthe original colours ex-

cited by the rays of light. See CHROMA-
TICS, COLOUHS, and OPTICS. The green
colour of plants has been shown, by the
French chemists, to depend upon the ab-

sorption of carbonic acid, and it is sup-
posed that the leaves of plants have the

power of decomposing the carbonic acid,
and water also ; the oxygen they emit,
while the carbon and hydrogen enter into

the composition of the inflammable parts
of the plant.
GREEN Brunswick, a pigment used by

German artists, and known in our shops
under that name. It is made by saturat-

ing cold water with muriated ammonia,
and adding three times as much copper
clipping as ammonia. The moisture is to
be evaporated, taking care that no dust
be allowed to get to it. The muriate of
ammonia is decomposed by the copper,
which is itself corroded and converted
into a green oxide. It is then to be diges-
ed in successive portions of alcohol, as

long as any green oxide is taken up ; the

solutions are now to be added together,
and the liquor to be driven off by a mo-
derate heat ; the residue is the pigment
required.
GREEK cloth, a board or court of jus-

tice, held in the counting-house of the

king's household, composed of the lord-

steward, and officers under him, who sit

daily. To this court is committed the

charge and over-sight ofthe king's house-
hold in matters of justice and govern-
ment, with a power to correct all offen-

ders, and to maintain the peace of the

verge, or jurisdiction of the court-royal;
which is every way about two hundred

yards from the last gate of the palace
where his Majesty resides. It takes its

name, board of green-cloth, from a green
cloth spread over the board where they
sit. Without a warrant first obtained
from this court, none of the king's ser-

vants can be arrested for debt.

GREEN finch. See FRINGILLA. ->

GREENHOUSE, or conservatory, a

house in a garden contrived for sheltering
and preserving the most tender and curi-

ous exotic plants, whichr in our climate,
will not bear to be exposed to the open
air during the winter season. These are

generally large and beautiful structures,

equally ornamental and useful.

GREGORIAN calendar, that which
shows the new full moon, with the time
ofEaster.and the moveable feasts depend-
ing thereon, by means of epacts, disposed
through the several months ofthe Grego-
rian year.
GREGORIAN epoch, the epocha, or time

whence the Gregorian calendar or com-

putation took place. The year 1808 is

the 226th year of that epocha.
GREGORIAN year, the Julian year cor-

rected, or modelled in such a manner, as

that three secular years, which in the
Julian account are bissextile, are here
common years, and only every fourth se-

cular year is made a bissextile year.
The Julian computation is more than

the solar year by eleven minutes, whichin
one hundredand thirty-one years amounts
to a whole day. By this calculation, the
vernal equinox was anticipated ten days
from the time of the general council of

Nice, held in the year 325 of the Chris-

tian aera, to the time of Pope Gregory
XIII. who therefore caused ten days to

be taken out of the month of October,
in 1582, to make the equinox fall on
the twenty-first of March, as it did at

the time of that council ;
and to prevent

the like variation for the future, he
ordered that three days should be abat-
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cd in every four hundred years, by re-

ducing
1 the leap year at the close of

each century, for three successive cen-

turies, to common years, and retaining
the leap year at the close of each fourth

century only.

This was at that time esteemed as

exactly conformable to the true solar

year, but it is found not to be strictly

just, because that in four hundred years
it gets one hour and twenty minutes,
and consequently in 7200 years a whole

day.
The greatest part of Europe have long

used the Gregorian style : but great Bri-

tain retained the Julian till the year 1752,

when, by act of parliament, this style was

adjusted to the Gregorian ; since which
time Sweden, Denmark, and other Eu-

ropean states, who computed time by
the Julian account, have followed this

example.

GREGORY (JAMES), professor of ma-

thematics, first in the university of St. An-

drews, and afterwards in that of Edin-

burgh, was one of the most eminent ma-
thematicians of the seventeenth century.
He was a son of the Rev. John Gregory,
minister of Drumoak, in the county of

Aberdeen, and was born at Aberdeen, in

November 1638. His mother was a

daughter of Mr. David Anderson, of Fin-

zaugh, or Finshaugh ; a gentleman who
possessed a singular turn for mathemati-
cal and mechanical knowledge. This
mathematical genius was hereditary in the

family of the Andersons, and from them
it seems to have been transmitted to

their descendants ofthe names ofGregory,
Reid, &c. Alexander Anderson, cousin

german of the said David, was professor
of mathematics at Paris in the beginning
of the 17th century, and published there
several valuable and

, ingenious works.
The mother of James Gi'egory inherited

the genius of her family; and observ-

ing in her son, while yet a child, a strong
propensity to mathematics, she instruct-

ed him herself in the elements of that

science. His education in the languages
he received at the grammar-school of

Aberdeen, and went through the usual

course of academical studies in the Ma-
rischal college; but he was chiefly de-

lighted with philosophical researches,
into which a new door had lately been

opened by the key of the mathematics.

Galileo, Kepler, Des Cartes, &c. were
the great masters of this new method ;

their works therefore became the princi-

pal study of young Gregory, who soon

began to make improvements upon their

discoveries in Optics. The first of these

improvements was the invention of the

reflecting telescope ; the construction of
which instrument he published in his
"
Optica Promota," in 1663, at twenty-

four years of age. This discovery soon
attracted the attention of the mathemati-

cians, both of our own and of foreign
countries, who immediately perceived its

great importance to the sciences of op-
tics and astronomy. But the manner of

placing the two specula upon the same
axis appearing to Newton to be attended
with the disadvantage of losing the cen-
tral rays ef the larger speculum, he pro-
posed an improvement on the instrument,

by giving an oblique position to the small-

er speculum, and placing the eye-glass
in the side of the tube. It is observable,

however, that the Newtonian construc-

tion of that instrument waslong abandon-
ed for the original, or Gregorian, which
is now always used when the instrument
is of a moderate size ; though Herschell
has preferred the Newtonian form for the

construction ofthose immense telescopes,
which he has of late so successfully em-

ployed in observing the heavens.
About the year 1664, or 1665, coming

to London, he became acquainted with
Mr John Collins, who recommended him
to the best optic glass-grinders there, to

have his telescope executed. But as this

could not be done, for want of skill in the
artist to grind a plate of metal for the

object speculum into a true parabolic con-

cave, which the design required, he was
much discouraged with the disappoint-
ment,and,after a few imperfect trialsmade
with an ill-polished spherical one, which
did not succeed to his wish, he dropped
the pursuit, and resolved to make the

tour of Italy, then the mart of mathemati-
cal learning, that he might prosecute his

favourite study with greater advantage.
And the University of Padua being at

that time in high reputation for mathe-
matical studies, Mr. Gregory fixed his

residence there for some years. Here
it was that he published, in 1667,

" Vent
Circuli et Hyperbolae Quadrature?" in

which he propounded another discovery
of his own, the invention of an infinitely

converging series for the areas of the cir-

cle and hyperbola. He sent home a copy
of this work to his friend Mr. Collins, who
communicated it to the Royal Society,
where it met with the commendations of

Lord Brounker and Dr. Wallis. He re-

printed it at Venice the following year,
to which he added a new work, entitled
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" Geometric Pars Universalis, inserviens

Quantitatum Curvarum, Transmutationi

et Mensurae;" in which he is allowed to

have shewn, for the first time, a method
for the transmutation of curves. These
works engaged the notice, and procured
the author the correspondence, of the

greatest mathematicians of the age, New-
ton, Huygens, Wallis, and others. An
account of this piece was also read be-

fore the Royal Society, of which Mr.

Gregory, being returned from his travels,

was chosen a member the same year, and
communicated to them an account of the

controversy in Italy about the motion of

the earth, which was denied by Riccioli,

und his followers. Through this channel,
in particular, he carried on a dispute with

M. Huygens, on the occasion of his trea-

tise on the quadrature of the circle and

hyperbola, to which that great man had
started some objections ; in the course of

which our author produced some im-

provements of his series. But in this

dispute it happened, as it generally does

on such occasions, that the antagonists,

though setting out with temper enough,
yet grew too warm in the combat. This

was the case here, especially on the side

of Gregory, whose defence was, at his

own request, inserted in the Philosophi-
cal Transactions. It is unnecessary to

enter into particulars: suffice it there-

fore to say, that, in the opinion of Leib-

nitz, who allows Mr. Gregory the high-
est merit for his genius and discoveries,

M. Huygens has pointed out, though not

errors, some considerable deficiencies in

the treatise above-mentioned, and shown
a much simpler method of attaining the

same end.

In 1688, our author published at Lon-
don another work, entitled " Exercita-

tiones Geometries," which contributed

still much further to extend his reputa-
tion. About this time he was elected

Professor of Mathematics in the Univer-

sity of St. Andrews, an office which he
held for six years. During his resi-

dence there he married, in 1669, Mary,
the daughter of George Jameson, the
celebrated painter, whom Mr. Walpole
has termed the Vandyke of Scotland, and
who was fellow-disciple with that great
artist in the school of Rubens, at An-

twerp.
In 1672, he published

" The great and
new Art of weighing Vanity : or a Dis-

covery of the Ignorance and Arrogance
of the great and new Artist, in the pseu-
do-philosophical Writings. By M. Pa-
trick Mathers, Archbedal to the Univer-
VOL. VI.

sity of St. Andrews To which are an-

nexed some Tentamina de Motu Penduli
et Projectorum." Under this assumed
name, our author wrote this little piece,
to expose the ignorance of Mr. Sinclare,

professor at Glasgow, in his hydrostatical

writings, and in return for some ill usage
of that author to a colleague of Mr. Gre-

gory's. The same year Newton, on his

wonderful discoveries in the nature of

light, having contrived a new reflecting

telescope, and made several objections to

Mr Gregory's, this gave birth to a dis-

pute between those two philosophers,
which was carried on during this and the

following year, in the most amicable man-

ner, on both sides ; Mr. Gregory defend-

ing his own construction, so far as to give
his antagonist the whole honour of hav-

ing made the catoptric telescopes prefer-
able to the dioptric, and showing that the

imperfections in these instruments were
not so much owing to a defect in the ob-

ject speculum, as to the different refran-

gibility of the rays of light. In the course
of this dispute our author described a

burning concave mirror, which was ap-

proved by Newton, and is still in good
esteem. Several letters that passed in-

this dispute are printed by Dr. Desagu-
liers, in an appendix to the English edi-

tion of Dr. David Gregory's
" Elements

of Catoptrics amd Dioptrics."
In 1674, Mr. Gregory was called to

Edinburgh, to fill the chair of mathema-
tics in that university. This place he
had held but little more than a year, when,
in October 1675, being employed in

shewing the satellites of Jupiter through
a telescope to some of his pupils, he was

suddenly struck with total blindness, and
died a few days after, to the great loss of
the mathematical world, at only 37 years
of age.
As to his character, Mr. James Grego-

ry was a man of very acute and penetrat-

ing genius. His temper seems to have
been warm, as appears from his conduct
in the dispute with Huygens : and, con-

scious perhaps of his own merits as a dis-

coverer, he seems to have been jealous
of losing any portion of his reputation by
the improvements of others upon his in-

ventions. He possessed one of the most
amiable characters of a true philosoper,
that of being content with his fortune in

his situation. But the most brilliant part
of his character is that of his mathemati-
cal genius as an inventor, which was of

the first order ; as will appear by the fol-

lowing list of his inventions and discove-

ries. Among many others may be reck-

K
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oned his reflecting telescope ; burning
"concave mirror; quadrature of the circle

and hyperbola, by an infinite converging
aeries ; his method for the transformation
of curves; a geometrical demonstration
of Lord Brounker's series for squaring
the hyperbola; his demonstration that

the meridian line is analogous to a scale

of logarithmic tangents of the half-com-

plements of the latitude : he also invent-

ed, and demonstrated geometrically, by
help of the hyperbola, a very simple con-

verging series for makingthe logarithms :

he sent to Mr Collins the solution of the
famous Keplerian problem by an infinite

series ; he discovered a method of draw-

ing tangents to curves geometrically,
without any previous calculations; a rule

for the direct and inverse method of tan-

gents, which stands upon the same prin-

ciple (of exhaustions) with that of flux-

ions, and differs not much from it in the

manner and application ; a series for the

length of the arc of a circle, from the

tangent, and vice versa. Tkese, with
others for measuring the length of the

elliptic and hyperbolic curves, were sent

to Mr. Collins, in return for some receiv-

ed from him of Newton's, in which he
followed the elegant example of this au-

thor, in delivering his series in simple
terms, independently of each other.

These, and other writings of our author,
are mostly contained in the following
works, viz. : 1. Optica Promota ; 4to. Lon-

don, 1663. 2. Vera Circuli et Hyperbo-
lae Quadratura, 4to. Padua, '667 and
1668. 3. Geometric Pars Universalis,

4to. Padua, 1668. 4. Exercitationes Geo-

metricse, 4to. London, 1668. 5. The
great and new Art of weighing Vanity,
8vo. Glasgow, 1672. The rest of his in-

ventions make the subject of several let-

ters and papers, printed either in the Phi-

los. Trans, vol. iii., the Commerc. Epis-
tol. Joh. Collins, et aliorum, 8vo. 1715, in

the appendix to the English edition of

Dr. David Gregory's Elements of Optics,
8vo. 1735, by Dr. Desaguliers, and some
series in the Exercitatio Geometrica of

the same author, 4to. 1684, Edinburgh ;

as well as in his little piece on Practical

Geometry.
GREGORY (DR. DAVID), Savilian profes-

sor of astronomy, at Oxford, was nephew
of the above-mentioned Mr. James Gre-

gory, being the eldest son of his brother,
Mr. David Gregory of Kinardie, a gen-
tleman who had the singular fortune to

see three of his sons all professors of ma-

thematics, at the same time, in three of

the British universities, viz. our author

David at Oxford, the second son James at

Edinburgh, and the third ?on Charles at

St. Andrew's. Our author David, the eld-

est son, was born at Aberdeen, in 1661,
where he received the early parts of his

education, but completed his studies at

Edinburgh : and, being possessed of the
mathematical papers of his uncle, soon

distinguished himselflikewise as the heir
of his genius. In the 23d year of his age
he was elected professor of mathematics
in the University of Edinburgh : and in

the same year he published
" Exercitatio

Geometrica de Dimensione Figurarunr,
sive Specimen Methodi generalis dime-
tiendi quasvis Figuras," Edinb. 1684, 4to.

He very soon perceived the excellence
of the Newtonian philosophy, and had
the merit of being the first that intro-

duced it into the schools, by his public
lectures at Edinburgh

" He had (says
Mr. Whitson, in the Memoirs of his own
life, i. 32.) already caused several of his

scholars to keep acts, as we call them,
upon several branches of the Newtonian,

philosophy; while we, at Cambridge,
poor wretches, were ignominiously stu-

dying the fictitious hypothesis ofthe Car-
tesian."

In 1691, on the report of Dr. Bernard's
intention of resigning the Savilian pro-

fessorship of astronomy at Oxford, our
author went to London ; and being pa-
tronised by Newton, and warmly be-
friended by Mr Flamstead, the astrono-

mer royal, he obtained the vacant pro-

fessorship, though Dr. Halley was a com-

petitor. This rivalship, however, instead

of animosity, laid the foundation of friend-

ship between these eminent men ; and

Halley soon after became the colleague
of Gregory, by obtaining the Professor-

ship of Geometry in the same university.
Soon after his arrival in London, Mr.

Gregory had been elected a Fellow of
the Royal Society ; and, previously to

his election into the Savilian Professor-

ship, had the degree of Doctor of Physic
conferred on him by the University of
Oxford.

In 1693, he published in the Philos.

Trans, a solution of the Florentine pro-
blem,

" De Testudine veliformi quadra-
bili ;

*' and he continued to communicate
to the public, from time to time, many in-

genious mathematical papers by the same
channel.

1695, he printed at Oxford, Catop-
tricae et Dioptrics Sphxricae Elementa,"
a work, which, we are informed, in the

preface, contains the substance of some
of his public^lectures read at Edinburgh
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eleven years before. This valuable trea-

tise was republished in English first with

additions by Dr. William Brown, with
the recommendation of Mr. Jones and
Dr. Desaguliers ; and afterwards by the

latter of these gentlemen, with an appen-
dix, containing an account of the Grego-
rian and Newtonian telescopes, together
with Mr. Hadley'stables for the construe-

tion of both those instruments. It is not

unworthy of remark, that, in the conclu-

sion of this treatise, there is an observa-

tion, which shows that the construction
of achromatic telescopes, which Mr Dol-
land has carried to such great perfection,
had occurred to the mind of David Gre-

gory, from reflecting on the admirable
contrivance of nature in combining the
different humours of the eye. The pas-

sage is as follows :
"
Perhaps it would be

of service to make the object lens of a

different medium, as we see done in the
fabric of the eye ; where the crystalline
humour (whose power of refracting the

rays of light differs very little from that

of glass) is by nature, who never does any
thing in vain, joined with the aqueous
and vitreous humours (not differing from
water as to their power of refraction) in

order that the image may be painted as

distinct as possible upon the bottom of
the eye."

In 1702, our author published at Ox-

ford, in folio,
" Astronomiae Physicse et

Geometricae Elementa," a work which is

accounted his master-piece. It is founded
on the Newtonian doctrines, and was es-

teemed by Newton himself as a most ex-

cellent explanation and defence of his

philosophy. In the following year he

gave to the world an edition, in folio, of
the works of Euclid in Greek and Latin ;

being done in a prosecution ofa design of

his predecessor, Dr. Bernard, of printing
the works of all the ancient mathemati-
cians. In this work, which contains all

the treatises that have been attributed to

Euclid, Dr. Gregory has been careful to

point out such as he found reason, from
internal evidence, to believe to be the

productions of some inferior geometri-
cian. In prosecution of the same plan,
Dr Gregory engaged soon after, with his

colleague Dr. Halley, in the publication of
the conies of Apollonius ; but he had

proceeded only a little way in the under-

taking, when he died at Maidenhead in

Berkshire, in 1710, being the 49th year
of his age.

Besides those works published in our
author's life-time, as mentioned above,

hejhad several papers inserted in the

Philos. Trans, vol. xviii, xix, xxi, xxiv, and

xxv, particularly a paper on the Ca-
tenarian curve, first considered by our
author.

He left also, in manuscript, a short

Treatise of the Nature and Arithmetic of

Logarithms, which is printed at the end
of Keill's translations of Commandine's
Euclid ; and a treatise of Practical Ge-

ometry, which was afterwards translat-

ed, and published in If45, by Mr. Mac-
laurin.

Dr. David Gregory married, in 1695,
Elizabeth, the daughter of Mr. Oliphant,
of Langtown in Scotland. By this lady
he had four sons, of whom, the eldest,

David, was appointed Regius Professor
of modern history, at Oxford, by King
George the First, and died at an advan-
ced age in 1767, after enjoying, for many
years, the dignity of Dean of Christ
Church in that University.
When David Gregory quitted Edin-

burgh, he was succeeded in the Profes-

sorship of that University by his brother

James, likewise an eminent mathemati-

cian, who held that office for thirty-three

years, and retiring in 1725, was succeed-
ed by the celebrated Maclaurin. A
daughter of this Professor James Gre-

gory, a young lady of great beauty and

accomplishments, was the victim of an
unfortunate attachment, that furnished
the subject of Mallet's well-known ballad
of William and Margaret.
Another brother, Charles, was created

Professor of Mathematics at St. Andrews,
by Queen Anne, in 1707. This office he
held with reputation and ability for thirty-
two years ; and resigning, in 1739, was
succeeded by his son, who eminently in-

herited the talents of his family, and died
in 1763.

GRENADE, or GHEKADO, in military
affairs, a kind of small bomb or shell,

being furnished with a touch-hole and
fuse, and is thrown by hand from the

tops, hence they are frequently styled

hand-grenades. The best way to secure
one's-self from the effects of a grenade
is to lie flat down on the ground before it

bursts.

The grenades are of much later in-

vention and use than the bomb. They
are usually about three inches in diame-

ter, and weigh near three pounds. The
roetal may be one quarter or three-eighths
of an inch thick, and the hole about one-

sixth.

GREWIA, in botany, so named in ho-

nour of Nehemiah Grew, M. D. F. R. S.

the famous author of the "
Anatomy of
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Vegetables," a genus of the Gynandria

Polyandria class and order. Natural or-

der of Columniferae. Tiliacese, Jussieu.

Essential character: calyx five-leaved;

petals five, with a nectareous scale at the

base of each; berry four-celled. There
are thirteen species.
GRIAS, in botany, a genus of the Po-

lyandria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Guttifera, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character : corolla four-petalled ; ca-

lyx four-cleft ; stigma sessile, cross-

shaped ; drupe with an eight-furrowed
nucleus. There is but one species, viz.

G. cauliflora, anchovy-pear. This tree is

about fifty feet in height, branching at

the top ; leaves on short petioles, pendu-
lous, two or three feet long ; flowers

from the stem, on short, scaly, many-
flowered peduncles. The uprightness of

the growth, and,,the size of the leaves,

give this tree a very elegant appearance.
The fruit is nearly as large as an alliga-

tor's egg, resembling it very much in

shape, but ofa brown colour ; they pickle
the fruit, and eat it in the same manner
with the East Indian mango, which it

resembles in flavour. This beautiful

tree is common in many parts of Ja-

maica, growing generally in low moist

places.
GRIELUM, in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Pentagynia class and order.

Natural order of Gruinales. Essential

character : calyx five-cleft : petals five,

filament permanent ; pericarpium five,-

with one seed in each. There is only one

species, viz. G. tenuifolium, a native of the

Cape of Good Hope.
GRIFFON, in heraldry, an imaginary

animal, feigned by the ancients to be half

eagle and half lion ; by this form they
intended to give an idea of strength and
swiftness joined together, with an extra-

ordinary vigilance in guarding the things
intrusted to its care. Thus the heathen
naturalists persuaded the ignorant, that

gold mines were guarded by these crea-

tures with incredible watchfulness and
resolution.

GRINDERS. See ABTATOMT.

GRINDING, the reducing hard sub-

stances to fine powders, either by the

mortar, or by way of levigation upon a
marble.

GRIPE, in the sea-language, is a piece
of timber fayed against the lower piece of
the stern, from the fore-most end of the

keel, joining with the knee of the head :

its use is to defend the lower part of the
stern from any injury; but it is often

made the larger, to make the ship keep a

good wind.
GHIPE is also a sea-term, for a ship's

turning her head more to the wind than
she should ; this is caused either by over-

loading her a-head,the weight of which

presses her down, so that she will not

readily fall off from the wind; or by stay-

ing or setting her masts too much aft ;

which is always a fault in short ships that

draw much water, since it causes them
to be continually running into the wind:,
though in floating ships, if the masts be
not stayed very far aft, thej' will never

keep a good wind.

GRISLEA, in botany, a genus of the
Octandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Calycanthemse. Saiica-

riae, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
four-cleft ; petals four, from the incisures
of the calyx ; filaments, very long, as-

cending ; capsule globular, superior, one-

celled, containing many seeds. There are
two species, viz. G. secunda and G. to-

mentosa, the latter is a beautiful flower-

ing shrub, a native of the hills and valleys

through the northern provinces of the
Carnatic in the East Indies.

GRIT, a genus of argillaceous earths,
with a texture more or less porous, equa-
ble, and rough to the touch. It neither

gives fire with steel, nor effervesces with
acids. When fresh and breathed on, it

exhales an earthy smell. Its specific

gravity varies from 2.0 to 2.6, and is used
for mill stones and whet-stones, and
sometimes for filtering-stones and build-

ing.

GROMETS, in the sea-language, small

rings formerly fastened with staples to the

yards, to make fast the gaskets, but now
never used.

GRONOVIA, in botany, a genus of the
Pentamlria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Cucurbitacese. Essen-
tial character : petals five, together with
the stamens inserted into the bell-shaped
corolla; berry dry, inferior, containing
one seed. There is but one species,
viz. G. scandens, climbing gronovia, an
annual plant ; sending out many trailing
branches like those of the cucumber,
closely set with broad leaves, which have
a strong smell. Peduncles many flowered,

axillary.

GROSS, in law-books, signifies abso-

lute, or independent of another : thus, an
advowson in gross, is one distinct and se-

parate from the manor.
GROSS BEAK, the English name of
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a bird called by authors loxia. See
LOXIA.

GROSS weight, the whole weight of mer-

chandize, with their dust and dross : as

also the bag or chest wherein they are

contained. An allowance is usually made
out of the gross weight for tare and tret.

See TAU.;.

GROTTO, a large deep cavern or den
in a mountain or rock. Okey-hole, Elden-

hound, Peake's-hole, and Pool's-hole, are

famous among the natural caverns or

groitoes of our country. The entrance to

Okey-hole, on the south side of Mendip-
hills, is in the fall of those hills, which is

beset all about with rocks, and has near

it a precipitate descent of near twelve fa-

thoms deep, at the bottom of which there

continually issues from the rocks a con-

siderable current of water. The naked
rocks above the entrance shew themselves
about thirty fathoms high, and the whole
ascent of the hill above is about a mile,
and is very steep. As you pass into this

vault, you go at first upon a level, but ad-

vancing farther, the way is found to be

rocky and uneven, sometimes ascending
and sometimes descending. The roof of

this cavern, in the highest part, is about

eightfathoms from the ground, but in ma-

ny particular places it is so low that aman
must stoop to get along. The breadth
is not less various than the height, for in

some places it is five or six fathoms wide,
and in others not more than one or two.
It extends itself in length, about two hun-
dred yards. People talk much of certain

stones in it resembling men and women,
and other things; but there is little mat-
ter ofcuriosity in these, being only shape-
less lumps of a common spar. At the far-

thest part of the cavern there is a good
stream of water, large enough to drive a

mill, which passes all along one side of the

cavern, and at length slides down about
six or eight fathoms among the rocks, and
then passing through the clefts of them,
discharges itself into the valley. The
river within the cavern is well stored with

eels, and has some trout in it ; and these
cannot have come from without, there be-

ing so great a fall near the entrance. In

dry summers, a great number of frogs are
seen alongthis cavern, even to the farthest

part of it; and on the roof of it, at certain

places, hang vast numbers of bats, as they
do in almost all caverns, the entrance of
which is either level, or but slightly as-

cending or descending ; and even in the
more perpendicular ones they are some-
times found, provided they are not too

narrow, and are sufficiently high. The

cattle that feed in the pastures through
which this river runs have been known to

die suddenly sometimes after a flood ; this

is probably owing to the waters having
been impregnated, either naturally or ac-

cidentally, with lead ore.

Elden-hole is a huge profound perpen-
dicular chasm, three miles from Buxton,
ranked among the natural wonders of the
Peak. Its depth is unknown, as it is pre-
tended to be unfathomable.

Peake's-hole, and Pool's-hole, are two
remarkable horizontal cavities under
mountains ; the one near Castleton, the
other just by Buxton. They seem to have
owed their origin to the springs which
have their current through them ; when
the water had forced its way through the
horizontal fissures of the strata, and had
carried the loose earth away with it, the
loose stones must fall down of course: and
where the strata had few or no fissures,

they remained entire; and so formed these

very irregular arches, which are now so
much wondered at. The water which

passes through Pool's-hole is impregnat-
ed with particles of Irme-stone, and has
incrusted the whole cavern in such a man-
ner that it appears as one solid rock.

Grotto del Cani, is a little cavern near

Pozzuoli, four leagues from Naples ; the
air contained in it is of a mephitical or
noxious quality ; it is in truth carbonic
acid gas, whence also it is called Bocca
Venenosa, the poisonous mouth. Two
miles from Naples, (says Dr. Mead,) just

by the Lago de Agnano, is a celebrated

mofeta, commonly called la Grotta del

Cani, and equally destructive to all within
the reach of its vapours. It is a small

grotto about eight feet high, twelve long,
and six broad ; from the ground arises a

thin, subtile, warm fume, visible enough
to a discerning eye, which does not spring
up in little parcels here and there, but in

one continued stream, covering the whole
surface of the bottom ofthe cave ; having
this remarkable difference from common
vapours, that it does not, like smoke, dis-

perse itself into the air, but quickly after

its rise falls back again, and returns to the
earth ; the colour of the sides of the grot-
to being the measure of its ascent : for so

far it is of a darkish -grfcen,but higher,only
common earth. And as I myself found no
inconvenience by standing in it, so no ani-

mal, if its head is above this mark, is the

least injured. But when, as the manner
is, a dog, or any other creature, is forcibly

kept below it, or, by reason of its small*

ness, cannot hold its head above it, it pre-

sently loses, all motion, falls down as
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dead, or in a swoon, the. limbs convulsed
and trembling, till at last no more signs
of life appear, than a very weak and almost

insensible beating of the heart and arte-

ries ; which, if the animal is left a little

longer, quickly ceases too, and then the

case is irrevocable ; but if it is snatched
out and laid in the open air, it soon comes
to life again, and sooner if thrown into the

adjacent lake."

GHOTTO is also used for a small artificial

edi^ce made in a garden, in imitation of

a natural grotto.
The outsides of these grottoes are usu-

ally adorned with rustic architecture, and
their inside with shell-work, coral, &c.and
also furnished with various fountains, and

other ornaments.
The following is recommended as good

cement for grotto work. Take two parts
of white resin, melt it clear, add to it four

parts ofbees'-wax; when melted together,
add some flower of the stone you design
to cement, two or three parts, or so much
as will give the cement the colour of the

stone; to this add one part of the flower

of sulphur : first incorporate all together
over a gentle fire, and afterwards knead it

with your hands in warm water. With
this fasten the stones, shells, &c. after

they are well dried, and warmed before

the fire.

GROUND, in painting, the surface up-
on which the figures and other objects
are represented. See PAINTING.

GROUP, in painting and sculpture, is

an assemblage of two or more figures of

men, beasts, fruits, or the like, which have
some apparent relation to each other.

Groups, with respect to the design, are

combinations of several figures, which
bear a relation to each other, either upon
account of the action, or of their proximi-

ty, or of the effect they produce. These
we conceive as representing so many dif-

ferent subjects, or at least so many dis-

tinct parts or members of one great sub-

ject. Thus, in architecture, we say a

group ofcolumns, when we speak ofthree

or four columns standing together on the

same pedestal.

Groups, with respect to the clair-ob-

scure, are assemblages of figures, where
the lights and shadows are diffused in

such a manner, that they strike the eye
together, and naturally lead it to consider
them in one view.

GROUP, in music, one of the kinds of

diminutions of long notes, which, in work-

ing, form a sort of group, knot, or bush.

It usually consists of four or more crotch-

ets, quavers, 8cc. tied together at the dis*

cretion of the composer.*
GRUB, the name of worms produced

from the eggs of beetles, which are at

length transformed into winged insects,
of the same species with their parents.
GROUSE, a species of the TETRAD,

which see.

GRUINALES, in botany, the name of
the fourteenth order of Linnaeus's Frag-
ments. This order furnishes both herba-
ceous and woody plants. The roots are
sometimes fibrous, and sometimes tube-
rous. In some species of the oxalis, wood-
sorrel, they are jointed; the stems are

cylindric, and the young branches in some

nearly square; the buds are of a conic

form, covered with scales ; the leaves in

some genera are simple, in others com-

pound ; the flowers are hermaphrodite ;

the calyx consists either of five distinct

leaves, or of one leaf divided almost to the
bottom into five parts; it generally accom-

panies the seed-bud to its maturity : the

petals are five, spreading, and are fre-

quently funnel-shaped ; there are gene-
rally ten stamens, the anthers oblong, and

frequently attached to the filaments by
the middle ; the seed-vessel is commonly
a five-cornered capsule, with one, three,

five, or ten cells, with one seed in each
cell. In this order are the geranium,
crane's-bill ; linum, flax

; oxabs, wood-
sorrel ; guiacum, lignum-vitae.

GRUS, the crane. See ARDEA.
GRYLLO talpa, the mole-cricket, a spe-

cies of gryllus, with the anterior feet pal-
mated. See the next article.

GRYLLUS, in natural history, the lo-

cust, grasshopper, and cricket, a genus of

insects belonging to the order Hemiptera.
Generic character : head inflected, armed
with jaws, and furnished with feelers : an-

tenna, in most species, either filiform or
setaceous ; wings four, deflex, convolut-
ed ; lower wings pleated ; hind legs form-
ed for leaping ; claws double on all the
feet. There are sixty-one species,of which
the following are most worthy of notice :

1. Among the most numerous species is

the gryllus migratorius of Linnaeus, or
common migratory locust, which,of all the

insectscapable ofinjuringmankind, seems
to possess the most dreadful powers of
destruction. Legions of these amimals
are from time to time observed in vari-

ous parts of the world, where the havock

they commit is almost incredible : whole

provinces are in a manner desolated by
them in the space of a few days, and the

air is darkened by their numbers : nay,
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even when dead, they are still terrible ;

since the putrefaction arising from their

inconceivable number is such, that it has

been regarded as one of the probable
causes of pestilence in the eastern re-

gions. This formidable locust is general-

ly of a brownish, colour, varied with pale

red, or flesh-colour, and the legs are fre-

quently bluish. In the year 1748, it ap-

peared in irregular flights in several parts
of Europe, as in Germany, France, and

England ; and in the capital itself, and its

neighbourhood, great numbers were
seen : they perished, however, in a short

time, and were happily not productive of

any material mischief, having been proba-

bly driven by some irregular wind out of

their intended course, and weakened by
the coolness of our climate. The ravages
of locusts in various parts of the world,
at different periods, are recorded by nu-

merous authors. In the year 593 of the

Christian era, after a great drought, these

animals appeared in such vast legions as

to cause a famine in many countries. In

677, Syria and Mesopotamia were over-

run by them. In 852, immense swarms
took their flight from the eastern regions
into the west, flying with such a sound
that they might have been mistaken for

birds : they destroyed all vegetables, not

sparing even the bark of trees and the

thatch of houses; and devoured the corn

so rapidly, as to destroy, on computation,
a hundred and forty acres in a day : their

daily marches, or distances of flight,

were computed at twenty miles; and
these were regulated by leaders or kings,
who flew first, and settled on the spot
which was to be visited at the same hour
the next day by the whole legion : these

marches were always undertaken at sun-

rise. The locusts were at length driven,

by the force of winds, into the Belgic
ocean,,and being thrown'back by the tide

and left on the shores, caused a dreadful

pestilence by their smell. In 1271, all

the corn-fields of Milan were destro y ed ;

and in the year 1339, all those of Lom-
bardy. In 1541, incredible hosts afflicted

Poland, Wallachia, and all the adjoining
territories, darkening the sun with their

number?, and ravaging all the fruits of
the earth.

2. One of the largest species of locust

yet known is the gryllus cristatus of Lin-

nseus, which is fire or six times the size

of the gryllus migratorius; and, together
with some others of the larger kind, is

made use of in various parts of the world
as an article of food. The gryllus crista-

tus is a highly beautiful animal, being of
a bright red,- with the body annulated

with black, and the legs varied with yel-
low ; the upper wings tesselated with al-

ternate variegations of dark and pale

green ; the lower with transverse undu-
lated streaks ; the length of the animal
from head to tail is about four inches ; and
the expanse of wings from tip to tip,
when fully extended, hardly less than
seven inches and a half.

3. The gryllus viridissimus ofLinnaeus,
is one of the largest European species,
and is often seen during the decline of
summer in England. It is wholly of a

pale grass-green, with a slight bluish

cast on the head and under part of the

thorax, which is marked above by a lon-

gitudinal reddish-brown line ; the length
of the insect, from the mouth to the tips
of the wings, is about two inches and a
half: the female is distinguished by a

long sword-shaped process at the end of

the body, being the instrument with
which she pierces the ground in order
to deposit her eggs ; it consists of a pair
of valves, through the whole length of
which the eggs are protruded ; they are
of an oblong form, and of a pale brown
colour.

4. The gryllus gryllotalpa, or mole-

cricket, is by far the most curious ; and
in its colour and manners differ greatly
from the rest. It is of an uncouth and
even formidable aspect, measuring more
than two inches in length, and is of a
broad and slightly flattened shape, of a

dusky brown colour, with a ferruginous
cast on the under parts, and is readily dis-

tinguished by the extraordinary structure
of its fore-legs, which are excessively
strong, and furnished with very broad

feet, divided into several sharp claw-shap-
ed segments, with which it is enabled to
burrow under ground in the manner of a
mole ; the lower wings, which when ex-

panded are very large, are, in their usual

state, so complicated under the very
short and small upper wings, or sheaths,
that their ends alone appear, reaching, in
a sharpened form, along the middle of
the back ; the abdomen is terminated by
a pair of sharp pointed, lengthened, hairy

processes, nearly equalling the length of
the antennx in front, and contributing to

give this animal an appearance, in some

degree, similar to that of a blatta. The
mole-cricket emerges from its subter-

raneous retreats only by night, when it

creeps about the surface, and occasion-

ally employs its wings in flight. It pre-

pares for its eggs an oval nest, measuring
about two inches in its longest diameter;
the eggs are about two hundred and fifty

or three hundjced in number, nearly
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r<kmd, of a deep brownish-yellow colour,
and of the size of common shot : on the

approach of winter, or any great change
of weather, these insects are said to re-

move the nest, by sinking it deeper, so as

to secure it from the power of frost ; and,
when the spring commences again, raising
it in proportion to the warmth ofthe sea-

son, till at length it is brought so near the
surface as to receive the full influence of
the air and sun-shine; but should unfa-

vourable weather again take place, they
again sink the precious_deposit, and thus

preserve it from danger. The young at

their first exclusion are about the size of

ants, for which, on a cursory view, they
might be mistaken ;

but on a close in-

spection are easily known by their broad

feet, &c. In about the space of a month

they are grown to the length of more
tkan a quarter of an inch ; in two months,
upwards of three quarters; and in three

months, to the length of more than an
inch. Of this length they are usually seen

during the close of autumn, after which

they retire deep beneath the surface, not

appearing again till the ensuing spring.

During their grov^th they cast their skin

three or four times. The mole-cricket
lives entirely on vegetables, devouring
the young roots of grasses, corn, and va-

rious esculent plants, and commits great
devastation in gardens. It inhabits

Europe and America.

GUAIACUM, in botany, a genus of the
Decandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Gruinales. Rutaceze,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five-

cleft, unequal ; petals Jive, inserted into

the receptacle ; capsule angular, five-

celled. There are four species. From
the G. officinale is obtained a resin, which
exudes spontaneously, and is also driven
out artificially by means of heat. This
substance has been long known and cele-

brated as a medicine in various cases ; and
in the Transactions of the Royal Society
for the year 1806, we have a very com-

plete analysis of it : by distillation 100

parts yielded,
Acidulous water - - - 5.5

Thick brown oil - - - 24.5

Thin empyreumatic oil - 29.0

Charcoal 30.5

Gases consisting ofcarbo-">
nic acid and carbureted > 10.5

hydrogen - - - - j
100.0

Hence it is inferred, that guaiacum
agrees in many respects with the resins,

but it differs from them, 1. in the quanti-

ty of charcoal it leaves when distilled in

close vessels ; 2. in the action that nitric

acid has upon it ; and, 3. in the changes
ofcolour that it undergoes when its solu-

tions are treated with nitric and oxymu-
riated acids. Its properties may be thus
enumerated : it is a solid substance re-

sembling a resin; its colour varies, but
is generally greenish ; it is readily dis-

solved in alcohol; alkaline solutions dis-

solve it with ease : most of the acids act

upon it with considerable energy ; if di-

gested in water, a portion is dissolved,
the water acquiring a greenish-brown co-

lour : the liquid, being evaporated, leaves

a brown substance, which possesses the

properties of an extract, being soluble in

hot water and alcohol, but scarcely at all

in sulphuric ether, and forming precipi-
tates with the muriates of alumina, tin,

and silver.

GUANA. SeeLAcERTA.
GUANO, a substance found on many

of the small islands in the South "Sea,
which are the resort of numerous flocks

of birds, particularly of the Ardea and

Phsenicopterus genus. It is dug from
beds fifty or sixty feet thick, and used as

a valuable marmre in Peru, chiefly for In-

dian corn. It is of a dirty yellow colour,

nearly insipid to the taste, but has a pow-
erful smell, partaking of castor and vale-

rian. According to the analysis of Four-

croy and Vauquelin, about one-fourth of
it is uric acid, partly saturated with am-
monia and lime. It contains likewise ox-

alic acid, partly saturated with ammonia
and potash ; phosphoric acid, combined
with the same bases and with lime; small

quantities of sulphate and muriate of pot-
ash and ammonia ; a small portion of fat

matter; and sand, partly quartzose, partly

ferruginous.
GUARD, in a general sense, signifies

the defence or preservation of any 'thing;
the act of observing what passes, in order
to prevent surprise; or the care, precau-
tion, and attention we make use of, to pre-
vent any thing happening contrary to our
intention or inclinations.

GUARD, in the military art, is a duty
performed by a body of men, to secure
an army or place from being surprised by
an enemy.

In a garrison the guards are relieved

every day, and it comes to every soldier's

turn once in three days, so that they have
two nights in bed, and one upon guard.
To be upon guard, to mount the guard,
to dismount the guard, to relieve the

guard, to change the guard, the officer of

the guard, or the Serjeant of the guard,
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are words often used, and well under-
stood.

GUARD, advanced, is a party of either

horse or foot, that marches before a more
considerable body, to give notice of any
approaching danger.
When an army is upon the march, the

grand guards which should mount that

day serve as an advanced guard to the ar-

my : in small parties six or eight horse
are sufficient, and these are not to go
above four or five hundred yards before
the party.
An advanced guard is also a small body

of twelve or sixteen horse, under a cor-

poral or quarter-master, posted before
the grand guard of a camp.
GUARD, artzttery, is a detachment from

the army, to secure the artillery : their

corps de garde is in the front, and their

Gentries round the park. This is a forty-

eight hours guard: and upon a march they
go in the front and rear of the artillery,
and must be sure to leave nothing behind.
If a gun or wagon break down, the cap-
tain is to leave a part of his guard to as-

sist the gunners and matrosses in getting
it up again.

GUARD, main, that from whence all the
other guards are detached.

Those who are to mount the guard
meet at their respective captain's quar-
ters, and go from thence to the parade ;

where, after the whole guard is drawn up,
the small guards are detached for the

posts and magazines ; and then the subal-

tern officers throw lots for their guards,
and are commanded by the captain of the
main guard.
GUARD, piquet, a good number of horse

and foot always in readiness in case of an
alarm : the horse are all the time saddled,
and the riders booted. The foot draw up
at the head of the battalion, at the beat-

ing of the tattoo ; but afterwards return
to their.tents, where they hold themselves
in readiness to march upon any sudden
alarm. This guard is to make resistance,
in case of an attack, till the army can get
ready.
GUARD boat, a boat appointed to row

the rounds among the ships of war in any
harbour, to observe that their officers

keep a good look-out, calling to the guard-
boat as she passes, and not suffering her
crew to come on board, without having
previously communicated the watch-word
of the night.
GUARD irons, are curved bars of iron

placed over the ornamental figures on a

ship's head or quarter, to defend them
from injury.
VOL. VJ.

GUARD ship, a vessel to superintend the
marine affairs in a harbour or river, and
to see that the ships which are not com-
missioned have their proper watch duly
kept ; she is also to receive seamen who
are impressed in time of war : she gene-
rally has an admiral's flag at one of her
mast's head.

GUARD, in fencing, is a posture proper
to defend the body from an enemy's
sword.
There are four general guards of the

sword; to form a perfect idea of which,
we must suppose a circle drawn on a
wall, and divided into four cardinal points,
viz. top and bottom, right and left. When
the point of the sword is directed to the
bottom of the circle, with the hilt oppo-
site to its top, the body inclining very for-

ward, this is called the prime or first

guard. The second guard, by many im-

properly called the tierce, is when the

point is directed to the right or second

point of the same circle, with the hilt of
the sword turned to the left, and the bo-

dy proportionably raised. The tierce, or
third guard, is vwhen the point of the
sword is raised to the uppermost part of
the same circle ; in which case the body,
the arm, and the sword, are in their na-

tural position, and in the mean of the ex-
tremes of their motion. The quart, or
fourth guard, is when the point of the
sword is directed to the fourth point of
the circle, descending to the right as far

as one-fourth of the tierce, with the out-

ward part of the arm and the flat of the
sword turned towards the ground, and the

body out of the line to the right, and the
hilt of the sword towards the line to the
left. There is also a quint, or fifth guard,
which is only the return of the point of
the sword to the right, after traversing
the circle to the point of the prime from
whence it had departed, with a different

disposition of the body, arm, and sword.
The common centre of all those motions

ought to be in the shoulder.

In all these kinds of guards there are,
the high-advanced, high-retired, and

high-intermediate guard, when disposed
before the upper part of the body, either

with the arm quite extended, quite with-

drawn, or in a mean state. The mean-
advanced guard, or simply mean guard, is

when the sword is placed before the mid-
dle part of the body. The low-advanced,

retired, or intermediate guards, are those

where the arm and sword are advanced,

withdrawn, or between the two extremes,
before the lower part of the body.
GUARDIAN, in law. A guardian is
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one appointed to take care of a person
and his affairs, who, by legal imbecility
and want of understanding, is incapable of

acting for his own interest; and it seems

by our law, that his office originally was
to instruct the ward, under the feudal

tenures, in the arts of war, as well as

those of husbandry arid tillage, that, when
he came of age, he might be the better

able to perform those services to his lord,

whereby he held his own land.

There are several kinds of guardians,
as, guardian by nature, guardian by the
common law, guardian by statute, guardian
by custom, guardian in chivalry, guardian
in socage, and guardian by appointment
of the Lord Chancellor.

Guardian by nature, is the father or

mother ; and by the common law every
father hath a right of guardianship of the

body of his son and heir, until he attains

to the age oftwenty-one years. This guar-
dianship extends no further than the cus-

tody of the infant's person. The father

may disappoint the mother, and other an-

cestors, of the guardianship by nature, by
appointing a testamentary guardian under
the statutes 4 and 5 Phil, and Mary, and
12 Char. II. A guardian by nature hath

only the care of the person and education
of the infant, and hath nothing to do with
his lands, merely in virtue of his office ;

for such gifardian may be, though the in-

fant have no lands at all, which a guardi-
an in socage cannot.

GUARDIAN, by the common law, or
Guardian in Socage. If a tenant in socage
die, his heir being under fourteen, whe-
ther he be his issue or cousin, male or fe-

male, the next of blood to the heir, to

whom the inheritance cannot descend,
shall be guardian of his body and land till

fourteen ; and although the nature of so-

cage tenure is in some measure changed
from what it originally was, yet it is still

called socage tenure, and the guardian in

socage is still only where lands of that

kind, as most of the lands in England now
are, descend to the heir within age ; and

though the heir after fourteen may choose
his own guardian, who shall continue till

he is twenty-one, yet, as well the guardian
before fourteen, as he whom the infant

shall think fit to choose after fourteen,
are both of the same nature, and have the
same office, without any intervention or
direction of the infant himself; they are
to transact all affairs in their own name,
and not in the name of the infant, which

they would be obliged to do, if their au-

thority were derived from him.

This guardianship is so little resorted

to, although all lands are now of socage
tenure, thai it is needless to inquire fur-

ther into it here.

GUARDIAN by statute, or Testamentary
Guardian. By the common law, no per-
son could appoint a guardian, because the
law had appointed one, whether the fa-

ther were tenant by knight service, or in

socage.
The first statute that gave the father a

power of appointing was the 4 and 5

Philip and Mary, c. 8, which provides,
under severe penalties, such as fine and

imprisonment for years, against taking
any maid, or woman child unmarried, be-

ing within the age of sixteen years, out of
or from the possession, custody, or go-
vernance, and against the will of the fa-

ther of such maid or woman child, or of
such person or persons, to whom the fa-

ther of such maid or woman child, by
his last will and testament, or by any
other act in his life time, shall grant
the education and governance of such
child.

But the principal guardianship is now
by the statute 12 Charles II. c. 24, by
which any father, under or of full age,
may, by deed or will, attested by two wit-

nesses, appoint, dispose of the custody of
his child, born or unborn, to any person,
except a popish recusant convict, either
in possession'or reversion, till such child

attain twenty'-one. This guardian super-
sedes the guardian in socage, and has all

actions which that guardian might have
had. Besides which he has the care of
the estate, real and personal. A father

cannot under this statute appoint one to

his natural child ; and a case has been
decided upon the marriage act, in which
a marriage with consent of a guardian
applied to a natural child was held void.

The chancellor, however, will upon ap-
plication appoint the same person guar-
dian.

Guardians by custom, are appointed in
the City of London, in the county of Kent,
and, with respect to copyhold lands, in

some manors.
Guardians by appointment of the eccle-

siastical court, were appointed to take
care of the infant's personal estate, till

fourteen in males, and twelve in females;
but their authority over the person is now
denied, and they are only confined to

guardianship for" the purpose of a suit in
an ecclesiastical court.

GUARDIAN, in chivalry, is obsolete, but
extended to twenty-one years.
GUARDIAN, by appointment of the Lord

Chancellor. It is not easy to state how
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this jurisdiction was acquired ; for it is

certainly of no very ancient date, though
now indisputable ; for it is clearly agreed,
that the king, as pater patrix, is universal

guardian of all infants, idiots, and luna-

tics, who cannot take care ofthemselves ;

and as this care cannot be exercised
otherwise than by appointing them pro-

per curators or committees, it seems also

agreed, that the king may, as he has done,

delegate the authority to his chancellor :

and that therefore at this day the Court
of Chancery is the only proper court that

hath jurisdiction in appointing and re-

moving guardians, and in preventing
them and others from abusing their per-
sons or estates. And as the Court of

Chancery is now vested with this autho-

rity, hence in every day's practice we
find that court determining, as to the right
of guardianship, who is the next of kin,
and who the most proper guardian ; as

alse orders are made by that court, on

petition or motion, for the provision of

infants during any dispute therein ; as

likewise guardians removed or compelled
to give security ; they and others punish-
ed for abuses committed on infants, and
effectual care taken to prevent any abuses
intended them in their persons or estates ;

all such wrongs and injuries being rec-

koned a contempt of that court, that

hath, by an established jurisdiction, the

protection of all persons under natural

disabilities. All ccfurts of justice appoint
guardians to infants, to see and prosecute
their rights in their respective courts,
when the occasion calls for it

There are also some cases where an
infant may elect a guardian, and the Court
of Chancery allows him to do so after

fourteen.

GUARDIAN of tlie Spiritualities, is he to

whom the spiritual jurisdiction ofany dio-

cese is committed, during the vacancy of
the see. The archbishop is guardian of
the spiritualities, on the vacancy of any
see within his province ; but when the

archiepiscopal see is vacant, the dean and

chapter of the archbishop's diocese are

guardians ofthe spiritualities.

GUAREA, in botany, a genus of the
Octandria Monogynia class and order.
Katural order of Melise, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx four-cleft ; petals
four ; nectary cylindric, bearing the an-
thers at its mouth ; capsule four-celled,
four-valved ; seeds solitary. There is only
one species, liz. G. trichilioides, ash-

leaved guarea. This tree is remarkable
for its strong odour of musk, particularly
the bark, and is used instead of tbatper-

GUE
fume for many purposes. The wood is

full of a bitter resinous substance, which
renders it unfit for rum hogsheads, hav-

ing been observed to communicate both
its smell and taste to spirituous liquors.
It is a native of South America and the
West India islands. The English call it

muskwood.
GUDGEONS, in a ship, are the eyes

drove into the stern-post, into which the

pintles of the rudder go, to hang it.

GUEIUCKE, OTTO, or OTHO, a very
eminent German experimental philoso-

pher in the seventeenth century, who,
with Torricelli, Pascal, and Boyle, greatly
contributed to explain the various proper-
ties ofthe air and their effects, was born
in the year 1602, and died, at Hamburgh,
in the year 1686. He was councellor to
the Elector of Brandenburg ; and burgo-
master, or consul, of Magdeburg ; but
his memory derives greater honour from
his philosophical discoveries, than from
the civil dignities to which he was rais-

ed. To him is to be attributed the inven-
tion of the air-pump, for though Mr.
Boyle had, about the same time, made
some approaches towards a similar disco-

very, yet he ingenuously acknowledged,
in a letter to his nephew, Lord Dungar-
von, that the information which he re-
ceived from Schottus's " Mechanica Hy-
draulico Pneumatica," published in 1657,
in which was an account of Guericke's ex-

periments, first enabled him to bring his

design to any thing like maturity. Gue-
ricke was also the inventor of the two
brass hemispheres, to illustrate the pres-
sure of the air, which, being applied to
each other, and the air exhausted, resist-

ed the force of sixteen horses to draw
them asunder. He likewise invented an
instrument to show the variations in the
state of the* atmosphere, consisting of a
tube, in which was a little image of glass,
that descended in rainy or stormy wea-

ther, and rose again when the weather
became fine and serene. This last ma-
chine fell into disuse on the invention
of the barometer, and especially after

the improvements made in that instru-

ment by Huygens and Amontons. By
consulting his tube, Guericke would fre-

quently foretel approaching storms ;

whence the ignorant populace gave him
the character of a sorcerer. In this opi-
nion of him they were confirmed, by a
thunder storm discharging itself on day
upon his house, and shivering to pieces

1

several machines, of which he had made
use in his experiments. That event

they considered to be an unequivocal in-
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dication of the anger of Heaven, and a

just punishment inflicted upon him for his

impiety. He was the author of several

treatises in natural philosophy, the prin-

cipal of which is entitled "
Experimenta

Magdeburgica," 1672, folio, and contains

his experiments on a vacuum.

GUETTARDA, in botany, a genus of

the Monoecia Heptandria class and order.

Natural order of Tricoccx. Rubiaceae,
Jussieu. Essential character: calyx cylin-
dric ; corolla six or seven cleft, funnel-

shaped ; pistil one ; drupe dry. There
are four species, natives of the East and
West Indies.

GUGLIELMINI (DOMINIC), an eminent
Italian mathematician and civil engineer,
was descended from an honourable fami-

ly, and born at Bologna in the year 1655.

His favourite studies were the mathema-
tics and medicine, in the former of which
he had for tutor the celebrated M. Germ.
Montanari ; and in the latter, the illus-

trious Malpighi. He entered into the

dispute between M. Montanari and M.
Carina, concerning the extraordinary
luminous meteor which was observed in

most parts of Italy in 1676, and support-
ed the opinions of his master. In the

year 1678 he was admitted to the de-

gree of doctor of medicine by the uni-

versity of Bologna. Upon the appear-
ance of the remarkable comet in the

years 1680 and 1681, he published a

treatise " De Cometarum Natura et Or-

tec," &c. 1681, in which he proposed
a new system on the subject, which he

thought would serve to explain all the

phenomena of those heavenly bodies;
but it did not meet with the approba-
tion of the scientific world. His next
astronomical treatise, containing remarks
on the solar eclipse which took place on
the 12th of July, 1684, and which he

published in Latin, at Bologna, in the

same year, reflected greater credit on his

knowledge and accuracy of observation.

Soon afterwards the Senate of Bologna
appointed him principal professor of

mathematics in the university of that

city, and in the year 1686, created him

intendant-general of the rivers of the

Uolognese. The office last mentioned

engaged him to pay more particular at-

tention to the study of hydrostatics and

hydraulics; in consequence of which, in

the year 1690, he published the first

part, and in the following year the se-

cond part, of an excellent hydrostatical
treatise, ent itled " Aquarum Fluentium
Mensura, Novo Methodolnquisita." Some
of his observations in this work were at-

tacked by M. Papin, who also entered
into a contest with the author on the

subject of Syphons. Their difference iu

opinion gave rise to two letters by Gugli-
elmini, which were printed under the ti-

tle of "
Epistolx Dux Hydrostatics." He

was engaged in settling the differences

which arose between the cities of Bo-

logna and Ferrara, respecting the man-

agement of the embankments and sluices

in their contiguous districts ; and receiv-

ed as a reward of his services, from his

native city, the appointment to a new
office in the university, which was that

of professor of hydrometry. In the year
1695 he assisted M. Cassini in repairing
the famous meridian line, which he had
constructed forty years before in the

church of St. Petronius, at Bologna ; on
which occasion our author published a

memoir, descriptive of the method pur-
sued in laying it down, and establishing
its claims to correctness and accuracy.
In the year 1697 he published his grand
physico-mathematical treatise on the na-

ture of rivers, entitled " Delia Natura
de Fiumi," which raised his reputation
to the highest pitch, for correct scienti-

fic knowledge, ingenuity, and judgment
in hydraulics. Montucla commends it in

warm terms, and says that it ought to be

carefully studied by every person who
would wish to become thoroughly master
of this branch of science. The reputation
which Guglielmini acquired by this per-
formance occasioned his being employed
by the Dukes of Mantua, of Parma, and

Modena, the Grand Duke of Tuscany,
Pope Clement XL the Republics of Ve-
nice and Lucca, &c. in the invention and
construction of the necessary hydraulic
works in their respective territories. In
the year 1698 he was induced, by the

Republic of Venice, to accept of the ma-
thematical chair in the university of Pa-
dua ; but the senate of Bologna decreed
that he should still retain, notwithstanding
his new employment, the title of profes-
sor in their university, and the emolu-
ments annexed to it. In the year 1702,
he exchanged his mathematical chair at

Padua for the more lucrative one of me-
dicine ; after which he published diffe-

rent treatises on medical and chemical

subjects, &c. He died at Padua in 1710,
in the fifty-fifth year of his age. He
had been admitted a member of the

Academy of Sciences at Paris in the year
1696, and was also associate or corres-

ponding member of the Academiesof Ber-
lin and Vienna, and of the Royal Society
at London. The best edition of his trea-
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tise on the nature of rivers was published
at Bologna in 1756, with the notes of Man-
fredi ; and the whole of his works were

printed in a collective form at Geneva, in

1719, in two volumes quarto.
GUIAC. See RF.SUT.

GUIDE, in music, the name given to

that note in a fugue, which leads ofi'and

announces the subject.
GUILAND1NA, in botany, boruhtc or

nicker tree, a genus of the Decandria Mo-
nogynia class and order. Natural order
of Lomentacese. Leguminosx, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx one-leafed ;

salver-shaped ; petals inserted into the
neck ofthe calyx, nearly equal ; seed ves-

sel a legume. There are six species.
GUILD, or GILD, a fraternity or com-

pany. As to the original of these guilds,
or companies, it was a law among the

Saxons, that every free man of fourteen

years of age should find sureties to keep
the peace, or be committed ; upon which
the neighbours entered into an associa-

tion, and became bound for each other,
either to produce him who committed
any offence, or to make satisfaction to the

injured party : in order to which they
raised a sum among themselves, which
they put into a common stock; out
of which they, upon occasion, made a

pecuniary compensation, according to
the quality of the offence committed.
These gilds are now companies, join-
ed together with laws and orders made
by themselves, by the licence of the

prince.
GUITAR. See MUSICAL instruments.

GULES, in heraldry, signifies the co-
lour red, which is expressed in engraving
by perpendicular lines falling from the top
of the escutcheon to the bottom.

GUM, a thick transparent tasteless

fluid, which exudes occasionally from
certain species of trees. It is adhesive,
and gradually hardens without losing its

transparency. Gum is chiefly obtained
from different species of the mimosa, par-
ticularly from M. nilotica,a native ofEgypt
and Arabia, which is known by the name of

gum arabic. The specific gravity ofgum
is about 1.4. It is not changed by expo-
sure to the air, but is deprived of its co-
lour by the action of the sun. By heat it

becomes soft, and is speedily reduced to
the state of charcoal, which enters large-
ly into its composition. The constituent

parts of gum are, carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen, with smaller proportions of ni-

trogen and lime. The oxygen Is much
less in quantity than the saccharine mat-
ter. See SCTGAJR, The existence of lime

and nitrogen in gum renders it essentially
different from fecula and sugar, to which,
in other respects, it bears a near relation;

they, however, are able to undergo the
vinous fermentation, which is not the case
with gum. Gum readily dissolves in wa-

ter, and the solution, which is thick and
adhesive, is known by the name of muci-

lage. It is soluble also in the vegetable
acids. Sulphuric acid decomposes it,

and converts it into water, acetic acid,
and charcoal. With the assistance of

heat, muriatic acid, and nitric acid, pro-
duce a similar effect. It is insoluble in

alcohol and ether. Such are the chief

properties of gum arabic. There are,
besides |this, other gums, of which the

principal is denominated tragacanth, from
the astragalus tragacantha, a native of the

island of Crete, which is in the form of
vermicular masses ; it is less transparent
arid more adhesive than gum arabic, but

by distillation it yields similar products.
In our gardens and orchards we find, in

good quantities, gum exuding from the

cherry and plumb trees, which differs

chiefly from gum arabic in being softer

and more soluble. Gum, in a state of

mucilage, exists in a number of plants,

especially in the roots and leaves. It is

most abundant in bulbous roots, and of
these the hyacinth seems to contain the

largest quantity. A pound of the bulbs

of this root, when dried, yields four

ounces of a powder, which, when mace-
rated in water, give a mucilage that acts

well as a mordant for fixing the colours

in calico-printing. Gum is used in medi-

cine, and is considered as a specific a-

gainst the strangury occasioned by blis-

ters; it constitutes, under particular forms,
a nutritious food, and it is well known as

an important article in the manufacture
ofour ink.

GUM resins, are certain substances that

have long been used in medicine. They
are all solid, generally brittle and opaque,
have a strong smell, and a pungent and
bitter taste. They consist chiefly of gum
and resin, the -

proportions varying with

the particular substance. They are never
obtained by means of spontaneous exu-

dation, but are procured by wounding
the ^plants which contain them. The
principal ofthe gum-resins are, 1. AMMO-
xi AC, which see. 2. Asstifbetida, obtained

from the ferula assafoetida, a plant found
in Persia. The gum resin is extracted

from the roots by cutting off the extre-

mities ; a milky juice flows out, which is

dried in the sun. It is brought to Eu-

rope in masses ; its smell is very foetid,
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and its taste acrid. It is partially soluble

in water and alcohol. 3. Euphorbium,
obtained from the euphorbia officinalis, a

native of Ethiopia, by making incisions in

the plant. It is brought from Africa in

the form of tears, is soluble in alcohol.

It has no smell ; after a time it communi-
cates a burning taste to the tongue. It is

regarded as poisonous. 4. GALBANUM,
which see. 5. GAMBOGE, which see. 6.

Myrrh, which is brought from the East

Indies, in the form of tears, is light, brit-

tle, of a reddish colour, and has an unc-
tuous feel ; it is bitter and aromatic ; it is

soluble in water and alcohol in slight de-

grees 7. Opoponax, obtained from the

pastenaca opoponax, a perennial plant,
which grows wild in the south of Europe.
This is extracted by wounding the stock

or root, and is known here in the form
of round drops or tears, or in irregular
masses of a reddish colour. It is bitter

and acrid to the taste, and with a peculiar
smell. It forms a milky solution with

water, and yields an essential oil by dis-

tillation. 8. Sapagenum, supposed to be
had from the ferula persica, and brought
in large masses, or distinct tears, from
Alexandria. It has a hot taste and disa-

greeable smell. It is moderately soluble

in alcohol, but much more so in water.

By distillation it yields a fetid volatile oil.

From some experiments made upon ipe-
cacuanha, it is thought to contain a gum
resin. All the gum resins that have been

analysed have been found to contain am-
monia.

GUN, a fire arm or weapon of offence,
which forcibly discharges a ball, shot, or
other offensive matter, through a cylin-
drical barrel, by means of gunpowder.
Gun is a general name, under which are

included divers, or even most species of
fire arms-. They may be divided into

great and small.

Great guns, called also by the general
name cannons, make what we also call

ordnance or artillery ; under which come
the several sorts of cannon. See CANNON,
AKTIIT.ERY, &c.
GUN is also a name given to an instru-

ment used by miners in cleaving rocks
with gun-powder. It is an iron cylinder
of an inch and a half thick, and about six

inches long ; and having a flat side to re-
ceive the side of a wedge ; and a hole
drilled through it, to communicate with
the inside of the hole in the rock : this

hole is made about eight inches deep,
and in the bottom of it is put about two
or three ounces ofgun-powder : then this

gun is driven forcibly in, so as to fill up

the hole, and the wedge is driven in oti

its flat side, to secure it. The priming
at the hole is then fired by a train, and
the orifice being so well stopped by this

gun, the force of the powder is determin-
ed to the circumjacent parts of the rock,
which it splits.
GUN room, in a ship, the apartment un-

der the great cabin, where the master-

gunner and his crew rendezvous, get
ready their cartridges, Stc. and do all

things belonging to their business.

GUNDELIA, in botany, so called in

honour of Dr. Andrew Gundelscheimer,
who found this plant in his travels, in

company with Tourneforte, in the Levant;
a genus of the Syngenesia Polygamia Se-

gregata class and order. Natural order
of Composite Capitatae. Cinarocephalae,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
scarcely any, five-flowered ; corolla tubu-

lar, male and hermaphrodite ; receptacle
chaffy ; down none. There is but one

species, viz. G. tournefortii, a milky
plant, with alternate prickly leaves;
flowers terminating. It is a native of the
Levant.

GUNNER, an officer appointed for the
service of the cannon ; or one skilled to

fire the guns. In the Tower of London,
and other garrisons, as well as in the

field, this officer carries a field staff, and
a large powder horn in a string over his

left shoulder ; he marches by the guns,
and when there is any apprehension
of danger, his field staff is armed with
match ; his business is to lay the gun
to pass, and to help to load and traverse
her.

GUNNER of a ship, or master-gunner,
has the charge of all the ordnance the

ship carries, to see that they be service-

ably mounted, and sufficiently supplied
with sponges, ladles, and rammers ; that

in foul weather they be traversed within

board, especially those of the lower tier,

and that the ports be shut, and caulked

up ; and that at all times they may be
well lashed, and made fast, lest any of
them break loose, to the imminent dan-

ger of foundering the ship. In the
time of an engagement, the gunner is to

see that every piece be sufficiently man-
ned ; he is answerable to give an account
of all his charge upon demand. He has

a mate and quarter-gunners for his assist-

ance.

GUNNER, master, a patent officer of the

ordnance, who is appointed to teach all

such as learn the art of gunnery, and to

certify to the master-general the ability

of any person recommended to be one of
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the King's gunners. To every scholar he

administers an oath, not to serve, with-

out leave, any other prince or state ; or

teach any one the art of gunnery, but

such as have taken the said oath.

GUNNERA, in botany, so named' in

honour ofJ . E. Gunnerus, Bishop of Dront-

heim, in Norway, a genus of the Gynan-
dria Diandria class and order. Natural

order of Urticx, Jussieu. Essential cha-

racter : ament with one-flowered scales ;

calyx and corolla none ; germ two tooth-

ed ; styles two ; seed one. There is but

one species, viz. G. Perpensa, marsh ma-

rygold- leaved gunnera. Native of the

Cape.
GUNNERY, is the art of determining

the course and directing the motion of

bodies shot from artillery, or other war-

like engines.
The great importance of this art is the

reason it is distinguished from the doc-

trine of projectiles in general ; for it is no

more than an application of those laws

which all bodies observe, when cast into

the air, to such as are put in motion by the

explosion of guns, or other engines of

that sort. And it is the same thing, whe-
ther it is treated in the manner of pro-

jectiles in general, or of such only as be-

long to gunnery ; for from the moment
the force is impressed, all distinction with

regard to the power which put the body
first in motion is lost, and it can only be
considered as a simple projectile. See
PROJECTILES.

Prob. I. The impetus of a ball, and the

horizontal distance of an object aimed at,

with" its perpendicular height or depres-
sion, if thrown on ascents or descents,

being given, to determine the direction

of that ball.

From the point of projection A (Plate
VI. Miscell. fig. 8, 9, 10, 11) draw A m re-

presenting the horizontal distance, and
B m the perpendicular height of the ob-

ject aimed at : bisect A m in H, and A H
'in/; on H and / erect H T, / F perpen-
dicular to the horizon, and bisecting A B
the oblique distance or inclined plane in

D, and A D in F. On A raise the impetus
A M at right angles with the horizon, and
bisect it perpendicularly in c, with the
line G G. Let the line A C be normal to

the plane of projection A B, and cutting
G G in C ; from C as centre, with the ra-

dius C A, describe the circle A G M, cut-

ting, if possible, the line F S in S, s, points

equally distant from G ; lines drawn from
A through S, s, will be the tangents or di-

rections required.
Continue A S, A s to T, t ; bisect D T,

D t, in V, v
j and draw lines from M to

S, *; then the angle A S F = angle MAS= angle A M s = angle s A F ; and for
tlu: same reason angle A * F= angle MAs= angle A M S = angle S A F ; where-
fore the triangles M A S, S A F, s A F are

similar, and A M : A s: : A. s : s F = t v,
consequentlyA T is a tangent of the curve

passing through the points A, v, and B;
because t v === v D, A D is an ordinate to
the diameter T H, and where produced
must meet the curve to B.

In horizontal cases (fig. 10.) v is the

highest point of the curve, because the
diameter T v H is perpendicular to the
horizon.
When the mark can be hit with two di-

rections (the triangles S A M, s A F being
similar) the angle which the lowest direct-

tion makes with the plane of projection is

equal to that which the highest makes
with the perpendicular A M, or angle
s A F =5 angle SAM. And the angle
S A s, comprehended between the lines of

direction, is equal to the angle S C G, and
is measured by the arch S G.
When the points S, s coincide with G,

or when the directions A S, A 's become
A G (fig. 11.) A B will be the greatest
distance that can be reached with the same
impetus on that plane ; because S F coin-

ciding with G^, the tangent of the circle

at G, will cut off A , a fourth part of the

greatest amplitude on the plane A B. The
rectangular triangles m A B, c A C are si-

milar, because the angle of obliquity
m A B = c A C ; wherefore m A : m B : :

one-half impetus : c C, and m A : A B : :

A c : A C.

Horizontal Projections (ibid. fig. 10, 11.)

When the impetus is greater than half
the amplitude, there are two directions,
T A H and t A H, for that amplitude ; when
equal to it, only one ; and when less, none
at all ;

and conversely. For in the first

case the line F S cuts the circle in two

points 9, s, in the second case it only
touches it, and in the last it meets not with
it at all; and conversely. When there is

but one direction for the amplitude A ;n,

the angle of elevation is 45 ; and when
the angle of elevation is of 45, A m is the

greatest amplitude for that impetus, and

equal to twice the impetus. The impetus
remaining the same, the amplitudes are in

proportion to one another as the sines of
double the angles of elevation, and con-

versely. For drawing s N (fig. 10.) pa-
rallel and equal to A F, a fourth part of the

amplitude, and supposing lines drawn
from s to the points C and M, the angle
AC s = 2AMs = 2sAF; therefore
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N s, the sine of A C s, is the sine of twice
the angle s A F ; half the impetus being
radius.

Whence, at the directions of 15 or 75,
the amplitude is equal to the impetus ;

for, from what has been said, half the im-

petus being radius, a fourth part of the

amplitude is the sine of twice the angle
of elevation ; but the sine of twice 15,
that is, the sine of 30, is always equal to
half the radius , or in this case a fourth

part of the impetus is equal to a fourth

part of the amplitude. From this and the

preceding proposition, there are two
easy practical methods for finding the im-

petus of any piece of ordnance. The
fourth part ofthe amplitude is a mean pro-
portional between the impetus at the
curve's principal vertex and its altitude.

For MN:Ns::NA=sF==T?pThe altitudes are as the versed sines of
double the angles of elevation, the impe-
tus remaining the same. For making half
the impetus radius, A N the altitude is the
versed sine of the angle A C s =s twice

angle * A F. And also, radius : tangent
angle elevation :: one-fourth amplitude :

altitude: that is, R : tangent angle s A. f

Projections on Ascents andDescents,fig. 8, 9.

If the mark can be hit only with one di-

rection A G, the impetus in ascents will

be equal to the sum of half the inclined

plane and half the perpendicular height,
and in descents it will be equal to their

difference ;
but if the mark can be reach-

ed with two directions, the impetus will

bq greater than that sum or difference.

For when A G is the line of direction, the

angle g G A being=MAG = GA
< -;

G g = A g, and g z added to or substract-

ed from both, makes G z half the impetus
equal to the sum or difference ofA g> a

fourth part of the inclined plane, and g z
a fourth part of the perpendicular height.
In any other direction F P is greater than
F o = A F ; and F/, added to or subtract-

ed from both, makes/P half the impetus
greater than- the sum or difference of
A F, a fourth part of the inclined plane,
and F/a fourth part of the perpendicular
height. Whence, if in ascents the impe-
tus be equal to the sum of half the inclin-

ed plane and half the perpendicular
height, or if in descents it be equal to

their difference, the mark can be reached

only with one direction ; if the impetus is

greater than that sum or difference, it may
be hit with two directions; and if the im-

petus is less, the mark can be hit with
none at all.

Prob. II. The angles of elevation, tin

horizontal distance, and perpendicular
height, being given, to find the impetus.
Fig. 8, 9.

From these data you have the angle of

obliquity, and length ofthe inclined plane ;

then as

A * : A M : : S. angle A M s : S. angle
A s M : : S. angle s A F : S. angle M A F,
and A F : A s : : S. angle M A S : S. angleM A F ; whence, by the ratio of equality,

A F : A M : : S. angle s A F x S- a"gle
M A s : S. angle M A F x S. angle M A F,
which gives this rule.

Add the logarithm of A F to twice the

logarithmic sine of the an.^le MAP; from
their sum subtract the logarithmic sines

of the angles s A F and M A s, and the
remainder will give the logarithm of A M
the impetus.
When the impetus and angles of eleva-

tion are given, and the length of the in-

clined plane is required, this is the rule.

Add the logarithm of A M to the logarith-
mic sines of the angles s A F and M A s

;

from their sum subtract twice the loga-
rithmic sine of angle M A F, and the re-

mainder will give the logarithm of A F,
the fourth part of the length of the inclin-

ed plane.
If the angle of elevation t A H, and its

amplitude A B (fig. 11,])
and any other

angle of elevation t A H is given ; to find

the amplitude A b for that other angle,
the impetus A M and angle of obliquity
D A H remaining the same.

Describe the circle A G M, take A F a
fourth part of A B, and A /a fourth part
of A b

; from the points F, /, draw the
lines F s, and / p parallel to A M, and

cutting the circle in the points g, // ; then

A F : A M : : S. angle s A F x S. angleM A * : S. angle M A F X S. angle MAP;
and A M : A/: : S. angle MAP X S. angleM A F : S. anglep A/ x S. angle p A M ;

whence by the ratio of equality,
A F : A/: : S. angle s A FX S. angleM A s : S. angle p A/x. angle/* A M,

which gives this rule.

Add the logarithm of A F to the loga-
rithmic sines of the angles/; Af, p A M ;

from their sum subtract the logarithmic
sines of the angles s A F, s A M, and the
remainder will give the logarithm of A/,
a fourth part of the amplitude required.

Prob. III. To find the force or velocity
of a ball or projectile at any point of the

curve, having the perpendicular height of

that point, and the impetus at the point of

projection given. From these two data

find out the impetus at that point; then
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2 X 16 feet 1 inch is the velocity acquir-
ed bv the descent of a body in a second of

time; the square of which (4 X the square
of 16 feet 1 inch) is to the square of the

velocity required, as 16 feet 1 inch is to

the impetus at the point given; wherefore

multiplying
1 that impetus by four times the

square of 16 feet 1 inch, and dividing- the

product by 16 feet 1 inch, the quotient
will be the square of the required veloci-

ty : whence this rule. Multiply the im-

Eetus
by four times 16 feet 1 inch, or 64

:et
^,

and the square root of the product
is the velocity.
Thus suppose the impetus at the point

of projection to be 3,000, and the per-
pendicular height of the other point 100;
the impetus at that point will be 2,900.

I
Then 2,900 feet multiplied by 641. feet

: gives 186,566 feet, the square of 432

nearly, the space which a body would run
i through in one second, if it moved uni-
t formly.

And to determine the impetus or height,
from which a body must descend, so as at

the end of the descent it may acquire a

given velocity, this is the rule :

Divide the square of the given velocity

(expressed in feet run through in a se-

cond) by 64^ feet, and the quotient will

be the impetus.
The duration of a projection made per-

pendicularly upwards is to that of a pro-

jection in any other direction whose im-

petus is the same, as the sine complement
of the inclination of the plane of projec-
tion (which in horizontal projections is ra-

dius) is to the sine of the angle contained
between the line of direction and that

plane.
Draw out A t (fig. 8,) till it meets m B

continued in E, the body will reach the
mark B in the same time it would have
moved uniformly through the line A E;
but the time of its fall through M A the

impetus, is to the time of its uniform mo-
tion through A E, as twice the impetus is

to A E. And therefore the duration of
the perpendicular projection being dou-
ble the time of its fall, will be to the time
of its uniform motion through A E, as

four times the impetus is to A E ; or as

A E is to E B 5 that is, as A t is to t D ;

which is as the sine of the angle t D A (orM A B its complement to a semicircle) is

the sine of the angle t A D.
Hence the time a projection will take to

arrive at any point in the curve may be
found from the following data, viz. the im-

petus, the angle of direction, and the in-

clination of the plane of projection, which
in this case is the angle the horizon make
VOL. VI,

with a line drawn from the point of pro-
jection to that point.
Hence also, m horizontal cases, the du-

rations of projections in different direc-
tions with the same impetus are as the
sines of the angles of elevation. But in
ascents or descents, their durations are as
the sines of the angles which the lines of
direction make with the inclined plane.
Thus, suppose the impetus of any projec-
tion were 4,500 feet ; then 16 feet 1 inch:
1" : : 4,500 feet : 2r5", the square of the
time a body will take to fall perpendicu-
larly through 4,500 feet, the square root
of which is 16" nearly, and that doubled

gives 32", the duration of the projection
made perpendicularly upwards Then,
to find the duration of a horizontal pro-
jection at any elevation, as 20; say R : S.

angle 20 : : 32" : duration of a projection
at that elevation with the impetus 4,500.
Or if with the same impetus a body at

the direction of 35 was projected on a

plane inclined to the horizon 17, say as
sine 73 : sine 18 : : 32" : duration re-

quired.
The tables in the next leaf, at one view,

give all the necessary cases, as well for

shooting at objects on the plane of the
horizon, with proportions for their solu-

tions, as for shooting on ascents and de-
scents. We shall in this place mention
some of* the more important maxims laid

down by Mr. Robins, as of use in prac-
tice. 1. In any piece of artillery, the

greater quantity ofpowder with which it

is charged, the greater will be the veloci-

ty of the bullet. 2. If two pieces of the
same bore, but of different length*, are
fired with the same charge of powder, the

longer will impel the bullet with a great-
er celerity than the shorter. 3. The ranges
of pieces at a given elevation are no just
measures of the velocity of the shot : for
the same piece fired successively at an in-

variable elevation, with the powder, bul-

let, and every other circumstance, as near-

ly the same as possible, will yet range to

very different distances. 5. The greatest

part of the uncertainty in the ranges of

pieces arises from the resistance of the
air. 6. The resistance of the air acts up-
on projectiles by opposing their motion,
and diminishing celerity; and it also di-

verts them from the regular track which,

they would otherwise follow. 7. If the
same piece ofcannon be successively fired

at an invariable elevation, but with va-

rious charges of powder, the greatest
charge being the whole weight of the ball

in powder, and the least not less than the
fifth part of that weight ; then, if the ele-

vation be not lees than eight or ten d-
M
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gress, it will be found that some ranges,
with the least charge, will exceed some
of those with the greatest. 8. If two

pieces of cannon with the same bore, but
of different lengths, are successively fired

at the same elevation, with the same

charge of powder, then it will frequently

happen that some ef the ranges with the

shorter piece will exceed some of those

with the longer. 9. Whatever operations

are performed with artillery, the least

charges of powder with which they can
be effected are always to be preferred.
10. No field-piece ought at any time to
be loaded with more than one-sixth, or at

most one-fifth, of the weight of its bullet
in powder, nor should the charge of any
battering piece exceed one-third of the

weight of its bullet.

TABLE I. For Horizontal Projections. Fig. 10.

I
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TABLE II. For Projections on Ascents and Descents. Fig. 8, 9.

I
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one hundred yeavs before Schwartz was
born ; and M. Dutens carries the antiqui-

ty of gunpowder still much higher, and
refers to the writings of the ancients

themselves for the proof of it. It ap-

pears too, from many authors and many
circumstances, that this composition has

been known to the Chinese and Indians

for thousands of years.

For some time after the invention of

artillery, gunpowder was of a much weak-
er composition than that now in use, or

that described by Marcus Grsecus, which
was chiefly owing to the weakness of
their first pieces. Of twenty-three differ-

ent compositions, used at different times,
and mentioned by Tartaglia in his "Ques.
and Inv. lib. 3, ques. 5;" the first, which
was the oldest, contained equal parts of

the three ingredients. But when guns of

modern structure were introduced, gun-

powder of the same composition as the

present came into use. In the time of

Tartaglia the cannon powder was made
of four parts of nitre, one of sulphur,
aud one of -charcoal; and the, musket-

powder of forty.eight parts of nitre, se-

ven parts of sulphur, and eight parts of

charcoal ; or of eighteen parts of nitre,

two parts of sulphur, and three parts of

charcoal. But the modern composition is

six parts of nitre to one of each of the

Other two ingredients: though Mr. Na-

pier says, he finds the strength commonly
to be greatest when the proportions are,

nitre three pounds, charcoal about nine

ounces, and sulphur about three ounces.

See his paper on gunpowder in the Trans-

actions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol.

li. The cannon-powder was in meal, and
the musket-powder grained; and it is

certain, that the graining of powder,
which is a very considerable advantage,
is a modern improvement.
To make gunpowder duly, regard is to

be had to the purity or goodness of the

ingredients, as well as the proportions of

them, for the strength of the powder de-

pends much on that circumstance, and

also on the due working or mixing of

them together. See NITRE.
These three ingredients in their purest

state being procured, long experience has

shown that they are then to be mixed to-

gether in the proportion before mention-

ed, to have the best effect, viz. three

quarters of the composition to be nitre,

and the other quarter made up of equal

parts of th other two ingredients, or,

which is the same thing, six parts nitre,

one part sulphur, and one part charcoal.

But it is not the due proportion of the

materials only, which is necessary to the

making of good powder; another circum-

stance, not less essential, is the mixing
them well together; if this be not effec-

tually done, some parts of the composition
will have too much nitre in them, and
others too little ; and in either case there

will be a defect of strength in the powder.
After the materials have been reduced
to fine dust, they are mixed together, and
moistened with water, or vinegar, or urine,
or spirit of w4ne, &,c. and then beaten to-

gether for twenty-four hours, either by
'hand or by 'mills, and afterwards pressed
into a hard, firm, solid cake. When dry,
it is grained or corned, which is done, by
breaking the cake of powder into small

pieces, and so running it through a sieve:

by which means the grains may have any
size given them, according to the nature

of the sieve employed, either finer or

coarser; and thus also the dust is sepa-
rated from the grains, *nd again mixed
with other manufacturing powder, or

worked up into cakes again.
Powder is smoothed or glazed, as it is

called, for small arms, by the following

operation : a hollow cylinder or cask is

mounted on an axis, turned by a wheel ;

this cask is half filled with powder, and
turned for six hours, and thus, by the mu-
tual friction of the grains of powder, it is

smoothed or glazed. The fine mealy part,
thus separated or worn off' from the rest,

is again granulated.
The velocity of expansion of the flame

of gunpowder, when fired in a piece of

artillery, without either bullet or other

body before it, is prodigiously great, viz.

seven thousand feet per second, or up-
wards, as appears from the experiments
of Mr. Robins. But M. Bernoulli and M.
Euler suspect it is still much greater; and
Dr. Hutton supposes it may not be less,

at the moment of explosion, than four

times as much.
It is this prodigious celerity of expan-

sion of the flame of gunpowder which is

its peculiar excellence, and the circum-
stance in which it so eminently surpasses
all other inventions, either ancient or mo-
dern ; for as to the momentum of th ese

projectiles only, many of the warlike ma-
chines of the ancients produced this in a

degree far surpassing that of our heaviest

cannon shot or shells; but the great ce-

lerity given to these bodies cannot be in

the least approached by any other means
but the flame of powder.

To prove gunpowder. There are several

ways of doing this. 1. By sight; thus if

it be too black, it is a sign that it is moist,
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or else' that it has too much charcoal in it;

so also, if rubbed upon white paper, it

b uckens it more than good powder does;

but if it be of a kind of azure colour,

somewhat inclining to red, it is a sign of

good powder. 2 By touching; for if, in

crushing it with the fingers' ends, the

grains break easily and turn, into dust,

without ieeimg hard, it has too much coal

in it ; or if, in pressing it under the fin-

gers upon a smooth hard board, some

grains feel harder than the rest, it is a

sign the sulphur is not well mixed with

the nitre. Also by thrusting the hand into

the parcel of powder, and grasping it, as

if to take out a handful, you will feel if it

is rtry and equal grained, by its evading
the grasp and running mostly out of the

hand. 3. By burning; and here the me-
thod most commonly followed for this pur-

pose with us, says Mr. Robins, is, to fire a

small heap of it on a clean board, and to

attend nicely to the flame and smoke it

produces, and to the marks it leaves be-

hind on the board; but besides this un-
certain method, there are other contriv-

ances made use of, such as powder-triers,

acting by a spring, commonly sold at the

shops, and others again that move a great

weight, throwing it upwards, which is a

very bad sort of eprouvette.
The best eprouvette consists in a small

cannon, the bore of which is about one
inch in diameter, and is usually charged
with two ounces of powder, and with

powder only, as a ball is not necessary,
and the strength of the powder is accu-

rately shewn by the arc of the gun's re-

coil. The whole machine is so simple,

easy, and expeditious, that, as Dr. Hutton

observes, the weighing of the powder is

the chief part of the trouble, and so accu-

rate and uniform, that the successive re-

petitions,or firings,with the same quantity
of the same sort of powder, hardly ever

yield a difference in the recoil ofthe one
hundi-eth part of itself.

To recover damagedpowder. The me-
thod of the powder merchants is this :

they put part of the powder on a sail-

cloth, to which they add an equal weight
of what is really good, then 'with a sho-
vel they mingle it well together, dry it in

the sun, and barrel it up, keeping it in a

dry and proper place.
Others again, if it be very bad, restore

it by moistening it with vinegar, water,
urine, or brandy ; then they beat it fine,
sift it, and to every pound of powder
add an ounce, or an ounce and a half,
or two ounces (according as it is de-

cayed) of melted ni^re, juicj afterwards

these ingredients are to be moistened and
well mixed, so that nothing may be dis-

cerned in the composition, which may be
known by cutting the mass, and then they
granulate it is as usual. In case the pow-
der be quite spoiled, the only way is to

extract the salt-petre with water, in the
usual way, by boiling, filtrating, evapo-
rating, and crystallizing, and then with
fresh sulphur and charcoal to make it up
afresh.

On the subject of gunpowder, see also

Euler on Robins's Gunnery, Antoni Exa-
men de la Poudre", Baume's Chemistry,
and Thompson's Experiments in tUe Phi-

losophical Transactions for 1781.

Soon after the discovery of the oxyge-
nated-muriatic acid and its ,combination
with potash, it was found that this oxy-
muriate produced a much more violent

detonation with combustible bodies, than
is afforded by nitre. It has been esti-

mated to possess more than double the
force ; but on account of this extraordi-

nary power of gunpowder made with the
ne*w salt, and some fatal accidents by its

exploding, in consequence of friction or

percussion, to which it is liable, as well

during the manufacture as afterwards,
this m,odern compound has not been

brought into use in military operations,
but is likely to continue among the arti-

cles of scientific curiosity.
GUNPOWDER and COMBUSTIBLES. No

person shall make gunpowder but in the

regular manufactories established at the
time of making the statute 12 George Ilf.

c. 61, or licensed by the sessions, pursu-
ant to certain provisions, under forfeiture

of the gunpowder, and two shillings per
pound ; nor are pestle mills to be used
under a similar penalty.

Only forty pounds of powder is to be
made atone time under one pair of stones,

except Battle-powder, made at Battle

and elsewhere in Sussex.

Not more than forty hundred weight
to be dried at one time in one stove ;

and the quantity only required for im-
mediate use to be kept in or near the

place of making, except in brick or stone

magazines, fifty yards at least from the
mill.

Not more than twenty-five barrels to

be carried in any land carriage, nor more
than two hundred barrels by water, un-

less going by sea or coastwise, each bar-

rel not to contain more than one hundred

pounds.
No dealer to keep more than two

hundred pounds of powder, nor any per-

son? not a dealer, more than fifty pounds,,
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in the cities ofLondon and Westminster,
or within three miles thereof, or within

any other city, borough, or market-town,
or one mile thereof, or within two miles

of the king's palaces or magazines, or
half a mile of any parish church, on pain
of forfeiture, and two shillings per pound,
except in licensed mills, or to the amount
of three hundred pounds for the use of

collieries, within two hundred yards of

them.
GUNTER (EDMUND,) an English ma-

thematician of the seventeenth century,
was descended from a"n ancient atid re-

spectable family in Brecknocshire, South

Wales, and was born in the county of
Herefordshire in the year 1580. He re-

ceived his classical education on the royal
foundation at Westminster School,whence
he was elected at about eighteen years
of age to Christ Church College, in Ox-
ford. He was admitted to the degree of

B. A. in 1603, and to that of M. A. in

1606 ; after which he entered into orders,
and proceeded bachelor of divinity in the

year 1615. His genius had early led

him to the pursuit of mathematical stu-

dies; and at the time when he took his

degree of M. A. he had'merited the title

of an inventor by his new projection of

the sector, of which he then wrote a de-

scription in Latin, and permitted his

friends to transcribe it, though the Eng-
lish account of his invention was not pub-
lished till several years afterwards. In

the year 1618, he had invented a small

portable quadrant, for the more easy find-

ing the hour and azimuth, and more use-

ful astronomical purposes. The reputa-
tion which he had now acquired in the

mathematical world occasioned his intro-

duction to the acquaintance of some of

the most able mathematicians of his time,

by whose recommendation and interest

he was elected professor of astronomy at

Gresham College, London, in the year
1619. In this situation he soon distin-

guished himself by his lectures and his

writings, which contributed greatly to

the improvement ofscience, and reflected

credit to the choice that had been made
of him to that professorship. His first

publication after his election appeared in

1620, and was entitled "Canon Trian-

gulorum, sive Tabulae simmm artificiali.

um ad radium 10.0000000, etad Scrupula

prima Quadrantis," 8vo. This treatise

was accompanied with the first 1,000 of

Brigg's logarithms of common numbers.
In the second edition of it, which was

published in English in 1624, under the

title of " Canon Triangulorum, OP Table

of artificial Sines and Tangents to a ra-

dius of 10.0000000 Parts to each Minute
of the Quadrant," 4to., the logarithms
were continued from 1,000 to 10,000, and
a rule was given at the end for augmenting
them to 100,000. These tables were the
first of the kind which had been given to

the world, and, if the author had publish-
ed nothing else, would have preserved his

memory to the latest posterity, by the ad-

mirable aid which they afforded to stu-

dents in astronomy; for they greatly faci-

litated the practical parts of that science,

by furnishing a method of solving speri-
cal triangles without the aid of secants or
versed sines : the same thing being ef-

fected by addition and subtraction only,
which in the use of the former tables of

right sines and tangents required multi-

plication and division. Due praise was
bestowed upon him by many of the most
eminent mathematicians among his con-

temporaries, for the service which he ren-
dered to science by this most excellent

work; and his right to the improvement of

logarithms, by their application to sphe-
rical triangles, was satisfactorily establish-

ed by Mr. Edmund Windgate, Mr. Robert
Burton, and Mr. Henry Bond, sen.

In the year 1622, Mr. Gunter made
his important discovery, that the variation

of the magnetic needle varies. To this

discovery he was led in the course of
lectures he made on the variation at

Deptford, by which he found, that the de-
clination of the needle had changed al-

most five degrees in the space of forty-
two years. The truth of this discovery
was afterwards confirmed and established

by Mr. Gellibrand, his successor at Gre-
sham College. Soon after this he in-

vented his famous " rule of proportion,"
which is an easy and excellent method
of combining arithmetic and geometry,
adapted to the understanding of persons
of the most ordinary capacities. It con-
sists in applying the logarithms of num-
bers and of sines and tangents to straight
lines drawn on a scale or rule, by which,

proportions in common numbers and tri-

gonometry may be resolved by the mere

application of a pair ofcompasses : a me-
thod founded on this property, that the lo-

garithms of the terms of equal ratios are

equidifferent. This was called Gunter's

proportion and Gunter's line ; and the in-

strument in the form of a two foot scale

is now in common use for navigation and
other purposes, is and commonly called

the Gunter. In the year 1624, this in-

vention was carried into France by Mr.

Wingate, who not only communicated it
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to most of the principal mathematicians
then at Paris, but also, at their request,

published an account of it in the French

language. Mr. Gunter likewise greatly

improved the sector, and other instru-

ments for the same uses, the description
fall which he published in 16.H, in a

treatise, entitled " The Cross Staff, in

three books," &c. 4lo. In the same year
he published, by King James's order, a

small tract, entitled " The Description
and Use of his Majestie's Dials in White-
hall Garden," 4to. Mr. Gunter had been

employed by the direction of King
Charles in drawing the lines on these

dials, and at his desire wrote this descrip-

tion, to which we refer those readers

who wish to see a particular account of
the construction and uses of those dials,

which are no longer in existence. Our
author was the first who used the word
co-sine for the sine of the complement
of an arc. He also introduced the use of
arithmetical complements into the lo-

garithmical arithmetic; and it has been
said, that he first started the idea of the

logarithmic curve, which was so called,
because the segments of its axis are the

logarithms of the corresponding ordi-

nates. To him likewise the mathemati-
cal world is indebted for many other in-

rentions and improvements, most of
which were the subjects ofhis lectures at

Gresham College, and afterwards dispos-
ed into treatises, which were printed in

his works. From the genius and abilities

which he had displayed in his works al-

ready* noticed, the highest expectations
were formed of his future services in the
cause of useful science ; but they were
unhappily disappointed by his death, in

1626, when he was only in the forty-fifth

year of his age. His name, however, will

be transmitted with honour to posterity,
as that of the parent of instrumental
arithmetic. His works have been collect-

ed, and various editions of them have
been published. The fifth is by William

J.eybourn, in 1673, 4to. containing the de-

scription and use of the sector, cross-

staff, bow, quadrant, and other instru-
ments ; with several pieces added by
Samuel Foster, Henry Bond, and William
Leybourn.
GUTTER'S chain, the chain in common

yse for measuring land, according to true
or statute measure ; so called from Mr.
Gunter, its reputed inventor. The length
of the chain is 66 feet, or 22 yards or 4
poles, of 5 yards each ; and it is divided
into 100 links, of 7.92 inches each. This
chain is the most convenient of any thing
for measuring land, because the contents

thence computed are so easily turned in-

to acres. The reason of which is, that an.

acre of land is just equal to 10 square
chains, or 10 chains in length and one in

breadth, or equal to 100,000 square links.

Hence the dimensions being taken in

chains, and multiplied together, it gives
the content in square chains, which there-
fore being divided by 10, or a figure cut
off for decimals, brings the content
to acres; after which the decimals are
reduced to roods and perches, by multi-

plying by 4 and 40. But the better way
is to set the dimensions down in links, as

integers, considering each chain as 100
links; then having multiplied the dimen-
sions together, producing square links,
divide these by 100,000, that is, cut off
five places for decimals, the rest are

acres, and the decimals are reduced to

roods and perches as before. Suppose
a field to be measured be 887 links in

length, and 750 in breadth, to find its are*
we say

887
750

44350
6209

6.65250
4

2.61000
40

24.4
The contents are 6 A. 2 R. 24 P.

GUTTER'S line, a logarithmic line, usu-

ally graduated upon scales, sectors, &c.
It is also called the line of lines and line
of numbers ; being only the logarithms
graduated upon a ruler, which therefore
serves to solve problems instrumentally,
in the same manner as logarithms do

arithmetically. It is usually divided into

an hundred parts, every tenth thereof is

numbered, beginning with 1, and ending
1

with 10 ;
so that if the first great division

marked 1, stand for one tenth of any in-

teger, the next division, marked 2, will

stand for two-tenths; 3, three-tenths,
and soon ; and the intermediate divisions,
will in like manner represent 100th parts
of the same integer. Ifeach of the great
divisions represent 10 integers, then will

the lesser divisions stand for integers ;

and if the great divisions be supposed
each 100, the subdivisions will be each
10.

GUTTER'S line, use of. 1. tf To find the

prpduct oftwo numbers1." From 1 ex-
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tend the compasses to the multiplier ; and
the same extent, applied the same way
from the multiplicand, will reach to the

product. Thus, if the product of 4 and
8 be required, extend the compasses
from 1 to 4, and that extent, laid from 8
the same way, will reach to 32, their pro-
duct. , 2.

" To divide one number by
another." The extent from the divisor

to unity will reach from the dividend to

the quotient ; thus, to divide 36 by 4, ex-

tend the compasses from 4 to 1, and the
same extent will reach from 36 to 9, the

quotient sought. 3.
* c To three given

numbers, to find a fourth proportional."

Suppose the numbers 6, 8, 9 ; extend the

compasses from 6 to 8, and this extent,
laid from 9 the same way, will reach to

12, the fourth proportional required. 4.
'* To find a mean proportional between

any two given numbers." Suppose 8 and
32 : extend the compasses from 8 in the

left-hand part of the line to 32 in the

right ; then bisecting this distance, its

half will reach from 8 forward, or from
32 backward, to 16, the mean propor-
tional sought. 5.

" To extract the square
root ofany number." Suppose 25: bisect

the distance between one on the scale

and the point representing 25 ; then the

half of this distance, set off' from 1, will

give the point representing the root 5.

In the same manner the cube root, or
that of any higher power, may be found,

by dividing the distance on the line, be-

tween 1 and the given number, into as

many equal parts as the index of the

power expresses ; then one ofthose parts,
set from 1, will find the point represent-

ing the root required.
GUTTER'S quadrant, one made of wood,

brass, &c. containing a kind of stereo-

graphic projection of the sphere, on the

plane of the equinoctial; the eye being
supposed placed in one of the poles. Be-
sides the use of this quadrant in finding

heights and distances, it serves also to find

the hour of the day, the sun's azimuth,
and other problems of the globe.

GUNTER'S scale, usually called by sea-

men the Gunter, is a large plain scale,

having various lines upon it, of great use
in working the cases or questions in na-

vigation. This scale is usually two feet

long, and about an inch and a half broad,
with various lines upon it, both natural

and logarithmic, relating to trigonometry,
navigation, &c. On the one side are the
natural lines, and on the other the artifi-

cial or logarithmic ones. The former
side is first divided into inches and tenths,
and numbered from one to twenty-four

inches, running the whole length nea*
one edge. One half the length of this

side consists of two plain diagonal scales,
for taking off dimensions to three places
of figures. On the other half or foot of
this side are contained various lines re-

lating to trigonometry, in the natural

numbers, and marked thus, viz.

Rumb, the rumbs or points of the com-

pass;
Chord, the line of chords;
Sine, the line of sines;

Tang, the tangents ;

S. T. The semi-tangents ; and at the

other end of this half are,

Leag. leagues, or equal parts;

Rumb, another line of rumbs ;

M. L. miles of longitude ;

Chor. another line of chords.
Also in the middle of this foot are L,

and P, two other lines of equal parts : and
all these lines on this side of the scale

serve for drawing or laying down the

figures to the cases in trigonometry and

navigation. On the other side of the
scale are the following artificial or lo-

garithmic lines, which serve for working
or resolving those cases ; viz.

S. R. the sine rumbs ;

T. R. the tangent rumbs ;

Numb, line of numbers ;

Sine, sines;
V. S. the versed sines;

Tang, the tangents ;

Meri. Meridional parts ;

E. P. Equal parts.

GUN-WALE, or gunnel, is the upper-
most wale of a ship, or that piece of tim-

ber which reaches on either side from the

quarter-deck to the forecastle, being the

uppermost bend which finishes the up-
per works of the hull, in that part in

which are put the stanchions which sup-

port the waste-trees.

GUSSET, in heraldry, is formed by a
line drawn from the dexter or sinister

chief points, and falling down perpen-
dicularly to the extreme base.

GUST, in sea-language, a sudden and
violent squall of wind, bursting from the
hills upon the sea, so as to endanger the

shipping near the shore. These are pe-
culiar to some coasts, as those of South

Barbary and Guinea.

GUSTAVIA, in botany, so named in

memory of Gustavus 111. King of Sweden :

a genus of the Monadelphia Polyandria
class and order. Natural order of Myrti,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx none;

petals several ; berry many-celled ;
seeds

appendicled. There is but one species,
tiiz. G. augusta, which is a tree from
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twenty to thirty feet in height. It is a na-

tive of Surinam and Cayenne.
GUTTA serena, a disease in which the

patient, without any apparent fault in the

eye, is entirely deprived of sight.

GUTTLE, in architecture, are drops

depending from the soffit of the mutules
under the corona of the entablature, be-

ing in shape either the frustra of cones,
or cylindrical sections half their diameter
in height. In the Greek doric each mu-
tule contains three rows of guttx, six in

number ; they are also six in number at

the base of each triglyph, immediately
under the regula.

GUTTER, in architecture, a channel on

the roofs of houses, serving to receive and

carry off the rain.

GUTTURAL, a term applied to let-

ters or sounds pronounced or formed
as it were in the throat, viz. ynnx,
which, for memory's sake, are termed
ahachah.

GUTTY, in heraldry, a term used when
any thing is charged or sprinkled with

drops. In blazoning, the colour of the

drops is to be named, as gutty of sable, of

gules, &c.

GUY, in a ship, is any rope used for

keeping oft' things from bearing or fall-

ing against the ship's sides when they are

hoisting in.

That rope, which at one end is made
fast to the fore-mast, and seized to a sin-

gle block at the pendant of the garnet, is

called the guy of the garnet.
GYBING, the art of shifting any boom-

sail from one side of the vessel to ano-

ther. By a boom-sail is meant -any sail,

the bottom of which is extended by a

boom, (see BOOM) the fore-end of which
is hooked to its respective mast, so as to

swing occasionally on either side of the

vessel, describing an arch, of which the
mast is the centre. As the wind changes,
it becomes necessary to change the posi-
tion of the boom, together with its sail,

which is accordingly shifted to the other
side of the vessel, as a door turns upon
its hinges.

GYMNANTHES, in botany, a genus
of the Monoecia Monodelphia class and
order. Essential character : male ament
naked; perianth and corolla none ; sta-

mina pedicels three-parted or three-

forked, anther bearing; female ament
or germ pedicelled ; corolla none : style
trifid ; capsule tricoccous, three-celled.
There are two species, natives of the
"West Indies.

GYMNASTICS. This word, derived
from the Greek, comprehends all those
VOL VI.

athletic exercises by which the ancients
rendered the body pliant and healthy,
and enabled the muscles to do their of-

fices with treble effect. The variety of
methods contrived for this purpose was
very numerous, and the ardour with
which they were pursued, at every op-
portunity, contributed to banish all

dread of personal danger, and prepared
the youth of each nation for the military
life.

Persons were appointed to teach the
various sports, and the gymnasium was a

public receptacle for their performance ;

the exercises amounted to nearly sixty

descriptions, and the parties concerned
in them originally appeared in drawers,
but afterwards totally naked, in order
to give full scope to their limbs. The
gymnasium was under the superinten-
dance of a master, styled gymnasiarch,
who had two assistants, the xystarch and
the gymnastis. The master was selected
from the higher classes of the people, as
his office was of considerable impor-
tance, and his deputies presided over
the inferior persons employed in teach-

ing; the former directing the wrestlers,
and the latter the progress of the other

exercises, that the youths might neither
suffer through accident or too violent ex-
ertion.

It has been asserted, that the whole
system of education amongst the Greeks
was comprehended in two essential points,

gymnastics and music ; dancing, under
several divisions, invariably accompanied
their music in warlike, festive, and bac-

chanalian movements, to which they
added, at proper times, tumbling, nume-
rous modes of playing with the ball, leap-

ing, foot-races, pitching the discus, throw-

ing the javelin, wrestling, boxing, &c.

Tumbling was entitled cubistics; the
amusements of the ball they comprehend-
ed under the term spheristics; the exer-

cises of leaping, foot-racing, the discus,

the javelin, and wrestling, they included

in the word palestrics.
The moralists and medical men of an-

tiquity highly approved of those sports
which were calculated to bring health,

strength, and grace, in their train ; but
were energetic and vehement in their

censures of the athletes, who wrestled

and boxed with angry violence, and after-

wards indulged in vicious excesses.

Leaping a considerable distance with

ease was one of the innocent and useful

acquirements of the Grecian youth, which

they soon attained, but which they ap-

pear to have despised, as incapable of
X
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difficulty ; therefore, to render thf. art

laborious, and increase their weight, they
adopted the practice of bearing lead oil

their heads and shoulders, fastening it to

their feet, and holding it in their hands.

A youth, thus loaded, and almost pinion-
ed to the earth by attraction, who sprung
a greater distance than his competitors
under the same circumstances, was hail-

ed with loud plaudits, proportioned to

the surprise excited by his uncommon
strength of muscles.
The pedestrian races admitted of more

ardent endeavours than leaping ; not a

moment could be lost or granted for re-

laxation ; the shouts of the teachers, and
of the spectators, were incentives for ex-

ertion, and, divested of clothing, the ef-

forts of the least successful were wonder-
ful. Homer illustrates this part of the

subject in his inimitable " Iliad."

*

Rang'd in a line the ready racers stand ;

Pelides points the barrier with his hand ;

All start at once ; Oileus led the race ;

The next, Ulysses, measuring pace with

pace ;

Behind him, diligently close, he sped,
As closely following as the running thread
The spindle follows, and displays the

charms
Of the fair spinster's breast and moving

arms:
Graceful in motion thus, his foe he plies,
And treads each footstep ere the dust

can rise :

His glowing breath upon his shoulders

plays ;

The admiring Greeks loud acclamations
raise ;

To him they give their wishes, hearts,
and eyes,

And send' their souls before him as he
flies."

Iliad, book xxiii. 885, 895

Rapidity of motion might be useful to

the ancients in many particulars, though
less so than to the uncivilized nations,

generally termed savage ; the inhabitants

of the latter seem indeed compelled to

acquire swiftness in running, as the pur-
suit of wild animals is absolutely neces-

sary to maintain their existence ; and
Some of the native chiefs of India and its

dependencies retain persons to convey
dispatches from station to station by pe-
destrian exertion.

Throwing the dart or spear was of de-

cided importance in ancient warfare, and
the skill of their soldiers was probiibly

very great. In this instance, however,
it may be doubted, whether all the ad-

v antages of their gymnasiums enabled
them to excel some of the tribes of Hot-

tentots, exclusive of savages in a supe-
rior state of civilization ; the debased

people alluded to possess wonderful abi-

lity in throwing and arresting the progress
of spears; the writer of the present ar-

ticle had an opportunity of knowing,
from a witness of the scene, that a Hot-
tentot frequently caught a heavy pole
hurled at him by a strong man, ere it had

power to injure him.

Throwing the discus, now known by
the name of the quoit, required equal
strength and skill; the shape of the
discus was nearly oval, about a foot in

length, and three or four inches thick in

the centre, whence it tapered on each
side to the extremity, in the manner of
a lens, and a hole was perforated in the
middle. Statues of persons employed at

this game exhibit them with the discus
"rested on the four fingers, which were
closed, with their ends pointing upward
on the inside of it ; the thumb was ex-
tended horizontally along the outside."

Salzmann says, the thrower obtained
the necessary impulse by swinging the

arm, and at the proper moment he gave
the discus a rotatory motion, and sent it

through the air to the mark. Kennet as-

serts, in describing the Roman Circensian

shows, that they obtained their quinquer-
tium, or the five exercises of running,

wrestling, leaping, throwing, and boxing,
from the Grecian games, and adds, that

the discus or quoit of the former people
" was made of stone, iron, or copper,
five or,six fingers broad, and more than a

foot long, inclining to an oval figure; they
sent this to a vast distance, by the help
of a leathern thong tied round the per-
son's hand that threw." The latter par-
ticular has been disputed, and the posi-
tion is maintained, by observing that,

had a thong been used, it was unne-

cessary for the discobuli to rub their

hands on the earth, to prevent the discus

from slipping ; besides, the strap would
have interrupted the rotatory whirl,

thought indispensable for its steady
course.

If we may depend upon Homer, the

weight of the discus was an object of

some importance :

"Then hurl'd the hero, thund'ring on
the ground,

A mass of iron, (an enormous round,)
Whose weight and size the circling

Greeks admire,
Rude from the furnace, and but shap'd by

fire,
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This mighty quoit Action wont to rear,

A,nd from his whirling arm dismiss in

air ;

The giant by Achilles slain, he stow'd

Among his spoils this memorable load.

For this he bids ihose nervous artists vie,

That teach the disc to sound along the

sky."

Book xxiii. 975.

Galen classed the discus in the medi-
cinal gymnastics, in hurling which he
was declared the victor, who sent it high-
est in the air, the greatest distance, and
the nearest to the mark. Circular quoits,

resembling a broad ring, and made of

iron, are stili used in England, but it is

extremely doubtful whether the most ex-

perienced player could rival the inferior

discobuli of ancient times.

Wrestling was the only exercise, of
those already mentioned, which could be
said to be improper or dangerous. Ter-
tullian reprobated it, and Galen suffered
a dislocation of his shoulder when wrest-

ling, which satisfactorily accounts for his

enmity to the sport. It is rather singular,
that this method of trying muscular

'

strength should have prevailed, when it

is remembered that strains of the mus-
cles and dislocation of the joints, and even
fractured limbs and skulls, were conse-

quences not improbable : in addition to
these objections, it must be allowed, that
no method more certain could be devised
for the excitement of sudden anger and
blows. To obviate the first of these dis-

advantages, the Grecian athletes anointed
th.-ir bodies with oil, hoping by this

means to render their joints more flexible,

though some authors have supposed the

practice originated from an intention to

prevent their adversaries obtaining a firm

grasp of the limbs, and others think it

was done to check profuse and debi-

liating perspirations. The mode adopted
to save the limbs from fractures was ab-
surd indeed: they lived well, and con-
trived every possible way to make them-
selves corpulent, that their flesh might
act, between their bones and the earth,
as a medium or cushion, forgetting that,
as their gravity increased, the bruises

they received were proportionally more
violent, and a fracture more difficult to

reduce.

^
Besides the application of oil, and rub-

bing it on the surface of the skin till the
friction produced a glow, il is said they
added dust or sand, but for what pur-
pose, unless to close the pores, cannot

well be decided. Salzmann says,
<* after

this preparation the exercise itself com-
menced The combatants began with

handling each other slightly, each press-

ing or pulling his antagonist backwards
and forwards, till they grew warm, (hen

butting him with his head, thrusting him
from his ground, assailing him with all his

force, wrenching his limbs, shaking
him, twisting his neck so as to choke
him, lifting him up in his arms, See This
kind of wrestling was called OpStoc. ira^y,
because it was performed standing : and
he was declared victor who threw his an-

tagonist thrice. Another kind was per-
formed on the ground. This was called

avotx.*uo7roito. Every thing was prac-
tised in this that was in wrestling erect,
as far as the posture would allow. The
combatants voluntarily lay down, and he
whose strength was first exhausted lost

the /ictory, which he acknowledged by
words, or by holding up one of his

fingers.
* With wrestling, the athletes after-

wards united the savage practice of box-

ing, which was known before the Trojan
war. Hence arose the two-fold contest,

called
rayfcgseT/ev,

which was pursued
to excess by the athletes, but could

scarcely be considered as a part of medi-
cinal gymnastics in the schools. No an-

cient physician recommends boxing in a

medical view. The boxers likewise laid

great stress on rendering their bodies

corpulent, that they might be the better

able to bear the blows of their antago-
nists." The same author adds, "The
boxers fought erect, never hugging their

antagonist, and throwing him down, but

merely striking him : the wrestlers were
not allowed to strike : the pancratiasts
united the two, both wrestling and strik-

ing."

K>ennet refers the Lucius Trojae, cele-

brated by bands of boys, to the inven-

tion of Ascanius. The youths engaged in

this exercise were selected from the most
honourable families of Rome, were ele-

gantly habited, and armed with weapons
of a size proportioned to their age. The
commander received the title of Princeps
Juventutis, and was sometimes the son

of a senator, and not unfrequently the

heir to the empire. Augustus was ex-

tremely partial to their infantile imitations

of the ardour of manhood ; and Virgil,
aware of his partiality, introduced a de-

scription of their celebrations in his

Eneid. They wore chaplets of flowers on

their heads, and their hair flowed loose
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from beneath it ; their vests were purple ;

and twists of gold, disposed in circles, at-

tached to the neck, spread down their

breasts ; quivers hung on their shoulders :

they curried two spears; and were mount-
ed on spirited horses. Virgil, in the pas-

sage alluded to, divides the youths into

three troops, each consisting of twelve,
under the command of a captain, amount-

ing in the aggregate to thirty-nine indi-

viduals. Thus equipped, they walked
their horses round the circus.

" When sage Epitides, to give the

sign,
Crack'd his long whip, and made the

course begin."

They then started forward at full speed,
and afterwards formed into divisions, re-

turning back.
"

while, from their fingers borne,
Their hostile darts aloft upon the wind

Fly shivering; then in circling num-
bers join'd,

The manag'd coursers with due mea-
sures bound,

And run the rapid ring, and trace the

mazy round.
Files facing files, their bold companions

dare,
And wheel and charge, and urge the

sportive war.

Now flight they feign, and naked"")
backs expose ;

Now with turn'd spears drive head- I

_JpjQg^on the foes ; ["

And now confederate grown, in
|

peaceful ranks they close," J

The chariot races do not strictly be-

long to th'.s article, but they were so far

connected with personal exercises in the

Circus, that it would be almost unpardon-
able to pass them without notice. Strength
and agility were entirely useless in ihe
conduct of the chariot ; courage and ad-

dress in guiding the fiery steeds were
all that was requisite in the driver. The
charioteers were formed into companies
in the Roman Circensian spectacles, and

they excited great interest throughout
Rome, the inhabitants of which were ge-
nerally divided into parties, each attached
to their favourite company. This, in com-
mon with their other sports, was derived
from the Greeks. The different ancient
divisions were distinguished by the co-

lours of their habits, which were green,
red, white, and blue : and they were
termed the Prasina, the Russata, the Al-

)ga, and the Yeneta.

The antiquity of the Pyrhica, or Salta-

tio Pyrhica, led ancient authors into many
fanciful ideas, whence this warlike dance

originated. Homer introduces it in its

primitive state, in his description of the
twelfth department of the shield ofAchil-

les. " The skilful Vulcan then designed
the figure and various motions of a dance,
like that which Daedalus, of old, contrived
in Gnossus for the fair Ariadne. There
the young men and maidens danced hand
in hand; the maids were dressed in li-

nen garments, the men in rich and shin-

ing stuffs ; the maids had flowery crowns
on their heads, the men had swords of

gold hanging from their sides in belts of
silver. Here they seem to run in a ring
with active feet, as swiftly as a wheel runs
round when tried by the hands of the

potter. There they appeared to move in

many figures, and sometimes to meet,
sometimes to wind from each other. A
multitude of spectators stood round, de-

lighted with the dance. In the micMle,
two nimble tumblers exercrsed themselves
in feats of activity, while the song was
carried on by the whole circle."

At the period when the dance was prac-
tised in the Roman amphitheatres, it had
assumed a warlike appearance, the per-
formers advancing and flying alternately,
as if engaged in battle. Claudian says,

" Their moving breasts in tuneful changes
rise,

The shields salute their sides, or straight
are shewn

In air high waving; deep the targets
groan,

Struck with alternate swords, which
thence rebound,

And end the concert and the sacre/1
sound."

. Scaliger informs us, with some degree
of vanity, that he had often danced the

pyrhic in presence of the Emperor Maxi-
milian, to the admiration and amazement
of the inhabitants of Germany, and, as it

appears, to that of the Emperor, who,
he adds, exclaimed, " This boy either
was born in a coat of mail, instead of a

skin, or else has been rocked in one in-

stead of a cradle."

Real or supposed improvements in the
customs of the European nations have
now nearly abolished or altered almost all

of the ancient gymnastic exercises; active

feats and sudden turns of the body, or

tumbling, are totally despised and confin-

ed to the most pitiful public exhibitions t

playing with the ball is very little p?actisr
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ed ; leaping and foot-races are limited to

a, few wagt-rs ; pitching the quoit seldom
extends beyond the apprentice and the

labourer; throwing the javelin is entirely
discontinued ; wrestling, long a favourite

athletic exercise in England, belongs al-

most exclusively to the wanton school-

boy ; boxing, (thanks to our morals) to

the lowest wretches in society; the tour-

nament, evidently derived from the Lu-
dus Trojae, is nearly forgotten ; the cha-

riot race is in the same slate of disuse ;

and we have nothing which resembles the

military pyrhic; and even the faint simi-

larity of the games enumerated are sup-

ported by the caprice of a few individuals,
who are often condemned for employing
their time to so little purpose.
On the other hand, if we turn our at-

tention to the rest of the world, we shall

find that many of the gymnastic sports are

in full use at this moment, without the in-

habitants suspecting that nations very re-

mote from them had similar some thou-
sand years past. Two instances of this

fact are so exactly in point, thai we can-

not refrain from giving them. Mr. Cor-

diner, who very lately presented the pub-
lic with an excellent work, descriptive of
the island of Ceylon, relates the particu-
lars of a Cingalese play, in the following
words :

"
Gay and noisy amusements do not of-

ten interrupt the predominant repose of
the genuine Celonese; but a sort of
comical representation is sometimes at-

tempted, to gratify a
1 man of elevated rank,

or to celebrate an occasion of extraordina-

ry festivity. On the 28th of December,
1803, while Lord Viscount Valentia was

visiting Governor North, at Columbo, a

numerous company of the British inhabi-

tants were favoured, after dinner, with
the sight of an exhibition, called by the
natives a Cingalese play, although, from
the rude nature of the performance, it can

hardly be ranked among the productions
of the dramatic art. The stage was the

green lawn before his Excellency's villa at

St. Sebastian, and the open theatre was

lighted with lamps supported on posts,
and flambeaus held in men's hands. The
entertainment commenced with the feats
of a set of active tumblers, whose naked
bodies were painted all over with white
crosses. They walked on their hands, and
threw themselves round, over head and
heels, three or four times successively,
without a pause. Two boys embracing one
another, with head opposed to feet, tum-
bled round like a wheel, but necessarily
with a slower motion, as a momentary
atop was required, when each person

touched the ground. The young per-
formers, singly, twisted their bodies with
a quickness and flexibility which it would
be difficult to imitate in a less relaxing
climate. Some of the movements produ-
ced sensations by no means agreeable, as

they conveyed the idea of occasioning un-
easiness to the actors. After this, six or
seven professed dancers appeared on the

stage. They were dressed like the gay
damsels on the coast of Coromandel ; but
the greater part of them appeared not t

be females, and an inferiority of gesticu-
lation was visible in the style of their per-
formance. Two men, raised upon stilts,

walked in amongst them, exhibiting a
most gigantic stature ; pieces of bamboo
were tied round their legs, reaching only
a little above the knee, and elevating
them three feet from the ground ; they
moved slowly, without much ease, and
had nothing to support them but the

equipoise of their own bodies : a man
then appeared masked, armed with a
sword and switch, and habited in the old

Portuguese dress ; two others, resem-

bling Dutchmen, and masked, preceded,
who skipped about and drove all before
them in an imperative manner; groupes
of horrible masks, set with teeth, one of
which had the head and proboscis of an

elephant, followed; the persons who bore
them carried lighted torches in each

hand, those they whirled rapidly round,
alternately lighting and extinguishing
them in the course of their revolutions ;

these personified devils, and sometimes

laughed to excess, but said little ; imita-

tions of wild animals next appeared ;
" but

the prettiest part of the entertainment
was a circular dance, by twelve children
about ten years of age ; they danced op-
posite to one another, two and two, all

curtsied at one time down to the ground,
shook their whole bodies with their hands
fixed in their sides, and kept time to the
music with two little clattering sticks, one
in each hand. Going swiftly round, being
neatly dressed, of one size, and perfect in

the performance, this youthful dance pro-
duced a very pleasing effect, and brought
to remembrance the pictures of the fleet-

ing hours."

Captain Cook relates, in the second vo-
lume of the account of his voyage to the
Pacific Ocean and the Sandwich Islands,
that the natives play at bowls with pieces
of whetstone, in shape resembling a small

cheese, rounded at the edges, highly po-
lished, and weighing about a pound.
"
They also use, in the manner that we

throw quoits, small, flat, round pieces of

the writing- slate, of the diameter of tk&
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bowls, but scarcely a quarter of an inch

thick, also well polished."
GYMNOTHORAX, the murxna, in na-

tural history, a genus of fishes of the or-

der Apodes. Generic character: body
eel-shaped, no pectoral fins; spiracle sin-

gle, on each side the neck, small, oval,
and uncovered. There are four species,

according to Gmelin, but Shaw enume-
rates eleven. The G. romaria abounds on
the Mediterranean coasts, and attains

nearly to the size of the common eel. It

is principally found in salt water, but
will live equally well in fresh. It is high-

ly voracious, and preys upon a vast vari-

ety of smaller animals. It was regarded
by the Romans as one of the first of deli-

cacies, and the rich and noble frequently
kept these fishes in large reservoirs, in

which they were at once fed for the ta-

ble, and afforded entertainment by the

lameness and familiarity to which they
were easily disciplined. V. Pollio once
ordered a slave, who had offended him

by neglect, in the presence of the Empe-
ror, to be cut in pieces and given for

food to his rnura:nas, at which the Empe-
ror Augustus was so much disgusted, that

lie instantly ordered the ponds of ihis no-

bleman to be filled up, and his slave 10

be liberated, and was induced to spare
the life of this tyrant, only from a re-

gard to an acquaintance of considerable
duration.

GYMNOTUS, the gymnote, in natural

history, a genus of fishes or' the order

Apodes. Generic character : the head
with lateral opercula ; two teniacula on
the upper lip ; eyes covered by the com-
jnon skin ; gill-membrane five-rayed ; "-o-

dy compressed, generally without a dor-
sal fin, but carinated by a fin beneath.
There are nine species, of which we shall

notice G. electricus, or the electrical

gymnote. This is generally of the length
of three or four feet, is of an unpleasant
appearance, much like a large eel, but
thicker in proportion to the length, and

always of the colour of a blackish brown.
It has, occasionally, been seen of the

length often feet. It is found in the hot
climates of Africa and America, particu-

larly in the rivers of Surinam and Sene-

gal. Towards the close of the 17th cen-

tury, a memoir was presented by M. Hi-

cher to the French Academy, announcing
his discovery of a very pecular quality of
this fish, by which it communicated to,

the person touching it a very sudden and
violent shock. This statement, however,
was considered as fabulous for a consi-

derable time, and it was not till about
the middle of the last century that all

scepticism on this subject, even among
learned and scientific men, completely
vanished, and this very peculiar proper-
ty was universally allowed to attach to the
fish in question. Dr. Garden, of Charles-

town, in South Carolina, after giving an
elaborate description of the form and
structure of this animal, adds, that it has
the power of giving an electrical shock
to any person, or 10 any number of per-
sons who join hands together, the ex-
treme person on each side touching the
fish. There were five of these fishes un-
der his immediate inspection at the above
town, all which possessed this property
in a high degree, and they could com-
municate the shock to any number of in-

dividuals, either by the immediate touch
of the fish by one of them, or through
the medium of a metalline rod; but when
they were first caught, this power was
more fully possessed by them than some
time afterwards. He observed that, in his

own case, tht- shock was never experi-
enced, when the fish was laid hold of by
him with one hand only ; when it was held

by both hands, at a considerable distance

apart, he never failed to receive a sensi-

ble and smsrt one. Indeed, if it be held

by one hand, and the other hand be im-
mersed in the water immediately over
the body of the fish, the same effect will

follow as if the fish were held by both

hands, and so it will be with respect to

any number of persons joining in a circle,
one hand of the person at one extremity
holding the fish, and the person at the
other extremity placing his hand in the
water over the gymnote. This shock is

considered as completely electrical, all

the circumstances of it resembling those
of the electricity of the atmosphere. It

is passed by the same conductors, and in-

terrupted by the same electrics. These
fishes are caught in Surinam river, consi-

derably above the reach of the sea-water.

They subsist on fishes, worms, or any ani-

mal food, which is small enough for them
to swallow; and when any fish is thrown
at them, they will immediately communi-
cate to it a shock, by which it is stupifi-
ed. If the fish be large, several shocks
are requisite, and are applied for this pur-
pose, and many are thus destroyed by the

gymnote which it is unable to swallow,
and after repeated attempts finds itself

obliged to abandon. The shock1 inflicted

by these creatures on others, intended by
them for prey, is by no means always, nor

perhaps generally, fatal, and many have
been speedily recovered, after being re-

moved into another vessel from that in

which they received the shock, and in
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which they were rendered motionless,

and to all appearance dead, by it. It ap-

pears that the electrical fisn has no teeih,

and the most minute examination of the

fishes contained in their stomachs could

discover no marks of laceration, even in

the slightest degree. Gymnotes of three

feet in length are incapable ofswallowing
any fish larger than three inches and a

half. It appears that the strength of their

peculiar talent is in proportion to their

magnitude, and it is stated that there are

some in Surinam river, whose length is

twenty feet, and whose shock is followed

by immediate death to any human being,
who is so unfortunate as to be exposed lo

it. It is observed, that even after the

, electrical fish is dead, it retains, for a

considerable time, more or less of this

singular property. It is a fish greatly and

justly dreaded by the inhabitants of those

countries, the rivers of which it fre-

quents; it is, however, notwithstanding
this circumstance, used by them for food,
and even by some considered as a capital

delicacy. For a representation of the

gymnotus electricus, see Pisces, Plate

IV. fig. 5.

GYNANDRIA, in botany, the name of

the twentieth class in the Linnaean sys-
tem. It consists of plants with hermaphro-
dite flowers, in which the stamina are

placed upon the style, or upon a pillar-

shaped receptacle resembling a style,
which rises in the middle of the flower,
and bears both the stamina and pointal.
There are seven orders in this class, each
of which is founded on the number of the
stamina in the plants which compose it.

See BOTANY.

GYNOPOGON, in botany, a genus of

the Pentandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Apocineae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : calyx half five-

cleft, inferior, permanent; corolla five-

parted, tube ventricose below the tip,
throat contracted ; stigma globular, two-
lobed ; berry pedicelled, sub-globular;
seed cartilaginous, sub-bilocular. There
are three species, natives of the islands

in the South Seas.

GYPSIES. There are several statutes

against them, by which they are treated
as rogues and vagabonds.
GYPSOPIIILA, in botany, a genus of

the Decnndria Digynia class and order.
Natural order of Caryophyllei. Essential
character : calyx one-leafed, bell-shaped,
angular; petals five, ovate, sessile ; cap-
sule globular, one-celled. There are
twelve species.

GYPSUM, a substance well known to
the ancients, and one that is very abun-

dant in nature, and is now denominated,

according to the new chemical arrange-
ment, the sulphate of lime. It forms im-
mense strata, composing entire moun-
tains

; it is found in almost every soil, ei-

ther in greater or less quantities ; it is

contained in the waters of the ocean, and
in almost all river and spring water. la
these its presence is the cause of the

quality termed hardness, which may be
known by the water being incapable of

forming
1 a solution of soap, the sulphuric

acid seizing on the alkali ofthe soap, and
the oil forming a compound with the
lime. Sulphate of lime is insipid, white,
and soft to the touch. Water will not

hold a 500th part of it in solution. Ex-

posed to heat it appears to effervesce,
which phenomenon is caused by the ex-

pulsion of water. It becomes opaque,
and falls into powder. This powder,
when its water has been driven off by the

application of a red heat, absorbs water

rapidly, so that if it be formed into a paste
with water, it dries in a few minutes. In

this state it is called plaster of Paris, and
is employed for forming casts, and for a

variety of purposes in the art of statu-

ary.

GYRINUS, in natural history, water-

flea, a genus of insects of the order Cole-

optera. Antennae cylindrical ; jaws horny,
one-toothed, sharp-pointed; eyes four,

two above and two beneath ; thorax and
shells margined, the latter shorter than

the body; legs formed for swimming.
The insects of this genus are to be found
on the surface of waters, on which they
run, and describe circles with a great

degree of swiftness; when attempted to

be taken they plunge to the bottom,

drawing after them a bubble very similar

to a globule of quicksilver. Eleven

species of the gyrinus have been describ-

ed, of which one only is found in Europe;
and in the United States about six addi-

tional ones, viz. G. natator, a small insect,

not more than a quarter of an inch long,
of a blackish colour, but with so bright a

surface as to shine like a mirror in the

sun. The larva is of a very singular as-

pect, having a lengthened body, furnish-

ed with many lateral appendages down
the body, exclusively of six legs. Dr.

Shaw says, its motions are extremely

agile, swimming in a kind of serpentine

manner, stnd preying on the smaller and

weaker water- insects, minute worms, &c.

It is a highly curious object for the micro-

scope. When its change arrives, it forms

for itself a small oval cell or case on a

leafofsome water plant, and after casting-

its skin it becomes a chrysalis. These
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animals, in large numbers, give out a

disagreeable smell, and, like other water

beetles, they fly only by night Their

eggs are white, and are laid on the stems

of water-plants, where they are hatched
in the course of a week, and instantly

begin to swim about very swiftly in quest
of prey; inhabits Europe.

H.

HOr h, the eighth letter, and sixth

5 consonant in our alphabet ; though
some grammarians will have it to be only
an aspiration or breathing.

It is pronounced by a strong expiration
of the breath between the lips, closing,
as it were, by a gentle motion of the low-

er jaw to the upper, and the tongue near-

ly approaching the palate.
There seems to be no doubt, but that

our h, which is the same with that of the

Ilomans, derived its figure from that of

the Hebrew n- And, indeed, the Phoeni-

cians, most ancient Greeks and Romans,
used the same figure with our H, which
in the series of all these alphabets keeps
its primitive place, being the eighth let-

ter.

H, used as a numeral, denotes 200;

and with a dash over it,~H, 200,000.

HABEAS corpus, a writ of various uses,
and of different importance. It was ori-

ginally a writ, winch a man indicted of

a trespass before justices of the peace,
or in a court of franchise, and being ap-

prehended for it, may have out of the

King's Bench, to remove himself thither
at his own costs, and to answer the cause

there. In its more usual sense, it is

the most celebrated writ in the English
law. The most efficacious kind, in all

manner of illegal confinement, is that of
habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, which is

the subject's writ of right, in cases

where he is aggrieved b} illegal impri-
sonment, or any unwarrantable exercise
of power.

This writ is founded upon common
law, and has been secured by various

statutes, of which the last, and most ef-

ficacious, was the 31 Charles II. c. 2,
which is emphatically termed the habeas

act, and may justly be deemed a se-

cond magna charta, and as relates to

modern times is tar more efficacious,

for It is the grand protection of the sub-

ject against unlawful imprisonment.
By this important statute it is enacted,

that on complaint, in writing, by or on
behalf of any person committed and

charged with any crime (unless commit-
ted for felony or treason expressed in the

warrant, or as accessary, or on suspicion
of being accessary before the fact, to any

petit treason or felony plainly expressed
in the warrant, or unless he- be convict-

ed or charged in execution by legal pro-

cess), the Lord Chancellor, or any other

of the twelve judges, in vacation, upon
viewing a copy of the warrant, or affidavit

that the copy is denied, shall (unless the

party have neglected for two terms

to apply to any court for his enlarge-

ment) award an habeas corpus for such

prisoner, returnable immediately before

himself, or any other of the judges, and,

upon return made, shall discharge the

party, it bailable, upon giving security to

appear, and answer to the accusation in

the proper court of judicature.

That such writs shall be indorsed, as

granted in pursuance of the act, and sign-
ed by the person awarding them. That
the writ shall be returned, and the pri-
soner brought up within a limited time

according to the distance, not exceeding
in any case twenty days. That the offi-

cers and keepers neglecting to make due
returns, or not delivering to the prisoner,
or his agent, within six hours after de-

mand, a copy of the warrant of commit-

ment, or shifting the custody of a prison-
er from one to another, without sufficient

reason or authority (specified in the act),

shall, for the first offence, forfeit one hun-
dred pounds, and for the second offence

two hundred pounds, to the party griev-
ed, and be disabled to hold his office.

That no person, once delivered by ha-

'beas corpus, shall be recommitted for the
same offence, on penalty of five hundred

pounds,
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That every person committing treason

or felony shall, if he require it, the first

week of the next term, or the first day of

the sessions of oyer and terminer, be in-

dicted in that term or session, or else be
admitted to bail, unless the king's wit-

nesses cannot be produced at that time ;

and if acquitted, or if not indicted and
tried in the second term or session, he
shall be discharged from his imprison-
ment for such imputed offence ; but no

person, after the assize shall be open for

the county in which he is detained, shall

be removed by habeas corpus till after the
assizes are ended, but shall be left to the

justice of the judges of assize. That any
such prisoner may move for and obtain his

habeas corpus, as well out of the Chance-

ry or Exchequer, as out of the King's
Bench or Common Pleas ; and the Lord
Chancellor, or judges, denying the same
on sight of the warrant, or oath that the
same is refused, shall forfeit severally, to

the party grieved, the sum of five hun-
. dred pounds. That this writ of habeas

corpus shall run into the counties pala-
tine, cinque ports, and other privileged
places, and the islands of Jersey, Guern-

sey, &c. That no inhabitants of England
(except persons contracting, or convicts

praying to be transported, or having com-
mitted some capital offence in the place
to which they are sent) shall be sent pri-
soners to Scotland, Ireland, Jersey,Guern-
sey, or any places beyond the seas, with-
in or without the king's dominions, on

pain that the party committing, his advis-

ers, aiders, and assistants, shall forfeit to
the party grieved a sum not less than five

hundred pounds, to be recovered with
treble costs, shall be disabled to bear any
office of trust or profit, shall incur the

penalties of premunire, and shall be inca-

pable of the king's pardon.
The writ of habeas corpus, being an

high prerogative writ, issues out of the

King's Bench or Common Pleas, not only
in term, but in vacation, by a fiat from the
chief justice, or any other judge ; and
runs into all parts of the king's domi-
nions. If it issues in vacation, it is usual-

ly returnable before the judge himself
who awarded it, and he proceeds by him-
self thereon, unless the term should in-

tervene, when it may be returned in
court.

To obtain this writ, application must be
made to the court by motion, as in the
case of all other prerogative writs. This
writ may also be obtained, to remove
every unjust restraint on personal freedom
in private life, though imposed by an hus-
band, or a father ; but when women or
VOL. VJt.

infants are brought up by the habeas coiv

pus, the court will set them free from an

unmerited or unreasonable confinement,
and will leave them at liberty to choose
where they will go.
The habeas corbus ad subjidendum is a

prerogative writ, and also, in regard to

the subject, is his writ of right, to which
he is entitled to ex debitojustid#t being in.

nature of writ of error to examine the le-

gality of the commitment, and command-

ing the day, the caption, and cause of de-

tention, to be returned.

The habeas corpus adfaciendum et red'

piendum issues only in civil cases, and lies

where a person is sued, and in gaoj, in

some inferior jurisdiction, and is willing
to have the cause determined in some su-

perior court ; in this case the body is to

be removed by habeas corpus, but the pro-

ceedings must be removed by certiorari.

This writ suspends the power ofthe court
below ; so that if it proceeds after, tiie

proceedings are void, and deemed coram

nonjudice. The proceedings in the infe-

rior court are, in fact, at an end ; for the

person of the defendant being removed
to the superior court, they have lost their

jurisdiction over him, and all the proceed-
ings in the superior court are de novo, so

that bail de novo must be put in, in the

superior court.

Habeas corpus ad respondendum, is where
a man hath a cause of action against one
who is confined by the process of some
inferior court ; in which case, this writ is

granted to remove the prisoner to answer
this new action in the court above, which
is often done, to remove a prisoner from
the prison of the Fleet into the King's
Bench, and vice versa.

Habeas corpus ad deliberandum et red-

piendum, is a writ which lies to remove a

person to the proper place or county
where he committed some criminal of-

fence.

Habeas corpus adsatisfadendum, lies af-

ter a judgment, when the party wishes to

bring up a prisoner to charge him in exe-
cution in the inferior court.

Habeas corpus upon a cepi, lies where
the party is taken in execution in the
court below.
Habeas corpus ad testi/icandum, lies to

remove a person in confinement, in or-

der to give his testimony in a cause de-

pending.
These are all writs, in civil cases, to

bring the party into court for a special

purpose, and are mere ordinary processes;
but the grand writ, by which the liberty
of the subject is secured, is that of the

habeas corpus mentioned first, which is
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Justly deemed a palladium of British li-

berty. Its efficacy consists in the right
thai every man has to have his cause of
commitment publicly stated and inquired
into by the lawful judges of the land, ac-

cording to the ordinary rules of law, and
it provides not only against the oppres-
sion and cruelt)-, but also against the

indolence and ignorance, of a govern-
ment ; for it it is well observed by Black-

stone, that under a despotic authority, and
when the habeas corpus act has been sus-

pended, the unfortunate persons who
have been confined have been too often

suffered to linger, because they were for-

gotten. One important use of the habeas

corpus, to which it is now daily applied,
is in bringing up seamen who have been

impressed, to ascertain whether they are

subject to (hat rigorous authority. In times

of particular alarm, it has been the prac-
tice to suspend the operation ofthe habe-

as corpus act, and it is to be feared that

ministers have rather sought and made,
than properly found, a just occasion for

this measure. It is easy to cry that the

church and state are in danger, and there

are enough ready to take or to feign an
alarm ; the habeas corpus act is suspend-
ed, and men are taken up by warrants

from the Secretary of State, upon mere

charges of libel, or what is indefinitely
called sedition, to give a colour to the

harsh usurpation of power. Instances

have been known where men so confined

have been afterwards released without
trial ; because, in reality, no charge could
be supported against them. In the ordi-

nary course of law, these men would be
entitled to indemnity ; but the minister,
who has the address to procure an indem-

nity bill, avoids the just compensation
due to injured innocence, and the man
who has been ruined by an unjust charge
is without redress. Surely, when these

are the possible consequences of a sus-

pension of the habeas corpus act, every
Briton ought to resist it. If crimes are

committed, the law has vigour to punish.
The habeas corpus is the protection only
of the innocent, and they should never be

deprived of it.

With respect to removing civil causes

out of inferior courts by habeas corpus,
there are some useful restrictions, such
as that they shall not be removed, if the

debt or damages be less than 51. &c.

HABENDUM, in a deed, that formal

part of it, which is to determine what
estate or interest is granted by it, the cer-

tainty thereof for what time, and to what
tise. It is expressed by the words " to

have and to hold for sush a term," &c.

It sometimes qualifies the estate, so that

the general extent, which, by construc-

tion of law, passes by the words used in

the premises, may by the habendum be
controlled. The habendum may, there-

fore, lessen or enlarge the estate pre-

viously granted, but it cannot totally con-

tradict or be repugnant to it. As if a

grant be to one, and the heirs of his bo-

dy, habendum, to have to him and his

heirs for ever, here he has an estate tail

by the grant; and by the habendum a

fee-simple expectant thereon. But if it

had been in the premises to him and his

heirs to have for life, the habendum would
be utterly void: for an estate of >.. ie-

ritance is vested in him before the haben-
dum comes, and shall not afterwards be
taken away, or divested by it. The ha-

bendum cannot pass any thing that is not

expressly mentioned, or contained by im-

plication, in the premises of the deed ;

because the premises being part of the
deed by which the thing is granted, and

consequently that makes the gift, it fok

lows, that the habendum, which only li-

mits the certainty and extent of the estate

in the thing given, cannot increase or

multiply the gift, because it were absurd
to say, that the grantee shall hold a thing
which was never given him. See DEED.

HABIT, in philosophy, an aptitude or

disposition, either of mind or body, ac-

quired by a frequent repetition of the

same act.

HACKLE, an implement used in dress-

ing flax.

HJEMANTHUS, in botany, a genus of
the Hexandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Spathacese. Nar-

cissi, Jussieu. Essential character : invo-

lucre six-leaved, many flowered ; corolla

six-parted, superior ; berry three-celled.

There are eight species.

H^MATOPUS, the Oyster-catcter, in

natural history, a genus of birds of the or-

der Grallse. Generic character : bill con-

pressed, the tip an equal wedge ; nostrils

linear ; tongue about a third part of the

length of the bill ; toes three ; all placed
forwards, the outer one joined to the mid-
dle by a strong membrane. This jbird is

sixteen inches in length, and about the
size of a crow ; it is to be met with on al-

most every sea-shore, and is rather com-
mon in the United States on the sea
coast. In the winter season, these birds

are seen in considerable flocks, but in

summer only in pairs. The female pre-
pares no nest, but deposits her eggs on
the naked shore, a little above high-water
mark. If the oyster-catcher be tajten
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, it is tamed with great ease, and
will accompany the ducks to the ponds,
nd the poultry in general to their roosts.

The general food of these birds, in their

natural state, consists of shell-fish ; they
will, with astonishing ease, force the lim-

pet from the rock, notwithstanding its te-

nacious hold, and it is said that on per-

ceiving the slightest opening of its shells

by an oyster, they insert their bills in it

with admirable dexterity, and tear the te-

nant from his mansion. See Aves, Plate
VII. fig. 6.

HJEMATOXYLUM, in botany, a ge-
nus of the Decandria Monogynia class

and order. Natural order of Lomenta-
ceae. Leguminosae, Jussieu. Essential

character : calyx five-parted ; petals five ;

legume lanceolate ; valves boat-shaped.
There is but one species, viz. H. campe-
cheinum, logwood, blood-wood, or cam-

peche-wood. This tree grows naturally
in the bay of Campeche, at Honduras,
and many parts of the Spanish West-In-

dies, where it frequently rises to four-and-

twenty feet in height.
HAEMORRHOIDS, or Piles. See ME-

1HCINE.

H^ERUCA, in natural history, a genus
of the Vermes Intestina class and order.

Body cylindrical, the fore-part two-neck-

ed, and surrounded with a single row of

prickles, without any proboscis. Only one

species is mentioned by Gmelin, viz. the
H. muris, which inhabits the intestines of
the mouse, and is distinguished from the

genus Echinorhynchus, by being desti-

tute of the retractile proboscis.
HAIL, in natural history* a meteor ge-

nerally defined frozen rain, but differing
from it, in that the hailstones are not form-
ed of single pieces of ice, but of many lit-

tle spherules agglutinated together ; nei-

ther are these spherules all of the same
consistence; some of them being hard
and solid, like perfect ice; others soft,

and mostly like snow hardened by a se-

vere frost. Hail-stone has a kind of core
of this soft matter ; but more frequently
the core is solid and hard, while the out-

side is formed of a softer matter. Hail,

stones assume various figures, being some-
times round, at other times pyramidal,
crenated, angular, thin, and flat, and
sometimes stellated with six radii, like
the small crystals of snow. Natural histo-

rians furnish us with various accounts of

surprising showers of hail, in which the
hail-stones were of extraordinary magni-
tude. Of these we mention one or two,
said to have happened in England.
"Dr. Halley, and others also, relate,

that in Cheshire, Lancashire, &c. April

29th, 1697, a thick, black cloud, coming
from Carnarvonshire, disposed the va-

pours to congeal in such a manner, that,
for about the breadth of two miles, which
v\ as the limit of the cloud, in its progress
for the space of sixty miles, it did incon-
ceivable damage ; not only killing all sorts

offowls and other small animals, but split-

ting trees, knocking down horses and
men, and even ploughing up the earth ;

so that the hail-stones buried themselves
under ground an inch or an inch and a
half deep. The hail-stones, many of which

weighed five ounces, and some half a

pound, and being five or six inches about,
were of various figures; some round,
others half round ; some smooth, others
embossed and crenated; the icy sub-
stance of them was very transparent and
hard, but there was a snowy kernel in the
middle of them.

" In Hertfordshire, May 4, the same
year, after a severe storm of thunder and

lightning, a shower of hail succeeded,
which far exceeded the former; some
persons were killed by it, and their bo-
dies beaten all black and blue ; vast oaka
were split, and fields of rye cut down as

with a scythe. The stones measured from
ten to thirteen or fourteen inches about.
Their figures were various, some oval,
others picked, and some flat." Phil. Trans.
Number 229. See METEOROLOGY
HAILING, in naval language, the salu-

tation or accosting a ship at a distance,
which is usually performed with a speak-
ing-trumpet : the first exclamation is,

"hoa, the ship, ahoy," to which she

replies,
" holloa ;" then follow the re-

quisite questions and replies.

HAIR, small filaments issuing out ofthe

pores of the skins of animals, and serving
most of them as a tegument or covering.
In lieu of hair, the nakedness of some
animals is covered with feathers, wool,

scales, See. Hair is found on all parts of
the human body, except the soles of the
feet and the palms of the hands ; but it

grows longest on the head, chin, breast,
in the armpits, &c. It is known that every
hair does properly and truly live, and re-

ceive nutriment to fill and distend it like

the other parts; which they argue hence,
that the roots do not turn grey in aged
persons sooner than the extremities, but

the whole changes colour at once, and the
like is observed in boys, &c. which

shows, that there is a direct communica-

tion, and that all the parts are affected

alike. It may be observed, however,

that, in propriety, the life and growth of
hairs is of a different kind from that ofthe

rest of the body, and is not immediately
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derived therefrom, or reciprocated there-

with. It is rather of the nature of vege-
tation. They grow as plants do out of the

earth ; or, as some plants shoot from the

parts of others, from which, though they
draw their nourishment, yet each has, as

it were, its several life, and a distinct eco-

nomy. They derive their food from some

juices in the body, but not from the nu-

tritious juices ; whence they may live

though the body be starved.

The hairs ordinarily appear round or

cylindrical; but the microscope also dis-

covers triangular or square ones, which

diversity of figure arises from that of the

pores, to which the hairs always accom-
modate themselves. Their length depends
on the quantity of the proper humour to

feed them, and their colour on the qua-

lity of that humour : whence, at different

stages of life, the colour usually differs.

Their extremities split into two or three

branches, especially when kept dry, or

suffered to grow too long; so that what

appears only a single hair to the naked

eye, seems a brush to the microscope.
The hair of a mouse, viewed by Mr. Der-
ham with a microscope, seemed to be one

single transparent tube, with a pith made

up of fibrous substances> running in dark

lines, in some hairs transversely, in others

spirally. The darker medullary parts or

lines, he observes, were no other than
small fibres convolved round, and lying
closer together than in the other parts of

the hair ; they run from the bottom to

the top of the hair, and, he imagines,
may serve to make a gentle evacuation of

some humour out of the body : hence,
the hair of hairy animals, this author sug-
gests, may not only serve as a fence

against cold, &c. but as an organ of insen-

sible perspiration. Hair makes a very
considerable article in bommeree, espe-
cially since the mode of perukes has ob-
tained. The hair of the growth of the
northern countries, as England, &c. is va-

lued much beyond that of the more south-
ern ones, as Italy, Spain, the south parts
of France, &c. The merit ofgood hair con-
sists in its being well fed, and neither too
coarse nor too slender; the bigness ren-

dering it less susceptible of the artificial

curl, and disposing it rather to frizzle, and
the smallness making its curl of too short
duration. Its length should be about

twenty-five inches; the more it falls short
of this, the less value it bears.

The scarceness of grey and white hair

has put the dealers in that commodity up-
en the methods of reducing other colours
to these. This is done by spreading the
hajr to bleach on the grass like linen, after

first washing it out in a bteaching water:

this ley, with the force of the sun and air,

brings the hair to so perfect a whiteness,

that the most experienced person may be
deceived therein, there being scarce any

way of detecting the artifice, but by boil-

ing and drying it, which leaves the hair

of the colour of a dead walnut-tree leaf.

Hair, like wool, may be dyed of any co-

lour.

Hair, which doej* not curl or buckle na-

turally, is brought to it by art, by first

boiling, and thert baking it, in the follow-

ing manner : after having picked and

sorted the hair, and disposed it in parcels

according to lengths, they roll them up,
and tie them tight down upon little cylin-
drical instruments, either of wood or

earthen ware, a quarter of an inch thick,

and hollowed a little in the middle, call-

ed pipes ; in which state they are put in

a pot over the fire, there to boil for about

two hours. When taken out, they let

them dry; and when dried, they spread
them on a sheet of brown paper, cover

them with another, and thus send them to

the pastry-cook, who making a crust or

coffin around them, of common paste,
sets them in an oven till the crust is about

three-fourths baked. The end by which a

hair grows to the head is called the head
of the hair; and the other, with which

they begin to give the buckle, the point.

Formerly, the peruke-makers made no

difference between the ends, but curled

and wove them by either indifferently j

but this made them unable to give a fine

buckle, hair woven by the point neVer

taking a right curl.

Hair is also used in various other arts

and manufactures: in particular the hair

of beavers, hares, conies, &c. is the prin-

cipal matter whereof hats are made.

Spread on the ground, and left to putrefy
on corn-lands, hair, as all other animal

substances, viz. horns, hoofs, blood, &c.

proves good manure.

This, like every part of the animal sys-

tem, has been chemically analysed, and
has been found to contain a large portion
of gelatine, which may be separated from
it by boiling. It then becomes brittle, the

gelatine being the principal cause of its

suppleness and toughness. From some

experiments by Mr. Hatchett, it is infer-

red, that the hair which loses its curl in

moist weather, and which is softest and
most flexible, is that which yields its ge-
latine most readily ; whereas strong and
elastic hair yields it with the greatest

difficulty, and in the smallest proportion.

By an experiment of Berthollet's 1,152

parts of hair yielded
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Carbonate of ammonia . 90

Water 179
Oil 288
Gases 271
Coal 324

1152

The oil was soluble in alcohol, burnt
with brilliancy, and with scintillations like

the hair itself. The coal was attracted by
the magnet, which proves it contains

iron. The alkalies, at a boiling heat, dis-

solve hair, and form with it an animal

soap. Sulphuric acid dissolves hair, with

the aid of heat. Hair is usually distin-

guished into various kinds : the stiffest

and strongest is called bristles, such as

that on the backs of swine. When re-

markably soft and pliable, it is denominat-
ed wool, as that on sheep ; and the finest

of all is called down. From wool more
than half its weight of oxalic acid is ob-

tained. Feathers possess similar proper-
ties to those of hair ; the quill is composed
of coagulated albumen, but no gelatine.
Muriatic acid dissolves hair, and the so-

lution is very like a solution of glue in the

same acid. When plunged into acid, in

the state of gas, it is very soon converted
into a pulp.

HAIII, or DOWN, of plants, a general
term, expressive of all the hairy and glan-
dular appearances on the surface of plants,
to which they are supposed by naturalists

to serve the double purpose of defensive

weapons and vessels of secretion. These
hairs are minute threads, of greater or

less length and solidity, some of them vi-

sible to the naked eye, whilst others are

rendered visible only by the help of glass-
es. Examined by a microscope, almost
all the parts of plants, particularly the

young stalks or stems, appear covered
with hairs. Hairs on the surface of plants
present themselves under various forms ;

in the leguminous plants they are gene-
rally cylindric ; in the mallow tribe, ter-

minated in a point ; in agrimony, shaped
like a fish-hook; in nettle, awl-shaped
and jointed ; and in some compound flow-

ers, with hollow or funnel-shaped flo-

rets, they are terminated in two crooked

points.
HAIR'S breadth, a measure of length, be-

ing the forty-eighth part of an inch.

HAKE, in ichthyology, the English
name of the gadus, with two fins on the

back, and the under jaw longest. It

grows to two feet or more in length, but

is the slenderest of all the gadi. See
GADUS.
HALBARD, or HALBEKT, in the art of

war, a well-known weapon, carried by
the Serjeants of foot and dragoons. It is

a sort of spear, the shaft ofwhich is about
five feet long, and made of ash or other

wood. Its head is armed with a steel

point, edged on both sides> not unlike the

point of a two-edged sword : but besides

this sharp point, which is in a line with
the shaft, there is a cross piece of steel, t

flat, and pointed at both ends ; but gene-

rally with a cutting edge at one extremi-

ty, and a bent sharp point at the other;
so that it serves equally to cut down,
or push withal. It is also useful in

determining the ground between the

ranks, and in adjusting the files of a bat-

talion.

HALE, in the sea language, signifies

pull ;
as to hale up, is to pull up ; to hale

in or out, is to pull in or out. To over-

hale a rope, is to hale it too stiff, or to

hale it the contrary way.

HALES, (STEPHEN,) D. D. in biogra-

phy, an eminent natural philosopher and
excellent parish clergyman, was sixth son
of Thomas Hales, Esq. of Beckesbourn,
in Kent, where he was born in 1677. At
the age of nineteen he was entered a

pensioner of Bene't College-, Cambridge,
of which he was elected a fellow in 1702.

He afterwards proceeded M. A. and
entered into holy orders. During his resi-

dence at Cambridge, he distinguished
himself by his diligent researches into

various branches of natural knowledge,
particularly botany and anatomy. In these

studies he had for an associate William

Stukely, afterwards M. D. and an emi-
nent antiquary. A turn of novel and in-

genious experiments, and of mechanical

inventions, early characterised Mr. Hales,
and a contrivance for obtaining a prepa-
ration of the lungs in lead, with the con-
struction of a planetarium upon the New-
tonian system of astronomy, are mention-
ed among the products of his skill at this

period. In 1710 he was presented to the

perpetual curacy of Teddington, in Mid-
dlesex. Not long after he vacated his

fellowship by accepting the living ofPort-

lock, in Somersetshire, which he ex-

changed for that of Farringdon, in Hamp-
shire. He then married the daughter of
a clergyman, who died after two years,

leaving no issue. Henceforth he lived

entirely' as a single man, devoting himself

entirely to science, and objects of public
utility. In 1717 he was elected a mem-
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her of the Royal Society, and in the fol-

lowing year he read before that body an
account of some experiments concerning
the effect of the sun's heat in raising the

sap in vegetables. The farther prose-
cution of these experiments gave rise to

an excellent work, published in 1727, en-

titled "
Vegetable Statics, or an account

of some Statical experiments on the Sap
of Vegetables; being an Essay towards a

Natural History of Vegetation : also, a

Specimen of an attempt to Analyse the

Air by a variety of Chemico-Statical Ex-

periments, which were read at several

meetings before the Royal Society," 8vo.

This piece is justly esteemed a model of

experimental investigation. Haller cha-

racterizes it as " liber eximus, cusus pau-
cissimos habemus semulos qui toties potius

legi volet, quam decerpi." It begins by
ascertaining the vast quantity of watery
humour perspired by plants, sometimes

equalling their whole weight in a single

day. It then specifies the power with

which they attract the nutricious juice

through their capillary tubes, and consi-

ders the lateral motion of this juice from
trunk to branches, and vice versa. It dis-

proves any proper circulation of this fluid,

but establishes its ascent during the day,
and descent during the night. The leaves

are proved to be inspiratory organs, both
of air and water. There are besides a

number of curious remarks upon the ve-

getable system, as well as upon the con-

stitution of atmospherical air, into which
he was one of the experimental enquir-
ers. His experiments upon air relate in-

deed solely to its generation and absorp-
tion, its elastic and non-elastic states, and
do not proceed to the discovery of any
of those species of air or gases, which
have so much engaged the attention of

modern philosophers, though they mani-

festly led to such discoveries. A second
edition of this work appeared in 1731, and
in 1733 he published, as a kind of sequel
to it, his " Statical Essays, containing
Hzemastatics ; or an account of some Hy-
draulic and Hydrostatical experiments
made on the Blood and Blood-vessels of
Animals ; also, an Account ofsome Expe-
riments on Stones in the Kidneys and Blad-

der, &c." In this he discussed some fun-

damental points relative to physiology, as

the force and celerity with which the,blood
is propelled in the arteries, its retarda-

tion in the capillary vessels, the area of

the heart, and the weight of blood sus-

tained by it, the effects of respiration, and
the alteration of air by breathing, &c. His

enquiries concerning the urinary calcu-

lus relates to Its chemical composition,
and to the means of dissolving it ; of

which, suggested by him, is fixed air, or
that produced by sulphuric acid and fix-

ed alkali in a state of effervescence. He
also proposes injections into the bladder,
and gives a contrivance for that purpose.
This subject he afterwards pursued more
particularly, and published an account of
some experiments on Mrs. Stephen's ce-

lebrated medicines, in 1740. The repu-
tation of this worthy man kept pace with
his useful labours. In 1732 he was ap-
pointed one of the trustees for settling a

colony in Georgia; and, in 1733, the

University of Oxford presented him with
the degree of D. D. He performed a va-

luable service to the health and morals
of the poor, by printing, anonymously,
" A Friendly admonition to the Drinkers
of Gin, Brandy, and other Spirituous Li-

quors," which has been several times re-

Erinted,

and distributed gratis. In 1739
e printed "Philosophical Experiments

on Sea Water, Corn, Flesh, and other

Substances,'* 8vo. chiefly intended for

the use of navigators. A paper on a si-

milar subject, and the solution ofthe stone
in the bladder, obtained him, in the same

year, the gold medal from the Royal So-

ciety. One of the mos useful of Dr.
Hales' inventions was that of ventilators

for renewing the air in mines, prisons,

hospitals, and holds of ships, which he
disclosed to the Royal Society in 1741.
Some years afterwards his machines were
fixed on the Savoy and Newgate Prisons,
to the great benefit of the persons con-

fined in them, among whom the progress
of the gaol-fever was much diminished.

His plans for producing a free circulation

of air were also applied by him for the

cleansing and preservation of corn
;
for

the former purpose he invented a ma-
chine, called a back-heaver, which he de-

scribed in the Gentleman's Magazine for

1745 and 1747. His attention to medical

subjects was farther evinced, by a paper
read before the Royal Society, in describ-

ing a method for conveying liquors into

the abdomen after tapping ; by some ex-

periments and observations on tar-water;
and a detection of some fallacious boasts

concerning the efficacy of a lithontriptic,
called the liquid shell. A sermon, which
he preached before the College of Phy-
sicians, in 1751, on Dr. Crown's founda-

tion, contains some curious physiological
remarks relative to the benevolence of
the Deity, as displayed in the human
frame. His literary honours were aug-
mented in 1753, by his election as a
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foreign member of the French Academy
of Sciences, in the room of Sir Hans
Sloane.

Dr Hales, though he spent his time in

retirement at Teddington, was not un-

known to many persons of rank, whom
he visited, and received at his house with
all the simplicity of his modest and unaf-

fected character. Frederick, Prince of

\Vales, honoured himself with frequent
calls upon the philosopher, his neigh-
bour, whom he delighted to surprise in

his experimental researches. At the
death of that prince, he was, without any
solicitation, made clerk of the closet to

the Princess Dowager. It was hinted to

him, that there was an intention of pre-
senting him to the canonry of Windsor ;

but he desired to be excused accepting a

promotion, which might have brought
with it obligations of spending his time,

interfering with the plan which for so

many years he had adopted. His parochi-
al duties, and the uninterrupted pursuit of
his useful studies, continued to occupy
him to an advanced period of life, during
which he was never forsaken by his habi-
tual cheerfulness and serenity of mind,
sustained by temperance, piety, and con-
scious worth. He seems to have passed
through life without an enemy, and per-
haps the annals of biography cannot pro-
duce a character more marked by the
union of blamelessness with active bene-
volence. Pope has recorded " Plain Par-
son Hales" as his model of sincere piety.
Haller describes him as "

pious, modest,
indefatigable, and born for the discovery
of truth." He died at Teddington, in Ja-

nuary, 1761, in his eighty-fourth year, and
was buried under the tower ofthe church,
which he had rebuilt at his own expense.
The Princess of Wales erected a monu-
ment to him in Westminster Abbey, in the
Latin inscription of which the reader will

be surprised to find nothing recorded of
him but that he was her chaplain. But
the reception his works met with through-
out Europe, into the principal languages
of which they were translated, will suffi-

ciently perpetuate his fame as a philoso-
pher.

HALESIA, in botany, so named in ho-
nour ofthe learnedand venerable Stephen
Hales, D. D. F. R. S. a genus of the Dode-
candria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Bicornes. Guajacanx, Jus-
sieu. Essential character : calyx four-

toothed, superior ; corolla four-cleft ; nut

quadrangular, with two seeds. There are
two species, viz. H. tetraptera, four-wing-
ed halesia, or snow-drop tree ; and H.
diptera, two-winged halesia-.

HALF mark, a noble, or six shillings
and eight-pence.
HALF moon, in fortification, an outwork

composed of two faces, forming a saliant

angle, whose gorge is in form of a cre-

scent, or half-moon ; whence the name.
HALIOTIS, in natural history, the ear-

shell. Animal a Umax : shell univalve,

dilated, ear-shaped, with a longitudinal
row of orifices along the surface ; spire
lateral, and almost concealed. There are
nineteen species, of which H. tubercula-
ta is the most common ; it inhabits sou-
thern Europe, and gradually disappears
towards the north. The shell is subo-

vate, the outside transversely grooved,
rugged, and tuberculate. The inside is

like mother of pearl. When living, it ad-

heres to rocks. According to Pennant,
this was the sea-ear of Aristotle.

HALL, in architecture, an avenue or
room at the entrance of a building.
HALL is also a public building or court

of justice, as Westminster-hall, Guild-

hall, a company's hall, &c. In Westmin-
ster-hall are held the Courts of King's
Bench, Common Pleas, Chancery, and

Exchequer.
HALLERIA, in botany, so called from

the famous Albert Haller, a genus of the

Didynamia Angiospermia class and order.

Natural order of Personatae. Scrophula-
rise, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
trifid ; corolla quadritid ; filaments longer,
than the corolla; berry inferior, two-
celled. There is but one species, viz. H;
lucida, African fly honeysuckle, a native
of the Cape.
HALLIARDS, in sea language, the

ropes or tackles usually employed to hoist

or lower any sail upon its respective
masts or stay.

HALO, in physiology, a meteor in the
form of a luminous ring or circle, of va-

rious colours, appearing round the bodies
of the sun, moon, or stars. See ME-
TEOROLOGY.

HALORAGIS, in botany, a genus of
the Octandria Tetragynia class and order.

Natural order of Calycunthemse. Onagrac,
Jussieu. Essential character ; calyx four-

cleft, superior ; petals four; drupe dry,

inclosing a four-celled nut. There are

two species, viz. H. prostrata and H. cer-

codia.

HAMAMELIS, in botany, a genus of

the Tetrandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Berberides, Jussieu. Es-

sential character : involucre three-leav-

ed ; perianthers four-leaved ; petals four ;

nut two-horned, two-celled. There is only
one species, way H. virginica, witch hazel
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HAMELTA, in buiany, so called from

Jeuu Baptiste du Hamel du Monceau, a

ge .us of Ihe Pentandria Monogynia class

and order. Natural order of Rubiaeeae,

Jui^ieu. Essential character : corolla

five-cleft; berry five-celled, inferior, ma-

ny serded. There are four species, ail

natives 01 the West Indies.

HAMMER, a wtll known tool used by
mechanics, consisting of an iron head,
tixv ;i crobs-wise upon a handle of wood.
There are several sorts of hammers

used by blacksmiths; as, 1. The hand

hummer, which is of such weight that it

may be wielded or governed with one

hand at the anvil. 2. The up-hand sledge,
used with both hands, and seldom lifted

above the head. 3. The about-sledge,
which is the biggest hammer of all, and
held by both hands at the farthest end of

the handle, and being swung at arms-

length over the head, is made to fall up-
on the work with as heavy a blow as pos-
sible. There is also another hammer used

by smiths, called a rivetting hammer,
which is the smallest of all, and is seldom
used at the forge, unless upon small work.

HAMMOCK, in naval affairs, a piece
of hempen cloth, six feet long and three

feet wide, gathered together at the two
ends by means of a clue, and slung hori-

zontally under the deck, forming a re-

ceptacle for a bed. There are about from

fourteen to twenty inches in breadth al-

lowed between the decks for every ham-
mock in a ship of war. In preparing for

battle, the hammocks, with their contents,

are all firmly corded, taken upon deck,
and fixed in various nettings, so as to

form a barricade against small shot.

HAMSTER. See Mus.
HANAPER office, in the Court of Chan-

cery, is that out of which all original writs

issue that pass under the great seal, and

all commissions of charitable uses, sewers,

bankrupts, idiocy, lunacy, and the like.

These writs, relating to the business of

the subject, and the returns to them, were

originally kept in a hamper, in hanaperio ;

the other writs, relating to such matters

wherein tke crown is immediately or me-

diately concerned, were preserved in a
- little sack or bag, in parva baga ; and
thence arises the distinction of the hana-

per office, and petty bag office ; both of

which belong to the common law court in

Chancery.
HAND. See ANATOMY.
HAND breadth, a measure ofthree inches.

By this standard the height of horses is

estimated.

HAXB ci'/s, an instrument formed of

two circular pieces of iron, each fixed on
a hinge on the ends of a very short iron

bar, which being locked over the wrists

of a malefactor, prevents his using his I

hands.

H-iyv-spikes, wooden levers used at sei.
;

to traverse the ordnance, or to turn the*
)

windlass in weighing up the anchor, &
They are more commodious than iron

j

crows, because their length allows a bet-
j

ter poize.

HANDS, in heraldry, are borne in coat- I

armour; dexter and sinister, that is, right (

and ieft, expanded or open. These are

the most necessary parts of the human

body, as they serve to express all sort*

of actions, and even our very thoughts
and designs; inus joining of hands is an
universal token of friendship, and"

clapping of hands a general mark of ap-

plause.
HANKS, in naval affairs, are wooden,

rings fixed upon the stays to confine stay-
sails at different distances. They are

in place of gromets, being more conve-

nient, as well as of a later invention. They
are formed by bending a tough piece of

wood into the form of a wreath, and fast-

ened at the two ends by means of notches,

thereby retaining their circular '

g-ure
and elasticity, whereas the gromets,
which are formed of rope, are apt to

relax in warm weather, and which ad-

here.

HANSE towns, port-towns of Germany,
of which Lubec'and Hamburg were the
chief. They were formerly all of them
imperial cities, confederated for their mu-
tual defence, and the protection of their

trade.

HARBOUR, a place where ships may
ride safe at anchor, chiefly used in speak-
ing of those secured by a boom and chain,
and furnished with a tnole. The bottom
of a good harbour should be free from

jocks and shallows : the entrance should
be of sufficient extent to admit large

ships : it should have good anchoring
ground, and be easy of access; it should
have room and convenience to receive
the shipping of different nations; it

should be furnished with a good light-

house, and have at command plenty of

wood and other materials for firing, be-

sides hemp, iron, &c.
HAHBOUK master, an officer appointed

to inspect the moorings, and to see that

the laws and regulations of the harbour
are strictly attended to by the different

ships.

HARDNESS, in physiology, is the re-

sistance opposed by a body to the sepai
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ration of its particles. This property de-

pends on the force of cohesion, or on that

which chemists call affinity, joined to the

arrangement of the particles to their

figure, and other circumstances. A body,

says M. Hauy, is considered more hard, in

proportion as it presents greater resist-

ance to the friction of another hard body,
such as a steel file ; or as it is more capa-
ble of wearing or working into such other

body to which it may be applied by fric-

tion. Lapidaries judge of the hardness

of fine stones, &c. from the difficulty
with which they are worn down or po-
lished.

HARE. See LEPUS.

HARIOT, or HERIOT, in law, a due be-

longing to a lord at the death of his te-

nant, consisting of the best beast, either

horse, ox, or cow, which he had at the
time of his death ; and in some manors,
the best goods, piece cfplate, &.c. are call-

ed hariots.

There is both hariot-service, and hariot-

custom : when a tenant holds by service

to pay a hariot at his decease, which is ex-

pressly reserved in, the deed of feofment,
this is a harlot-service ; and where ha-

riots have been customarily paid time out

of mind after the death of a tenant for

life, this is termed hariot-custom. For ha-

riot-service, the lord may distrain any
beast belonging to the tenant that is on
the land. For hariot-custom, the lord is

to seise, not distrain ; but he may sgise the

best beast that belonged to the tenant,

though it be out of the manor, or in the

king's highway, because the claim is, as

his proper goods by the death of his te-

nant. Nevertheless, where a woman mar-
ries and dies, the lord shall have no hariot-

custom, because a feme-covert has no

goods to pay as a hariot.

HARMATTAN, the name given to a

singular wind, which blows periodically
from the interior parts of Africa towards
the Atlantic ocean. It prevails in Decem-
ber, January, and February, and is gene-
rally accompanied with a fog or haze that

conceals the sun for whole days together.
Extreme dryness is the characteristic of
this wind : no dew falls during its con-

tinuance, which is sometimes for a fort-

night or more. The whole vegetable
creation is withered, and the grass be-

comes at once like hay. The natives take
the opportunity which this wind gives
them of clearing the land, by setting fire

to trees and plants in this their exhausted
state. The dryness is so extreme that

household furniture is damaged, and the
wainscot of the rooms flies to pieces.
The human body is also affected by it, so

VOL Vli

as to cause the skin to peel off; but in

other respects it is deemed salutary to the

constitution, by stopping the progress of

infection, and curing almost all cutaneous
diseases.

HARMONICA, or ABMOJTICA, is a name
which Dr. Fanklin has given to a musical
instrument constructed with drinking
glasses. It is well known that a drinking
glass yields a sweet tone, by passing a wet
linger round its brim. Mr. I'ockrich, of

Ireland, was the first who thought of play-
ing tunes formed of these tones. He col-

lected a number of glasses of different

sizes, fixed them near each other on a ta-

ble, and tuned them by putting into

them water, more or less, as each note re-

quired. Mr. Delaval made an instrument
in imitation, and from this instrument Dr.
Franklin took the hint ofconstructing his

Armonica. The glasses for this musical
instrument are blown as nearly as possi-
ble in the form of hemispheres, having
each an open neck or socket in the mid-
dle. The thickness of the glass near the
brim is about one tenth ofan inch, increas-

ing towards the neck, which in the larg-
est glasses is about an inch deep, and an
inch and a half wide within; but these
dimensions lessen as the size ofthe glasses
diminish, only observing that the neck of
the smallest should not be shorter than
halfan inch. The diameter of the largest

glass is nine inches, and that of the small-

est three inches : between these there are

twenty-three different sizes, differing
from each other a quarter of an inch in

diameter. For making a single instru-

ment there should be at least six glasses
blown of each size, and out of these thir-

ty-seven glasses (which are sufficient fdr

three octaves with all the semitones) may
be found, that will either yield the note

required, or one a little sharper, and fit-

ting so well into each other, as to taper

regularly from the largest to the smallest.

The glasses being chosen, and the note
for which each glass is intended being
marked upon it with a diamond, they are

to be tuned, by diminishing the thickness

of those that are too sharp, which is done

by grinding them round from the neck
towards the brim ; comparing, by means
of a well-tuned harpsichord, the tone

drawn from the glass by your finger with

the note you want, a* sounded by the

corresponding string of the harpsichord.
The largest glass in the instrument is G,
a little below the reach of'a common voice,
and the highest G, including three com-

plete octaves ; and they are distinguished

by painting the apparent parts of the

glasses within side, every semitone white^
P
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ahd the other notes of the octave'with Hie

seven prismatic colours ;
so that glasses

of the same colour (the white excepted)
are always octaves to each other.' When
the glasses are tuned, they are to be fixed

on a round spindle of hard iron, an inch

in diameter at the thickest end, and ta-

pering to n quarter ofan inch at the small-

est. For this purpose the neck of each

glass is fitted with a cork, projecting a lit-

tle without the neck : these corks are per-
fbraied with holes of different diameters,

according to the dimension of the spindle
in that part of it where they are to be fix-

ed. The glasses are all placed within one
another; the* largest on the biggest, end
of the spindle, with the neck outwards ;

the next in size is put into the other, leav-

ing about an inch of its brim above the
brim of the first; and the others are put
on in the same order. From these ex-

posed parts of each glass the tone is

drawn, by laying a finger upon one of
them as the spindle and glasses turn

round. The spindle, thus prepared, is fix-

ed horizontally in the middle of a box,
and made to turn on brass gudgeons at

each end. A square shank comes from
its thickest end through the box, on which
shank a wheel is fixed by a screw : this

will serve, like a fly, to make the motion

equable, when the spindle is turned by
the foot like a spinning-wheel. The wheel
is eighteen inches in diameter, and con-
ceals near its circumference about twen-

ty-five pounds of lead, and may be made
of mahogany. An ivory pin is fixed in the
face of the wheel, about four inches from
the axis ; over which is put the loop of
the string that comes up from the move-
able step to give it motion. The box is

about three feet long, eleven inches wide
at the biggest end, and five inches at the
smallest end ; it is made with a lid, which

opens at the middle of its height, and
turns up by back-hinges. The instrument,
thus completed, stands on a neat frame
with four legs. This instrument is played
upon by sitting before it, as before the
kevsofa harpsichord, turning the spin-
dle with the foot, and wetting the glasses,
now and then, with a sponge and clean
water. The fingers should be first soak-
ed in water; and rubbed occasionally
with fine chalk, to make them catch the

glass, and bring out the tone more rea-

dily. Different parts may be played to-

gether by using both hands; and the
tones are best drawn out when the glasses
turn from the ends of the fingers, not
when they turn to them. The advantages
ofthis instrument, says Dr. Franklin, are,
that its tones are incomparably sweet be-

yond those of any other ; and that they
may be swelled and softened at pleasure
by stronger or weaker pressures of the

finger ; and continued to any length : and,
when it is once well tuned, it never again
wants tuning. Franklin's Letters, &c.

HARMONICAS arithmetic, that part of
arithmetic which considers musical inter-

vals, expressed by numbers, in order to

our finding their mutual relations, com-

positions, and resolutions.

HAR.HONICAL composition, in a general
sense, includes both harmony and melody.
i. e. of music or songs, both in a single

part, and in several parts. In its more

proper and limited sense, harmonical

composition is restrained to that of har-

mony ; and may be defined the art of

disposing and concerting several single

parts together, so as to make one agree-
able whole.

HARMOMCAL interval, in music, denotes
the difference of two sounds, which is

agreeable to the ear, whether in conso-
nance or succession ; and are, therefore,
the same with concord.
HARMONICAL proportion or musical pro-

portion,is that in which the first term is to

the third, as the difference of the first

and second is to the difference of the se-

cond and third; or when the first, the

third, and the said two differences, are in

geometrical proportion. Or, four terms
are in harmonical proportion, when the
first is.to the fourth as the difference of
the first and second is to the difference of
the third and fourth. Thus 2, 3, 6, are in

harmonical proportion, because 2 : 6 :: 1 :

3. And the four terms, 9, 12, 16, 24,
are in harmonical proportion, because 9
24:: 3: 8. If the proportional terms be
continued in the former case, they will

form an harmonical progression, or series.
1. The reciprocals of an arithmetical

progression are in harmonical progres-
sion : and, conversely, the reciprocals of
harmonicals are arithmeticals. Thus, the

reciprocals of the harmonicals 2, 3, 6, are

-,
^,

, which are arithmeticals ; for -

^,=g,and
-

g
= - also : and the reci-

procals of the arithmeticals 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.

are -
,

g'J'T*
&c - which are harmonicals ;

f 1 1 1 11 1

1
:

3
"
I
"~

2
:

2
~~

3'
S n * '

in general, the reciprocals of the arith-

meticals a, a-4-d, a+2 d, a-4-3 d, &c. viz.

&c - are harmom-

cals ; et e contra. 2. If three or four nunr-
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proportion
be either

multiplied or divided by some number,
the products, or the quotients, will still

be in harmonica! proportion. Thus, the
harmonicals 6^ 8, 12, multipled by 2, give
12, 16, 24, or divided by 2, give 3, 4, 6,
which are also harmonicals. 3. To find a

harmonical mean proportional between
two terms : divide double their product
by their sum. 4. To find a third term in

harmonical proportion to two given terms:

divide their product by the difference be-

tween double the first term and the se-

cond term. 5. To find a fourth term in

harmonical proportion to three terms giv-
en : divide the product of the first and
third by the difference between double
the first and the second term. Hence, of

the two terms a and b the harmonical

mean is
^ ; the third harmonical pro-

portion is -
; also to a, b. c, the

Z a o

fourth harmonical i 6. If there
2 a b

be taken an arithmetical mean and a har-
monical mean between any two terms,
the four terms will be in geometrical pro-
portion. Thus, between 2 and 6 the
arithmetical mean is 4, and the harmoni-
cal mean is 3 ; and hence 2 : 3 :: 4 : 6. Also,
between a and b the arithmetical mean

a-\-b
is

-~2~
and the harmonical mean is

2 a b 2ab ab .

HARMONICAX series, a series of many
numbers in continual harmonical propor-
tion. Thus, if there are four or more
numbers, of which every three immedi-
ate terms are harmonical, the whole will

make an harmonical series : such is 30 :

20 : 15 : 12 10. Or, if every four terms

immediately next each other are harmo-

nical, it is also a continual harmonical se-

ries, but of another species, as 3, 4, 6, 9,

18, 36, &c.

HARMONICAL sounds, an appellation giv-
en to such sounds as always make a de-

terminate number of vibrations in the

time that one of the fundamentals, to

which they are referred, makes one vi-

bration.

, Harmonical sounds are produced by
.the parts of chords, &c. which vibrate a

certain number of times, while the whole
chord vibrates once.

The relations of sounds had only been
considered in the series of numbers, 1 :

2, 2 : 3, 3 : 4, 4 : 5, &c. which produced
th.e intervals called octave, fifth, fourth,

third, 8cc. M. Sauveur first considered
them in the natural series, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
&c. and examined the relations ofsounds

arising therefrom. The result is, that the
first interval, 1 : 2, is an octave ; the se-

cond, 1 : 3, a twelfth ; the third, 1 : 4, a
fifteenth or double octave ; the fourth,
1 : 5, a seventeenth ; the fifth, 1 : 6, a

nineteenth, &c.
The new consideration of the relations

of sounds is more natural than the old
one: and is, in effect, all the music that

nature makes without the assistance ofart.

HARMONICS, that part ofmusic which
considered the differences and propor-
tions of sounds, with respect to acute and

grave, in contradistinction to rhyme and
metre.

HARMONY, in music, the agreeable re-

sult, or union, of several musical sounds,
heard at one and the same time ; or the

mixture of divers sounds, which toge-
ther have an effect agreeable to the ear.

As a continued succession of musical

sounds produces melody, so does a con-

tinued combination of these produce har-

mony. See Music.
HARMONT of the spheres, or Celestial

Harmony, a sort of music much talked of

by many of the ancient philosophers and

fathers, supposed to be produced by the

sweetly-tuned motions of the stars and

planets. This harmony they attributed

to the various proportionate impressions
of the heavenly globes upon one another,

acting at proper intervals. It is impossi-

ble, according to them, that such prodi-

gious large bodies, moving with so much

rapidity, should be silent; on the con-

trary, the atmosphere, continually im-

pelled by them, must yield a set of

sounds proportionate to the impression it

receives ; consequently, as they do not

all run the same circuit, nor with one
and the same velocity, the different tones

arising from -the diversity of motions, di-

rected by the hand of the Almighty,
must form an admirable symphony, or

concert. They therefore supposed, that

the moon, as being the lowest of the pla-

nets, corresponded to mi/ Mercury tofaj
Venus to sol f the sun to la; Mars, to

si ; Jupiter, to ut ; Saturn to re ; and the

orb of the fixed stars, as being the high-

est of all, to mi, or the octave.

HARP, a musical instrument of th

string kind, of a triangular figure, held

upright between the legs of the person
who plays upon it. See MUSICAL INSTRU-

MENTS.
HARP, EoUan. See ACOUSTICS.

HARPINGS, in a ship, properly dev
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note her breadth at the bow. Some also

give the same name to the ends of the

bends that are fastened into the stern.

HARPSICHORD, the most harmonious
of all the musical instruments of the

string kind. It is played on after the

manner of the organ, and is furnished
with a set, and sometimes with two sets,

of keys ; the touching or striking ofthese

keys move a kind of jacks, which also

move a double row of chords, or strings,
of brass or iron, stretched over four

bridges, on the table of the instrument.

See Music.

HARPOON, sometimes called harping-
iron, a spear or javelin, used to strike the

whales in the Greenland and South Sea
fisheries. It is furnished with a long shank,
and has, at the one end, a broad and fiat

triangular head, sharpened at both edges,
so as to penetrate the whale with facility :

to the other end of this weapon is fasten-

ed a long cord, called the whale-line,
which lies carefully coiled in the boat, so

as to run out without being entangled.
See FISHERY, ivhale.

The gun-harpoon is a weapon used for

the same purpose, but is tired out of a

gun, instead of being thrown by hand. It

is made of steel, and has a chain attached
to it to which the line is fastened.

HARTSHORN, spirit of. See AMMO-
SIA.

HARTOGIA, in botany, a genus of the

Tetrandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order ofDumosse. Rhamni, Jus-

sieu. Essential character: calyx five-

cleft ; petals four, spreading ; drupe
ovate, inclosing two seeds. There is but
one species, inz. H. capensis, found in the
woods near the Cape of Good Hope.
HARVEST fyt in zoology, a large

four-winged fly, of the cicada kind. See
CICADA.

HASSELQUISTIA, in botany, so nam-
ed, in memory of Frederick Hasselquist,
M. D. a genus of the Pentandria Digynia
class and order. Natural order of Umbel-
latae. Essential character : corolla radia-

ted in the disk, male : seeds in the cir-

cumference double, with a notched edge ;

in the disk solitary, pitcher-shaped, lie-

mispherical. There are two species.
HAT making. The materials for mak-

ing hats are, rabbit's fur, cut off from the

skin, after the hairs have been plucked
out, together with wool and beaver.
The two former are mixed in various

proportions, and of different qualities, ac-

cording to the value of the article intend-

ed to be made ; and the latter is univer-

sally used for facing the finer articles, and

never for the body or main stuff. Expe-.
rience has shown that these articles can-

not be evenly and well felted -together,
unless all the fibres be first separated, or

put into the same state with regard to

each other. This is the object of the first

process, called bowing. The materials,

without any previous preparation, are

laid upon a platform of wood, or of wire,
somewhat more than four feet square,
called a hurdle, which is fixed against the
wall of the work shop, and is enlightened
by a small window, and separated by
two side partitions from other hurdles,
which occupy the rest of the space along
the wall The hurdle, if of wood, is made
of deal planks, not quite three inches

wide, disposed parallel to the wall, and
at the distance of one fortieth, or one fif-

tieth of an inch from each other, for the

purpose of suffering the dust, and other

impurities of the stuff, to pass through ; a

purpose still more effectually answered by
the hurdle of wire.

The workman is provided with a bow,
a bow pin, a basket, and several cloths.

The bow is a pole of yellow deal-wood,
between seven and eight feet long, to

which are fixed two bridges, somewhat
like that which receives the hair in the
bow of the violin. Over these are stretch-

ed a cat-gut, about one-twelfth part of an
inch in thickness. The bow-pin is a stick

with a knob, and is used for plucking the

bow-string. The basket is a square piece
of ozier work, consisting of open strait

bars, with no crossing or interweaving.
Its length across the bars may be about
two feet r and its breadth eighteen inches.

The sides into which the bars are fixed

are slightly bended into a circular curve,
so that the basket may be set upright on
one of these edges near the right hand
end of the hurdle, where it usually stands.

The cloths are linen, and dyed of a dark
olive brown. Besides these implements,
the workman is also provided with brown

paper.
The bowing commences by shovelling

the materials towards the right hand par-
tition with the basket, upon which the

workman, holding the bow horizontally
in his left hand, and the bow-pin in his

right, lightly places the bow-string, and

gives it a pluck with the pin. The string,
in its return strikes part of the fur, and
causes it to rise, and fly partly across the"

hurdle in a light open form. By repeated
strokes, the whole is thus subjected to

the bow, and this beating is repeated, till

all the original clots or masses of the

filaments are perfectly opened and sepa-
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rated. The quantity thus treated at

once is called a batt, and never exceeds

half the "quantity required to make one
hat.

When the batt is sufficiently bowed, it

is ready for hardening-, which term de-

notes the first commencement of felting.

The prepared material being evenly dis-

posed on the hurdle, is first pressed down

by the convex side of the basket, then

covered with a cloth, and pressed suc-

cessively i its various parts by the hands
of the workman. The pressure is gentle,
and the hands are very slightly moved
backwards and forwards, at the same

time, through a space of perhaps a quar-
ter of an inch, to favour the hardening
or entangling of the fibres. In a very
short time, indeed, the stuff acquires suf-

ficient firmness to bear careful handling.
The cloth is then taken off', and a sheet

of paper, with its corners doubled in, so

as to give it a triangular outline, is laid

upon the batt, which last is folded

over the paper as it lies, and its edges,

meeting one over the other, form a coni-

cal cap.*
The joining is soon made good by

pressure with the hands on the cloth.

Another batt, ready hardened, is in the

next place laid on the hurdle, and the

cap here mentioned placed upon it, with

the joining downwards. This last batt

being also folded up, will consequently
have its place of junction diametrically

opposite that of the inner felt, which it

must therefore greatly tend to strengthen.
The principal part of the hat is thus pat
together, and now requires to be worked
with the hands a considerable time upon
the hurdler the cloth being also occasion-

ally sprinkled with clear water. During
the whole of this operation, which is

called basoning, the article becomes
firmer and firmer, and contracts In its

dimensions. It may easily be under-

stood, that the chief use of the paper
is to prevent the sides from felting toge-
ther.

The basoning is followed by a still

more effectual continuation of the felting,
called working. This is done in another

shop, at an apparatus called a battery,

consisting of a kettle (containing water

slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid,
to which, for beaver hats, a quantity of
the grounds of beer is added, or else

plain water for rinsing out,) and eight
planks of wood joined together in the
form of a frustrum of a pyramid, and

meeting in the kettle at the middle. The

outer or upper edge of each plank is

about two feet broad, and rises a little

more than two feet and a half above the

ground ; and the slope towards the ket-
tle is considerably rapid, so that the
whole battery is little more than six feet
in diameter. The quantity of sulphuric
acid added to the liquor is not sufficient

to give a sour taste, but only renders it

rough to the tongue. In this liquor,
heated rather higher than unpractised
hands could bear, the article is dipped
from time to time, and then worked on.

the planks with a roller, and also by fold-

ing or rolling it up, and opening it again;
in all which, a certain degree of care is

at first necessary to prevent the sides

from felting together; of which, in the
more advanced .stages of the operation,
there is no danger. The imperfections
of the work now present themselves to

the eye of the workman, who picks out
the knots, and other hard substances,
with a bodkin, and adds more felt upon
all such parts as require strengthening.

This added felt is patted down with
a wet brush, and soon incorporates with
the rest. The beaver is laid on towards
the conclusion of this kind of working.
Some workmen say that the beer grounds
used with beaver hats, by rendering the

liquor more tenacious, the hat is ena-

bled to hold a greater quantity of it, for

a longer time ;
but others say that the

mere acid and water would not adhere
to the beaver facing, but would roll oft"

immediately when the article was laid on
the plank. It is probable that the manu-

facturers, who now hold the established,

practice, may not have tried what are the

inconveniences this addition is calculated

to remove.
The acid, no doubt, gives a roughness

to the surface of the hair, which facilitates

the mechanical action of felting. Nitrous

acid is used in a process called carrot-

ting ; in this operation the material is put
into a mixture of the nitrous and sulphu-
ric acids in water, and kept in the digest-

ing heat of a stove all night. The hair

acquires a ruddy or yellow colour, and
loses part of its strength. It must be
remembered, that our hat still possesses
the form of a cone, and that the whole of
te several actions it has undergone have

only converted it into a soft flexible felt,

capable of being extended, though with

some difficulty, in every direction. The
next thing to be done is to give it the

form required by the wearer. For this

purpose, the workman turns up the edge
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or rim to the depth of about an inch and
a half, and then returns the point back

again through the centre or axis of the

cap, so far as not to take out this fold,
but to produce another inner fold of the
same depth. The point being returned
back again in the same manner produces
a third fold ; and thus the workman pro-
ceeds, until the whole has acquired the

appearance of a flat circular piece, con-

sisting of a number of concentric undula-
tions or folds, with the point in the cen-
tre. This is laid upon the plank, where
the workman, keeping the piece wet with
the liquor, pulls out the point with his

fingers, and presses it down with his

hand, at the same time turniwg it round
on its centre in contact with the plank,
till he has, by this means, rubbed out
a flat portion equal to the intended crown
of the hat. In the next place he takes
a block, to the crown ofwhich he applies
the flat central portion of the felt, and by
forcing a string down the sides of the

block, he causes the next to assume
the figure of the crown, which he conti-

nues to wet and work, until it has pro-

perly disposed itself round the block.

The rim now appears like a flounced or

puckered appendage round the edge of

the crown, but the block being set up-
light on the plank, the requisite figure is

soon given by working, rubbing, and ex-

tending this part. Water only is used in

this operation of fashioning or blocking,
at the conclusion of which it is pressed
out by the blunt edge of a copper imple-
ment for that purpose.

Previous to the dying, the nap of the

hat is raised or loosened out with a wire

brush or carding instrument; the fibres

being too rotten after the dying to bear

this operation. The dying materials are

logwood, and a mixture of the sulphates
of iron and copper, known in the market

by the names of green copperas and blue

vitriol.

The dyed hats are, in the next place,
taken to the stiffening-shop. One work-

man, assisted by a boy, does this part of

the business. He has two vessels, or boil-

ers, the one containing the grounds of

strong beer, which costs seven shillings

per barrel, and is used in this and other

stages of the manufactory as the cheapest
mucilage which can be j>rocured ; and
the other vessel containing melted glue,
a little thinner than is used by carpenters.
The beer grounds are applied in the in-

side of the crown,to prevent the glue from

coming through to the face, and also to

give the requisite firmness, at a less ex-

pense than could be produced by glue
alone. If the glue were to pass through
the hat in different places, it might be
more difficult to produce an even gloss

upon the face in the subsequent finishing.
The glue stiffening is applied after the

beer-grounds are dried, and then only up-
on the lower face of the flap, and the in-

side of the crown. For this purpose the
hat is put into another hat, called a stiff-

ening hat, the crown of which is notched,
or slit open, in various directio/is. These
are then placed in a hole in a deal board,
which supports the flap, and the glue is

applied with a brush.

The dry hat, after this operation, is very
rigid, and its figure irregular. The last

dressing is given by the application of
moisture and heat, and the use of the
brush and a hot iron, somewhat in the

shape of that used by tailors, but shorter
and broader on the face. The hat being

1

softened by exposure to steam, is drawn

upon a block, to which it is securely ap-
plied by the former method of forcing a

string down from the crown to the com-
mencement of the rim. The judgment
of the workman is employed in mois-

tening, brushing, and ironing the hat, in

order to give and preserve the proper
figure.
When the rim of the hat is not intended

to be of an equal width throughout, it is

cut by means of a wooden or metallic pat-
tern. The contrivance is very simple and

ingenious. A number of notches are
made in one edge of a flat piece of wood,
for the purpose of inserting the point of a

knife, and from one side or edge of this

piece of wood there proceeds a straight

handle, which lies parallel to the notched

side, forming an angle somewhat like a

carpenter's square. When the legs of
this angle are applied to the outside of
the crown, and the board lies flat on the
rim of the hatr the notched edge will lie

nearly in the direction ofthe radius or line

pointing to the centre of the hat. A
knife being, therefore, inserted in one of
the notches, it is easy to draw it round by
leaning the tool against the crown, and it

will cut the border very regulaf and true.

This cut is made before the hat is quite
finished, and is not carried entirely
through, so that one of the last opera-
tions consists in tearing off the redundant

part,
which by that means leaves an edg-

ing of beaver round the external face of
the flap. When the hat is completely fi-

nished, the crown is tied up in gauze pa-

per, which is neatly ironed down. It is

then ready for the subsequent operations
of lining, &c.
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HATS are also made for women's wear,

oF chips, straw, or cane, by platting, and

sewing the plats together; beginning
wit h the centre of the crown, and work-

ing rouml till the whole is finished. Hats
for the same purpose are also wove and
made of horse-hair, silk, &c. See STRAW
hat.

HATCHEL, or HTTCHEI, a tool with
which flax and hemp are combed into

fine hairs. It consists of long iron pins,
or teeth regularly set in a piece of board.

HATCHES, in a ship, a kind of trap-
doors between the main-mast and fore-

mast, through which all goods of bulk
are let down into the hold.

HATCHES also denote flood-gates set in

a river, &c. to stop the current of the wa-
ter ; particularly certain dams or mounds
made of rubbish, clay, or earth, to pre-
vent the water that issues from the
stream-works and tin-washes in Cornwall
from running into the fresh rivers.

HATCHWAY, the place where the
hatches are. Thus, to lay a thing in the

hatchway, is to put it so that the hatches
cannot be come at, or opened.
HATCHING, the maturating fecundat-

ed eggs, whether by the incubation and
warmth of the parent bird, or by artifi-

cial heat, so as to produce young chick-
ens alive.

The art ofhatching chickens by means
of ovens has long been practised in

Egypt ; but it is there only known to the
inhabitants of a single village named
Berme, and to those that live at a small
distance from it. Towards the beginning
of autumn they scatter themselves all

over the country, where each person
among them is ready to undertake the

management of an oven, each of which
is of a different size, but in general they
are capable of containing from forty to
four score thousand eggs. The number
of these ovens placed up and down the

country is about three hundred and

eighty-six, and they usually keep them
working for about six months. As, there-

fore, each brood takes up in an oven, as
under a hen, only twenty-one days, it is

easy in every one of them to hatch eight
different broods of chickens. Every Ber-
mean is under the obligation of delivering
to the person who intrusts him with an

oven, only two-thirds of as many chickens
as there have been eggs put under his

care ; and he is a gainer by this bargain,
as more than two-thirds of me eggs usu-

ally produce chickens. In order to make
a calculation of the number of chickens

yearly so hatched in Egypt, it has been

supposed that only two-thirds pfthe eggs

v

are hatched, and that each brood consists
of at least thirty thousand chickens; and
thus it would appear that the ovens of

Egypt give life, v
early, to at least ninety-

two millions six hundred and forty thou-
sand of these animals.

HATCHMENT, in heraldry, a name
sometimes used for an achievement, or
escutcheon over a gate, door, or on the
side of an house.

HATCHMENT, also signifies the marshal-

ling of several coats of arms in an escut-
cheon.
HAUL the -wind, in naval affairs, to di-

rect the ship's course nearer to that point
of the compass from which the wind
arises. Example. If a ship sail south-

west, with the wind northerly, and it is

necessary to haul the wind farther to the
westward : to perform this operation, it

is necessary to arrange the sails more ob-

liquely with her keel, to brace the yards
more forward, and to haul the lower
sheets farther aft, and finally to put the
helm over the larboard side of the vessel.

When her head is turned directly to the

westward, and her sails are trimmed ac-

cordingly, she is said to have hauled the
wind four points, that is to say, from
south-west to west.

HAUTBOY, a musical instrument of
the wind kind, shaped much like the

flute, only that it spreads and widens tow-
ards the bottom, and is sounded through
a reed. See Music.
HAW foich, in ornithology, the Eng-

lish name of a bird, known among authors

by the name coccothraustes. See Aves,
Plate V11I. fig. 6.

HAWKERS and PEDLARS, are such
dealers or itinerary petty chapmen, who
travel to different fairs or towns with

goods or wares, and are placed under the
control of commissioners, by whom they
are licensed for that purpose, pursuant
to stat. 8 and 9 William III. c. 25, and 29
Geo. HI. c. 26. Traders in linen and

woollen, sending goods to markets and

fairs, and selling them by wholesale ; ma-
nufacturers selling their own manufac-

tures; and makers and sellers of English
bone-lace going from house to house, &c.

are excepted out of the acts, and not to

be taken as hawkers.

HAWSER, in the sea language, a large

rope, or a kind of small cable, serving
for various uses aboard a ship, as to fasten

the main and fore shrouds, to warp a ship
as she lies at anchor, and wind her up to

it by a capstan, 8cc. The hawser of a man
ofwar may serve for a cable to the sheet-

anchor of a small ship.

HAWSES, in a ship, are two large
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holes under the bow, through which the

cables run when she lies at anchor. Thus
the hawse-pieces are the large pieces of

timber in which these holes are made.

Hawse-bags, are bags of canvass made

tapering, and stuffed full ofoakum ; which

are generally allowed small ships, to pre-
vent the ship from washing in at these

holes : and hawse-plugs, are plugs to stop
the hawses, to prevent the water from

washing into the manger.
There are also some terms in the sea

language that have an immediate relation

to the hawses. As " a bold hawse," is

when the holes are high above the wa-

ter. " Fresh the hawse," or veer out

more cable, is used when part of the ca-

ble that lies in the hawse is fretted or

chafed, and it is ordered that more cable

may be veered out, so that another part
of it may rest in the hawses. " Fresh the

hawse," that is, lay new pieces upon the

cable in the hawses, to preserve it from

fretting.
"

Burning in the hawse," is

when the cables endure a violent stress.
'<
Clearing the hawes," is disentangling

two cables that come through different

hawses. " To ride havves-full," is when
in stress of weather the ship falls with

her head deep in the sea, so that the wa-
ter runs in at the hawses.

HAZARD, a game on dice, without ta-

bles. It is played with only two dice
; and

as many may play at it as can stand round
the largest round table.

Two things are chiefly to be observed,
viz. main and chance; the latter belong-

ing to the caster, and the former, or main,
to the other gamesters. There can be no
main thrown above nine, nor under five ;

so that five, six, seven, eight, and nine,
are the only mains flung at hazard.

Chances and nicks are from four to ten :

thus four is a chance to nine, five to eight,
six to seven, seven to six, eight to five;

and nine and ten a chance to five, six, se-

ven, and eight : in short, four, five, six,

seven, eight, nine, and ten, are chances
to any main, if any of these nick it not.

Now nicks are either when the chance is

the same with the main, as five and five, or
the like ; or six and twelve, seven and

eleven, eight and twelve. Here observe,
that twelve is out to nine, seven, and five ;

eleven is out to nine, eight, six, and five ;

and ames-ace and deuce-ace, are out to

all mains whatever.
But to illustrate this game by a few ex-

amples : suppose the main to be seven,
and the caster throws five, which is his

chance ; he then throws again, and if five

turn up, he wins all the money set him ;

but if seven is thrown, he must pay as

much money as there is on the board :

again, if seven be the main, and the cast-

er throws eleven, or a nick, he sweeps
away all the money on the table ; but if

he throws a chance, as in the first case,
he must throw again : lastly, if seven be
the main, and the caster throws ames ace,

deuce-ace, or twelve, he is out: but ifhe
throws from four to ten, he hath a

chance ; though they are accounted the

worst chances on the dice, as seven is re-

puted the best and easiest main to be

flung. Four and five are bad throws (the
former of which being called, by the

tribe of nickers, little dick-fisher) as hav-

ing only two chances, viz. trey-ace and
two deuces, or trey-deuce and quatre-
ace : whereas seven hath three chances,
viz. cinque-deuce, five-ace, and quatre-

trey. Nine and ten are in the like condi-

tion with four and five ; having only two
chances. Six and eight have indeed the

same number of chances with seven, viz.

three ; but experienced gamesters never-

theless prefer the seven, by reason of the

difficulty to throw the doublets, two qua-
tres, or two treys. It is also the opinion
of most, that at the first throw the caster

hath the worst of it. On the whole, haz-

ard is certainly one of the most bewitch-

ing and ruinous games played on the

dice. Happy, therefore, the man, who
either never heard of it, or who has re-

solution enough to leave it off in time.

See CHANCES and GAMING.
HAZLE. See COHYLLUS.
HEAD. See ANATOMY.
HEADBORROW, or HEADBOROUGH ;

the chief of the frank pledge, and he
that had the principal government of

them within his own pledge. He was
called also burrowhead, bursholder,
third-burrow, tithing-man, chief-pledge,
or borrow-elder. He is now occasionally
called a constable.

HEALTH, is a right disposition of the

body, and of all its parts r consisting in a

due temperature, a right conformation,

just connection, and ready and free ex-
ercise of the several vital functions.

HEARING. See SOUND.
The organ of hearing is the ear, and

particularly the auditory nerve and mem-
brane. See ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY.
HEAT. The laws, according to which

the temperature of bodies is subjrQt to

increase or diminution, have been dis-

cussed in the articles CALORIC, CAPACITY,
COLD, COMBUSTION, and CHEMISTRY. In
the first of these articles, caloric was con-
sidered as a substance capable of passing
from body to body, and subsisting in them
-in different states. This is the general
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doctrine ofchemical philosophers : many
of tiiese, however, as well as others, in-

cline to the hypothesis, that heat may
consist in an undulatory or other intes-

tine motion, either in the parts of bodies,
or in some subtle fluid, or ETHER, which
see. Among these, we may reckon Sir

Isaac Newton, Mr. Cavendish, Dr. Young,
and Count Rumford.

" If heat," says Dr. Young,
" when at-

tached to any substance, be supposed to

consist in minute vibrations, and, when
propagated from one body to another, to

depend on the undulations of a medium
highly elastic, its effects must 'strongly
resemble those of sound, since every
sounding body is in a state of vibration ;

and the air, or any other medium, which
transmits sound, conveys its undulation to

distant parts, by means of its elasticity :

and we shall find, that the principal phe-
nomena of heat may actually be illustrat-

ed by a comparison with those of sound.
The excitation of heat and sound are not

only similar, but often identical ; as in the

operations of friction and percussion ;

they are both communicated sometimes

by contact, and sometimes by radiation ;

for, besides the common radiation of
sound through the air, its effects are com-
municated by contact, when the end of a

tuning.fork is placedon a table, or on the

sounding-board of an instrument, which
receives from the fork an impression that

is afterwards propagated as a distinct

sound. And the effect of radiant heat, in

raising the temperature of a body upon
which it falls, resembles the sympathetic
agitation of a string, when the sound of
another string, which is in unison with it,

is transmitted to it through the air. The
water, which is dashed about by the vi-

brating extremities of a tuning-fork dip-
ped into it, may represent the manner in

which the particles at the surface of a

liquid are thrown out of the reach of the
force of cohesion, and converted into va-

pour ; and the extrication of heat, in con-

sequence of condensation, may be com-
pared with the increase of sound pro-
duced by lightly touching a chord which
is slowly vibrating, or revolving in such a
manner as to emit little or no audible
sound ; while the diminution of heat, by
expansion, and the increase of the capa-
city of a substance for heat, may be attri-

buted to the greater space afforded to
each particle, allowing it to be equally
agitated with a less perceptible effect on
the neighbouring particles. In some
cases, indeed, heat and sound not only
resemble each other in their operations,
but produce precisely the same effects :
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thus, an artificial magnet, the force of
which is quickly destroyed by heat, is af-

fected more slowly in a similar manner,
when made to ring for a considerable
time ; and an electrical jar may be dis-

charged, either by heating it, or by caus-

ing it to sound by the friction of the fin-

ger." See the articles first mentioned.
HKAT, animal. The temperature which

animals, and even vegetables, maintain,

during life, above that of surrounding ob-

jects, is a very striking phenomenon. By
general analogies, it has frequently been
referred to the process of combustion ;

and, from facts more distinctly pointed,
the doctrine, that it depends upon the

absorption ofoxygen, has been advanced

by modern chemists. But it is to Dr.
Crawford we are indebted for a direct se-

ries of experiments, by which the nature
of the process is directly made out. It

would carry us too far into physiological
disquisition, if we were to proceed to en-

quire respecting the nature of the parts,
and the functions of organized beings.
The blood which circulates through the

lungs absorbs oxygen in the act of respi-
ration, by means of which a portion of the
carbon which it contains is acidified, and
carried off in the elastic state. After this,

and, perhaps, other changes, the fluid

passes through the arteries to the ex-
treme vessels, depositing, in some man-
ner, the elementary parts or principles of
animal matter during the act of nutrition,
in which state of still further change the
blood returns by the veins, and again
passes through the course of circulation.

From his experiments on the rapacities
of arterial and venous blood, Dr. Craw-
ford found the capacity of the former for

heat to be 1.030, and that of the latter

only 0.892, whence he concludes, that

though heat must be given out in conse-

quence of the diminished capacity of the
combined oxygen absorbed by respira-
tion, yet the increased capacity of the ar-

terial blood will prevent its becoming sen-

sible immediately in the lungs ; instead

of which, it will be given out at the small-

er ramifications, where the blood be-
comes changed in its nature, and in its

capacity for heat, by its conversion to the
venous state. It has also been establish-

ed, by the experiments of the same philo-

sopher, that the process of absorption of

oxygen is less in a higher than in a low

temperature ; the difference between the
arterial and venous blood being at the
same time less, and consequently the aug-
mentation of temperature in the animal

less considerable. This law ofthe animal

economy, assisted by the increased evapo-
Q
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ration, and by the slow conducting power
of an animal body, and, perhaps, by the

permanency of the enlarged capacity,
seems sufficient to account for the power
which animals possess ofmaintaining their

natural temperature, without any remark-
able change in an atmosphere greatly
heated, as was shewn in the experiments
of Fordyce and Blagden. (See Philos.

Trans. 1775.) It must be confessed, how-

ever, that some farther investigations
seem wanting on this subject.

Though the lungs appear to be the

great organ of oxygenation in the larger
animals, it is well ascertained, that a pro-
cess of nearly the same nature is carried

on at the skin ; and in many of the smaller

or less perfect animals there appears to

be no other means for effecting this ab-

sorption.
HEATH. See ERICA.

HEAVINESS, in general, the same
with weight or gravity. See GRAVITY and
WEIGHT.
HEBENSTREITIA, in botany, a genus

of the Didynamia Angiospermia class and
order. Essential character : calyx emar-

ginate, cleft underneath ; corolla one-

lipped, lip ascending, four-cleft ; stamens
inserted into the edge of the border of

the corolla ; capsule containing two seeds.

There are six species, all natives of the

Cape.
HECTIC. See MEDICINE.

HEDERA, in botany, English ivy, a ge-
nus of the Pentandria Monogynia class

and order. Natural order of Hederaceac.

Caprifolia, Jussieu. Essential character :

petals five, oblong ; berry five-seeded,
surrounded by the calyx. There are six

species, with several varieties.

HEDERACEJE, in botany, the name of
the forty-sixth order of Linnaeus's "Frag-
ments of a Natural Method," consisting
of the ivy, vine, and a few other genera,
which, from their general habit and ap-

pearance, seem nearly allied. This or-

der consists of herbaceous and shrubby

plants,
most of which, particularly the

ivy and vine, just mentioned, have creep-

ing branches, that attach themselves by
tendrils to the bodies in their neighbour-
hood. The roots are long ; the stems and

young branches commonly cylindric. The
leaves are alternate, sometimes simple, as

in the ivy and vine ; sometimes vyinged,
as in the zanlhoxylum, or tooth-ach tree,
in which the surface of the leaves is co-

vered with points. On each side of the
foot-stalk of the leaves of the vine are

placed two pretty large stipulze, tfr scales;
from the side opposite to the leaves pro-
ceeds a branching tendril, which serves ta

fasten the plant to the bodies in its neigh-
bourhood. The flowers are either her-

maphrodite, as in the ivy and vine ; male
and female upon different roots, as in the

ginseng
1

; or hermaphrodite and male up-
on different roots, as in the zanthoxylum.
The calyx, or proper flower cup, consists

of one leaf divided into five parts, which
are small, and generally permanent. The
petals are commonhv five ; but in the cis-

sus four, and in the zanthoxylum none.
There are five stamina ; but the cissus ha$

only four. The anthers, or tops of the

stamina, are roundish : in the ivy they are

attached to the filaments by the sides,

In the zanthoxylum the filaments are
crowned with- twin anthers. The seed
bud is of different shapes ; the seed-ves-

sel is of the berry-kind, with one, two, or

five cells, and the seeds are from one to

five in number, placed either in distinct
,

cells, or, as in the case of the
ivy

and

vine, dispersed through the pulp without

any partition See PANA'X, &c.

HEDGES, in agriculture, are either

planted to make fences round inclosures,
or to divide the several parts of a garden.
When they are designed as outward

fences, they are planted either with haw-

thorn, crabs, or blackthorn ;
but those

hedges which are planted in gardens,
either to surround wilderness-quarters,
or to screen the other parts of a garden
from sight, are planted according to the

fancy of the owner, some preferring ever-

greens, in which case the holly is best ;

next the yew, then the laurel, laurustinus,

phillyrea, &c. others prefer the beach,
the hornbeam, and the elm.

HEDGE hog. See ERIJJACEUS.
HEDGE sparrow, the brown motacilla,

white underneath, and with a grey spot,
behind the eyes. See MOTACILLA.

HEDWIGIA, in botany, so called from
J. Hedwig, a genus of the Octandria Mo\
nogynia class and order. Essential charac-

ter : calyx four-toothed ; corolla four-

cleft; style none; capsule tricoccous; seed .

a nut There is only one species, viz. H.

balsamifera, a lofty tree, more than sixty
feet in height, and nearly five feet in cir-

cumference, a native of St. Domingo.
The wood is used for many purposes :

the red gum that issues from the bark has

a strong aromatic smell, and is serviceable

in the cure of wounds : it is frequently
called bois cochon.

HEDYCARYA, in botany, a genus of

the Dioecia Icosandria class and order.

Natural order of Scabridae. Urticae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : calyx eight or

ten cleft ; corolla none : male, filaments

none : anthers in the bottom ofthe calyx.
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four-furrowed, bearded at the tip : fe-

male, germs pedicelled ; nuts pedicelled,
one-seeded. There is but one species ;

viz. H. dentata, a native of New Zea-

land.

HEDYCREA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentaudria Monogynia class and order.

Essential character : calyx one-leafed, he-

mispherical, five-toothed ; corolla none ;

drupe oval, one-celled ; nut ovate, cover-

ed with fibres, one-celled ; the shell hard.

There is but one species ;
viz. H. incana,

a native of Guiana, where it is called ca-

ligni by the natives, who are remarkably
fond of the fruit, which is about the size

of a large olive ; the pulp is white, and of

a sweetish taste
; the shell is bony, and

separates with dfficulty from the fibres in

the pulp; the kernel is two-lobed : it is

but a small tree, not exceeding four feet

in height.
HEDYOSMUM, in botany, a genus of

the Monoecia Polyandria class and order.

Essential character : male, ament cover-

ed with antht rs ; no perianth, corolla, or
filaments : female, calyx three-toothed ;

corolla none ; style one, three-corner-
ed ; berry three-cornered, one-seeded.

There are two species, both natives of

Jamaica.

HEDYOTIS, in botany, a genus of the
Tetrandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Stellatae. Rubiaceae.

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

monopetalous, funnel-shaped ; capsule
two-celled, many-seeded, inferior.

There are eight species, natives of the
East and West Indies, also of Cochin-
china,

HEDYPNOIS, in botany, a genus of
the Syngenesia Polygamia JEquaiis class

and order. Natural order of Composite
Semiflosculosae. Cicoracese, Jussieu. Es-
sential character: calyx calycled, with
short scales ; seeds crowned with the

calycle ; outer without down, covered up
in the scales of the calyx ; inner having a

down of five erectish awned chaffs : re-

ceptacle naked, hollow dotted. This ge-
nus, according to Professor Martyn, em-
braces some species of HYOSERIS and of

CREPIS, which see.

HEDYSARUM, in botany, a genus of
the Diadelphia Decandria class and order.
Natural order, of Papilionaceae or Legu-
minosae. Essential character: corolla
keel transversely obtuse

; legume joint-
ed, with one seed in each joint. There
are ninety species, only one of which is a
native of Great Britain; viz. H. onobry-
chis, saintfoin, or cockshead, and but ten
which are natives of Europe. Most of

these are perennial. Linnaeus relates a
remarkable phenomenon belonging to H.

gyrans, sensitive hedysarum, which is as

follows :
" This is a wonderful plant, on

account of its voluntary motion, which is

not occasioned by any touch, irritation, or
movement in the air, as in the Mimosa,
Oxalis, andDionaea; nor is it so evanes-
cent as in Amorpha. No sooner had the

plants raised from seeds acquired their

ternate leaves, than they began to be in

motion this way and that : this movement
did not cease during the whole course of

their vegetation, nor were they observant

of any time, order, or direction ; one
leaflet frequently revolved, whilst the

other on the same petiole was quiescent ;

sometimes a few leaflets only were in

motion, then almost all of them would be
in movement at once ; the whole plant
was very seldom agitated, and that only

during the first year. It continued to

move in the stove during the second year
of its growth, and was not at rest even in

winter."

HEEL, in the sea language. If a ship
leans on one side, whether she be aground
or afloat, then it is said she heels a star-

board, or a-port, or that she heels off-

wards, or to the shore : that is, inclines

more to one side than to another.

IlEELo/*^e mast, that part of the foot of

any mast which is pared away slanting on
the aftward side thereof, in order that it

may be stayed aftward on. The heels of
the top-masts are squares.

IIKGIRA, in chronology, a celebrated

epocha among Mahometans. See CHRO-
NOLOGY. The event which gave rise to

this epocha was the flight of Mahomet
from Mecca, with his new proselytes,
to avoid the persecution of the Corais-

chites : who, being then most powerful
in the city, could not bear that Mahomet
should abolish idolatry, and establish his

new religion. This flight happened in

the fourteenth year after Mahomet had
commenced prophet : he retired to Me-
dina, which he made the place of his resi-

dence.

HEIGHT, in geometry, is a perpendi-
cular let fall from the vertex, or top, of

any right-lined figure, upon the base or

side subtending it. It is likewise the per-

pendicular height ofany object above the
horizon ; and is found several ways, by
two staffs, a plain mirror, with the quad-
rant, theodolite, or some graduated in-

strument, &c. The measuring of heights
or distances is of two kinds : when the

place or object is accessible, as when you
can approach to its bottom ; or inaccessi
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ble, when it cannot be approached. See

HEIR, in law, is he to whom lands, te-

nements, hereditaments, by the act of
God and right of blood, descend of some
estate of inheritance.

HEIR apparent. No person can be heir
in fact until the death of his ancestor ; yet
he who stands nearest in degree of kin-

dred to the ancestor is called, even in his

life-time, heir apparent.
And the law takes notice of an heir

apparent, so far as to allow the father to

bring an aciion of trespass for taking
away his son and heir, the father being
guardian by nature to his son, where any
lands descend to him.
The heir, heir general, or heir at com-

mon law, is he, who, after his father's or
ancestor's death, has a right to all his

lands, tenements, and hereditaments ;

but he must be of the whole blood, not
a bastard, alien, &c. None but the heir

general, according to the course of the
common law, can be heir to a warrantry,
or sue an appeal of the death of his an-
cestor.

A custom in particular places varying
the rules of descent at common law is

good ; such is the custom of gavel-kind,

by which all the sons shall inherit, and
make but one heir to their ancestor.

The general custom of gavel-kind lands

extends to sons only, but a special cus-

tom, that if one brother die without

issue, all his brothers may inherit, is

good.
To prevent injury to creditors by the

alienation of the lands descended, &c.
and depriving them of their claim on the

lands, it is enacted by 3 and 4 William
and Mary, c. 14, that in all cases, where

any heir at law shall be liable to pay the
debt of his ancestor, in regard of any
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, de-

scending to him, and shall sell, alien,
and make over the same before any ac-

tion brought or process used out against
him, such heir at law shall be answerable
for such debt or debts in an action or ac-

tions of debt to the value ofthe said land
so by him sold, alienated, or made over ;

in which case all creditors shall be
pre-

ferred, in the same order as in actions

against executors and administrators, and
such execution shall be taken out upon
any judgment or judgments so obtained

against such heirs, to the value of the said

land, as if the same were his own proper
debts ; saving that the lands, tenements,
and hereditaments, bonajide alienated be-

fore the action brought, shall not be liable

to such execution. Provided, that wherq
any action of debt upon any speciality is

brought against any heir, he may plead
riens per descent at the time of the original
writ brought, or the bill filed against
him ; and the plaintiff in such action may
reply, that he had lands, tenements, or

hereditaments from his ancestor before
the original writ brought, or the bill filed ;

and if upon issue joined thereupon, it be
found for the plainthT, the jury shall in-

quiry of the value of the lands, tenements,
or hereditaments, so descended, and

thereupon judgment shall be given, and
execution shall be awarded as aforesaid ;

hut if judgment be given against such

heir, by confession of the action, confess-

ing the asseis descended, or upon demur-
rer, or nihil dixit, it shall be for the debt
and damages, without any writ to enquire
ofthe lands, tenements, or hereditaments,
so descended.
Before this statute, if the ancestor had

devised away the lands, a creditor by spe-

ciality had no remedy, either against the
heir or devisee. But by this statute it is

enacted, that all wills and testaments,
limitations, dispositions, or appointments,
of or concerning any manors, messuages,
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or of

any rent, profit, term, or charge, out of
the same, whereof any person at the time
of his decease shall be seized in fee-sim-

ple, possession, reversion, or remainder,
or have power to dispose of the same by
his last will and testament, shall be deem-
ed and taken only against such creditor
as aforesaid, his heirs, successors, execu-

tors, administrators, and assigns, and

every of them, to be fraudulent, and

clearly, absolutely, and utterly void, frus-

trate, and of none effect ; any pretence,
colour, feigned or presumed considera-

tion, or any other matter or thing, to the

contrary notwithstanding. And in those
cases every such creditor may maintain
his action of debt upon his said lands
and specialities, against the heir at law of
such obligor, and such devisee and devi-

sees, jointly, by virtue of this act ; and
such devisee and devisees shall be liable

and chargeable for a false plea by him or
them pleaded, in the same manner as

any heir should have been for false plea
by him pleaded, or for not confessing the
lands or tenements to him descended.

Provided, that where there hath been or
shall be any limitation or appointment,
devise, or disposition, of any manors,
messuages, lands, tenements, or heredita-

ments, for the raising or payment of any
real or just debt, or any portion, sum or
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sums of money, for any child or children

of any person, other than the heir at law,

in pursuance of any marriage contract, or

agreement in writing, bona fde made be-

fore such marriage ; the same and every
of them shall be in full force, and the

game manors, &c. may be holden and en-

joyed by every such person, his heirs,

executors, administrators, and assigns,

for whom the said limitation, appoint-

ment, devise, or disposition, was made,
and by his trustee, his heirs, executors,

administrators, and assigns, for such es

tate or interest as shall be so limited or

appointed, devised or disposed, until

sucli debt or debts, portion or portions,
shall be raised, paid, and satisfied. And
every devisee made liable by this act

shall be liable and chargeable in the same
manner as the heir at law, by force of

this act, notwithstanding the lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments, to him or them

devised, shall be aliened before the action

brought. In the construction of this sta-

tute it has been held, that though a man
is prevented from defeating his creditors

by will, that yet any settlement or dispo-
sition he shall make in his life-time of his

lands, whether voluntary or not, will be

good against bond creditors ; for that was
not provided against by the statute,

whicn only took care to secure such
creditors from any imposition, which

might he supposed in a man's last sick-

ness; but if he gave away his estate in his

life-time, this prevented the descent of so

much to the heir, and consequently took

away their remedy against him, who was

only liable in respect of the lands de-

scended ; and as a bond is no lien what-
soever on the lands in the hands of the

obligor, much less can it be so, when they
are given away to a stranger.
HKIR looms, in law, are such goods and

personal chattels, as, contrary to the na-

ture of chattels, shall go by special cus-

tom to the heir, along with the inherit-

ance, and not to the executor of the last

proprietor.

HEISTERA, in botany, so called in

honour of Laurence Heister, a genus of
the Decandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Holoracese. Aurantia,
Jussieu. Essential character ; calyx five-

cleft ; petals five ; drupe with a very large
coloured calyx. There is but one species,
viz. H. coccinea, a native of Martinico,
in close woods near torrents. The French
inhabitants call it bois perdrix, birds be-

ing very fond of the fruit.

HELENIUM, in botany, a genus of the

vSyngenesia Polygamia Superfiua class

and order. Natural order of Composite
Discoideae. Corymbiferae, Jussieu. There
are two species. These plants are na-

tives of America, where they grow wild,
in great plenty, in the woods and other

shady places where the ground is moist.

HELIACAL, in astronomy, a term ap-

plied to the rising or setting of the stars,

or, more strictly speaking, to their emer-
sion out of and immersion into the rays
and superior splendour of the sun. A
star is said to rise heliacally, when, after

having been in conjunction with the sun,
and on that account invisible, it comes to

be at such a distance from him, as to be
seen in the morning before sun-rising,
the sun, by his apparent motion, receding
from the star towards the east ; on the

contrary, the heliacal setting is when the

sun approaches so near a star, as to hide

it with his beams, which preveat the faint-

er light of the star from being perceiv-

ed, so that the terms apparition and oc-

cultation would be more proper than ri-

sing and setting.
All the fixed stars in the zodiac, and also

the superior planets, Mars, Jupiter, and

Saturn, rise heliacally in the morning, a

little before sun-rising, and a few days
after they have set cosmically. Again,

they set heliacally in the evening, a little

before their achronycal setting. But the

moon, whose motion eastward is always

quicker than the apparent motion of the

sun, rises heliacally in the evening, after

the new moon ; and sets heliacally in the

morning, when old and approaching to a

conjunction with the sun.

The inferior planets, Venus and Mer-

cury, which sometimes seem to go west-

ward from the sun, and sometimes again
have a quicker motion eastward, rise

heliacally in the morning, when they are

retrograde ; but when direct in their

motions, they rise heliacally in the even-

ing. The heliacal rising or setting of the

moon happens when she is seventeen de-

grees distant from the sun : but for the

other planets, twenty degrees are requir-
ed ;

and for the fixed stars, more or less,

according to their magnitude.

HELIANTHUS, in batany, sun-fotoer,
a genus of the Syngenesia Polygamia
Frustranea class and order. Natural or-

der of Composite Oppositifoliae. Corym-
biferae, Jussieu. Essential character:

calyx imbricate, somewhat* squarrose ;

down two-leaved ; receptacle chaffy, flat.

There are twelve species. These are

hardy herbaceous plants, most of them
tali and large, all perennial excepting
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two, vi:. H; annus and H. indicus. They
are all natives of America.
HEL1COID parabola, or Parabolic Spi-

ral, is a curve arising- from the supposition
that the common parabola is bent or

twisted, till the axis comes into the cir-

cumference of a circle, the ordinates still

retaining their places and perpendicu-
lar positions with respect to the cir-

cle, ail these still remaining in the same

places.
HEL1CONIA, in botany, a genus ofthe

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Scitaminese. Musae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character: spathes; perianth
none; corolla, three-petalled; nectary two-
leaved ; pericarpium tricoccous ; seeds

solitary. There are three species, natives

of the West Indies and South America.

HELICONII, in natural history, a divi-

sion of the genus Papilio, butterfly ; the

wings are narrow, entire, usually trans-

parent, the anterior ones are oblong, and
the interior short and rounded. See
PAPILIO.

HEL1CTERES, in botany, a genus of

the Gynandria Decandria class and order.

Natural order of Columniferse. Malvaceae,
Jussieu. Essential character: pentagy-
nous ; calyx one-leafed, oblique ; petals
five ; nectary of five leaflets ; capsule
five-twisted. There are nine species,
shrubs or trees, natives of both Indies,

mostly tomentose; leaves alternate ; pe-
duncles axillary, few-flowered.

HELIOCARPUS, in botany, a genus of

'the Dodecandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Columniferze. Tiliaceae,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx four-

leaved ; corolla four-petalled ; styles sim-

ple; capsule two-celled, compressed, lon-

gitudinally radiated on both sides. There
is only one species, viz. H. americana,
American heliocarpus. It is found grow-
ing wild about La Vera Cruz, in New
Spain.
HELIOMETER, the name of an instru-

ment for measuring with particular exact-

ness the diameters of the heavenly bodies,

and especially those of the sun and moon.

This instrument is a kind of telescope,

consisting of two object-glasses of equal
focal distance, placed one of them by
the side of the other, so that the same

eye-glass serves for both. The tube of

this instrument is of a conical form,

larger at the upper end, which receives

the two object-glasses, than, at the lower,
which is furnished with an eye-glass
and micrometer. By the construction of

this instrument, two distinct images of

an object are formed in the focus of the

eye-glass, whose distance, depending on
that of the two object-glasses from, one

another, may be measured with accura-

cy ; nor is it necessary that the whole
disc of the sun or moon should come
within the field of view, since, if the

images of only a small part of the disc

be formed by each object-glass, the

whole diameter may be easily computed
by their position with respect to one an-

other : for if the object be large, the im-

ages will approach, or perhaps lie even
over one another, and the object-glasses

being moveable, the two images may
always be brought exactly to touch one

another, and the diameter may be com-

puted from the known distance of the
centres of the two glasses. Besides, as

this instrument has a common microme-
ter in the focus of the eye-glass, when
the two images of the sun or moon are
made in part to cover one another, that

part which is common to both the im-

ages may be measured with great ex-

actness, as being viewed upon a ground
that is only one half less luminous than

itself; whereas, in general, the heaven-

ly bodies are viewed upon a dark ground,
and on that account are imagined to be

larger than they really are. By a small

addition to this instrument, provided it

be of a moderate length, Mr. Bouguer,
the inventor, thought it very possible to

measure angles of three or four degrees,
which is of particular consequence in

taking the distance of stars from the
moon. With this instrument he found
that the sun's vertical diameter, though
somewhat diminished by the astronomi-
cal refraction, is longer than the hori-

zontal diameter; and, in ascertaining
this phenomenon, he also found, that the

upper and lower edges of the sun's disc

are not so equally defined as the other

parts ; on this account his image appears
somewhat extended in the vertical direc-

tion. This is owing to the decomposi-
tion of light, which is known to consist

of rays differently refrangible in their

passage through our atmosphere. Thus
the blue and violet rays, which proceed
from the upper part of the disc at the
same time with those of other colours,
are somewhat more refracted than the

others, and therefore seem to us to
have proceeded from a higher point ;

whereas, on the contrary, the red rays

proceeding from the lower edge of the

disc, being less refracted than the others,
seem to proceed from a lower point ;
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so that the vertical diameter is extended,
or appears longer, than the horizontal di-

ameter.
HELIOCENTRIC latitude of a planet,

the inclination of a line drawn between
the centre of the sun and the centre of a

planet, to the plane of the ecliptic.
HELIOCENTRIC place ofa planet, in astro-

nomy, the place of the ecliptic, wherein
the planet would appear to a spectator

placed at the centre of the sun.

HELIOPHILA, in botany, a genus of

the Tetradynarnia Siliquosa class and or-

der. Natural order of Siliquosae Crucifor-

mes. Cruciferae, Jussieu. Essential cha-

racter : nectaries two, bowed back tow-

ards the bladder ofthe calyx. There are

ten species. These plants are all natives

of the Cape ofGood Hope.
HELIOSCOPE, in optics, a sort of te-

lescope, peculiarly fitted for viewing the

sun, without hurting the eyes. See TE-
LESCOPE.

HELIOTROPE, in mineralogy, a spe-
cies of the flint genus. It is of a green
colour, and occurs massive, in angular
and rolled pieces; it is commonly trans-

lucent on the edges ;
the specific gravity

from 2.6 to 2.7. It is found in rocks,
and is said to be the connecting link be-

tween jaspar and chalcedony. In Asia,
it is found in Bucharia, Persia, and Sibe-

ria ; and in Europe, in Iceland, and in

Upper Saxony. From the beauty of the

colour, and its great hardness, it is reckon-
ed of great value among lapidaries, and
that which has the greatest degree of

translucency, and most numerous red

spots, is of most value.

HELIOTROP1UM, in botany, a genus
of the Pentandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Asperifoliae. Bor-

raginese, Jussieu. Essential character :

corolla salver-shaped, five-cleft, with
teeth interposed; throat closed with
arches. There are twenty-four species,
of which H. Peruvianum, Peruvian turn-

sole, or heliotrope, is a small shrubby
plant, from two to three feet in height ;

the leaves are long, hairy, and much
veined, of an ash-colour on their under
side, on short foot-stalks ; the flowers
are produced at the ends of the branches,
in short reflex spikes, growing in clus-

ters ; the peduncles divide into two or

three, and these again into smaller ones,
each sustaining a spikelet of pale blue

flowers, which have a strong, sweet
odour, somewhat resembling bitter al-

monds. It grows naturally in Peru ; it

flowers with us great part of the year,
and those flowers which come out early

in the summer, are succeeded by ripe
seeds in autumn.

HELIX, in geometry, the same with

SPIRAL, which see.

HEMX, in natural history, the snail, a

genus of the Vermes Testacea class and
order. Animal a Umax

; skell univalve,

spiral, subdiaphanous, brittle; aperture
contracted, semi-lunar or roundish. Of
this genus more than three hundred spe-
cies have been enumerated; they are se-

parated into divisions ; A. whorls, 'with a
carinate acute margin ;

B. umbilicate, the'

whorls rounded; C. rounded, imperfo-
rate ;

D. tapering ;
E. ovate, im perforate.

Of the species, we shall notice H. cornea,
the shell of which above is umbilicate,

flat, blackish, with four round whorls. It

is found in Europe, and on the coast of

Coromandel, from a single line to an inch

in diameter ;
shell chesnut brown, rufous,

whitish, yellowish, or blueish, polished
and very fine striate transversely;

whorls, four or five, rarely turned contra-

ry ; the inhabitant is black, with dirty-

grey tentacula, and produces a scarlet,

but not vry durable dye. H. pomatia, a
snail with five spires remarkably ventri-

cose, slightly umbilicated, fasciated with a

lighter and deeper brown : this is found
in the woods of the southern counties of

England ; it is said to have been introduc-

ed by Sir Kenelm Uigby, for medical pur-

poses. These art- confined to the south-

ern counties, attempts having been made,
but without success, to bring them into

Northamptonshire. This snail is used in

many parts of Europe as food, particular-

ly at Rome during the weeks of Lent:
here they are fattened, and grow to a very
large size. It is oviparous, very tenacious

of life, and, towards winter, covers its

aperture with a calcareous lid. H. horten-

sis, garden-snail, shell imperforate, globu-
lar, pale, with broad interrupted brown
bands : this species inhabits the garden
and orchard in most parts of Europe; it

abounds with a viscid slimy juice, which
it readily gives out by boiling in milk and

water, so as to render them thick and

glutinous, and the compound, especially
with milk, is reckoned efficacious in con-

sumptive cases. Snails are very destruc-

tive to wall-fruit : lime and ashes sprin-
kled on the ground will keep them away,
and destroy the young brood. Fruit, al-

ready bitten, should not be taken off the

tree, for they will not touch the other, till

they have wholly jeaten this, if left for

them. The eyes of snails are lodged in

their horns, one at the end of ench horn,

which they can retract with pleasure. The
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manner of examining these eyes, which
are four in number, is this : when the
horns are out, cut off nimbly the extre-

mity of one of them, and, placing it be-

fore the microscope, you may discover

the black spot at the end to be really a

semiglobular eye.
The dissection ofthis animal is very cu-

rious ; for by this means, the microscope
not only discovers the heart beating, just

against the round hole near the neck,
which seems the place of respiration ; but

also the liver, spleen, stomach, and intes-

tines, with the veins, arteries, mouth, and

teeth, are plainly observable. The intes-

tines of this creature are green, from its

eating herbs, and are branched all over
with tine capillary white veins ; the mouth
is like a hare's or rabbit's, with four or six

needle-teeth, resemblingthose of leeches,
and of a substance like horn. Snails, are

all hermaphrodites, having both sexes

united in each individual ; they lay their

eggs with great care in the earth, and
the young ones are hatched with shells

completely formed. Cutting off a snail's

head, a little stone appears, which is-sup-

posed to be a great diuretic, and good in

nephritic disorders : immediately under
this stone, the heart is seen beating ; and
the auricles are evidently distinguishable,
and are membraneous, and ofa white co-

lour, as are also the vessels which pro-
ceed from them. So small an animal as

the snail is not free from the plague of

supporting other smaller animals on its

body ; and, as in other animals, we find

these secondary ones either living on
their surface, as lice, &c. or only in the

Intestines as worms, it is very remarka-

ble, that the snail is infested in both these

manners, lice being sometimes found on
the surface of its body, and worms some-
times within its intestines. There is a

part of the common garden snail, and of

other of the like kinds, commonly called

the collar; this surrounds the neck ofthe

snail, and is considerably thick, and is the

only part that is visible when the animal

is retired quietly into its shell : in this

state of the animal, these insects which
infest it are usually seen in considerable

numbers, marching about very nimbly on
this part.

HELLEBORUS, in botany, English hel-

lebore, a genus of the Polyandria Polygy-
nia class and order. Natural order of Mul-

tisiliquse. Ranunculacex, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx none ; petals five, or

more; nectary two-lippeL, tubular ; cap-
sules many-seeded. There are seven spe-
cies. The hellebores are all hardy her-

baceous perennials, with compound

leaves, digitate, pedate, palmate, or ter-

nate ; the flowers have only a single co-

ver j they grow either several together,
at the ends of the stalk and its subdivisi-

ons, with a single bracte to each pedicle ;

or single on a scape, naked, or with a leaf

for an involucre. They appear early in.

the spring, and often in the winter. The
root of this plant is tuberous ;

at first it has

no taste, but in a short time a strong

acridity becomes sensible to the mouth
and throat. By distillation, an oil is ob-

tained which is extremely poisonous: one
similar in its effects may be obtained from

many plants.

HELM, in naval architecture, a long
and flat piece oftimber, or an assemblage
of several pieces, suspended along the

hind part of a ship's stern-post, where it

turns upon hinges to the right or left,

serving to direct the course of the vessel,

as the tail ofa fish guides the body. The
helm is usually composed of three parts,
viz. the rudder, the tiller, and tiie wheel,

except in small vessels, where the wheel
is unnecessary. As to the form of the rud-

der it becomes gradually broader in pro-

portion to its distance from the top, or to

its depth under the water. The back, or

inner part of it, which joins to the stern-

post, is diminished into the form of a

wedge throughout its whole length, so

as that the rudder may be more easily
turned from one side to the other, where
it makes an obtuse angle with the keel.

It is supported upon hinges, of which
those that are bolted round the stern-

post to the after extremity ofthe ship are

called googings, and are furnished with

a large hole in the after-part of the stern-

post. The other parts of the hinges,
which are bolted to the back ofthe rud-

der, are called pintles, being strong cy-
lindrical pins, which enter into the goog-

ings
and rest upon them. The length and

thickness of the rudder is nearly equal
to that of the stern-post. The rudder
is turned upon its hinges by means of *

long bar of timber called the tiller, which
is -fixed horizontally in its upper end
within the vessel. The movements of
the tiller, to the right and left, according-

ingly direct the efforts of the rudder to

the government of the ship's course as

she advances; which, in the sealanguage,
is called steering. The operations of the

tiller are guided and assisted by a sort of

tackle, communicating with the ship's

side, called the tiller-rope, which is usu-

ally composed of untarred rope-yarns, for

the purpose <f traversing more readily

through the blocks or pulleys. In order

to facilitate the management of the helm,
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%he tiller-rope, in all large vessels, is

wound about a wheel, which acts upon it

with the powers of a crane or windlass.

There are several terms in the sea lan-

guage relating to the helm ; as " bear up
the helm ;" that is, let the ship go more

large before the wind :
" helm a mid-

ship," or "
right the helm ;" that is, keep

it even with the middle of the ship ;

*'
port the helm," put it over the left side

of the ship :
" starboard the helm," put

it on the right side of the ship.

HELMET, an ancient defensive armour
worn by horsemen both in war and in

tournaments. It covered both the head
and face, only leaving an aperture in the

front secured by bars, which was called

the visor. It is still used in heraldry by
way of crest over the shield or coat of

arms, in order to express the different de-

grees of nobility by the different manner
in which it is borne. Thus, a helmet in

profile is given to gentlemen and esquires:'
to a knight, the helmet standing forward
and the beaver a little open : the helmet
in profile and open, with bars, belongs to

all noblemen under the degree of a duke :

and the helmet forward and open, with

many bars, is assigned to kings, princes,
and dukes.
There is generally but one helmet up-

on a shield ; but sometimes there are two,
and even three; if there be two, they
ought to face each other ; and if three,
the middlemost should stand directly for-

ward, and the other two on the sides fac-

ing towards it.

HELONIAS, in botany, a genus of the
Hexandria Trigynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Coronariae. Junci, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx none ; corolla

six-petalled; capsule three-celled, There
are two species, viz. H. bullata, spear-
leaved helonias ; and H. asphodeloides,
grass-leaved helonias ; both natives of
North America.

HEMEROBIUS, in natural history, a

genus of insects of the order Neuroptera.
Mouth with a short horny mandible, the

jaws cylindrical^straight, cleft ; feelers

-four, unequal, filiform ; wings deflected,
not folded ; antennae setaceous, project-
ing, longer than the thorax, which is con-
vex. There are nearly forty species, in

two divisions; A. lip cylindrical, mem-
branaceous, annulate : B. lip horny,
rounded at the tip, vaulted. The insects

belonging to this genus are, like the

ephemerae, very short-lived, and in every
slate of their existence prey, with un-

ceasing avidity, upon plant-lice. The
larva is six-footed, generally ovate and
hairy; the pupa mostly fQlliculute; the
VOL. VL

eggs are deposited in clusters on the
leaves of plants, each placed on a small

gummy pedicle. When touched, many of
them have an excrementitious smell. The
most common species is .the H. perla, an
insect ofgreat beauty, seen chiefly in the

middle, and towards the decline of sum-
mer; and is a slender-bodied fly, of a

grass-green colour, with bright gold-co-
loured eyes, and four large, transparent
oval wings, finely reticulated with pale-
green veins. The eggs of this insect are

supported each one on a delicate stem,
of more than halfan inch in length, which
is attached to the surface of a leaf or

twig, and by some persons, unacquainted
with their nature, they have been taken
for a small species of the fungus. From
the eggs are hatched the larva, which in.

a few days become fitted to undergo
their change into the chrysalis state. For
this purpose the animal draws a fine silk

from the extremity of the body, and in a
short space envelopes itself in a round
ball, of the size of a small pea, affixed to

a leaf or twig of the tree it frequents,
and divesting itself of its skin commences
a chrysalis ; in about three weeks it be-
comes a complete insect. The hemero-
bius takes its name from the shortness of
its life, as it seldom lives more than two or
three days.

HEMEROCALLIS, in botany, English
day lily, a genus of the Hexandria Mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order cf

Lilia, or Liliaceae. Coronariae, Linnaeus.

Narcissi, Jussieu. Essential character:
corolla bell-shaped ; the tube cylindric ;

stamina declining. There are five spe-
cies.

HEMIMERIS, in botany, a genus of
the Didynamia Angiospermia class and
order. Natural order of Personatae. Scro-

phulariae, Jussieu. Essential character :

calyx five-parted; corolla wheel-form;

upper lip cl6ven, with a nectareous bag
at the base. There are three species.

HEMIONITES, in botany, English male

fern t a genus of the Cryptogamia Filices,
or Ferns. Generic character: capsules

digested into lines, meeting together,
either intersecting each other, or branch-

ed. There are eight species, natives of
both Indies.

HEMISPHERE, in geometry, the half

of a globe or sphere, when it is suppos-
ed to be cut through its centre in the

plane of one of its great circles. Thus
the equator divides the terrestrial globe
into the northern a'nd southern hemis-

pheres : in the same manner the meridian

divides the globe into the eastern and

western hemispheres ; and the horizon

R
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into two hemispheres, distinguished by
the epithets upper and lower. .See GLOBE
and SPHERE.
The centre of gravity of an hemisphere

is five-eighths of the radius distant from
the vertex.

HEMISPHERE is also used to denote a

projection of half the terrestial globe, or

lialf the celestial sphere, on a plane, and

frequently called planisphere.
HEMISTICH, in poetry, denotes half

averse, or a verse not completed.
Of this there are frequent examples in

Virgil's JEneid ; but whether they were
left unfinished by design or not is disput-
ed among the learned ; such are,

" Ferro

accincta vocat," JEn. II. v. 614. And
" Italiamnon sponte sequor," JEn; I.V. v.

361.
HEMP. See CANNABIS.
The cannabis stativa, or hemp-plant, is

cultivated on account of its external fila-

ments, which constitute the hemp used

for cordage, canvass, cloth, &c. and the

seeds abound with oil. This plant is an-

nual ; it rises quick into a tall slender

Sort of shrub ;
its leaves, growing by fives

or sixes from the same pedicle, are a lit-

tle jagged, and yield a strong smell,

which affects the head. The culture and

management of hemp makes a consider-

able article in agriculture, requiring di-

vers operations, as pulling, watering,

beating, and swingling. It is sown in

May, in a warm, sandy, rich soil ; and is of

itself sufficient to destroy weeds on any
ground. The first season for pulling

hemp is usually about the middle of Au-

gust, when they begin to pull the male

plants, called fimble hemp. But the safer

method is to pnll it a fortnight or three
weeks later, when the male plants have

fully shed their farina, without which the

jeeds will prove only empty husks. At
the second pulling, a little after Michael-

mas, the'female plants, called karle hemp,
are taken out of the ground. This karle

hemp is laid in the sun to dry, and then

housed, for the seed to be thrashed out.

The female hemp alone produces seed to

perpetuate tfie kind. The operations of

barling, watering, breaking, swingling,
and heckling hemp, are very much like

those practised in the dressing of flax.

The hemp imported into this country
chiefly comes from Russia. Amongst it

the Riga hemp deserves the preference,
which, according to the quality, is divided
in rhyne, outshot, pass, and codilla hemp.
The Italian, known in this country by the

name of Bologna hemp, is of very prime
quality, but comes too dear for the con-

sumption of the northern parts ofEurope,

The best hemp should be clean, soft,

tender, of long staple, and a sound pa- ,

lish-yellow colour, nether green nor*
red.

HEMIPTERA, half-winged, in natural

history, the second order of insects, ac-

cording to the Linnxan system. In this

tribe the upper part of the wing-sheatha
is of a rough or leathery texture ; the
lower part is membranaceous. Some-
times almost the whole wing-cover is

leathery, but of a softer texture than the*

coleoptera. Grashoppers, locusts, and|
the cicadse, are contained in this division\

The wing-covers in this order cross each,

other when closed, instead of meeting in

a direct line. This order contains the

following genera :

Aphis
Blatta

Chermes
Cicada
Cimex
COCCUB

Fulgora

Pneumora

Thirips
Mantis

Nepa
Notonecta

Gryllus

Macrocephalus

HENDECAGON, in geometry, a figure^
that hath eleven sides, and as many an-

gles.
HEPAR sulplmnis, liver of sulphur, a*

combination ot alkali and sulphur. See
SULPHUIIET.

HEPATIC, in medicine and anatomy,
any thing belonging to the liver.

HEPATIC gas, the old name for sulphu
retted hydrogen.
HEPIALUS. See PHALEITA..

HEPTACHORD, in the ancient poetry,

signifies verses that were sung or played
on seven chords, that is, on seven differ-

ent notes. In this sense it was applied to

the lyre, when it had but seven strings.
One of the intervals is also called an hep-
tachord, as containing the same number of

degrees between the extremes.

HEPTAGON, iin geometry, a figure

consisting of seven sides, and as many an-

gles. In a regular heptagon, the angle at

the centre is = 513. ; the angle of the

polygon is =3 128?.. The area is = the

square of one of the sides multiplied by
3.6339, or if a equal the side, the area =
a* X 3.634 nearly = a 1 X &, where t is

the tangent of 64|,
= half the angle o?

the polygon.

In fortification, a place is termed an

heptagon, that has seven bastions for its

defence.

HEPTAGONAL numbers, in arithmetic,

a sort of polygonal numbers, wherein the
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difference ofthe terms ofthe correspond-

ing arithmetical progression is 5. Arith-

tneticals 1, 6, 11. 16, 21, &c., and these,
added together, make Heptagonals 1, 7,

18, 34, 55, &c. One of the properties of

these numbers is, that if they be multipli-
ed by 40, and 9 be added to the product,
the sum will be a square number.

Tims 1 X 40 + 9 =
7 X 40 + 9 ==
18 x 40 -f- 9 =
34 x 40 -f 9 =r
56 x 40 + 9 =

49= 7 s

289 = 17 1

329 = 27*
1369 =-37*
2209 =47 i

Stc.

Here it is evident, that the series of

squares thus formed, is 7 1
, 17

1
, 27S 371

,

47 1
,
&c. the common difference of whose

roots is 10, which is double the common
difference of the arithmetical series from
which the heptagonals are formed.

HEPTANDRIA, in botany, the seventh
class in Linnxus's system, consisting of

plants
with hermaphrodite flowers, which

have seven stamina or male organs. There
are four orders of this class, derived from

e numoer of styles.

HEPTARCHY, a government of seven

persons : also a state or country divided
into seven kingdoms, and governed by
seven independent princes ; in which
sense it is particularly applied to the go-
yernment of South Britain, when divided

amongst the Saxons.

HERACLEUM, in botany, CG-W parsnep,
a genus of the Pentandria Digynia class

and order. Natural order of Umbellatae
or Umbelliferx. Essential character: in-

volucre caducous : corolla difform, inflex,

emarginate ; fruit elliptic, emarginate,
compressed, striated, margined. There
are six species, with Several varieties.

HERALDRY. We shall commence this

article with some account of the great
and important services of the heralds in

former times, how ancient heraldry hath
been their employments in war and peace,
and in proclaiming and publishing weighty
affairs.

As for their antiquity, they were in re-

quest among the ancient Greeks. Homer,
in his second book, speaks of nine he-
ralds in the Grecian army : and with the
Romans they were in such esteem, that
Numa Pompih'us, the second king of

Rome, instituted a society of heralds, and
Ancus Martius, his grandson, and fourth

king ofRome, erected a college for them.
Their business was to determine jieace

and war, leagues, agreements, wrongs of-

fered or taken by them or their enemies,
and to execute martial messages, &c. and

as the Romans strove chiefly to obtain

honour, so the heralds distributed orna-
ments and rewards to all who performed
worthy actions at home and abroad.
The Roman law strictly prohibited any

to take up arms against an enemy, with-
out the consent and approbation of these
heralds, and one above the rest, being call-

ed Pater Petratus, was crowned witli ver-

vain, from whence he became their chief,
or king, either in denouncing war, or con-

cludingpeace, as is now practised In Eng-
land.

In the time of Edward I. Thomas Earl
of Lancaster, Leicester, and Derby, and
constable of England, ordained, that no
parson, curate, churchwarden, &c. should

pull down any hatchment, coat of arms,
or pennon, or eraze any tomb out of
churches or church-yards ; and .also, that
no goldsmith, coppersmith, glazier, paint-
er, or marbler, have to do with arms,
without the consent of the King of Arms
of that province, and that they should
not set a merchant's mark within an es-

cutcheon; which order was revived in

1707, by Henry, Howard, earl of Bindon,
deputy earl-marshal of England, with
these additions, viz. that no engraver,
chacer, carver, stone-cutter, coach-maker,
funeral undertaker, and others in the pre-
mises, should design and appoint, to or
for any persons, any arms, or ensigns ar-

moriaJ, &c. as they would answer the con-

tempt thereof at their peril.
The said Thomas Earl of Lancaster al-

so ordained, that (for the better observ-

ing of the aforesaid order) all the Kings
of Arms should keep their chapters once

every quarter of the year, at least, and
that they should make their visitations in

their provinces, or their marshals for

them, every seventh year. And he like-

wise ordained, that the heralds, at the in-

terment of every gentleman, (where they
were called to that service) should take
the pedigree, with diligent examination
of old folks, and record the same.
The heralds, in former times, frequent-

ly attended their sovereigns in their wara
abroad ; and in their progress were often

despatched to other princes, with messa-

ges of war, as defiances, &c. and if they
received any violence or affront from
those princes to whom they were sent, it

was highly resented by him whom they
served.

In the reign ofKing Edward III. Henry
King of Castile sent ai) herald to the Black

Prince, to know why he invaded his king-
dom ; and in 1415, King Henry V. ofEng-
land, sending Antelope Pursuivant ut
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Artns from Southampton to the French

King, to demand restitution of what he
had detained wrongfully from him ; the

said King of France sent Montjoy King
of Arms, from Roan, to assure King Hen-

ry he would give him battle.

The Emperor's herald defied Francis I.

King of France ; and giving his master all

his titles, of Castile, Leon, Arragon, Na-

ples, &c. in a long roll, King Francis com-
manded his heralds to receive the chal-

lenge, and to repeat Francis as many
times as the other had kingdoms and pet-

ty titles.

At the baptism of Madame Isabelle de

France, to whom King Henry VIII. of

England was godfather, the infant's name
was proclaimed by the kings and heralds

of arms, both of France and England,

having their coats of arms adorned with

the arms of both kings.
In the year 1635, a French herald was

.sent from Paris to Flanders, where, by
sound of trumpet, he denounced and pro-
claimed war against the King of Spain,
and all his dominions, and fixed up and
left the defiance in all the towns that he

passed.
Besides kings and princes, divers noble-

men in ancient time had also their he-

ralds and pursuivants, as in the reign of

Richard II. anno 1379, the Earl of North-

umberland sent an herald, named North-

umberland, to that king, for a safe con-

duct to come and commune with him.

In 1436, the duke ofGloucester sent his

herald, named Pembroke, to defy the

Duke of Burgundy ;
and the Duke of Bed-

ford had his herald, named Bedford, whom
he sent to defy Charles VII. of France.

In 1496, the thirteenth of Henry VII.

the earl of Surry sent Norroy king of

arms to the captain of Ayton-Castle,

(which was one of the strongest places
between Berwick and Edinburgh) to de-

liver him the said castle, which he re-

fused ; and whilst the said Earl lay at

Ayton, the King of Scotland sent to him

Marchmont, and another herald, with a

challenge, either to fight army to army,
or person to person.

Heralds have likewise been employed
in jousts and tournaments; and as to shields

and arms, we read that King Henry .III.

in the twenty-eighth of his reign, anno

1244, commanded the keepers of the

Archbishoprick of Canterbury, that they
paused to be brought a fair stone, to be
laid upon the body of Gerald Fitz-Mau-

rice, who was justice of Ireland, and died

at Canterbury, and also commanded them
to set thereon his shield with his arms.

And thus much may suffice to show th

antiquity of heralds, and in some measure
their use ; next of their college.

Of the College of Heralds. This College
is seated upon St. Bennet's Hill, near Doc-
tor's Commons, and was the ancient house
of Thomas Stanley, Earl of Derby, who
married Margaret Countess of Richmond,
mother of Henry VII. : and the Duke of

Norfolk, having in lieu thereofexchanged
lands with the crown, he procured the
same to be bestowed by Queen Mary on
the King's heralds and pursuivants ofarms
for ever : to the end that they might re-

side together, (if they pleased) and as-

semble and agree together, for the good
government of their faculty, and that their

records might be there safely preserved,
&c.

Since the fire of London, 1666, which
consumed the whole house, it is fairly and

conveniently rebuilt, with a large room
for the keeping the Court of Honour, to-

gether with a library, and houses and

apartments for the officers thereto belong-
ing.

They were made a college or corpora-
tion by charter of King Richard III. and

by him (being wholly employed and en-
trusted in regulating all affairs belonging
to the noble science ofarms) had several

privileges granted them ; as to be free from

subsidies, tolls, and all manner of offices

in the kingdom ; all which privileges were
confirmed by King Edward VI. in the
third of his reign ; and for their regular
proceedings have a public signet, where-
with they seal and authorise all business

concerted in the office.

Of this collegiate society are (besides
the Earl Marshal, who is their head) three

kings of arms, six heralds, and four pur-
suivants; all which we will speak of in

their order.

Oft/ie Earl Marshal. This great office,

which is hereditary in the noble family of

Howard, Dukes of Norfolk, (descended
by the mother's side from Thomas de

Mowbray, Earl of Nottingham, the first

Earl Marshal of England) which office is

now held by his Grace Charles Duke of

Norfolk; and by the statute of 31 Henry
VIII. has his place next after the Lord
Great Chamberlain, and Constable, and
before the Lord High Admiral, and Lord
Steward of the King's house.

This officer, who is governor of the col-

lege of heralds, has sometimes been the

King's lieutenant general in martial af-

fairs, and is an Earl by his office, which
no other officer in England if.

The Earl Marshal's court was held in
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the college of heralds, wherein he took

, cognizance of all matters of war and arms,

being commonly guided by the civil law.

He determines all questions and differ-

ences that may arise between the heralds

and other persons, concerning pedigrees,
honour, arms, crest, supporters, and en-

signs armorial ; and he, or his deputy,

being judge and head of the college, has

power of making rules, ordinances, and

decrees, for regulating thereof.

As in the college of heralds, the arms

of all the families and names in England
are (or ought to be) recorded, together
with the time when their arms were

granted, and upon what occasion ;
and as

in the said office every man's fame and

dignity are preserved ; so his Lordship
hath power by special commission, under
the great seal of England, of prohibiting
the provincial kings (which are Claren-

cieux and Norroy) to give and grant any
new arms without his Lordship's consent ;

and when any such are usurped, and un-

justly borne, he has power to examine
and disclaim the same, and to punish the

parties that shall falsely assume the arms
of another.

He bears a staff of gold tipped with

black, having the king's arms enamelled
on one end, and his own at the other, and
ttikes his place with the Lord Great

Chamberlain, or the Constable, next be-

fore the sword.
At a coronation, the Earl Marshal has

the ordering of the Abbey of Westmin-

ster, and sees the regalities and robes of

King Edward the Confessor to be in a

readiness where the solemnity is held.

He appoints the building of the throne
whereon the King or Queen is to be

crowned, and gives orders to the gentle-
men-ushers, for the covering and furnish-

ing thereofwith hangings, chairs, carpets,
cushions, &c.

At such time the Earl Marshal is one of

those that does all the nearest offices to

the King's person, as to help to lead him,
and to support his Majesty in his chair,

putting his hand, with others of the nobi-

Jity, to set the crown on his head, doing
his homage first, and then presenting the

nobility in their several degrees, being
all vested in their robes of estate, wear-

ing their coronets when they do their ho-

mage.
At the creation of any great estate, as

Duke, Marquis, or Earl, the Earl Mar-
shal has the furniture of the said estate,
or a composition for it, as also by ancient
custom he has had the like ofarchbishops,
bishops, and abbots, at their consecra-
tions,

At the funeral obsequies of kings,
queens, and princes, the Earl Marshal is

a chief commissioner, appointed with the
Lord Treasurer, the Lord Great Cham-
berlain, and others of the Lords of the"

King's Council, to. give orders to the

wardrobe, for the distribution of black
for mourners, for the furnishing the
hearse with velvets, palls of cloth of gold,
escutcheons, banners, and hatchments,

giving charge to the officers of arms to

give their attendance, and to see all things
royally and princely performed.

Assisted by the king and heralds, he
marshals and orders the proclamation and
coronation of our kings, their marriages,
christenings, funerals, cavalcades, royal
interviews, feasts, &c. : and also when war
or peace is proclaimed ; so that he keeps
a court of chivalry in the cormnon hall of
the college of heralds, where they sit as

his council and assistants, in their rich

coats of his Majesty's arms, being all the

King's servants in ordinary : and besides

these, there are six proctors, who are to

plead all causes relating to coats of arms,
that are tried before the Earl Marshal, or
his deputy, in the college ofheralds.
The manner of admitting officers into

the College of Arms is as follows :

At their first entry, they are commend-
ed to the sovereign by a bill signed by
the Earl Marshal's hand ; which done,
the King signs the same, and so it passes
the privy seal and broad seal ; and that
once obtained, they are to be sworn and
created by the Earl Marshal, or his de-

puty.
Ofthe Kings of Jlrms. 1. Garter prin-

cipal King of Arms of Englishmen, and
chief officer of arms of the most noble
order of the Garter. 2. Clarencieux King
ofArms. 3. Norroy King of Arms.

Garter. This officer was constituted by
King Henry V. with the advice and con-
sent of the Knights of the Gartef, for the
service of the said most noble society,
and from thence took his name; and his

Majesty, for the greater dignity of the

order, being pleased to annex thereto the
office of principal King of Arms, from
hence he is honoured with two distinct

titles, Garter, and principal King pf
Arms.
The duty ofhis office, in relation to the

Garter, is, in general, to perform whate-
ver the sovereign, prelate^ or chancellor
of the said order, shall enjoin him relat-

ing %thereto; such as carrying the rod and

sceptre at every feast of St. George,
when the Sovereign is present, to notify
the election of such Knights as are newly
elected, to call upon them to be installed
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at Windsor, to attend the solemnity at

their installation, to cause their arms to

be put over their seats in the chapel
there, to marshal the funeral rites and
ceremonies of those knights, to carry the

Garter to foreign kings and princes, that

are chosen to be knights of that most no-

ble order, to take cognizance of the arms
of the nobility, and to make supporters
to those created to any new degree of

peerage ; for which he has allowed him
a salary and fees, both from the Sove-

reign and the knights.
This officer, as principal Herald or

King of Arms in England, (as Lion is in

Scotland, and Ulster in Ireland), marshals
the solemn funerals of the higher nobility
of England, as Princes, Dukes, Marquis-
ses, Earls, Viscounts, and Barons, as also

does many other services to the King and
State ; and therefore, as the other Kings
have, has a salary out of the Exchequer,
and double their fees at the instalments

of the Knights of the Garter, and a com-

position for the uppermost garment of
each knight at his installation.

It may not be improper to notice the

peculiar bearings or attributes of the

greatest antiquity, before we proceed to

treat of more modern facts. The Hea-
then divinities had each their distinctive

mark; Jupiter wielded the lightning in

his right hand ; Neptune bore the three

pronged trident ; Mars the spear ; Sa-

turn the scythe ; and Bacchus the spear,
encircled by ivy ; the Phrygians, the sow;
the Goths, a bear ; the Thracians, Mars

;

the ancient French, the lion, which was
afterwards changed to the toad, and that

again for the fleur de lis, sent them from
Heaven by an angel, whose commission
was directed to Clovis, their first Chris-

tian monarch ; the Saxons, a horse ; the

Flemings, a bull; the King of Antioch,
an eagle grasping a dragon ;

the Romans,
the eagle ; Pompey, a lion holding a

sword ; yet the Roman people, who were
saved by the gackling of geese, despised
that bird in too great a degree to admit it

into their ensigns : exclusive of the above,
there were many nations and individuals,

who distinguished themselves by exhi-

biting every description of weapons on
their banners. It should also be observ-

ed, that the most ferocious beasts and
birds were selected as emblematic of ho-

nour and courage ; for this reason, shields,
with their figures only, are 'considered as

most honourable and ancient ; but those
with trees, flowers, plants, the sun, moon,
planets, varieties of colours, or charged
"with any of the honourable ordinaries, or

artificial objects, are deemed of less inv

portance.
The science of heraldry consists prin-

cipally of blazoning and marshalling ; the
former is the art of diplaying a coat of
arms in its proper colours, the latter is

the combining various arms in one shield.

In blazoning it is usual to begin with the

field, and then proceed with the charge,
and in naming the objects charged in the

field, to mention the most predominant,
and next the field, first; and then the
most remote. Gwillim observes, that tinc-

ture is a variable hue of arms, and as ap-

plicable to differences as to the arms, and
is distributed into colours and furs. The
same author considers colours an exter-
nal dye, or the gloss of any illuminated

object, and the colour alluded is consider-
ed general and special. The general
implies the natural colour of bodies, whe-
ther artificial or otherwise ; those borne
in their natural colours must be blazoned

proper, without mentioning the colours.

There are forms in heraldry which
have names only applied to them, and no
colour specified in the blazoning, the
term sufficiently explaining the colour of
each ; they resemble a globe or ball, and
are called besants, the colour or plates ar-

gent ; hurts, azure ; torteauxes, gules ;

pellets or ogresses, sable ; pomeis, vert ;

golpes, purpure ; orange, tenne ; and

grosses, sanguine. In these nine varieties

are included all the colours generally
used in blazonry.
The blazoning of the arms of gentle-

men, esquires, knights, and baronets, is

derived from metals and colours ; those
of barons, viscounts, earls, marquisses,
and dukes, from precious stones ; and
those of princes, kings, and emperors,
from the planets. See COLOURS.

Or, gold, is expressed by dots (see
Plate I. of Heraldry, fig. 1) and is intend-
ed as an intimation that, as gold surpasses
all other metals in value and purity, he
that bears it should endeavour to excel
in the same proportion ; the same insinu-

ation is implied in the topaz and the sun.

Argent, or white, is represented by a

perfect blank (see fig. 2,) this colour
ranks next to Or, and without gold and
silver Heraldry would be imperfect ; ar-

gent signifies innocence, temperance and

hope ; the pearl was supposed by the an-

cients to possess a restorative property,
and Luna is acknowledged to be the mis-

tress of honour, the seas and tides.

Gules, red, is expressed by perpendi-
cular lines, or lines paleways from the

chief to the base (see fig. 3,) this colour
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has ever been considered as symbolical of

majesty and dignity ; the ruby cannot be
wasted by fire or water, and Mars, the

planet, alludes to the heathen God of bat-

tle, the patron of courage and military ad-

dress.

Azure, blue, the lines in this instance

are horizontal, (see fig. 4,) and intended

for the tint of the air or sky, and is said to

denote loyalty, fidelity, and chastity ; the

precious stone and planet in azure were

adopted as possessed of superior quali-

ties, emblematic of the worth of nobles

and princes.

Sable, or black, represented by per-

pendicular and horizontal lines crossing
each other at right angles (see fig. 5).
Sable indicates gravity, constancy, and

grief for the loss offriends ; the diamond
is the most valuable of all stones, and Sa-

turn presides over counsellors and other

grave characters.

Vert, green, the lines are bendways
(see fig. 6.) or from the sinister corner of

the chief to the opposite of the base, and
is emblematical of youth, peace, and con-

cord.

Purpure, is a colour composed of a

large part of crimson, and a less of blue,
and the lines which express it tend di-

rectly contrary to those of vert, (see fig.

7.) this word is derived from the fish call-

ed purpura ; the amathyst was preferred,
for its excellence, to decorate the breast

of Aaron, and the planet Mercury signi-
fies goodness of temper,
Tenne, or tawny, is a mixture of red

and yellow, and represented by lines like

those of purpure ; it has been but little

used in England, but was formerly in a

considerable degree in France.

Sanguine, is composed of lake and a

small quantity of Spanish brown, and ex-

pressed by lines as purpure ;
it was much

used by the knights of the Bath, and by
the Serjeants at law, in their Vestments ;

the Sardonix is said by St. John to be the
sixth stone in the Heavenly Jerusalem.

Furs are the next object to be consi-

dered, the use of which may be thus ex-

plained.
Ermine, implies a field argent, with the

powdering sable, (see fig. 8.)

Ermines, is the reverse, or a field sable,
and the powderings argent.

Erminois, signifies a field or, and the

powdering sable.

Pean, is a field sable, and the powder-
ings or.

Vair, is of two descriptions ; if it con-
sists of argent and azure, it is sufficient to

ay vair ; but if it is compounded of any

other colours, it is usual to say vairy of
the colours adopted, (see fig. 9.)

Fig. 10 is blazoned potent-counter-po-
tent, and the colours argent and azure.

Doublings, or furs, were anciently, and
are at present, used for the linings of the
robes and mantles of senators, consuls,
and kings.
The bordure is extended to a great va-

riety, as (fig. 11) gules a bordure, or;

(fig. 12) a bordure indented, argent;
(fig. 13) a bordure counter compone, ar-

gent and gules.
The bordure is generally one-sixth part

of the breadth of the shield, and is in-

grailed, indented, charged, componed,
and countered. If the inner line of the
bordure is strait and the latter plain, the
colour of the bordure alone is named in

blazoning; if it is charged witli parts of

plants or flowers, it is described as verdoy
of trefoils. If it consists of ermines, vair

or vairy, or any of the furs, (he heralds

say purflew of ermines. When charged
with martlets, charged with an enaluron
of martlets.

The label is the first of the distinctive
marks of the branches of a family, and is

borne by the eldest son during the life of
his father (see fig. 14). The second son
bears a crescent, the third a mullet, the
fourth a martlet, the fifth an annulet, the
sixth a fleur de lis, the seventh a rose, the

eighth a' cross moline, and the ninth a
double quatrefoil. (see figures 15, 16, 17,
18, 19,20,21,22.)
Those differences should be strictly ob-

served by every brother or house, to

prevent contention relating to coat ar-

mour.
In the second house, the first son bears

a crescent charged with a label during his

father's life only ; the second son, of the
same house, a crescent charged with ano-
ther crescent; the third, a crescent charg-
ed with a mullet ; the fourth, a cres-
cent charged with a martlet ; the fifth, a
crescent charged with an annulet ; and
the sixth, a crescent charged with a fleur

de lis.

The mullet, which is the difference of
the third house, is thus charged : the first

son, with a label during the life of his fa-

ther ; the second, with a crescent ; the

third, with a mullet ; the fourth, with a

martlet ; the fifth, with an annulet ; and
the sixth, a fleur de lis.

The martlet, annulet, and fleur de lis,

the differences of the fourth, fifth, and
sixth houses, are charged for distinctions
similar to the mullet.

The daughters of families are permit-

BTTB
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ted to bear their father's arms, with the
same distinctions used by them.
The shield, or escocheon, the mantle,

the helmet and crest, are the several

parts of arms which compose an achieve-

ment. Accidents in the escocheon are

points and abatements; the former are

places in the shield named according to

their position in the middle, or remote ;

the middle are near the centre. The
fess point is the centre of the escocheon.
The honour point is in a direct line above

it, and the nombril is next below it. Re-
mote points are placed at still greater dis-

tances from the fess point, some of which
are superior and others inferior ; the for-

mer occjupy the upper part of the esco-

cheon, and of those there are middle and

extremes, the middle is the exact middle
of the chief between the two extremes ;

the two superior extreme points occupy
the corners of the chief part of the esco-

cheon, and are termed the dexter and
sinister. The inferior points are at the

base, and of them there are middle and
remote, (see fig. 23,) in which A is the

dexter chief point ; B, the precise middle

chief; C, the sinister chief ; D, the ho-

nour point ; E, the fess point ; F, the
nombril point ; G, the dexter base ; II,

the dexter middle base
; I, the sinister

base point. An abatement is a casual

mark annexed to coat armour, which an-

nounces some dishonourable act of the
bearer. Abatements consist of diminu-
tion and reversing, the first is the blem-

ishing ofsome particular point of the es-

cocheon by sanguine and tenne, which
are stains ; were the metals used, they
would be considered additions of honour.
See fig. 24.

Augmentations are additional charges
borne on an escocheon, a canton, or chief,

and given as particular marks of honour.

See fig. 26.

Escocheons are either of one or more
tinctures: of those ofmore than one, that

is said to be predominant, when some one
metal-colour or fur is supposed to be

spread over the whole surface of the es-

cocheon, which is termed the field, or

shield ; in such as have more than one
tincture, the field and charge must be
observed.
The charge is that which possesses the

field, whether natural, artificial, vegeta-
ble, or sensitive, and may be placed
throughout the superficies, or in some

particular part of the escoJheon.
Ordinaries consist of lines variously

drawn. The properties of them depend
upon their deviations from a right line.

Those ajre termed engrailed, inveeted,

waved, crenelle, or embattled, nebule,

indented, and dancette. (See fig. 27.)
Of these, and straight lines, honourable

ordinaries, abatements, and rewards of

honour, are composed.
The honourable ordinaries are, the

cross, chief, fess, barr, pale, chevron,
bend, saltier, and escocheon.
The cross occupies the fifth part of the

escocheon ; if charged, the third ; and is

borne engrailed, invected, wavy, 8cc. be-

tween a charge, and charged as the rest

of the ordinaries are. (See fig. 28.) Ar-

gent a cross sable.

The chief is peculiar to those who have
obtained it by extraordinary merit : it

contains one third part of the escocheon
in depth, and is divided into a fillet,

which includes a fourth part of the chief,

and is placed in the chief point. (See fig.

29.) Or, a chief gules.
The fess is situated in the centre of the

shield, and contains in breadth the third

part of the escocheon. (See fig. 30. Azure
a fess, or.) The bar differs from the fess

only as it is but the fifth part of the
shield. It is divided into the closet, or a

moiety of the bar
; and the burulet, or

half the closet.

The pale contains the third part of the

escocheon, and is divided into a pallet, or
one-half of the pale. An endorse is the
fourth part of a pale, and is not used but
when the pale is between two of them.
If the pale is upon an animal, it is usual

to say, he is debrused with the pale ; if

the beast is on the pale, he is supported
of the pale. (See fig. 31.) Gules, a pale,
or.

The chevron resembles the rafters ofa

house, and occupies the fifth part of the

field, and is divided into the chevronel,
which contains half the chevron; arid a

couple close, the fourth part of the chev,
ron. These are not borne but in pairs, un-
less there is a chevron between them.
(See fig. 32.) Gules, a chevron argent.
The bend contains the fifth part of the

field in breadth when not charged ; when
charged, the third

;
and is divided into

the bendlet, which is limited to the sixth

part of the shield; into a garter, the moie-

ty of a bend; into a cost, the fourth part
of a bend ; and a riband, the half of a cost,

(See fig. 33.) Or, a bend azure.

There is, besides, the bend sinister,

which passes obliquely across the esco-

cheon, from the sinister chief to the dex-

ter base. This is divided into the scrape,
half the bend ;

and the battune, the

fourth part of the bend, the most com-
mon badge of illegitimacy. (See fig. 34.)

Gules, a battune argemV
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The saltier contains the fifth part ofthe

shield; ifcharged, thejhird. This object

represents an ancient description of a sca-

ling ladder ; and, similar to the other or-

dinaries, is borne engrailed, wavy, &c. &c.

(See fig. 35.) Sable, a saltire embattled,
counter embattled, argent.
An inescocheon consists of the fifth part

of the field, and is to be placed in the fess

point. Those who marry an heiress bear

her arms on an escocheon of pretence.

(See fig. 36.) Ermine, an inescocheon

gules.
The pile is an ordinary, in form like a

wedge ; is an ancient addition to armoury,
and adopted from the pointed instrument

used to secure foundations on marshy
grounds. (See fig. 37.) Azure, a pile
ermine.

Partitions are such in which there is no
tincture from metal, colour, or fur, predo-

minating in them, and are formed of vari-

ous lines ofpartition, often causing coun-

ter-changing and transmutation. This
kind of bearing may be engrailed, &c.

(See fig. 38. Plate II.) Parted per pale,

argent and gules.
An example ofcounterchanges is given

in fig. 39. Or, a cross per pale, gules and
sable.

Another of ordinaries joined is shown in

fig. 40. Gules on a chevron argent, three

bars, gemells sable.

The artificial objects used in heraldry
are very numerous, and far too much so

for enumeration : they express ensigns of

dignity, both spiritual and temporal, the

liberal and mechanical professions, and

military and naval acts. See fig. 41.

Military figures are equally usual, and
consist of castles, battering rams, dag-
gers, spears, &c. &c.
Common charges are composed of ob-

jects natural or artificial; celestial are
borne single, upon or between any of the
honouruble ordinaries, and then three are

the usiipl number. (See fig. 42.) Dia-

mond, a fess ermine, between three cres-

cents topaz.
Under the article of vegetables are in-

cluded trees, plants, leaves, flowers, and
fruits. An illustration is given in fig. 43.

Vert, five fig-leaves in saltier.

Various parts of the human body and
the blood are borne in heraldry. (See
fig. 44.) Argent, goutte de sang. Those
are, however, seldom borne alone, but

upon or with some of the ordinaries.

Goutte de sang only, always signifies

gules ; goutte de larmes, drops of tears,
azure ; goutte de eau, drops of water, ar-

gent ; de poix, or svble, drops of pitch
and '\'<j\\ The form of each is the same
VOL. VI.

The bloody hand is the appropriate
mark of a baronet.
Of the various animals used, the lion is

the most honourable ; and all quadrupeds
are considered more so than the bearings:
of fishes or fowls, particularly the males.
The lion is borne rampant, (see fig. 45.)
argent, a lion rampant sable ; and passant,
(see fig. 46.) or, a lion passant sable, in
chief three piles of the second. Parts of
the lion are also generally adopted, (see
fig. 47.) Argent, a lion's head crazed
vert. The varieties of beasts, and their

parts are extremely common, and cannot

possibly be specified in an article so brief
as the present, (see fig. 48.) Gules, a
talbot passant, or, a chief ermine. AU
animals, which are quadrupeds, and ovi-

parous, may be borne. (See fig. 49.) Azure,
a tortoise erect, or. Fowls of every de-

scription are to be represented in the nar

ttiral acts ofstanding or flying ; those thai:

are either whole footed, or have their

feet divided, and have no talons, should
be termed membered ; the cock, and all

birds of prey, must be called armed, and
the arming or membering of them is to
be of a different colour from the fowl or
bird : in the blazoning of fowls, which
make much use of their wings, if they are
not exhibited spread, they must be term-
ed close. The parts and members are

generally borne both couped and crazed,
and that on or between any of the ho-
nourable ordinaries. Birds are consider-
ed a more noble bearing than fish. (See
fig. 50.) [Ermine, and eagle displayed
gules.

Fishes are borne in many positions, di-

rectly upright, embowed, extended, and
indorsed, and surmounting each other,
fretted and triangle. (See fig. 51.) Azure,
three trouts fretted in triangle argent.
Those upright, with fins, were anciently
termed in blazoning hauriant, signifying

1

the act ofrespiration, to accomplish which
fish frequently rise to the surface for fresh
air ; when borne transverse, or swimming,
they were called in blazoning naiant.

Fishes are borne in part, and on or be-
tween any of the honourable ordinaries.

There are, besides, animals or mon-
sters, (see fig. 52.) Argent, a dragon's
fyead erazed vert, holding in his mouth a
sinister hand, couped at the wrist, gules.
Such are the peculiarities which dis-

tinguish the shield within the boundaries
of its surface ; we shall now proceed to

treat of the helmet, and show how it is

placed in various cases, on the shield,
above the coronet, and in others without
the latter symbol of rank, which equally
marks the gradation of title with the hel

S
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met. The crown or coronet is more an-

cient than the helmet, and was invented
as a testimony oftriumph and victory ; the
radiated crown was assigned to Emperors ;

but the coronet, with pearls on the circle,
and foliage intervening, was not used in

heraldry more than 300 years past. (See

fig. 5356) the coronet of a Duke, Mar-

quis, Earl, Viscount, and Baron ; besides

ducal, mural, naval, civic, Celestial, cus-

tom, valary, &c.

The helmet was worn in battle and at

tournaments, both for use and distinction.

Since the invention of fire arms it has

been nearly confined to heraldric purposes.
The manner of placing them on shields

is shewn in fig. 57, 58, 59. Those right
in front, many bars, to Sovereigns ;

those nearly in profile, to Peers ; when
front and open, to Baronets and Knights ;

in profile close, to esquires and Gentle-

men.
The wreath is a roll of silk, of two co-

lours, blazoned on the shield, and laid on
the helmet as a support to the crest. See

fig. 60.

, The crest is the most elevated part of

the armour of the head, and is said to be
derived fromcmta,'or cock's-comb. The
original use appears to have been a pro-
tection from the edge of the sword, when
aimed at the upper part of the skull.

Gwillim asserts, that the crest, or cogni-
zance,, should possess the highest place
next to the mantle, yet so as to permit the

interposition of a scroll, wreath, chapeau,
or crown. The knights who celebrated

jousts wore plumes of the heron and os-

trich feathers, with crests of various ma-

terials, which were altered at pleasure.

They are of great antiquity, and were of

superior honour, as no person was admit-

ted to tilt at a joust till he had given proof
of his noble descent, and they were limit-

ed to those only, (see fig. 61) which ex-

hibits a crest on the wreath.

The mantle isthe drapery that is thrown
around a coat of arms; it is doubled, or

lined throughout by one of the furs.

Supporters are figures by the side of a

Shield, appearing as if they actually held

it erect. (Fig. 62.) In England, sup-

porters are confined to peers, and knights
of the four orders and proxies of the

Princes of the Blood Royal, at installa-

tions, except by an especial grant from
the Sovereign.

HKIIALDS. The heralds, winch are six

in number, are distinguished by the names
of Richmond, Lancaster, Chester, Wind-
sor, Somerset, and York, and are all equal
in degree, only preceding according to

the seniority of their creation, their pa-

tents being under the great seal of Enj
land.

HEUALDKIC ACHIEVEMENT, in bias

an armorial bearing or device, formed

cording to the rules ofheraldry, common-
ly called Coat of Arms. These armorial

bearings appertain to families and nations.

The arms belonging to the United States,

adopted after the declaration of indepen-
dence, and in use to the present time,
were designed by William Barton, Esq. a

gentleman very eminent for his heraldric

knowledge and skill.
" The device for an armorial Achieve-

ment and Reverse of a great seal for the

United States in Congress assembled is as

follows :

" Arms. Paleways of thirteen pieces,

argent and gules, a chief azure ; the es-

cutcheon on the breast of the American
bald eagle displayed, proper, holding in

his dexter talon an olive branch, and in

his sinister a bundle of thirteen arrows, all

proper ; and in his beak a scroll inscribed

with this motto,
" E pluribus unum."

" For the Crest. Over the head ofthe

eagle, which appears above the escut-

cheon, a glory, or, breaking through a

cloud proper, and surrounding thirteen

stars forming a constellation, argent, on
an azure field.

" Reverse. A Pyramid unfinished.
** In the zenith an eye in a triangle sur-

rounded with a glory, proper. Over the

eye these words " Annuit Cceptis."
" On the base of the pyramid, the nu-

merical letters MDCCLXXVI, and under-
neath the following motto :

" Novus ordo

seclorum.
" Remarks and Explanations of the De-

vice. The escutcheon is composed ofthe

chief and pale, the two most honourable
ordinaries. The thirteen pieces paly re-

present the several states in the union,
all joined in one solid compact, entire,

supporting a chief which unites the whole,
and represents Congress. The motto al-

ludes to this union.
" The pales in the arms are kept close-

ly united by the chief, and the chiefde-

pends on that union, and the strength re-

sulting from it, for its support, to denote
the confederacy ofthe United States, and
the preservation of the Union through
Congress.

" The colours of the pales are those

used in the flag of the United States of

America. White signifies purity and in-

nocence, red hardiness and valour, and

blue, the colour of the chief, signifies

vigilance, perseverance, and justice. The
olive branch and arrows denote the power
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of peace and war, which is exclusively
vested in Congress.
" The crest or constellation denotes a

new state taking its place and rank among
other sovereign powers.
" The escutcheon borne on the breast

of an American eagle, withoutjany
other

supporters, to denote that tne United
States of America ought to rely on their

own virtue.
" The pyramid on the reverse signifies

strength and duration.
" The eye over it, and the motto (' an-

nuit cceptis,'
* he prospers our endea-

vours') allude to the many signal inter-

positions of Providence in favour of the
American cause.

" The date underneath is that of the

Declaration of Independence, and the
words under it signify the beginning of
the New American JEra, which commen-
ces from that date."

The preceding description of arms and
device is taken from a copy of the same,
inclosed in a letter from Charles Thomp-
son, Esq. formerly secretary of Congress,
to William Barton, Esq. of which letter

the following is a true copy :

*'
Sir, I am much obliged for 'the pe-

rusal of the Elements of Heraldry, which
I now return. I have just dipt into it so

far, as to be able to be satisfied that it

may afford a fund of entertainment, and

may be applied by a state to useful pur-

poses. I am much obliged for your very
valuable present of Fortesque de laudibus

legum Anglica, and shall be happy to have
it in my power to make a suitable return.

"
I enclose you a copy of the device,

by which you have displayed your skill

in heraldric science, and which meets
vith general approbation.

" I am, Sir,

Your obedient humble servant,
CHARLES THOMPSON."

To WILLIAM BABTOST, Esq.
June 24, 1782.

The originals of the above letter and
preceding

"
copy of the device," both in

the hand writing of Charles Thompson,
Esq. are now in the possession ofDr. Wil-
Kam P. C. Barton of Philadelphia, the

professor of botany in the University of

Pennsylvania, and from these manuscripts
we have been permitted to give the fore-

going copies, and account of the arms of
the United States, &c.

Dr. Barton has likewise favoured us
with the following facts, relative to his

father's claim to the merit of designing

the device and armorial achievement of
the United States, the taste, skill, and
heraldric knowledge of which reflect in-

finite credit on the inventor.
In June, 1782, when Congress were

about to form an armorial device for a

great seal for the United States, Charles

Thompson, Esq. then secretary, with the
honourable Dr. Arthur Lee, and Elias

Boudinot, members of Congress, called

on Mr. William Barton, and consulted
him on the occasion. The great seal, for

which Mr. Barton furnished those gentle-
men with devices, (as certified by Charles

Thompson, Esq. in the above letter), was

adopted by Congress, on the 20th ofJune,
1782. Mr. Thompson informed Mr. Bar-

ton four days after (see the above letter)
that they met with "

general approba-
tion."

HERB, in botany, is that part of the

plant which rises from the root, and is

terminated by the fructification. It com-

prehends the trunk and stem ; the
leaves ; the fulcra, or supports ;

and the

buds, or, as they are sometimes denomi-

nated, the winter quarters of tke future

vegetable.
HERBACEOUS plantain botany, are those

which have succulent stems that die

down to the ground every year; those

are annual that perish stem and root every
year ; biennial, which subsist by the

roots two years; perennial, which are

perpetuated by their roots for a series of

years, a new stem being produced every
spring.

HERCULES, in astronomy, a constel-

lation of the northern hemisphere. See
ASTRONOMY.
HEREDITAMENTS, all such things

immoveable, whether corporeal or incor-

poreal, as a man may leave to him and his

heirs, by way of inheritance ; or which,
not being otherwise devised, naturally
descend to him who is next heir of blood,
and not to an executor or administrator,
as chattels do. It is a word of large ex-

tent, and much used in conveyances ; for

by the grant of hereditaments, isles, seig-

niories, manors, houses, and lands of all

sorts, charters, rents, services, advow-

sons, commons, and whatever may be in-

Jherited, will pass. Hereditaments are of
two kinds, corporeal and incorporeal.

Corporeal hereditaments consist wholly
of substantial and permanent objects, all

which may be comprehended under the

general denomination of land only ; for

land comprehends, in its legal significar

tion, any ground, soil, or earth whatsoe-

ver, as arable, meadows, pastures, woods,
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moors, waters, marshes, furzes, and
heath. Incorporeal hereditaments are
not the object df sensation, are creatures
of the mind, and exist only in contempla-
tion. They are principally of ten sorts,

viz. advowsons, tithes, commons, ways,
offices, dignities, franchises, presents,
and rents.

HERIOT, in law, signifies a tribute

given to the lord for his better prepara-
tion towards war. And by the laws of

Canute, it appears, that at the death of
the great men of this nation, so many
horses and arms were to be paid for, as

they were in their respective life-times

obliged to keep for the King's service. A
heriot was first paid in arms and horses ;

it is now by some custom sometimes the
best live beast which the tenant dies pos-
sessed of, sometimes the best inanimate

goods, under which a jewel or piece of

plate may be included. Some are due by
custom, some by tenure, and by reserva-

tion on deeds executed within time of

memory; those due by custom are the
most frequent.
For an heriot service, or for an heriot

reserved by way of tenure, the lord may
either seize or distrain.

HERISSON, in fortification, a beam
armed with a great number ofiron spikes,
with their points outwards, and support-
ed by a pivot, on which it turns.

HERITIERA, in botany, so named in

honour of Charles Louis L'Heritier, a

genus of the Monoecia Monodelphia class

and order. Essential character : calyx
five toothed ; corolla none ; male anthers

ten, without filaments ; female germs
five

; drupes with one subglobular seed.

There is but one species, viz. H. littoralis,

looking-glass plant, a native of the East
Indies.

HERMANNIA, in botany. This name
was given in honour of the celebrated
Paul Hermann, a genus of the Monadel-

phia Pentandria class and order. Natural

order of Columniferae. Tiliaceae, Jussieu.

Essential character : styles five ; capsule
five-celled ; petals semitubular at the

base, oblique. There are twenty-one spe-
cies. The hermannias are shrubs from
two to seven feet in height. Natives of

the Cape of Good Hope.
HERMAPHRODITE, a term formerly

applied exclusively to signify a human
creature possessed of both sexes. The
term is now applied to other animals, and
to plants. It is now well known there is

no such thing as an hermaphrodite in the
human species. In most species of ani-

s, the production of hermaphrodites

appears to be the effect of causes little

understood. In the black cattle it seems
to be an established principle of their

propagation. It is a well known fact, and,
as far as has yet been discovered, appears
to be universal, that when a cow brings
forth two calves, one of them a bull, and
the other a cow to appearance, the cow
is unfit for propagation, but the bull-calf

becomes a very proper buH.* They are

known not to breed; they do not shew
the least inclination for the bull, nor does
the bull ever take the least notice of them.

Among the country people in England,
this kind of calf is called a free-martin ;

and this singularity is just as well known

among the farmers as either cow or bull.

When they are preserved, it is for the

purposes of an ox or spayed heifer; vis.

to yoke with the oxen, or fatten for the

table. They are much larger than either

the bull or cow, and the horns grow
longer and bigger, being very similar to

those of an ox. The bellow of a free-

martin is also similar to that of an ox,
and the meat is similar to that of the ox
or spayed heifer, viz. much finer in the
fibre than either the bull or cow, and

they are more susceptible of growing fat

with good food.

Among the reptile tribe, indeed, such
as worms, snails, leeches, &c. hermaphro-
dites are very frequent. In the memoirs of
the French Academy, we have an account
of this very extraordinary kind of her-

maphrodites, which not only have both

sexes, but do the office of both at the

same time. Such are earth-worms, round-
tailed worms found in the intestines of

men and horses, land-snails, and those of
fresh waters, and all the sorts of leeches.

The method of coupling practised in this

class of hermaphrodites may be illustrat-

ed in the instance of earth-worms. These
little creatures creep two by two, out of

their holes of the earth, where they dis-

pose their bodies in such a manner, as

that the head ofthe one is turned to the
tail of the other. Being thus stretched

lengthwise, a little conical button, or pa-

pilla, is thrust forth by each, and receiv-

ed into an aperture of the other, these
animals being male in one part of the bo-

dy and female in another.

Among the insects of the soft or bone-
less kind, there are great numbers in-

'deed, which are so far from being herma-

phrodites, that they are of no sex at all.

Of this kind are all the caterpillars, mag-
gots, and worms, hatched from the eggs of

flies of all kinds. But the reason of thin

is plain ; these are not animals in a per-
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feet state, but disguises under which ani-

mals lurk. They have no business with

the propagating of their
species, but are

to be transformed into animals of another

kind, by the putting off their several cov-

erings ; and then only they are in their

perfect state, and, therefore, then only
show the differences of sex, which are al-

ways in the distinct animals, each being
only male or female. These copulate, and
their eggs produce those creatures which
show no sex till they arrive at that perfect
state again.
HERMAPHRODITEBowers, in botany, are

so called on account of their containing
both the antheras and stigma, the sup-

posed organs of generation, within the
same calyx and petals. Of this kind are

the flowers of all the classes in Linnaeus's

method, except the classes Monoecia
and Dioecia ; in the former of which
male and female flowers are produced
on the same root ; in the latter, in dis-

tinct plants from the same seed. In
the class Polygamia, there are always
hermaphrodite flowers mixed with male
or female, or both, either on the same
or distinct roots. In the plaintain-tree
the flowers are all hermaphrodite ; in

some, however, the antherae, or male or-

gan, in others the stigma, or female or-

gan, proves abortive. The flowers in the
former class are styled female herma-

phrodites, in the latter male hermaphro-
dites. Hermaphrodites are thus as fre-

quent in the vegetable kingdom as they
are rare and scarce in the animal one.

HERMAS, in botany, a genus of the

Polygamia Monoecia class and order. Na-
tural order of Umbellatae or Umbelliferae.

Essential character : hermaphrodite, um-
bel terminating ; involucre universal and

partial; umbellets with truncate rays,
the central one floriferous; petals five;
stamina five, barren ; seeds in pairs, sub-
orbiculate : male, umbels lateral, with
universal and partial involucres ; umbel-
lets many-fiowered ; petals five ; stamina

five, fertile. There are five species.
HERMETICAL seal, among chemists,

a method of stopping glass vessels, used
in chemical operations, so closely, that

the most subtile spirit cannot escape
through them. It is commonly done by
heating the neck of the vessel in a

flame, till ready to melt, and then twist-

ing it closely together with a pair of

pincers. Or vessels may be hermetically
sealed by stopping them with a glass
plug, well luted.

HERNANDIA, in botany, fromJFrancis
Hernandez, a genus of the Monoecia Tri-,

andria class and order. Natural order of,

Tricoccae. Lauri, Jussieu. Essential cha-
racter : male, calyx three-parted ; corolla

three-petalled : female, calyx truncate,

quite entire ; corolla six-petalled : drupe
hollow, with an open mouth, and a move-
able nucleus. There are two species,
viz. H. sonora, whistling hernandia ; and
H. ovigera, egg-fruited hernandia. The
first mentioned is un upright lofty tree,
with a beautiful head ; the flowers are
of a pale yellow^ colour, in panicled ra.

cemes ; the calyxes of the fruit are also

yellow. Jt is very common in the West
Indies, in gullies, near rills of water ; the

English there call it jack in a box. Dr.
Patrick Browne attributes the whistling
noise to the cups that sustain and part-

ly envelope the nuts ; these, he adds, are

very large, and as they move in the

wind, produce sound enough to alarm

unwary travellers. The seeds are very
oily.

HERNIARIA, in botany, English rup-

ture-wort, a genus of the Pentandria Digy-
nia class and order. Natural order of
Holoraceae. Amaranthi, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx five-parted ; corolla

none ; stamina five, barren, besides the
fertile ones ; capsule one-seeded. There
are four species; as none of these plants

possess any beauty, they are rarely culti-

vated in gardens.
HERON, in ornithology, a bird of the

ardea kind, with a hanging crest. See
ABDEA.
HERRING. See CLUPEA.

HESPERID^:, the name of the nine-

teenth order of Linnseus's fragments of
a natural method, consisting of five gene-
ra, among which are the caryophyllus
or clove-tree: and the myrtus, myrtle;

allspice or pimento. The plants of this

order are of the shrub and tree-kind,
and chiefly ever-green. The bark of the
stalks is slender; the leaves are generally

opposite, but in the myrtle, the leaves

are placed opposite, at the bottom of the

stalks, and alternate above. The buds

are generally conical, concealed in the

cavity, which is formed by the footstalk

of each leaf at its origin. The flowers

are commonly hermaphrodite : in a spe-
cies of the myrtus, however, they are

'male and female upon different roots.

The calyx is pkced above the' seed-bud :

the petals are three, four or five in num-
ber; the stamina are upwards of twenty,

nearly equal, and attached in several

rows to the middle of the tube of the ca-

lyx. The seed-bud is large, and placed
below the receptacle of the flower; the
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style is single, of the length of the sta-

mina, and terminated with a single stig-

ma. The seed vessel is sometimes a

berry, sometimes a capsule, and some-
times a stone.

HESPERIS, in botany, English rocket,

or dames violet, a genus of the Tetradyna-

mia Siliquosa class and order. Natural

order of Siliquosse. Cruciformes, Tourne-
fort. Cruciferae, Jussieu. Essential cha-

racter : petals bent obliquely: a gland
\vithintheshorterstamens; silique stiff;

stigma with a forked base, and converg-

ing tip ; calyx closed. There are seven

species. These plants are much culti-

vated for the great fragrancy of the flow-

ers : the ladies in Germany have pots of

it placed in their apartments, whence
it obtained the name of dames violet.

HETEROCLITE, among grammarians,
one of the three variations in irregular

nouns, and defined by Mr. Ruddiman, a

noun that varies in declension. Other

grammarians take the word heteroclite in

a larger sense, applying it to all irregular
nouns.

HETEROGENOUS, or HETEROGEWEAL,
something that consists of parts of dissi-

milar kinds, in opposition to homoge-
neous.

HETEROGENEOUS, in mechanics, such
bodies whose density is unequal in dif-

ferent parts of their bulk ; or they are
such whose gravities in different parts
are not proportionable to the bulks there-

of; whereas bodies equally dense or so-

lid in every part, or whose gravity is

proportionable to their bulk, are said to

be homogeneous.
HETEROGENEOUS light, is, by Sir Isaac

Newton, said to be that which consists of

rays ofdifferent degrees of refrangibility :

thus the common light of the sun or
clouds is heterogeneous ; being a mixture
of all sorts of rays.
HETEROGENEOUS nouns, one of the

three variations in irregular nouns; or
such as are of one gender in the singular
number, and of another in the plural.

Heterogenenous, under which are com-
prehended mixed nouns, are six-fold.

1. Those which are of the masculine

gender in the singular number, and neu-
ter in the plural. 2. Those which are
masculine in the singular number, but
masculine and neuter in the plural. 3.

Such as are feminine in the singular
number, but neuter in the plural. 4.
Such nouns as are neuter in the singular
number, but masculine in the plural. 5.

Such as are neuter in the singular, but
neuter and masculine in the plural. 6.

Such as are neuter in the singular, but
feminine in the plural number.
HETEROGENEOUS numbers, mixed num-

bers consisting of integers and frac-

tions.

HETEROGENEOUS quantities, are those
which are of such different kinds, as that
one of them, taken any number of times,
never equals or exceeds the other.

HETEROGENEOUS surds, are such as
have different radical signs, as %/ a a, &/

bb, V9'V I8> &c- See SURD.

Ifthe indices of the powers ofthe hete-

rogeneous surds be divided by their

greatest common divisor, and the quo-
tients be set under the dividends; and
those indices be multiplied crosswise by
each other's quotients ; and before the

products be set the common radical sign,

v/, with its proper index ; and ifthe pow-
ers of the given roots be involved alter-

nately, according to the index of each
other's quotient, and the common radical

sign be prefixed before those products,
then will those two surds be reduced to

others, having but one common radica

sign.

HETEROSCII, in geography, a term
of relation denoting such inhabitants of
the earth as have their shadows falling
but one way, as those who live between
the tropics and polar circles, whose sha-
dows at noon, in north latitude, are al-

ways to the northward ; and in south lati-

tude, to the southward. Thus we, who
inhabit the northern temperate zone, are
heteroscii with regard to those who in-

habit the southern temperate zone, and
they are heteroscii with respect to us.

Hence it follows, that only the inhabitants
of the two temperate zones are heteros-

cii, though in reality ;there is always one
part ofthe torrid zone, whose inhabitants
are heteroscii with respect to those of the
rest, and with regard .to those of one of
the temperate zones, except at the time
of the solstice, and even at this time all

ofthe torrid zone are heteroscii with re-

gard to those of one of the temperate
zones ; but as the people of the torrid

zone have their shadows now on this,
and then on that side, they are called am-
phiscii.

HEUCHERA, in botany, a genus of
the Pentandria Digynia class and order.
Natural order of Succulents. Saxifra-

gx, Jussieu. Essential character : petal's,

five; capsule two-beaked, two-celled..
There are two species, viz. H. americana,
American heuchera or sanicle, and Hv
dichotomy.
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HEXACHORD, in ancient music, .a

concord called by the moderns a sixth.

The hexachord is twofold, greater and
less. The greater hexachord is composed
of two greater tones, and two less, and
one greater semitone, which make five

intervals. The less hexachord is of two

greater tones, one lesser, and two greater
semitones.

HEXAEDRON, or HEXAHEDRON, one
of the five regular or platonic bodies;

being indeed the same as the cube ; and
is so called from its having six faces.

The square of the side or edge of a

hexaedron is one third of the square of

the diameter ofthe circumscribing sphere;
and hence the diameter of a sphere is to

the side of its inscribed hexahedron, as

\/ 3 to 1. See BODY.

HEXAGON, in geometry, a figure of

six sides and angles ; and if these sides

and angles be equal, it is called a regular

hexagon. The side of every regular
hexagon, inscribed in a circle, is equal
in length to the radius of that circle.

Hence, it is easy by laying off the radius

six times upon the circumference, to in-

scribe an hexagon in a circle. See GE-
OMETRT. '

To describe a regular hexagon upon
a given line, describe an equilateral tri-

angle upon it, the vertex of which will

be the centre of the circumscribing cir-

cle. The side of a hexagon being s, the

area will be 2.598 s* = - s 1 X tang. 60

HEXAGON, in fortification, is a place de-

fended by six bastions.

HEXAGYNIA, in botany, the name
of an order of plants, consisting of those,

which, besides their classical character,
have their flowers furnished with six

styles.

HEXAMETER, in ancient poetry, a

kind of verse consisting of six feet ; the

first four of which may be indifferently
either spondees or dactyls ; the fifth is

generally a dactyl, and the sixth always a

spondee. Such is the following verse of

Horace :

1 23456
Autpro \desse vo\ lunt,aut\ dele\ ctarep\ etae.

Sometimes, indeed, a spondee consti-

tutes the fifth foot : whence such hexame-
ter verses are called spondaic ; as in this

of Virgil:

1 23 45
Cara De\um sobo\ les ma\gnum Jovis\ incfe*

6
mentum.

Epic poems, as the Iliad, JEneid, &c.
consist wholly of hexameter verses;
whereas elegies and epistles consist

usually of hexameter and pentameter
verses alternately.

HEXANDRIA, the name of the sixth

class in the Linnxan system, consisting
of plants with hermaphrodite flowers,
which are furnished with six stamina or
male organs that are of an equal length.
This numerous class of plants is divided
into five sections, from the number of
the styles or female organs : the narcis-

sus, snow-drop, tulip, hyacinth, &c. have
one style ; the rice, atraphaxis, &c. two ;

dock, star-flower, &c. three ; guinea-heh
weed, four; and water-plantain, five.

The Hexandria class is distinguished
from the Tetradynamia by the propor-
tion of the stamina, which in the former
are of an equal length, in the latter un-

equal, four stamina being long, and two
short.

HIATUS, properly signifies an open-
ing, chasm, or gap ; but it is particularly

applied to those verses, where one word
ends with a vowel, and the following word

begins with one, and thereby occasion the

mouth to be more opened, and the sound
to be very harsh.

The term hiatus is also used in speak-

ing of manuscripts, to denote their de-

fects, or the parts that have been lost or

effaced.

HIBISCUS, in botany, a genus of the

Honadelphia Polyandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Columniferx. Mal-

vaceae, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-

lyx double; outer many-leaved; cap-
sule five-celled, with many seeds. There
are forty-five species, most of these are

perennials ; several ofthem have shrubby
stalks; and some are herbaceous; the

leaves are alternate, and commonly of a

soft texture. The flowers are of the

mallow kind, axillary, and terminating;
the bark in several is capable of being
drawn into threads, and manufactured

for packthread and ropes ; the capsule in

some is eatable ; others are much esteem-

*ed for their ornamental flowers.

HIDE. SeeCuTis.

HIDE. Hides are the skins of beasts :

but the denomination is particularly ap-

plied to those of large cattle, as bullooks*

cows, buffaloes, horses, &c. Raw hides

are still a considerable object in the Egyp-
tian trade : about 80,000 hides of buffa-
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Iocs, camels, cows, and oxen, are export-
ed yearly. Nearly 10,000 go to Mar-

seilles, and a still greater number to Ita-

ly. The buffaloe hides, being thicker and
heavier than the others, are chiefly trans-

ported to Syria. As the pastures of

Lower Egypt are excellent, the hides of

its cattle, in consequence of their being
so well fed, are of the very best quality.
Great numbers of buffaloes are also in

North America. They are larger than an

ox, and their head is so full of hair that

it falls over their eyes, and gives them a

frightful look. There is a bunch on thdir

back, which begins at the haunches, and

increasing gradually to the shoulders,
reaches on to the neck. The -whole bo-

dy is covered with long hair, or rather

wool, of a dun or mouse cotour, which is

exceedingly valuable, especially that on
the forepart of the body, being proper
for the manufacture of various articles!

The hide makes a considerable arjticle of

export from America. There are hides

of several denominations, according to

their state and quality. Raw or green
hide is that which has not undergone
any preparation, being in the same condi-

tion as when taken off the carcase.

There are also hides dried in the hair.

Salted hide is a green hide seasoned
with sea-salt and alum, or salt-petre, to

prevent its corruption. Most of the

hides imported from Holland and France
are so prepared. Tanned hides are fur-

ther prepared by the tanner, by paring
off* the hair, and steeping them in pits of

lime and tan. Curried hides are those,

which, after tanning, have passed through
the currier's hands, and have thus re-

ceived their last preparation, so as to be
tit for use.

HIDE of landt was such a quantity of
land as might be ploughed with one

plough within the compass of a year, or

so much as would maintain a family ; some
call it sixty, some eighty, and some an
hundred acres.

The distribution of this kingdom by
bides of land is very ancient, mention

being made of it in the laws of King
Ina. Henry I. had three shillings for

every hide of land, in order to raise a

dowry for his daughter : this tax was call-

ed hidage,
HIERACIUM, in botany, English hatok

weed, a genus of the Syngenesia Polyga-
mia jEqualis class and order. Natural
order of Composite Semiflosculosse. Ci-

ehoracese, Jussieu. Essential character :

calyx imbricate, ovate ; down simple ses-

sile ; receptacle naked. There are fifty-

five species : most of these plants are re-

puted to be weeds ; few of them are cul-

tivated except in botany gardens.
HIERARCHY, denotes the subordina-

tion of the clergy, ecclesiastical polity, or
the constitution and government of the
Christian Church considered as a so-

ciety.
HIERO's croivn. Under the article An-

CHIMEDES we have given an account of
the interesting fact to which this phrase
alludes

;
we shall only add here an exam-

ple, to shew how the fraud was detected

by a simple arithmetical process : suppose
each of the three masses above referred
to weighed 64 ounces, and that immers-

ing them separately in the same vessel of

water, there were displaced 5oz of water

by the golden ball, 9oz. by the silver, and
6oz. by the compound, or the crown it-

self, then the respective bulks being as

the quantities of water displaced, will be
as 5, 9, and 6

; and we say,
9 6=3
6 5 = 1

4 : G4 : : 3 : 48
; ,

4:64:: 1:16

And under such circumstances the
crown consisted of 48oz. of gold and 16 of
silver.

HIEROGLYPHICS, in antiquity, mystr-
cal characters, or symbols, in use among
the Egyptians, and that as well in their

writings as inscriptions ; being the figures
ofvarious animals, the parts of human bo-

dies, and mechanical instruments.

But besides the hieroglyphics in com-
mon use among the people, the priests
had certain mystical characters, in which

they wrapped up and concealed their

doctrines from the vulgar. It is said that

these something resembled the Chinese

characters, and that they were the inven-
tion of Hermes. It has been thought that

the use of these hieroglyphical figures of
animals introduced the strange worship
paid them by that nation : for as these

figures were made choice of, according to

the respective qualities of each animal, to

express the qualities and dignity of the

persons represented by them, who were

generally their gods, princes,
' and great

men, and being placed in their temples
as the images oftheir deities ; hence they
came to pay a superstitious veneration to

the animals themselves.
The meaning of a few of these hiero-

glyphics has been preserved by ancient
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writers. Thus we are told they repre-
sented the Supreme Deity by a serpent,
with the head of a hawk. The hawk it-

self was the hieroglyphic of Osiris ; the

river-horse, of Typhon ; the dog, of Mer-

<mry ; the cat, of the moon, or Diana ;

the beetle, of a courageous warrior; a

new born child, of the rising sun ;
and

the like.

HIEROGLYPHICS. See WHITING, origin

*f-

HIGHWAY, a public passage for the

King's people ; whence it is called the

king's highway. It seems that anciently
there were but four highways in England
which were free and common to all the

king's subjects, and through which they
might pass without any toll, unless there

were a particular consideration for it. All

others which we have at this day are sup-

posed to have been made through the

grounds of private persons, on writs of ad

quod damnum, &c. which being an injury
to the owner of the soil, it is said they
may prescribe for toll without any special
consideration.

There are three kinds of ways, a foot-

way, a pack and prime way, which is both
a horse and foot way, and cart way,
which contains the other two. But not-

withstanding these distinctions, it seems
that any one of these ways, which is com-
mon to all the king's subjects, whether it

lead directly to a market town, or only
from town to town, may properly be call-

ed an highway, and that any such cart-

way may be called the king's highway.
A river, common to all men, may also be
called the king's highway ; and that nui-

sances in any such ways are punishable

by indictment ; otherwise they would not

be punished at all ; for they are not ac-

tionable, unless they cause a special dam-

age to some particular person ; because
if such action would lie, a multiplicity of

suits would ensue.

If passengers have used, time out of

mind, where the roads are bad, to go by
outlets on the land adjoining to an high-

way in an open field, such outlets are par-
cels of the highway ; and, therefore, if

they are sown with corn, and the track is

foundrous, the king's subjects may go
upon the corn.

Repairing highways. By the common
law, the general charge of repairing all

high-ways lies on the occupiers of the
lands in the parish wherein they are.

But it is said that the tenants of the
lands adjoining are bound to scour their

ditches.

Particular persons may be burdened
VOL. VI.

with the general charge of repairing an

highway in two cases; in respect of an
inclosure, or by prescription. As where
the owner of lands not inclosed, next ad-

joining to the highway, incloses his lands
on both sides thereof; in which case he
is bound to make a perfect good way, and
shall not be excused for making it as good
as it was at the time of the inclosure, if it

were then any way defective
; because,

before the enclosure, when the way was
bad, the people, for their better passage,
went over the fields adjoining out of the
common track, a liberty which the inclo-

sure has deprived them of. Particular

persons may be bound to repair an high-
way by prescription. But in all cases,
whether a private person be bound to re-

pair an highway by inclosure or prescrip-
tion, the parish cannot take the advantage
of it on the general issue, but must plead
it specially ; and, therefore, if to an indict-

ment against the parish for not repairing
an highway, they plead not guilty, this

shall be intended only that the ways
are in repair, or that it is not an high-
way, but does not go to the right of re-

paration.
At common law, it is said, that all the

country ought to make good the repara-
tions of an highway, where no particular

persons are bound to do it ; by reason the
whole county have their ease and passage
by the said way.
By the ancient common law, villages are

to repair their highways, and may be pun-
ished for their decay ; and if any do in-

jury to, or straiten the highway, he is

punishable in the King's Bench, or before
the justices of peace in the court leet, &c.

Destroying any public turnpike-gate, or
the rails or fences thereto belonging, sub-

jects the offender to hard labour for three

months, and to be publicly whipped. 1
Geo. II. c. 19. On conviction at the as-

sizes, the offender may be transported for

seven years. And on a second offence,
or on demolishing any turnpike-house,
he shall be guilty of felony, and transport-
ed for seven years. But in both these
cases the prosecution must be within six

months, and on the convict's returning
from transportation he shall suffer death.
5 Geo. II. c. 33.

Every justice of the peace by the sta-

tute, upon his own view, or on oath made
to him by the surveyor, may make pre-
sentment of roads being out of repair ;

and, thereupon, like process shall be is-

sued as upon indictment. For the m-
pairing ofhighways, there are certain re-

gulations by statute; and every inhabitant
T
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of a parish is bound to perform certam
duties for that purpose.
HIGH water, that state of the tides

when they have flowed to the greatest

height, or have ceased to flow. It is high-
water several minutes, as many as between
15 and 30, before it begins to ebb again.
The mode of computing high-water is by
having the moon's age given, of whieh
take *, and adding it to the time of high-
water on the day of full or change, and
the sum is nearly equal to the time of

high water. Thus, for the present day,
the 29th of May, it was new moon, or

change, on the 25th, of course, the moon
is four days old ; and on the 25th it was

high-water at about two o'clock ; there-

fore 4 X | H- 2 = 5*1 12% or to about

twelve minutes after five.

HILLIA, in botany, so named in honour
of Sir John Hill, M. D. author of many
works in botany, a genus of the Hexan-
dria Monogynia class and order. Natural

order of Contortae. Rubiaceae, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx double, lower
six-leaved ; corolla very long, contorted ;

capsule two-celled, two-valved, crowned;
seeds downy. There are two species,
viz. H. longiflora, and H. tetrandria ; both
natives of Jamaica.

HIN, a Hebrew measure of capacity for

things liquid, containing the sixth part of

an epha, or one gallon two pints, English
measure.

HIND, a female stag in the third year
of its age. See CERVUS.

HINGES, the joints on which gates,
doors, lids, folds of tables, 8cc. hang, and

turn in opening, shutting or folding. They
are of different denominations, as butts,
used by the joiners for hanging table-

leaves, &c. ; casement, for hanging case-

ments upon dove-tails ; and esses, for light
doors and lockers; garnet-cross, for

hanging large doors or heavy scuttles in

ships ; port, for hanging ships' ports ;

scuttle, particularly used for scuttles.

Besides these, there are many others of
different forms and uses, distinguished by
different names.

HIPS, in building*, those pieces of tim-
ber placed at the corner of a roof.

HIP roof, among carpenters, called also

Italian roof, is a roof which has neither

gable-head, shread-head, nor jerkin-head
(by which is meant such heads as are

both gable and hip at the same end:) for

it is a gable, or upright, as high as the

collar-beam, and then there are two short

hips, which shut up with their tops to the

tops of a pair of rafters, which country
carpenters call singlars. A hip-roof has

rafters as long, and with the angles of the

foot, &c. at the ends of buildings, as it has
at the sides ; and the feet of the rafters,
at the ends of such buildings as have hip-
roofs, stand on the same plane, viz- pa-
rallel with the horizon, and at the same

height from the foundation, with rafters

on the sides of the roofs.

HIPPIA, in botany, a genus of the Syn-
genesia Polygamia Necessaria class and
order. Natural order of Composite Dis*

coideae. Corymbiferae, Jussieu. Essential

character : calyx hemispherical, subim-

bricate, corollets of the ray ten, obsolete,
subtrifid ; seeds with very broad margins;
naked ; down none ; receptacle naked.
There are three species.
HIPPOBOSCA, in natural history, a

genus of insects of the order Diptera.
Mouth with a short cylindrical, straight,
two-valved sucker ; the valves are equal ;

antennae filiform ; feet armed with nume-
rous claws ; body flat and hard ; stemma..
ta none. There are five species, of which
the most familiar is H. equina, or horse-

fly ; head brown ; thorax brown, varied
with pale colour ; wings crossing each

other, hyaline with a brown spot near the
outer margin ; legs annulate with yellow
and brown. This insect is exceedingly
troublesome to horses : it hides itself un-

der the hairs, and fixes to the skin by
means of their crooked nails. It varies

in size, in different districts, but is largest
in the southern and warm climates. The
skin of the insect is of a strong and coria-

ceous nature; hence it may be pressed to

a considerable degree, without being ap-

parently injured. The female of this in-

sect deposits a single egg at distant inter-

vals
; but as the egg undergoes no further

alteration of form, it has been regarded
rather as a pupa than an egg; and, if

opened after a certain period, it exhibits"

the fly in its unadvanced state, and of a

white colour. It not unfrequently lies

during the whole winter in this state, the

fly emerging in the following summer. H.
avicularia is observed on the bodies of

various birds, which it infests. H. hirun-
dinis is, as its name imports, to be found
in the nests and on the bodies ofswallows,

swifts, and martins. H. ovina is without

wings ; it is known by the name of the

sheep-tick, and is found imbedded in the
wool of these animals; this is so tenaceous
of life, that it has been found in wool that

has been a long time packed up in fleeces.

HIPPOCRATEA, in botany, so named
in memory of Hippocrates, the famous
Greek physician ; a genus of the Trian-

dria Monogynia class and order. Natural
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order of Accra, Jussieu. Essential cha-

racter : calyx five-parted ; petals five ;

capsule three, obcordate or elliptic. There
are two species, viz. H. volubilis, and H.

commosa.
HIPPOCREPIS, a genus of the Diadel-

phia Decandria class and order, Natural

order of Leguminosae or Papilionaceae.
Essential character: legume compressed,
several times emarginate along one ofthe

sutures, curved. There ate five species.
These are small herbaceous plants, with

unequally-pinnate leaves and small sti-

pules ; peduncles axillary, and terminat-

ing, one or many-flowered, in umbels:
corollas mostly yellow. Natives of the

South ofEurope.
HIPPOMANE, in botany, a genus of

the Monoecia Monadelphia class and or-

der. Natural order Tricoccse. Euphor-
bise, Jussieu. Essential character : male,

ament, perianthum bifid ; corolla none :

female, perianthum trifid ; corolla none ;

stigma three-parted ; drupe or capsule
three-grained. There are three species;
of which H. mancinella, manchineeltree,
is exceedingly large in the West Indies,
almost equalling the oak in siie. The
first accounts of this tree were very much
exaggerated ; it was said to be dangerous
to sit or lie under it, and that the rain

which falls from the leaves will raise blis-

ters in the skin. Professor Jacquin in-

forms us, that he and his companions re-

posed upwards of three hours under a
manchineel tree, withoutreceivingany in-

jury ; and that he experienced'rain drop-
ping from the leaves to be perfectly inno-

cent. It is dangerous to eat of the fruit,

which resembles crab-apples; it occasions

vomiting, and a burning heat in the

mouth, throat, and stomach, for many
hours after. The juice ofthe buds ofthe
white cedar is esteemed an antidote to this

poison, and is generally used with success.

It is said, that goats, sheep, and macaws
feed greedily on the fruit. The wood is

very much esteemed, and is used for or-

namental purposes.
HIPPOPHAE, in botany, a genus ofthe

Dioecia Tetrandria class and order. Na-
tural order of Calyciflorae. Elxagni, Jus-
sieu. Essential character: male, calyx
two-parted ; corolla none : female, calyx
bifid ; corolla none ; style one ; berry one-
seeded. There are two species, viz. H.
rhamnoides, common sea-buckthorn, and
H. canadensis, Canadian sea-buckthorn.

HIPPOPOTAMUS, in natural history,
a genus of Mammalia, of the order Bel-
luae. Generic character : four front teeth
in each jaw ; the upper ones drstant, in

pairs ; Jhe lower ones prominent ; the
two intermediate ones longest ; tusks soli-

tary ; those of the lowerjaw very large,
long, curved, and obliquely truncated;
feet hoofed at the margin. This animal

appears very naturally to have attracted
the early attention ofmankind, and is sup.
posed, by mostcriticsacquainted with na-
tural history, to be the behemoth, so sub-

limely described in the book of Job. The
Greek and Roman writers have also al-

luded to it ; but their observations upon
it are by no means such as could have re-
sulted from accurate and philosophical
observation ; and both Aristotle and Pliny
have fallen, on this subject, into the most
absurd deviations from truth. Indeed, it

is only recently that clear and just repre-
sentations of this animal have been pub-
lished, with interesting circumstances re-

lating to its manners and habits, collected

by personswhohad inclination and oppor-
tunities of particularly examining it. Dr.

Sparman, and Colonel Gordon, and Mr.
Mason, are particularly entitled to ho-
nourable mention on this occasion. The
largest female which the Colonel ever had
an opportunity of observing was eleven
feet in length, and the largest male near-

ly twelve. It is staled, however, on re-

spectable authority, that they are fre-

quently much larger ; and Mr. Bruce re-

ports, that they are occasionally found
even of the length of twenty feet. The
form of the hippopotamus is particularly
awkward : its head is astonishingly large,
and its body extremely fat and round ; its

legs are very short and thick, and its teeth
are of vast strength and size : one ofthem
is stated to weigh no less than three

pounds; occasionally, each of the tusks

weighs even six ; the whole animal is co-
vered with short hair ; its skin is so tough,
as in some parts to resist a bullet ; and
its colour, when dry, is an obscure brown.
It inhabits the warmer latitudes, and is to
^be found chiefly in the interior of Africa,

dwelling in the largest rivers, in which it

ranges at the bottom, sometimes reaching
the surface for the purpose of respiration.
It sometimes quits the rivers for the sea,

merely, as is supposed, for the sake of

expatriating with greaterfreedom, as it ne-
ver drinks salt water, and eats no fish,

and indeed takes no animal food whatever.

By night it quits the water to feed, and
devours a vast quantity of grass, and the
tender branches oftrees. Its disposition
has nothing in it sanguinary or feRociouS-;
it never attacks otker animals. It fre-

quently commits great depredations on
the plantations of corn or sugar, which
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are within the reach of its nocturnal pro-

gresses, and by destroying with its vast

teeth the roots of trees. Its motion on
land is generally not only highly inelegant,
but slow; yet, if surprized and pursued,
it runs with great speed till it reaches the

water, into which it instantly plunges;
and, though it is able to swim with great

rapidity, its progress in the water is at the
bottom by walking. If wounded in the

water, it sometimes is highly infuriated,
and has been known to attack the boats

or canoes, which it supposed to contain

its enemy, and overturn them by its vast

strength, or sink them by making a large
hole in them with its teeth. It produces
but one at a birth, generally in the little

rushy isles ofthe rivers which it frequents;
and in these inlets it generally sleeps.
When taken young, it is capable of being
tamed. These animals are sometimes
seen in considerable numbers, ranging
forseveral miles beyond the banks oftheir
rivers. They are often shot by the Afri-

cans, and frequently taken by the har-

poon ; pitfalls also are sometimes dug for

them. They are valued by the natives of
Africa for food, and the fat which it sup-

plies is supposed to be equal to that of

the hog. The feet are highly gelatinous,
and regarded as a peculiar delicacy.
With their skins the warriors of Africa
are furnished with shields and bucklers.

The grand motive to destroy these ani-

mals, however, is the value of their tusks,
which are whiter than those of the ele-

phant, and retain their original clearness

and beauty. They are likewise of a hard-
er consistance, and are, on both these ac-

counts, preferred by dentists, for artifi-

cial teeth, to every other substance.
In the JEdileship of Scaurus a tempo-

rary lake was formed, into which he in-

troduced four crocodiles and a hippopo-
tamus, for the entertainment of the Ro-
man people ; and Augustus, in his tri-

umph over Cleopatra, amidst many other

objects characteristic of Egypt, exhibited
a hippopotamus. In Upper Egypt, and
in the fens of Ethiopia, traversed and in-

undated by the Nile, these animals are

more particularly abundant. Only one

species is known to exist, but the cele-

brated Cuvier has discovered the fossil

remains of two species, perfectly distinct

from each other; but one of them was

probably the same as the present African
kind. For the Hippopotamus, see Mam-
malia, Plate X. fig. 2.

H1PPURIS, in botany, mare's-tail, a

genus of the Monandria Monogynia class

And order. Natural order of Inundatae.

Naiades, Jussieu. Essential character

calyx a two-lobed rim to the germ ; co-
rolla none; stigma simple; seed one/
There are three species.
HYR^EA, in botany, so named from Ni-

col de la Hire, a genus of the Decan-
dria Trigynia class and order. Natural
order of Trihilatze. Malpighise, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx five-leaved ;

petals roundish, on claws ; capsule three-

celled, with three wings; seeds two,
There is only one species, "viz. H. re-

clinata, a native of Carthagena in New
Spain.

HIRCUS, in anatomy, a part of the au-

ricle or outer ear, being that eminence
next the temple. See EAR.

HIRCUS, a goat, in astronomy, a star f
the first magnitude, the same with Capel-
la. See CAPEILA.
HIRCUS is also a name, used by some

writers, fora omet, encompassed, as it

were, with a mane seemingly rough and

hairy.

HIRTELLA, in botany, a genus of the
Pentandria Monogynia class and orders
Natural order of Rosace ae, Jussieu. Es-
sential character : petals five ; filaments

very long, permanent, spiral ; style late-

ral ; berry one-seeded. There are three

species.
HIRUDO, the leech, in .natural history,

a genus of the Vermes Intestina class and
order. Body truncated at both ends, ob-

long, unarmed, moves onward by elongat-

ing the body, and then contracting itself

into an arcli, adhering alternately by the.

head and tail. The body moves either

forward or backward. There are seven-
teen species, principally distinguished by
their colcfhr. The most remarkable are
the following :

H. medicinalis, or medicinal leech, the
form of which is well known, grows to

the length of two or three inches. The
body is of a blackish-brown colour,
marked on the back with sixyellow spots,
and edged with a yellow line on each

*

side ; but both the spots and the lines

grow faint, and almost disappear at some
seasons. The head is smaller than the

tail, which fixes itself very firmly to any
thing the creature pleases. It is vivipar-

ous, and produces but one young at a

time, which is in the month ofJuly. It is

an inhabitant of clear running waters in

Europe, and is well known for its use in

bleeding. The species used in the Unit-

ted States is probably distinct from this.

H. muricata, or muricated leech, has a

taper body, rounded at the greater ex-

tremity, and furnished with two small
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tentacula, or horns, strongly annulated

and rugged upon the rings, the tail dilat-

ed. It inhabits the Atlantic ocean, and is

by the fishermen called the sea-leech. It

adheres to fish, and generally leaves a

black mark on the spot.
The mouth of the leech is armed with

a sharp instrument, that makes three

wounds at once, and may be compared to

the body of the pump, and the tongue or

fleshy nipple to the sucker : by the work-

ing of this piece ofjmechanism, the blood
is made to rise up to the conduit which

conveys it to the animal's stomach, which
is a raembranaceous skin, divided into

twenty four-cells. The blood which is

sucked out is there preserved for several

months, almost without coagulating, and

proves a store of provision to the animal.

The nutritious parts, pure and already di-

gested by animals, have no call to be dis-

engaged from the heterogenous sub-

stances : nor indeed is there an anus dis-

coverable in the leech ; mere transpira-
tion seems to be all that it performs, the

matter fixing on the surface of its body,
and afterwards coming oflFin smallthreads.

Of this on experiment may be tried, by
putting a leech into oil, where it keeps
alive for several days : upon being taken
out and put into water, there appears to

loosen from its body, a kind of slough,

shaped like the creature's body. The or-

gan of respiration, though unascertained,
seems to be situated in the mouth; for if,

like an insect, it drew its breath through
vent-holes, it would not subsist in oil, as

by it they would be stopped up.
It is only the first species that is used

in medicine, being applied to the skin in

order to draw off blood. With this view

they are employed to phlebotomise
young children. If the leech does not

fasten, a drop of sugared milk is put on
the spot it is wished to fix on, or a little

blood is drawn by means of a slight punc-
ture, after which it immediately settles.

The leech, when fixed, should be watch-

ed, lest it should find its way into the anus
when used for the hemorrhoids, or pene-
trate into the oesophagus, if employed to

draw the gums, as it would make, great
havoc in the stomach or intestines. In
such a case, the best and quickest reme-

dy is to swallow some salt ; which is the
method practised to make it loose its

hold when it sucks longer than was in-

tended.
H. sanguisuga, horse leech : elongated,

olive brown, with an ochre-yellow mar-

ginal band : found in stagnant waters,
ditches, and ponds : from four to six

iuches long : body above dull olive-black,

with an ochre margin on each side ; be-
neath paler, with sometimes a few black

spots ; tail thicker than the head. This

species sucks blood with great avidity,
and in large quantities. H. viridisj body
depressed, oblong, green, with a trans-

parent margin and pointed tail. This

species has been described by Dr. Shaw
in the " Transactions of the Linnxan So-

ciety :" it inhabits clear cold waters, is

about the eighth of an inch long, and, like
most of the genus, has a power of repro-
duction almost equal to that of the po-
lype ; for if the animal be divided in eve-

ry direction, the parts will become per-
fect animals, and may be again divided
and again reproduced. It is of a grass-

green colour, with a transparent border
all round. It has since been referred to

the genus Planaria. H. geometra, or

geometrical leech : body filiform, green-
ish, spotted with white; both ends dilata-

ble, and equally tenacious. It inhabits

fresh waters : moves as if measuring like

a compass, whence the name : it is found
on trout and other fish, after the spawn-
ing season.

H1RUNDO, the sioalloio> in natural his-

tory, a genus of birds of the order Pas-

seres. Generic character : bill short, de-

pressed at the' base, small at the point,
and a little bending ; nostrils open ;

tongue short, broad and cleft; wings
long ; legs short ; tail, in general, forked.
These live almost perpetually in the air,

and perform in it every act of their na-

ture. They subsist upon the insects with
which that element abounds, and which

they catch on the wingwith the most admi-
rable dexterity; and for this purpose they
are furnished with a most extraordinary
power of distending their jaws. The
service they perform to man by their in-

cessant assiduity in this work of destruc-
tion is not lightly to be appreciated, and
those who observe the crowded popula-
tion of the atmosphere through the beams
of a summer evening will easily be led to

believe, that, but for the interception t

incalculable myriads of insects by these

birds,the annoyance ofman by these mi-
nute animalswould be highly distressing,
and perhaps almost intolerable. The ce-

lerity of this tribe of birds is truly aston-

ishing, and that union of flexibility and

speed which they exhibit in pursuit of

their prey, or with which they elude the

grasp of their enemies, is highly remarka-
ble and interesting. Their manners are

eminently entertaining and social. They
fix their nests to the habitations of

man, and we not only extremely useful

in some respects, but perfectly inoffeit-
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sive in all. Thqugh so much within the

observation of man, some circumstances

oftheir economy have hitherto complete,
ly baffled the curiosity of the most vigi-

lant observer. Various opinions have

been formed of the state in which they
exist during the time of their disappear-
ance ; some imagining them to lie torpid,
in the banks of rivers, or in decayed trees,

or in ruined edifices, or vaults ; and
others that they retire for the winter

from the air to the water, lying in im-

mense clusters, like swarms of bees, at

the bottoms of rivers. But this notion

can no longer deceive ;
its absurdity has

been demonstrated by several naturalists

who have observed for themselves, and
not depended upon the vague accounts of

the ignorant. It is indeed surprising how
this story could possibly have gained be-

lief, and a belief so general as it certain-

ly has commanded, that the swallow,
whose powers of flight are equal to those

of any other bird, and whose delicate or-

ganization is so unequivocally intended

for the air, should, at the approach of the

rigours of winter, precipitate itself into

the water, and burrow in the mud. By
future naturalists it will be regarded as a

proof of the credulity of the times, and
will be told with as little gravity as we
now observe in relation to the imputed
origin of the Barnacle Goose. That na-

ture does not in this instance deviate

from her ordinary laws has been suffi-

ciently proven, and the fact is satisfacto-

rily established, that they regularly mi-

grate in search of congenial climates.

They have frequently been seen by mari-
ners at a vast distance from land, and in

very numerous flocks, and have occasion-

ally converted the rigging and yards of
vessels into resting places, which have
most conveniently relieved their long and
wearisome flight. Mr. Pearson, of Lon-
don, after one unsuccessful experiment,
was enabled to preserveswallows through-
out the winter, taking extreme care to

guard their feet from damp and cold.

They were in good health, sang with vi-

vacity, and accomplished the process of

moulting soon after Christmas, without

any particular inconvenience, and for

three successive years exhibited the same
vigour, health, and animation. From this

experiment it might be presumed, that

swallows experience no particular devia-

tion in constitution and propensities from
other birds, and quit this country towards
winter for one where they may enjoy a
milder climate, and more plentiful food.

They lire to be met with in every coun-

try of the world, and in all, or nearly so,

arefousdto be migratory. There are

thirty-seven species, of which we shall

notice the following.
H. rustica, or the house-swallow, ap-

pears in March, in England, and leaves it

in September. It generally builds in

chimneys, or under the eaves of houses,
and will return, unless interrupted, to its

original haunt for a number ofyears. For
three years in succession apair of swal-

lows built on the frame of an old picture
in Camerton Hall, near Bath, having ac-

cess to the apartment through a broken

pane in the window. These birds breed
twice a year. They are easily rendered
familiar ; and it has been calculated, from
what occurred in a curious and extraordi-

nary instance of the domestication of one.
of them, in the family of a gentleman in

Northumberland, that a single swallow
will devour from seven hundred to a

thousand flies in one day. See Aves,
Plate VIII.

H. urbica, or the martin, arrives in Eng-
land rather later than the swallow, and re-

mains longer. It builds often in the crags
of rocks, near the sea ; often under the

eaves and cornices of houses. As soon as

the young are able to fly, they are fed by
the old birds upon the wing, by a process
so rapid and instantaneous, as almost to be
deemed incredible by those who have not

actually witnessed it. Before their depar-
ture they collect in immense flocks ik
the small islands of the Thames, where

they roost, and in their flights about
which they almost obscure by their num-
bers the face of the sky. It is observed,
that in comparison with the multitudes
which depart, there are extremely few
which return. See Aves, Plate VIII. fig. 3.

H. apus, or the swift, arrives in Eng-
land later, and quits sooner, than any
other species,and is also larger and strong-
er. It builds in elevated situations, parti-

cularly about churches and steeples. As
these birds catch at almost every thing in

the air, they are taken sometimes by a

cockchaffer, or other insects, tied to a
thread. In the Isle of Zante this torturing
amusement is practised on them by boys,
who catch them indeed often in immense
numbers by a string and feathered hook

only, which they suspend from some ele-

vated situation. They retire during the
heat of the day ; but in the morning and

evening are incessantly on the wing, tak-

ing higher and bolder flights than the

swallows, and always keeping separate
from them. They leave that island in

August. See Aves, Plate VIII. fig. 4.

H. esculenta, or the Chinese swallow,
is said to be less than the wren by some
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authors, while others attribute to it the

size of the martin. This bird is principal-

ly remarkable for its nest, which, singu-
lar as it may appear, is not only used for

food, but regarded as one of the greatest
luxuries on which the genuine epicure
an possibly banquet. The weight ofthis

nest is about half an ounce : it is formed
in the shape of a half of a lemon, and

composed of many easily discriminated

layers of a substance somewhat resem-

bling isinglass. The materials which con-

stitute it have been the subject of consi-

derable diversity of opinion, and are not

yet (at least in this country) ascertained.

It is chiefly applied in soups and ragouts,
made of chickens, and mixed with a con-

siderable quantity of ginseng.
Mr. Wilson describes a new species,

inhabiting the United States, under the
name of yiridis, or green-white bellied

fwallow : it is greenish above, with the

wings and tail brownish-black, all be-

neath pure white. Besides this there are
four other species.

H. Americana,, rufus-rumped, or barn

swallow, of which the rump and vent
feathers are rufous

H. purpurea, entirely violet, tail-fork-

ed, attacks and drives from its haunts lar-

ger birds.

H. riparia, bank, or sand swallow, cine-

reous, chin and belly white : builds in

holes in gravel pits and banks of rivers.

H. pelasgia, aculeated, or chimney
swallow, tail feathers of equal length, na-

ked and subulated at the end.

HISPA, in natural history, a genus of
insects of the order Coleoptera. Anten-
nae cylindrical, approximate at the base,
and seated between the eyes; feelers fu-

siform ; thorax and shells often spinous or

toothed at the tip. There have been

twenty-six species enumerated and de-
scribed. They are separated into three
divisions : A. lip horny, entire. B. lip

membranaceous, subemarginate. C. lip

membranaceous, entire. H. atra is the
chief species known in England, found at

the roots of long grass. It is of a deep
unpolished black, and has the upper part
of the body entirely covered with long
and strong spines, which render it simi-

lar to the bristly shell of a chesnut, or to

a hedge-hog in miniature. The larva of
the liispa is unknown.
HISTER, a genus of insects of the or-

der Coleoptera. Antennae clavate, the club
solid; the last joint compressed, decur-
*ed ; head retractile within the body ;

mouth forcipated; shells shorter than
the body, truncate ; fore-shanks toothed,
hind-shanks spinous. There are twenty-

four species, usually found in putrescent
animal substances, or under the bark of
decaying trees. The most common Eu-
ropean species of the hister genus is H.
unicolor, which is of a glossy coal-black

colour, and of a slightly flattened shape.
It is often seen in the gardens, but its lar-

va is unknown.
HISTORIOGRAPHER^ professed his-

torian, or writer of history. An histori-

an, of all authors, spreads the most am-
ple theatre ; he erects the greatest tribu-
nal on earth, for it is his office to sit su-

preme judge of all that passes in the

world, to pronounce the destiny of the

great ones of the earth, and fix their cha-
racter with posterity ; to do justice to vir-

tue and worth, in bestowing eternity up-
on great and good actions, and fixing an

everlasting mark of infamy on bad ones ;

to instruct all people and nations, and di-

rect the conduct of ages; he therefore

ought to be endowed with many great and
uncommon qualifications. He must be a

person of consummate knowlege of men
and things, of sound judgment, uncom-
mon sagacity and 'penetration, experien-
ced in matters of state and war, of great
integrity, firmness of mind, freedom of

sentiment, and master of a pure, clear,

nervous, and exalted style. An histori-

an, whose province it is to speak to kings
and princes, to the great men of all ages
and countries, and to be the common mas-
ter and instructor of mankind, must not

only write with purity, simplicity, and

manly sense, but with dignity and ele-

gance ; he must reject all that is vulgar
and low in style ; make the majesty and

sublimity of his expression comport \vith

the dignity of his subject ; must, by an ex-
act choice and propriety of \\ ords, a na-
tural disposition of phrases, and a pru-
dent moderate use of figures, give weight
to his thoughts, force to his language, and

j

imprint a character of greatness on all

that he says. He must at the same time

represent things with an air of gravity and

prudence, and not give a loose to the
heat of imagination, or vivacity of wit ;

but discreetly suppress every thing that
shall seem idle, languid and unprofita-
ble, and give every thing thatjust figure
and proportion which is consistent with

propriety and decorum. He must endea-
vour at a noble simplicity ofthought, lan-

guage, design, and ordinance, and care-

fully avoid all profuseness offalse conceit,
strained expression, and affected pom-
pousness, so inconsistent with the gravity,

dignity, and noble character of history.
In a word, he must write so as to be in-

telligible to the ignorant, and yet charm'
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the wise ; form and express such ideas as

are great, and yet- shall appear very com-
roon, and intermix no other ornament
with his narration than what the modesty
of truth can bear. He should be above
the reach and power of hopes and fears,
and all kinds of interest, that he may al-

ways dare to speak the truth, and write
of all without prejudice ; religiously ob-

serving never to abuse the public faith,

nor to advance any thing upon common
fame, which is always uncertain, but up-
on undoubted memoirs and faithful rela-

tions of such persons as have had a hand
in affairs. He must always be upon his

guard against the bias and affections of
those who supply him with matter, and
must not credulously give his assent to

the historians that went before him, with-

out inquiring narrowly into their charac-

ter, and what influence they may have
been under when they wrote, in order
to make a just estimate of their weight
and credit.

An historian, as to his matter, should
choose subjects great in themselves, and
such as are worthy of public fame and re-

membrance ; and should make himself so

far master of his matter, as to be able to

cast it into what form he pleases* and to

strike upon all his subjects the colours

they are naturally disposed to bear, in or-

der to make his lessons profitable to pos-
terity, by regulating the heart and spirits
of men, animating them to great and vir-

tuous actions by illustrious examples, and

cautioning them against vice, folly, cru-

elty, and injustice, by laying open the
fatal consequences resulting from them,
The course of his narration must pro-
ceed in the order of time in which the
facts happened, in a pure, grave, unin-

terrupted series, such as may not impro-
perly be compared to a great river flow-

ing with composed majesty and stately
smoothness; and when it falls in his

way to introduce little occurrences, they
must be so artfully interwoven with the

great, in the thread of the narration,
as to offer a seasonable entertainment and
relief to the reader, from the fatigue that

too sedulous 'an attention to the great

requireth. He must also observe great
judgment in the ordinance and disposition
of events and their circumstances, so as

to interest the reader, and let him into all

his thoughts and views, by making his

persons act as their character and temper
inclined them ; discovering their man-
ners, sentiments, designs, motives, and

operations, as they really stand in a ne-

nessary dependence upon each other,
and with so natural a connection, as to

show nothing out of its place. His tran-

sitions, in which consists the great ar of

narration, and one of its principal beau-

ties, must be natural and easy, arising
from the difference ofsubject ratherthan

expression. He must make a wise and

judicious choice of circumstances, such as

are proper to enlarge and improve the
ideas of things, and to strike that light
and colour upon them, which most easily
attracts belief and engages the mind ;

and must for that purpose always observe
a due mixture of great and little circum-

stances, neither of which must be carried

beyond nature, or be so minute, low, or

frivolous, as to debase his subject. He
must not only recite the bare events and
actions of men, but also lay open the mo-
tives and principles from which they took
their rise, and upon which they proceed-
ed to their final issues. He must lay open
the hearts ofthe actors, let his reader into,

the most important secrets of their coun-
cils and designs, and oblige him with a

sight of those secret springs which mov-
ed them to enterprises, and of the causes

oftheir success or miscarriage. He must
be very sparing and cautious in the use of,

descriptions, which are to be introduced
so far only as they serve to illustrate

things that are essential to the main sub-

ject, and to enliven the narration : and
even in that case they must be succinct
and elegant. The frequent use of ha-

rangues are disapproved of by many judi-
cious persons ; for these long formal ha-

rangues of generals to their soldiers,

when in the presence of the enemy, and

ready to enter upon action, which we find

in many historians, are undoubtedly not

only unnatural and improbable, but con-

trary to the truth of history. Neverthe-

less, a short speech, suited to the subject,
made by a person of eminent character,
has its proper beauty, and animates a nar-

ration. A judicious historian ought not

to admit any portraits into his work but

those ofthe greatest persons, and such as

are principally interested, and have the

chief hand in affairs; and these must be

real, natural, and truly resembling their

originals ; expressive oftheir genius, the

qualities of the head and heart, rather

than descriptive of the external form of

his personages. When such are finished

with a masterly hand, with true judgment
and success, they are not only great orna-

ments and embellishments in history, but

of use to strip the hearts of men of their

disguises, to lay open all their secret folds,

and disclose the real springs of actions.

It is a great fault in an historiographer to

abound too much in reflections ofhis own;
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te therefore must not turn philosopher or

moralist indifferently upon all occasions;
for every man desires to be free in his

judgment ofthe facts represented to him,
and the consequences he is to draw from

them, in which consists the greatest plea-
sure of the reader.. But if an author
should throw in or mingle reflections of
his own with his story, they must be suck
as arise naturally from the subject, and
contain a great and noble sense in a few
words ; they must not be too fine spun or

Studied, nor have more brightness than

solidity, but appear rather to be the rea-

soning of a wise statesman than the affec-

tation of a declaimer ;
nor must they be

too frequent, or too loose and disjointed,
but be enamelled in the body of the work.

Digressions, if made with judgment, and
not too wide and foreign from the subject,
have also their proper grace and ornament
in history ; as they give an agreeable va-

riety to the narration, and relie-ve the
mind of the reader ; but they must be
introduced by the historian with an artful

hand and great address ; they must bear
an alliance and connection with tbe pur-
port of the history ; and their length
must be proportionably greater or less,
as they are more nearly or remotely allied

to the capital point of the story.

HISTORY is a connected recital of past
or present events.

If the value of each department of

knowledge is to be ascertained by the

esteem in which it is held by the gene-
rality of readers, a place of distinguished
honour must be assigned to history. Gra-

tifying that curiosity, which is innate in

the mind of man, it is equally delightful
to those whose intellect is just dawning,
and to those whose faculties are ma-
tured by the lapse of time and the pro-
cess of cultivation. Comparateively, few
have a relish for abstract speculations ;

but almost all are delighted by the dis-

play of facts. By the pictures which are
exhibited in a faithful narration, the fancy
is gently excited, and the feelings are in-

terested, without being agitated to a de-

gree inconsistent with pleasure. If then
we consider history only as a source of

elegant amusement, it is an object of no
inconsiderable importance in a course of
liberal education.
But this is in fact the lowest commen-

dation to which history is entitled. It is

eminently productive of signal utility.
The poet "has justly remarked, that " the

proper study of mankind is man ;" and
it is the office of history to trace the pro-
gress of man from the savage state, and
VOL. VI,

through the intermediate degrees of civi-

lization, to the nearest approach to per-
fection ofwhich social institutions are ca-

pable. It falls within its province to note
the effects of laws and political regula-
tions, and to record the wondrous revolu-
tions which have been produced in states

by external violence, and the no less aston-

ishing changes which have been occasion-
ed by the gradual corruption of ancient

systems of government. The record of

past transactions, when diligently and mi-

nutely examined, will present to the po-
litician matter of warning and matter of
instruction. It will point out the sources
of the errors offormer days, and will also

lead him to a discernment of the means
which have crowned with success such

plans as have been productive of benefit
to the public. Knowledge which is thus

gained is obtained at the cheapest possi-
ble price. Happy are the directors of po-
litical affairs, who learn, in the philosophy
of history, those lessons which their pre-
decessors have learnt by the process of

painful experience. It has been well ob-
served by Voltaire, that the history ofthe

sanguinary Chrstiern will deter those,
whose influence may happen to sway the

destiny of nations, from investing a tyrant
with absolute power ; and that the disas-

ter of Charles XII. before Pultowa af-

fords a lesson of admonition to a general,
not to penetrate without provision into a

country like the Ukraine; whilst the pow-
erful and popular administration of Eliza-

beth ofEngland demonstrates the mighty
effects of extended commerce, and pru-
dent economy. In a political point of view,
the general influence of historical know-

ledge, is, indeed, of the highest import-
ance ; it tends to prevent the recurrence,
and to diminish the remaining influence,
of superstition and religious persecution,
and of the long train of calamities with
which those direst enemies ofhuman hap-
piness are accompanied. For who can
read the memorials of the papal usurpa-
tions in the dark ages, and of the melan-

choly consequences by which they were
followed, without imbibing a spirit of to-

lerance, and a determined disposition to

discountenance any claims which may re-

vive the unjust assumptions of inordinate

spiritual power. In short, history, whilst

it details the miseries and misfortunes

which have upon various occasions befall-

en civilized man, instructs him how these

miseries and misfortunes may hereafter

be avoided.

In a moral point of view, history is ex-

tremely useful, as it points out the issues

of things, and exhibits, as its general re*

U
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suit, the reprobation consequent upon
vice, and the glory which awaits virtue.

In his days of nature, the oppressor may
be applauded by the venal, whilst he
lords it over his fellow men, and the wan-
ton destroyer of the human race may be
hailed as a hero by the obsequious or mis-

taken crowd. But when his dust is min-

gled with that of the victims of his cruel-

ty and ambition, history summons him to

her tribunal : she scrutinizes his deeds
with impartial strictness, and passes sen-

tence upon him according to his deserts.

The prejudices and errors of time present
will hereafter be done away and correct-

ed by history, which, represses the

wrongs of the injured, and treats with just

contempt the insolent assumption of the

undeserving. Thus, by the record of

crimes, no less than by the display of il-

lustrious examples of virtue, does history
inculcate good principles, and enforce

upon the reflecting mind a belief in a

superintending Providence.
The early annals of all countries are

considerably debased by an intermixture

of fables. In fact, the first historians

were universally poets,,whpse metaphors,

amplifications, and allegories, necessarily
obscured facts, or heightened them be-

yond the standard of probability. To ex-

plain their legends is the province of the

mythologist, whose labours, however cu-

rious an'd interesting to those who have
time and inclination for such pursuits, af-

ford very little assistance to the historian.

But the mythologic age being thus

consigned to the examination of those

whom they may concern, however rude

may be the style of ancient chronicles,
or however simple and puerile the obser-

vations and reflections with which they

may be interspersed, he who wishes to im-

bibe the true spirit of history will dili-

gently peruse them, when they become
the repositories of facts. Such documents
alone will give him an idea of the genius
of the times concerning which they treat.

He who wishes to become acquainted
with the principles and manners which

predominated in France, in the reign of

St. Louis or of John, will read the lively
and simple, but minutely particular, nar-

ratives of Joinville and of Froissart, rather

than the dull details of a Daniel, or the

hasty and imperfect sketch of a Millot.

In all cases, indeed, he who wishes to see

past events in their true light will refer as

much as possible to original authorities.

The farther the stream of history flows

from its source, the more it is polluted by
foreign mixtures. And besides this, how-*"

ever skilful, or however faithful, a com-

piler may be, his particular view& lead

him to pass unnoticed a variety of fects,

which are in themselves valuable, and in-

deed necessary to the perfect understand-

ing of the real nature and bearings of

events.

This maxim of having recourse to au-

thentic documents will furnish a canon for

the most profitable mode of studying an-

cient history. It will instruct the student

to pass lightly over those periods of the

Greek and Roman annals, the transactions

of which were handed down by tradition

to authors, who, instead of scrutinizing
their credibility, have amplified and em-
bellished them by the charms of style ;

and to direct his attention to the records

which have been written by those who
lived at the time when the actions which

they commemorate took place, and more

especially to the memoirs of illustrious

warriors and statesmen, who have left be-

hind them the detail of transactions in

which they have been personally concern-

ed. Guided by this principle, he will not

dwell upon the marvellous tales ef an
Herodotus or a Quintus Curtius ; but he
will study with diligence the narratives of

a Thucydides or a Xenophon, of a Sallust,

a Cicero, a Caesar, or a Tacitus; and whilst

the legend of Curtius, as recorded by Li-

vy, only demonstrates to him the posthu-
mous glory, which, in the happier times

of the Roman republic, awaited him who
was ready to sacrifice his life for the good
of his country, he will peruse, with more
interest, the later periods of that writer's

history, in which .he treats of events

which happened nearer to his own time,
and the genuine records of which were,
in all probability, furnished to him by the

public offices of the state.

In regard to the earlier periods of mo-
dern history, authentic documents are

scanty and obscure, and the investigator
of the truth of facts is frequently obliged,
as it were, to proceed with cautious steps

through a dark and doubtful way ; but, in

process of time, they multiply to such an

extent, that the student is embarrassed

by their number. The archives of the
different states of Europe contain vast

masses of materials, which occasional li-

berality has opened to the curious inqui-
rer. On the important topic of ecclesias-

tical proceedings, the printed reports
of the decrees of councils and synods
throw the most satisfactory light. Volu-
minous collections of treatises, which
have been compiled for the benefit of af-

ter times, open the policy of different

states and empires ; and in various cases,

those documents are themselves illustrat-

ed by the comments and memoirs of the

negotiators,by whom they were discussed
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and finally arranged. The confidential

correspondence which took place be-

tween scholars, at the revival of letters,

frequently contains political details which
are highly instructive and interesting. In

later days, the publication of the various

memoirs and state papers of ministers, to

whom the conduct of the affairs of nations

has been entrusted, reveal all the springs
of their policy, and enable the reader of

research to follow them through all the

windings of the labyrinth of intrigue.
The acts of the British parliament, in

themselves, 'contain a record of the po-
litical changes which have taken place in

this country, ofour progress in commerce,
of the gradual amelioration of our consti-

tution, amidst the struggles of party and
the contentions of faction. The record-
ed proceedings of our courts of law, also,

supply the means of judging of the pub-
lic conduct of our statesmen. It may be
with truth asserted, that the perusal of
the state trials can alone give an adequate
idea of the horrible crimes, which, under
the colour ofjustice, were perpetrated
by the different parties which divided this

kingdom in the reign of Charles II. In

short, there hardly exists in any country
a public office, or a private collection of

papers, which does not contain documents
that are calculated to throw light upon
history.
The student, who wishes to pursue his

historical inquiries with becoming accu-

racy, must make himself master of the
details of geography, and of the princi-

ples of statisticial calculations; must more-
over be versed in all the minutiae of chro-

nological researches. In the settling of

dates, he will at once evince his labour
and his ingenuity. For the correct ar-

rangement ofthe order of events, he will

not shrink from the task of poring over

pedigrees, or examining coins.

It has been well observed, by the pro-
found Pinkerton, that, by the study ofme-
dals alone, Vaillant " was enabled to as-

certain, in a very grear degree, the chro-

nology of three important kingdoms of
the ancient world, namely, those of

Egypt, of Syria, and ofParthia."
Such are the principal sources from

which may be derived a knowledge of his-
toric truth. To enumerate all the mate-
rials of history would be an almost end-
less task ; but in order to make due pro-
fit of these materials, wherever they may
occur, the student ought to be animated

by the spirit of philosophical inquiry."
Incredulity," says Aristotle, "is the

foundation of all wisdom." Without the

gift of discrimination, the historian dege-
nerates into a chronicler of fables ; with-

out the faculty of deducing useful conse-

quences, he is degraded into a registrar
of barren facts. To distinguish truth

from falsehood in the obscure records of

former times, or amidst the misrepresen-
tations of factious malignity in more mo-
dern periods, requires no small degree of

sagacity. Voltaire has justly observed,
that in order to be qualified to seize the

proper objects of history, a man must not
be acquainted with booka alone. He must
have a minute knowledge of the human
heart, and be qualified to analyze the pre-

judices and the passions of men. He will

give due weight to circumstances and
situations. He will not estimate the cha-

racter of a despot by the panegyric of a

courtier; nor will he pass sentence of con-

demnation on a prince, who has resisted

ecclesiastical claims and restrained the

power of the clergy, because he is vilified

in the chronicles of a monk.
The enlightened student ofhistory will

not direct his chief attention to the frivo-

lous anecdotes of a court, but to the cir-

cumstances which stamp the character
and decide the destiny .of a nation. He
will inquire what has been its radical vice
orits predominant virtue ; why it has been
powerful or weak by sea or land ; what
has been the improvement or the dete-

rioration of its trade and commerce ;

wherein consist the excellencies and the

defects of its civil and municipal institu-

tions; what have been the constitution,

and what the influence of its ecclesiasti-

cal establishments. He will trace the in-

troduction of arts and manufactures, and
observe the changes which have taken

place in manners and in laws.

Such are the materials and such the ob-

jects of history, than which, next to our
relation to the deity, no more important
topic of inquiry can be presented to the
human intellect.

HITCH, in the sea language, is to catch

hold of any thing with a hook or rope,
and by this means to hold it fast : thus,
when a boat is to be hoisted in, the sailors

say,
" Hitch the takles into the ring-bolts

ofthe boat ;" and when they are about to

weigh anchor, "Hitch the fish-hook to

the fluke of the anchor."

HIVE, in country affairs, a convenient

receptacle for bees. See BEE.

HOD, an instrument used to carry bricks

and mortar in, up ladders, &c. to build or

repair houses, &c. with.

HODMAN, an appellation given to

a young student admitted into Christ'*
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College, in Oxford, from Westminster
school.

HOE, in country affairs, a tool made
like a cooper's adze, to cut upwards in

gardens, fields, &c. This tool is com-

monly called the hand-hoe.

HOFFMANNIA, in botany, so named
in memory of Maurice Hoffman, a genus
of the Tetrandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Stellatae. Ru-

biaceae, Jussieu. Essential character :

calyx tour-toothed ; corolla salver-shap-

ed, four-parted; filaments hone; berry
two-celled, many-seeded. There is only
one species, viz. H. pedunculata, a native

ot'Jamaica.

HOG. See Scs.

HOG, hedge See ERIWACEUS.
HJKE, day, the Tuesday after Easter

week, which was the day on which the

English conquered and expelled the
Danes ; this was therefore kept as a day
of rejoicing, and a duty, called Hoke
Tuesday money, was paid to the landlord,
for giving his tenants and bondmen leave
to celebrate it.

HOLCUS, in botany, a genus of the

Polygamia Monoecia class and order. Na-
tural order of Gramina or Grasses. Es-

sential character : hermaphrodite, calyx

glume, one or two-flowered : corolla

glume, awned, stamina three ; styles
two : seed one : male, calyx glume, two-
valved ; corolla none; stamina three.

There are fifteen species. One of these,
the Holcus bicolor, is cultivated in some

parts of the United States, for making a

kind of beverage as a substitute for cho-

colate. The following account of this spe-
cies we take from a paper written by the

Professor of Botany in the University of

Pennsylvania, and published by order of

the Philadelphia Linnaean Society :

Some account of the Holcus Bicolor, read

to the Philudeiplda Linncean Society, by
thepresident. Professor Barton.

During a late visit to Lancastsr, I learn-

ed that the German inhabitants of the

Manor, in the county of Lancaster, near

the Susquehanna, cultivated a plant, from
the seeds of which they made a kind of

beverage, resembling, in colour, taste,

and nutritious qualities, common choco-

late. The first accounts I had of this be-

verage were received from Dr. Eberle,

and \Yilliam Barton, esquire, of Lancas-

ter. The latter informed me, he had

drank it once or twice, and that a mem-
ber of his family had breakfasted on it,

supposing it to be chocolate, without per-

ceiving the deception.

From the information I received, re-

specting the stature, growth, and habit,
of the plant, I supposed that it was a spe-
cies of Sorghum. Learning, however,
that a quantity ofthe plant was growing in
aneighbouring garden, I procured a few

specimens of it, together with a quantity
of the seeds, then sufficiently ripe for use.

I found the plant belonging to the genus
Holcus, but having no books with me by
which I could ascertain the precise spe-
cies, I brought the specimens to Philadel-

phia, and after carefully comparing them
with the descriptions of the different spe-
cies offfolcus in Willdenow's work, I find

that it is the Holcus bicolor of that author,
and was known to Linnaeus. (Vide Man-
rma',301.)
The generic character of Holcus, ac*.

cording to the Gen. Plant, is asfollows :

Holcus. HEHMAPH. Cal. Gluma !-sive 2-

flora. Cor. Gluma sub apice aristata.

Stam. 3. %A2. Sem. 1.

MASCULI. Cal. Gluma 2-valvis. Cor.

0-s. 2-valvis. Stam. 3.

And, according to Pursh :

HOLCUS. Cat. 2-valvis. Cor. minor: valv.

altera aristata. JVectar. 2-partitum. Po-

lygamum .

Linnaeus, Willdenow, Muhlenberg, and
others, have thrown the genus Holcus into

Polygamia Monaecia ; but Michaux and
Pursh have referred it to Triandria Digy.
via, where it truly belongs, and also to

Jussieu's " Graminex"
The following is Willdenow's descri

tion of that species of Holcus, which is
''

subject of this paper :

Holcus bicolor.

H. glumis glabris nigris, seminibus g
bosis albis aristatis. Man. 301.

H. glumis glabris ; Hort. Cliffbrt. 468.

H. (Sorghum) panicula coarctata o

erecta, locustis hermaphroditis obov

pene glabris, subaristatis. Mieg.
helv. torn 8. p. 129. t. 4. f. 4.

Milium arundinaceum, subrotundo

mine, sorgho nominatum. Bauhin. pi
26. Morris, hist. 3. p. 196. s. 8. t. 5. f. 7.

Habitat in Persia. D. Lerche. Q- H. V.

Zweyfarbiges Pferdegras W.
Similimus ffolco Sorgho, distinctissimus

calycibus atris et seminibus niveis.

The method of making the beverage,
which has a real or a fancied resemblance
to chocolate, is this : The seeds, which
are farinaceous, together with the glumes,
or, as they are commonly called, husks,
which are persistent and black are

ground in a common coffee mfll, into

grains somewhat smaller than ground cof-

fee. This coarse farina is then boiled over

a slow fire, with the addition of a suffick-
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ent quantity of milk, and a small piece of

butter, until the beverage Assumes a cho-

colate colour, which it receives from the

colouring matter of the husks. The liquor
should be then strained through gauze,
sweetened till palatable, and brought to

table for use. I have drank it thus made,
except that it was unstrained ; and though
I could perceive no taste resembling cho-

colate, yet it was a beverage quite sa-

voury and pleasant.
To makefour pints of a pleasant, nutri-

tious, and, I presume, a wholesome bever-

age, to serve as an economical article of

diet, in lieu of chocolate, tea, or coffee,

the expense may be calculated as follows,
yiz. cents.

For 4oz. ofthe chocolate-mibl (or flour

made from the seed of the

Holcus bicolor, at Sets, perlb.) 1

2i ditto of sugar, at 16cts. perlb. 2

1 ditto of butter, at 20 cts. per Ib. l|
1 pint of milk, at 3
3 pints of water

8
The proportions of the several articles

here mentioned are to be boiled together,
and in such quantities as may be required.
When sufficiently boiled, and just before

it is taken from the fire, the butter is to

be well stirred up with the boiling li-

quor it is then fit for use. The propor-
tions of the materials may be varied, so

as to suit different palates ; but the above
are agreeable to the directions given to

Mr. William Barton, by the person who
furnished him with the seed." In mak-
in the experiment with the Holcus in my
family," says Mr. Barton; "the seed
were ground in a common coffee-mill ;

but as they could not be ground fine

enough in this way, nor their/anna be

sufficiently disengaged from its integu-
ment or husk, too much of a coarse bran
was deposited in the liquor, after boiling.
The kind of grinding performed by the
trituration of mill-stones would make a
better meal ; and I should mach prefer

bolting it, after being ground in a proper
corn-mill, to straining the liquor when
boiled, in order to separate the coarsest

ef the bran from thefarina of the seed."
The plant in question resembles com-

mon broom corn very much, it is eight or
ten feet in height is an annual, of rapid
growth and requires no particular care
in its cultivation. The leaves are long,
channelled, nerved, and sheathing the
stem. The fruit, and, of course, the in-

florescence, which I have not seen, is

borne in a terminal, close and compact
panicle, of an oblong-ovate form ; in this

respect differing widely from sorghum
saccharatum, or common broom, the pan-
nicle of which is diffuse and spreading.
It differs also from the broom in the co-

lour of the husks, they being in the cho-

colate broom (for so I shall call the plant in

ration
in want of a 'better name) of a

p shining black colour, and glabrous ;

and in the common broom of a reddish-

brown hue, and pubescent, sometimes
even hairy. The seeds are white, round-

ish, and hard, enclosed in shining black
husks.

Holcus bicolor is a native of Persia. It is

unqestionably not a native of any part of
the United States, or even of North Ame-
rica ; though Prush says, that sorghum
saccharatum, which is nearly allied to it, is

sometimes found wild in our country.
This plant thrives perfectly well in

Lancaster county; and will, probably,
grow equally well in most parts of the

United States. I conjecture, from its ap.

pearance, that, when mature, a single
stalk will yield about a pint of seed. I

will attempt an estimate, then, of the

quantity of seed that may be procured
from one acre of ground, planted with
the Holcus,- by which it will appear, that

it is not an unprofitable product.

Supposing an acre planted in rows or

lines, three feet apart, so as to produce
one stalk only in a hill, and at the same
distance from one another, along each
row ; the number of plants will, in this

case, be 4840 : and calculating that each

plant will yield a pint ofseed, the product
of an acre will be

75J.
bushels. 1 have

no means of ascertaining, just now, what
quantity ofmeal (or flour) could be made
from a bushel of seed, on separating the
farinaceous parts from the rest, by grind'

ing and bolting in the common mode :

but I will suppose, that not less than 151bs.

of meal, sufficiently bolted from the bran,
would be obtained, clear of the toll,

from a bushel of the seed. At this rate,

an acre would yield 1134|lbs.of
the flour

or meal, which, if valued at only 5 cents

per Ib. would produce Jg56.72. There
can be little doubt that the trouble and

expense of cultivating an acre of the Hoi.

cus would be amply compensated by the

value of the plant as fodder for cattle,

when stripped of its seed, dried, and

housed; and, perhaps, some useful vege-
table might, besides, be planted or sown
between the rows. The net profit, there-

fore, of cultivating this plant would be
not less than $56.72 per acre.

The seeds which produced the speci-

mens, now before the society, were pro-
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cured from the Manor, in Lancaster

county, where the plant is said to be much
cultivated, and the beverage a good deal

in use. How the Germans of that settle-

ment became acquainted with the plant,
or from whence they received the origi-
nal seeds, I had, no opportunity of learn-

ing. Should I visit Lancaster in the course

of the next snmmer, 1 will endeavour, by
personal inquiries at the Manor, to be-

come possessed of the knowledge ofthese

interesting particulars.
At present I have given all the facts

concerning this vegetable, with which I

became acquainted. It appears to me,
first ; That as the plant is readily culti-

vated, is hardy, and produces plentifully,

it is worthy of some attention, on account

of the farina yielded by its seed. This is

sensibly mild and mucilaginous, upon
mastication, and may consequently prove
extremely nutritious. Secondly : That,
as it is proved to yield a pleasant bever-

age, with the addition only of a little but-

ter to those articles which are necessary
to render coffee, tea, and chocolate pala-
table it might, from the ease with which
it is propagated, be rendered, by being
well known, a cheap and nutritious sub-

stitute for tea, coffee, or chocolate, at the

tables of the country-poor, and those re-

siding in country towns and villages,
where each hut, however miserable, is

generally furnished with a tolerable-sized

garden plot. ,

I believe that a single plant will yield
seed enough to produce, by the second

year's crop, a sufficiency of flour to fur-

nish a poor family, of six or eight per-
sons, one entire year, with a good and

nourishing substitute for the meagre and
unhealthful liquors used by them, under
the names of tea and coffee.

For 8 cents, asmuch of the liquor, here

described, may be prepared from them,
as, with a due proportion ofbread to the

value, perhaps, oftwelve cents will con-

stitute a good and nutritive breakfast, or

supper, for four grown persons ; being at

the rate of five cents for each person.
I do not, however, profess myself com-

petent, at this time, to offer more than

conjecture on these points. I have made
no experiments with the plant as yet, to

ascertain the proportions ofmucilage and
farina contained in the seeds ; but have

merely thrown thus hastily together, a
few facts and hints, which may perhaps
prove indirectly serviceable to the poor
and the peasantry.

I take the liberty of recommending the

plant to the attention of surgeons, and
commanders of navy-yards, forts, or bar-

racks, for to all such posts a sufficiency of

ground generally appertains to admit the

cultivation ofenough to supply the sailors,

marines, or soldiers, with an occasional

meal of a^grateful, and, I believe, ahealth-
ful bererage. My experience, both in

the navy and army practice, induces me
to believe, that the diet of seamen, ma-

rines, and soldiers, cannot be too strictly

attended to, in order to preserve their

health and vigour ; and when an oppor-
tunity is presented offurnishing all those

on shore stations, and in barracks or gar-
risons, with a comfortable vegetable diet

like the one above-mentioned, and that

too without any cost, it should certainly
not be suffered to pass without at least a

trial.

P. S. The calculations in the preceding
paper, as to the quantity of meal a bushel
of the seed would produce, is probably
100 per cent, lower than they should be.

HOLD, that part of a ship which lies

between the keelson and the lower deck ;

in which, divided by bulk heads, are

the steward's-room, powder-room, bread-

room, and the boatswain's and carpenter's
store-rooms. In a merchantman, all the

goods and lading in general are stowed in

the hold.

Hom-fttst, a large piece of iron, in the

shape of the letter S, fixed into a wall

to strengthen it. Also a tool used by
joiners, carvers, &c. which goes through
their benches, to hold fast such work as

cannot be finished by its being held ia

the hand.

HOLLAND, in commerce, a fine and
close kind of linen, so called from its be-

ing first manufactured in Holland.

HOLLOA, in sea language, an excla-

mation of answer to any person who calls

to another te ask some question, or to

give a particular order : thus, when the
master means to give any order to the

people in the main top, he previously
calls "Main-top hoay," to which they
answer,

"
Holloa," to show that they hear

him and are ready. It is also the answer
in hailing a ship at a distance. See HAIL-
ING.

HOLLOW square, in the military art, a

body of foot drawn up, with an empty
space in the middle for colours, drums,
and baggage.
HOLLY. See ILEX.

HOLOMETER, a mathematical instru-

ment that serves universally for taking all

measures, both on the earth and in the

heavens.

HOLORACEJE,inbotany, the name of

the twelfth order in Linnsus's Frag-
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nients of a Natural Method," consisting
of pot-herbs, or plants used for the table,

and entering into the economy of domes-
tic affairs. This order is separated into

two divisions. 1. Hermaphrodite plants.
2. Male, female, androgynous, and poly-

gamous plants. This order contains trees,

shrubs, and perennial and annual herbs ;

some of the woody vegetables, as the bay,
retain their green leaves during the win-

ter; the roots are long; the stems and

young branches are cylindric. In the

greatest part of the aquatic plants of this

order, the stalks are hollow within ; the

buds are of a conical form ; the leaves are

generally simple, alternate, entire, and
attached to the branches by a cylindric
foot-stalk, which is sometimes very long,
but generally short.

HOLOSTEUM, in botany, a genus of
the Triandria Trigynia class and order.

Natural order of Caryophyllei. Essential

character : calyx five-leaved ; petals five ;

capsule one-celled, subcylindrical, open-
ing at top. There are five species.
HOLOTHURIA, in natural history, a

genus of the Vermes Mollusca class and
order. Body detached, cylindrical, thick,

naked, and open at the extremity ; mouth
surrounded by fleshy branched tentacula
or feelers. These are all inhabitants of
the sea, and expand or contract them-
selves at pleasure ; the anterior aperture
serves them both^s a mouth and vent,
and from the hinder one they reject wa-
ters which had been previously drawn in ;

the tentacula are retractile. There are

twenty-three species. H. pentactes, or
five-rowed Holothuria is noticed by Pen-
nant. It has an incurvated cylindric body,
marked with longitudinal rows of papillae ;

out of the centre of each issue at plea-
sure, slender feelers like the horns of

snails; the upper extremity retractile;
when exerted it assumes a cordated form,
surrounded at the apex with eight tenta-

cula, elegantly ramified, of a yellow and
silver colour. It is found on the shores
near Penzance. H. tremula is a foot long,
inhabits the Mediterranean and Adriatic

seas; the body is cylindrical when extend-

ed, and oblong when contracted ; it is va-
rious in colour, but generally of a beauti-
ful mixture of red and white ; the cylin-
drical tubes beneath the body act as so

many suckers, by which the animal fixes
itself firmly to the bottom of the sea.

Another curious species noticed by Gme-
lin is H. denudata, is oblong, with inter-

rupted lateral lines, and without a crest
or tail, inhabits the American ocean. It

is three t>r four inches long, with a body

slowly tapering at both ends, transparent,
of a firm gelatinous consistence and hol-

low, opening by a small triangular aper-
ture next the crest, and a narrow round
one at the other extremity; they have.a

spiral milky line down the back, under
this another larger opaque one, and on
each side below these another smaller

purple one. They are sometimes found

single, and frequently sticking length-
ways together. The word holothuria is

used by Pliny and Aristotle ; but Mr.
Pennant supposes they both intended, un-
der this name, to describe those marine
bodies now denominated zoophyta. Aris-

totle, however, seems to have admitted
that they possessed animal life, a circum-
stance that has in modern times been

completely ascertained.

HOMALIUM, in botany, a genus of the

Polyandria Trigynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Rosace ae, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character : calyx six or seven parted;
corolla six or seven petalled; stamens

twenty-one, in three bodies ; pericarpium
one-celled, many seeded. There are two

species.

HOMER, OMSR, Conns, or CHOMER,
in Jewish antiquities, a measure contain-

ing ten baths, or seventy-five gallons and
five pints, as a measure for things liquid ;

and thirty-two pecks and one pint, as a

measure for things dry. The homer was
most commonly a measure for things dry,
and the greatest that was used among the
Jews : it contained, according to the Rab-

bins, ten ephas, or thirty fata or seahs.

Corus is the most usual term in the his-

torical writers, and homer, omer, or cho-

mer, among the prophets.
HOMICIDE, in law, is the killing of a

man by a man. Of this there are several

species, as homicide by self-defence,
homicide by misadventure, justifiable ho-

micide, man-slaughter, chance-medley,
and murder. Homicide by self-defence,
se defendendo, or in a man's own defence,
is where one has no other possible means
of preserving his life from one who com-
bats with him on a sudden quarrel, and
kills the person by whom he is reduced
to such inevitable necessity. And not

only he, who on assault retreats to a

wall, or some such strait, beyond which
he can go no farther, before he kills the

other, is judged by the law to act upon
unavoidable necessity ; but also he, who
being assaulted in such a manner, and in

such a place, that he cannot go back with-
out manifestly endangering his life, kills

the other without retreating at all. And
though a person who retreats from j.n as-
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sault to the wall should give the other
wounds in his retreat, yet, if he give him
no mortal wound till he get thither, and
then kill him, he is guilty of homicide se

defendendo only. But if the mortal wound
were given first, then it is manslaughter.
Homicide by misadventurefls where a

man is doing a lawful act, without any in-

tent of hurt, unfortunately chances to kill

another ; as where a labourer being at

work with an hatchet, the bead thereof
flies off, and kills one who stands by. It

seems clear, that neitherhomicide by mis-

adventure, nor homicide se defendendo, are

felonious, because they are not accompa-
nied with a felonious intent, which is ne-

cessary in every felony.
HOMICIDE, justifiable. To make homi-

cide justifiable, it must be owing to some
unavoidable necessity, to which a person
who kills another must be reduced, with-

out any manner of fault in himself. And
there must be no malice coloured under

pretence of necessity; for wherever a

person who kills another acts in truth

upon malice, and takes occasion upon the

appearance of necessity to execute his

own private revenge, he is guilty of mur-
der. But if a woman kill him who as-

saulteth to ravish her, it is no felony : or

if a man come to burn my house, and 1 go
out and kill him, it is no felony. So "

if

any evil disposed person shall attempt fe-

loniously to rob or murder any person in

any dwelling house, or highway, or felo-

niously attempt to break any dwelling-
house in the night-time, and shall happen
to be slain in such felonious attempt, the

slayer shall be discharged, and shall for-

feit no lands nor goods." 24 Hen. VIII. c.

5. Justifiable homicide of a public nature
is such as is occasioned by the due exe-
cution or advancement of public justice ;

with regard to which it must be observed,
1. That the judgment, by virtue whereof

any person is put to death, must be given
by one who has jurisdiction in the cause ;

for otherwise both judge and officer may
be guilty of felony. 2 The execution
must be pursuant to, and warranted by,
the judgment, otherwise it is without au-

thority ; and consequently, if a sheriff

shall behead a man, when it is no part of
the sentence to cut off the head, he is

guilty of felony.
HOMICIDE, manslaugliter, against the life

of another, is either with or without ma-
lice; that which is without malice is call-

ed manslaughter, or sometimes chance-

medley, or chaud-medly, by which is un-
derstood such killing as happens eitheron
a siuiden quarrel; or in the commission of

an unlawful act, without any deliberate
intention of doing any mischief at all.

Hence it follows, that there can be no ac-
cessaries to this oltence before the fact,
because it must be done without preme-
ditation ; but there may be accessaries af-

ter the fact. The only difference between
murder and manslaughter is, that murder
is upon malice aforethought, and man-

slaughter upon a sudden occasion, as if

two meet together, and striving for the

wall, the one kills the other, this is man-

slaughter and felony. And if they had,
on that sudden occasion, gone into the
field and fought, and the one had killed

the other, this had been but manslaugh-
ter, and no murder; because all that fol-

lowed was but a continuance of the first

sudden occasion, and the blood was never
cooled til) the blow was given.

Chance, or chaud-medley. Authors of
the first authority disagree about the ap-
plication of this word. By some it is ap-
plied to homicide by misadventure, by
others to manslaughter. The original

meaning of the word seems to favour the
former opinion, as it signifies a sudden or
casual meddling or contention ; bat ho-
micide by misadventnre supposes no pre-
vious meddling or falling out.

Murder is the highest crime against
the law of nature that a man is capable of

committing. It is when a man of sound

memory, and at the age of discretion, un-

lawfully kills another person under the.

king's peace with malice aforethought,
either expressed by the party,or implied
by the law, so as the party wounded or
hurt die of the wound or hurt within a

year and a day, the whole day on which
the hurt was done being reckoned the
first.

By malice express, is meant a deliber-
ate intention of doing any bodily harm to

another, to do which, by law. a person is

not authorized. And the evidences ofsuch
malice must arise from external circum-
stancesdiscovering that inward intention;
as lying in wait, menacings antecedent,
former grudges, deliberate compassings,
and the like, which are various, according
to the variety of circumstances. Malice

implied, is where a person voluntarily
kills another without any provocation.
For in this case the law presumes the act I

to be malicious.

If a man kill another, it should be in-

tended, prima fade, that he did it mali-

ciously, unless he can make the contrary

appear, by shewing that he did it on a

sudden provocation, or the like. And
when the law makes use of the term man-
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lice aforethought, as descriptive of the

crime of murder, it must not be under-
stood in that narrow restrained sense, to

which the modern use of the word malice

is apt to lead one, a principle of malevo-
lence to particulars ; for the law, by the

term malice, in this instance, means, that

the fact has been attended with such cir-

cumstances, as are the ordinary symptoms
of a wicked heart, regardless of social

duty, and fatally bent upon mischief.

The law so far abhors all duelling in

cold blood, that not only the principal
who actually kills the other, but also his

seconds are guilty of murder, whether

they fought or not ; and it is holclen that

the seconds of the person killed are also

equally guilty, in respect to the counte-

nance which they give to their principals
in the execution of their purpose, by ac-

companying them therein, and being rea.

dy to bear a part with them. Also it beems

agreed, that no breach of a man's word or

promise, no trespass either to land or

goods, no affront by bare words.or ges-
tures, however false or malicious it may
be, and aggravated with the most provok-

ing circumstances, will excuse him from

being guilty of murder, who is so far

transported thereby, as immediately to

attack the person who offend, in such a

manner us manifestly endangers his life,

without giving him time to put himself

upon his guard, if he kill him in pursu-
ance of such assault, whether the person
slain did at all fight in his defence or not.

HOMINE, replegiand'j, a writ to bail a

man out of prison, now disused on account
of the superior advantage of the habeas

corpus.
HOMO, man, in natural history, is reck-

oned by Linnaeus under the order Pri-

mates, which is characterised by having
four cutting teeth in the upper and lower

jaw, and two mammze in the breast. There
are two species, 1. H. sapiens, including
six varietieSjTzr. the wilclman, four- footed,

mute, hairy. 2. American, copper-colour-
ed, choleric, erect. 3. European, fair, san-

guine, brawny. 4. Asiatic, snooty, melan-

choly, rigid, 5. African, black, phlegma-
tic, relaxed. 'II. H. monstrosus, including
1. The mountaineer, small, active, timid,

2. Patagonian, large, indolent. 3. Hotten-

tot, less fertile. 4. American, beardless.

5. Chinese, head conic. 6. Canadian, head
flattened. See MAN.

HOMOGENEOUS, or HOMOGEXEAL, an

appellation given to things, the parts of
which are similar, OP of the same nature
and properties.
HOMOGENEOUS lightt that whose rays
VOL. VI.

HON
are all of one colour and degree of re-

frangibility,without any mixture ofothers.

See the article COLOL*B.

HOMOGENEOUS surds, those which have
the same radical character, or signs, as

*/ <, and 2^ b. See the article SUKD.

HOMOLOGOUS, in geometry, an ap-

pellation given to the corresponding sides

and angles of similar figures, as being

proportional to each other.

All similar figures have their like sides

homologous, or proportional to one an-

other : their areas also are homologous,
or proportional to the squares of the like

sides, and their solid contents are homo-

logous, or proportional to the cubes ofthe

same.

HONE, a fine kind of whetstone, used

for setting razors,pen-knives,and the like.

HONEY, a vegetable product, very si-

milar in its properties to sugar. It is

found in large quantities in a number of

vegetables, is collected by the bee, and is

fed upon by many insects. It is always
formed in the flower, chiefly at the base

of the pistil, and it seems designed to re-

ceive and retain the fecundating pollen.

Honey differs much in colour and in con-

sistence ;
it contains much saccharine

matter, and probably some mucilage,
from which it derives its softness andvi*-

cosity. Honey very readily enters into the

vinous fermentation, and yields a strong

liquor called mead. There are two spe-
cies of honey, the one is yellow, transpa-

rent, and of the consistence of turpen-
tine ; the other white, and capable of as-

suming a solid form, and of concreting in-

to regular spheres. These two species
are often united ; they may be separated

by means of alcohol, which dissolves the

liquid fconey much more readily than the

solid. Honey has never been accurately

analyzed, but some late experiments go
to prove it is composed of sugar, muci-

lage, and an acid.

In France, a good swarm of bees, in

two years, will yield near thirty pounds
ofhoney ;

and they are still more profita-

ble in countries that are covered with

flowers the greatest part ofthe year. There

are two sorts of honey, the white and the

yellow. The white or virgin honey trickles

out spontaneously from the combs. These

they break, soon after they are made, and

lay them upon hurdles or mats of osier

or on linen cloth, fastened at the four cor-

ners to as many posts, and then an excel-

lent white honey will fall from the combs,

and grow hard in a short time. After-

wards they|put it into glazed earthen pots.

Some press this honey out, but then it is
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wot so agreeable, for it will taste of the

wax. The best sort of French virgin

honey is that oi'Languedoc, called honey
ofNarbonne. It should be new, thick,

granulated, of a clear transparent white

colour, of a soft and somewhat aromatic

smell, and of a sweet and lively taste If

it is very pure, it is almos? as hard as su-

gar-candy; and what renders it so supe-
rior, are the many aromatic flowers which

grow in those parts, and from which the

bees gather their honey. It is always ob-

servable that the honey made in moun-
tainous countries is more highly flavour-

ed than that of low grounds. The honey
made in the spring is more esteemed
than that gathered in the summer; that of

the summer more than that ofthe autumn.
There is also a preference given to that of

young swarms. Yellow honey is obtained

by pressure from all sorts of honey-
combs, old as well as new ; and even of

those from whence the virgin honey has

been exrr^c ed They break the combs,
and he fa* -hem with a little water in ba-

sins or pots, keeping them constantly

st.vr-.iig ; ihey then put them into bags of

thin iinen cio ii, and these they put in a

press, to squeeze out the honey. The
wax slays behind in the bag-, though al-

wuvs so.ue partic/es of it pass through
wi-h the honey. Honey is the produc-
tion of most countries ; vet more abun-
da.it in the island of Candia, and in the

greater part of the islands of the Archi-
'

pt-1ago, than any where else. The Sici-

lian ioney seems to be particularly high
flavoured, and in some parts of the island

even to surpass that of Minorca ; which
no doubt is owing to the quantity of aro-

matic ^plants with which that country is

overspread. This honey is gathered three

times in the year, in July, August, and
October. It is found by the peasants in

the hollow of trees and rocks. The coun-

try of the lesser Hyblais still, as former-

ly, the part of the islaud that is most cele-

brated for this article. Considerable quan-
tities of honey are produced by the wild
bees in the woods of North America.
HONEY comb, a waxen structure full of

celjs, framed by the bees, to deposit their

honey and eggs in. The construction of

the honey-comb seems one of the most

surprising part of the works of insects,
and the materials of which it is composed,
which, though evidently collected from
the flowers of plants, yet do not, that we
know of, exist in them in that form, has

given great cause of speculation to the
curious. The origin and formation of the
wax has been lately discovered. It is se-

creted by the peculiarorganization^ the

insect, in the form of small and thin oval

scales, in the incisures or folds of the ab-

domen. The regular structure of the.

comb is also equally wonderful. When
the several cells in it are examined, it$i

should seem that the nicest rules of geo-

metry had been consulted for its compo-
sition, and all the advantages that could

be wished or desired in a thing of that

kind are evidently found in it. Each cell

consists of six plane sides, which are all

trapeziums, but equal to each other : the

bottom of the cell is contrived with three

rhombuses, so disposed as to constitute a
solid angle under three equal angles, and
each of which is double the maximum
angle of 54 44'. Hence it comes to pass,
that a less quantity of surface is sufficient'

to contain a given quantity of honey than*

if the bottom had been flat, in the pro--

portion of 4,658 to 5,50 as has been
found by calculation ; that is, nearly a
fifth of *,the whole, so far as the figure inv

the end of the cells extends in each :

which fifth part of wax and labour saved
amounts to a vast deal in the whole comb.;
And ifthese admirable insects knew theirv

advantage, they could not more nicely
observe the rules of modern geometry.
The method of making two sorts* of

cells ift each comb is also admirably con-

trived to save the expense of wax ; since/
had they been made single, every comb
must have had its peculiar base, and eve-

ry set of cells their bottom of wax, where-
as one bottom serves now for two cells ;

and there is but one plate of wax in the

centre of a double comb. This structure

occasions a very great sparing ofthe wax,,
or matter of the comb ; but besides this,

there is another great advantage, result-

ing from this structure, which is, that the<

angles arising from the forementioned'
combination of the bases greatly strength-
en the whole work.
The sides of the cells are all much thin-

ner than the finest paper, and yet they
are so strengthened by their disposition,
that they are able to resist all the mo-
tions of the bee within them, as they are>

frequently obliged to be. The effect of
their thrusting their bodies into the cells

would be the bursting of those cells at-

the top, were not'these well guarded a-

gainst. But to prevent this, the creatures

extend a cord, or roll of wax, round the,

verge of every cell, in such a manneiy
that it is scarce possible they should split,

in that particular part. This cord or roll

is at least three times as thick as the

sides of the cell, and is even much thick-
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cr and stronger at the angles of the cells

than elsewhere, so that the aperture of
each cell is not regularly hexagonal,
though its inner cavity be perfectly so.

The several combs are all placed parallel
to one another, and there is such a space
left between them, that the bees can easi-

ly pass; and often they place a part of
the comb in a contrary direction to the

rest, so that while the others are placed
horizontally, these stand perpendicularly.
The cells which have served, or are to

serve, for the habitation of the worms of
the common and of thje male bees, are of-

ten made also at other times the recepta-
cles of honey ; but though these are in-

differently made to serve either use, there
are others destined only to receive ho-

ney. The celerity with which a swarm
of bees, received into a hive where they
find themselves lodged to their minds,

bring their works of the comb to perfec-
tion, is amazing. There are vast numbers
at work all at once ;

and that they may
Jiot incommode one another, they do not
work upon the first comb till it is finish-

ed, but when the founda- ion of that is

laid, they go to work upon another, so

that there are often the beginnings of

three or four stories made at once, and so

many swarms allotted to the carrying on
the work of each.

HOXEY stone. See MELIITE.

HONOUR, in law, is used especially
for the more oble sort of seigniories on
which other inferior lordships or manors

depend, by performance of some customs
or services to those who are lords of them.
Before the statute 18 Edward I. the King's
greater barons, who had a large extent of

territory holden under the crown, fre-

quently granted out smaller manors to in-

ferior persons, to be holden of themselves;
which therefore now continue to be\held
under a superior lord, who is called in

such cases the lord paramount over all

these manors ; and his' seigniory is fre-

quently termed an honour, not a manor,

especially if it has belonged to an ancient
feudal baron, or been at any time in the
hands of the crown. When the King
grants an honour with appurtenances, it

is superior to a manor with appurte-
nances ; for to an honour, b}- common in-

tendrnent, appertain franchises, and by
reason of those liberties and franchises, i't

is called an honour.

HONOUII, courts of. There is a court of
honour of earl marshal of England, &c.

which determines disputes concerning
precedency and points of honour.
HOXOXTHS, military; all armies salute

crowned heads in the most respectful

manner, colours and standards dropping,
and officers saluting. Different ranks of
officers are saluted in a different mode.
HONOURS of war, are stipulated terms

which are granted to a vanquished ene-

my, and by which he is permitted to

march out of a town, from a camp, or line

of entrenchments, with all the insignia of

military etiquette. In another sense, they
signify the compliments which are paid
to great personages, military characters,
when they appear before an armed body
of men, or such as are given to .the re-

mains of a deceased officer. The particu-
lar circumstances attending the latter de-

pend greatly upon the usages of different

countries.

HOOK, a piece of iron or brass wire

bent, and turned up at one end.

HOOK pins, are bolts made with a shoul-

der at one end, and used by carpenters in

framing : these are drove through the

mortices and tenons of the work prepar-
ed for building or wharfing.
HOOPOE, upupa, in ornithology. See

UPUPA..

HOPEA, in botany, so named in ho-
nour of Dr. Hope^ professor of botany at

Edinburgh, a genus of the Poiyadeluhia

Polyandria class and order. Natural or-

der of Guaiacanae, Jussieu. Essential

character : calyx five-cleft, superior ; co-

rolla five-petalled ; stamens many, con-

nected in five bodies style one ; drupe
with a three-celled nut -There is only
one species, viz. H. tinctoria, a native of
Carolina.

HOP, in botany. See HUMUMTS. Hops
arc said to have been first brought into

England from the Netherlands, in the,

year 1524. They are first mentioned in

the English statute-book in the year 1552,
viz. in the 5tli and 6th Edw. VI. cap. 5,

and by ah act of parliament of the first

year of King James I. anno 1603, cap. 18,

it appears that hops were then produced
in abundance in England. The hop De-

ing a plant of great importance in this

country* we shall briefly consider what
relates to the culture and management of

it under distinct heads. As for the choice

ofsoil, the hop-planters esteem the ricnest

and strongest ground tl\e raost proper ;

and if it is rocky within two or three feet

of the surface, the hops will prosper well;

but they will by no means thrive on a stiff

clay or spongy wet land. Hops require
to be planted in a situation so open, as that

the air may freely pass round and be-

tween them, to dry up and dissipate the

moisture, whereby they will not be so

subject to fire-blasts, which often destroy
the middle of large plantations, while the'
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outsitles remain unhurt. The hills should
be eight or nine feet asunder, that the air

may freely pass between them. If the

ground is intended to be ploughed with

horses between the hills, it will be best to

plant them in squares, chequerwise ; but

if the ground is so small that it may be
done with the breast-plough or spade,
the holes should be ranged in a quincunx
form. Which way soever you make use

of, a stake should be stuck down at all the

places where the hills are to be made.
Persons ought to be very curious in the

choice of the plants as to the kind of hop;
for if the hop-garden is planted with a

mixture of several sorts ofhops that ripen
at several times, it will cause a great deal

of trouble, and be a great detriment to

the owner.
The two best sorts are the white and

the grey bind ; the latter is a large square

hop, more hardy, and is the more plenti-
ful bearer, and ripens later than the

former. There is another sort of the

white bind, which ripens a week or ten

days before the common ; but this is ten-

derer, and a less plentiful bearer ;
but it

has this advantage, that it comes first to

market. If there is a sort of hop you
value, and would increase plants and sets

from, the superfluous binds may be laid

down when the hops are tied, cutting off'

the tops, and burying them in the hill
;

or, when the hops are dressed, all the cut-

tings may be saved, for almost every part
will grow and become a good set the

next spring. As to the manner of plant-

ing the sets, there should be fine good sets

planted in every hill, one in the middle,
and the rest round about, sloping. Let
them be pressed close with the hand, and
covered with fine earth, and the stick

should be placed on each side the hill to

secure it. When the hop ground is dug
in January or February, the earth about
the hills, and very near them, ought to be
taken away with a spade, that you may
come the more conveniently at the stock

to cut it. About the end of February, if

the hops were planted the spring be-

fore, or if the ground is weak, they
ought to be dressed in dry weather ; but

else, if the ground is strong and in per-
fection, the middle of March will be a

good time ; and the latter end of March,
if it is apt to produce over rank binds, or

the beginning of April, may be soon

enough. Then having, with an iron pick-
er, cleared away all the earth out of the

hills, so as to clear the stock to the prin-

cipal roots, with a sharp knife you must
cut off all the shoots which grew up with

the binds the last year ; and also all the

young suckers, that none be left to run
in the alley, and weaken the hill. It will

.,

be proper to cut one part of the stock >

lower than the other, and also to cut that
>'

part low that was left highest the preced- |
ing year. In dressing those hops that

have been planted the year before, you *|

ought to cut off' both the dead tops and
the young suckers which have sprung up
from the sets, and also to cover the stocks

with fine earth a finger's length in thick-

ness. About the middle of April the hops
are to be pled, when the shoots begin to

sprout up ; the poles must be set to the

hills deep into the ground, with a square
iron picker or crow, that they may the

better endure the winds: three poles are

sufficient for one hill. These should be

placed as near the hill as may be, with
their bending tops turned outwards from
the hill, to prevent the binds from en-

tangling; and a space between two poles .

ought to be left open to the south, to ad-

mit the sun beams. As to the tying of

hops, the buds that do not clasp of them-^
selves to the nearest pole, when they are

t

grown to three or four feet high, must be

guided to it by the hand, turning them to

the sun, whose course they will always
follow. They must be bound with wither- .

ed rushes, but not so close as to prevent
them from climbing up, the pole. This

you must continue to do till all the poles
are furnished with binds, of which tsvo

or three are enough for a pole, and all

the sprouts and binds that you have no
occasion for are to be plucked up ; but
if the ground is young, then none of ^
these useless binds should be plucked up, .

but should be wrapped up together in

the middle of the hill. About the begin-
niwg of July the hops begin to blow, and
will be ready to gather about Bartholo-
mew tide. A judgment may be made of

their ripeness by their strong scent, their

hardness, and the brownish colour of their
seed. When by these tokens they ap-

pear to be ripe, they must be picked with
all the expedition possible; for if at this

time a storm of wind should come, it

would do them great damage, by break-

ing the branches, and bruising and disco-

louring the hops ; and it is well known
that hops, being picked green and bright,
will sell for a third more than those which
are discoloured and brown.
The most convenient way of picking .

them is into a long square frame of wood,
called a binn, with a cloth hanging on ten-

*

ter hooks within it, to receive the hops
as they are picked. The best method of

drying hops is with charcoal on an oast,

or kiln, covered with hair cloth, of the
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same form and fashion that is used for

drying malt. The hops must be spread
even upon the oast, a foot thick or more,
if the depth of the curb will allow it; but

care is to be taken not to overload the

oast, if the hops are green or wet. The
oast ought to be first wanned with a fire

before the hops are laid on, and then an
even steady fire must be kept under
them ; it must not be too fierce at first,

lest it scorch the hops ; nor must it be
suffered to sink or slacken, but rather be
increased till the hops are nearly dried,
.lest the moisture or sweat, which the fire

has raised, fall back or discolour them.
When they have lain about nine hours

they must be turned, and in two or three

bours more they may be taken off the
oast. It may be known when they are
well dried by the brittleness of the stalks,
and the easy falling off of the hop leaves.

As soon as the hops are taken off the

kiln, lay them in a room for three weeks
or a month, to cool, give, and toughen;
for if they are bagged immediately, they
will powder, but if they lie a while (and
the longer they lie the better, provided
they are covered close with blankets to

secure them from the air) they may be

bagged with more safety, as not being
liable to be broken to p'bwder in tread-

ing ; and this will make them bear tread-

ing the better, and the harder they are
trodden, the better they will keep.

HOPS. By several statutes, regulations
are made for the curing of hops, &c.
which are placed under the inspection of
the officers of excise.

HOPPER, a kind of basket, wherein
the seed-corn is carried at the time of

sowing. It is also used for the wooden
trough in a mill, into which the corn is

put to be ground. See MILL.

HORARY, or HOUR CIRCLE ofa globe,
is a small brazen circle, fixed upon the
brazen meridian, divided into twenty-four
hours, having an index moveable round
the axis of the globe, which, upon turn-

ing the globe fifteen degrees, will show
what places have the sun an hour before
or after us ; for instance, if the index of
the hour circle be set at the upper xn.
when the globe is rectified for London,
and the globe turned fifteen degrees from
east to west, the index will point at the
hour of 1 ; which shews that all places
under that meridian, and particularly Na-
ples, have the sun an hour sooner than
London has it : on the contrary, let the
index be set at the upper XH. again, and
the, globe be turned fifteen degrees from

west to east, the index will point at XT,

because all places under that meridian,
particularly the Madeira islands, have
the sun an hour after London has i t. For
the several problems performable on the

globes, by means of the horary circle, see
GLOBES, use of.

HOHART circles or lines, in dialling, are
the lines or circles which mark the hours
on sun-dials. See DIALLING.
HORART motion of the earth, the arch it

describes in the space of an hour, which
is nearly fifteen degrees, though not accu-

rately so, as the earth moves with differ-

ent velocities, according to its greater or
lesser distance from the sun. Hence we
see the method of reducing motion into

time, and wee versa,- since 15 = 60', or
one hour, 1 = 4' : therefore the clocks
at places 15 east of London are one hour
faster than those at London ; and the
clocks at places 15 west of London are
one hour later than those at London, and
so in proportion. Thus, if 1 wish to know
what o'clock it is at Constantinople, and
also at Boston in North America, now it

is eight o'clock, A. M. here, I look to the

gazetteer, and find Constantinople to be
29 east of London, and Boston is 70 30'

west : to reduce these degrees to time, I

29
divide each by 15, and I find == !*> 56") ,

70 30'
and -- =4h 42m ;accordingly the time

J.3

at Constantinople is l h 56m before our
time, and at Boston it is 4 h 42m behind
it : that is, at eight o'clock in London it

will be 56 minutes after nine at Constan-

tinople, and at Boston it will be only 18
minutes past three o'clock.

HORD, in geography, is used for a

company of wandering people, which
have no settled habitation, but stroll

about, dwelling in waggons or under
tents, to be ready to shift as soon as the

herbage, fruit, and the present province,
is eaten bare ; such are several tribes of
the Tartars, particularly those who inha-
bit beyond the Wolga, in the kingdoms
of Astracan and Bulgaria. A hord con-
sists of fifty or sixty tents, ranged in a

circle, leaving an open place in the mid-
dle. The inhabitants of each hord usu-

ally form a military company or troop,
the eldest whereof is commonly the cap-
tain,and depends on the general or prince
of the whole nation.

HORDEUM, in botany, barley, a genus
of the Triandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Grasses. Essential cha-
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racier: calyx lateral, two-valved, one-flow-

ered, by threes, at each toothlet of the

rachis. There are nine species.
HOftlZON, in astronomy and geogra-

phy, that great circle which divides the

heavens and the earth into two equal

parts, or hemispheres, distinguishing
1 the

upper from the lower. The horizon is

either sensible or rational : the sensible

horizon is that circle, which, being dis-

covered by our senses, limits our pros-

pect.
When we are on terra firma, this cir-

cle commonly seems rugged and irregu-
lar, occasioned by the unevenness of the

ground; but at sea, there are no such

irregularities. The semi-diameter of this

circle varieth according to the height of

the eye of the observer. If a man, six

feet high stood upon a large plain, or the

surface of the sea, he could not see quite
three miles round. To find the distance

to which a person can see, at any given

height of the eye, or the extent of the vi-

sible horizon, is a problem of some utili-

ty, particularly to manners : the rule is,

"multiply the square root of the height
of the eye in feet, by 1.225, and the pro-
duct is the distance in miles to which we
can see from that height ;" thus a sailor,

standing at the top-mast of a ship 120
feet high, can see a distance in miles =
\fflO X 1.225=13 45= to thirteen miles
and a half nearly.
The rational, or true horizon, is a great

circle of the apparent celestial sphere, di-

viding it into two equal hemispheres, and

serving as the limits of elevation or de-

pression of celestial objects. This hori-

zon being parallel to the sensible horizon,
is distant from it by the semi-diameter of
the earth, through whose centre it passes:
for the astronomers reduce the appear-
ance of the heavens to a spherical sur-

face, which is not concentrical to the eye,
but to the earth. It divides the heaven
and earth into two parts, the one light,

and the other dark, which are greater or

lesser, according to the condition of the

place, &c. It determines the rising and

setting ofthe sun, moon, or stars, in any
particular latitude; for, when any ofthese

appear just at the eastern part of the ho-

rizon, we say it rises ; and when it does

so at the western part, we say it sets.

And from hence also the altitude of the

sun or stars is accounted, which is their

height above the horizon. This circle is

divided by astronomers into four quad-
rants, or cardinal points The poles of

this horizon are the zenith and the nadir :

and the innumerable circlesdrawn through
these poles to the horizon are called the
vertical circles, or azimuths. These two
horizons produced to the fixed stars will

appear to coincide into one, since the
earth compared to the sphere in which,
the fixed stars appear is but a point;
therefore the two circles, which are but a

point distant from each other, may be
well considered as coinciding into one.

Homzoyrofafflobe. See GLOBE.

HORTZONTALj-something relating to

the horizon r or that is taken in, or on a

level with the horizon : thus we say, an
horizontal plane, &c.-

it frequently happens at sea, that the

atmosphere is so hazy as to prevent a

distinct view of the horizon, which is a

great hindrance to accurate observations*.

This inconvenience is remedied by an
HORIZONTAX speculum^ which consists

in a well polished metal speculum, about
three or four inches in diameter, inclosed

within a rim of brass; so fitted, that the
centre of gravity of the whole shall fall

pear the point on which it turns. This is

the end of a steel axis running through
the centre of the spepulum, above which
it finishes in a square, for the convenience
of fitting a roller on it, by which it is set

in motion by means of a piece of tape
wound round the roller. The cup in

which it turns is made of agate, flint, or

other hard substance, and a cover to the

whole may be made of glass; by this

means an observation may be taken with '

it as Weil covered as open, which will

prevent injury from the spray of the sea.

These specula are as useful by night as

by day ; for as* the images of the stars

may be seen in the speculum, conse-

quently any object that can be seen re-

flected upon the glasses of the quadrants,

maybe observed by the speculum, and
these are all the stars of the first magni-,

tude, the planets Venus, Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, and the Moon; so that by having
the declinations of these bodies in the

Nautical Almanack, or indeed in any
ephemeris, they may be used in observa-

tions as well as the sun.

HORIZONTAL dial, that drawn on a

plane parallel to the horizon, having its

style elevated accordingto the altitude of

the poll, in the place it is designed for.

See DIAL.

HORIZONTAL line,] in perspective, a

right line drawn through the principal

point parallel to the horizon ; or it is

in the intersection of the; horizontal and

perspective planes. See PERSPECTIVE.
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HORIZONTAL parallax. See PARALLAX.

HoiuzoNTAL/>/arce, that which is paral-
lel to the horizon of the place, or nothing
inclined thereto. The business of levell-

ing is to find whether two points be in the

horizontal plane, or how much the devia-

tion is.

HORIZONTAL plane, in perspective, is

a plane parallel to the horizon, passing
through the eye, and cutting the per-

t spective plane at right angles.

HORIZONTAL range, of a piece of ord-

nance, is the distance at which a ball falls

on, or strikes a horizontal plane, whatever
be the angle of elevation or direction of

the piece. When the piece is pointed pa-
rallel to the horizon, the range is then
called the point-blank, or point-blank
range. The greatest horizontal range,
in the parabolic theory, or in a vacuum,
is that made with the piece elevated to

45 degrees, and is equal to double the

height from which a heavy body must

freely fall, to acquire the velocity with
which the shot is discharged. Thus, a

shot being discharged with the velocity
of v feet per second ; because gravity

"generates the velocity "2 g, or 32^ feet, in

the first second of time, by falling 16_L.

org feet, and because the spaces descend-
ed are as the squares of he velocities,

v z

therefore as 4 a
: v* :: g :T the space a

4g
body must descend to acquire the velocity
v of the shot, or the space due to the ve-

locity -v ; consequently the double of this,

or =S;^Y is the greatest horizontal

range with the velocity v, or at an eleva-
tion of 45 degrees, which is nearly half

the square of a quarter of the velocity.
In other elevations, the horizontal range
is as the sine of double the angle pf ele-

vation : so that, any other elevation being
e, it will be,

As radius 1 : sin. 2 e ::

!Ly^. X sin. 2-e,

the range at the elevation e, with the ve-

locity TV But in a resisting medium, like
the atmosphere, the actual ranges fall far

short of the above theqrems, in so much
that with the great velocities the actual
or real ranges may be less than the
tenth part of the potential ranges; so that
some balls, which actually range but a mile
or two, would in vacuo range twenty or

thirty miles. And hence also it happens,
that the elevation of the piece', to shoot

farthest in the resisting medium, is always
below 45, and gradually the more below
it as the velocity is greater, so that the

greater velocities with which balls are

discharged from cannon with gunpowder
require an elevation of the gun equal to

but about 30, or even less. And the less

the size of the balls is too, the less must
this angle of elevation be, to shoot the
farthest with a given velocity. See GUN-
NERY and PROJECTILES.

HORN, in physiology, a tough, flexible,

semitransparent substance, intended for

- the defence or covering of animals. The
hollow horns of the ox, goat, &c.; the

hoof, the horny claw and nail, 'and the
scale of certain insects, ,as the shell of
the tortoise, resemble each other in chemi-
cal characters; but they differ very
widely from stag's horn, ivory, &c. Horn
is distinguished from bone, in being
softened very completely by heat, either

naked, or through the mediunvof water,
so as to be readily bent to any shape,
and to adhere to other pieces of horn in

the same state. Horn contains but a
small portion of gelatine, and in this it

differs from bone, which contains a great
deal. Horn consists chiefly of condens-
ed albumen, combined with a small and

varying portion of gelatine, with a small

part of phosphate of lime. The fixed al-

kalies readily and totally dissolve horn
into a yellow saponaceous liquor.
Horn and tortoise-shell are applied to

mechanical purposes, which require them
to be bent and united in various Vays ;

this is performed by the aid of heat, ap-
plied either dry, with warmed irons or

burning charcoal ; or by softening the
horn in boiling water, or in a weak so-

lution of alkali : when thus softened,

they will easily adhere. Mr. Aiken gives
the following- process for making the

horn-ring that surrounds a common ope-
ra-glass :

" A flat piece of horn is cut

out, of the requisite shape, the ends to

be joined are thinned down by a file, the

piece is then put into boiling water till

sufficiently Supple, and is then rolled

round a warm iron cylinder, and held in

that position by a vice, so that the ends

over-lap each other : another piece ot"

iron, -heated and grooved, is then laid

upon the seam of the joined ends, and

pressed upon the cylinder, and there con-
fined by an iron wire; and the heat of
the two partially melts that portion
of the horn, and cements the ends so

completely, that no seam or joining can

be observed wheji cold." For the manner
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of making horn to imitate tortoise-shell,

see COMB.
HORN is also a musical instrument of

the wind kind, chiefly used in hunting,
to animate the hunters and the dogs, and
to call the latter together.
The French horn is bent into a circle,

and goes two or three times round, grow-
ing gradually bigger and wider towards
the end, which in some horns is nine or
ten inches over.

HORNS of insects, the slender oblong
bodies projected from the heads of those

animals, and otherwise called antennx,
or feelers. The horns of insects are ex-

tremely 'various; some being forked,
others plumose or feathered, cylindrical,

tapering, articulated, &c. As to the use

of these parts, some have imagined that

they served as feelers, lest the creature

should run against any thing that might
hurt it; and others there are, who think

them the -organs of hearing. See ENTO-
MOLOGY.
HORN ore, in mineralogy, is one of the

Species of silver ore; its most frequent
colour is pearl-gray, of all degrees of in-

tensity, which borders sometimes on milk-

white, and sometimes approaches to laven-
der and violet-blue. It passes also,

though but
rarely,

into green. It is found

massive, disseminated in thick mem-
branes, in roundish hollow balls; also

crystallized: specific gravity 4.8. When
heated on charcoal before the blow-pipe,
it melts quickly, and leaves a globule of

silver; it is even fusible by the flame of
a candle; it takes a polish by friction;
and its constituent parts, according to

Klaproth, are

Silver ... 67.75
Muriatic acid - - 21.

Sulphuric acid - - 6.25

Oxide of iron - - 6.0

Alumina - - - 1.75

Lime - - - 0.25-

Loss
97.00
3.00

100,00

It occurs in veins, and generally in

their upper parts, and is usually accom-

panied with brown iron ocre, and with
silver glance, but seldom with native sil-

ver and red silver ore. It occurs in con-

siderable abundance in the mines of

South America, in some parts of France,

and in Hungary. It derives its name from
its property of cutting like horn; and is,

of course, soft, flexible, and ductile, when
obtained in thin plates.
HORN stone, or HORN steen, in minera-

logy, a species of the flint genus, divided

by Werner into three sub-species: the

splintery, the conchoidal, and the wood-
stone. The most common colour of the

splintery horn stone is gray ; it is found
in veins, in the shape of balls, in lime-

stone, and forming the basis of porphyry,
in several parts of Germany, and also

in the Shetland islands. It appears to

differ from quartz in containing a greater
proportion of alumina; when it contains
a very large quantity, it passes into

jasper. It sometimes borders pn chalce-

dony and flint. The best millstone, called

French burr, is cellular-splinter horn-
stone. Conchoidal hornstone occurs in

beds, accompanied with agate; and is

distinguished from the splintery by the

lightness of its colours, its fracture,
and its inferior translucency

'

and hard-
ness.

In the woodstone several colours occur

together, and it commonly exhibits co-

loured delineations, as clouded and strip-

ed, and these arrange themselves in the
direction of the original woody texture.

Its shape is exactly conformable to its for-

mer woody shape, so that it occurs in the
form of trunk, brandies, and roots. It is

found in sandy loam, in Germany, and in

Ireland. It receives a good polish, and
serves the purpose of agate.

Mr. Jameson observes, on this mineral,

that,
" at first sight it may appear incon-

sistent, to consider a petrifaction as a par-
ticular fossil species; when we reflect,

however, that woodstone differs in its ex-
ternal characters from all other fossils,

the justness of the Wernerian method
will become evident. Many other fossils

occur in the shape of petrifactions, but

they are almost always identical with some
known species, and therefore are to be
considered only as varieties of the exter-
nal sfiape of the particular fossil to which

they belong.
HORN work, in fortification, an out-work

composed of two demi-bastions, joined by
a curtin.

HORN geld, a tax paid for feeding
of horned beasts in the forest. See FO-
REST.

HORNBLENDE, in mineralogy, a spe-
cies of the clay genus, of which there

are four sub-species; viz. the common
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the Labrador, the basaltic, and the horn-
blende slate. The common hornblende
is of a greenish black, or raven-black,
which in some varieties approaches to a

greyish and even velvet black. It occurs'

in mass, disseminated and crystallized. Its

specific gravity is from 3.6 to 3.8. It is

opaque, gives a greyish streak, is mode-
rately hard, and easily frangible; it ex-
hales an argillaceous odour. It melts be-
fore the blow-pipe into a greyish black

glass; the constituent parts, according to

Kirwan, are,
Silica . . . 37.0

Alumina . .

Magnesia . .

Lime ...
Oxide of iron

22.0

16.0

2.0

23.0

100.0

The common hornblende forms one of
the essential ingredients ofseveral moun-
tain rocks; is sometimes accidentally dis-

seminated in others, and occurs in beds.

When in beds, it is frequently accompa-
nied with ores, as magnetic iron-stone,
iron pyrites, &c. It is found in all the
northern parts ofEurope ; and when pure
is a capital flux for iron ores, to which

purpose it is applied in Sweden, where it

is obtained in large quantities.
The Labrador hornblende is found in

the island of St Paul, on the coast of La-

brador, is usually ofa brownish black, and
its specific gravity is 3.S8. The horn-
blende slate is of a colour intermediate
between greenish and raven black ; it is

massive, and is generally mixed with mica
and felspar. It occurs in beds of primi-
tive rocks, particularly in clay slate ; also

in gneiss and mica slate, and is found

principally in the northern "parts of Eu-
rope. The basaltic hornblende is of a
velvet b!r*ck, occurs almost always in sin-

gle imbedded crystals, which are small
and middle sized. The surface is smooth
and shining, except where it happens to
be covered by a thin ochery crust. The
specific gravity is rather less than that of
the hornblende slate. It melts before
the blow-pipe into a brownish black glass.

Berg-man has analyzed it, and found it

contained.

Silica .... 58.0
Alumina . . . 27.0
Iron .... 9,0
Lime .... 4.0

Magnesia ... 1.0

Loss

VOL. VI.

[99.0
. 1.0

100.0

It is found in Saxony, Bohemia, Scot-

land, Italy, &c. It resists decomposition
longer than basalt, hence crystals of it are
found in clay, formed by the decomposi-
tion ofbasaltic rock. Common hornblende
is difficultly frangible, but the basaltic is

very easily frangible.
HORNET. See VESPA
HOROLOGY. Horology is that branch

of science which enables us to measure
the portions of time. We judge of the

lapse oftime by the succession of sensi-
ble events ;and the most convenient and
accurate measures of its quantity are de-
rived from motions, either uniform, or
else repeated at equal intervals. Of the
former kind, the rotation of the earth on
its axis is the most exact, and the situa-

tion of its surface with regard to the fix-

ed stars, or, less simple, with regard to
the sun, constitutes the means for deter-

mining the parts of time as they follow
each other. See ASTRONOMY and DIAL-
UJTG. Of the latter kind, the rotation of

machinery, consisting of wheel-work,
moved by a weight or spring, and regulat.
ed by a pendulum or balance, affords in-

struments of which the utility is well
known. The term horology is at present
more particularly confined to the princi-

ples upon which the art of making clocks
and watches is established. A considera-
ble portion of this extended subject of
research has been given under the articles
CLOCK and CHRONOMETER. In the present,
we shall chiefly attend to the means by
which the train of wheel-work is made to
make a number of successive advances,
all so very nearly equal in the measure-
ment of time, that a surprising degree of
precision is obtained in ascertaining the
intended object.
The machines which, for centuries,

have been commonly used to measure
time, consist of a movement, or train of
wheels, drawn by a weight or spring, and
a regulator, the object of which is to

keep the motion of the train within the

required degree of uniformity. A conti-

nual rotatory motion, which constantly
tends to accelerate, is thus corrected by
means of an alternate motion ; while the

power which carries round the move-
ment restores also, to the regulator, the
action lost by friction and other causes.

The mechanism, by which the two prin-

cipal parts act on one another, is called

the escapement; and this most admirable
contrivance may be reckoned the distin-

guishing characteristic of the modern art

oftime-piece making.
One ofthe most ancient escapements is

that which is now applied in almost all

Y
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common pocket watches.lt isrepresented
in fig. 1. Plate HOROLOGY, and is best suit-

ed to the long vibrations of the balance,

which was invented earlier than the pen-
dulum. A B denotes the rim of a contrate

wheel, called a crown wheel, having its

teeth pointed and sloped on one side only,

so thatthe points advance before any other

part of the teeth during the motion. C and

D are two pallets or flaps proceeding
downwards from the verge E F. The

pallets are nearly at right angles to each

other ; and when the balance F G, fixed

to the verge, is at rest, the pallets remain

inclined to the plane of the wheel, in an

angle of about forty-five degrees ; but

\vhen it is made to vibrate, one of the pal-
lets is brought nearer to the perpendicu-
lar position, while the other becomes
more nearly parallel. The wheel must be

supposed to have one of its teeth resting

against a pallet, by virtue ofthe maintain-

ing power. This tooth will slip offor es-

cape, as the pallet rises towards the hori-

zontal position, at which instant a tooth on
the opposite side of the wheel will strike

against the other pallet which is down.
The returning vibration, by raising this

last pallet, will suffer that tooth to escape,
and another tooth will apply itself to the

first-mentioned pallet. By this alterna-

tion, the crown-wheel will advance the

quantity of half a tooth each vibration,
and the balance or pendulum will be pre-
vented from coming to rest, because the

impulse of the teeth against the pallets
will be equal to the resistances from fric-

tion and the re-action of the air.

The common escapement here describ-

ed was well known to Leonardo de Vinci,
who describes an instrument acting by an

escapement of this kind, similar, as he

ays, to the verge of the balance in

watches, which he does not seem to men-
tion as a new thing : he died about 1513.

The isochronism of the pendulum was
known to Galileo, in 1600, who, before
his death, namely, about 1633, proposed
to apply it to clocks. The actual applica-
tion by Huygens was made before 1658,
when he published his " Horologium Os-
cillatorium." He applied it by means of
the common escapement already in use
with the balance, and still retained in our
table-clocks. Sanctorius had made the
same application aboat forty years before
that time, as appears by his " Commen-
tarii in Avicennam," (quest. 56,) printed
in 1625, in which several instruments are

described as having been publicly exhi-

bited and explained to his auditors, at his

lectures in Padtfa, for thirteen years pre-
vious to that time.

This escapement not being adapted to
such vibrations as are performed through
arcs of a few degrees only, another con-
struction has been made, which has been
In constant use in clocks for this century
past, with a long pendulum beating se-

conds. (Fig. 2.), A B represents a verti-

cal wheel, called the swing wheel, having
thirty teeth. C D represents a pair of

pallets connected together, and movea-
ble in conjunction with the pendulum,
on the centre of axis F. One tooth of the

wheel,5n the present position,rests on the
inclined surface of the inner part of the

pallet C, upon which its disposition to

slide tends to throw the point of the pal-
let further from the centre of the wheel,
and consequently assists the vibration in

that direction. While the pallet C moves
outwards, and the wheel advances, the

point of the pallet D, of course, ap-

proaches
towards the centre, in the open-

ing between the two nearest teeth ; and
when the acting tooth of the wheel slips

off, or escapes from the pallet C, another
tooth on the opposite side immediately
falls on the exterior inclined face of D,
and, by a similar operation, tends to push
that pallet from the centre. The returning
vibration is thus assisted by the wheel,
while the -pallet C moves towards the cen-

tre, and receives the succeeding tooth of

the wheel after the escape from the point
of D. In this manner the alternation may
be conceived to go on, without limit.

The celebrated George Graham im-

proved this escapement very much, by
taking off part of the slope furthest from
the points ofthe pallets; instead ofwhich

part, he formed a circular or cylindrical

face, having its axis in the centre of mo-
tion. Pallets ofthis kind are seen on the

opposite side of the wheel at E and G,

having H for their centre or axis. A]
tooth of the wheel is seen resting upon
the circular inner surface ofthe pallet G,
which is not therefore affected by the

whe^l, excepting so far as its motion,
arising from any other cause, may be af-

fected by the friction of the tooth. If the
vibration of the pendulum be supposed
to carry G outwards, the slope surface
will be brought to the point of the tooth,
which will slide along it, and urge the

pallet outwards during this sliding action.

When the tooth has fallen from the point
of this pallet, an opposite tooth will be
received on the circular surface of E,
and will not affect the vibration, except-
ing when the slope surface of E is carried

out so as to suffer the tooth to slide along
it. In the two former escapements, there

is always a certain portion of vibration
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takes place after the drop which drives
the pallets back, and causes the index
also to recede through a small arc : this

has been distinguished by the name of a
recoil. Other considerable objections,
besides that of the continued action of
the maintaining power, have been made
against escapements with a recoil ; but it

would lead us too far into the minute de-

partments of this subject to discuss them.
The escapement of Graham, and all such

i as have no recoil, have been called dead

I

beat escapements, because the index for

!
seconds falls directly through its arc, and

I remains motionless on the line of division
I till the next vibration. It may be observ-
i ed, that the maintaining power in Gra-
! ham's escapement may be applied during
a small portion only of the vibration ;

and that an increase of the maintaining
j)ower tends to enlarge the arc of vibra-

tion, but scarcely interferes with its velo-

city.

The effect of the escapement which has
been termed horizontal, because the last

wheel in watches of this construction has
its plane parallel to the rest of the sys-
tem, is similar to that of the dead beat

escapement of Graham. In fig. 3, the ho-
rizontal wheel is seen with twelve teeth,
upon each of which is fixed a small wedge
supported above the plane of the wheel,
as may be seen at the letters A and B. On
the verge of the balance there is fixed

part of a hollow cylinder of steel, or other
hard material, the imaginary axis of which
passes through the pivots of the verge.
C. represents this cylindrical piece, into
which the wedge D. may be supposed to
have fallen. While tiie vibration causes
the cylindrical piece to revolve in the di-

rection which carries its anterior edge to-

wards the axis of the wheel, the point of
the wedge will merely rub the internal

surface, and no otherwise affect the vibra-
tion of the balance than by retarding its

motion. But when the return of the vi-

bration clears the cylinder of the point of
the wedge D, the wheel will advance,
and the slope surface of the wedge, act-

ing against the edge of the cylinder, will

assist the vibration of the balance. When
the edge of the cylinder- arrives at the
outer point of the wedge D, its posterior
edge must arrive at the position denoted
by the dotted lines of continuation ; im-

mediately after which the wedge or tooth
E will arrive at the position e, and rest on
the outer surface of the cylinder, where
it will produce no other effect than that
of retardation from friction, as was re-

marked with regard to the wedge D, un-
til the course of the vibration shaft bring

the posterior edge of the cylinder clear of
the point of the wedge. In this last si-

tuation the wedge will acton the edge of
the cylinder, and assist the vibration, as in

the former case, until that edge shall ar-

rive at the outer or posterior point of the

wedge; immediately after "which the

leading point will tall on the inner sur-

face of the cylinder in the first position,
as was shewn in the wedge D.

Time-pieces, with a pendulum regula-
tor, are certainly the most perfect, when
they are kept in a fixed situation ; and,
for that reason, these are the only sort
used in astronomical observatories. But
external motion is so contrary to the re-

gularity of their performance, that no sea
chronometer has been since attempted to
be constructed upon that principle. The
balance regulator remained, as affording
the only method by which the desired

uniformity might be obtained in portable
machines ; and the great improvement
made in that regulator, by the addition of
a spiral spring, may be considered as one
principal cause of the perfection which
has been since attained in them. The first

invention ofattaching a spring, to give to
the balance, by its elasticity, a power
which renders the action of this sort of

regulator similar to that of gravity in the

pendulum, is undoubtedly due to Dr.

Hooke, though it is not so clear whether
he ever applied it in the shape of a spiral,
as has been so long practised since. F.

Berthoud, in his " Histoire de la Mesure
du Temps," (vol. i. pp. 134 to 141,) gives
a body of extracts from several works re-

lative to this subject j and concludes, that
Dr. Hooke only applied a straight spring
to the balance, and that M. Huygens im-

proved upon that idea, and contrived the

spiral spring, which is more favourable to
the vibrations of the balance. M. Huy-
gens, indeed, applied in France a balance

spring, the account of which has been
published in the Philosophical Transac-
tions for 1675, No. 112 ; but Dr. Hooke,
in the Postscript to his Description of He-

lioscopes, asserts, that the hint was taken
from the experiments he had made in

1664, in Gresham College, where he ex-

plained above twenty several ways, by
which springs might be applied to do the

same thing.
In relating the progress of time-piece

making, we must not omit mentioning the
use ofprecious stones, particularly rubies,
to form the holes in which the pivots of

the wheels turn, and the pallets upon
which the action of the teeth is exercis-

ed. These jewels, by the high polish

given to them, reduce the quantity of
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friction ; and, not being liable to the wear
which takes place in metal rubbing upon
metal, the machine, with that addition,
not only becomes more durable, but ac-

quires a degree of uniformity in the mo-
tion of the pieces, which is very favoura-

ble to the regularity of its going.
That extraordinary man John Harrison

having produced the first portable ma-
chines, which, upon repeated trials, met
with success, to the extent required for

the great reward offered by the British

parliament, must be reckoned the father

of modern chronometry; and his long
and active career has proved extremely
useful, by stimulating with so bright an

example other artists to similar endea-

vours The principles of Mr. Harrison's

watches are well known ; and, as most

parts of his construction have been su-

perseded by more simple contrivances,
we shall only mention the principal inven-

tions of which he appears to be the au-

thor, and which are still used by the
watchmakers of the present day.
The going fusee is one among those in-

ventions which have proved the most ge-

nerally useful in practice. By this simple
mechanism, the main spring, while the

watch is going, acts on an intermediate

short spring, which Harrison calls the se-

condary spring, and is constantly kept
bent to a certain tension by the former ;

and when the watch is winding up, and
the principal spring ceases to act, the se-

condary spring being placed in a ratchet

wheel, which is hindered from retrograd-

ing by a click, continues the motion with-

out alteration. Other contrivances have
been proposed, and executed, to make
time-pieces go while winding up ; but
none which, like this, combines the ad-

vantage of simplicity, and the property
of providing a supplementary power,
which is equal to that of the main spring-
when its action ceases. And it is to be ob-

served, that the utility of the going fu-

see, which has induced manufacturers to

introduce it into all good watches, is pe-
culiarly important in those time-pieces
which have not the power of setting them-
selves in motion, as is the case with the
best modern escapements.

Harrison invented also a compensation
for the effects of heat and cold ; which at

the time was perfectly new, and has led

to the improvements made afterwards in

that essential requisite of time-keepers.
The alterations to which the length of

the pendulum is liable, by the different

degrees of heat and cold, affect the going
of clocks with that sort of regulator, (see

PENDULUM) ; and watches, with a balance,

are still more subject to irregularity from
that source ; because not only the ba-

lance expands or contracts, according to

the rise or fall of the thermometer, but
the regulating spring itself, while it suf-

fers similar changes, becomes weaker or

stronger; so that, from these causes, a

time-piece must go slower or faster in too

great a proportion to be overlooked or

neglected. Graham (Philosophical Trans-

actions, 1726) is the first who thought of

applying two metals, of different expansi-

bility, to correct the errors proceeding
from the variation of temperature in a

pendulum ; but as he seemed to have had
in view to effect it immediately, without
the aid of mechanism, he was obliged to

fix on steel and mercury, these being the
metals which offered to him the greatest
difference of dilatation and contraction.

Harrison, by multiplying the bars, in-

creased the total length of the two metals

acting on one another, without exceeding
the limits of the pendulum ; and thereby
produced a sufficient compensation with
brass and steel, in the compound or grid-
iron pendulum, which has been almost

universally adopted ever since. This con-

trivance could not be easily applied to

balances ; but Harrison, following still the

principle of the different expansibility of

metals, applied it in a manner which had
not been thought of before, and made it

act on the spiral spring, in order to pro-
duce the desired compensation in the re-

gulator. This method is described as fol-

lows : (Principles of Mr. Harrison's Time-

keeper, p. xii. notes.)
" The thermome-

ter kirb is composed of two thin plates of

brass and steel riveted together in seve-

ral places, which, by the greater expan-
sion of brass than steel by heat, and con-
traction by cold, becomes convex on the
brass side in hot weather, and convex on
the steel side in cold weather ; whence,
one end being fixed, the other end obtains
a motion corresponding with the changes
of heat and cold, and the two pins at the

end, between which the balance spring
passes, and which it touches alternately as

the spring bends and unbends itself, will

shorten or lengthen the spring, as the

change of heat and cold would otherwise

require to be done by the hand, in the
manner used for regulating a common
watch."

This kind of compensation has been
since applied in other ways ; but the me-
thod, in general, is liable to some mate-
rial objections, on account of its altering
the length of the balance spring, and the

difficulty, perhaps impossiblity, of ef-

fecting with it an accurate adjustment.
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Pierre le Roy, eldest son and successor to

Julien le Roy, the companion and friend

of H. Sully, had the merit of accomplish-

ing the great desideratum of making the

compensation on the balance itself. In the

chronometer, which was presented to the

king ofFrance the 5th August, 1766, and
obtained the prize of the Academy of Sci-

ences of Paris the 31st ofthe same month,
that author executed a compensation in

the balance, which he has fully explain-
ed in his description of that machine.

(" Memoires sur la meilleure Maniere de
mesurer le Temps en Mer, qui a rempor-
tc le Prix double au judgement de 1'Aca-

demie Royale des Sciences. Contenant
la Description delaMontre a Longitudes,
presentee a sa Majeste le 5 Aout, 1766."

Par M. le Roy, Horloger du Roi, pp. 41
to 44. ) This memoir accompanies the ac-

count of Cassini's voyage in 1668, pub-
lished in 1770. This compensation is

composed (fig. 4.) of two thermometers,
t K t A K, of mercury and spirits of.wine,
made each in the form ofaparallelgogram,
except in the upper branch, which bears

the ball containing the spirits ofwine, and
is a little bent downwards ; the mercury
is in the lower part, and the vertical

branch of the tube, A K, is open at the

upper end. These two thermometers
are placed opposite one another, the axis

of the balance being in the same plane
with the centrical lines of the tubes ; and
the thermometers and balance are solidly
attached together, and form a well pois-
ed and steady regulator. M. the middle

.

temperature of the atmosphere, the

quicksilver stands at K A t K ; but, when
an increase of heat occurs, the alcohol,

by its expansion, forces the mercury from
the exterior branch, t K t, towards A K,
and a portion of the mass of the regulator
contracts by approaching the centre. On
the contrary, if the variation consist of an
additional degree of cold, the mercury
moves towards the exterior branch, and
the weight towards the circumference of

the balance becomes greater. Thus, if

the thermometers are well adjusted, the

effects of all the changes of temperature
in the balance will be compensated, and
the regulator will act with the same uni-

formity as if its figure were not liable to

such alterations.

Peter le Roy mentions his knowledge
of Harrison's expansion curb, acquired
soon after he made his thermometrical
balance ; and he constructed a balance

accordingly on the principle ofHarrison's

curb, the arms or arcs of which act by
flexure, and are adjusted by moveable

weights. He proved_the effect of such

arms by experiment ; but gave the pre-
ference to his own mercurial compensa-
tion. Peter le Roy's second invention is

the same as is now used : but though so

publicly declared in the face of the
French government and academy in 1766,
Arnold took an English patent for it in

1782.
We have not yet taken any notice of

improvements made in the escapement,
because after all the plans proposed for
this most essential part of chronometers,
the principle of what is called the de-
tached escapement is the only one now
used ; and, being established upon long
experience, seems to merit the prefer-
ence given to it over all the constructions

proposed till now. We shall content our-
selves with stating in a general manner
the beginning and progress of that es-

capement.
In all the escapements known till the

middle of the last century, the escape
wheel was in continual contact with the

pallets belonging to the axis of the ba-
lance wheel; and the friction proceeding
from this circumstance may be consider-
ed as a principal source of irregularity in
the going of the watches. Suppose that
a regulator should be made so perfect as
to be exactly isochronal, while vibrating
in a free situation, that advantage would
be diminished or lost as soon as it was pla-
ced in connection with a train of wheels;
and the errors would be more or less,'ac-

cording to the nature and quantity offric-
tion in the escapement. It would be,
therefore, extremely useful to secure to
the regulator a perfect liberty of vibra-

tion, except during the short intervals of
time which may be necessary for the ac-
tion ofthe escape wheel, to give it a new
impulse. This ingenious idea was also

started by P. le Roy, and carried into exe-
cution by the same artist, in a model which
he presented in 1748 to the Academy of
Sciences of Paris, and is described in the
collection of machines approved by that

society for the same year, vol. vii. p. 385.
The effect or action of le Roy's escape-

ment in few words is this : An escape
wheel is kept in repose by a lever detent.
The balance unlocks the detent, and re-

ceives an impulse or stroke on a pallet

through a part of every second vibration ;

and during great part of its course it is

free and detached.
About the year 1755, according to

Count de Bruhl, the late Mr. Thomas
Mudge invented a detached escapement,
and applied it to a watch which he made
for the king of Spain, Ferdinand VI.

This is the same escapement that was
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used by the late Josiah Emery, in his chro-

nometers, some of which have gone very
well. It differs from the constructions

which we have already explained, both

in the detent and in the communication
of the impulse, which in this mechanism
takes place at every vibration : but the

date will not suffer us to consider it as the

lirst invention of the detached escape-
ment.

This justly celebrated artist afterwards

made a chronometer, in which the vibra-

tions of balance were kept up by second-

ary springs attached to two pallets, each

of which was woundup by the last wheel
of the train during- the time employed by
the balance in its vibration, unconnected
with that pallet. Though this invention

is highly ingenious, and was rewarded by
parliament, it is now generally considered

as unsafe in the locking of the hooks, or

detent parts, which terminate the pallets.

Mr. Alexander Camming executed a si-

milar escapement for clocks long before

Mudge actually carried his idea into ef-

fect, though it has been contended that

Mudge had the mere notion much earlier.

But Mr. dimming, to whom our art and
the other branches of mechanics are

highly indebted for his labours, and his

Treatise on Clock and Watch Making,
made his detents separate from his pal-

lets, and by that means avoided the chief

defect of the construction afterwards

adopted by Mudge. Our limits will not,

however, allow us to pursue these and

other improvements and variations, adopt-
ed by our own and by foreign artists.

We must confine ourselves to the con-

struction used at present by the English
watchmakers ; and shall begin with that

of the late Mr. Anold, as described in his

statement, presented by his son to the

board of longitude.

The teeth of the escape wheel (fig. 5.)

are of a cycloidal shape, in the face part,
which is intended for action, the section

of which, with those of the two other

sides, form a sort ofmixed triangle. B B d

represents the detent, which is formed of

a flexible piece or spring, bending be-

tween C and N ; and in the part N B d,

which is stronger than the other, is fixed

the locking pallet, o, opposite an adjust-

ing screw F. The pallet, projecting be-

low the spring detent, locks upon the in-

terior angle of the tooth ; suspending the
motion of the escape wheel, and leaving
the balance to vibrate free, as pointed out

in the preceding escapements. The ac-

r.ion of the spring detent (for the joint of

the detent is itself a spring) presses the

locking pallet against the screw, F, ex-

cept at the time of unlocking the wheel.
A very delicate spring N e, called the

discharging or unlocking spring (and al-

so the tender spring,) is attached by one

end, N, to the spring detent, C B N B o;

and, passing under the adjusting screw,

F, extends a little beyond the extremity,
d, of the detent itself. H H H is a circu-

lar piece attached to the axis of the ba-

lance, and, o, the discharging pallet. This

pallet, when the balance is in motion from
e to d, presses against the end of the dis-

charging spring, n e ; and carrying it, to-

gether with the locking spring, BR d,

disengages the locking piece, a, out of

the internal angle ofthe tooth, with which
it was in contact ; and the escape wheel
then communicates a new power to the

balance, by its impulse on a pallet, m,
which is fixed or set in the aperture of

the circular piece. As soon as this is

done, the spring detent, or locking spring,
falls back to its position against the ad-

justing screw, F ; and the pallet, by re-

ceiving or intercepting the next tooth,

stops the motion of the escape wheel.
When the balance returns from d to e,the

unlocking pallet acts again on the extre-

mity of the discharging spring ;
but this,

being very delicate, gives way without

disturbing the detent or locking spring ;

and the balance, after suffering a trifling

degree of resistance by that contact, con-

tinues its free vibrations. At the next vi-

bration the unlocking takes place ; and
the action of the escapement proceeds
successively, as explained before.

The detached escapement used by Mr.

Earnshaw, is represented in fig. 6, which
is taken from his statement presented to

the board of longitude. This escapement
is similar to that of Arnold's, already de-

scribed, except in small variations, which
will be easily perceived on a comparison
of the two figures. It is besides asserted,
and it appears probable from every cir-

cumstance relative to these constructions,
that the late Mr. Arnold had made use of
this form of escapement long before Mr.

Earnshaw, but that he had laid it aside, in

order to adopt the escapement with cy.
cloidal teeth, which he esteemed far pre-
ferable. In the escapement we are now
considering, the escape wheel is shaped
as appears in the figure ; and, on the in-

spection of this representation, it will be

easily observed, that the teeth presenting
a right line, and escaping by a sharp point,
their action cannot be so smooth, and the

wear ofthe whotemust be greater, than in

the construction with protuberant cycloid-
al teeth. The detent is ofthe same kind as
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the other, and only differs from it, in be-

ing stopped by the inside of the head of
the adjusting- screw, instead of the extre-

mity of the screw itself, and unlocking
outwards and not towards the centre.
The two constructions, which may be

considered as the same, differ from the
French detached escapements, such as

those of F. Berthoud, which we have al-

ready explained in the detent. In the
new detent, the pivots are abolished, and
the centre of motion is established in the

locking piece itself; which, for that pur-
pose, is made flexible near the extremity
by which it is fixed. The elasticity of the

detent, or locking piece, supplies also the
office of a strait auxiliary spring, placed
behind the lever of the detent, or a spiral

spring, which has been sometimes applied
to the axis of the pivots, to keep the de-
tentin the proper situation.

The pivots of the old detent are so

slender, that its performance cannot be

supposed subject to any considerable de-

gree of friction ; and watches, with that

kind ofdetent, have been known to go ve-

ry well. Some able artists, upon that ac-

count, think that the new detent is only
preferable to the other, because it saves
work and is less expensive ; but while
the spring detent is allowed to perform
as well, if not better, than the detent
with pivots, which its universal use in this

country seems to prove, that property,
combined with the economy in the manu-

factory, must secure to the mechanism in

question the character of an improve-
ment in the construction oftime-keepers.
To whom are we indebted for the in-

vention ofthe spring'detent ? The general
opinion attributes it to the late Mr. Ar-
nold ; and we do not see any reason of
sufficient weight to refuse him that merit.

Mr. Earnshaw has claimed it in his own
favour; but Mr Arnold's labours have,
at least, the advantage of priority ; and
the strength of this advantage not having
been done away by any proofs, which in

our opinion can be esteemed satisfactory,
must decide our judgment in the present
case, as in the like controversies upon
other points, which have been considered
in the course of this inquiry. The con-
trivance of the locking spring, or spring
detent, therefore, appears to us to be due
to the late Mr. Arnold. With regard to
this mechanism, it is also worthy of re-

mark, that the invention is entirely Eng-
lish, not a single passage existing' in the

writings of the French authors, by which
any one ofthem might claim it with rea-

son, or even plausibility. The first men-

tion of any thing like the locking spring,
to be found in foreign publications, is the
detent without pivots, given by F. Ber-
thoud in his "

Supplement au Traite des

Horloges Marines;" but that book was
published in 1787, that is, five year* after
Mr. Arnold had taken out his patent, and

\yhen many watches upon that construc-
tion had been in circulation. We eannot,
therefore, allow him the credit of this

thought; nordo we find that other French
artists have availed themselves of that

hint, to carry the spring detent to the

great degree of simplicity which it has
attained in this country.
A little afterthe invention ofthe detach-

ed escapement, the isochronism ofthe vi-

brations of the balance, by means of the

spiral spring, was, if not newly discover-

ed, at least perfected and brought into ge-
neral notice, and that principle added a

great value to the detached escapement,
while this mechanism secured the utility
of the principle, by offering the species of
insulated balance which it required. From
some theories and experiments long
known to the world, it would appear that
the vibration of a spring might be always
supposed of equal duration ; and that ad-

vantage Dr. Hooke asserted himself to
have attained with his invention in watch-

es, which had been shown to several per-
sons. The principle, however, could not
be generally trusted, according to Dr.
Hooke himself, who, in the postscript to
his description of Helioscopes, (p. 29,) de-

clares, that he had explained how the vi-

brations might be so regulated, as tomake
their durations, either all equal, or the

greater, slower, or quicker, than the less,

and that in any proportion assigned. We
must suspect that these ideas were not

properly digested, or regret that their

communication by the author, in his lec-

tures in Gresham College, was not suffici-

ently explicitto give precise rulesfor prac-
tice, and fix the attention of watch-makers

upon the subject. After those hints, the

principle seems to have been very little at-

tended to formany years, and the isochro-

nism was frequently attempted to be ef-

fected by means of mechanical contriv-

ances in the escapement. Harrison endea
voured to accomplish that important ob-

ject, by the form ofthe back ofthe pallets .

and on the return ofthe voyage to Jamaica,
added for the same purpose the cycloklai

pin, to regulate the balance spring; but

this method of adjustment never ap-

peared satisfactory or certain. P. le Roy,
in his " Memoire sur la meillure Maniere

de mesurerle Temps en Mer," rev/rded
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in 1766, first announced distinctly the

discovery of a general principle, proper
to produce the isochronism, by means of

the balance spring, which is expressed as

follows : that in every spring sufficiently

long, a certain portion of it will be iso-

chronal, whether long or short ; that the

length of this portion being found, if it be

lessened,thelong vibrations willbe quick-
er than the short ones ; and that, on the

contrary, if the length be increased, the

small arcs will be performed in less time

than the great arcs." This important

property of the spring enabled P. le Roy
to bring to a happy issue his labours for

the improvement of chronometry : and
the art is indebted to him for the practi-
cal utility of that discovery, as much as

for the invention of the detached escape-
ment.
Berthoud found that the spiral spring,

in order to be isochronal, must have an

ascending force in arithemetical progres-
sion, and that this property may be affect-

ed, not only by the length of the spring,
but by the number of coils, and the taper-

ing or decreasing thickness from the cen-

tre to the extremity, &c. He adds, be-

sides, the proportions of the tapering in

many springs, which he had actually

tried, and gives minute accounts of the

experiments made with them in several

time-keepers.
The late Mr. Arnold applied to the ba-

lance the cylindrical or helical spring,
which had been employed long before to

a variety of purposes instead of the spiral,

which had been constantly used in watches
since the time of Dr. Hooke and M. Huy-
gens. This is one of the articles of his

patent of 1782, whence it would appear,
that provided the spring be made of that

form, the vibrations cannot fail to be iso-

chronal; but experience is contrary to

that, notion, and artists are obliged to at-

tend to a variety of circumstances in the

application of the helical, as well as that

of the spiral spring. At present, some
watchmakers think thatthe helical spring
does not possess any advantage with re-

gard to that property ; but as the opi-
nion of other persons is in the affirmative,
while all the manufacturers, as far as our

knowledge goes, agree in considering the

cylindrical form as more easily managed
than the other, its application seems en-
titled to the merit of a practical improve-
ment.

Mr. Earnshaw, in the explanation of his

time-keepers presented to the board of

longitude, after noticing the insufficieny
of the cylindrical spring, states, that he

had, by long preseverance, found how to

make springs increasing in thickness to

the outer end, in order to effect the iso-

chronism of the vibrations. This method
of obtaining isochronal vibrations had
been long before explained by Berthoud,
with regard to the spiral spring, in that

part of his treatise on marine time-pieces
which we have already quoted.
This artist states as a considerable dis-

covery, that the balance spring falls off or

tires in its strength, and he gives an al-

lowance for it; but the fact is neither so

constant nor so equable as to admit of his

general remedy.
Fig. 7. represents the balance of a chro-

nometer, or time-piece, as usually made
by our artists. A circular groove is turn-

ed in the flat face ofa piece of steel, and
into this groove apiece of good brass is

driven, and a little of the solution of bo-
rax is applied, to prevent oxydation. This

compound piece being then put into a

crucible, is made sufficently hot to melt
the brass; which in these circumstances
adheres firmly to the steel without re-

quiring any solder. The face of the steel

is then cleaned, andbyproperapplication
of the mechanical means of turning, bor-

ing, and filing, the superfluous steel is

taken away, and the balance is left, con-

sisting of two or sometimes three radii,
and a rim, the external part of which is

brass, and the internal part steel, the for-

mer metal being about twice the thick-
ness of the latter. Some artists solder the
metals together ; and others plunge the
steel balance into melted brass, and suffer

them to cool together, but the methodwe
have described appears to be the best.

In this state the arcs of the rim are then
cut through and diminishedin theirlength
as in the figure ; and near that extremity
of each arc which is farthest from its ra-

dius, a piece or weight is put on, which
can be slided along the arm so as to be

adjusted at thr.t distance, which upon
trial shall be found to produce a good
performance, under the different changes
of temperature. For it scarcely need be
observed, that the flexure of these arms,

by change of temperature, will carry the

weights nearer to the centre in hot than
in cold weather ; and the more, the

greater the distance of the weights from
the radius. The small screws near the
ends of the radii afford an adjustment
for time, as the balance will vibrate

more quickly, the further these are

screwed in ; and the contrary will be the

case, if they be unscrewed or drawn fur-

ther out.
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Fig. 8. shews a balance according to a

construction used by Arnold, and speci-
fied by him to the commissioners of longi-
tude. The expansion weights are cylin-

drical, and are adjusted upon the arm by
screwing: and there is an inner rim up-
on which three weights are adjusted by
sliding. These serve to regulate the go-
ing of the time-piece in different posi-
tions.

If an uniform ring, with two or more
radii placed at equal regular distances,
and in all other respects alike, were to be

poised on its axis, as a balance, no part
would preponderate; but ii would remain
at rest in any position ; and if we suppose
the axis itself to be a spring, such as a

piece ofstretched wire, and we overl >ok

the difference of tension in the wire,
which might arise from the weight of the

balance itself, in different positions, it is

obvious that all the vibrations of that ba-

lance, through equal arcs, would be per-
formed in equal times, whether the ba-

lance were made to vibrate parallel to the

horizon, or in any other position. But
in the balance of a time-piece, the pivots
of its axis bear very differently, accord-

ing to the position of the chronometer;
and it requires some management to make
the frictions the same, whether the axis

be turning on one of its tnds, or upon the

two cylindrical faces of the pivots. And
still more than this, since the balance it-

self has a permanent figure, compared
with the spring, which in every part of

the vibration alters its distance from the

axis, and in every part of its length has a

different degree of rotatory motion, it

cannot be expected, nor does it happen,
that a balance, which is found to be in

poize, along .with its spring, when out of

the chronometer, will make equal vibra-

tion, as to time, in all positions when in

its place. And in addition to these diffi-

culties, there is one part of the arc of vi-

bration, where the force of the spring,
and the inertia of the balance, are not

simply in opposition to each other, but
are combined with the maintaining pow-
er: namely, during the action of escape.
The remedy for all these difficulties,

which is happily adopted in chronome-
ters for use at sea, is to place the axis in a

vertical position ; by which means the ba-

lance itself is not affected by gravity ; but
for pocket time-pieces, the ingenuity of
the artist is called upon for expedients,
of which it would be not easy to exhibit a

complete theory. The general principle

commonly used, and also adapted by Ar-
nold and Earnshaw, as tar as can be ga-
VOL. VI.

thered from the little they say in their

specifications to the commissioners of

longitude, is to consider the balance,
when out of adjustment for position, as a

pendulum weight above and below the
centre of suspension, acted upon by gra-
vity, and at the same time urged to a

quiescent point by the force of elasticity.
In these circumstances the vibrations will
be quickest when the point ofstable equi-
librium is downwards, and they will be
slowest in the opposite position of the
machine. This leads to the remedy of

diminishing either the weight of the ra-

dius, or that side which is lowest when
the rate is most quick. Thus, if one of
the two adjusting screws, in fig. 7, were
downwards, in the position of quickest
rate, that screw would require to be
screwed a very little quantity inwards,
and the opposite screw to be screwed a
like quantity outwards, in order to reme-
dy this imperfection without much change
in the other adjustments And if a like

imperfection were found in the vibrations
of the balance, when tried in a vertical

position, having the lowest point at rest,
in a line at right angles to the line pass-
ing through the radn, a similar alteration
must be made in the expansion weights,
either by a careful flexure ofthe circular

arcs, or by altering the quantities of
those weights; or else by means of
small screws tapped into the weights
themselves, and directed towards the

centre, like the weights at the extremi-
ties of the radii.

By these, and other correspondent
means, the balance may be made to keep
time, in all those positions wherein its

plane shall be perpendicular to that of the
horizon ; but even in these trials, very
great pains and labour may be required
to produce a high degree of accuracy ;

and in this course of operation, the skil-

ful workman may be under the necessity
of preparing a great number of expansion
weights and regulating screws, to be ap-
plied in trial, whenever the course of ad-

justment in one part shall carry him be-

yond the general conditions of the whole
machine. And after all, as the quantity
of action, in the spring, must alter the

quantity of pendulous effect, in this ctf-

rious and delicate time-measurer, it may
be doubted, whether the adjustments for

position in the vertical balance can be ef-

fectual any longer than while the arcs of

vibration continue permanent. This con-

sideration leads us to the necessity of an

adjustment in the maintaining power, in

order that the vibrations shall not fall off;

Z
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at the same time that it affords one of the

strongest arguments in favour of a re-

montoire, notwithstanding the experi-
ment of Arnold, which showed that a

sea-chronometer (face up) kept the same

rate, when those arcs were greatly va-

ried.

When the balance has been adjusted for

position in the vertical situation, it does
not follow, as a matter of course, that it

will keep the same time with its plane ho-

rizontal, or face up and face down. In the

former cases, the effect of gravity still ap-

pears to be combined with that of elasti-

city, though under circumstances of ad-

justment ; in the latter, gravity seems to

be out of the question. If the rate should

demand adjustment with the axis vertical,

in order to make it agree with that which
obtains when the balance is vertical, it

appears necessary, that either the inertia

or the elastic force should be altered.

The former seems to demand such

changes of the screws or weights, as may
alter the effective radius of the balance ;

the latter requires a change of the spring
itself. The artists, with whom the writer

of this article has conferred, did not seem
to have clear notions of any direct me-
thod for effecting the purpose here point-
ed out. It appeared, that they have re-

course to several expedients ; but that,

in general, the rate, face up, of a time-

piece, which has been well adjusted in

other respects, does not require much ad-

ditional adjustment.
From all these considerations, with

others, into which brevity forbids us to

enter, together with those which relate

to the choice and preparation of materials,
and the delicacy and truth of workman-

ship, the reader will be able to form some

judgment of the intelligence and skill,

with which, chiefly under the sanction of

the British government, this important
manufacture has been pursued, and like-

wise of the ample field for improvement,
which remains for the exertions of future

artists. See PEXDULUM, CLOCK, TRAIN,
and WATCH-WORK.
HOROPTER, in optics, a right line

drawn through the point where the two

optic axes meet, parallel to that whichjoins
the centres of the two eyes, or the two

pupils.

HOROSCOPE, in astrology, is the de-

gree of the ascendant, or the star that ri-

ses above the horizon at a certain mo-
ment, which is observed in order to pre-
dict some future event, as the success of
a design, the fortune of a person who was
at that instant born, &c. The same name

is also given to a scheme or figure con-

taining the twelve houses, in which are

marked the situation of the heavens and

stars, in order to form predictions. See
HOUSE.
HOROSCOPE lunar, the point from

whence the moon proceeds when the sun
is in the ascending point of the east.

HORS, de son fee, an exception, to avoid

an action brought for rent issuing out of

certain lands, by him that pretends to be
the lord, or from some customs and ser-

vices ; for if the defendant can prove the

land to be .within the compass of his fee,

the action fails.

HORSE. SeeEacus.
HORSE dealers. Every person, exercis-

ing the trade or business of an horsodeal-

er, must take out a. licence from the

Stamp Office, for which he shall pay an-

nually, if within London, Westminster,
the bills of mortality, the parish of St.

Pancras, or the borough of Southwark,

twenty pounds ; elsewhere, ten pounds.
Horse-dealers, who shall, after January

1, 1796, carry on the said business with-

out having obtained a licence under the

act of 36 George III. c. 17, shall be liable

to be assessed the duties on ricling-horse-

es, and shall deliver lists thereof as other

persons
HORSES. It shall be lawful for any per-

son, native or foreigner, at any time, to

ship, lade, and transport, by way of mer-

chandize, horses into any parts beyond the

seas, in amity with his majesty, paying for

each horse, mare, or gelding, 5s. and no
more.
No person convicted for feloniously

stealing a .horse, gelding, or mare, shall

have the privilege of clergy. 1 Ed. VI. c.

12. And not only all accessaries before

such felony done, but also, all accessaries

after such felony, shall be deprived and

putfrom all benefit of their clergy, as the

principal, by statute heretofore made,
is or ought to be.

If an horse be stolen out of the stable,
or other curtilage of a dwelling-house, in

the night time, it falls under the denomi-
nation of burglary ; if in the day-time, it

falls under the denomination of larceny
from the house ; and in either case there
is a reward of 40/. for convicting.an of-

fender, and the prosecutor is entitled to

a certificate, which will exempt him from
all parish and ward offices, in the parish
and ward where the burglary, or larceny,
is committed, and which may be once as-

signed over, and will give the same ex-

emption'to the assignee as to the original

proprietor.
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Great abuses having arisen, and many

horses having- been stolen, from the facili-

ty and safety of disposing of them to
those who keep slaughter-houses for

horses, some regulations and restrictions

seemed absolutely necessary. It was no
uncommon thing for horses of great va-
lue to be sold for the .purpose of making
food for dogs, the thief rather choosing
to receive twenty shillings for a stolen

horse, without fear or danger of detec-

tion, than venture to dispose of him pub-
licly,thotigh he might possibly have found
a purchaser who would have given as

many pounds for him. These considera-
tions induced the legislature to pass the
act of 26 Geo. III. c. 71, for regulating
these slaughter-houses.

Killing or maiming hprses. Where any
person shall, in the night-time, malicious-

ly, unlawfully, and wilfully, kill or destroy
any horses, sheep, or other cattle, of any
person, every such offence shall be ad-

judged felony, and the offender shall suf-

fer as in the case of felony. 22 and 23
Car. II. c. 7.

Offenders may be transported for seven

years, either at the assizes, or at the ses-

sions, by three justices ofthe peace ; one
to be of the quorum.
By the 9 Geo. I. c. 22. commonly called

the black act, it is enacted, that if any
person shall unlawfully and maliciously
kill, maim, or wound, any cattle, every
person so offending, being thereof law-

fully convicted in any county of Eng-
land, shall be adjudged guilty of felony,
and shall suffer death, as in cases of felo-

ny, without benefit of clergy. But not to

work corruption of blood, loss of dower,
nor forfeiture of lands or goods.
Prosecution upon this statute shall, or

may, be commenced within three years
from the time of the offence committed,
but not after.

If a horse, or other goods, be delivered
to an innkeeper, or his servants, he is

bound to keep them safely, and restore
them when his guest leaves the house.

If a horse be delivered to an agisting
farmer, for the purpose ofdepasturing in

his meadows, he is answerable for the
loss of the horse, if it be occasioned by
the ordinary neglect of ||imselfor his ser-
vants. If a man ride to an inn, where his
horse has eat, the host may detain the
horse till he be satisfied for the eating,
and without making any demand. But a
horse committed to an inn-keeper can
only be detained for his own meat, and
not for that of his guest, or any other
horse ; for the chattels, in such case, are

only in the custody ofthe law for the debt
which arises from the thing itself, and not
for any other debt due from the same
party. By the custom of London and
Exeter, if a man commit a horse to an
inn-keeper, ifhe eat out his price, the inn-

keeper may take him as his own, upon
the reasonable appraisement offour ofhis

neighbours ; which was it seems a cus-

tom, arising from the abundance of traffic

with strangers, that could not be known
so as to be charged with an action. But
it hath been holden, though an inn-keep-
er in London may, after long keeping,
have the horse appraised and sell him,
yet, when he has in such case had him
appraised, he cannot justify the taking
him to himself at the price he was ap-
praised at. And this cannot be done at

any other place by the common law, un-
less there is some special custom.

HORSE, in naval affairs, a rope reaching
from the middle of a yard to its extremi-

ties, and depending about two or three
feet under the yard, for the sailors to
tread on while they are loosings, reefing,
or furling the sails, rigging out the stud-

ding sail-booms, 8tc. The same word is

used for a thick rope extending in a per-
pendicular direction near the fore or aft-

side of a mast, for the purpose ot hoisting
some yard or extending a sail upon it :

when before ihe mast, it is used for the

square sail, whose yard is attached to the
horse by means of a traveller which
slides up and down When it is abaft the

mast, it is intended for the try-sail of a

snow, but it is seldom used in this posi-

tion, except in sloops ofwar that occasion-

ally assume the appearance of snows to

deceive the enemy.
HORSE leech. See HIRUDO.
HORTUS siccus, a dry garden, an ap-

pellation given to a collection of speci-
mens of plants, carefully dried and pre-
served. The value of such a collection is

very evident, since a thousand minutiae

may be preserved in the well-dried spe-
cimens of plants, which the most accurate

engraver woald have omitted. We shall,

therefore, give some methods of drying
and preserving an hortus siccus. Speci-
mens ought to be collected when dry,
and carried home in a tin box. Plants

may be dried by pressing in a box of

sand, or with a hot smoothing iron. Each
of these has its advantages. If pressure
be employed, a botanical press may be

procured. The press is made of two
smooth boards of hard wood, eighteen
inches long, twelve broad, and two thick.

Screws must be fixed in each corner with
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nuts. If a press cannot easily be had,
books may be employed. Next some

quires of unsized blotting paper must be

provided. The specimens, when taken

out of the tin box, must be carefully

spread on a piece of pasteboard, covered
with a single sheet of the paper quite

dry ; then place three or four sheets of

the same paper above the plant, to im-

bibe the moisture as it is pressed out ; it

is then to be put into the press. As many
plants as the press will hold may be piled

up m this manner. At first they ought to

be pressed gently. After being pressed
for twenty-four hours or so, the plants

ought to be examined, that any leaves or

petals which have been folded may be

spread out, and dry sheets of paper laid

over them. They may now be replaced
in the press, and a greater degree of

pressure applied. The press ought to

stand near a fire, or in the sunshine. Af-

ter remaining two days in this situation,

they should be again examined, and dry
sheets of paper be laid over them. The

pressure then ought to be considerably
increased. After remaining three days

longer in the press, the plants may be
taken out, and such as are sufficiently dry

may be put in a dry sheet of writing pa-

per. Those plants which are succulent

may require more pressure, and the blos-

som paper again renewed. Plants which

dry very quickly, ought to be pressed
with considerable force when first put
into the press ; and if delicate, the blos-

som paper should be changed every day.
When the stem is woody, it may be thin-

ned with a knife, and if the flower be
thick or globular, as the thistle, one side

of it may be cut away, as all that is neces-

sary, in a specimen, is to preserve the

character of the class, order, genus, and

species. Plan's may be dried in a box of

sand in a more expeditious manner, and
this method preserves the colour of some

plants better. The specimens, after be-

ing pressed for ten or twelve hours, must
be laid within a sheet of blossom paper.
The box must contain an inch deep of
fine dry sand, on which the sheet is to be

placed, and then covered with sand an
inch ttxjck; another sheet may then be de-

posited in the same manner, and so on,
till the box be full. The b< x must be

placed near a fire for two or three days.
Then the sand must be carefully remov-
ed, and the plants examined. If not suf-

ficiently dried, they may again be replac-
ed in the same manner for a day or two.
In drying plants with a hot smoothing
iron, they must be placed within several
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sheets of blotting paper, and ironed till

they become sufficiently dry. This me-
thod answers best for drying succulent
and mucilaginous plants. When proper-

ly dried, the specimens should be placed
in sheets of writing-paper, and may be

slightly fastened by making the top and
bottom of the stalk pass through a slip of

the paper, cut nearly for the purpose.
Then the name of the genus and species
should be written down, the place where
it was found, nature of the soil, and the

season ofthe year. These specimens may
be collected into genera, orders, and

classes, and titled and preserved in a port-
folio or cabinet. Tha method of preserv-

ing many of the cryptogamous plants is

more difficult, on account of the greater

quantity of moisture which they con-

tain, and the greater delicacy of their

texture.

HOSPITALS, are institutions founded
for the relief of the sick and miserable.

HOSPITAL, Pennsylvania. This is one
of the best organized institutions in the

United States. The following account of

it, together with hints for amending its

police, is extracted from a work, entitled
" A Treatise, containing a plan for the

internal organization and government of

Marine Hospitals, in the United States,"
&c. by Dr. Wm. P. C. Barton, professor
of botany in the university of Pennsyl-
vania :

Jin account of the Pennsylvania Hospital,
audits internal police

It is obvious, that in proposing regula-
tions and arrangements for the internal

administration ofhospitals, whether.naval,

military, or civil, or in suggesting plans
for the structure of wards, and other do-
mestic contrivances, but 'little can be of-

fered that is new. In both cases, the best

we can do is, to take a view of some of

the similar institutions in highest repute,
and cull from their various and well-de-
vised plans, such as are most useful, and
consistent with the principles of econo-

my and neatness.

With this view, I deem it far from ir-

relevant to the object of this work, to

present some account of an institution,
with the internal police of which I have

long been familiarized ;
and which I be-

lieve, from a comparative view with the

first hospitals of England, to be one ofthe

best conducted institutions of the kind,

perhaps, in any country. The hospitals
of London are, it is true, conducted on a

much more extensive plan : St. Thomas's,
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Guy's, and St. Bartholomew's, being per-

haps twice as large as the one of which I

am speaking ithe Pennsylvania Hospital.
But I think I can with truth assert, that

the regularity, neatness, and regard to

comfort, which characterize this noble

institution, eminently entitles it to a pre-
ference to any of these, at least so far as

it goes. The architectural plan of the

building, its beautiful and healthy situa-

tion, surrounded as it is by a constant cur-

rent of fresh air, unimpeded by any build-

ings, or other hindrances, render this

institution one of the most salubrious re-

sorts for the aick or afflicted, that could

possibly be contrived in the midst of a

large and populous city.
The hospital presents a south front ;

the wings which intersect the long build-

ings, that join them to the main edifice,
at right angles, present the one an feast,

and the other a west, front. The centre

building, or main edifice, is sixty-four feet

in front, elevated above all the ad-

joining buildings, (being three stories

high) and projecting beyond them both
front and back. On the summit of the
roof is a sky-light, forming the apex of
the operating theatre, which receives its

light entirely from this. Two large stair-

cases, leading to the several wards and

apartments up stairs, are constructed in

this building, running from the main hall.

Adjoining this centre edifice, on the

east, is a building 80 feet front, and 27
feet deep, two stories high, from the sur-

face of the ground, and three, including
the range of windows in the area below
This building is divided, in its upper sto-

ries, into two wards, extending nearly to

its entire length and breadth; and the

lower or basement story is subdivided
into a row of cells on the south side, and
a lobby on the north. The two long
wards are ventilated by openings into the

chimnies, of which there are four in each

ward, near the ceiling. At the east end
of these wards, two small apartments are

partitioned off, about 10 feet square, the
one intended for a pantry, and the other
for a lodging-room for the assistant nurses
of the ward. At the other, or west ter-

mination of the upper ward, two small

rooms, of the same size, are partitioned
off, for patients who may require a sepa-
rate room. The lower ward extends in

length to the centre building.

Intersecting this long building, at right
angles, and adjoining it, facing the east,
is a wing two stories high, running north
and south, extending in length 110 feet.

In the middle of this wing, opposite to

and communicating with the long ward,
is an hall, 28 feet square, including the
stair-case, projecting beyond the line of
the wing sufficiently to cover the cornice,
and raised one story above it, with a cu-

pola. In the north and south ends of this

wing are two sick wards, and between
them and the hall, on each side of it, are
two lodging-rooms for the nurses. The
arrangement in the second story is the
same.

Adjoining the centre edifice, on the
west, is a long building, 34 feet deep, di-

vided into 42 cells, for lunatics, with a
window in each. These cells front north
and south, and are separated in the mid-
dle by a long lobby, about 12 feet wide,
which is lighted from the cells, by the
small windows over each door. The west

wing, which intersects this long building
at right angles, is in all respects subdi-

vided like the east. The structure up-
stairs is the same as that of the first story,

being divided into wards, and a double
row of cells.

In the basement story, there is likewise
a double row of cells, all round the wing
and long building, the windows of which
open into the area. All the cells are
warmed by flues in their partition walls,

communicating with the chimney, and

opening into wall stoves, the doors o f
which are in the lobbies one stove warms
two rooms. The whole extent of the

buildings, from east to west, is 278 feet.

In consequence of the length of the

wings crossing the long wards, and rows
of cells, the east and west fronts present
a finished and agreeable appearance.
Detached from the main building, and

at a convenient distance from it, near the
east wall, is a two story building: divided
into a kitchen, pantry, lodging-room fora
nurse, and four small wards for venereal

patients.
Near the west wall are two buildings,

two stories high, the one containing wash-

ing, ironing, and drying rooms; the other

stables, &c.

The different apartments in this hospi-
tal are as follow :

Centre building.

Kitchen, scullery, steward's dining
room, maid's lodging-room, in the
basement story 4

A library-room, on the first floor, an

apothecary's shop, ditto, manager's
room, ditto, steward's room, ditto, 4

The contributors' room, in the se-

cond story, chambers for the resi-

dent physician, pupils, and stew-

ard, ditto . . ... 3
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Operation-room, in the third story,

museum, ditto, small apartments
near the operation-room, for the

patients operated on, ditto - 4

Baking-rooms and larders, in the
cellar 3

Bathing-rooms in the basement story
of the west wing ... 2

Room for deputy-steward and his

wife, in ditto .... 1

Cells for lunatics in the west wing 70

Ditto, in the east.... 16
Wards for sick and wounded in the
whole building ... 23

In all, wards and rooms, 130

The square ground plot, on which the

hospital stands, is 396 feet in width, and
468 feet in length, containing about four
acres. It is enclosed by a brick wall,
with an iron palisade in its frmt. It is

surrounded by fine rows of lofty sycamore
trees, and the grounds are well laid out
jn a beautiful garden behind, and grass

plots and hedges in front. There is a va-

cant square to the east, and half a square
on the west, making together above six

acres. These squares lay across eighth-
street on the east, and ninth-street on the

west, parallel to the lines of the hospital-
enclosure. Besides these, there are three
vacant squares on the south side of pine-
street, opposite the hospital, which be-

long to this institution ; so that every be-

nefit that arises from airiness of situation

is insured to this hospital. The other
half square, on the west, belongs to the

Aims-House, and it is intended to be kept
open ; so that the Pennsylvania hospital

may be said to stand in the middle of se-

veral great squares, which, without in-

cluding the open streets, contain more
than thirteen acres.

This institution was founded by the
contributors in the year 1752, for the re-

lief of lunatics, and the sick poor of Penn-

sylvania. These contributors are such

persons as have paid into the hospital fund
the sum of Hi pounds, or upwards.

"
They

have perpetual succession, with the pow-
er to elect twelve managers, a treasurer,
and all other officers of the institution, and
to make rules and regulations for the go-
vernment of the household. They may
receive and take the lands, hereditaments,
and tenements, not exceeding the yearly
value of one thousand pounds, of the gift,

alienation, bequest, or devise, of any per-
son or persons whomsoever, and of any
goods and chattels whatsoever: Provid-

ed, that no general meeting of the contri-

butors, or persons acting under them,
shall employ any money or other estate,

expressly given to the capital stock of

the hospital, in any other way than by ap-

plying its annual interest or rexit toward
the entertainment and care of the sick

and distempered poor, that shall from
time to time be brought and placed there-

in, for the cure of their diseases, from any
part of the state, without partiality or

preference."
The contributors have vested the ma-

nagers with the authority to establish.the
mode of admitting and discharging pati-

ents, and the terms upon which they are

to continue in the hospital; also to elect

the medical and other officers of the in-

stitution.

They admit as many other poor patients
(after the established number of paupers,
supported by the capital stock, are ad-

mitted) as they can agree to take upon
reasonable rates. The fund arising from
the profits of the board and nursing of

such patients is appropriated to the same
uses as the interest money of the public
stock. The overseers of the poor of

Pennsylvania, and its religious societies,

pay three dollars per week for each pa-
tient. Those of other states pay four dol-

lars; private patients, residents of Penn-

sylvania, from three and a half to six dol-

lars; those of other states, from four and
an half to eight dollars.

The anatomical museum contains a col-

lection of dried preparations castings in

plaster of Paris of the gravid uterus two
wax models of the human body pictures

representing the blood vessels, the foetus

in utero, &.c. &c. in crayons, the gift of
Dr. John Fothergill, of London; together
with many valuable preparations in spirits.

Every stranger, or visitor, pays one dollar

for admission into this museum. Students,
who have taken a ticket to attend the

practice of the house, are, however, ad-

mitted without any extra charge.
The medical library consists of about

3000 volumes of well chosen books. To
this number has lately been added, the
whole of the botanical, natural, and histo-

rical works, from the library of the.late

Professor Barton.
The library and museum are supported

and enlarged by the fund accruing from
the money paid by students to attend the

hospital, which is 10 dollars per annum
each. This fund amounts to a yearly in-

come of above two thousand dollars,, the

number of students who take tickets

being usually between two and three
hundred.
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The managers, the physicians, the sur-

geons, and the contributors, serve the in-

stitution gratuitously. Persons, however,
who are able to de it, are at liberty to

remunerate the attending physicians and

surgeons as they would in private houses.

Every private patient has the liberty of

choosing any one of the physicians of the

hospital to attend him, whom he prefers.
The amputation of a limb cannot be

performed, without a consultation and

agreement of the three surgeons of the
house ; and in no case without the con-
sent of the patient.
No medical man can be elected a phy-

sician or swrgeon of the hospital, who is

under twenty-seven years of age.
The sitting managers meet on Wednes-

day and Saturday mornings ofevery week,
to admit and discharge patients.
Between these periods, the patient de-

siring admittance must apply to the at-

tending physician or surgeon, and obtain
his certificate that he is a proper subject
for admission. This is carried to one of
the sitting managers, who takes the usual

security, and orders his admission.

Overseers from the country, who bring
apatient for admission, are obliged to have
a certificate, signed by two magistrates,

signifying that they are in office, and that

the pauper belongs to their district.

Persons, with infectious diseases, are

not admitted. Incurables are not admit-

ted, except lunatics. All cases of sudden
accident are admitted without form or

charge, if brought within 24 hours after

they have happened.
The capital stock of this hospital

amounts to 124.854 dollars. The real

estate consists of vacant lots surrounding
the hospital area, &c. 8cc.

The officers of the institution are as

follow :

12 Managers, who serve gratis.
3 Physicians, who also give their attend-

ance gratis.
3 Surgeons, ditto.

A physician to the lying-in department,
ditto.

A physician to the out-patients,

p.-r annum -
. 300.00

A resident physician, who serves

grat-.s.

Adresssr, and an apothecary,

(pupiisnf the house, whoserve
5 years) ditto.

A steward, and a matron - - 600.00

Deputy-steward, or superinten-
dant of the west building, and

deputy-matron of the, same 350.00

A gardener jg216.00
An assistant ditto - - - 144.00
Four cell-keepers, each, - - 144.00
A, carter 144.00
A labourer - - _ . 144.00
A watchman

. .- - . . 14400
A baker 144.00
A porter - - - 9600
Four nurses, each 1 .33 per week, 276.64
Five assistants ditto, each g>1.25

per week, - ... 325-00
Cook, gl.30 per week, - 69.16
Four chambermaids, each gl.25
per week, .... 320.00

Three laundresses, hired 5 or 6

days in each week, at 62 cents

per day, .... 487.50
A sufficient number of women are

hired every spring, to white-
wash and thoroughly clean

every part of the house. Their

wages and materials employed
amount to - i . 167.50

Hints and Propositions suggestsd to the Man-
agers of that Institution, for the better

ventilation of the Wards, and improring
some of the internal arrangements.

Ably conducted as is this institution,

systematic as is its internal police, and
salutary as are its general regulations,
there is, nevertheless, room for amend-
ment and reform. It may not be amiss
to suggest a few improvements, which I
think would render this hospital more
complete. I would propose,

1st. That all the wards in the east and
west wings (I mean the buildings which
front east and west) should be ventilated

by means of air-ducts in some one cor-
ner of each ward, communicating exter-

nally. These wards have no contrivance
for ventilation.

2d. That the long wards of the build-

ing that joins the centre to the east wing
should be furnished with four or six ven-
tilators in the window sashes, to render
the ventilation of those wards more per-
fect.

3d That an air-duct should be intro-

duced into the entry of each story of the
west building, that contains the cells for

lunatics, which air-ducts should be ten

or twelve feet in length, so as to pass

through the corner cells of each story,

and communicate with the external air^

these air-ducts should be introduced al-

ternately in the north and south walls,

from the lower story.

4th. That a communication should be

made between the lower entry and that
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of the ground-floor, by gratings similar to

those in the entries of the second and
third stories. This could easily be done,

by removing the boards covering the

openings that appear to have been ori-

ginally left. Though 1 have before re-

marked that this part of the hospital is un-

commonly well ventilated, yet these al-

terations and additions would, I think,
render the ventilation quite perfect.

5th. 1 would recommend that warm,
cold, and vapour baths be constructed in

some convenient part ofthe east building,
on the first floor, to be appropriated ex-

clusively to the use of the patients of that

part of the hospital, and such private pa-
tients (not maniacs) as inhabit the large
rooms in the west building. (These are

now erected.)
6th, That two small buildings be erect-

ed, about twelve or fourteen feet square,
and 2 stories high, at the distance ofabout
fifteen feet from the north end ofthe east

and west wings, and communicating with
each story of these wings by means of a
covered corridor. Or, should this plan be
found inconvenient, such buildings might
be erected on any part of the north side
of the hospital, that an architect should
deem most proper.

7th. That a building, containing conve-
nient dissecting rooms, be erected in

some part of the area of the hospital, re-

mote as possible from the main buildings,
for the purpose ofexamining and dissect-

ing dead bodies. No hospital is complete
without such a building.

8th. That the American chimney-place
stove be erected in the managers' room,
the library-room, and as many of the
wards as convenient. The first cost of
these stoves would be considerable, but
their erection would result in an annual

saving of three-fourths of the quantity of
fuel usually consumed in open fire-places.

9th. That a concise and well written ac-

count of the hospital be printed in small

pamphlets of four or five pages, and be
sold by the gate-keeper for three-pence
each, to such strangers as visit the hospi-
tal, who may be disposed to purchase
them. Scarcely any person visits an in-

stitution ofthis kind, who would not will-

ingly give three-pence for an account of
it ; and the annual amount of the sale of
such pamphlets at the gate would, I am
persuaded, be considerable. The per-

quisite for showing the great hall of
Greenwich hospital to strangers is one

shilling, three-pence of which goes to the

person who exhibits it. The remaining
nine-pences make an annual revenue,

which supports, clothes, and educates,

twenty boys, the sons of distressed sea-

men. I would propose that the fund

arising from the sale of such description
of the hospital be appropriated toward
the support of an additional number of

paupers in the institution.

10th. That at some future day, when
the finances of the hospital will admit of

it, and their vacant lots shall be exempt-
ed from the present unjust taxes to which

they are subjected, a lunatic asylum be

erected on such one of the vacant lots as

may be deemed best situated for the pur-

pose ; and that all that portion of the pre-
sent building now divided into cells be
converted into wards for the sick. In fact,

the legislature of this state should grant
an adequate sum of money for this pur-

pose, and enable tiie contributors to the

institution to commence such an asylum
immediately.

lith. That the resident physician be

invested with more authority and control

over the general economy of the house-

hold than he now has. His consequence
in that institution, considering the im-

portant station he fills, is much too incon-

siderable.

12th. That as the attending physicians
and surgeons of the hospital serve gratui-

tously, the hard duty they are now oblig-

ed to perform, in visiting all patients pre-

viously to their being admitted into the

house, who are not able to call on them,

be, under certain circumstances, dispens-
ed with ; and that in such cases the

resident physician's certificate for admis-

sion shall be deemed sufficient and satis-

factory.
13th. That the bedsteads be all raised at

least six or eight inches, and that only

twenty-four be arranged in each long
ward ; and six in each of the wards of the

east and west wings.
HOT-house. This convenience is pro-

ductive ofmany articles at the tables of

the rich and luxurioHS, and may be said

to constitute the chief pride ofmany gar-

deners, and indeed ofmany persons in the

highest circles of society. Illiberal per-
sons are, however, prone to decry those

productions, which do not ordinarily enter

within their own use and consumption,
and it is not unusual to hear many exe-

crations uttered against hot-houses, tem-

ples, &c. and other edifices, which orna-

ment the gardens and pleasure grounds
of the aflfluent, under the idea that the

money so expended is thrown away. But

when we consider how many families are

maintained by the labour required, either
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in manufacturing, or in appropriating the
several materials, we certainly may consi-
der hot-houses in

1

particular as claiming
an exemption from such indiscriminate
censure.

In truth, hot-houses are highly useful ;

they not only serve to give a stimulus to
common gardeners, of whom many affect
to vie in early productions, but they serve
as the receptacles for those exotics, which
could not be reared, nor even preserved,
were it not for the similarity thus artificial-

ly produced with their native climates.
We have various instances of the naturali-

zation of foreign shrubs, &c. which in
time became nearly as hardy as our indi-

genous plants of the tender class ; but
which could never have been propagated,
if exposed to the severity of our winter
months.

The site of a hot-house is extremely
important, as on this much will depend.
A south-south-west aspect is to be pre-
ferred, as greatly inducive to economy
during the summer time, which, in some
seasons, are warm enough to obviate the

necessity for many expenses, that in an

unsettledyearbecome indispensable; this,
in places where fuel is scarce, and conse-

quently dear, is a matter of serious consi-
deration.

The best plan for a hot-house we con-
sider to be a parallelogram, of whatever

length may be thought proper ; the front
wall to be about a foot high, so as to rise

above the level of the adjacent surface in

such manner as may exclude heavy rain,
&c. and to bring the plants to such a level
as may give them a full exposure to the
sun. On the front wall a perpendicular
glass frame, of about two feet and a half,
should be raised, so that its upper ledge
should stand at full three feet and a half
above the ground. This is necessary, for
the purpose of allowing the sliding frames
to be drawn out on occasion, and to give
height within for the gardener's opera-
tions. The breadth of the interior ought
not to exceed fourteen feet, and the back
wall should be high enough to give the

top or sliding frames an angle of thirty-
five degrees from the horizon. The tan-

binns should be excavated in a diargonal
manner; shallow in front, but at their
back to the depth of six feet, and divided
off into compartments, so that each por-
tion, say six feet square, might be sup-
plied, as occasion should demand, with
fresh tan, without causing the adjoining
parts to be disturbed, or, as is too often
the case, to fall in.

The surface ofthetan-binns should par-
VOL. VI.

tially correspond with the ahgle made by
the upper glass frames, or at least it

should stand at an angle of full twenty
degrees from the horizon ; so that the
plants should not lay on a flat bed, but
rise like a flight of steps towards the back
of the tan-binns. By this means, when
the excavation, which in this mode need
scarcely be a foot in depth, is filled with
tan. It will give various degrees of heat,
according to the depth, in each part re-

spectively, as it may be more or less re-
moved from the front of the hot-house.
We,however,rather recommend, that only
half should consist of hot-bods, and that
the front part be built up with benches of

masonry, perfectly air tight, through
which flues should be made, whereby
such pots as might stand en them would
receive a degree of warmth sufficient to

preserve many of the more hardy exotics.
We likewise are disposed to consider slid-

ing frames to be fur inferior, both in re*

gard to their safety, and as relating to the
closeness of shutting, to such as are made
to rise on hinges at their upper ends, and
which, having projecting battens to throxv
off the wet, into the centre of their sup-
porting rafters (which should be grooved
to receive the we*, and to conduct it?

downwards) effectually exclade exterior
moisture, and, by being listed within, de*
bar the access of frost. We have, in Plate.
Vll. Miscel. given some idea of this ar-

rangement, wherein fig. 1. shows the in-

ternal section of the hot-house, with the
binns for receiving the tan ; also the an-

gles of the surfaces, both of the tan-binns
and of the glass frames

; the latter, being
divided into two or more parts, may be
opened at pleasure, by means of the racks,
to any height. The benches in front are
all flued, and rise en escalier, i. e. by regu-
lar steps, for the purpose of displaying all

the plants standing on them, and to give
them a proper portion of the sun's in-

*

fluence,without which no plant will thrive,
or be either so well flavoured, or so high-
ly coloured. In fact, warmth without light
will produce no good effect on the vege-
table world.

Fig. 2. displays the manner in which the
flues are made to meander through the
several benches, between which the inter-

vals should be filled up, to within two feet

of their tops ; thereby to allow the means
of shifting, watering, or the whole may be
built up as in fig. 3. provided their joint
breadths do not exceed three, or three

and a half feet ;
if more, they would pre-

clude the possibility of giving the due at-

tention to ench individually. The square
A a
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black spaces, under each bench, shows
the passages of the flues, the sides being
half a brick in thickness, and the tops
covered only with a strong tile, well ce-

mented down, and plastered over. By
this means any part of the flues can be

easily cleaned or repaired. Our readers
will of course understand, that where any
part of the hot-house is thus benched, it

need not be excavated, that mode being
only requisite for the lodgment of the tan

in the parts intended for keeping up the
heat by immersion of the pots in the hot-

beds.

The average heat of the interior should
be from about 75 to 80 degrees ; but at

particular critical times, when pines, &c.

require much forcing, it may be carried

up to full 85, or even to 90 degrees, so as

to correspond with the temperature of
their natural climate. It is remarkable,
that in those places where pines grow
wild, they possess the highest flavour, far

exceeding that of the domesticated fruit,

and that they ordinarily undergo a change
of about 12 or 15 degrees between the

average heats in the shady parts, where

they grow, at mid-day, and at mid-night.
Yet our gardeners keep them full as warm
during the night, as" during the day.

Perhaps some assiduous and curious spe-
culator in this branch of horticulture

may deem the above hint worthy ofnotice.
The entrance into a hot-house should

always be by means of a small anti-cham-

ber, shutting very close ; for when a door

opens abruptly, so as to admit the exter-
nal air, those plants which are contiguous
thereto will receive a shock from the cold

air, thus inevitably allowed to reach them,
and will be far less luxuriant than others
of the same kind, which, by a more for-

tunate locality, escape the baneful in-

fluence. We would recommend the sketch

given in fig. 4, to the attention of our
readers ; in it A is the anti-chamber to the
hot-house B,and C is the fire-place,whence
*he chimney forms the several flues that

yass under the benches, and through the
back wallD, C ending in the chimney E.

It will befound most convenient to have
the door in the centre of one end of the

hot-house, and us that part will necessarily
be raised by the slope ofthe surface ofthe
beds and benches, four or five steps may
he made, either in the anti-chamber, or in

the hot-house. It will also be found useful

to make in the back wall various small

apertures,, one for each binn, that the old

tan, which has lost its heat, may be re-

"moved from below by means ofscoopsand
y the surface of the binn being, in the

meanwhile, covered with bass-mats,9traw,

&c., to exclude the external air. When
the old tan Ikas all been removed, the

aperture should be closed, and the fresh

tan be filled into the binn by two men,with
a long narrow basket, which might be ad-

vantageously rolled up the path-way or

alley, between the binns and the bench-

es, on a small truck frame.

In small hot-houses, such as we some-
times see in the gardens attached to little

country-boxes, the heat might be cir-

culated from a kitchen fire, provided the
benches were raised sufficiently high to

receive that benefit without affecting the

draught. This would, in many instances,
be found convenient and economical. In
such the air might be admitted, merely by
having one or two panes of glass set in

metal frames, to be opened on hinges, as

we often see in places where sash win-
dows would not answer, or where only a

slight change of air is needful.

We shall conclude this article with re-

marking that hot-houses require conside-
rable attention, and are extremely expen-
sive, both in their construction and in
their support. A thermometer should al-

ways be suspended in some shady part ;

and, in warm weather especially, it will

be found extremely convenient to have
tin ventilators set in the sides, near the.

tops, as shown in the figure ; their action

might at any time be stopped, by putting
on a tin cap or cover, or by a sliding
board; the latter would prove most con-
venient.

During the day time, in the summer
season, the fires may frequently be al-

lowed to go out ; but so soon as the even-

ing chill is felt, the glasses ought to be
closed, and the flues to be heated. As>
however, some plants require more air

than others, we offer to the consideration
of our horticultural readers, whether a

perpendicular glazed frame, dividing the
hot-house longitudinally into two distinct

parts, the front one to be kept partially

opened, and the back one completely clos-

ed, would not be an improvement in the
construction of this species of buildings.
This might be so contrived as more ef-

fectually to guard against the sudden ac-

cess of cold air, and serve as an auxiliary
to the precaution already suggested, of

having the entrance guarded by means of
an antichamber. The manner of attend-

ing to the plants in hot-houses will be
seen under the head of GARDENING,
\vhere we have endeavoured to furnish a

complete, but concise essay and calendar,
and in which every matter of utility, of
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ornament, and of luxury, has been allow-

ed its due notice.

HOTTONIA, in botany, water-violet, so

named in honour of Peter Hotton, pro-
fessor of botany at Leyden, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Palmx. Lysimachiae,
Jussieu. Essential character : corolla sal-

ver shaped ; stamina placed on the tube
ofthe corolla ; capsule one-celled. There
are four species.
HOVENIA, in botany, so named in ho-

nour of M. Hoven, a genus of the Pen-
tandria Monogynia class and order. Natu-

ral order of Dumosae. Rhamni, Jussieu.

Essential character : petals five, convolut-

ed ; stigma trifid; capsule three-celled,
three-valved. There is but one species,
.viz. H. dulcis, a native ofJapan, near Na-

gasaki.
HOVERING, in law : ships of fifty tons,

laden with customable or prohibited

goods, hovering on the coasts of this

kingdom, within the limits of any port
(and not proceeding from foreign parts)

may be entered by officers of the cus-

toms, who are to take an account of the

lading, and to demand and take a securi-

ty from the master, by his bond to his ma-

jesty, in such sums of money as shall be
treble the value of such foreign goods
then OH board, that such ship shall pro-
ceed, as soon as wind and weather, and
the condition of the ship, will permit, on
her voyage to foreign parts, and shall

land the goods in some foreign port ; the
master refusing to enter into such bond
or demand, or who, having given bond,
shall not proceed on such voyage (unless
otherwise suffered to make a longer stay,

by the collector or other principal officer

of such port where the vessel shall be,
not exceeding twenty days ;) in either

of the said cases, all the foreign goods on
board may be taken out by the custom-
house officers, by direction of the collec-

tor, and properly secured ; and if they
are customable, the duties shall be paid,
and if prohibited, they shall be forfeited.

The officers of the customs may prose-
cute the same, as also the ship, if liable to

condemnation, 3 Geo. III. c. 21. Com-
manders ofme of war, and custom-house
efficers, may compel ships of fifty tons,
or under, hovering within two leagues of

shore, to come into port. 6 Geo. I. c. 21.

If any ship or vessel shall be found at an-

chor, or hovering within eight leagues of
the coast, (except between the North
Foreland and Beachy Head) unless by
distress of weather, having on board fo-

jeign spirits, in any vessel or cask which
shall not contain sixty gallons at least, or

any wine in casks (provided such vessel
have wine on board) shall not exceed six-

ty tons burthen, or six pounds weight of
tea, or twenty pounds weight of coffee,
or any goods whatever liable to forfeiture

upon importation, that such goods, with
the ship and furniture, shall be forfeited ;

spirits for the use of seamen, not exceed-

ing two gallons per, man, excepted. 42
Geo. III. c. 82.

HOUND, a hunting dog, ofwhich there
are several sorts, as the grey-hound,
gaze-hound, &c. See CANIS.

HOUNDS^ in naval language, a name
given to those parts of a mast-head, which

gradually project on the right and left

side beyond the cylindrical or conical

surface, which it preserves from the part-
ners upwards.
HOUR, hera, in chronology, an aliquot

part of a natural day, usually a twenty-
fourth, sometimes a twelfth. But the word
hour has not always been of the same

signification ;
for in ancient times an hour

did indefinitely express a short space of

time. It is thought too, that anciently the

four seasons of the year, wherein the sun
finishes its annual course, had the name
of hours, because Horus instituted a cer-

tain year, consisting of three months ; and
for this reason the ancients called spring,

summer, autumn, and winter, hours, and
the year itself hours : of which some foot-

steps appear in this, that the Greeks call-

ed their annals Hart
;
and the writers of

them horographi. However it be, the di-

vision of the day into hours is very an-

cient, though the most ancient hour is

that of the twelfth part of the day.
An hour, with us, is a measure or quan-

tity of time, equal to a twenty-fourth part
of the natural day, or nychthemeron ; or

it is the duration of the twenty-fourth

part of the earth's diurnal rotation. Fif-

teen degrees of the equator answer to an

hour ; though not precisely, yet near

enough for common use.

The hour is divided into sixty minutes;

the minute into sixty seconds ; the se-

conds into sixty thirds, &c.

There are divers kinds of hours, used

by chronologers, astronomers, dialists,

8cc. Sometimes hours are divided into

equal and unequal. Equal hours are the

twenty-fourth part of a day and night pre-

cisely ; that is, the time wherein fifteen

degrees of the equator mount above the

horizon. These are also called equinoc-
tial hours, because they are measured on

the equinoctial: and astronomical, be-

cause used by astronomers. They are

also differently denominated, according
to the manner of accounting them in dif-
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ferent countries. Astronomical hours are

equal hours, reckoned from noon, or

mid-day, in a continued series of twenty-
four. Babylonish hours are equal hours,
reckoned in the same manner from sun-

rise. The Italian hours are also equal
hours, reckoned in the same manner too,

from sun setting. European hours are

also equal hours, reckoned from mid-

night ; twelve from thence too noon, and
twelve more from noon to mid-night.
Jewish, or planetary or ancient hours
are the twelfth part of the artificial day
and night, each being divided into twelve

equal parts. Hence, as it is only in the
time of the equinoxes that the artificial

day is equal to the night, it is then only
that the hours of the day are equal to

those of the night: at other times they
will be always either increasing or de-

creasing. And they will be the more or
less unequal according to the obliquity of
the sphere.
HOUR glass, a popular kind of chrono-

meter, which serves to measure the flux

of time by the running of sand from one
vessel into another. Glasses of this kind
for half and quarter hours, and for less di-

visions of time, are much used at sea.

HOUSE, in astrology, denotes the
twelfth part ofthe heavens. The division

of the heavens into houses is founded up-
on the pretended influence of the stars,

whe meeting in them, on all sublunary
bodies. These influences are supposed
to be good or bad, and to each of these
houses particular virtues are assigned, on
which astrologers prepare and form a

judgment of their horoscopes. The ho-
rizon and meridian are two circles of the
celestial houses, which .divide the heav-
ens into four equal parts, each containing
three houses ; six ofwhich are above the

horizon, and six below it : and six of these
are called eastern, and six western houses.
A scheme or figure of the heavens is

composed of twelve triangles, also called

houses, in which is marked the stars,

signs and planets, so included in each of
these circles. Every planet has likewise
two particular houses, in which it is pre-
tended that they exert their influence in
the strongest manner ; but the sun and
moon have each of them only one, the
house of the former being Leo, and that
of the latter Cancer. The houses in as-

trology have also names given them ac-

cording to their qualities ; the first is the
house of life ; this is the ascendant, which
extends five degrees above the horizon,
and the rest below it : the second is the
Jiouse of riches ; the third the house of

brothers : the fourth, in the lowest part
of the heavens, is the house of relations,
and the angle of the earth : the fifth, the
house of children : the sixth, the house
of health; the seventh, the house of mar-

riage, and the angle of the west : the

eighth, the house of death : the ninth,
the house of piety : the tenth, the house
of offices : the eleventh, the house of
friends: and the twelfth, the house of
enemies.
We have given this and other brief ac-

counts of the most absurd of all pretend-
ed sciences, in order to shew the folly of

those, who were, in former times, weak
enough to give acy degree ofcredit to it.

HOUSED, in sea language^ the situa-

tion, of the guns, upon the middle and
lower gun-decks, when they are run in,

and the breech being let down, the muz-
zle gets against the side above port. They
are there secured.

HOUSTONIA, in botany, so named,
from William Houston, M. D. a genus of
the Tetrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Stellate. Rubiacex,
Jussieu. Essential character: corolla one-

petalled, funnel form ; capsule superior,
two- celled, two-seeded. There are two
species, riz. H coerulea, blue-flowered

Houstonia,and H. purpurea, purple-flow-
ered Houstonia, natives of Virginia and

Maryland.
HOUTTUYNIA, in botany, so called in

honour of Mart. Houttuyn, M.D. a genus
of the Monoeeia Monandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Peperitse. Aroi-

deae, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
four-leaved ; corolla none ; stamens mix-
ed with the pistils. There is only one

species, viz. H. cordata , it was discover-

ed in Japan, between Miaco and Jeddo.

HOY> in naval architecture, a small ves-

sel fitted only with one mast.

HUDSON'S bay company. See COM-
PANY.

HUDSONIA, in botany, from William

Hudson, a genus of the Dodecandria Mo-

nogynia class and order. Natural order
ofBicornes. Ericae, Jussieu. Essential

character : calyx five leaved, tubular ; co-

rolla none ; stamens fifteen ; capsule one
celled, three valved, three seeded. There
is only one species, viz. H. ericoides, a na-

tive of different parts ofthe United States.

HUE and CRY, is the ancient common
law process after felons, and such as have

dangerously wounded any person, or as-

saulted any one with intent to rob him.
And it has received great countenance
and authority by several acts of parlia-
ment. In any of these cases, the party
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grieved, or any other, may resort to the

constable of the vill ; and, 1st, give him
such reasonable assurance of the fact as

the nature of the case will bear: 2. If he
know the name of him that did it, he must
tell the constable; 3 If he know it not,

but can describe him, he must describe

him, his person, or his habit, or his house,
or such circumstances as he knows, which

may conduce to the discovery ; 4. If the

thing be done in the night, so that he
knows none of these circumstances, he
must mention the number of persons, or

the way they took : 5. If none of all these

can be discovered, as where a robbery, or

burglary, or other felony, is committed in

the night, yet they are to acquaint the
constable with the fact, and desire him to

search his town for suspected persons,
and to make hue and cry after such as

may probably be suspected, as being per-
sons vagrant in the same night ; for many
circumstances may happen to be useful

for discovering a malefactor, which can-

not at first be found out. For the levying
of hue and cry, although it is a good
course to have a justice's warrant, where
time will permit, in order to prevent
causeless hue and cry, yet it is not neces-

sary, nor always convenient ; for the felon

imay
escape before the warrant be obtain-

*ed. And upon hue and cry, levied against

tf&ny person, or where any hue and cry'
comes to a constable, whether the person
be certain or uncertain, the constable may
search suspected places within his vill,

for the apprehending of the felon. And
if the person, against whom the hue and

cry is raised, be not found in the consta-

blewick, then the constable, and also

every officer to whom the hue and cry
shall afterwards come, ought to give no-

tice to every town round about him, and
not to one next town only ; and so from
one constable to another, until the offen-

der be found, or till they come to the sea-

side : and this was the law before the con-

quest. Hue and cry also is good, and
must be pursued, though no person cer-

tain can be named or described.

HUER, or HVER, the Icelandic name
for streams of heated water, which are

forced with great violence through aper-
tures in the earth by internal causes, to a

great height, in that wretched Island.

Numerous as are the phenomena of na-

ture, there is none more capable of excit-

ing astonishment and admiration than the
huer. These grand fountains far exceed
the most celebrated attempts to rival

them by many, very many fathoms, ex-
elusive of possessing- the property of in-

creasing their beautiful effect by the dis-

charge of steam in vast volumes, almost

resembling fleecy clouds. The heat of
the water of the different fountains varies

considerably, the fluid flowing gently
from some, and spouting upwards from
others in an actual state of boiling. Those
which have the properties of common
springs, except in their heat, are called

laug, or a bath ; the heat, though un-

equal, was never known to be less than
188 of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and Dr.
Von Troil foifnd the water at Laugarnas
188, 191, and 193. At Geyser, Reykum,
and Laugarvatn, 212.

It is not unusual to find the springs
closed in some places, with others opened
near them; and there are traces of huers

without a drop of water in their vicinity.

Olafsen asserts, that a huer burst forth

at Reikakio, in 1753, forty-two feet in

breadth, eighteen in depth, and at three

hundred in distance from a spring, which
had been overwhelmed by a fall of the

adjoining soil. The water, thus impeded
in its progress, occasioned convulsive mo-
tions in the earth, and loud explosions
were heard by the inhabitants before the

imprisoned stream obtained a vent.

The apertures, through which the wa-

ter passes, are lined with an incrustation,

which is most pure in those that emit it

perpendicularly. This substance is said

to resemble chased work, is of a very fine

grain, and will not effervesce with acids ;

unfortunately, the circumstances that ex-

cite curiosity to examine these springs

prevent its gratification, as it is impossible
to explore their depths, or dig round

them, without danger; an opportunity
occurred, however, at Laugarnas, where
Dr. Von Troil had the satisfaction of ob-

serving the. course of a spring through a

bright gray clay, "the surface of which

was covered with a white rind ; but was

on the side nearest the clay quite smooth,

and crisped on the upper side. The vein

flowed a good way under this crust,

through a canal, formed of a similar mat-

ter, and the whole canal was filled with

crystals,which had a very pleasing effect."

He was interrupted in his attempts to

trace the further progress of the water by
its retirement to subterraneous passages,

where, compressed by exhalations, and

acquiring greater heat, it has forced a new

course, and gushes out at an opening
some distance from the first mentioned. '

The water has a sulphurous taste, in

some instances, when hot, but is exactly

similar to common boiled water when

cold. It is used by the inhabitants for
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dying, and might be applied to many pur-
poses with great advantage, as victuals

may be dressed by its heat, merely by
placing the meat in a covered vessel, im-

mersed in common water, and that in the

boiling fluid ; they have indeed evaporat-
ed sea water over it, and made excellent

fine salt; and the cows which drink from
the stream after it has cooled are said to

give great quantities of good milk. Olaf-

sen says, that syrup of violets will not

change its colour, and that alkali has no
effect when thrown into it. There cannot
be a doubt, that the heat of these springs
and fountains is derived from the volca-

noes of the island, but for obvious reasons

they are seldom found very near them ;

they are common throughout the coun-

try, in the vallies between mountains, and
even the summits of the ice mountains
have their huers, particularly Torfa Jock-

til, which abounds with hot springs, and
two send their water to a great height ;

besides those, there is a lukewarm spring
near Haadegis Hunk, on Gueland's Jock-

ul, at the base of the mountain, with nu-
merous marks of closed huers. The influ-

ence which urges this heated water up-
wards is so considerable, as to force it in

that state through the cold medium ofthe

sea, the steam accompanying it floating
from the place, and pointing out the situa-

tion of the spring. Dr. Von Troil enume-
rates many separate huers and fountains,
which he visited in different parts of the

island; amongst those the valley ofReyk-
holts contains the greatest number. This
vale is two miles and a half in breadth,
and the steam arising from it is conspicu-
ous for several miles, producing an ap-
pearance exactly similar to the smoke as-

cending from a volcano. The huers at

Oelves are supposed to be the largest in

Iceland; and the most remarkable are

Geyser and Badstofn ; there is one at this

place which emits vapour only, bdt so

very hot, that water may be boiled by hold-

ing it above the steam a few minutes.

Geyser is situated about two clays jour-

wey from Mount Hecla, near a farm call-

ed Haukadal. Here, says Dr. Von Troil,
a poet would have an opportunity of paint-

Ing a picture of whatever nature has of
beautiful and terrible united, by delineat-

ing one of its most uncommon phenome-
na; it would be a subject worthy the pen
of a Thomson, to transport the reader, by
poetical imagery, to the spot which is

here presented to the eye. A spacious
plain, bounded on one side by very dis-

tant mountains, covered with ice, and
their summits enveloped in clouds, which

frequently changing their position, de-

scend to their bases, leaving the pointed
crags as if resting upon them, are the

least interesting part of the wild and chill-

ing wonders surrounding Geyser. Hecla,

frowning with volcanic majesty, and ex-

hibiting three vast pyramids encrusted

with ice, towering far above the clouds,
sends forth enormous volumes of smoke,

which, floating away in the direction of

the wind, and uniting with them, forms

another portion ofthis horrid circle, which
is completed by a ridge of high rocks,

wetted by the steams exhaling from

springs gushing in a state of ebullition at

their feet, and a marsh half a mile in cir-

cumference, whence the vapours of fifty

others ascend to an amazing height. In

the centre is Geyser, the approach to

which is perceived at a considerable dis-

tance by the rushing noise it occasions,

resembling the fall of a cataract ovr r pre-

cipices. The aperture whence the wa-
ter proceeds is nineteen feet in diameter;

but the basin or excavation made by the

descent of the fluid is fifty-nine feet in

breadth, each is covered with a rough
stalactic crust, and the latter is nine feet

higher than the aperture.
The water has not been known to as-

cend regularly in a continued stream, but
in sudden impulses, after rather long in-

tervals of quiet. The inhabitants of the

neighbourhood assert, that the ascent is

higher in cold bad weather than at

other times, and they, and other observ-

ers, affirm that it is elevated sixty fa-

thoms, though without any means of de-

ciding beyond mere conjecture; indeed,
the method adopted by Dr. Von Troil and
his friends, to ascertain the height to

which the water ascended on the 21st of

September, 1772, was equally fallible;

they supposed the greatest elevation to

be only sixty feet. The gentleman allud-

ed to mentions, at thirty-five minutes
after twelve they heard three distinct

noises, like the discharge of cannons, in

the subterraneous caverns whence the

spring issues, which were followed by a

trembling of the earth and an immediate
rise and fall of the water in the basin.

At eight minutes after two the water
flowed over the border of the basin

;
at

fifteen minutes after three several subter-

raneous noises were heard, but not so

loud as the first; at forty-three minutes
after four the water rushed violently over
the edge of the basin for about a minute :

at forty-nine minutes after the last named
hour, many loud explosions were heard,
as if near the source of the spring, a^d
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the ridgfes of rocks in the vicinity ; after

this great effort the water became compa-
ratively quiet.
The impelling power within the earth

is very great at Geyser, and is sufficient-

ly so to prevent stones from sinking that

are thrown into the aperture ; on the con-

trary, the force of the water carries them

up with it to a considerable height. We
shail conclude our account of tiiese Ice-

landic springs in the words of the Doctor.

"When the basin was full of water, we
placed ourselves before the sun in such a

manner, that we could see our shadows
in the water ; every one observed round
the shadow of his own head, though not

round the heads of others, a circle ot al-

most the same colours which compose the

rainbow, and round this another bright
circle: this most probably proceeded
from the vapours exnaling from the wa-

ter. I remember to have seen something
similar to it when travelling in the sum-

mer, particularly in the meadows. Not
far from this place, another spring, at

the foot of the neighbouring ridge of

rocks, spouted water to the height ofone
or two yards each time." The gentle-
men present thought it possible to close

the mouth of this huer with stones, and
made the experiment, but the water re-

moved the whole from the aperture, and
threw them in a circle round it, after-

wards gushing forth with its original free-

dom.
The waters of these large springs were

violently heated, and seemed slightly im-

pregnated with sulphur, though perfect-

ly clear and pure in other respects; some
others, less considerable, near them, were
thick and turgid, as if mixed with clay.
A third class presented the fluid as white
as milk, and a few force their way through
the earth, heated to a red glow. Near
most of the springs are baths, frequented

I by the natives, some of which are dry,
and for sweating. The vapour is collect-

ed into those through fissures in the earth,
an<l the thermometer rose from 57 to 93
<>:\ introducing it into the open hut used
tor this purpose.
As it is not our present intention to no-

lice those heated springs which are im-

pregnated with mineral substances, we
shall refer to MIXKHAL WATEUS for an acr

count of them. The Island of Ceylon
tarnishes an instance of hot springs, under
the class of the huers of Iceland, except
that no volcanic cause exists sufficiently
near them to force the water out of the

earth \vuh violence. At Cannia, about six

miles north-west of Trincomallee, are six

,wells, built of stone and mortar, in square

and circular forms, generally about four
feet deep, and less than two in circum^

ference, which are inclosed by a stone
wall six feet high, and contain the supe-
rior springs, though there are others in

the neighbourhood in their natural state.

In each the water is refreshing and plea-
sant to the taste, and air is continually ri-

sing to the surface in bubbles, accompa-
nied by steam. The natives of the island,
and of the adjacent coast ofIndia, delight
to bathe in this water, and seating them-
selves by the sides of the wells, they lade
the warm fluid in earthern or brazen ves-

sels, and pour it over their heads for hours

together. Either imagination, or the in-

herent qualities of the water, produce
benefit to those who use it in cases of

strains, bruises, or rheumatisms; or pos-

sibly the warm bath may accomplish the

cure, as it appears from the following ana-

lysis, made by Thomas Christie, Esq.
surgeon of the 80th regiment, that there

are very few proofs of the incorporation
of mineral substances with the water,
which was inserted in the Madras Ga-

zette, 1799, and subsequently in Mr.
Cordiner's description of Ceylon, whence
the above account of the springs was de-

rived. "The hot-wells of Cannia are ot
different degrees of heat; they, howe-
ver, evidently communicate, for the wa-
ter in all of them is at an equal distance

from the surface of the ground, and a bo-

dy immersed in one raises the height of

the water in the others. As the water
also from the six wells exhibit the same
chemical phenomena, there can be little

doubt that they all proceed from the same

spring. On examining the heat of the

different wells with great attention, it was
found that they varied from 98 to 106A

of Fahrenheit's thermometer, nearly in

proportion to their different depths. Bub-
bles of air are seen to rise from the bot-

tom of the wells, and it was therefore

conceived that the water might be acidu-

lous, and impregnated with fixed air. It

was found, however, that the water did

not sparkle in a glass more than common
water, nor did it turn a vegetable colour

red ; and on filling a large case bottle with

the water, and tying an empty wet blad-

der to the mouth of it, it was found, af-

ter shaking a long time, that no air was

disengaged. It would therefore appeal-
that the water is not impregnated with

any uncommon quantity of air; but that

the bubbles are merely common air dis-

engaged from the water by the heat. A s

the air, however, might be collected

with a proper apparatus, its quality may
be easily ascertained. The water has no
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thing peculiar in its colour, smell, or

taste. It is not crude or hard, for it dis-

solves soap easily and perfectly. It con-

tains no sulphurous principle, for a piece
of polished silver, when immersed in it,

contracted no-' rust nor dark colour. It

contains no acid or alkali in a disengaged
state, for on mixing a delicate vegetable
colour with it, no change to a greener
red colour was perceptible. The water

does not contain any selenite, or earthy
or alkaline matter, combined with vitri-

olic acid, for, on adding a solution of mer-

cury in nitrous acid to it, no sediment

was deposited ; nor does it contain any
earthy matter in combination with marine

acid, nor any copper, nor zinc ; for, on

mixing mineral and volatile alkalies with

thewater, no precipitate was formed. On
mixture with a decoction of gails, the wa-

ter acquired a blackish tinge, which

shows it to be slightly impregnated with

iron. On a mixture with a solution of sil-

ver in nitrous acid, some precipitate of

luna cornea was produced ; this shows it

to contain a very small portion of sea-salt,

but not more than the common water of

Trincomallee, upon which the solution

of silver had the same effect, with- this

difference, that the precipitate from the

\v:iter of the hot-wells was blackest, pro-

bably from the impregnation of iron.

These experiments were made at the

wells, with water from those of the high-
est and of the lowest temperature, on the

4t!i of July, 1798, when the heat of the-

atmosphere was at 91 degrees. They
were also repealed upon the water after

it was brought to Trincomallee, with the

same effect. From them it would appear .

that the hot-wells of Cannia possess few
mineral qualities, or indeed any virtue

besides their heat, which is of a tempera-
ture not unfavourable for hot bathing.
For many complaints also, the drinking
of hot water is recommended, and for this

purpose, as well as for bathing, a hot

spring is preferable to water heated arti-

ficially, because it is always of a fixed de-

gree of temperature."
It is extremely probable that an analy-

sis of the water from the liners of Iceland

would produce nearly the same result,

whence it may be safely concluded, that

the water is suddenly heated in its pas-

sage through the fissures or caverns of

the earth by its approach to volcanic fires,

and that it's properties are exactly the
same with those of the springs which
flow from the bases of hills in a perfectly'
cold state.

HUGONIA, in botany, so named in

metnory of Augustus Johannes de Hugo,

a genus of the Monadelphia Decandrist
class and order. Natural order of Colum-
niferae. Malvaceae, Jussieu. Essential

character: five-styled; corolla five petal-
led ; drupe with a striated nut. There is

but one species ; viz, II. mystax, a native

of the East Indies.

HUGUENOTS, a term of contempt,
first given to the French protestants in

the year 1560. The origin of this term
is much involved in obscurity; and various

attempts have been made to account for

it, and for its application to the friends of

the reformed church in France. Some
suppose the appellation of Huguenots
was derived from Huguon, a word used in

Ton rain,- signifying persons that walk du-

ring the night season in the streets, and
that it was applied to the French Protes-
tants in consequence of their making
choice of that season, in order to avoid

persecution, in which to perform public
worship. Others, again, believe, that this

term owes its origin to the name of a sup-
posed hobgoblin, called king Hugon, that
was said to wander about the streets of
Tours during the night-time, and that the
reformed where the disciples of this noc-
turnal monarch. But the most probable
conjecture seems to be, that this term
owes its origin to an erroneous pronuncia-
tion by the French of the German word
Eidgnossen, which signifies sivorn-fello-tus,

or confederates. This had been originally
the name of that part of the inhabitants
of Geneva, who entered into an alliance

with the Swiss cantons, in order to main-
tain their liberties against the tyrannical

attempts of Charles III. Duke of Savoy.
These valiant confederates were called

Eignots, and from thence it is not at all

unlikely was derived the word Hugue-
nots.

To whatever cause this term owes its

origin, it is certain that the Christians of

the French Protestants churches, which it

was made to designate, suffered most se-

verely from the persecutions which at

that time, and after the revocation of the

edict of Nantes, raged with desolating

fury both-in France and other countries.

The countenance and support of many
princes of the royal blood, and of several

of the nobility, could not save the Hugue-
nots from suffering the most unparalleled

persecution. Peace itself, which had
been granted them by Henry III. in the.

year 1576, proved tne foundation of a

most terrible civil war. The profligate
House of Guise, urged by the wicked and

cruel suggestions of the Roman Pontiffs,

did whatever lay in its power to destroy
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the royal family, and totally ruin the
Protestant reformation ; while the Hugue-
nots, inspired with the spirit of loyalty,
and a noble religious enthusiasm, fought
in defence of their faith and their sove-

reigns with various success. The deeds
of horror, which these commotions pro-
duced, are scarcely exceeded by any
thing we find recorded in the annals of
murder and persecution. The civil war
to which we are here alluding raged
nearly sixty years, during which there
were destroyed, according to Puffendorf,
a million ofpeople : one hundred and fifty
millions ofmoney were spent : nine cities,
four hundred villages, twenty thousand

churches, two thousand monasteries, and
ten thousand houses, were burnt, or laid

level with the ground. These terrible

devastations were at length stopped by
the hand of Providence, which placed
Henry IV. on the throne of France.
This prince, who, though he had so many
outrages to avenge, so many crimes to

punish, thought only of burying all ani-

mosity in oblivion, and of healing all

wounds. Then absolute power was em-
ployed only in promoting prosperity in

the state, and the felicity of every in-

dividual. The Roman Catholic religion
remained dominant; but the famous edict
of Nantes effaced intolerance, and sooth-
ed the irritation of the conqured party,
to whom liberty of conscience and a poli-
tical existence were secured.
The edict of Nantes confirmed to the

Protestants all the favours that had ever
been granted to them by Henry III. To
these privileges others were also added

;

such as a free admission to all employ-
ments oftrust, honour and profit. These
wise and politic regulations were per-
fectly satisfactory to good sense and equi-
ty : they were, however, not enough for

fanaticism : it made several attempts on
the saviour of France, and at length suc-

ceeded in assassinating him. From this

melancholy day (May 14, 1610) the trou-

bles of the jHuguenots began to be re-

newed. Alarmed at the intrigues that

were perpetually working against their

rights and .liberties, they again took up
arms, but were successfully opposed by
Richelieu. The government succeeded
in rendering its authority absolute; and
factions and discontents agitated and dis-

turbed the two parties in no small degree.
These discontents continued to increase
until the reign of Louis XIV. This ambi-

tious, weak, and credulous prince was
persuaded wholly to revoke tbe edict of

Nantes, which had been loner openly vid-

VOI.. VI.

lated. This was a deplorable epocha for
the Huguenots. They were not only ex-
pelled the parliament, and deprived of all

their civil and religious liberties, but
multitudes of the most industrious fami-
lies in France were reduced to beggary.
They were harrased in all manner of

ways. Eight hundred thousand persons
(Voltaire says five- hundred thousand)
left th kingdom, and fled into other

countries, where their descendants are
still to be met with, and where they have
carried prosperity, to the prejudice of
their own unjust country. Such ot'these

unfortunate people asremained in France
lost all civil existence, were pursued
without remission, without pity, and like

wild beasts; their blood frequently stream-
ed under the steel of the executioner or
of the soldiery. This last explosion, how-
ever, at length ceased. The unfortunate
Louis the XVI. whatever were his weak-
nesses and failings in other respects, had
not been rendered inhuman by a large
share of Catholicism ; but laboured to
heal all their wounds, when the storm

arose, of which he was one of the first

and the most illustrious of the victims.

It ought ever to be remembered, to the
honour ofthis unhappy monarch, that he

paid no attention to the intolerant and dis-
'

graceful
" Memoire de 1* Assembled ge-

nerale du clerge"," in 1780, against the
reformed. During his reign a law was

past, which gave to his non-Roman Ca-
tholic subjects,asthey were denominated,
all the civil advantages and privileges of
their Roman Catholic brethren. From
that period the situation of the French
Protestants (for the obnoxious term Hu-

guenots seems to have been almost laid

aside) has. been tolerably happy. But
what seems to have given a stability and
respectability to the French Protestants,
are the decrees which have been passed
in their favour by the present Emperor
of France. On Sunday the 9th of August,
1807, the consistory of the Protestant
church being admitted to an audience,
their president, M. Marron, addressed
the Emperor in a speech of considerable

eloquence, in which he gratefully ac-

knowledged his protection and care of
them as a religious body ; and declared
that the roofs of their temples shall ever
resound with praises for such signal fa-

vours as they enjoy under his auspices.
His speech was answered in the most

gracious and cordial manner. The fol-

lowing expressions in it are remarkable :

"I accept the blessing and the congratu-
lation of the consistory. You owe me no
Bb
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obligation : I wish not men to think them-
selves indebted tome,because I have been

merely just. Conscience is not within the

jurisdiction of human laws. I guarantee
to you, for myself and my successors,
not only the intendance, but also the

perfect freedom and inviolability ofyour
worship. The Protestants hare always

proved themselves to be good citizens,

and faithful subjects of the law. Though
I do not profess their religion, tell them
that I place them in the circle of my best

friends !"

Thus are the once despised and perse-
cuted Huguenots raised from situations of

suffering and wretchedness, to that rank

in society, which is the unalienable right
of every honest man, be his religious

principles what they may.
HULK, in sea language, a name given

to any old vessel laid by as unfit for ser-

vice. In the royal ports they are used for

the accommodation of a ship's company,
while their own vessel is in dock under

repair.

HULL, in the sea language,is the main

body of a ship, without either masts,

yards, sails, or rigging. Thus, to strike

a hull in a storm is to take in her sails, and
to lash the helm on the lee side of the

ship ; and to hull, or lie a hull, is said ofa

ship whose sails are thus taken in, and
helm lashed a-lee.

HUMANITIES, in the plural, signify

grammar, rhetoric, and poetry, known
by the name of literf humaniores,- for

teaching of which there are professors in
the universities of Scotland, called hu-
manists.

HUMERUS, in anatomy,the upper part
of the arm, between the scapula and el-

bow. See ANATOMY.
HUMIDITY. See HYGROMETER.
HUMMING bird. See TROCHILUS.

HUMULUS, hops, in botany, a genus of
the Dioecia Pentandria class and order.

Natural order of Scabridae. Urticae, Jus-

sieii. Essentisl character : male, calyx
five-leaved; corolla none: female, calyx
one-leafed, spreading obliquely, entire ;

corolla none ; styles two ; seed one, with-
in a leafed calyx. There is but one spe-
cies, viz. H. lupulus, HOPS, which see.

HURA, in botany, a genus of "the

Monoecia Monadelphia class and order.
Natural order of Tricoccat. Euphorbiae,
Jussieu. Essential character: male,
ament imbricated ; perianth truncated ;

Corolla none; filaments cylindrical, peltate
at the tip, surrounded by very many an-
thers in pairs : female, calyx and corolla
none ; style funnel-form ; stigma twelve-

cleft ; capsule twelve-celled ; seed one.

There is but one species, viz. H. crepi-

tans, sand-box tree. This grows natu-

rally in the Spanish West Indies, from
whence it has been introduced into the

British colonies of America, where some
of the plants are preserved by way of

curiosity. It is about twenty-four feet

in height, dividing into many branches,
which abound with a milky juice. The
fruit is very curious in its structure, and
the tree, when it grows well, is spreading,
and sometimes casts a shade forty feet

in diameter ; from the quickness of its

vegetation, its parts are of so loose a

texture, that a loud clap of thunder,
or a sudden gust of wind, frequently
causes the largest boughs to snap asun-

der; the trunk is of little use, except
for fire-wood.

HURDLES, in fortification, twigs of

willows or osiers interwoven close toge-
ther, sustained by long stakes, and usually
laden with earth. Hurdles, called also -

clays, are made in the figure of a long
square ; the length being five or six feet,
and the breadth three, or three and a

half: the closer they are woven, the bet-

ter. They serve to render batteries firm,
or to consolidate the passage over muddy
ditches : or to cover traverses and lodg-
ments, for the defence of the workmen,
against the fire-works or the stones that

may be thrown against them-

HURDLES, in husbandry, certain frames,
made either of split timber, or of hazel-

rods wattled together, to serve for gates
in inclosures, or to make sheep-folds. &c.

HURRICANE, a furious storm of

wind, owing to a contrariety of winds.
See article WIND and WHIRLWIND.
Hurricanes are frequent in the West In-

dies, where they make terrible ravages,
by rooting up trees, destroying houses
and shipping, and the like. The natives,
it is said, can foretell hurricanes by the

following prognostics : 1. All hurricanes

happen either on the day of the full,

change, or quarter of the moon. 2. From
the unusual redness of the sun, the great
stillness, and at the same time, turbulence
ofthe skies, swelling of the sea, and the

like,happening at the change ofthe moon,
they conclude there will be a hurricane
next full-moon ; and if the same signs be
observed on the full moon, they may ex-

pect one next new moon. As to the cause
of hurricanes, they undoubtedly arise

from the violent struggle of two oppo-
site winds. Now as the wind betwixt
the tropics is generally easterly, and up-
on the sun's going back from the northern
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tropic the western winds pour down with
violence upon those parts, the opposition
of these contrary winds cannot fail to

produce a hurricane. Hurricanes shift

not through all the points of the compass,
but beg-in always with a north wind, veer
to the east, and then cease ; and their

shifting between these two points is so
fiudden and violent, that it is impossible
for any ship to veer with it ; whence it

happens that the sails are carried away,
yards and all, and sometimes the masts
themselves wreathed round like an osier.

HUSBAND and WIFE, usually termed
baron and feme, are one person in law ;

that is, the very being or legal existence
of the woman is suspended during the

marriage ; or, at least, is incorporated
and consolidated into that of the husband,
under whose wing, protection, and cover,
she performs every thing; sheistherefore,
called, in our law (French,) a feme co-

vert, that is, under the protection and in-

fluence of her husband, her baron, or
lord ; and her condition during her mar-

riage is called her coverture. A man
cannot grant lands to hit wife during the

coverture, nor any estate or interest to

her, nor enter into covenant with her
;

but he may, by his deed, covenant with
others for her use, as for her jointure,
or the like ; and he may give to her,

by devise or will, because the devise or
will does not take effect till after his

death.
All deeds executed by the wife, and

acts done by her during her coverture,
are void ; except a fine, or the like mat-
ter of record, in which case she must be

solely and secretly examined, that it may
be known whether or not her act be vo-

luntary. A wife is so much favoured, in

respect of that power and authority
which her husband has over her, that she

shall not suffer any punishment for com-

mitting a bare theft, in company with, or

by coercion of, her husband; but if she
commit a theft of her own voluntary act,

.or by the bare command of her husband,
or be guilty of treason, murder, or rob-

bery, in company with or by coercion of

her husband, she is punishable as much
as if she were sole ; because of the odi-

ousness and dangerous consequence of
these crimes. By marriage, the husband
hath power over his wife's person ; and
the courts of law still permit a husband
to restrain a wife of her liberty, in case

of any gross misbehaviour: but if he
threaten to kill her, &c. she may make
him find surety of the peace, by suing a

writ of supplicavit out of Chancery, or by

preferring articles of the peace against
him in the court of the King's Bench, or
she may apply to the spiritual court for a
divorce on account of cruelty. The
husband, by marriage, obtains a free-
hold in right of his wife, if he takes a
woman to wife that is seized of a free-
hold ; and he may make a lease thereof
for twenty-one years, or three lives, if

it be made according to the statute, 32
Henry VIII. c. 28. The husband also

gains a chattel real, as a term for years,
to dispose of, if he please, by grant OP
lease in her life-time, or by surviving her:
otherwise it remains with the wife

; and
upon execution for the husband's debt,
the sheriff may sell the term during the
life of the wife. The husband also, by
marriage, hath an absolute gift of all chat-
tels personal, in possession of the wife in.

her own right, whether he survives her
or not. But if these chatties personal
are choses in action, that is, things to be
sued for by action, as debts by obligation,
contract, or the like, the husband shall

not have them, unless he and his wife re-
cover them.

By custom in London a wife may car-

ry on a separate trade ; and, as such, is

liable to the statutes of bankruptcy, with

respect to the goods in such separate
trade, with which the husband cannot in-

termeddle. If the wife is indebted before

marriage, the husband is bound after-

wards to pay the debt, living with the
wife ; for he has adopted her and her
circumstances together ; but if the wife

die, the husband shall not be charged for

the debt of his wife after her death, if

the creditor of the wife do not get judg-
ment during the coverture.

The husband is bound to provide his

wife necessaries, and if she contract for

them, he is obliged to pay for them ; but

for any thing besides necessaries, he is

not chargeable: and also, if a wife elope,
and live with another man, the husband
is not chargeable even for necessaries ;

at least if the persons who furnish them
be sufficiently apprised of her elope-
ment. A man having issue by his wife,

born alive, shall be tenant by the courtesy
of all the lands in fee simple, or fee-tail

general, of which she shall die seized ;

and after her death, he shall have all

chatties real ; as the term of the wife,

or a lease for years of the wife, and all

other chatties in possession ; and also

all such as are of a mixed nature (part-

ly in possession and partly in action), as

rents in arrear, incurred before the mar-

riage or after ; but things merely in ac,-
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tion, as of a bond or obligation to the

wife, he can only claim them as admi-
nistrator to his wife, if he survive her. If

the wife survive the husband, she shall

have for her dower the third part of all

his freehold lands : so she shall have her
term for years again, if he have not al-

tered the property during his life : so
also she shall have again all other chat-

tels real and mixed ; and so things in

actipn, as debts, shall remain to her, if

they were not received during the mar-

riage : but if she elope from her hus-

band, and go away with her adulterer,
she shall lose her dower; unless her
husband had willingly, without coercion

ecclesiastical, been reconciled to her, and

permitted her to cohabit with him.
HUSBAND ship's, the owner who takes

the direction and management of a ship's
concerns upon himself, the other owners

paying him a commission for his trou-

ble.

HUSBANDRY. See AGRICULTURE.

HUSO. See ACIPENCER.

HUSTINGS. This court is held before

the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of Lon-
don. Error or attaint lies there, of a

judgment or false verdict in the Sheriff's

court. Other cities and towns, as York,
Lincoln, &c. also have had a court of the

same name.

HYACINTH, in mineralogy, a species
of the zircon genus : the colour is red,
which passes through various shades into

orange yellow, and from the yellow it

passes into greenish grey, and greenish
white. It occurs in grains, and likewise

crystallized : its specific gravity is from
4 to 4.6. Different specimens have been
analized; one from the island of Ceylon
contained,

Zircon - 70
Silica ------ 25
Oxide of iron - - - - 0.50

Loss
95.50

4.50

100

When exposed to the blow-pipe it loses

its colour, but not its tranparency : it is

infusible, exepting with borax, which
converts it into a white transparent glass.
If exposed to heat made by oxygen gas,
it melts into a greyish white giass bead.
It is found chiefly in the sand at Ceylon,
though some specimens have been ob-

tained is various parts of the continent of

Europe. It will take a fine polish, and
when very pure is highly esteemed.

HYAC1NTHUS, in botany, Hyacinth or

Harebells, a genus of the Hexandria Mo-

nogynia class and order. Natural order
of Lilia Roy, or Liliacese. Asphodeli,
Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

bell shaped, with three honied pores by
the germ. There are seventeen species.

HYADES, in astronomy, seven stars

in the bull's head, famous among the

poets for the bringing of rain.

The principal of them is in the left eye,
called by the Arabs, Aldebaran. See AL-
DEBARAX and ASTRONOMY.
HYALITE, in mineralogy, a species of

the flint genus. Colour yellow and grey-
ish white : it occurs in thin crusts on
other minerals, and has much resem-
blance to gum, and is nearly allied to

opal.

HYBERNACULUM, in botany, that

part of the plant which defends the

embryo-herb from injuries during the
severities of winter, hence the name,
hybernaculum, or winter-quarters.
HYBL^EA. See PHALKNA.
HYDNUN, in botany, a genus of the

Cryptogamia Fungi. Generic character:
a horozontal fungus, echinated beneath
with awl-shaped fibres. Linnaeus has six

species of this fungus, five with stems,
and one without ; these chiefly grow on

decaying wood.

HYDRA, in astronomy, a southern con-

stellation, imagined to represent a water-

serpent. The number of stars in this con-

stellation in Ptolefhy's catalogue is twen-

ty-five, and in the Britannic catalogue,

sixty-eight.

HYDRA, polypes, in natural history, a

genus of the Vermes Zoophyta class and
order. Animal fixing itself by the base,

linear, gelatinous, naked, contractile, and
furnished with setaceous tentacula or
feelers

; inhabiting fresh waters, and pro-

ducing its deciduous offspring or eggs
from the sides. There are five species.
H. gelatinosa, minute, gelatinous, milk-

white, cylindrical, with twelve tentacula
shorter than the body : it inhabits Dei
mark in clusters on the under side

Fuci. But on the viridis, the fusca,
the grisca, the greater number of expt
ments have been made by naturalists,
ascertain their true nature and very we
derful habits. They are generally fa

in ditches. Whoever has carefully
examined these when the sun is very pt
erful, will find many little transparent

lumps, of the appearance of jelly, and
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size of a pea, and flatted upon one side.

The same kind of substances are likewise

to be met with on the under side of the

leaves of plants that grow in such places.
These are the polypes in a quiescent
state, and apparently inanimate. They
are generally fixed by one end to some
solid substance, with a large opening,
which is the mouth ; at the other, having
several arms fixed round it, projecting as

rays from the centre. They are slender,

pellucid, and capable of contracting
themselves into a very small compass, or

of extending to a considerable length.
The arms are capable of the same con-

traction and expansion as the body, and
with these they lay hold of minute worms
tnd insects, bringing them to the mouth,
and swallowing them. The indigestible

parts are again thrown out by the mouth.
The green polype was that first discover-

ed by M. Thembley : and the first appear-
ances of spontaneous motion were per-
ceived in its arms, which it can contract,

expand, and twist about in various direc-
tions. On the first appearance of danger
they contract to such a degree, that they
appear little longer than a grain of sand,
of a fine green colour, the arms disap-

pearing entirely. Soon afterwards, he
found the grisca,and afterwards the fusca.

The bodies of the viridis and grisca di-

minish almost insensibly from the ante-
rior to the posterior extremity ; but the
fusca is for the most part of an equal size,
for two-thirds of its length, from the an-
terior to the posterior extremities, from
which it becomes abruptly smaller, and
then continues of a regular size to the
end. These three kinds have at least six,
and at most twelve or thirteen arms.

They can contract themselves till their
bodies do not exceed on,e fourth of an
inch in length, and they can stop at any
intermediate degree of expansion or con-
traction. They are of various sizes, from
an inch to an inch and a half long. Their
arms are seldom longer than their bodies,

though some have them an inch, and
some even eight inches long. The thick-
ness of their bodies decreases as they
extend themselves, and vice versa ; and
they may be made to contract them-
selves, either by agitating the water in

which they are contained, or by touch-

ing the animals themselves. When taken
out of the water they all contract so much,
that they appear only like a little lump
of jelly. They can contract or expand
one arm, or any number of arms, inde-

pendently of the rest ; and they can like-

wise bend their bodies or arms in all

possible directions. They can also dilate

or contract their bodies in various places,
and sometimes appear thick set with
folds, which, when carelessly viewed, ap-
pear like rings. Their progressive mo-
tion is performed by that power which
they have, of contracting and dilating
their bodies. When about to move, they
bend down their heads and arms, lay
hold by means of them on dome other
substance to which they design to fasten
themselves ; then they loosen their tail,

and draw it towards the head ; then
either fix it in that place, or stretching
forward their head as before, repeat the
same operation. They ascend or descend
at pleasure in this manner upon aquatic

plants, or upon the sides of the vessel in

which they are kept; they sometimes

hang by the tail from the surface of the

water, or sometimes by one of the arms ;

and they can walk with ease upon the
surface of the water. On examining the
tail with a microscope, a small part of it

will be found to be dry above the surface

of the water ; and, as it were, in a little

concave space, of which the tail forms
the bottom ; so that it seems to be sus-

pended on the surface of the water on the
same principle that a small pin or needle
is made to swim. When a polype, there-

fore, means to pass from the sides of the

glass to the surface of the water, it has

only to put that part out of the water by
which it is to be supported, and to give it

time to dry, which it always does upon
these occasions ; and they attach them-
selves so firmly by the tail to aquatic

plants, stones, &c. that they cannot be

easily disengaged : they often further

strengthen these attachments by means
of one or two of their arms, which serve
as a kind of anchors for fixing them to

the adjacent substances.

The fusca has the longest arms, and
makes use of the most curious manoeuvres
to seize its prey. They are best viewed
in a glass seven or eight inches deep,
when their arms commonly hang down
to the bottom. When this or any otheF

kind is hungry, it spreads its arms in a
kind of circle to a considerable extent,

inclosing in this, as in a net, every insect

which has the misfortune to come within

the circumference. While the animal is

contracted by seizing its prey, the arms
are observed to swell like the muscles of

the human body when in action. Though
no appearance of eyes can be observed

in the polype, they certainly have some

knowledge of the approach of their prey,
and shew the greatest attention to it as

soon as it comes near them. It seizes a

worm, the moment it is touched by one of
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the arms; and in conveying it to the

mouth, it frequently twists the arm into

a spiral, like a cork-screw, by which
means the insect is brought to the mouth
in a much shorter time than otherwise it

would be ; and so soon are the insects on
which the polypes feed killed by them,
that M. Fontana thinks they must con-
tain the most powerful kind of poison ;

for the lips scarcely touch the animal
when it expires, though there cannot be

any wound perceived on it when dead.

The worm, when swallowed, appears
sometimes single, sometimes double, ac-

cording to circumstances. When full,

the polype contracts itself, hangs down
as in a kind of stupor, but extends again
in proportion as the food is digested, and
the excrementitious part is discharged.
The manner in which the polypes gene-
rate is most perceptible in the grisca and

fusca, as being considerably larger than
the viridis. If we examine one of them
in summer, when the animals are most

active, and prepared for propagation,
some small tubercles will be found pro-

ceeding from its sides, which constantly
increase in bulk, until at last in two or

three days they assume the figure of

small polypes. When they first begin to

shoot, the excrescence becomes pointed,

assuming a conical figure, and deeper
colour than the rest of the body. In a

short time it becomes truncated, and then

cylindrical, after which the arms begin to

shoot from the anterior end. The tail

adheres to the body of the parent animal,
but gradually grows smaller, until at last

it adheres only by a point, and is then

ready to be separated. When this is the

case, both the mother and young ones fix

themselves to the sides of the glass, and
are separated from each other by a sud-

den jerk. The time requisite for the

formation of the young ones is very dif-

ferent, according to the warmth of the

weather, and the nature ofthe food eaten

by the mother. Sometimes they are fully

formed, and ready to drop off, in twenty-
four hours; in other cases, when the

weather is cold, fifteen days have been

requisite for bringing them to perfection.
The polypes produce young ones indis-

criminately from all parts of their bodies,
and five or six young ones have frequent-

ly been produced at once ; nay, M.

Trembley has observed nine or ten pro-
duced at the same time. Nothing like

copulation among these creatures was
ever observed by M. Trembley, though
for two years he had thousands of them
under his inspection.
When a polype is cut transversely, or

longitudinally, into two or three parts*
each part in a short time becomes a per-
fect animal ; and so great is this prolific

power, that a new animal will be pro-
duced even from a small portion of the
skin of the old one. If the young ones
be mutilated while they grow upon the

parent, the parts so cut oft' will be repro-
duced ; and the same property belongs
to the parent. A truncated portion will

send forth young ones before it has ac-

quired a new head and tail of its own,
and sometimes the head ofthe young one

supplies the place of that which should
have grown out of the old one. If we
slit a polype longitudinally through the
head to the middle of the body, we shall

have one formed with two heads ; and by
again slitting these in the same manner,
we may form one with as many heads as

we please. A still more surprizing pro-
perty of these animals is, that they may
be grafted together. If the truncated por-
tions of a polype be placed end to end,
and gently pushed together, they will

unite into a single one. The two portions
are first joined together by a slender

neck, which gradually fills up and disap-

pears, the food passing from one part
into the other : and thus we may form

polypes, not only from different portions
of the same animal, but from those of dif-

ferent animals. We may fix the head of
one to the body of another, and the com-

pound animal will grow, eat and multiply,
as if it had never been divided. By push-

ing the body of one into the month of an-

other, so far that their heads may be

brought into contact, and kept in that

situation for some time, they will at last

unite into one animal, only having dou-
ble the usual number of arms. The hy-
dra fusca may be turned inside out like a

glove, at the same time that it continues
to eat and live as before. The lining of

the stomach now forms the outer skin,
and the former epidermis constitutes the

lining of the stomach. See Adams on the

Microscope.
HYDRACHNA, a genus of insects of

the order Aptera Head, thorax, and
abdomen united ; two feelers, jointed ;

from two to six eyes ; eight legs, ciliate,

and formed for swimming. The insects

of this genus are inhabitants of the water,
and swim with considerable swiftness :

they prey on the larva of Tipulae and Mo-
noculi : the eggs are red and at first sphe-
rical, but afterwards become semi-lunar ;

larva six-footed, and furnished with a sin-

gular proboscis. There are about fifty

species. H. geographica, so called from

the fancied map.like distribution of its va-
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negations. It is one of the largest of the

genus, and is occasionally seen in the

clear ponds, and other stagnant waters.

This is reckoned one of the most beauti-

ful of the British insects.

HYDRANGEA, in botany, a genus of

the Decandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Succulent*. Saxifrage,
Jussieu. Essential character: capsule
two-celled, two-beaked, containing ma-

ny seeds ; corolla five petalled ; calyx

five-cleft, superior. There are three

species.

HYDRARGYRUM, an old name given
to mercury.
HYDRASTIS, in botany, a genus of

the Polyandria Polygynia class and order.

Natural order of Ranunculacese, Jussieu.

Essential character ; calyx none ; petals

three; nectary none ; berry composeH of

one seeded acini, or granulations. There
is but one species, viz. H. canadensis,
Canadian yellow root.

HYDRATE, in chemistry, lately intro-

duced by Proust to express the chemical
union of water with any substance, and

especially with certain metallic oxides.

The hydrate of copper is a blue-green
oxide of this metal, which differs from
the brown oxide only in containing a

large quantity of water, which a low red
heat will expel.
HYDRAULICS teach us to ascertain

the velocity and impetus of fluids when
in motion, and serves as the basis for com-

puting the powers of various machinery
acted upon by running water.

The first principle we shall inculcate

in this service is, that water, being an in-

elastic fluid, (though many have thrown

away much time in the attempt to prove
the contrary,) can only be set in motion

by two causes, viz. the increased pressure
of the air, as in the air-vessels of fire-en-

gines, and by gravitation ; that is, where
it is liberated from confinement, and al-

lowed to descend to an inferior level. In
the former case, water may be made to

rise by machinery suited to the purpose ;

in the latter, it will inviolably seek a low-

er situation.

The velocity of water, proceeding
through a hole in the side of a vessel, is

ever proportioned to the distance of the

aperture from the level of the fluid, the

square root of the intermediate space be-

ing the guide. It must, however, be re-

collected, that in consequence of the de-
crease of that space, as the water is let

out, the pressure becomes gradually less ;

therefore the medium, or mean distance,
between the surface and the vent whence

the water issues, will be found, in gene-
ral, a correct standard. Hencr we see,
that, in order to force double the qaan-
tity of water through the lowest of two
apertures, the distance must be quadru-
pled. For if a hole made at C in the

pipe A B, fig. 1, will supply one gallon
of water in a minute'; to draw double
that quantity in the same time, the low-
er hole, D. must measure from the sur-

face, B, four times as much as from C to
the surface.

This establishes the above position,
and proves, besides, that the force is

equal to the velocity, as indeed we know
to result in every branch ofmechanism.
To shew this, let the pipe, A B, be per-
forated in several parts, as at C D E ; the
first, . e. C, being one foot ; that at D be-

ing four feet ; and that at E being seven
feet below the surface, B ; between E
and A we will suppose only one foot in-

terval, so that D may be in the centre of
the height A B. Draw the horizontal

line, A F, and from D describe the semi-

circle, EGA, having D G equal to D A,
or D B, for its radius. Now the water
will, as it flows from D, describe a para-
bola, and will fall upon the line, A F, at

such a distance from A, as will be equal
to double the radius, D G. In like man-
ner the water flowing from the aperture,
C, will reach that point, viz. K, on the hori-

zontal A F, which may measure double
the sine, C H, on the same semi-circle :

and the sine of the arc taken opposite to

E, i. e. E L, is equal to the sine, C H, the
water rushing from E will intersect, or

meet, the water falling from C, at the

point K. It is to be observed, that the

parabolic curve of the water proceeding
from C to K has a greater tendency to

gravitation than that issuing from E,
which rushes with far more force, and

consequently has a greater tendency to

an horizontal direction. For the aper-
ture at C is only acted upon by a column
of one foot deep, i. e from B to C, but the
column of water from B to E measures
seven feet. We have already stated,
that the velocity is equal to the square
root of the column's height above the

aperture.
It is the peculiar property of fluids to

preserve their level, notwithstanding any
varieties ofcourse, or inequality of eleva-

tion. Thus, supposing the pipe, A B C D,

fig. 2, to be bent into the form required
for passing over declivities, as shown: the

water will rise to the height, A D ; but

where the channel exceeds the level of

that line, there will be a break in the
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course of the fluid, such as appears at B :

yet the course may descend to any depth,
as at C, provided the pipe be brought
back to the original height. If either end
be in the smallest degree lower than the

other, the water will sink to the level of
the lower retaining brim. And if the sup-

ply be continual, the water issuing from
the lowest end will mount nearly to the

level of the source. This is the principle
on which fountains are in general found.

To effect this, however, the pipe should
be small, so as to contract the issue of the

fluid, and to give it greater velocity, by
causing it to expose a smaller surface for

the air to press upon. This contraction

should not be carried to excess; else the

water would want force to pass through
the atmosphere, and, being subdued,
would break into drops, and fall without

gaining any height. The conduit-pipe is

usually made about five diameters of the

fountain-pipe ; under such proportions
the water will ordinarily flow so freely as

to give a good jet.
The inelastic nature of water causes it

to retain its surface perfectly level; were
it otherwise, vessels would often run

aground, where, at present, they find

depth sufficient to float them ; and the
whole body of a river would present a

thousand opposing and unequal resistan-

ces ; whereas we find the resistance to be
uniform. To prove this, let a piece of

wood be put into a pail of water, the
fluid will in every' part remain equally
dense, and the surface will be perfectly
level. For a further elucidation of
this property, we refer to HYDROSTATICS,
wherein it will be found very conspicu-
ous.

The ingenious Mr. Bramah has lately

applied the inelasticity of water to a va-

riety of purposes, especially in the ap-

plication of a power to remote effects.

Thus, ifwater be filled into the pipe, A B
C D, fig. 3, and that a piston be applied
to A B, made perfectly tight, so that no
water can possibly escape, when that pis-
ton is pressed down by means of a force

capable of overcoming the friction of its

sides, and the friction of the water within
the tube, it will cause the water to rise in

the pipe, C D, whatever may be the

length of the conjunctive part, A C.

Therefore, ifa piston is inserted into the

pipe C D, it will be acted upon in perfect
conformity with the motion of the piston
in A B ; the power to move which may
be trifling, when the diameter ofthe pipe
is small, and the purpose not relating to

forcible operations^ Thus, for the mere

intention of ringing a bell at D, a hundred
yards distant from the pwll, A, a bore of
less than a quarter of an inch in diameter
would answer every purpose, and would

yield to the pressure of the finger, with

very little exertion. On the other hand,
when machinery is to be set in motion,
the size of the piston, and the force

whereby it is to be moved, must be pro-
portioned to the resistance generated by
friction, and by the opposition to the ac-

tion of the machine. It is necessary to ob-

servej that where the two pistons are of

equal diameter, their actions will be

equal ; but that if the pipe, A B, be larg-
er than C D, it will produce an increased
action in the latter, which, in such case,
must have a proportionate increase of al-

titude, and, vice versa, when the action of
A B is to be greater than that of C D.
Our readers will be sensible that a tube of
less diameter can be made to contain the
same quantity as that of greater capacity,
only by adding to its length ; and that

both their areas being filled and emptied
alternately by the same action, and in the
same time, that which has the greatest al-

titude must have the greatest scope of

action, and move with an increased velo-

city in exact ratio with the difference of
the diameters. When the velocity ofthe

machinery attached to the movement-
tube is to be diminished, without losing
the height to which the secondary power
is thus raised by theAdditional length of
the tube, the segment on which it is

made to act must be that of a larger cir-

cle, as shewn in fig. 4, where the tube,
A B, is of double the diameter of that at

C D, which would raise the lever, E, to
the height F. Now, if this lever were the
handle ofa pump, requiring a considera-
ble exercise of power, it is evident the

fulcrum,G, mustbe placed very nearto the

pump- tube, H ; whereby the radius of the

circle, G F, is greatly increased, and the

plonge of the pump-piston, H, much di-

minished. If, on the contrary, the fulcrum
had been at O, i. e. dividing the distance
between D and X into three parts, of
which two are given to the lever, N, the

plonge would be far deeper, but the

power would be greatly reduced; the

segment,|D F, occupying a greater angle
with the fulcrum O, than it does with the
fulcrum G. This is amply explained un-
der the head ofMECHANICS.
Where water is enclosed within a ves-

sel, or in a tube, in such manner that air

cannot penetrate, it will not flow out in

the same manner, as if air were admitted
to supply the place of any quantity that
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anight be required to be drawn off. Of
this every person must be sensible who
has ever attempted to draw wine, beer,
fee. from a full cask, without opening a
vent at the top, near the bung, to admit

air, as the fluid might evacuate the upper
part of the vessel From this we prove,
that although all fluids have a direct dis-

position to gravitation, they are perfectly
inelastic ; if they were otherwise, we
should find that, by expansion, they would
be capable of filling a greater or lesser

space at times ; and that as the wine, &c.
were drawn off below, the portion re-

maining in the vessel would expand, and,

though less dense, would fill the whole
interior.

Of this property advantage has been
taken to draw off' liquors from one vessel
to another by means of a very simple in-

strument called a syphon. This is a pipe
of tin, copper, &c. according to its pur-
pose, bent at any angle, but general-
ly about seventy "to eighty degrees, in

such manner that one limb may reach
down through the bung-hole of the cask
to be emptied, to its very bottom ; the
other leg should be the longest, so that

when filled it may contain a heavier body
of fluid than that limb within the vessel.

See fig. 5. in which the syphon, ABC,
is inserted into a vessel to be emptied.
In large syphons it is necessary to insert

a cock at the lower end, to prevent
the escape of the fluid when first filled.

In small syphons it is common to put a
small parallel tube, which being applied
to the mouth, the end C, being immersed
in the liquor to be drawn off, the opera-
tor inhales forcibly, and by thus drawing
the air out of the syphon, causes the li-

quor to rise in its place. The absence
of air, which first caused the fluid to as-

cend into the tube, occasions it to remain
until the finger is removed from the end
A

;
when the pressure ofthe air within the

vessel causes the liquor to press through
the syphon, which continues to the last

to draw off the contents of the vessel,

they pressing forward through the long
end, A. It is proper to remark, that large
syphons sometimes require to be previ-

ously filled, and then to be set in the ves-

sels to be drawn off; but, in general, the

casks, &c. can be tilted sufficiently to an-
swer this purpose, and to bring the short-

er limb nearer to a horizontal position
than the longer limb, whereby the lat-

ter my possess a greater perpendicular
altitude, and consequently a greater ten-

dency to gravitation. For we trust, that,
in Fig. 1, it has been demonstrated, that

VOL. VI.

the pressure of a fluid is in proportion
to its perpendicular height We must
caution the reader, that as a column of
water of thirty-three feet in perpendicu-
lar height is equal to the weight of the

atmosphere pressing on the surface of
such a column, it follows, that no syphon
exceeding that length will act, because
the power would be less than the weight
to be raised.

A comical display of the properties of
the syphon is seen in what is called
" The cup of Tantalus ;" the designation
of which is derived from fabulous history,
wherein we are told, that Tantalus, king
of Phrygia, was condemned by Jupiter to

suffer perpetual hunger and thirst, amidst
a profusion of delicacies, which always
receded when applied to his lips. To
imitate this disappointment, a syphon*
having its two limbs parallel and contigu-
ous, is fixed into the middle of a cup dou-
ble its height; one limb receiving the li-

quid at the bottom of the interior, and the
other discharging it through the centre
of the bottom, as seen in fig. 6. Thus,
when the outlet is stopped by means of a

finger applied thereto, the cup may be of-

fered quite full to the person on whom
the joke is to be practised, observing that

the syphon will not act until the liquor in

the cup exceeds the level of its bend,
when the whole will be drawn through
the tube. This whimsical contrivance is

rendered yet more diverting, by having
the syphon so contrived, that its action

may commence only when the cup is in-

clined a little, as is usual when a person is

about to drink ; and if only a small flower,
&c. be at the bottom of the vessel, appear-
ing merely as an ornament, but allowing
the liquor to pass under its petals, Stc. in-

to a tube made through one oftwo hand-

les, and brought under the bottom.

Many springs are derived from natural

syphons, existing in the sides of moun-
tains, &c. at various depths, and to vari-

ous extents. Some springs, situated on
the tops of hills, near to large ones, sup-

ply water all the year, others only peri-

odically, when they usually flow in pro-
fusion. In either case, the ignorant mul-
titude rarely attribute the supply to the

proper cause. We shall demonstrate
from whence it originates.
When various caverns, in which water

is either pent up or received, lay in a re-

gular descent, one below the other, the

water will naturally pass from one to the

other, and cause a regular flow, more or

less abundant, according as the source

may be more or less abundantly supplied.
Cc
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Ifthe soil through which it passes be close

and retentive, the water will then be oc-

casionally raised, as well as lowered, in

proportion to the weight of the incum-
bent fluid, and will rise, if so guided by
the channel through which it passes, even
to the height of the source, as may be

proved by what has already been shewn
in fig. 2. Thus, after various changes of

altitude, the fluid may escape at any
height not above that source ; or it may
be carried away to any depth. The place
where it issues forth is called a spring.

Fig. f . exhibits such a current, which we
will suppose to have a perpetual supply.
But the intermitting spring may also

have a regular supply. This is occasioned

by the existence of caverns connected by
syphons, as we may see by reference to

fig. 8, where A is the source, b b the chan-
nel : B is a cavern, which by means of the

arch, or rising channel, c c, becomes a

syphon leading into D. It is obvious that,

in the first instance, the water must, after

fillingB. rise in thejchannel, b 6, so as to be
above the greatest height of c c, to cause
its passing off into E, and thence ad libit-

um. Now the channel, c c, being of great-
er diameter than the channel, b b, when
the fdrmer commences its operation, it

will discharge more than the latter can

supply, so as to keep up the discharge
from c c; therefore, after B has been ex-
hausted so far as to allow air to pass from
it into c c,a certain quantity in that chan-

nel, which has not gained the summit,
will recede into B, and the water must

again rise to the height in b b, which
shall cause it to flow over the summit of
c c, before the spring can again appear
to be supplied. Yet the flow from the
source-was never diminished.
The existence, or otherwise, of a va-

cuum, or void space, was long agitated,
and that too with no small degree of acri-

mony, among the philosophers of old ; and
we may say of a date by no means an-
cient. Common sense should have told

us, what experience so amply proves, that
where one body or element retires, an-
other must supply its place, else the
whole creation would inevitably be torn
asunder. It is, indeed, well known, that
the elasticity of the air, which could be
rarified ad infinitum, if we had the means
of effecting the process, enables it to oc-

cupy large spaces on emergency, or to
contract within the narrowest bounds.
See PJTEUWTATICS. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances, however, we consider the
air as being of a particular standard.

namely, that a column ascending to the

summit of our atmosphere corresponds
in weight with a column of water of thir-

ty-three feet in height, allowing the bas-

es, i. e. of the air and of the water, to be

equal. Thus we find that where the air

is withdrawn, by means of suckers, pis-

tons, valves, &c. from within a pipe, of

wiiich the lowest part is immersed in the

water Contained in a well, &c. the fluid

will rise to the height of thirty-three feet

within the pipe, supplying the place of

the air thus withdrawn. This is effected

by the pressure of the atmosphere on the

surface of the water; whereby it is forc-

ed into the space formerly occupied by
the air. Generally speaking, it is not a

sudden operation ; for unless the well be

very shallow, it will require many strokes

of a pump to withdraw so much air as

may so far rarify the residue within the

pipe, as to allow the water to rise thirty-
three feet above its level. This is the

greatest height to which water can be in-

duced by a sucking pump. In this con-

trivance the piston, A, see fig. 9, has a

valve, which, as the rod draws up, is

closed by the pressure of the air above it ;

but in descending it opens, and allows the

water, which had flowed into the lower

part, whence the air was withdrawn, to

rush through; as the piston is raised

again, the weight of the water forcibly

oppresses the valve, until it finds a lateral

passage at B, whence it issues, and in

this manner any quantity may be raised.

If the water has a direct issue, as in the
common spouts of pumps, no further ap-

paratus is wanted; but if it is to be re-

tained, or pass through any other pipes
more elevated than the debouchure, B,
there must be a small angular projec-
tion, as shewn by the dotted lines, to
admit the valve C, also pointing up-
wards. In dry weather, or when the

pump is not much used, the leather bind-

ing of the piston, as also the valves* will

become dry ; therefore it is necessary, on
such occasions, to throw in a pail-full or
two of water, to moisten them ; else the
air will pass downwards as the piston ris-

es, and prevent that exhaustion on which
the ascent of the water depends. It is ge-
nerally necessary to have a valve at the
bottom of the pipe, to keep in the water
drawn into it, in order that the labour

may be decreased ; and that, if the pump-
ing be intermitted, there may be less

trouble in bringing up the water within

reach of the piston.
Where the water lays near the surface,
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a lifting-pump may be used. This is nearly
the same with the former; but requires
the piston should be forced down beneath
the level of the water in the well. In this

it is not so indespensably necessary that

the leather on the piston should fit so

close; though it is the -better for so do-

ing. In the lifting-pump, the whole de-

pends on actually raising the water from
the well as though it were done by means
of a bucket ; this occasions many to apply
that designation to the piston. The same
precautions are necessary, if the water is

to be passed into any pipe, as has been
stated regarding the debouchure of the

sucking-pump.
The forcing pump has a solid piston, as

seen at A in fig. 10, which, after the water
has passed the valve at B, is pressed
down, and causes the fluid to pass into the

conducting pipe C, where there is also

a valve d, to prevent its return. The
valve at B closes as the piston descends,
while that at d rises, to allow its escape
from the main pipe. When the piston
rises, the water follows, as in the two for-

mer instances, through the lower valve

B, while the smaller valve at dis also clos-

ed by the super-incwmbent water in the

conduit, e, and by the attraction of the

piston the water rushing after it to pre-
vent a vacuum. In this kind ofpump, the

piston must fit extremely close; both on
account of the intended attraction of the
fluid from below, and to prevent its

escape upwards, when the piston is press-
ed downwards.
The whole of those inventions, which

raise water by alternate risings and fall-

ings of only one piston, are subject to the

inconvenience of having the water issue

in jerks, which, in some instances, would

prove highly inconvenient. To remedy
this, a cistern should be placed near the

debouchure, or spout, whence a small
stream would flow with much less varia-

tion than from the spout itself. But the
best mode of regulating the issue of wa-
ter is by aid of an air-vessel, as in a fire-

engine See PNEUMATICS.
To detail all the varieties ofpumps that

are in use would be both beyond the li-

mits of this work, and of no real utility to

the reader : we shall, therefore, enter

upon the description of the valves in ge-
neral estimation, and then proceed to give
a brief account ofhydraulic machinery.
The most common kind of 'valve con-

sists of a piece of stiff leather, such as is

applied for soles in shoes, and is generally
known by the name of pump-leather.
On its upper side apiece of milled lead

is rivetted firmly, and the part where it is
to be fixed on the frame, or shell, of the
piston is grooved, for the purpose of giv-
ing it pliancy, that it may work up ancl

down, as if on a hinge. Fig. 11, shows the
plan ; and fig. 12, the profile of this

valve, which is cheap, simple, and easily
repaired, though it has the defect of be-

ing liable to choke, and of not rising high
enough to allow a sufficient passage for
the water.

Fig. 13, shows a button-valve, which is

merely a piece of turned metal A, having
a shank, B, of about eight inches or a foot
in length according to the depth of the

block, x z. The shank passes through
the bar C, at the bottom of the block,
and is prevented from coming up too

high by the stud or nut o, at its bottom.
When the water rises, it forces up the
button A, and passes through the hollow-

in the block, of which the superior part
is expanded so as to fit the bottom, which,
being the frustrum of a cone, necessarily
fits close into the expanded part as the
water presses it, after having passed up-
wards in consequence of the descent of
the piston, which may either be solid, as
in a forcing-pump, or valved, as in a lift-

ing or a sucking-pump. This valve may
be applied to a piston, as well as to that

part of the pipe which retains the water,
that may be within reach of the piston's
action. An improvement has been made
to this valve, by adding a ball of some

weight to the bottom of the shank B, and

excavating the button, in order to reduce
its weight in proportion : this insures the

regular descent of the button to its seat.

The butterfly-valve, exhibited in fig. 14,

varies from the two former, in having two
semicircular flaps appended by hinges to

a bar passing over the centre of the exca-

vated piston. This valve is peculiarly

eligible, because if one part should be
stiff and adhere to the piston, the other

will play with an increased effect, though
not equal to the action of both valves.

The simplest valve with which we are

acquainted is the sphere, which is made
of metal, and fits into a semi-spherical

cavity on the top of the piston or block.

When the piston (if it be on that) rises,

the sphere falls into the socket ; but when
the piston is depressed, the rush ofwater

from below forces the sphere upwards.
The only inconvenience attendant upon
this valve, which is shown at fig. 15, is,

that its diameter, being nearly equal to

that of the bore, leaves a very narrow-

passage for the water. This, however,

might perhaps be obviated, by making aft
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excavation in the pipe, as shown by the
dotted lines, and by driving nails through,
to obstruct the ball from rising too high.

These are the general principles of the

valves in common use ; though we could
enumerate a great variety, which have all

been strongly recommended, but in prac-
tice proved very deficient. We shall,

therefore, proceed with the detail of hy-
draulic machines, commencing with those

which supply the place ofpumps, by rais-

ing water to given heights. The most

simple, and, perhaps, the most ancient,
is the spiral pump of Archimedes. It con-

sists of a cylinder of wood, about a foot in

diameter, and of any length at pleasure :

on this a leaden pipe of any bore is wound
from the bottom to the top, spirally.
When the bottom ofthe cylinder revolves
in the water, (by means of a common
Winch handle at the top, and of a pintle
in the centre of its base, which rests in a

box or step for that purpose below) the

reclined position, as shown in fig. 16, oc-

casions the water to enter the bottom of
the pipe, and to be carried by the revolu-

tions of the cylinder completely up to the

top, where it discharges into a vessel.

This, however, raises but a small quanti-

ty, though the height may be indefinite :

therefore, where such a machine is in

use, it will be found eligible to have the
whole cylinder covered with various

pipes, like the bands in a rope, whereby
the quantity of water raised would be pro-

portionably increased with very little ad-

dition of power : the greatest resistance

would arise from the friction upon the

supporting axis, especially the lower one
under the surface. Some of these ma-
chines have been worked in strong run-

nig brooks, by means of water-boards,
the same as the great wheels in under-
shot mills.

The hom-drum, so called from a number
of segments passing from the circumfer-

ence of a large flat cylinder to its centre,
is an easy mode of raising water. The
scoops or mouths, by turns, Hip into the

water, and as they rise cause it to pass up
the horn or segment, until it is discharg-
ed into a trough placed under the end of
the axis, which is hollow, and has its pin-
tle fastened to a cross, as seen in fig. 17.

Such wheels usually work with water (or
float) boards ; and some of them have

projecting fins, from which rectangular
buckets are suspended; these dip into

the water as the wheel turns, and succes-

sively discharge into a trough, by means
of a pin at A, which causes every bucket,
as it passes, to turn to a horizontal instead

of an erect position. The latter invention
is ascribed to the Persians. The reader

will, no doubt, readily perceive, that a

strong current, or other force, is needful
to move machines so laden as the Persian

wheel, it sometimes raising near a ton of

water in each revolution ;
and that no-

thing but the necessity for raising water
could induce to so great a loss of power.
When treating of MILLS, and of PUMPS, as

also of PNEUMATICS, with which HYDRAU.
LICS are often intimately blended, we
shall enlarge more on this subject ; for

the present, concluding with the ordinary
mode of applying a water wheel to pumps,
as may be seen at London Bridge, and in

a great variety of instances, where im-

mense quantities are raised by means of

running water, referring to the article

STEAM-ENGINE for the operations depen-
dant on that power. We have, in speak-
ing of FLUIDS, said much on their proper-
ties, which the reader will find both amus-

ing and instructive : indeed, we consider

this doctrine to be indispensable, as a

study, with those who court an intimate

acquaintance with hydraulics.

Fig. 18, shows the section of three forc-

ing pumps, o p qt with their, pistons, as

acted upon by three cranks, a b c, each

equally radiated from the branch d e, and
moved by a wajter wheel, ofwhich/ is the

axis : it is plain that the several cranks

stand at an angle of 120 degrees respec-

tively. By this means there is a counter-

balance among them mutually, and each

gives one stroke or plunge during each
revolution of the wheel. If the wheel is

large, it will of course move slowly ; and,
unless the pumps be very large, but little

water will be raised : therefore^ is usual

to acelerate the motion of the branch

bearing the cranks, by means of a spur,
or of a trundle, turned by the water-wheel,
and bearmg such proportion thereto as

the required increase of velocity may de-
mand. For the manner of applying such
a spur, &c. see the article MILL-WORK.
HYDRAULICON, -water-organ, in mu-

sic, an instrument acted upon by water,
the invention of which is said to be of

higher antiquity than that of the wind

organ.
HYDROCELE, in surgery, denotes any

hernia arising from water, but is particu-

larly used for such a one of the scrotum,
which sometimes grows to the size ofone's

head, without pain, but extremely troubler

some to the patient. See SURGERY,
HYDROCEPHALUS, ui surgery, a pre-

ternatural distention of the head to an un-

common siie, by a stagnation and ex-
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travasation of the lymph, which, when
collected withinside of the bones of the

cranium, the hydrocephalus is then term-
ed internal ; as it is external, when retain-

ed between the common integuments and
the cranium. See MEDICINE.
HYDROCHAR1S in botany, a genus of

the Dioecia Enneandria class and order.

Natural order of Palmae. Hydrocharides,
Jussieu. Essential character: male, spathe
two-leaved ; calyx, trifid ; corolla, three

petalled ; filaments the three inner style

bearing: female, calyx trifid: corolla three

petalled ; style six ; capsule six-celled,

many seeded, inferior. There is but one

species, with many varieties, viz. H.
morsus ranse. frog bit.

HYDROCOTYLE, in botany, marshpen-
nywort, a genus of the Pentandria Digynia
class and order. Natural order of Um-
bellatae. Essential character : umbel sim-

ple, with a four-leaved involucre ; petals
entire ; seeds semi-orbiculate, compress-
ed. There are fifteen species.
HYDRODYNAMICS treat of the pow-

ers, forces, and velocities, of fluids in mo-
tion. Having entered fully into the de-
tail of all relating thereto, while treating
of FLUIDS, HYDRAULICS, HYDROSTA-
TICS, MILLS, and WATER Wheels, we
forbear from that repetition, which would

trespass on the space allotted to other

articles, referring the reader to those
heads for what appertains thereto.

HYDROGEN. It had been long known
to the chemists, that a vapour or air is

disengaged in some processes, which
kindled on the approach of an ignited

body. Van Helmont gave this the ncme
of gas igneum, and it seems to have at-

tracted the attention of Boyle, Mayow,
and Hales. The chemists knew, that such
a vapour or air was commonly disengaged
during the solution of certain metals in

muriatic or dilute sulphuric acid, that it

burnt at the mouth of the phial, and if

mixed with atmospheric air, exploded
when kindled by a match.

Mr. Cavendish, however, first examined
its properties fully, showed that it is per-

manently elastic, not absorbed by water,
.and that it is much lighter than atmos-

pheric air. (Philos. Trans, vol. Ivi p. 141).
This substance forming water when com-
bined with oxygen, and being therefore

the radical of that compound, the name
hydrogen was given to it at the formation
of the new nomenclature.

It is always obtained from the decom-

position of water, as it cannot, from other

substances, in which it exists, be easily

disengaged in perfect purity. Some sub-
stance is made to act on water, which
exerts an attraction to the oxygen, with-
out combining with the hydrogen, when,
of course, the hydrogen is disengaged,
and passes into the elastic form.
At the common temperature of the

globe, this decomposition cannot be ef-

fected with rapidity.by any single affinity.

Iron, moistened with water, decomposes
it very slowly, and evolves hydrogen ; but
at the temperature of ignition, the de-

composition is more rapid. If a coil of
iron wire, or a quantity of iron filings, be
put into an iron or coated glass, or
earthen tube, which is placed across a
small furnace, and surrounded with burn-

ing fuel, so as to be brought to a red heat,
on distilling water from a retort connect-
ed with it, the vapour, in passing over the

surface ofthe ignited iron, is decomposed,
the iron attracts its oxygen, and hydro-
gen gas issues from the extremity of the
tube.

This process is a troublesome one, and

by the agency of an acid, water is decom-

posed as rapidly by iron or zinc, at a na-

tural temperature. Zinc affords the hy-
drogen in the greatest purity. One part
of it, in small pieces, is put into a retort,
or a bottle with a bent tube adapted to

it ; two parts of sulphuric acid, previously
diluted with five times its weight ofwater,
are poured upon it, an effervescence is

immediately excited, hydrogen gas es-

capes, and is to be collected in jars filled

with water, and placed on the shelf of the

pneumatic trough. Its disengagement
continues until the zinc is dissolved. Iron

may be employed in place of zinc, but

containing generally a little carbon, which
is dissolved by the hydrogen, it affords a

gas less pure. Muriatic acid serves the
same purpose as sulphuric acid, but must
be diluted with only twice or three times
its weight of water.

In the experiment, the hydrogen gas is

derived entirely from the decomposition
of the water, the oxygen of which is at-

tracted by the metal. Thut the acid suf-

fers no decomposition is proved, by the

liquor, at the end of the experiment, be-

ing capable of saturating as much of an
alkali as the quantity of acid employed
would have done in a pure state. The

j

'

agency of the acid was formerly explain-
ed, on the absurd doctrine of disposing

1

affinity, that it had no attraction to the

pure metal, but to the oxide ef the meted?
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that, to satisfy this affinity, it caused the
oxidation of the metal at the expense of

the water, and then combined with the

oxide thus formed. In conformity to

Berthollet's speculations, it may be re-

ferred to the affinities of the acid to iron,

and to oxygen, conspiring with the affi-

nity of iron to oxygen : these co-operat-

ing produce a ternary combination, while

the hydrogen gas is disengaged.
Hydrogen gas is permanently elastic.

When collected over water, it is observed
to have a peculiar smell, slightly fetid,

which is not so perceptible when it is col-

lected over quicksilver, and which is lost

when the gas is exposed to substances

which powerfully attract humidity. It is

not the only substance in which water

appears requisite to develope odour.

This is the lightest ofthe gases, and in-

deed the lightest substance whose gravity
can be ascertained by weighing. Its spe-
cific gravity varies considerably, accord-

ing to its state with regard to humidity.
When it has been transmitted through
water, or has remained for some time ex-

posed to it, it is about ten times lighter
than atmospheric air ; when it has been
received over quicksilver, and exposed to

any substance which attracts water strong-

ly, as quicklime, it is nearly 13 times

lighter, or atmospheric air being 1,000,

hydrogen is 84. Its specific gravity in

this state, water being 1000, is stated by
Lavoisier at 0.0946.100 cubic inches weigh
2.613 grains. It is from this levity, that

it was applied with success to the con-

struction of balloons ; a varnished silk or

linen bag, filled with it, having a specific

gravity so much less than atnlospheric
air, as not only to rise in the atmosphere,
but also to elevate an additional weight.
The chemical property, by which hy-

drogen gas is most eminently distinguish-

ed, is its great inflammability. When an

ignited body is approached to it, in con-

tact with the atmosphere, it is immediate-

ly kindled, and continues to burn while
the air is admitted ; if previously mixed
with atmospheric air, and a burning body
approached to the mixture, or an electric

spark sent through it, it instantly inflames

with detonation ; and when it has been
mixed with oxygen gas, the detonation is

more violent. When burning at the ex-

tremity of a capillary tube, on bringing a
wide tube over the flame, a singular
phenomenon, accidentally observed by
Dr. Higgins, is produced, that of sounds
of various tones, which vary in acuteness

and strength, according to the width, the

length of the tube, and the kind ofsub-

stance of which it is formed, owing, ap-

parently, as Picket and De la Rive have

explained it, to the vibrations excited in

the matter of the tube by the rapid ex-

pansion and condensation of the watery

vapour near and around the flame, and

which, regulated and equalized by regu-
lar reflections from the sides of the tube,

constitute a musical sound. (Nicholson's

Journal, 8vo. vol. i. p. 129 ; ibid. vol. iv.

p. 23).

Thoughhydrogen gasbeinflammable,it
is incapable of supporting the combustion
of other inflammables. If a burning body
be quickly immersed in it, it is imme-

diately extinguished.
This gas is incapable of supporting

animal life by respiration ; an animal im-

mersed in it is soon killed. At the same

time, it does not appear to be so positive-

ly deleterious as the other noxious gases.
Scheele long ago observed, that he was
able to breathe it for twenty inspirations.

(Treatise on Air and Fire, p. 160.) Fon-
tana showed, what Scheele indeedhad ob-

served, that if the lungs were previously

emptied as much as possible of atmo-

spheric air, by a forcible expiration, it

cannot be breathed so long, though still

it did not appear to him to be positively

deleterious, like some of the unrespirable

gases, (Opuscules Physiques, p. 2.) Ro-

sier, even after expelling the air from the

lungs, breathed hydrogen gas for several

respirations; and Mr. Davy, in his experi-
ments on the respiration of the gases, re-

marked, that in one experiment, after a

complete exhaustion of the lungs, he
found great difficulty in breathing hydro-
gen for half a minute, though in a subse-

quent experiment, with the same prepara-
tion, h'e breathed it for near a minute.
The first six or seven inspirations pro-
duced no sensations whatever ; in half a

minute, a sense ofoppression was felt at

the breast, which increased until the pain
ofsuffocation interrupted the experiment.
(Chemical Researches, p. 400. 466.) Hy-
drogen, therefore, is incapable ofsupport-
ing life ; the respiration of it can be con-
tinued only for a short time, and animals
confined in it soon die. It appears only
to prove fatal, not by a positively noxious

quality, but by excluding atmospheric air,

the due supply ofwhich, by respiration, is

indispensable to life. Blood exposed to

it acquires a deep black colour, and the

gas suffers a diminution of volume.
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Hydrogen is not, as several ofthe other

gases are, noxious to vegetable life ; at

the same time it appears to contribute

little to the nourishment of plants, Dr.

Priestley having found, that it still con-

tinued inflammable after a growing vege-
table had been confined in it for several

months. It can apparently supply, to a

certain extent, the place of light, in sup-

porting vegetation. Von Humboldt ob-

served, that some cryptogamic plants in

mines, and of course secluded from light,
were not pale, but of a green colour, such

as they would have had from growing
under exposure to the light of day; and
he concluded, with sufficient probability,
that the agency of light had, in this case,
been siipplied by the hydrogen gas,
which is evolved in greater QT less abun-
dance in such situations.

Hydrogen gas is so sparingly soluble

in water, that, when agitated with it, it suf-

fers no perceptible diminution of volume.
When the water has been previously freed
from atmospheric air, Mr. Henry found,
that one hundred cubic inches take up
1.5 of the gas under a common atmosphe-
ric pressure ; under increased pressure,
a larger quantity, equal to one-third of

the volume ofthe water, is absorbed.

The affinities ofhydrogen seem princi-

pally exerted towards inflammable bodies.

It unites with sulphur, phosphorus, and
carbon, and forms gaseous compounds ;

it appears to be capable of dissolving even
some ofthe metals, particularly, iron, zinc,
and arsenic. United with nitrogen, it

forms one of the alkalies, ammonia : with

oxygen, water. It is also a constituent

principle of the greater number ofthe ve-

getable and animal products.

Hydrogen gas may be regarded as a

product of some natural operations. It is

found collected often in mines, derived

probably from the decomposition of water

y metals ; it is known to the miners by
the name of fire-damp, and is often the

cause of accidents, from exploding on the

approach of an ignited body. It is also

extricated from stagnant water, and from

marshy situations, from the slow decom-

position of vegetable and animal sub-

stances, holding, dissolved in it, carbon,
and perhaps also phosphorus and nitro-

gen, and forming, as has been supposed
with some probability, gases, which ren-

der the air ofsuch places unhealthy. From
its levity, it has been supposed, that the

quantity of it thus produced at the surface

of the earth will rise through the atmo-

sphere, and occupy the higher regions ;

and on its presence some of the pheno-
mena of meteorology, particularly the
sudden appearance ofsome fiery meteors,
have been supposed to depend. Its af-

finities have not been ascertained with

any precision, as to their relative force.

HYDROGRAPHY, the art of measur-

ing and describing the sea, rivers, lakes,
and canals. With regard to the sea, it

gives an account ofits tides, counter-tides,

soundings, bays, gulphs, creeks, &c. ; as

also of the rocks, shelves, sands, shallows,

promontories, harbours, the distance and

bearing of one port from another, with

every thing that is remarkable, whether
out at sea, or on the coast.

HYDROLEA, in botany, a genus ofthe

Pentandria Digynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Convolvuli, Jussieu. Es-

sential character: calyx five-leaved ; co-

rolla wheel-shaped ; filaments cordate at

the base ; capsule two-celled, two-valved.

There are four species.

HYDROMANCY, a method of divina-

tion by water, practised by the ancients in

this manner ; they filled a cup or bowl of

water ; then fastening a ring to a piece of

thread tied to their finger, held it over the

water, and repeated a certain form of

words, desiring to be satisfied with regard
to their inquiry ; and if the question was
answered in the affirmative, the ring
would strike the sides of the bowl of its

own accord.

HYDROMETER. The best method of

weighing equal quantities ofcorrosive vo-

latile fluids, to determine their specific

gravities, appears to consist in inclosing
them in a bottle with a conical stopper,
in the side of which stopper a fine mark
is cut with a file. The fluid being poured
into the bottle, it is easy to put in the

stopper, because the redundant fluid es-

capes through the notch, or mark, and

may be carefully wiped off. Equal bulks

of water and other fluids are by this means

weighed to a great degree of accuracy,
care being taken to keep the temperature
as equal as possible, by avoiding any con-

tact ofthe bottle with the hand or other-

wise. The bottle itselfshews, with much
precision, by a rise or fall ofthe liquid in

the notch of the stopper, whether any
such change has taken place. See GRAV-

ITY, specific.

But as the operation of weighing re-

quires considerable attention and steadi-

ness, and also a good balance, the float-

ing instrument, called the hydrometer, has

y
rrw
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alwaysbeen essleemed by philosophers, as

well as men of business. It consists of a
hollow ball, either of metal or glass, ca-

Eable
of floating

1

in any known liquid ;

om the one side of the ball proceeds a

stem, which terminates in a weight, and
from the side diametrically opposite pro-
ceeds another stem, most commonly of
an equal thickness throughout. The
weight is so proportioned, that the instru-

ment may float with the last mentioned
stem upright. In the less accurate hy-
drometer this stem is graduated, and
serves to show the density of the fluid,

by the depth to which it sinks, as the
heavier fluids will buoy up the instrument
more than such as are lighter. In this

way, however, it is clear, that the stem
must be comparatively thick, in order to

possess any extensive range ; for the

weight of vitriolic ether is not equal to
three-fourths of the same bulk of water,
and therefore such an hydrometer, in-

tended to exhibit the comparative densi-
ties of these fluids, must have its stem

equal in bulk to more than one -fourth of
the whole instrument. If this bulk be

given chiefly in thickness, the smaller dif-

ferences of density will not be percepti-
ble, and it cannot, with any convenience,
be given in length.
To remedy this imperfection, various

contrivances have been proposed, for the
most part grounded on the consideration,
that a change in the ballast, or weight
employed to sink the ball, would so far

change the instrument, that the same
short range of gradations on a slender

stem, which were employed to exhibit

the densities of ardent spirits, might be

employed in experiments upon water.

Some have adjusted weights to be screw-
ed upon the lower stem, and others, with
more neatness and accuracy, have adjust-
ed them to be slipped upon the extremi-

ty of the upper stem. But the method of

Fahrenheit appears to be on all accounts
the simplest and most accurate.

The hydrometer ofFahrenheit consists

of a hollow ball, with a counterpoise be-

low, and a very slender stem above, ter-

minating in a small dish. The middle, or

half length of the stem, is distinguished

by a fine line across. In this instrument

every division of the stem is rejected, and
it is immersed in all experiments to the

middle of the stem, by placing proper
weights in the little dish above. Then,
s the part immersed is constantly of the

same magnitude, and the whole weight of

thehydrometeris known, this last weight,
added to the weights in the dish, will be

equal to the weight of fluid displaced by
the instrument, as all writers on hydro-
statics prove. And accordingly the spe-
cific gravities for the common form of the
tables will be had by the proportion. As
the whole weight of the hydrometer and
its load, when adjusted in distilled water,
is to the number 1,000, &c. so is the whole

weight, when adjusted in any other fluid,

to the number expressing its specific gra-

vity.
In order to show the degree of accu-

racy an instrument of this kind is capable
of, it may in the first place be observed,
that the greatest impediment to its sensi-

bility arises from the attraction or repul-
sion between the surface of the fluid and
that of the stem. If the instrument be

carefully wiped with a clean soft linen

cloth, the metallic surface will be equally

disposed to attract or repel the fluid. So
that if it possess a tendency to descend,
there will be a cavity surrounding the
stem ; or if, on the contrary, its tendency
be to rise, the fluid will stand round the

stem in a small protuberance. The ope-
rator must assist this tendency by apply-

ing the pincers, with which he takes up
his weights to the rim of the dish. It is

very easy to know when the surface of the

fluid is truly flat, by observing the reflec-

ed image of the window, or any other fit

object seen near the stem in the fluid. In

this way the adjustment of the weights
in the dish may, without difficulty, be

brought to the fiftieth part of a grain. If,

therefore, the instrument displace one
thousand grains of water, the result will

be very true to four places ot figures, or
even to five. This will be as exact as

most scales are capable of affording
Some writers have spoken of the ad-

justment of an hydrometer of this kind,
so that it shall at some certain tempera-
ture displace one thousand grains of

water, as if this were a great difficulty. It

is true, indeed, that the performance of a

piece of workmanship of this nature
would require both skill and judgment
on the part of the artist ; but it is by no
means necessary.

Nothing more is required on the part
of the workman, than that the hydrome-
ter shall be light enough to float in ether,

and capable of sustaining at least one-

third of its own weight in the dish, with-

out oversetting in a denser fluid. This

last requisite is obtained by giving a due
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length to the stem beneath, to which the

counterpoise is attached. With such an

instrument, whatever may be its,weight,
or the quantity of water it displaces, the

chemist may proceed to make his experi-

ments, and deduce his specific gravities

by the proportion before laid down. Or,

to save occasional computation, he may
once for all make a table of the specific

gravities, corresponding to every number
of the load in the dish, from one grain up
to the whole number of grains, so that, by
looking for the load in one column, he

may always find the specific gravity in

the column opposite.
This method is very ready and conve-

nient in practice ; but if it be preferred,
the weights may be adjusted to the hy-
drometer, so as to shew the specific gra-

vity, without computation or reference.

For this purpose the hydrometer must be

properly counterpoised in distilled water,
at the assumed standard temperature ;

suppose 60, and the whole weight of the
instrument and its load called 1.000, &c.

Then the weight of the instrument and
its load must be separately determined in

grains and parts, or other weights, by a

good pair of scales, and as the whole

weight of the instrument and its load is

proportioned to the weight of the instru-

ment alone, so will be the number 1.000,

&.c.toafourthterm, expressingthe weight
of the instrument in such parts as make
the whole 1.000, &c. Make an actual set

of decimal weights, of which 1.000, &c.

shall be equal to the hydrometer and its

load; and it is clear, that, whatever may
be the load in these weights, if it be add-
ed to the number denoting the weight of

the instrument, the sum will denote the

specific gravity of the fluid, wherein the

instrument floats with that load.

By following the above easy method, it

will be found that every hydrometer,
wheresoever made, must give the same
results. The subject is indeed in itself

sufficiently simple, and would require

scarcely any discussion, if it had not hap-
pened that many philosophers, for want
of requisite attention, have made their

experiments with hydrometers graduated
on the stem by no certain rule, by which

operators, at a distance from each other,

might compare their experiments. The
hydrometers, or pese-liquers of Baume,
though in reality comparable with each

other, are subject, in part, to the defect,
that their results, having no independent
numerical measure, require explanation
to those who do not know the instru-

VOL. VI.

ments. Thus, for example, when a che-
mist acquaints us that a fluid indicated
fourteen degrees of the pese-liquer of

Baume", we cannot usefully apply this re-

sult, unless we have some rule to deduce
the correspondent specific gravity ;

whereas we should not have been in any
respect at a loss, if the author had men-
tioned the specific gravity itself. As a
considerable number of French philoso-
phers refer to this instrument, it will be of
use to explain its principles.

M. Baume appears to have directed his
attention chiefly to the acquisition of a
means of making hydrometers with a gra-
duated stem, which should correspond-in
their results, notwithstanding any differ-

ences in their balls or stems. There is

little doubt but he was led into the me-
thod he adopted, by reflecting on that by
which thermometers are usually graduat-
ed. See THERMOMETER.
As thermometers are graduated inde-

pendent of each other, by commencing
with an interval between two stationary
points oftemperature, so M. Baume" adopt-
ed two determinate densities, for the sake
of marking an interval on the stem of his

hydrometer. These densities were those
of pure water, and of water containing

*

parts of its weight of pure dry common
salt in solution. The temperature was ten

degrees of Reaumur above freezing, or
54.5 of Fahrenheit. His instrument for
salts was so balanced, as nearly to sink in

pure water. When it was plunged in this

saline solution, the stem arose in part
above the surface. The elevated portion
was assumed to be fifteen degrees, and
he divided the rest of the stem with a

pair of compasses into similar degrees.
It is unnecessary to inquire, in this

place, whether this interval be constant,
or how far it may be varied by any differ-

ence in the purity, and more especially
the degree of clryness of \he. salt. Nei-
ther will it be requisite to inquire, how far

the principle of measuring specific gravi-
ties by degrees, representing equal incre-

ments, or decrements, in the bulk of

flfiids, of equal weight, but different spe-
cific gravities, may be of value, or the

contrary. It does not seem probable, that

Baume's instrument will ever become of

general use, for which reason nothing fur-

ther need be ascertained, than the speci-
fic gravities corresponding with its de-

grees, in order that such experiments as

have this element among their data may
be easily understood by chemical read-

ers.

D d
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M. Baume, in his " Elemens de Phar-

macia," has given a table of the degrees
of his hydrometer for spirits, indicated by
different mixtures of alcohol and pure
water, where he says, the spirit made use

of gave 37 degrees at the freezing point
of water ; and in a column of the table

he states the bulk of this spirit, compared
with that of an equal weight of water, as

35|
to 30. The last proportion answers

to a specific gravity of 0.842, very nearly.
A mixture of two parts, by weight, of this

spirit, with thirty of pure water, gave
twelve degrees of the hydrometer at the

freezing point. This mixture, therefore,
contained 6 parts of Blagden's standard

to 100 water ;
and by Gilpin's excellent

tables, its specific gravity must have been
0.9915. By the same tables these specific

gravities of 0.842 and 0.9915 would, at

10 Reaumur, or 55 Fahrenheit, have
fallen to 0.832 and 0.9905. Here then are

two specific gravities of spirit correspond-

ing with the degrees 12 and 37, whence
the following table is constructed.

BAUME'S HYDROMETER FOR SPIRITS.

Temperature 55 Fahrenheit, or 10

Reaumur.

Deg.
10
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HYDROSTATICS.

finding the specific gravities of bodies,
both liquid and solid. See HYDROSTA-
TICS.

HYDROSTATICS relate to the resting

equilibrium of non-elastic fluids; and to

the pressure of solids immersed therein.

A fluid is a body whose parts are infinite-

ly minute, capable of dislocation in con-

sequence of the smallest force, invariably

(when suffered to rest) resuming a per-
fect level surface, and presenting an equal
resistance throughout every part of the

body immersed.

Philosophers consider fluids to be divi-

ded into two classes, viz. the elastic, such

as air, vapour, and gas ; all which may be
compressed more or less: and the inelas-

tic, viz. water, mercury, spirits &c. which
cannot be compressed ; though by being
heated they distend considerably. U may-
be proper to observe in this place, that
Mr. Canton, in the years 1762 and 1764,
Dublished the results of experiments he
had made, whereby it was endeavoured
to be proved, that all fluids were compres-
sible, though in so trifling a degree as not
to affect their bulks when under exami-
nation. With the barometer at 29, and
the thermometer at 50, he declares the

following compressions were effected.

With Spirit of Wine
Oil of olives -

Rain water -

Sea water -

Mercury - -

Spec. Grav.
- 846 -

- 918 -

. 1,000 .

-1,028 .

13,595 -

Comi

We leave the reader to judge whether
it be probable, by any apparatus of hu-
man formation, and under human gui-
dance, to ascertain that the three mil-

lionth parts, said to have been compress-
ed, were really so. Indeed, even the

sixty-sixth millionth parts, suffered to be

compressed in the spirits of wine, must

appear extremely doubtful ; "though we
cannot but conclude that, as air exists in

every atom of nature, more or less, with
a sufficient force, every fluid were subject
to compression into a smaller space than
is occupied by it when perfectly at liber-

ty. Speaking generally, the definitions

above given may be considered as appli-
cable to all cases with which we are ac-

quainted; and may, perhaps, be com-

pletely true.

We shall commence the detail, incident
to this subject, with an account of the
method of obtaining the specific gravities
of bodies: that is, by showing the com-
parative weights of various solids and
fluids, as ascertained by the most care-
ful and skilful chemists. The reader
must, however, consider the weights as
taken at a medium. See GRAVITY, speci-

/c, where is given a table of specific gra-
vities.

The reader will observe, that the whole
of the above are compared with rain-wa-
ter, which appear at 1.000 parts ; but it

is very remarkable, that the density of
that fluid varies greatly according to its

temperature ; and that it by no means af-

fords a regular scalo of weight, or of bulk,

Compression.
- - 66 parts in a million

- - - - 48 ditto

- - - - 46 ditto
- - - - 40 ditto

- - - - 3 ditto

ken from the observations of Dr. Blagden
and Mr. Gilpin.

Degrees of
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The specific gravity of a body, either

fluid or solid, is ordinarily found by
means of the hydrostatic balance; a most

ingenious device for exactly ascertaining
the weight, either immersed in the wa-

ter, or in the air. The construction of
this instrument requires peculiar nicety,
but it may be appended to any common
balance; as will be understood from the

following description. Each scale should
have a small hook fixed to the centre of

its bottom, or lower side ; so these small

weights may be attached by means of

horse-hair, or fine silk, thence to suspend
a body in water without wetting the

scale. First weigh the body in the usu-

al manner in the scales, with great ex-

actness; immerse it in water, and the

equilibrium will be instantly destroyed.
To restore it, put into the scale, from
which the body immersed in the water is

suspended, as much weight as will bring
it even with the other scale, in which the

opposing weight remains unaltered. The
added weight will be equal to that of a

quantity of water equalling the immersed

body in bulk. Now, if the weight of the

body in air be divided by what it weighed
in the water, the quotient will show how
much that body is heavier than its bulk
of water.
A guinea, new from the mint, will re-

quire 129 grains to be offered to its

weight in air; but, on being immersed in

water, will require 7i grains more to re-

store the equilibrium lost by the immer-
sion. From this we see, that a quantity of

water equal in bulk with the guinea
weighs 7J- grains, or 7.25, by which di-

vide 129, (the Weight in air,) and the

quotient will be 17.793; shewing that the

guinea is as 17-793, to one of water.

But we sometimes have occasion to as-

certain the precise weight of bodies that

are lighter than water, say a piece ofcork,
and which, if unaided, would float on its

surface. In such case, it is necessary to

affix a weight (having previously found
its exact poise) thereto ; when, by im-

mersing both, and deducting the amount
of the collateral weight, the residue will

be left to account of the cork. If you
would weigh quicksilver, it must be first

balanced in a glass bucket, of which the

weight is known, and which has been

weighed also by immersion. When the

bucket has been brought to equilibrium
in the water, pour in the quicksilver, and
the additional weight requisite to coun-
terbalance it will show its exact weight
Perhaps the following general rules for

finding the specific gravity of bodies may
prove useful and familiar to every under-

standing. I, "When the body is heavier
than water." Weigh it both in water,
and in the atmosphere, and the differ-

ence between the results will show the

quantity lost in the former mode ; then,
as the weight lost in water is to the

weight in air, so is the gravity of water
to the gravity of the body. 2. "When
the body, being specifically lighter, will

not sink in water." Render the body
heavy enough to sink by means of some

appendage, as a small piece of lead, &c. ;

weigh the body and the appendage, both

separately and together, in the air, and
in the water; find out how much each
loses in the water, and subtract those
losses from the whole weight of each in

air. Then, as the last remainder is to the

weight of the light body in air, so is the

gravity of water to the gravity of the bo-

dy. 3. "When a fluid is to be weighed."
Weigh the fluid in a cup, which is to be
deemed an appendage, and treated ac-

cording to the foregoing rule, observing,
that as the whole weight is to the loss of

weight, so is the gravity of the solid to

the gravity of the fluid.

We may ascertain the respective
weights of two known ingredients in a

given compound thus : take the differen-

ces of every pair of the three specific

gravities; (viz. the specific gravities of
the compound, and of each ingredient :)

multiply each quantity by the difference
of the other two; then, as the greatest

product is to the whole weight of the

compound, so is each of the other two

products to each respective weight of the
two ingredients.

If a piece of glass, or of metal, be im-
mersed by suspension in different fluids,

it will lose in weight; that is, it will re-

quire an equipoise, according to the

weight of the fluids respectively : observ-

ing, that in the lightest fluid, say alcohol,
it will lose least weight. This is the prin-

ciple on which the hydrometer acts, as

will be subsequently shown.
Vessels filled with water weigh more

than when empty : to prove this, let a
bottle be loaded so as to sink in a pail
of water, deep enough for the water to

cover its mouth, which should be pre-

viously closed by a plug, in such man-
ner as might be easily pushed in ; ap-

pend the bottle in equilibrio to the hy-
drostatic balance, and drive in the plug :

the water will follow and destroy the

equilibrium.
Fluids press every away alike, though

their general tendency is to gravitation.

Thus, if a vessel be made weaker in the

side than at the bottom, and be so laden
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or oppressed by the weight of water, as

to burst the vessel, the weakest part,

wherever situated, will become the out-

let ; but, so soon as liberated, the fluid

will invariably descend, unless acted upon
by a syphon, as shown in treating of hy-
draulics. The pressure upwards is, how-

ever, merely in conformity with circum-

stances attendant upon general pressure,
and proves the tendency of fluids to find ,

their own level. Thus, if you take a glass
tube of moderate diameter, open at both

ends, and stop one closely with your fin-

ger, when you immerse the other end in

any fluid, it will enter but little within the

vacancy ; because the columns of air

within the tube repress it. But when
the finger is withdrawn, the water will as-

cend within the tube, to the level of the

body in which it is immersed.
As fluids press in all directions, it is

evident their whole weight cannot be ap-

plied against one part or side; while on
the other hand it is equally true, that, in

some instances, the bottoms of vessels re-

ceive a pressure which does not appear
to be their due. Thus, in a pan whose
base is narrower than its brim, the bottom
sustains only the weight ofa column equal
to its area, multiplied by its height ; yet if

the pan be of a bell-shape, having its base

broaderthan its brim, the bottom will sus-

tain a weight equal to its area,also multipli-
ed by its height. Consequently, in a vessel

of a conical form, the base would be op-

pressed as much as if the sides were cy-
lindrical. This is called the hydrostatic

paradox ; but will be easily reconciled by
the consideration, that if a tube of glass
be made with a curved bottom, so as to

turnjup in the form of the letter U, but

with one leg or part much wider than the

other, the water will rise equally, in both.

If to each a piston be fitted, their weights
being equal, and that one piston be first

put into the wider leg ofthe tube, it will

cause the fluid to rise in the other in pro-

portion to its weight; but on applying
the lesser piston to the corresponding
smaller tube, the two will be held in equi-
librio. We have indeed further proof of
the pressure of water upwards, by means
of two boards, whose sides are joined by
leather, as in a pair of bellows; these may
be of any form, or of any size. At the top
ofone of the boards cut a hole, and insert

a tube of about four or five feet in length,
so as to be perfectly tight : place on the
board several weights, according to the
size of the machine, and pour water into

the tube. The upper board will bear up
against the weights, provided they be not

disproportionately heavy; and will admit
the water between the top and bottom to
the extent admitted by the pliable sides.
Some water ought to be poured in before
the weights are set on. *A circle ofabout
twenty inches in diameter will thus lift

and support three weights, of 100/6. each.
Where either air or any other fluid is de-
barred from access between two planks
annexed in the fwater, the lower one be-

ing kept to the bottom forcibly, they will
not separate, unless a force equal to the

weight of the superincumbent fluid be
applied ; because the lateral and superior
parts of the fluid are prevented from ex-

erting their pressure, except in that di-

rection which keeps the two (planks to-

gether ; but if the smallest opening be

given, the pressure of the atmosphere
will urge the fluid between them, and

by confining it to act as a wedge, force
the upper one to the surface. The com-
parative weights of fluids are ascertained

by the F^TDROMETER, which see.

The comparative weight of fluids is

given with the table of specific gravities,

(see GRAVITY, specific}; but it may be as

well to point out in this place, that a gal-
lon of proof spirit weighs 7/6. 12oz. avoir-

dupois.
If a vessel contain two immiscible fluids

(such as water and mercury), and a solid

of some intermediate gravity be immers-
ed under the surface of the lighter fluid,

and float on the heavier, the part of the
solid immersed in the latter will be to the
whole solid, as the difference between the

specific gravities of the solid and of the

lighter fluid is to the difference between
the specific gravities of the two fluids.

For a body immersed in a fluid will, when
left to itself, sink, if its specific gravity be

greater than that of the fluid ;
if less, it

will rise to the surface : if the gravities
be equal, the body will remain in what-

ever part of the fluid it may be placed.
But in the case adverted to, the one fluid

being heavier and the other lighter than

the body immersed, it is necessary to

combine their gravitieshy the mode above

shown.

Balloons are properly hydrostatic ma-

chines, and derive their property of as-

cending from the earth into the upper
part of our atmosphere entirely from the

difference between the specific gravity of

the air, or gas, with which they are filled,

and the exterior, or atmospheric, air in

which they float. The weight of the ma-

terials must be taken into consideration ;

for unless the specific gravity ofthe intt-
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rior be so much less than that of the ex-

terior air, as to allow for the weight of

the materials as a counterpoise, the bal-

loon cannot be made to float even in a

stationary manner; but when liberated

will fall to the ground. The contents of

. the balloon being ascertained in cubic

feet, it will be easy to ascertain what

weight the balloon can lift, when filled

with rarified air, according as that may
have been rendered more light than the

atmospheric air: if filled with gas, the

interior will be at least seven times light-
er than an equal quantity of atmospheric
air. From this it will be seen, that to

bear up a weight of 300$. the balloon

must be large, and the specific gravity of

its contents be adequate to overcome the

resistance of that impediment. As the

air of the upper part of our atmosphere
becomes gradually more rare, and conse-

quently lighter, according to its distance

from the earth's surface, we may con-

clude that there is a point in its altitude,

beyond which a balloon could not soar
;

because its own weight, even if nothing
were appended, would at such a point

perfectly equipoise the difference be-

tween the confined gas and the surround-

ing atmosphere. And this is the more

perfectly to be admitted, from the know-

ledge we have acquired of the difficulty
with which balloons are made to reach

certain heights, and of their ascent being
shown (by the slower fall of the mercury
within the barometer) to be

far^
slower

in the upper regions when they approach
that state of equipoise. Were it not for

the opposition offered by the superior
air, a balloon would rise instantaneously,
from the moment of its liberation, in a
most rapid manner, to that height where
its equipose should be found. We have
said thus much in explanation of the na-

ture of the balloon, as appertainingto the

laws of hydrostatics, referring the reader
to the article AEROSTATION, for whatever

appertains to the practical experience we
have had of that science, which at first

seemed to promise the most important
aid to vr.rious others, but in which it has

completely failed : the whole of the prin-,

ciples on which aerostation depends have
been long understood.
We shall now speak of the diving-bell,

which also depends on hydrostatic prin-

ciples, though, like the balloon, it has a

close connection with pneumatics. The
upper part of a diving-bell is always made
to contain a certain quantity of air, more
or less compressed, in proportion to the

depth to which the bell sinks. Thus, if

we invert a small 'tumbler into a vessel

nearly filled with water, and allow it to

descend perpendicularly, so that no air

may be allowed to escape, the water will

rise a very little way within it. If the
tumbler be but partially immersed, the
water could at the utmost but rise to its

own level; but ifimmersed so deep as to
exceed its own interior, and thatjthe bot-

tom edge of the tumbler does not touch
the bottom of the vessel, the water will,
in consequence of its own greater weight
at a greater depth, rise rather, though
scarce perceptibly, higher in the tum-
bler, and occasion the air to be compress-'
ed into a smaller space. But the quantity
of vital principle in the compressed air

will be equal to that quantity of air in the

open atmosphere which would fill the in-

terior of the tumbler. If the inverted
tumbler were first placed at the bottom
of an empty vessel, and that water were
afterwards poured into the latter, the ef-

fect would be precisely the same.
The air contained within the upper

part of a diving-bell not only debars the

ingress of water, but, like the rarified air

in the balloon, gives the machine such a

buoyancy, that, unless made very substan-

tial, and duly laden at the bottom, or
broadest part, it would sink with difficul-

ty, and be apt to turn on its side, so that

the air would escape. Under the head of

DfvraG-6e#,' the reader will find an ample
detail ofthe inventions hitherto extant in

that branch of adventure.
With regard to the depth to which float-

ing bodies, become immersed in fluids,

we may consider the following general
principles, or propositions, to be suffi-

cient for the purpose of our readers.

Bodies, whose bases, or bottoms, are an-

gular, like the keels of ships, will be
immersed deeper than those whose bases
are flat, such as barges : hence sharp-
built vessels necessarily (to use the tech-
nical term) "draw Jmore water" than
those of a more obtuse form : the reason
of which is easily demonstrated, viz. As
every body floating on a fluid will-be ira-^
mersed in proportion to its weight, anil

will displace a quantity of water equal
thereto, it follows, that as a triangle is

equal to only halfa parallelogram of equal
base and altitude, a parallelogram (or flat-

bottomed vessel) will, under equal pres-
sure, sink only halfthe depth of a triangu-
lar shaped bottom, of equal base and alti-

tude. For the same reason, vessels that

have sharp stems make an easier passage
though the water than such as are more
"bluff," or obtuse,

" at the bows:" the
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more acute the triangle in that part, the
less the resistance ; for the triangle dis-

places only half the quantity of waterthat
would be removed by a parallelogram of

equal base and altitude ; ergo, it would

proceed twice as far, within a given time,
as the latter, were not the friction, in some

degree, increased.
It must be obvious, that whether the

vessel alone, or the circumstance of her

being laden, cause her to weigh more
than the quantity ofwater displatcd by her
whole bulk, up to the very gunwale, is not

material ; for in such case she cannot float,

but must be depressed by the sum of spe-
cific gravity thus produced. This will

appear in a very natural and simple man-

ner, if we load a cup with small shot, &c.

for, though partly empty, the cup will sink

whenever the whole weight may exceed
that of the water displaced- Both the cup
and the shot are, however, specifically
heavier titan their bulk of water, and the

former would sink if let in sideways ;
but

then it would only displace a quantity of

water corresponding with its own bulk,
which would be trivial, when compared
with that removed by its pressure as a

floating body. On the other hand, we
find that a ship may be laden with cotton,
which is far lighter than water, so as to

sink, at least to a level with the water,

though not to precipitate to the bottom,
unless forced by the adjunction, in what-
ever form or manner, of such other sub-

stances as are heavierth in vvater,by which
the levity of the cotton may not

only
be

counterpoised, but exceeded. In India,
where the principles of hydrostatics are

absolutely unknown, the peasants make
rafts of the straw, which they perceive to

be lighter than water, and on them load

the corn threshed from that straw, per-

ceiving it to be heavier than water. Thus

they act upon the best principles, merely
from observation !

Perhaps, among the most curious cir-

cumstances that come within the verge of

our subject, nothing can more fully exem-

plify what has been advanced, than the

fact, well known, of some vessels sailing
better upon than before the wind. We
have no doubt that, if the forms of their

bottoms were correctly ascertained, they
would be found to present such a surface

in the former position, when " keeled a

little," as created a more favourable po-
sition of the gravity of the vessel, though
it must be at least equal, or, indeed, great-
er, if much pressed by the wind, than m
the latter position.
Before we quit this subject, it is neces-
VOL. VI.

sary to inform the reader, that, except in
cases relating purely to statics, few in-
stances occur, in which the various mat-
ters appertaining to hydrostatics can be
treated in a manner perfectly abstracted
from pneumatics, or from hydrodynamics.
Under the head of FLUIDS, and of HY-
DRAULICS, we have treated of the princi-

ples of fluids in motion, in such a way as

may give a popular idea of those very in-

tricate subjects; recommending to the
student to read the whole contained under
those articles with attention, and combin-

ing their sevend actions as derived from
one great principle.
HYDRO sulphuret, in chemistry, the

combination of sulphuretted hydrogen
with an alkaline or earthy base. The
general properties of these substances

are, that they are soluble in water, and
are crystallizable ; the solution is colour-

less, while the action of the air is exclud-
ed ; but when that is admitted, a yellow
colour is soon acquired, owing to the

oxygen ofthe atmosphere combining with
the hydrogen of a portion of the sulphu-
retted hydrogen, while the sulphur com-
bines with the remaining portion of it,

forming a super-sulphuretted hydrogen,
in union with the base. Mr. Murray ob-

serves, that "the knowledge which we
have acquired of sulphuretted hydrogen,
and of its combinations, has thrown light
on the composition of the mineral sulphu-
reous waters, and of the changes which

they suffer. As sulphur is by itself in-

soluble in water, and as frequently no
traces of an alkali, by which it might be
rendered soluble, could be discovered in

them, chemists found it difficult to con-

jecture by what means its solution was ef-

fected. The discovery of sulphuretted

hydrogen, and of its solubility in water,
solved the difficulty ; and the mutual ac-

tion exerted between it and the oxygen
elucidate the changes these waters suffer

from exposure to the air."

HYGROMETER, a machine or instru-

ment to measure the degrees of dryness

or moisture of the atmosphere.
There are divers sorts of hygrometers;

for whatever body either swells or shrinks

by dryness or moisture is capable of be-

ing formed into an hygrometer. Such are

woods of most kinds, particularly ash,

deal, poplar, &c. Such also is catgut, the

beard of a wild oat, &c.

All bodies that are susceptible of imbib-

ing water have a greater or less disposi-
tion to unite themselves with that fluid,

by the effect of an attraction similar to

chemical affinity. If we plunge into wa
E e
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ter several of these bodies, such as wood,
a sponge, paper, &c. they will appropriate
to themselves a quantity of that liquid,
which will vary with the bodies respec-

tively ; and as, in proportion as they tend
towards the point of saturation, their affi-

nity for the water continues to diminish,
when those which have most powerfully
"attracted the water have arrived at the

point, where their attractive force is

found solely equal to that of the body
which acted most feebly upon the same

liquid, there will be established a species
of equilibrium between all those bodies,
in such manner, that at this term the im-

bibing will be stopped. If there be

brought into contact two wetted or soak-

ed bodies, whose affinities for water are

not in equilibrio, that, whose affinity is the

weakest, will yield of its fluid to the other,
until the equilibrium is established; and
it is in this disposition of a body to mois-

ten another body that touches it, that

what is called humidity properly consists.

Of all bodies, the air is that of which .we
are most interested to know the different

degrees of humidity, and it is also towards
the means of procuring this knowledge
that philosophers have principally direct-

ed their researches ; hence the various

kinds of instruments that have been con-
trived to measure the humidity of the air.

A multitude ofbodies are known, in which
the humidity, in proportion as it augments
or diminishes, occasions divers degrees
of dilatation or of contraction, according
as the body is inclined to one or other of
these effects, by reason of its organization,
of its texture, or of the disposition of the

fibres, of which it is the assemblage. For

example, water, by introducing itself

within cords, makes the fibres twist, and
become situated obliquely, produces be-

tween those fibres such a separation, as

causes the cord to thicken or swell, and,

by a necessary consequence, to shorten.

The twisted threads, of which cloths are

fabricated, may be considered as small

cords, which experience, in like manner,
a centraction by the action of humidity ;

whence it happens, that cloths, especially
when wetted for the first time, contract
in the two directions of their intersecting
threads ; puper, on the contrary, which
is only an assemblage of filaments, very
thin, very short, and disposed irregularly
in all directions, lengthens in all the di-

mensions of its surface, in proportion as
the water, by insinuating itself between
the intervals of those same filaments, acts

by placing them further asunder, pro-
ceeding from the middle towards the

edges. Different bodies have been em-

ployed successively in the construction of

hygrometers, chosen from among those in

which humidity produces the most sen-

sible motions. Philosophers have sought
also to measure the humidity of the air by
the augmentation ofweight undergone by
certain substances, such, as a tuft of wool,
or portions of salt, by absorbing the wa-
ter contained in the air. But, besides

that these methods were in themselves

very imperfect, the bodies employed
were subject to alterations, which would
make them lose their hygrometic quali-

ty more or less promptly; they had, there-

fore, the double inconvenience of be-

ing inaccurate, and not being of long ser-

vice. To deduce from hygrometry real

advantages, it must be put in a state of

rivalry with the thermometer, by pre-
senting a series of exact observations,
such as may be comparable in the differ-

ent hygrometers. The celebrated Saus-

sure, to whom we are indebted for a

very estimable work on hygrometry, has
attained the accomplishment of this ob-

ject by a process of which we shall at-

tempt to give some idea. The principal

piece in this hygrometer is a hair, which
Saussure first causes to undergo a prepa-
ration, the design of which is to divest it

of a kind of oiliness that is natural to it,

and that secures it to a certain point from
the action of humidity. This prepara-
tion is made at the same time upon a cer-

tain number of hairs forming a tuft, the
thickness of which need not exceed that

of a writing pen, and contained in a fine

cloth serving them for a case. The hairs

thus inveloped are immersed in a long-
necked phial full of water, which holds
in solution nearly a hundredth part of its

weight of sulphate of soda, making this

water boil nearly thirty m'mutes; the
hairs are then passed through two ves-

sels of pure water while they are boiling;
afterwards they are drawn from their

wrapper, and separated ; then they are

suspended to dry in the air; after which
there only remains to make choice of

those which are the cleanest, softest,

most brilliant, and most transparent. It

is known that humidity lengthens the

hair, and that the process of drying short-

ens it. To render both these effects more

perceptible, Saussure attached one of the

two ends of the hair to a fixed point, and
the other to the circumference of a move-
able cylinder, that carries at one of its

extremities a light index or hand. The
hair is bound by a counter-weight of a-

bout three grains, suspended by a deli-

cate silk, which is rolled in a contrary

way about the same cylinder. In proper-
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tion as the hair lengthens or shortens, it

causes the cylinder to turn in'pne or the
other direction, and, by a necessary con-

sequence, the little index turns likewise,
the motions of which are measured on
the circumference of a graduated circle,
about which the index performs its revo-
lution as in common clocks. In this man-
ner a very small variation in the length
of the hair becomes perceptible, by the
much more considerable motion that it

occasions in the extremity of the index ;

and it will be easily conceived, that equal
degrees of expansion, or of contraction
in the hair, answer to equal arcs describ-
ed by the extremity ofthe index. To give
to the scale such a basis, as may establish
a relation between all the hygrometers
that are constructed upon the same prin-
ciples, Saussure assumes two fixed terms,
one of which is the extreme of humidity,
and the other that of dryness: he deter-
mines the first by placing the hygrometer
under a glass receiver, the whole interior

surface of which he had completely moist-
ened with water ; the air being saturated

by this water acts by its humidity upon
the hair to lengthen it. He moistened
anew the interior of the receiver, as often
as it was necessary ; and he knew that the
term of extreme humidity was attained,
when, by a longer continuance under the

receiver, the hair ceased to extend itself.

To obtain the contrary limit of extreme
dryness, the same philosopher made use
of a hot and well dried receiver, under
which he includ ed the hygrometer whh a

piece of iron plate, likewise heated and
covered with a fixed alkali. This salt,

by exercising its absorbent faculty upon
the remaining humidity in the surround-

ing air, causes the hair to contract itself,

until it has attained the ultimate limit of
its contraction. The scale of the instru-

ment is divided into a hundred degrees.
'

The zero indicates the limit of extreme

dryness, and the number one hundred
that of extreme humidity. The effects of
moisture and of dryness upon the hair
are modified by those of heat, which act

upon it, sometimes in the same sense,
and sometimes in a contrary one ; so that,
if it be supposed, for example, that the
air is heated about the hygrometer on one

part, this air, whose dissolving faculty
with regard to the water will be augment-
ed, will take away from the hair a portion
of the water, which it had imbibed, thus

tending to shorten the hair; while, on the
other part, the heat, by penetrating-it, will

tend, though much more feebly, to length",
en it ; and hence the total effect will be

found to consist of two partial and contra-

ry effects, the one hygrometric, the other

pyrometric. In observations which re-

quire a certain precision, it is therefore

necessary to consult the thermometer at
the same time with the hygrometer ; and,
on this account, the inventor has con-
structed, from observation, a table of cor-
rection, which will put it in the power of

philosophers always to ascertain the de-
gree of humidity of the air, from the ef-
fect produced by the heat.

De Luc, who devoted his attention to
the same object has followed a different
method. This philosopher employed for
the construction of his hygrometers, a

very thin slip of whale-bone, which per-
forms the same office as ,the hair in the

hygrometer of Saussure. He kept this
whale-bone bent by means of a spring,
the action of which he preferred to that of
a weight : he determined the degree of
extreme humidity, by immersing the slip
of whale-bone entirely under water; and
to fix the opposite limit, which is that of
extreme dryness, he made use ofcalcined
lime, which he inclosed with the hygro-
meter under a glass bell. The choice of
lime is founded on this, that the calcina-
tion having produced a higher degree of

dryness, if it be afterward left to cool, so
far that it may be placed without incon-
venience under the glass belJ destined for
the experiment, it will be still found, as
to sense, in the same state of dryness,
since it is very slow in acquiring- humidi-

ty ; and thus all its absorbent faculty will
be employed to dry up, by little and little,

the air contained under the receiver, and
to make the hygrometer itself pass to a
state which approaches the nearest pos-
sible to extreme dryness. The hygrome-
ter has been long neglected in meteoro-

logical observations ; it is necessary to as-

sociate with it the thermometer and the

barometer, to be in a state to unravel the

complication of different causes which in-

fluence the variations of the atmosphere ;

and it is only by the aid of a long series of

observations, made by these various in-

struments, together with all the indica-

tions which are deduced from the state

of the heavens, that we can obtain such
data as will enable us to prognosticate,
with great probability, the temporary
changes, and to arrive at a plausible the-

ory upon this subject, so interesting, and
so naturally calculated to excile our curi-

osity.
Mr. Marshall says, that a simple instru-

ment of this sort may be formed by means
of "a flaxen line (large well manufactur-
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eel whip cord) five feet long, and having
a graduated scale fixed to an index, mov-

ing on a fulcrum. The length of the in-

dex, from the fulcrum to the point, should

be ten inches ;
that of the lever, from

the fulcrum to the middle of the eye, to

which the cord is -fixed, two and a half."

He adds, that "the principle on which
this hygrometer acts is obvious. The air

becoming moist, the cord imbibes its

moisture ; the line, in consequence, is

shortened, and the index rises. On the

contrary, the air becoming dry, the cord

discharges its moisture, lengthens,
and the index falls. It may be true," he

says,
" that no two hygrometers will keep

pace with each other sufficiently to satis-

fy the curious. He will venture to say,

however, from seven months close atten-

tion, that two hygrometers, on this sim-

ple construction, have coincided suffi-

ciently for the uses of agriculture. It is

true," he adds, "they diminished in the

degree of action ; but as the scale may be

readily diminished in extent, and as a

fresh line may be so cheaply and so readi-

iy supplied, this is not a valid objec'ion."
It is remarked, that " this diminution in

the degree of action depends consider-

ably on the construction; the propriety,
or rather delicacy, of which rests, almost

solely, on this point : the weight of the

index should be so proportioned to the

weight of the lever and cord, that the

cord may be kept perfectly straight, with-

out being too much stretched. He made
one with a long heavy index, and in or-

der to gain a more extensive scale with
a short lever; but, even when it was first

put up, it could barely act; and in a few
weeks it flagged, and was not able to

raise the index, though the air was un-

commonly moist. He therefore made
another with the same length, both ofin-
dex and lever, but with a lighter index,
and a heavier lever, so as to gain the pro-
portion above mentioned, and it has act-

ed exceedingly well." He thinks that
no farmer,

" who wishes to profit by the

hygrometer, should have less than two.
Three or four would be more advisable.

They would then assist in correcting
each other; and, in case of renewal
or alteration, there would be no danger
of losing the state of the atmosphere ;

which, if only *one is kept, must neces-

sarily be the case. The principle on
which this hygrometer is formed is not,
he says, confined to a small cord, and an
index of ten inches long: it may be ex-

tended to a rope, of any length or thick-

ness, and to an index and scale of almost

any dimensions and extent." But one, or

more, on a portable construction, might,
he thinks, be found useful. An axe is the
form he has thought of; the edge, gradu-
ated, will constitute the scale ; and the
handle will receive the cord : this may
be hung up in the shade, exposed to the
action of the air ; or, by means of a spike
in the end of the handle, it may be placed
in the open field. By placing it on fallow

ground, it may be actuated by the per-

spiration of the earth ; among vegetables
by vegetable perspiration ; by the means
of one, or, more probably, by the means
of several, placed at varied heights, the
different degrees of moisture at different

altitudes may be ascertained, &c. In fact,

he considers the hygrometer, whether it

is a prognostic of the weather or not, as a

most valuable oracle to the farmer. See
WEATHKR.
HYMEN, in anatomy, a thin membrane

stretched transversely across the vagina,
at a small distance from its entrance. It

is sometimes found entire, completely in-

terceptingthe passage sometimesit ex-
ists but partially and often not at all.

HYMENS, in botany, a genus of the
Decandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Lomentaceae. JLegumi-
nosx, Jussieu. Essential character: calyx

five-parted ; petals five, almost equal ;

style twisted inwards ; legume filled with
farinaceous pulp. There is only one spe-
cies, viz. H. courbaril, locust tree. The
wild bees are fond of building their nests

in this tree, which grows to a considera-
ble size in the West Indies, and is looked

upon as excellent timber; but it must be

very old before it is cut, otherwise the

heart will be but small. It is in great re-

quest for wheel-work in the sugar mills,

particularly for cogs to the wheels, being
remarkably hard and tough. Professor

Jacquin says, that a cubic foot weighs
about a hundred pounds, and that it will

take a fine polish.

HYMENOPTERA, in natural history,
the fifth order of insects according to the

Linnaean system. The insects of this or-

der are furnished with four membrana-
ceous wings, and also with a sting, or a

process resembling one. The wasp and
the bee are insects of this order. It con-

sists of the following genera:

Ammophila
Apis
Chalcis

Chrysis
Cynips
Formica
Ichneumon

Leucopsis

Mutilla

Scolia

Sirex

Sphex
Tenthredo

Thynnus
Tiphia
Vesna
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HYOBANCHE, in botany, a genus of

the DidynamiaAngiospermia class and or-

der. Natural order of Personals. Pedi-

culares, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-,

lyx, seven-leaved ; corolla ringent, with-

out any lower lip ; capsule two-celled,

many-seeded. There is but one species,
viz. H. san.^uinea, a native ofthe Cape of

Good Hope, and is parasitical at the roots

ofshrubs.

HYOSCYAMUS, in botany, henbane, a

genus of the Penlandria Monogynia class

and order. Natural order ot Luridx. So-

lancx, Jussieu. Essential character : co-

rolla funnel-form, obtuse; stamina inclin-

ed; capsule two-celled, covered with a

lid. There are eight species.
HYOSERIS, in botany, swine's lettuce or

succory, a genus of the Syngenesia Poly-

gamia ./Equalis class and order. Natural
order of Composite Semiflosculosx. Ci-

choracev, Jussieu, Essential character:

calyx almost equal ; down hairy and caly-
cled ; receptacle naked. There are ten

species.

HYPECOUM, in botany, a genus ofthe
Tetrandria Digynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Corydales. Papaveraceae,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx two-
leaved ; petals four, the two outer broad-

er, and trifid ; fruit a silique. There are
three species.
HYPELATE, in botany, a genus of the

Polygamia Monoecia class and order. Es-
sential character : calyx five-leaved ; co-
rolla fivie-petalled ; stigma bent down,
three-cornered : drupe one seeded. There

,
is but one species, viz. H. trifoliata, a na-
tive of Jamaica, where it is common in the
low lands.

HYPERBOLA, in geometry, the sec-

tion, GEH, (Plate VII. Miscel. fig. 5 ) of
a cone, ABC, made by a plane, so that the

axis, EF, of the section inclines to the op-
posite leg ofthe cone, BC, which, in the

parabola, is parallel to it, and in the ellip-
sis intersects it. The axis ofthe hyper-
bolical section will meet also with the op-
posite side of the cone, when produced
above the vertex at D.

Definitions. 1. If at the point E (fig. 6.)
in any plane, the end ofthe rule EH be
so fixed, that it may be freely carried

round, as about a centre ; and at the other
end of the rule H there is fixed the
end of a thread shorter than the rule, and
let the other end of the thread be fixed
at the point F, in the same plane ; but
the distance of the points EF must be

j
greater than the excess of the rule above
the length of the thread ; then let the
thread be applied to the side ofthe rule

EIJ, by the help ofa pin G, and be stretch.

ed along it ; afterwards let the rule be
carried round, and in the mean time let
the thread, kept stretched by the pin, be
constantly applied to the rule: a certain
line will be described by the motion of
the pin, which is called the hyperbola.
But if the extremity of the same rule,
which was fixed in the point E, is fixed
in the point F, and the end ofthe thread .

is fixed in the point E, and the same
things performed as before, there will be
described another line opposite to the
former, which is likewise called an hy-
perbola ; and both together are called

opposite hyperbolas. These lines may
be extended to any greater distance from
the points EF, viz. if a thread is taken of
a length greater than that distance. 2.

The points E and F are called the foci.

3. And the point C, which bisects the

right line between the two focus's, is

called the centre ofthe hyperbola, or of
the opposite hyperbolas. 4. Any right
line passing through the centre, and
meeting the hyperbolas, is called a trans-
verse diameter ; and the points in which
it meets them, their vertices; but the right
line, which passes through the centre,
and bisects any right line terminated by
the opposite hyperbolas, but not pass-

ing through the centre, is called a right
diameter. 5. The diameter which passes

through the foci is called the transverse
axis. 6. If from A or a, the extremities
ofthe transverse axis, there is put aright
line AD, equal to the distance ofthe cen-
tre C from either focus, and with A, as a

centre, and the distance AD, there is a

circle described, meeting the right line

which is drawn through the centre ofthe

hyperbola, at right angles to the trans-

verse axis, in B b ; the line B b is called

the second axis. f. Two diameters, ei-

ther of which bisects all the right lines

parallel to the other, and which are ter-

minated both ways by the hyperbola, or

opposite hyperbolas, are called conjugate
diameters. 8. Any right line, not passing

through the centre, but terminated both

ways by the hyperbola, or opposite hy-

perbolas, and bisected by a diameter, is

called an ordinate applied, or simply an
ordinate to that diameter : the diameter,

likewise, which is parallel to that other

right line ordinately applied to the other

diameter, is said to be ordinately applied
to it. 9. The right line which meets the

hyperbola in one point only, but produc-
ed both ways falls without the opposite

hyperbolas, is said to touch it in that

point, or is a tangent to it. 10. If through
the vertex ofthe transverse axis a right

line is drawn, equal and parallel to the se-
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cond axis, and is bisected by the trans-

verse axis, the right lines drawn through
the centre, and the extremities of the pa-
rallel line, are called asymptotes. 1 1. The
right line drawn through the centre of

the hyperbola, parallel to the tangent,
and equal to the segment of the tangent
between the asymptotes, and which is

bisected in the centre, is called the se-

cond diameter of that which is drawn

through the point of contact. 12. A third

proportional to two diameters, one of

which is transverse, the other second to

it, is called the latus rectum, or parame-
ter of that diameter, which is the tirst of

the three proportionals. And, 13. Lastly,

fig. 9. If upon two right lines A a, B b,

mutually bisecting each other at right an-

gles, the opposite hyperbolas AG, a .-,

are described; and if upon the same right
lines there are described two other op-

posite hyperbolas, BK, b h, of which the
transverse axis, B 6, is the second axis of

the two first and the second axis of the
two last, A a, is the transverse axis of
the two first ; these four are called con-

jugated hyperbolas, and their asymptotes
shall be common.

Prop. 1. (fig. 6.) The square of the
half of the second axis is equal to the

rectangle contained by the right lines be-
tween the foci and the vertexes of the

'

transverse axis.

Let A a be the transverse axis, C the
centre, E and F the foci, and B b the se-

cond axis, whiph is evidently bisected in
the centre C, from the definition : let A B
be joined : then since (by def. 6.) AB and
CF are equal ; the squares of A.C and CB,
together, will be equal to the square of

CF, that is, (6. 2.) to the square of AC
and the rectangle AF a together; where-
fore, taking away the square ofAC, which
is common, the square ofCB will be equal
to the rectangle AF a.

Prop. II. Iffrom any point G (fig. 7 and
8;) of the hyperbola, aright line GD is

drawn at right angles to the transverse

axis, A a, and if from the same point
there is drawn the right line GF to the
focus nearest to that point ; the half of
the transverse axis CA will be to the
distance of the focus' from the centre,
viz. CF, as the distance of the perpen-
dicular CD is to the sum of the half of
the transverse axis, and the right line
drawn to the focus.

Let GE be drawn to the other focus,
and on the axis a A produced, let there
be set off AH equal GF ; then, with the
centre G, and the distance GF, describe
> circle cutting the axis a A in K and F,

and the right line EG in the points L and
M : then since EF is double CF, and FK
double FD, EK shall be also double CD ;

and since EL or A a is double CA, and
LM double GE or AH, EM shall also

be double CH ; but because of the circle,
EL or A a : EF : : EK : EM ; and taking
their halves, it will be as CA: CF: : CD :

CH.

Prop. III. (fig. 7 and 8.) the same things

being supposed, if from A, the extremity
of the transverse axis nearest to the point
G, there is set oil' a right line AH on the
axis produced, equal to the distance of
the point G from the focus F, nearest to

the said extremity ; the square of the per-

pendicular GD shall be equal to the ex-

cess of the rectangle EHF, contained
under the segments between H ^the ex-

tremity of the right line AH) and the

foci, above the rectangle AD a, con-

tained under the segments cut off be-

tween the perpendicular and the extremi-
ties of the axis.

For since the right line CJI is any how
cut in A, the squares of CA and CH
together will be equal to twice the rect-

angle ACH, and the square of AH,
(7. 2.) i. e. because CA, CF, CD, CH,
are proportionals to twice the rectangle
FCD, and to the square of AH or GF ;

that is, to twice the rectangle of FCD
and the squares of- FD and DG, that is,

to the squares of FC, CD, and DG, (7 2.)
wherefore the two squares of CA and
CH are equal to three squares of FC,
CD and DG ; and taking away the

squares of CA and CF from both sides,
the remaining rectangle EHF, will be
equal to the remaining rectangle AD o,
and to the square of DG (6. 2.)

Prop. IV. (fig. 7 and 8.) If from any
point G of the hyperbola, there is drawn
a right line parallel to the second axis B bt

meeting the transverse axis A a in D ; the

square of the transverse axis shall be to
the square of the second axis, as the rect-

angle contained under the segments of
the transverse axis, between the parallel
and its extremities, to the square of the

parallel.

Prop. V. (fig. 8.) If from any point
G of the hyperbola there is drawn a right
line parallel to the transverse axis A a

meeting the second axis in N; the square
of the second axis shall be, to the square
of the transverse, as the sum of the

squares of the half of the second axis

and its segment, between the centre and
the right line, to the square of the line

itself; that is, CB 1
: CA 1

: : CB J H-
G D 1

: C A a
-f- the rectangle AD a ;
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that is, as C B l+C N1 is to C D 1 or

GN 1
.

Prop. VI. (fig. 9.) It is another pro-

perty of the hyperbola, that the asymp-
totes, D d, E e, do never absolutdy meet
with the curve. See ASTMPTOTE.

Prop. VII. If through any point F (fig.

9.) of the hyperbola, there is drawn a

right line 1 F L parallel to the second

axis, and meeting the asymptotes in I

and L; the rectangle contained under
the right lines which are intercepted be-

tween the asymptotes and the hyper-
bola, is equal to the square of the half of
the second axis, that is, C B 1 = I F L
= I HL.
Prop VIII. (fig. 10.) If from any point

F of the hyperbola, there is drawn to the
transverse diameter, AB, a right line or-

dinjitely applied to it F G ; and from the

extremity of the diameter there is drawn
AH perpendicular to it, and equal to the

latus rectum,- the square of the ordinate

shall be equal to the rectangle applied lo

the latus rectum, being of the breadth of
v

the abscissa between the ordinate and the

vertex, and which exceeds it by a figure
like and alike situated to that which is

contained under the diameter and the

lutiis rectum.

For join BH, and from the point G let

there be drawn GM parallel to AH, and

meeting BH in M, and through M let

there be drawn MN parallel to AB, meet-

ing AH in N, and let the rectangles
MNHO, BAHP, be completed. Then
since the rectangle AGB is to the square
of GF, as AB is to AH ;

i. e. as GB is to

GM, i. e. as the rectangle A G B is to

the rectangle AGM; AGB shall be to

the square of GF, as .the same AGB to

the rectangleAGM : wherefore the square
of G F is equal to the rectangle AGM,
which is applied to tke latus rectum, AH,
having the breadth AG, and exceeds the

rectangle H A G O by the rectangle
MNHO, like to BAHP ; from which ex.

cess the name of hyperbola was given to

this curve by Apollqnius.
Prob. 1. Aii easy method to describe

the hyperbola, fig. 11. having the trans-

verse diameter, D E, and the foci N n

given. From N, at any distance, as N F,
strike an arch ; and with the same open-
ing of the compasses with one foot in E,
the vertex, set off' EG equal to NF in the
axis continued; then with the distance

GD, and one foot in n, the other focus,
cross the former arch in F. So F is a

point in the hyperbola: and by this me-
thod repeated may be found any other

point/, further on, and as many more as

you please.
An asymptote being taken for a diame-

ter ; divided into equal parts, and through
all the divisions, which form so many
abscisses continually increasing equally, y
ordinates to the curve being drawn paral-
lel to the other symptote ; the absciss-
es will represent an infinite series of na-
tural numbers, and the corresponding
hyperbolic or asymptotic spaces will re-

present the series of logarithms of the
same number. Hence different hyperbc-
las will furnish different series of loga-
rithms ; so that to determine any particu-
lar series of logarithms, choice must be
made of some particular hyperbola. Now
the most simple of all hyperbolas is

the equilateral one, i. e. that whose asymp-
totes make a right angle between them-
selves.

Equilateral hyperbola is that wherein
the conjugate axes are equal.

Apollonian hyperbola is the common
hyperbola, or the hyperbola of the first

kind : thus called in contradistinction
to the hyperbolas of the higher kinds,
or infinite hyperbolas : for the hyperbo-
la of the first kind, or order, has two
asymptotes ; that of the second order has
three ; that of the third four, &c.

HYPERBOLE, in rhetoric, a figure,

whereby the truth and reality of things
are excessively either enlarged or di-

minished. See RHETORIC.

HYPERBOLIC, or hyperbolical, some-

thing relating either to an hyperbole, or
an hyperbola.
HYPERBOLIC cylindroid, is a solid fi-

gure, whose generation is given by Sir

Christopher Wren, in the "
Philosophical

Transactions." Thus, two opposite hy-
perbolas being joined by the transverse

axis, and through the centre a right line

being drawn at right angles to that axis ;

and about that, as an axis, the hyperbo-
las being supposed to revolve ; by such

revolution, a body will be generated,
which is called the hyperbolic cylindroid,
whose bases, and all sections parallel to

them, will be circles. In a subsequent
transaction, the same author applies it

to the grinding of hyperbolical glasses :

affirming that they must be formed this

way, or not at all. Hyperbolic leg of a

curve, is that which approaches infi-

nitely near to some asymptote. Sir Isaac

Newton reduces all curves, both of the

first and higher kinds, into those with

hyperbolic legs, and those with parabolic
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HYPEHBOLIC line, is used, by some au-

thors, for what we call the hyperbola it-

self. In this sense, the plane surface,
terminated by the curve line, is called

the hyperbola, or hyperbolic space ; and
the curve line that terminates it the hy-

perbolic line.

HYPERICUM, in botany, St. John's

wort, a genus ofthe Polydelphia Polyan-
dria class and order. Natural order of

Rotaceae. Hyperica, Jussieu. Essential

character : calyx five-parted ; petals five ;

filaments many, connected at the base in

five bundles. There are fifty-seven spe-
cies. These are principally shrubs or

under shrubs, with cylindrical, ancipital,
or quadrangular stems; leaves frequent-

ly with pellucid dots; flowers, sometimes
in cymes, frequently in corymbs, with the

peduncles often trichotomous and three

flowered,

HYPHYDRA, in botany, a genus of the

Monoecia Gynandria class and order. Es-

sential character : male, calyx one-leafed,
three parted; corolla none ; stamens six,

inserted above the germ; female, calyx
and corolla none ; style triangular, with

three stigmas; capsule one-celled, three-

valved ; seed single. There is but one

species, viz. H. fluviatilis, a little plant
which grows three or four feet under wa-

ter; it is a native of Guiana.

HYPNUM, in botany, a genus of the

Cryptogamia Musci class and order. Na-
tural order of Musci or Mosses. Generic
character : capsule oblong ; peristoneum
double, outer with sixteen broadish teeth,

inner membranaceous,equally lanciniated;

segments broadish, with capillary ones in-

terposed. Males germaceous, on differ-

ent plants. Botanists differ greatly as to

the number ofspecies; some reckon forty,
others fifty, and Dr. Withering enume-
rates seventy, and to facilitate the investi-

gation of the species, he has thrown them
into seven divisions.

HYPOCHOERIS, in botany, a genus
of the Syngenesia Polygamia ^Equalis
class and order. Natural order of Com-
positae Semiflosculosae. Cichoraceae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : calyx subim-
bricate ; down feathered ; receptacle
chaffy. There are five species.
HYPOTHECATE, in law, to hypothe-

cate a ship, is to pawn the same for ne-

cessaries; and a master may hypothecate
either ship or goods for relief, when in

distress at sea; for he represents the
traders as well as owners ; and in whose
hands soever a ship or goods hypothe-
cated come, they are liable. But it has
been recently held in the court of King's

Bench, that if the master pay for the re-

pairs himself, and do not hypothecate the

ship, he has no lien upon the ship for his

debt.

HYPOTHENUSE, in geometry, the

longest side of a right angled triangle ; or
it is that side which subtends the right

angle. Euclid, lib. i. proposition 47, de-

monstrates, that in every rectilinear right

angled triangle, the square of the hypo-
thenuse is equal to the squares of both
the other sides. This celebrated pro-
blem was discovered by Pythagoras,
who is said to have sacrificed a heca-
tomb to the Muses, in gratitude for the

discovery.
HYPOTHESIS, in general, denotes

something supposed to be true, or taken
for granted, in order to prove or illus-

trate a point in question. An hypothesis
is either probable or improbable, ac-

cording as it accounts rationally or not
for any phenomenon ;

of the former kind
we may reckon the Copernican system
and Huygens's hypothesis concerning
the ring of Saturn ; and the Ptolemaic

system may be esteemed an instance of
the latter.

HYPOXIS, in botany, a genus of the
Hexandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Coronariae. Narcissi,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx a
two valved glume ; corolla, six-parted,

permanent, superior ; capsule narrower
at the base. There are fourteen species.

HYRAX, in natural history, a genus of

Mammalia, of the order Glires. Generic
character: front teeth in the upper jaw
two, broad and somewhat distant ; in the
lower jaw four, broad, flat, contiguous,
and notched; grinders large, four on i

each side in both jaws ; fore-feet four-

toed, hind feet three-toed ; no tail ; no
clavicles. What distinguishes this genus
from the whole class of Glires, besides, is

the circumstance of having four teeth in-
'

stead of two in the lower jaw, and in-

deed the teeth in general are differently
formed. There are two species.

H. capensis, or the Cape hyrax, is

about as large as a rabbit, and abounds
in the mountainous districts near the

Cape ofGood Hope, leaping from rock to

rock with extreme agility, feeding by day,
and retreating at night to the clefts and
holes of the mountains. It has no power
of burrowing any recess for itself. Its

sound is a reiterated squeak. It sub-

sists entirely on vegetable food, and

prepares a bed for its repose and com-
fort in its favourite recess. It may be

easily familiarized, and in a state of
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domestication is extremely cleanly and
alert.

H. syriacus, or the bristly hyrax, is to

be met with particularly in Ethiopia and

Abyssinia, and particularly under the

rocks of the Mountains of the Sun. Its

full length is about seventeen inches.

These animals are called by the natives

of these countries Ashkokos. They are

gregarious, and, occasionally, seen in

companies of several scores, basking be-

fore the clefts of the rocks in the open
sunshine. They are gentle, weak and

fearful, but ifhandled with roughness will

bite with great severity. They are sup-

posed to live on grain, fruits, and roots,

and when kept in confinement, they will

live upon bread and milk. They feed
without any voracity, and even the pangs
of hunger could not impel them to at-

tack chickens or smaller birds, which
have been thrown to them in that state,

in the way of experiment. Their mo-
tion is not firm upon their legs, but ra-

ther by stealing along, by a few paces at

a time, upon their bellies, in the manner
of the bat in approaching its prey. For
the Hyrax, see Mammalia, Plate XII.

fig. 5.

HYPTIS, in botany, a genus of the

Didynamia Gymnospermia class and or-

der. Natural order of VerticillatzE. La-

biatae, Jussieti. Essential character : ca-

lyx turbinate ; corolla with a very
spreading border; lower lip semibifid ;

anthers hanging down. There are two

species.
HYSSOPUS, in botany, hyssop, a genus

f the Didynamia Gymnospermia class

and order. Natural order ofVerticillatae,
Jussieu. Essential character: corolla, low-
er lip with a small middle crenate seg-
ment ; stamens straight, distant. There
are three species.
HYSTERICS. See MEDICINE.

,

HYSTRIX, porcupine, in natural history,
a genus of quadrupeds of the order
Glires. Generic character: two fore-

teeth in the upper and the under jaw,
eut obliquely ; eight grinders : body with

spines and hair; toes four or five on the

HYS

forefeet. There are five species. H.

cristata, or the common porcupine, is

about two feet in length, exclusively of
the tail. It is found in Africa and India,
and isseen notunfrequentlyin the warmer
climates of Europe, particularly in Italy
and Sicily. It is covered on the upper
part of its body with variegated spines,
or quills, which are long and sharp, and
which, when irritated, it erects with par-
ticular intenseness, and a rustling and

alarming noise, giving the idea of for-

midable hostility. It was supposed by
the ancients to possess the power of dart-

ing these with unerring, and sometimes

fatal, aim against its adversaries ; but it

is ascertained to employ them merely to

repel an assailant. Its principal food
consists of the bark of trees, roots, and
fruit, and is almost universally collected

by it in the night. In the day it lies re-

tired, and sleeping in a subterraneous

habitation, which it is said to construct
with particular ingenuity, dividing it into

several apartments. It produces two at

a birth, and if taken young is tamed with
considerable facility. Its flesh is eaten,
not only in Africa but in Italy, and is

thought extremely luscious, on which ac-

count it can be taken by few in any large

quantity. See Mammalia, Plate XII.

fig. 3.

H. prehensilis, or the Brazilian por-
cupine. This is about a foot long, and
its tail about a foot and a half, by which it

clings to the branches oftrees, and facili-

tates its object of attack or escape. It is

covered with strong, short, and extremely
sharp spines, on most of those parts of its

body particularly exposed to assault. It

is found in the warm climates of Ameri-
ca, and particularly in Brazil, where it

inhabits the woods, and subsists not only
upon fruits and vegetables, like the
former species, but also on small birds.

Its sounds resemble the gruating of a

pig. It secludes itself during the day ia

the hollows of trees, or under their roots,
and by night engages in its excursions

and repasts. See Mammalia, Plate XIT.

fig. 4.
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I.

I
or i, the ninth letter, and third vowel

5 of the alphabet, is pronounced by
throwing- the breath suddently against the

palate, as it comes out of the larynx, with
a small hollowing of the tongue, and

nearly the same opening ofthe lips as in

pronouncing a or e. Its sound varies ; in

some words it is long, as high, mind, &c.:

in others short, as bid, hid, sin, &c. ; in

others again it is pronounced like y, as in

collier, onion, &c. : and in a few it sounds

like ee, as in maclrine, magazine, &c. No
English word ends in i, e being either

added to it, or else the i turned into y.

But besides the vowel, there is the jod
consonant; which, because of its different

pronunciation, has likewise a different

form, thus, J j. In English it has the

soft sound ofg, nor is it used but when g
soft is required before vowels where g is

usually hard : thus we say, jack, jet join,

&c. instead of gack, get,goin, &c. which
would be contrary to the genius of the

English language.
I, used as a numeral, signifies no more

than one, and stands for so many units

as it is repeated times : thus I, one ; II,

two ; III, three, &c. and when put before

a higher numeral it subtracts itself, as

IV, four; IX, nine. &c. : but when set

after it, so many are added to the higher
numeral as there are 1's added : thus VI,
is 5-j-l or six? VII, 5+2, or seven ;

VIII, 5+3, or eight. The ancient Ro-
mans likewise used 13 for 500, CIo for

1,000,130 for 5,000, CCIoo for 10,000,

lOOO for 50,000, and CCCIooo for

100,000. Farther than this, as Pliny ob-

serves, they did not go in their notation ;

but, when necessary, repeated the last

number, as CCClooo, CCCIooo for

200,000; CCCIOOO,CCCIooo,CCCIooo
for 300,000 ; and so on.

JACK, in mechanics, an instrument of
common use for raising heavy timber, or

very great weights of any kind.
The common kitchen jack is a com-

pound engine, where the weight is the

power applied to overcome the friction

ofthe parts, and the weight with which
the spit is charged; and a steady and
uniform motion is obtained by means of

the fly.

JACK, in naval affairs, a sort of flag, or

colour, displayed from a staff erected
tin the outer end of a ship's bowsprit. In

the British navy, the jack is a small union

flag; but in merchant ships the union IB

bordered with red.

JACK smoke. See SMOKE jack.
JACK in the box, a large wooden male

screw, turning in a female one, which
forms the upper part of a strong wooden
box, shaped like a frustum of a pyramid.
It is used by means of levers passing

through holes in it, as a press in packing,
and for other purposes.
JACK block, a block occasionally at-

tached to the top-gallant tie, and through
which the top-gallant top-rope is reeved,
to sway up or to strike the yard.
JACKALL, in zoology, an animal ofthe

dog kind, with a slender snout. See CA-
NIS.

JACKET cork. See CORKjacket.
JACOB*s sta^sometimes called a cross-

staff, a mathematical instrument to take
altitudes at sea, consisting of a brass cir-

cle divided into four equal parts by two
lines cutting each other in the centre ; at

each extremity of either line is fixed a

sight perpendicularly over the lines, with
holes below each slit for the better disco-

very of distant objects. The cross is of
course mounted on a stand for use.

JACOBUS, un ancient gold coin, worth
25s. See COIN.

JACQUINIA, in botany, so named in

honour of Nic. Jos. de Jacquin, professor
of botany at Vienna, a genus of the Pen-
tandria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order ofDumosx. Sapotse, Jussieu.

Essentialcharacter : corolla ten-cleft ; sta-

mens inserted into the receptacle ; berry
one-seeded. There are four species, na-

tives of the West Indies and South Ame-
rica.

JACTITATION of marriage, in law, is

when one ofthe party boasts, or gives out,
that he or she is married to the other,

whereby a common reputation of their

matrimony may ensue. On this ground
the party injured may libel the other in

the spiritual court ; and unless the defen-

dant undertake, and make out a proof of

the actual marriage, he or she is enjoin-
ed perpetual silence on that head.
JADE. See NEPHRITE.
JALAP is the root of the convolvolus

jalappa. It derives its name from Xalapa,
a town ofMexico, in the environs ofwhich
it grows plentifully. It is also fount!
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among the sands of Vera Cruz. This

plant resembles in appearance the con-
volvolus ofour hedges. Its stem is climb-

ing, angular, and covered with a slight
down. Its leaves alternately disposed are
rather large, sometimes entire and cordj-

form, sometimes divided into several

lobes, more or less distinct. The flower
is campaniform, whithish on the outside,
and of a dark purple within. Its root,
which is the only part in use, is tuberose,
large, lengthened put into the form of a
French turnip, white on the inside, and
full of a milky juice. The weight of the
roots is from twelve to twenty pounds.
They are cut into slices, in order to dry
them. They then acquire a brown co-

lour, and a resinous appearance. Their
taste is rather acrid, and excites a nausea.

Jalap to the amount of 50,000/. sterling is

consumed in Europe annually.
IAMBICS, certain songs, or satires,

which are supposed to have given birth to
the ancient comedy. The word is applied
also to a particular kind of Latin verse, of
which the simple foot consists of a short
and long syllable. Ruddiman makes two
kinds of iambic, viz. dimeter and trimeter;
the former containing four feet, and the
latter six.

JANSENISTS, in church history, a
sect of the Roman Catholics in France,
who follow the opinions of Jansenius,

bishop of Ypres, and docter of divinity of
the Universities of Louvain and Douay, in

relation to grace and predestination.
In the year 1640, the two universities

just mentioned, and particularly Father
Molina and Father Leonard Celsus,

thought fit to condemn the opinions of the
Jesuits on grace and free-will. This hav-

ing set the controversy on foot, Jansenius

opposed to the doctrine of the Jesuits the
sentiments of St. Augustine, and wrote a
treatise on grace, which he entitled Au-

gustinus. This treatise was attacked by
the Jesuits, who accused Jansenius of

maintaining dangerous and heretical opi-
nions ; and afterwards, in 1642, obtained
of Pope Urban VIII. a formal condemna-
tion of the treatise wrote by Jansenius :

when the partisans ofJansenius gave out
that this bull was spurious, and composed
by a person entirely devoted to the Jesuits.

After the death of Urban VIII. the affair

of Jansenism began to be more warmly
controverted, and gave birth to an infinite

number of polemical writings concerning
grace ; and what occasioned some mirth,
was the titles which each party gave to

f.heir writings: one writer published
" The

Torch of SL Augustin," another found

Snuffers for St. Augustin's Torch," aivd
Father Vernon formed " A Gag for the
Jansenists," &c. In the year 1650, sixty-
eight bishops ofFrance subscribed aletter
to pope Innocent X. to obtain an inquiry
into, and condemnation of, the five follow-

ing propositions, extracted from Jan&eni-
us's Augustinus : 1. Some of God's com-
mandments are impossible to be observed
by the righteous, even though they en-
deavour with all their power to accom-
plish them. 2, In the state of corrupted
nature, we are incapable of resisting in-
ward grace. 3. Merit and demerit, in a
state of corrupted nature, does not depend
on a liberty which excludes necessity, but
on a liberty which excludes constraint.
4. The semipelagians admitted the neces-

sity of an inward preventing grace forthe

performance of each particular act, even
for the beginning of faith, but they were
heretics in maintainingthat this grace was
of such a nature that the will of man was
able either to resist or obey it. 5. It is

semipelagianism to say, that Jesus Christ

died, or shed his blood, for all mankind,
in general.
JARGON. See ZIBCPK.

JASIONE, in botany, a genus of the

Syngenesia Monogynia class and order.
Natural order ofCam panacea. Essential
character: calyx, common, ten-leaved;
corolla five-petalled, regular ; capsule in-

ferior, two-celled. There are four species,
natives of the West Indies.

JASMINUM, in botany, English jas-
mine-tree, a genus of the Diandria Mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order of

Sepiariae. Essential character : corolla

salver-shaped ; berry dicoccous ; seeds

arillated; antherae within the tube. There
are seventeen species.

JASPER, in mineralogy, a species of
the clay genus, divided by Werner into

six sub-species, viz. the Egyptian, the

striped, the porcelain, the common, the

agate, and the opal jasper.
The Egyptian jasper exhibits two or

more colours in concentric zones or bands,
more or less regular, with interspersed

spots or dendritic figures. It is brittle,

and the specific gravity is about 2.6. It

occurs in rolled pieces, which are mostly
spherical. Before the blow-pipe it is in-

fusible without addition. It is found in

Egypt and the adjoining desarts, and, on
account of its beautiful colour and great
hardness, it is used for similar ornamental
and useful purposes as the agate
The colours of the striped jasper are

grey, green, yellow, and red ; these are

often found together, and arranged in
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striped and flamed delineations. It occurs
in large beds in Saxony, and also in Si-

beria, where it is of a very beautiful kind.

It admits of a high polish, and is used for

purposes of ornament chiefly. It derives

its name from the striped colour delinea-

tions with which it is marked. The por-
celain jasper generally exhibits but a sin-

gle colour, and is sometimes marked with

cloudy delineations. It melts before the

blow-pipe, and is found to consist of

Silica 60.75

Alumina 27.25

Magnesia 3.00

Oxide of Iron - - - 2.50

Potash - 3.66

Loss
97.16
2.84

100.

It occurs in beds in pseudo-volcanic
hills, and it is supposed that it is slaty clay,
converted into a kind of porcelain by the

action of fire. It is found in great plenty
in Bohemia.
The common jasper is found generally

in veins that occur in primitive rocks in

many parts of Europe. It is susceptible
of a high polish, and is in considerable re-

quest for ornamental purposes. Opal jas-

per is found in nests, in porphyry, near

Tokay, in Hungary, in the neighbourhood
of Constantinople, and in some Siberian

mountains. It is supposed to be'the con-

necting link between jasper and opal, and
is distinguishable by the liveliness of its

colours, its superior lustre, and constant

conchoidal fracture.

JATROPHA, in botany, a genus of the
Monoecia Monadelphia class and order.

Natural order of Tricoccae. Euphorbiae,
Jussieu. Essential character : male, ca-

lyx none ;
corolla one-petalled, funnel-

form ; stamina ten, alternately longer and
shorter : female, calyx none, corolla five-

petalled, spreading ; styles three, bifid ;

capsule three-celled ; seed one. There
are fourteen species, of which we shall

give a short account of the J. elastica,
elastic gum-tree ; it is a native of Guiana,
of Quito, and Brazil, particularly in Para,
where it is called masaradub. The In-

dians, by an incision in the bark, extract
a viscid white substance, like that which
issues from the fig-tree ; they receive it

into earthen moulds, to m,ake rings, brace-

lets, girdles, syringes, hats, boots, flam-

beaux, figures of animals, &c. The abbe

Rouchon says that the inhabitants of Ma-
dagascar also made flambeaux of it, which
burn without wicks, and afford them a

very good light when t!>ey go out to fish

in the night time ; that surgery has de-
rived some benefit from it. as it serves to

make excellent bandages -,
and that in a

state of solution it is very pi-oper for coat-

ing over silk, to render it impervious to
air or water. It has the extensibility of

leather, with a very considerable elastici-

ty. Spirit of wine makes no impression
on this substance, but it dissolves in ether
and linseed oil, or in nut oil digested gen-
tly in a sand bath : there are also other
fat and oily substances which affect it

very sensibly. The Chinese have been

long acquainted with the art of dissolving
it, and of giving it various colours.

JAUNDICE. See MEDICINE.

JAY, in ornithology, the variegated
corvus, with the covering feathers of the

wings blue, variegated with black and
white. See CORYUS.

IBERIS, in botany, candy~tvftt a ge-
nus of the Tetradynamia Siliculosa class

and order. Natural order of Siliquosae,
or Cruciformes. Cruciferae, Jussieu. Es-
sential character : corolla irregular, with
the outer petals larger : silicic ernargi-
nate, many-seeded. There are fourteen

species.

IBEX, in zoology, an animal of the

goat kind, with extremely long nodose
horns, which bend backwards, and are
of a blackish colour, and annulated on the
surface. The body is of a dark dusky
colour, and is less in proportion to the

height than that of the common goat : it

has a great resemblance to the deer
kind; the legs are also perfectly like

those of the deer, straight, elegant, and
slender. It is frequent in many parts of

Europe, and, notwithstanding its vast

horns, runs and leaps with surprising
force and agility. See CAPHA.

ICE, water in the solid state. When
water is exposed to a diminished tempe-
rature, itassurhesthe solid state, by shoot-

ing into crystals, which cross each other
in angles of 60 degrees. During this pro-
cess of solidification, the temperature re-

mains constant, being 32 degrees of the
scale of Fahrenheit. See CALORIC ; also

FREEZING.

During congelation most of the gasi-
form fluids, which may have been con-
tained in the water, are separated in the
elastic form, and exhibit bubbles in the

ice, unless the congelation may have been

gradually effected from the bottom, or

one of the sides; in which case the bub-
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bles are driven out, and the ice is much
clearer.

Ice is considerably lighter than water,

namely, about one-eighth part ; and this

increase of dimensions is acquired with

prodigious force, sufficient to burst the

strongest iron vessels, and even pieces of

artillery. It does not arise from the ex-

trication of the gases ; for the refractive

power of ice is less than that of water,
as Dr. Hooke long ago shewed, and has

since been confirmed by Wollaston.

M. Prevost observes, that congelation
takes place much more suddenly than the

opposite process of liquefaction ; and

that, of course, the same quantity of heat

must be more rapid^ extricated in freez-

ing, than is absorbed in thawing; that

the heat thus extricated being disposed
to fly off in all directions, and little of it

being retained by the neighbouring bo-

dies, more heat is lost than is gained by
the alteration: so that, where ice has once .

been formed, its production is in this

manner redoubled. This circumstance
must occur whenever it freezes, that is,

on shore, in latitudes above 35 degrees ;

and it appears, from 30 degrees to the

pole, the land is somewhat colder than the

sea, and the more as it is farther distant

from it ; and nearer the equator the land

is warmer than the sea : but the process
of congelation cannot, by any means, be
the principal cause of the difference, and
it is probable that the different capacity
of earth and water for heat is materially
concerned in it.

Since the atmosphere is very little heat-

ed by the passage of the sun's rays

through it, it is naturally colder than the
earth's surface ; and for this reason the
most elevated tracts of land, which are

|

the most prominent, and the most expos-
1 ed to the effects of the atmosphere, are

always colder than situations near the

i level of the sea.

The northern hemisphere is somewhat
i warmer than the southern, perhaps be-

j

cause of the greater proportion of land
that it contains, and also in some measure

|

on account of the greater length of its

summer than that of the southern ; for

although, as it was long ago observed by
Simpson, the different distance of the-sun

compensates precisely for the different

velocity of the earth in its orbit, with re-

spect to the whole quantity of heat re-

ceived on either side of the equinoctial
points, yet M. Prevost has shewn that, in

all probability, the same quantity of heat
must produce a greater effect when it is

more slowly applied ; because the por-
tion lost by radiation from the heated bo-

dy is greater as the temperature is high-
er. Since, therefore, on account of the

eccentricity ofthe earth's orbit, the north

pole is turned towards the sun seven or

eight days longer than the south pole, the
northern winters must be milder than the
southern; yet the southern summers,
though shorter, ought to be somewhat
warmer than the northern ; but, in fact,

they are colder, partly perhaps from the
much greater proportion uf sea, which in

some degree equalizes the temperature,
and partly for other reasons. The com-

parative intensity of the southern sum-
mer and winter is not exactly known ;

but in the island of New Georgia, the
summer is said to be extremely cold.

The northern ice extends about 9

from the pole; the southern 18 or 20;
in some parts even 3l> ; and floating ice

has occasionally been found in both he-

mispheres as far as 40 from the poles,
and sometimes, as it has been said, even
in latitude 41 or42. Between 54 and
60 south latitude, the snow lies on the

ground, at the sea-side, throughout the

summer. The line of perpetual conge-
lation is three miles above the surface at

the equator, where the mean heat is 84;
at Tenetiffe, in latitude 28, two miles ;

and in the latitude of London, a little

more than a mile; and in latitude 8Ga

north only 1,200 feet. At the pole, ac-

cording to the analogy deduced by Mr.

Kirwan, from a comparison of various ob-

servations, the mean temperature should
be 31. In London, the mean tempera-
ture is 50 ; at Rome, and at Montpelier,
a little more thun 60 ; in the island of

Madeira 70 ; and in Jamaica 80.
IcE-Aozwe, a building

1 contrived to pre-
serve ice for the use of a family in the

summer season. Ice-houses are more ge-
nerally used in warm countries than with

us, particularly in Italy, where the mean-
est person, who rents a house, has hi*

vault or cellar for ice. However, as ice

is much more used in England than it was

formerly, it may not be amiss to give
some direction for the choice of their si-

tuation, for the manner of building them,
and for the management of the ice.

As to the situation, it ought to be pla-
ced upon a dry spot of ground, because,
wherever there is moisture, the ice will

melt ; therefore, in all strong lands which
retain the wet, too much pains cannot be
taken to make drains all round them.
The place should also be elevated, and
and as much exposed to the sun and air

as possible.
As to the figure of the building, that

may be according to the fancy ofthe own-
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er ; but a circular form is most proper
for the well in which the ice is to be pre-
served ; which should be of a size and

depth proportionable to the quantity to
be kept ; for it is proper to have it large
enough to "contain ice for two years
consumption, so that if a mild winter
should happen, in which little or no ice
is to be had, there may be a stock to sup-
ply the want. At the bottom of the well
there should be a space of about two
feet deep left, to receive any moisture
that may drain from the ice , over this

space should be placed a strong wooden
grate, and from thence a small drain
should be laid under ground to carry off

the wet. The sides of the well should
be built with brick, at least two bricks

thick; for the thicker it is, the less dan-

gerthere will be of the well being affect-

ed by any external cause. When the well

is brought up within three feet of the

surface, there should be another outer
arch or wall begun, which should be car-

ried up to the height of the intended
arch of the well ; and if there be a se-

cond arch turned over this wall, it will add
to the goodness of the house : the roof
must be high enough above the inner
arch to admit of a door-way to get out the
ice. If the building is to be covered with
slates or tiles, reeds should be laid consi-

derably thick under them, to keep out
the sun and external air; and if these
reeds are laid the thickness of six or eight
inches, and plastered over with lime and
hair, there will be no danger of the heat

getting through them. The external wall

may be built in what form the proprietor
pleases; and as these ice-houses are

placed in gardens, they are sometimes so

contrived as to have a handsome alcove
seat in front, with a small door behind it,

through which a person might enter to

take out the ice ; and a large door oa the
other side, fronting the north, with a

porch wide enough for a small cart to

back in, in order to shoot down the ice

near the mouth of the well, which need
not be more than two feet in diameter,
and a stone so contrived as to shut it up
in the exactest manner; all the vacant

space above and between this and the

large door should be filled up with straw.

The building, thus finished, should have
time" to dry before the ice is put into it.

It is to be observed, that upon the
wooden grate, at the bottom of the well,
there should be laid some small faggots,
and if upon these a layer of reeds is

placed smooth for the ice to lie upon, it

will be better than straw, which is com-

monly used. As to the choice ofthe ice, the

g
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thinner it is, the easier it may be broken
into powder; for the smaller it is broken,
the better it will unite, when put into the
well. In putting it in, care must be
taken to ram it as close as possible ; and
also to allow a vacancy of about two inch-

es, all round, next the side of the well,
to give passage to any moisture occa-
sioned by the melting of some of the ice.

When the ice is put into the well, if a
little saltpetre be mixed with it at every
ten inches or a foot in thickness, it will

cause it to unite more closely into a solid

mass.

ICH DIEN, the motto of the Prince
of Wales's arms, signifying, in the high
Dutch,

'

I serve." it was first used by
Edward the Black Prince, to shew his

subjection to his father king Edward
III.

ICHNEUMON, in natural history, a
enus of insects of the Hymenoptera or-

er : mouth with a straight horny mem-
branaceous bifid jaw, the tip rounded and
ciliate ; mandibles curved sharp ; lip cy-
lindrical, membranaceous at the tip, and

emarginate ; feelers four, unequal, fili-

form, seated in the middle of the lip ; an-
tennae setaceous, of more than thirty arti-

culations; sting exserted, inclosed in a

cylindrical sheath, composed of two,.

valves, and "not very pungent. There are
more than five hundred species enume-
rated by different authors. These are se-

parated into two families. A. scutel, white
or yellow ; antennae annulate with white.
B. scutel, white or yellow ; antennae en-

tirely black. C. scutel, the colour of the
thorax

; antennae annulate. D. scutel, the
colour of the thorax ; antennae black. E.
antennae yellow. F. minute

; antennae fili-

form; abdomen sessile, ovate.
The whole of this singular genus have

been denominated parasitical, on account
of the very extraordinary manner in

which they provide for the future sup-
port of their offspring. The fly feeds on
the honey of flowers, and when about to

lay her eggs, perforates the body ofsome
other insect, or its larva, with its sting or

instrument, at the end of the abdomen,
and there deposits them. These eggs in

a few days hatch ; and the young larva,
which resemble minute white maggots,
nourish themselves with the juices of
their foster parent, which however con-
tinues to move about and feed till near the
time of its change to a chrysalis, when the
larva of the ichneumon creep out, by per-

forating the skin in various places, and
each spinning itself up in a small oval

silken case, changes into a chrysalis, and
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after a certain period they emerge in the

tate of complete ichneumons.

I. glomeratus may be given as an ex-

ample of this process. The caterpillar of

the common white or cabbage butterfly,

which, in the autumnal season, may be

.observed to creep up some wall, &c. in

order to undergo its own change into a

chrysalis : but in the space of a day or

two, a numerous tribe of small maggots
will be seen to emerge from it, and im-

mediately proceed to envelope them-
selves in distinct, yellow, silken cases, the

whole forming a group round the cater-

pillar. These are the ichneumons glo-
meratus: they are black, with yellow

legs, and they usually make their appear-
ance in about three weeks from the time

of their spinning themselves up. Some
of the ichneumon genus pierce the skins

of newly-changed chrysalises of butter-

flies and moths, in which their larva re-

main during their own incomplete state.

Others are so minute, that the female

pierces even the eggs of moths and but-

terflies, and deposits her own in each. I.

seductor, has a yellow scutel ; tip and pe-
tiole of the abdomen and crenate band
on the fore-part yellow ; legs mostly yel-
low. This insect is found chiefly in Pavia;

it forms a nest of cemented clay, in chim-

neys and windows, divided into cylindri-
cal cells, in each of which is contained a

cylindrical, brown, lucid follicle, and in

this the larva, with frequently the carcase

of a spider, in which the insect had de-

posited her eggs.
1CHNOGRAPHY, in perspective, tnl

of any thing cut off by a plane

parallel to the horizon, just at the base

of it.

IcHtfOGRAPHY, in architecture, .a de-

scription or draught of the platform or

pound-work of a house, or other build-

ing. Or it is the geometrical plan or plat-
form of an edifice or house, or the ground-
work of an house or building, delineated

upon paper, describing the form of the

several apartments, rooms, windows,

chimneys, &c.

ICHJTOGRAPHY, in fortification, denotes
the plan or representation of the length
and breadth of a fortress, the distinct

i parts ofwhich are marked out, either on
the ground itself, or on paper.
ICHTHYOCOLLA. See ISINGLASS.

ICHTHYOLOGY, is that part of natu-
ral history that treats of fishes. And fish-

es are animals having a heart with one
auricle and one ventricle, with cold red

blood, which inhabit water, and breathe

by means of gills. Most of the species

are likewise distinguished by fins and
scales. Different naturalists have given
different systems ; we shall briefly notice
some of the principal, because we find

them perpetually referred to in works of

importance. Aldrovandus, about two hun-
dred years ago, distributed the fishes ac-

cording to the nature of their residence.
His first book treats of those that frequent
rocks ; the second is devoted to those
found near the shores, called littoral

; the

third, pelagian, &c. Willoughby formed
his system from his observation on the

anatomy and physiology of fishes; he was
followed by Ray, who fixed a series of'

genera. Artedi, the friend and country-
man of Linnaeus, has the merit of having
first traced the outlines of that classifica-

tion of fishes, which is now almost gene-
rally adopted. For, independently of the
cetaceous tribes, which are now generally
classed with the mammalia, his method
consisted of four orders, viz. 1. The mala-

coterygian, or those which have soft fins,

or fins with bony rays, but without spines.
2. The acanthopterian, those with spiny
fins. 3. The branchiostegous, corres-

ponding to the amphibia nantes of Lin-
naeus. 4. The chondropterygian, or those

which have not true bones, but only car-

tilages, and the rays of whose fins hardly
differ from a membrane. At first Linnaeus

adopted this method entirely, but he af-

terwards improved upon it ; and now, ac-

cording to his system, the orders have
been instituted from the situation, pre-
sence, or absence of the ventral fins.

1. Such,.as are entirely destitute of
these fins are termed pisces apodes, apo-
dal or footless fishes. 2. The jugulares,
or jugular, are those which have ventral

fins, placed more forward than the pecto-
ral fins, or under the throat. 3. The tho-

racici, or thoracic, include those whose
ventral fins are placed immediately under
the pectoral fins, or on the breast. 4. The
abdominales, or abdominal, comprise
those whose ventral fins are situated be-

hind the pectoral fins, or on the abdomen.

4. There still remains a particular tribe,

denominated cartilaginei, which, as their

name imports, have a cartilaginous instead

of a bony skeleton. This tribe was by Lin-

naeus separated from the rest, on the mis-

taken idea, that the individuals which

compose it were furnished both with

lungs and gills, and should be ranked in

the class of amphibious animals.

The genera-which pertain to the pre-

ceding orders are determined by the

number of rays in the bi-anchiostegous

membrane, the condition of the teeth, the
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figure of the body, and of otber remark-

able parts. The characters of the species
are taken chiefly from the number of

rays in the fins, which differs in the dif-

ferent species. But as the precise enu-

meration of these rays is sometimes a

matter of difficulty, and as they are like-

wise subject to variation, it is necessary
to have recourse to other marks, and to

adopt, as subsidiary characters, the form
and situation of particular fins, the pro-

portion of the head to the body, the con-

dition of the lateral line, the number of

the vertebrae and ribs, &c.

Mr. Pennant describes fishes under the

three great divisions of cetaceous, cartila-

ginous, and bony. The latter, which is by
far the most numerous, he subdivides into

Four sections, entitled, agreeably to the

Linnaean orders, apodal, thoracic, jugu-
lar, and abdominal.

The shape of the body of fishes is sub-

ject to considerable varieties. It is said

to be compressed, when the diameter,
from side to side, is less than from back
to belly ; and depressed, on the contrary,
when the diameter, from side to side, is

greater than from back to belly. It is

cylindrical, when it is circular in the

greater part of its length ; ensiform, or

sword-shaped, when the back and belly
terminate in a sharp edge, or when the

body gradually tapers from the head to

the tail ; cultrated, or knife-shaped, when
the back is somewhat flat, and the angle
below acute ; carinated, or keel-shaped,
when the back is rounded, and the under

part of the belly acute, through its

length; oblong, when the longitudinal
diameter is much longer than the trans-

verse; oval, when the longitudinal dia-

meter not only exceeds the transverse,
but the base is circular, and the apex
more acute ; orbicular, when the longitu-
dinal and transverse diameters are nearly
equal; cuneiform, or wedge-shaped, when
the body gradually flattens towards, the

tail : conical, when it is cylindrical, and

grows gradually more slender towards the
tail ; ventricose, when the belly is very
prominent; gibbous, when the back pre-
sents one or more protuberances ; annu-

lated, when the body is surrounded by
rings, or elevated lines; articulated, when
it is covered with connected and bony
plates ; trigon, tetragon, pentag.cn, and

hexagon, when the sides are plain, with
three, four, or six longitudinal angles ; if

the number ofthese angles exceed six, it

is termed a polygon.
The surface of the body of fishes is

termed naked, when it is destitute of

scales ; scaly, when provided with them;
smooth, when the scales are without an-

gles, furrows, roughness, or inequalities ;

lubricous, or slippery, when invested with
a mucous or slimy humour ; tuberculated,
or rough, when covered with prominent
warts or tubercles ; papillous, when co-

vered with fleshy points ; spinous, when
the asperities are elongated, and pointed
at their extremities ; loricated, or mailed,
when the body is enclosed in a hard, cal-

lous, or bony integument, or in scales so

closely united as to seem but one ; fasciat-

ed, or banded, when marked with trans-

verse zones from the back to the belly ;

striped, when marked with very narrow,-
scattered and coloured streaks ; vitiated,
when marked with longitudinal zone*

along the side, from the head to the tail ;

reticulated, or chequered, when marked
with lines forming the appearance of net-

work ; pointed or dotted, when marked
with points, either longitudinally dispos-

ed, or without order; and variegated,
when of different colours.

The head is always placed at the ante-

rior part of the body, and reaches from
the extremity of the nose to the gills. The
head contains the mouth, nose, jaws, lips,

teeth, tongue, palate, nostrils, eyes, bran-

chial opercules, the branchiostegous

membrane, the aperture of the gills, and
the nape. The branchial opercules are

scaly or bony processes, situated on both

sides of the head, behind the eyes, clos-

ing the aperture of the gills, and sustain-

ing the branchial membrane. The bran-

chial, or branchiostegous membrane, is

true fin, formed of cartilaginous crooked

bones, joined by a thin membrane, lurk-

ing under the opercula, to which it ad-

heres, and is capable of being folded, or

expanded, as necessity requires.
The trunk is that part of the body

which extends from the nape and branchi-

al aperture to the extremity of the tail.

It comprehends the gills, throat, thorax,

back, sides, abdomen, lateral line, anus,

tail, and scales. The gills, or branchix,

consist, for the most part, of four crook-

ed, parallel, unequal bones, furnished

on the outer, or convex part, with small

soft appendages, like the beards of a fea-

ther, and generally of a red colour.

The fins consist of several rays,
con-

nected by a tender film or membrane;
and they are raised, expanded, or moved,
in various directions, by means of appr"
priate muscles. The rays of the fins are

either jointed and flexible small bones>

whose extremity is often divided into

two parts, or hard and prickly, without
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division at the extremity. In some cases,
those on the back of the fish are furnish-

ed with, membranaceous appendages,
simple, or palmated, and adhering to the

apex, or sides. The fins, according to

their position, are denominated dorsal,

pectoral, ventral, anal, or caudal.

The skeleton ofa fish is the assemblage
of bones which constitutes the frame-
work of its body. The number of these
bones is not uniform in each individual,
but varies according to age and species.

They may be conveniently divided into

those of the head, thorax, abdomen, and
fins.

The muscles are an assemblage of small

bundles of fleshy fibres, partly red, and

partly whitish, enveloped in a common
membrane. The first of. these is called

the fleshy portion of the muscle ; the se-

cond {he tendon. Each muscle thus com-

posed is susceptible ofcontraction and di-

latation. The former is accompanied by
a visible swelling, hardening, wrinkling,
and shortening ofthe muscle, and the lat-

ter by its elongation, expansion, and re-

covery of its former softness and flexibili-

ty. Its force, in general, depends on the

quantity of fibrous matter which enters
into its composition, and its movingpower
on the length and size of the fibres.

The brain of fishes is a very small organ
relative to the size of the head. It is di-

vided into three equal lobes, ofwhich the
two anterior are contiguous ; the third be-

ing placed behind, and forming the cere-

bellum. These three lobes are surround-
ed by a frothy matter, resembling saliva.

In this region, the optic and olfactory
Herves are easily discovered.

The swimming, or air bladder,or sound,
is an oblong, white, membranous bag,
sometimes cylindrical, sometimes ellipti-

cal, and sometimes divided into two or
three lobes, of different lengths. It is

usually situated between the vertebrae and
the stomach, and included within the pe-
ritoneum. In some fishes it communicates
with the stomach, and in others with the

oesophagus. The flat fishes are unpro-
vided with this organ.
The intestines, which in man are placed

transversely, have a longitudinal position
in fishes, and are all connected with the
substance of the liver. They are in ge-
neral very short, making only three turns,
the last of which terminates in a common
outlet or vent. The appendices, or se-

condary intestines, are very numerous,

composing a group of worm-like proces-
ses, all ultimately terminating in two large
canals, opening into the first intestine, in-

to which they discharge their peculiar
fluid. We shall, under the word PISCES,

give an account of the several functions

peculiar to this class of animals.

ICHTHYOPHTHALMITE, in mine-

ralogy, a stone found in Sudermania, of a

yellowish colour : it occurs massive, and
crystallized. Specific gravity 2.5 nearly.
Before the blow-pipe it froths, and melt*
in'O an opaque head. It is supposed to
consist of

Silica 52.0
Lime 24.5

Potash 8.1

Water ..... 15.0

Loss

100

ICONOCLASTS, in church history, aa

appellation given to those persons, who,
in the eighth century, opposed image-
worship ; and is still given by the Church
ofRome to all Christians who reject the
use of images in religious matters.

ICOSAHEDRON, in geometry, a re-

gular solid, consisting of twenty triangu-
lar pyramids, whose vertexesmeet in the
centre of a sphere, supposed to circum-
scribe it; and, therefore, have their height
and bases equal ; wherefore the solidity
of one of those pyramids multiplied by
twenty, the number of bases, gives the*

solid content of the icosahedron. See
BODY.

ICOSANDRIA, in botany, the name o

the twelfth class in the Linnzean system,

consisting of plants with hermaphrodite
flowers, furnished with twenty or more
stamina, that are inserted into the inner
side of the calyx, or petals, or both. By
this last circumstance, and not by the
number of stamina, is this class distin-

guished from the class polyandria, in

which the number of stamina is frequent-

ly the same with that of the plants of the
class icosandria, but they are inserted,
not into the calyx or petals, but into the

receptable of the flower. The icosandrit

furnishes the pulpy fruits that are most

esteemed, such as apples,plumbs,peaches,
cherries, &c. whereas the polyandria are

mostly poisonous, as the aconite, colum-

bine, larkspur, hellebore, and others.

The species of the icosandria have a hol-

low flower-cup, composed of one leaf, to

the inner side of which the petals are

fastened by their claws. I& thja class
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there are five orders, founded upon the
number of the styles or female organs.
The myrtle, almond, and plumb, have a

single female organ ; the wild service,
two ; the service and sesuvium, three ;

medlar and apple, &c. five ; rose, rasp-

berry, strawberry, &c. an indefinite num-
ber.

IDENTITY, denotes that by which a

thing is itself, and not any thing else ; in

which sense, identity differs from simili-

tude as well as diversity. The idea of

identity we owe to that power which the

mind has ofcomparing the very being and
existence of things,whereby, considering
any thing as existing at any certain time
and place, and comparing it with itself as

existing at any other time and place, we
accordingly pronounce it the same, or

different. Thus, when we see a man at
'

any time and place, and compare him with

himself, when we see him again at any
other time or place, we pronounce him to

be the same we saw before.

To und erstand identity aright,we ought
to consider the essence and existence, and
the ideas these words stand for ; it being
one thing to be the same substance ; an-

other, the same man ; and a third, the
same person. For, suppose an atom exist-

ing at a determined time and place, it is

the same with itself, and will continue
so to be at any other instant, as long as its

existence continues ; and the same may
be said of two or any number of atoms,
whilst they continue together ;

the mass
will be the same ; but if one atom be ta-

ken away, it is not the same mass. In

animated beings it is otherwise, for the

identity does not depend on the cohesion
of its constituent particles, any how unit-

ed in one mass ; but on such a disposition
and organization of parts, as is fit to re-

ceive and distribute life and nourishment
to the whole frame. Man, therefore, who
hath such an organization of parts partak-
ing of one common life, continues to be
the same man, though that life be commu-
nicated to new succetxling particles of
matter vitally united to the same organ-
ized body ; and in this consists the iden-

tity of man, considered as an animal only.
But personal identity, or the sameness of
an intelligent being, consists in a continu-
ed consciousness of its being a thinking
being, endowed with reason and reflec-

tion, capable of pain or pleasure, happi-
ness or misery, that considers itself the
same thing in different times and places.

By this consciousness every one is to him-

self, what he calls self, without consider-

ing whether that selfbt continued in the

same or divers substances ; and so far as

this consciousness extends backward to

any past action, or thought, so far extends
the identity of that person, and makes it

the object of reward and punishment.
Hence it follows, that ifthe consciousness
went with the hand, or any other limb,
when severed from the body, it would be
the same self that was just before concern-
ed for the whole. And if it were possible
for the same man to have a distinct in-

communicable consciousness at different

times, he would, without doubt, at differ-

ent times make different persons ; which
we see is the sense ofmankind as to mad-
men, for human laws do not punish the
madman for the sober man's actions, nor
the sober man for what the madman did,

thereby considering them as two persons.

IDEAOLOGY. The philosophy ofthe

human mind. We are conscious of our
own existence ; and in this consciousness
we perceive a certain variety or succes-

sive change, which we distinguish by the
name of thought. It seems as if it would
be a vain attempt to investigate by what

physical operations the proceedings of the
mind may be caused, supported, or go-
verned. The primary objects ofthought
are derived from our sensations or per-
ceptions. "We can form no conception of

any subject of thought, which shall not be
referable to the senses. During the ac-

tual time of sensation, we suppose our-

selves to be operated upon by some be-

ings or objects which constitute no part
of ourselves ; and we do not hesitate

to infer from those sensations, that an ex-
ternal universe does actually subsist.

Berkeley, Hume, and others, have made
this a subject ofquestion ; and it must be
confessed, that we have no absolute proof
respecting it. From the certainty, how-
ever, that we ourselves do not cause the

changes which produce sensation in

we are irresistibly impelled to an affii

tive decision ofthis question ; which afU
all seems neither important nor usefu
more especially when we consider, ths

the same uncertainty pervades all

researches, whenever we refine so far

to treat of subjects which are not refei

ble to cause and effect.

In many instances, the sensations we
experience afford some resemblance
the objects which cause them, as in tl

figures of bodies ; but in others, it is pi
bable that no such resemblance exists,
in colours, sounds, 8cc. A distinction hj

therefore very properly been made, be-
tween that which is perceived, and

""
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eause ofthe perception; and, moreover,
as we find that effects, similar to our
antecedent perceptions, may and do take

place, though the organs of sense are not

then actefl. upon, we make a further dis-

tinction between these last, and the per-

ceptions themselves. We call them ideas

They not only resemble the perceptions,
as individually considered, but likewise

make their appearance in the same ar-

rangement or order of recurrence. We
think we perform a positive act, in many
instances, in bringing them forward, which
we call an act of the memory, or recol-

lection ; and their concomitant appear-
ance, or the succession ofideas by recol-

lection, in the similarity or the order of
the sensations, has been called the asso-

ciation of ideas. The same term is like-

wise applied, when we speak of the re-

currence, in idea, of an entire contem-

poraneous sensation, in consequence of

part of it being brought forward in the

memory.
Much discussion has taken place among

philosophers, respecting the origin and
nature of our ideas ; in which it must be

confessed, that a misapplication of terms,
a confusion of intellectual research, with
an admixture of theological notions, and
several other causes, have united to ren-
der a plain subject considerably obscure,
even in the hands of men of much talent

and acuteness. In particular, it has been
a subject of controversy whether man
possesses innate ideas If an idea be the
recollected picture ofa sensation, we must

surely date the possession of ideas from
the earliest period of the existence of an
animal ; and it seems absurd to deny to

the embryo, before birth, a consciousness
of the voluntary power it exerts in mus-
cular motion, or a power of feeling, and

perhaps of being affected by sounds :

but, without indulging any wildness of

conjecture, are we not compelled, when
we see an animal, in the first hour after its

birth, seek the breast by the act of smell-

ing,follow a visible object with its eyes,and
alter the adjustment of their axis accord-

ing to the distance of that object ; when
the same infant being set upon its feet,

immediately and correctly makes the mo-
tion ofjumping, are we not compelled
to admit, as incomparably the greater pro-
bability,that these powers have subsisted,

though not exercised, in the foetal state,
rather than that they should have been
created at the instant of its birth? This
then is our situation with regard to innate

ideas, and it would be a contradiction in

terms to speak of innate notiens or prin-

ciples. Those deductions of fitnesjs to ao
end or purpose, which constitute princi-

ple, certainly cannot be made till after the

requisite propositiops have been present-
ed or have occurred to the mind. Pre-

viously to this, the conscious being may
be said to possess the capacity to perceive
and to deduce relations ; and it seems of

very little consequence whether we call

this capacity innate or not.

We are so constituted, that most ofour
sensations give us either pleasure or pain;
and whenever these are vivid, we are put
into a situation of mind, respecting them,
called desire; namely, for the continuance
or return of the pleasurable sensations,
and for the cessation or absence of those
that are painful. These desires, in their

various modifications and combinations,
are distinguished by the general name of
the passions. Whenever they are strong
and urgent, they engage the mind so fully,
that the ordinary association of ideas, and
the regular processes of reason, become
obscured, interrupted, or suspended. A
continuance of this state, as when the

passions are exalted by disease, is called

insanity: and in all states of passion man
is more or less insane.

None of our sensations are simple, and

consequently none of our ideas can be so.

All sensations consist of parts, represent-
ing parts ofthe objectsperceived,whetber
contemporaneously or in succession

; and
we are also capable of receiving two or
more sensations at the same time. Whe-
ther the difference between one sensation
and another may arise merely from the re-
lations of their own parts with respect to
each other, or from any other causes, is

not of importance to be discussed in this

place ; but it is certain that we are great-
ly interested in observing these relations.
Thus we take notice, that one thing is

greater or less than another; that in

figure, position, duration, and other af-

fections, they are not the same ; and that
certain changes in inanimate, as well as
in conscious beings, are, without excep-
tion, followed by other changes, from
which we are led to expect and to foretel

events. This last class of observations
establishes the doctrine of causes and
effects ; and a large part of our lives is

employed in determining the order of
these successions.

Among numerous other inaccuracies

which tend to mislead in the investigation
of ideaology, a principal one is, that the

term idea has been confounded with that

of notion. Notions always grow out of

the relations of ideas, and they always
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imply comparison. When the notion or

thing asserted agrees with the ideas or

events, (which are ideas considered in

succession) it constitutes truth ; if other-

wise, it is falshood.

Our sensations in every case, without

exception, afford no more than a partial
indication of the nature of the objects
which cause them. We cannot see the
whole ofan animal, but only one side, and
that very imperfectly; so that the ordinary
visible perception of a horse would be
the same, whether its hair were long or

short, its eyes imperfect or the contrary,
&c. and the recollection, or idea, of that

individual horse would be still more im-

perfect, by the omission of particular
variations or spots of colour, or other

subordinate objects ; which, though they
may have existed in the sensation, have
not remained in the memory. Thus it

is, from the nature of things, that some
part of the sensations will be abstracted,
or left out in the idea; and if, in reasoning
upon that subject, namely, the horse, a

comparison were to be instituted between
that animal and a cow, the attributes they
have in common would, in some cases,be
alone attended to, and in others form the

chief object of consideration. In this

manner, arbitrarily, or rather from the

necessity of the case, we constantly direct

our inquiries to abstract ideas, (which
are more or less defective, when general-

ly considered) instead of aitending to the

individuals, as we must always do in the

sensations; that is to say, when we ob-

serve and make experiments. And from
these obvious truths we may see how it

is that we acquire notions of genera,
species and individuals; how the first

elements of language are formed by ab-

straction ; how difficult it is to reason
from sensations or experiments, by the
use of ideas, which are their, necessarily

imperfect, representatives ; and how easy
it is for us to mislead ourselves, and
others, by paralogism, in the use of gene-
ral propositions, if we do not constantly
adhere to the same degrees of abstrac-

tion, or if we do not, in all practical ap-

plications, again introduce the abstracted

parts, which, though we may have reject-
ed them (like numbers in algebra) for the

facility of our mental process, must in-

variably be resumed, whenever the thea-
tre of nature or society is to be again en-
tered.

These are the principal outlines of the
science which treats of ideas, or the ma-
terials of our knowledge, and the conduct
of mind, in the disposition and treatment
of them. Most writers have treated this

subject either loosely and without order,
or, by running into divisions upon dif-

ferences, not ofprimary importance in the
nature ofthings, have confused the various

parts into which it most extensively
branches. Hence it is that we hear of
ideas of sensation and reflection; complex
ideas of modes, substances, and relations;

ideas distinct, confused, real, fantastical,

adequate, inadequate, true, and false. See
LANGUAGE, also UNDERSTANDING.

IDIOM, among grammarians, properly
signifies the peculiar genius ot each lan-

guage, but is often used in a synonymous
sense with dialect.

IDIOSYNCRASY, among physicians,
denotes a peculiar temperament of body,
whereby it is rendered more liable to cer-

tain disorders, than persons of a different

constitution usually are.

IDIOTS, in law. An idiot is a fool or

madman from his nativity, and one who
never has any lucid intervals. The king
has the protection of him and his estate,

during his life, without rendering any ac-

count;because it cannot be presumed that

he will ever be capable of taking care of
himself or his affairs. By the old common
law, there is a writ deideota inquirendo, di-

rected to the sheriff, to inquire, by ajury,
whether the party be an idiot or not; and
if they find him a perfect idiot, the profits
of his lands, and the custody of his per-
son, belong to the king, according to the
statute 17 Edward IJ. c. 9, by which it is

enacted that the king shall have the cus-

tody of the lands of natural fools, taking
the profits ot them without waste or de-

struction, and shall find them necessaries,
of whose fee soever the land shall be
holden. And, after the death of such
idiots, he shall render it to the right heir,
so that such idiots shall not ahene, nor
their heirs be disinherited. But it seldom

happens that a jury finds a man an idiot

from his nativity ; but only non compos
mentis, from some particular time ; which
has an operation very different in point
of law : for, in this case, he comes under
the denomination of a lunatic ; in which

respect the king shall not have the pro-
fits of his lands, but is accountable for the
same to the lunatic, when he comes to his

right mind, or otherwise to his executors
or administrators. The king, as parent

patriot, has the protection of all his sub-

jects; and in a more peculiar manner he
is to take care of ail those, who, by rea-

son of their imbecility and want of under-

standing, are incapable of taking care of
themselves. But though a lunatic is by
commission to be under the care of the
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public, and such committee Is to be ap-

pointed for him by the Lord Chancellor,
whose acts are subject to the correction

and control of the Court of Chancery ;

yet such an one, whether so appointed,
or whether he of his own head take upon
him the care and management of the

estate of a lunatic, is but in nature of a

bailiff or trustee for him, and account-

able to him, his executors, or adminis-

trators. And as the committees of a lu-

natic have no interest, but an estate dur-

ing pleasure, it has been ruled, that they
cannot make leases, nor any ways encum-
ber the lunatic's estate, without a special
order from the Court of Chancery, where
the profits are not sufficient to maintain
the lunatic. In case of a lunatic's recove-

ry, he must petition the Chancellor to su-

persede the commission ; upon the hear-

ing of which the lunatic must attend in

person, that he may be inspected by the

Chancellor. It is also usual for the physi-
cian to attend, and to make an affidavit

that the lunatic is perfectly recovered.
An idiot, or person non compos, may in-

herit, because the law, in compassion to

their natural infirmities, presumes them

capable of property. An idiot, or per-
son of non sane memory, may purchase,
because it is intended for their benefit,

and, if after recovery of their memory
they agree thereto, they cannot avoid it;

but if they die during their lunacy, their

heirs may avoid it ; for the> shall not be

subject to the contracts of persons who
wanted capacity to contract : so, if, after

their memory recovered, the lunatic, or

person non compos, die, without agreement
to the purchase, their heirs may avoid it.

If an ideot or lunatic marry, and die, his

wife shall be endowed ; for this works no

forfeiture, and the king has only custody
of the inheritance in one case, and the

power of providing for him and his family
in the other ; but in both cases the free-

hold and inheritance is in the idiot or lu-

natic ; and therefore if lands descend to

an idiot or lunatic after marriage, and the

king, on office found, takes those lands in-

to his custody, or grants them over to

another as committee in the usual man-

ner, yet the husband shall be tenant by
the courtesy, or the wife endowed, since

their title does not begin to any purpose
till the death of the husband or wife,
when the king's title is at end.

It is the general rule, that idiots and
lunatics being by reason of their natural

disabilities incapable ofjudging between

good and evil, are punishable by no cri-

minal prosecution whatsoever. And
therefore a person who loses his memory
by sickness, infirmity, or accident, and
kills himself, is no fdo de se And as a

person now compos cannot be zfelodeseby
killing himself, so neither can he be guilty
of homicide in killing another, nor of pe-
tit treason. If one committed for a capital
offence become non compos before convic-

tion, he shall not be arraigned; and if af-

ter conviction, he shall not be executed.
There is a distinction between acts

done by idiots and lunatics in pais, and
in a court of record ; that as to those

solemnly acknowleged in a court of re-

cord, as tines and recoveries, and the
uses declared on them, they are good,
and can neitherbe avoided by themselves,
nor their representatives, for it is to be

presumed, that had they been under
these disabilities, the judges would not
have admitted them to make those ac-

knowledgments. Therefore, if a person
non compos acknowledge a fine, it shall

stand against him and his heirs. And to

acts done by them inpais, they are dis-

tinguished into void and voidable, though
as to themselves they are regularly una-

voidable, because no man is allowed to

disable himself, for the insecurity that

may arise in contracts from counterfeited
madness and folly ; besides, if the excuse
were real, it would be repugnant that the

party should know or remember what he
did > but their heirs and executors may
avoid such acts in pais, by pleading the

disability ; because, if they can prove it,

it must be presumed real, since nobody
can be thought to counterfeit it, when
he can expect no benefit from it himself.

There are frequent instances in equity,
where not only idiots and lunatics, who
come within the protection ofthe law, but

also persons of weak understandings^
have been relieved, when they appeared
to have been imposed upon in their deal-

ings, and unreasonable purchases and se-

curities obtained from them set aside in

their favour. Idiots and lunatics, during
their lunacy, are incapable of making any
will or testament, as are also persons

grown childish by reason of extreme old

age. So one actually drunk, if he be so

drunk as to have lost the use of his rea-

son : but though a person who wants un-

derstanding cannot make a will, yet the

rule herein is not to be taken from his not

being able to measure an ell of cloth, tell

twenty, or the like, but whether he have

sense enough to dispose of his estate with

understanding.
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When an idiot sues, or defends, he
shall not appear by guardian,prochein amy,
or attorney, but he must be ever in pro-

per person : but otherwise of him who be-

comes non compos mentis ; lor he shall ap-

pear by guardian, if within age, or by at-

torney, if of full age.
JEER, or Jeer-rope, in a ship, is a large

rope reeved through double or treble

blocks, lashed at the mast head, and on
the yard, in order to hoist or lower the

yards.
JEERS, or being brought to the jeers,

in the sea language, signifies a person's

being punished at the jeer-capstan, by
having his arms extended cross-wise, and
tied to the capstan bar when thrust

through the barrel, and standing thus,
with a heavy weight about his neck. In

this posture he is obliged to continue, till

he is either brought to confess some
crime ofwhich he is accused, or has suf-

fered the punishment which the captain
has sentenced him to undergo.
JEHOVAH, one ofthe Scripture names

of God, signifying the Being who is self-

existent, and gives existence to others.

See the article GOD. So great a venera-

tion had the Jews for this name, that they
left off' the custom of pronouncing it,

whereby its true pronunciation was for-

gotten. They call it tetragrammaton, or
the name with four letters; and believe,
that whoever knows the true pronuncia-
tion of it cannot fail to be heard by God.

JEJUNUM, in anatomy, the second of

the small intestines, so called, because it

is usually found empty. See ANATOMY.
JESUITS, in church history, or the so-

ciety of Jesus, a celebrated religious or-

der in the Romish church, founded by Ig-
natius Loyola, a Spaniard, who, in the year
1738, assembled ten of his companions, at

Rome, and proposed to form a new or-

der, when it was agreed to add to the

three ordinary vows of chastity, poverty,
and obedience, a fourth, which was to go
wherever the Pope should command, to

make converts. They were admitted on
their own terms; but the order was

abolished, on account of the enormities

committed by them, in 1773.

JET, a black, inflammable, bituminous

substance, harder than asphaltum, and

susceptible of a good polish ; it becomes
electrical by rubbing, attracting light
bodies like yellow amber ; it resembles
cannel-coal in some particulars, as in

hardness, receiving a polish, and not

soiling the fingers by the touch. It has

sometimes been confounded with this

substance, but the distinction between
them is not difficult : cannel-coal wants
the electrical properties of jet, and is

much heavier. Magellan supposed that

jet was true amber, differing from the

yellow kind only in the circumstance
of colour, and being lighter, on account
of the greater quantity of bituminous
matter which enters into its composition.
It emits, in combustion, a bituminous
smell ; it is never found in strata or con-
tinued masses, like fossil-stones, but al-

ways in separate unconnected heaps, like

true amber. It is found in abundance in

the Pyrennean mountains ; also in some
parts of Portugal and Spain, in Sweden,
Prussia, Germany, Italy, and Ireland.

JET d'ean, a French term, frequently
also used, with us, for a fountain that
casts up water to a considerable height
in the air. A jet of water is thrown up
by the weight of the column of water
above its ajutage, or orifice, up to its

source or reservoir ; and therefore it

would rise to the same height as the
head or reservoir, if certain causes did
not prevent it from rising quite so high.
For, first, the velocity of the lower parti-
cles of the jet being greater than that of
the upper, the lower water strikes that

which is next above it ; and as the fluids

press every way, by its impulse it widens,
and consequently shortens the column.

Secondly, the water at the top of the jet
does not immediately fall off, but forms a

kind of ball or head, the weight ofwhich

depresses the jet ; but ifthe jet be a little

inclined, or not quite upright, it will play
higher, though it will not be quite so
beautiful. Thirdly, the friction against
the sides ofthe pipe and hole ofthe adju-
tage will prevent the jet from rising quite
so high, and a small one will be more im-

peded than a large one. And the fourth
cause is the resistance of the air, which
is proportional to the square of the velo-

city of the water nearly ; and therefore
the defect in the height will be nearly in

the same proportion, which is also the
same as the proportion of the heights of
the reservoirs above the ajutage. Hence,
and from experience, it is found that a

jet properly constructed, will rise to dif-

ferent heights, according to the height of
the reservoir, as in the following table of
the heights of reservoirs and the heights
of their corresponding jets ; the former
in feet, and the latter in feet and tenths

of a foot.
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of their foolish credulity, and the Chris-

tian prophecies with additional confirma-

tion.

The last of the pretended Christs, that

made any considerable number of con-

verts, was one Rabbi Mordecai, a Jew
of Germany. He made his appearance
in the year 1682. It was not long before

he was found out to be an impostor, and
was obliged to fly from Italy to Poland to

save his life. What became of him after,

wards is not known.
After this the most intelligent among

the Jews seem to have turned their ex-

pectations rather towards a moral and

political regeneration, than to their re-

storation, as a people, to the city of Je-

rusalem, and to the actual repossession
of Palestine, as their inheritance, though
there are doubtless multitudes among
them who still expect even this local

restoration, and live constantly looking
for some person to be raised up as their

king and deliverer. Whatever may be
the ideas of the Israelites in this country,
it is certain their brethren on the Conti-

nent look up to the French Emperor,
as their great promised deliverer and
Saviour. " The time of our trial," say

they,
"

is expired, the period of our ca-

lamities is ended ! All the persecutions
we have sustained have only tended to

unite us the more closely together. We
have at all times remained faithful to

the commandments of the Lord our

God : for our recompense, he has deter-

mined in his wisdom that we shall be re-

ceived into the bosom of other nations,

to enjoy the happiness of our forefathers :

but, to fulfil this object, it was necessary
to find a man, whose virtues, whose va-

lour and wisdom, should exceed every

thing which had been before admired by
mortals ! Napoleon appeared ! and God

Almighty immediately supported him
with the arm of his power. He recalled

him from Egypt, while he subjected the

tempestuous ocean t his divine laws :

he sent his angels to guide his steps, and
to watch over his precious life : his di-

vine spirit inspired this hero in the field

of battle as in the midst of his palace :

from the summit of the hills and moun-
tains he showed him his enemies, dis-

persed in the plains of Austerlitz and

Jena." Thus are the riches and fire of

oriental genius, conjoined with the

warmth of adulation, peculiar to the

French people, made to express the

hopes and enjoyments of the children of
Israel ! This is art epoch in the Jewish

history deserving a more minute detail,

and worthy of being preserved from the

perishing annals oi newspapers and pam-
phlets. Posterity will see how far these

flattering prospects have been built on a

permanent or a sandy foundation.
In May, 1806, was issued by the French

Emperor, the following very extraordina-

ry decree concerning the Jews.

"Palace of St Cloud, May, 30, 1806.
"
Napoleon, Emperor of the French and

King of Italy." Accounts having reached us, that in

several of the Northern Departments of

our empire, certain Jews, not exercising

any other profession than that of usury,

have, by extorting an enormous interest,

reduced a number of farmers to a state of

very great distress, we have conceived it

our duty to succour such of our sub-

jects, as have been reduced to these sor-

rowful extremes by an unjustifiable ava-
rice. These circumstances have, at the
same time, furnished us with an opportu-
nity of knowing the urgent necessity of

re-animating the sentiment of civil morali-

ty among those persons, who profess the
Jewisk religion in the countries under
our jurisdiction ; sentiments which un-

happily have been extinguished among a

great number of them, in consequence of
tiie state ofdebasement under which they
have long languished, which it has never
entered into my views either to maintain
or renew. For the accomplishment of
this design, we have resolved to collect

the principal persons among the Jews in
an assembly ; and then through the means,
of commissioners, whom we shall nomi-
nate for the purpose, to communicate our

intentions; and who will at the same
time learn their wishes, in respect to such
manner as they may deem most expedient
to awaken among their brethren the ex-
ercise ofthe aris and useful professions of

life, in order that an honest industry may
take the place of those scandalous re-

sources, to which many persons among
the Jews have given themselves up, from
the father to the son, for several years
past. To this end, and upon the report
of our Grand Judge, Minister of Justice,
our Minister of the Interior, our Council
of State, &c. we declare as follows :

"
1. The execution of all contracts or

actions against farmers, not merchants,
shall be suspended for one year, reckon-

ing from the date of the present decree,

simple conservatory acts excepted, such
farmers belonging to the departments of

Le Sarre, Roer, Mont Tonnere, Haut and
Bas Rhin, Rhin and Moselle, Moselle and
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Vosges, in cases where they have been

granted in favour of the Jews. 2. On the
13th of July next, an assembly of indivi'

duals professing the Jewish religion shall

be held in our good city of Paris. This

assembly is to be formed of those Jews
only who inhabit the French territory.
3. The members shall be regulated ac-

cording to the table hereunto annexed,
taken from the various departments, and
selected by the prefects from among the

Rabbins, proprietors of land, and other

Jews, the most distinguished by their pro-
bity and intelligence. 4. In the other de-

partments ofour empire, not named in-the

annexed table, should any individuals be
found professing the Jewish religion, to

the number of one hundred and less than
five hundred, the Prefect shall select a

deputy for five hundred ; and above that

number to one thousand,twodeputies;and
so on in proportion- 5. The deputies cho-
sen shall be at Paris before the 10th of

July, and shall announce their arrival, and
their place of residence, to the Secretary
of our Minister of the Interior, who shall

inform them of the place, the day, and the

hour, when the assembly shall meet. Our
Minister of the Interior is charged with

the execution of the present decree."

Here follows a list of the deputies, being
seventy-four in number.
These deputies accordingly assembled,

at Paris on July the 15th, 1806, and were
met by the Emperor's commissioners. At
their second sitting, the commissioners

put several questions to them, relative to

the internal economy of the Jewish na-

tion, and their ideas of the allegiance due
from the Jews to the French government.
The questions were generally answered
in favour of the French. At this meeting
a letter was read from M. Jacobsohn,

Agent of the Finances at the court of

Brunswick, addressed to Bonaparte. This
letter was expressive of the gratification
he felt in the interest which the Empe-
ror of the French had shown towards the

people of the Jews in France, and pray-

ing his Imperial Majesty to extend the

like favour and indulgence to the Israel-

ites inhabiting the countries adjoining the

French empire, and in particular to those

of Germany.
On the 18th of September, the com-

missioners again proceeded to the Jewish

assembly. At this assembly the deputies
wereassuredofthe satisfaction which their

answer had given his Imperial Majes-
ty ; and at the same time declared, that it

was die wish of the Emperor to insure to

them the free exercise of their religion,
VOL. VI.

and the full enjoyment of their political
rights. In return for this protection, the

Emperor declared it his intention to exact
from the Jews a religious guarantee for
the entire observance of the principles
announced in their answers. For this

purpose, it was deemed requisste to con-
stitute a Grand Sanhedrin, that their en-

gagements of loyalty, attachment, &c.

might have the most permanent sanction
that could possibly be given to them.
This was a most august design, and pro-
mised a high dav for the poor scattered
and despised children of Israel. The re-
storation of an assembly, which had but
seldom been convoked since it pronounc-
ed sentence of condemnation, at Jerusa-

lem, upon the Saviour of the world, ex-
cited the astonishment, and rouzed the

jjsalousy of the prejudiced and the vin-

dictive, while it called forth the energies,
and demanded the admiration ofnot only
the Jews, but of the greater part of all

enlightened and reflecting Christians.

Now it was that the scattered sheep of
the House of Isreal should again have a
voice among their fellow-men ; their de-

clarations, as citizens, should henceforth
be placed by the side of the Talmud ; and

they should at length be constrained to

acknowledge the authority of the laws of
their country, under the awful and im-

posing obligations of morality and reli-

gion. This was regarded as the prelude
to consequences still more important and

flattering : perhaps, indeed, to nothing
less than the speedy arrival ofthat period,
when they should again worship under
their own vine and their own fig-tree, and
none dare to make them afraid.

After assurances of liberty and protec-
tion on the one hand, and ofgratitude and
obedience on the other, it was agreed,
that a Grand Sanhedrin should be opened
at Paris, at which should be preserved,
as much as possible, the ancient Jewish
forms and usages. This momentous event
was announced to the dispersed remnant
ofthe descendants of Abraham, in a most

grateful and pathetic address to the Jew-
ish nation throughout France and Italy ;

which contained suitable advice, that the

brethren would choose men known for

their wisdom, the friends of truth and of

justice, and capable of concurring in the

great work there before them, and of

giving the Grand Sanhedrin a sufficient

degree of weight and consideration. The
address concludes thus :

" The sovereign
Arbiter of nations and of kings has per-

mitted this empire to cicatrize its wounds,
to restore that tranquillity which continu*

H h
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ed storms had interrupted, to aggrandize
its destiny, to fix ours, and to give happi-
ness to two nations, who must ever ap-

plaud him, to whom has been confided

the care of their happiness, after that of

their defence. Paris 24th, Tishri, 5567."

(6th Oct. 1806)
This address was shortly after answer-

ed by one of concurrence and congratula-
tion from the people ofthe Jewish nation

at Frankfort on the Maine ; and the

Prince Primate of Francfort, following
the French Emperor's example, put an

end to every humiliating distinction be-

tween the Jews of that city and the

Christian inhabitants. The Israelites soon

began to manifest the happy consequen-
ces of th^ir emancipation, by considera-

ble improvements in education and the

useful arts.

The Grand Sanhedrin assembled on

Monday the 9th of February, 1807, while

the number and distinction of the specta-
tors added much to its solemnity. Reci-

procal assurances ofencouragement, con-

gratulation, and thankfulness, were ex-

changed, and this august assembly pro-
ceeded to make severalimportant regula-
tions relative to the Jewish worship and

economy. Numerous addresses were
read, and the most encouraging orations

were delivered, while the great syna-

gogue in the street St. Avoie resounded
the praises of the God of Israel, amid re-

peated cries ofISEmpereur, L'Jmperatricel
La Famille Imperiale ! and La Brave Jtrmee

Francaise ! It might be said of these Is-

raelites, as it was once observed of their

ancestors, that "
all the people worship-

ped God, and the King."
Twenty-seven articles were drawn up

and agreed to for the re-organization of
the Mosaic worship. Sundry regulations
were also made concerning polygamy, di-

vorce, marriage, moral relations, civil

and political relations, useful professions,
loans among Israelites, and loans be-

tween Israelites and those who are not

Israelites.

On the 2d of March the Grand Sanhe-
drin again sat, and passed a law for the

condemnation of usury among the Jews.
A most animated discourse was delivered
in the Hebrew tongue by M. David Sintz-

heim, President of the Grand Sanhedrin.
Translations of the discourse, in French
and Italian, were afterwards read to the

members assembled. A copy of this dis-

course, and of the whole of the proceed-
ings of the Sanhedrin, have been preserv-
ed in a publication of considerable inter-

est, a small volume, lately published, en-

titled " New Sanhedrin, and Causes and

Consequences of the French Emperor's
Conduct towards the Jews," written, we
believe, by William Hamilton Reid. To
this work we refer our readers for all the

information necessary on this interesting

subject.

Flattering, however, as these proceed-
ings are to the Jews on the continent, it is

certain that their brethren on this side the
water look upon the conduct ofthe House
of Israel in France, Italy, Holland, &c.
with a jealous and suspicious eye. And it

must be confessed, that, to secure the

blessings and rights of citizens, they have
made sacrifices and concessions, which
seem but ill to accord with the due ob-

servance ofthat law, which subjoins, that

if a man offend in one point, he is guilty
of all. That the restoration promised to

thispeople is to be considered of amoral
and political nature, we think cannot be
doubted. Such, indeed, was the opinion
of the learned Bishop Warburton. Whe-
ther the regulations and decrees that have
been passed in their favour in France are
to be considered as the commencement
of this restoration, time alone can deter-

mine. This much is evident, that in the
restoration of Israel it is said, that every
man should possess his -own vine and his

own fig-tree ; but if the Jews are either

prohibited the occupation, or excused the
cultivation of land^ this can never be the
case ; and this consideration, among
others, seems to have suggested an idea

to Bonaparte, that his Jewish subjects

ought to be constrained to assist in the
cultivation of the land, and in furnishing
their quota ofactive conscripts for the de-
fence of his dominions and of their own
property. Their improved state, on the

continent, in a political point of view,
seems not to have been attended with a

correspondent degree ofmoral regenera-
tion ; and the French Emperor appears
still to be dissatisfied with their way of
life. The last decree issued, concerning
them, was the 17th of March, 1808, which
forbids them, indiscriminately, to pursue
their speculations, and excuse themselves
from honest labour. To partake of the
fruits of the earth, in his large dominions,

they must also till the ground. The rich

are called upon to purchase rural proper-
ty, and to abandon the low pursuits of
sordid avarice. This decree also annuls
all obligations for Joans made by Jews to

minors, without the sanction of their

guardians; to married women, without
the consent of their husbands ; or to mi-

litary men, without the authority of their
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superior officers. Bills granted by French

subject^ to Jews cannot be demanded,
unless their holders prove that the full

value was given without any fraud. All
debts accumulated by interest above five

per cent, are to be reduced by the courts
of law ; if the interest growing on the ca-

pital exceed twenty-three per cent, the
contract is to be declared usurious. No
Jew is to be allowed to trade without a

patent, which patent is to be granted to

such individuals only who produce a cer-
*

tificate to the Prefects that they are no
usurers. These regulations are to be con-
tinued during ten years only, "in the

hope, that, after that period, there will be
no difference between the moral charac-
ter of the Jews and the other citizens of
the empire." If the contrary shall ap-
pear, the law will be continued in force.
It is doubtful, whether the faith of the

children of Israel in Bonaparte, as their
reigning Messiah, will not be a little stag-
gered by these regulations. Bonaparte
has had the following return made to him
of the number ofJews in all the different

parts of the habitable globe, viz. in the

Turkish empire one million ; in Persia,

China, and India, on the east and west of

the Ganges, three hundred thousand; and
in the west of Europe, Africa, and Ame-
rica, one million seven hundred thousand;

making an aggregate population of three

millions. One-third of this number are

already under the dominion ofthe French

empire. For an account / of the Jewish

ceremonies, &c. see the late Mr. David
Levi's work on that subject.
The following is a summary of their re-

ligious creed : 1. That God is the crea-

tor and active supporter of all things. 2.

That God is ONE, and eternally unchange-
able. 3. That God is incorporeal, and
cannot have any material properties. 4.

That God shall eternally subsist. 5. That
-God is alone to be worshipped. 6. That
whatever has been taught by the prophets
is true. 7. That Moses is the head and
father of all contemporary doctors, and of

all those who lived before, or shall live

after him. 8. That the law was given by
Moses. (J. That the law shall always ex-

ist, and never be altered. 10. That God
knows all the thoughts and actions of

men .11. That God will reward the ob-

servance, and punish the breach of his

laws. 12. The Messiah is to come, though
he tarry a long time 13. That there
shall be a resurrection of the dead
when God shall think fit. These doc-

trines, commonly received by the Jews
to this day, were drawn up about the. end

of the eleventh century, by the famous
Jewish rabbi, Maimonides.

In England, in former times, the Jews,
and all their goods, belonged to the i-liief

lord where they lived ; and he had such
an absolute property in them, that he
might sell them ; for they had not liberty
to remove to another lord without leave.

They were distinguished from the Chris-
tians in their lives, and at their deaths ;

for they had proper judges and courts,
where their causes were decided. By
stat. Edward I. the Jews, to the number
of 15,000, were banished out of England;
and never returned, till Oliver Cromwell
re-admitted them. Whenever any Jew-
shall present himself to take the oath of

abjuration, in pursuance of the 10 George
III. c. 10, the words upon the true faith

of a Christian shall be omitted out of the

oath, in administering it to such persons;
and the taking the oath, by persons pro-

fessing the Jewish religion, without these

words, in like manner as Jews are admit-
ted to give evidence in the courts ofjus*
tice, shall be deemed a sufficient taking
of the abjuration-oath. IfJewish parents
refuse to allow their Protestant children
a maintenance suitable to their fortune,
the Lord Chancellor, upon complaint,
may make such order therein as he may
think proper.
JEWS harp, in music, an instrument

well known among the lower classes in

this country, but almost the only musical

instrument made use of by the inhabi-

tants ofthe island of St. Kilda.

IGNATIA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order ofLuridse. Apocinese, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : calyx five-

toothed ; corolla funnel-form, very long ;

fruit one-celled, many seeded. There
are two species, viz. I. amara, and I.

longiflora.

IGNITION, in chemistry, is that illumi-

nation, or emission of light, produced in

bodies by exposing them to a high tem-

perature, and which is not accompanied
by any other chemical change in them.

It may be distinguished from combustion,
a process in which there is also the emis-

sion of light and heat. Combustion is the

result, not of mere increase oftempara-
ture in the body wh;ch suffers it, but of

the chemical action ofthe air, or of a prin-

ciple which the air contains : hence com-
bustible substances are alone suspectible
of it, and when the process has ceased,

the body is no longer combustible. Igni-

tion is an effect of the operation ofcaloric

alone ; it is wholly independent of the
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ttir ;
all bodies, at least solid and liquid

substances, are equally susceptible of it,

and if it has ceased, from a reduction of

temperature, it may be renewed by the

temperature being again raised. The
point of temperature at which the first

stage of ignition takes place, or at which
bodies arrive at a red heat, appears to be
the same in all, and is supposed to be
about 800 of Fahrenheit. By raising the

temperature, the illumination becomes

brighter, and the red light acquires a mix-
ture of yellow rays. At length, by still

increasing ir, we come to the white heat,
which is the highest state of ignition. Ae-
riform fluids are not brought into a state

of illumination by heat. The phenomena
are produced not only by the application
of heat, but likewise by friction and at-

trition.

JIB, in naval affairs, the foremost sail

of a ship, being a large stay-sail, extended
from the outer end of the bowsprit, pro-

longed by the jib-boom, towards the fore-

top-mast-head. In cutters and sloops, the

jib is on the bowsprit, and extends towards
the lower mast-head. The jib is a sail of

great command with any side wind, but

especially when the ship is close-hauled,
or has the wind upon her beam ; and its

effort in turning her head to leeward is

very powerful, and of great utility, parti-

cularly when the ship is working through
a narrow channel. Jib-boom is a continu-

ation of the bowsprit forward, being run
out from the extremity in a similar man-
ner to a top-mast on a lower-mast, and

serving to extend the bottom ofthe jibs
and the stay of the fore-top-gallant-mast.
JIGGER, in naval affairs, a machine

consisting of a piece of rope, five feet

long, with a block at one end, and a
sheave at the other, used to hold on the
cable when it is heaved into the ship, by
the revolution of the windlass. This is

particularly useful, when either slippery
with mud or ooze, or when it is stiff and

unwieldy, in both which cases it is very
difficult to stretch it back from the wind-

,
lass by hand, which, however, is done
with facility and expedition by means of
the jigger.
ILEX, in botany, holly, a genus ^>f the

Tetrandria Tetragynia class and order.

Natural order of Dumosee. Rhamni, Jus-
sieu. Essential character : calyx four-

toothed ; corolla wheel-shaped ; style
none ; berry four-seeded. There are
sixteen species. This genus consists of
small trees or shrubs,with alternate leaves,

evergreen, toothed, or thorny ; and axil-

lary, many-flowered peduncles. I. aqui-

folium, common holly, is usually frona

twenty to thirty feet in height, though it

sometimes exceeds sixty feet; the trunk
is covered with a greyish bark, and those
trees which are not lopped, or browzed
by cattle, are commonly furnished with
branches the greatest part oftheir length,

forming a sort of cone. Mr. Millar says,
the difference of sexes in the flowers of

the holly was first observed by his father.

In his garden at Streatham, in Surrey,
he had many of these trees, which, be-

fore he had possession of the place, were
shorn into round' heads : he emancipated
them from their slavery, pruned them,
and trained up leading shoots. Seeming-
ly glad to be released from their shackles,

they quickly rewarded him with this

discovery concerning the nature of their

flowers, which he communicated to the

Royal Society. He perfectly recollects

having carefully attended to the flower-

ing of these trees during several seasons,
and having uniformly observed herma-

phrodite flowers on some, and male flpw-
ers on others: in the former, the anthers

were different from those in the male

flowers, and appeared to be effete, and
there never was a single male flower
mixed with the hermaphrodite, or a her-

maphrodite with the males, or any flower

except the two here described.

The holly makes an impenetrable fence,
and bears cropping well, nor is its ver-

dure, or the beauty of its scarlet berries,

ever observed to suffer from the severest

of our winters. Mr. Evelyn's impregna-
ble holly-hedge, four hundred feet in

length, nine feet high,and five in diame-

ter, has been much celebrated by him-

self, Ray, and others.

The wood of this tree is the whitest of

all hard woods, and used by the inlayer,

especially under thin plates of ivory. The
mill-wright, turner, and engraver, prefer
it to any other : it also makes the best ,

handles and stocks for tools, flails, the

best riding rods, and carters' whips;*
bowls, chivers, and pins for blocks ; Mr.
Millar says it is made into hones for set-

ting razors ; that the wood, taking a fine

polish, is proper for several kinds of fur-
niture ; that he has seen the floor of a

room laid in compartments with this and

mahogany, which had a very pretty ef-

fect.

It is much used with box, yew, and
white thorn, in the small trinkets and
other works, carried on in and about

Tunbridge, commonly called Tunbridge
ware.

Sheep and deer are fed during
1 the win-
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ter with the croppings. Birds eat the ber-

ries. The bark fermented, andafterwards
washed from the woody fibres, makes the
common bird lime. Forty or fifty varie-

ties depending on the variegations of the
leaves or thorns, and the colour of the

berries all derived from this one species,
are raised by the nursery gardeners for

sale, and were formerly in great esteem ;

but since the old taste of filling gardens
with shorn evergreens has been laid

aside, they are less regarded ; a few
however of the most lively varieties have
a good effect in the winter season.

ILIUM, in anatomy, the third and
last of the small intestines. See ANA-
TOMY.

ILLECEBRUM, in botany, a genus of
the Pentrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Holoracese. Ama-
ranthi, Jussieu. Essential character: calyx
five-leaved, cartilaginous ; corolla none ;

stigma simple ; capsules five valved, one
seeded. There are twenty-one species,
natives of North and South America and
the West India Islands.

1LLIC1UM, in botany, a genus of the

Polyandria Polygynia class and order.

Natural order of Coadunatae. Magnolias,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx six-

leaved ; petals twenty seven ; capsules se-

veral, disposed in a circle ; bivalve, one-
seeded. There are two species, viz. I.

anisatum, yellow-flowered aniseed tree;
and I. floridanum, red-flowered aniseed
tree. Both these plants bear a great re-

semblance to each other. Thunberg
doubts their being distinct species. The
whole of the first mentioned plant,

especially the fruit, has a pleasant
aromatic smell, and a sweetish subacrid
taste. In China it is in frequent use for

seasoning dishes, especially such as are

sweet. In Japan they place bundles and

garlands of the aniseed tree in their tem-

ples before their idols, and on the tombs
of their friends. They also use the pow-
dered bark as incense to their idols. A
branch put into the decoction oftetraodon

hispidum is supposedto increase the viru-

lence of the poison. The bark finely

powdered is used by the public watchmen
to make a chronometer, or instrument for

measuring the hours, by slowly spark-
ling at certain spaces in a box, in order
to direct when the public bells are to

sound.

ILLUMINATING, a kind of miniature

painting, anciently much practised for

illustrating and adorning books. Besides
the writers of books, there were artists,

whose profession was to ornament and-

paint manuscripts, who were called illu-

minators ; the writers ofbooks first finish-

ed their part, and the illuminators embel-
lished them with ornamented letters and

paintings. We frequently find blanks
left in manuscripts for the illuminators,
which were never filled up. Some of the
ancient manuscripts are gilt and burnish-
ed in a style superior to later times.
Their colours were excellent, and their
skill in preparing them must have been
very great The practice of introduc-

ing ornaments, drawings, emblematical

figures, and even portraits, into manu-
scripts, is of great antiquity. Varro wrote
the lives of700 illustrious Romans, which
he enriched with their portraits, as Pliny
attests in his " Natural History." Pom-
ponius Atticus, the friend of Cicero, was
the author of a work on the actions of the

great men amongst the Romans, which
he ornamented with their portraits, as ap-

pears in his life by Cornelius Nepos. But
these works have not been transmitted

to posterity. There ure, however, many
precious documents remaining, which ex-
hibit the advancement and decline of the
arts in different ages ami countries.

These inestimable paintings and illumina-

tions display the manners, customs, ha-

bits, ecclesiastical, civil and military,

weapons, and instruments of war, uten-
sils and architecture of the ancients;

they are of the greatest use in illustrating

many important facts relative to the his-

tory ofthe times in which they were exe-
cuted. In these treasures of antiquity are

preserved a great number of specimens
of Grecian and Roman art, which were
executed before the arts and sciences fell

into neglect and contempt. The manu-

scripts containing these specimens form
a valuable part of the riches preserved in

the principal libraries of Europe. The
Royal, Cottonian, and the Harleian Libra-

ries, as also those in the two universities

in England, the Vatican at Rome, the Im-

perial at Vienna, the Royal at Paris, St.

Mark's at Venice, and many others. A
very ancient MS. of Genesis, which was in

the Cottonian Library,and almost destroy-
ed by afire in 1731, contained 250 curious

paintings in water colours. Twenty-one
fragments, which escaped the fire, are

engraven by the society of antiquarians
of London. Without mentioning others,

we may observe, that Mr. Strutt.has given
the public an opportunity offorming some

judgment of the degree of delicacy and

9fi with which these illuminations were
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executed, by publishing prints of a pro-

digious number of them, in his "
Regal

and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Eng-
land," and " View of the Customs, &c.

of England." In the first of these works
we are presented with the genuine por-

traits, in miniature, of all the kings, and
several of the queens of England, from
Edward the Confessor to Henry VII.

mostly in their crowns and royal irobes,

together with the portraits of many
other eminent persons of both sexes.

The illuminators and painters of this pe-
riod seem to have been in possession of

a considerable number of colouring ma-

terials, and to have knoun the arts oi

preparing and mixing them, so as to

form a great variety of colours: for in

the specimens of their miniature paint-

ings that are still extant, we perceive
not only the five primary colours, but al-

so various combinations of them. Though
Mr. Strutt's prints do not exhibit the

bright and vivid colours of the originals,

they give us equally a view, not only of

the persons and dresses of our ancestors,
but also of their customs, manners, arts

and employments, their arms, ships,

.houses, furniture, &c. and enable us to

judge of their skill in drawing. The

"figures in those paintings are often stiff

and formal; but the ornaments are in ge-
neral fine and delicate, and the colours

clear and bright, particularly the gold and
azure. In some of these illuminations the

passions are strongly painted. After the

introduction of printing, this elegant art

of illuminating gradually declined, and
at length was quite neglected.
IMAGE, in optics, is the appearance of

an object made either by reflection or re-

fraction. In all plane mirrors, the image
is of the same magnitude as the object,
and it appears as far behind the mirror as

the object is before it. In convex mirrors,
the image appears less than the object;
and farther distant from the centre of the

convexity than from the point of reflec-

tion. By the follow ing rule, the diame-
ter of an image projected in the base of a

convex mirror may be found. "As the
distance of the objectirom the mirror is

to the distance from ihe image to the

glass, so is the diameter of the object to

the diameter of the image.''
IMAGINATION, a power or faculty

ofthe mind, whereby it conceives and
forms ideas of things communicated to

it by the outward organs of sense.

IMITATION, in literary matters, the
act of doing, or striving to copy after,

or become like to another person or

thing.

IMITATIVE, in music, a terra appli-
cable to that music which is composed in

imitation of the effects of some of the

operations of nature, art, or human pas-
sion, as the rol ing of thunder, swiftness
of lightning, agitation of the sea, bellow-

ing ofthe winds or waves, &c. Imitation
is likewise a technical term, for a studied
resemblance of melody between the se-

veral passages ofthe harmonical parts of
a composition.
IMMATERIAL, something devoid of

matter, or that is pure spirit : thus, God,
angels, and the human soul, are immate-
rial beings.

IMMEMORIAL, in law, an epithet
given to the time or duration of any thing
whose beginning we know nothing of. In
a legal sense, a thing is said to be qf time

immemorial, or time oufof mind, that was
before the reign of King Edward II.

IMMENSITY, an unlimited extension,
or which no finite and determined space,
repeated ever so often, can equal.
IMMERSION, that act by which any

thing is plunged into water, or other flu-

id. See FLUID.

IMMERSION, in astronomy, is when a star

or planet is so near the sun, with regard
to our observations, that we cannot see

it; being as it were enveloped and hid-

den in the rays of that luminary. It also

denotes the beginning of an eclipse of
the moon, of" that moment when the
moon begins to be darkened, and to en-
ter into the shadow of the earth ; and the
same term is also used with regard to an

eclipse of the sun, when the disk ofthe
moon begins to cover it. In this sense
emersion stands opposed to immersion,
and signifies the moment wherein the
moon begins to come out of the shadow
of the earth, or the sun beginl^to show
the parts of his disk which were hid be-
fore.

Immersion is frequently applied to the
satellites of Jupiter, and especially to the
first satellite, the observation whereof is

of so much use for discovering the longi-
tude. The immersion of that satellite is'

the moment in which it appears to enter
within the disk of Jupiter, and its emer-
sion the moment when it appears to come
out.

The immersions are observed from the

time ofthe conjunction of Jupiter with

the sun, to the time of his opposition j

and the emersions from the time of hi$

opposition to his conjunction.
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IMMUTABILITY, one of the divine

attributes, founded on the absolute per-
fection of the Deity.

The immutability of God is two-fold,

physical and moral. The first consists in

this, that the divine essence does not, nor

possibly can, receive any alteration ; and
the moral immutability is founded on the

perfection of his nature, whereby he al-

ways wills Jhe same things, or such as are

best on the whole.

IMPALED, in heraldry, when the coats

of a man and his wife, who is not an heir-

ess, are borne in the same escutcheon,

they must be marshalled in pale ; the hus-

band's on the right side, and the wife's

on the left : and this the heralds call ba-

ron and feme, two cv^ts impaled.
If a man has had two wives, he may

impale his coat in the middle between
theirs ; and if he has had more than two,

they are to be marshalled on each side of

his, in their proper order.

IMPALPABLE, that whose parts are

so extremely minute that they cannot be

distinguished by the senses, particularly

by that of feeling.

IMPARLANCE, is a petition in court,
for a day to consider or advise what an-

swer the defendant shall make to the ac-

tion of the plaintiff; being a continuance
of the cause till another day, or a larger
time given by the court, which is gene-
rally till the next term.

IMPASSIBLE, that which is exempt
from suffering, or cannot undergo pain
or alteration. The stoics place the souls

of their wise men in an impassible or

imperturbable state.

IMPATIENS, in botany, a genus ofthe

Syngenesia Monogynia class and order.

Natural order ofCorydales. Gerania, Jus-

sieu. Essential character ; calyx two-
leaved : corolla five-petalled, irregular,
with a cowjiecl nectary ; capsule superior,
five-valved. There are twelve species,
of which I. balsamina, garden balsam, is

an annual plant, about a foot and a half

in height, dividing into many succulent

branches ; leaves long and serrate ; the

flowers come out from the joints of the

stem, upon slender peduncles, an inch

in length, each sustaining a single flower.

In its wild state it is two feet, or more, in

height, round, hispid, juicy, with a white

stem, and ascending branches. It is a na-

tive of the East Indies, China, Cochin-

China, and Japan ; the Japanese use the

juice prepared with alum for dyeing their

nails red. By culture this plant is very
much nlarged,and becomes very branch-

ing. Mr. Millar tells us, he has seen the

stem seven inches in circuit, and all the

plants large in proportion, branched from
top to bottom, loaded with its party-co-
loured flowers, thus forming a most beau-
tiful bush. The varieties which cultiva-
tion has produced in this elegant flower
are numerous.

I. noli tangere, common yellow balsam,
is also an annual plant ; during the day
the leaves are expanded, but at night they
hang pendent, contrary to what is observ-
ed in most plants, which, from a deficien-

cy ofmoisture, or a too great perspiration
from heat, commonly droop their leaves
in the day-time. When the seeds are

ripe, upon touching the capsule they are
thrown out with considerable force:
hence the Latin name "

impatiens" and
"noli tangere." The whole plant is con-

siderably acrid, and no quadruped, ex-

cept perhaps the goat, will eat it.

IMPEACHMENT, is the accusation
,

and prosecution of a person in parlia-

ment, for treason, or other crimes and mis-
/

demeanors. An impeachment, before i

the Lords, by the Commons of Great Bri-

tain, is a presentment to the most high
and supreme court of criminal jurisdic-
tion, by the most solemn grand inquest
of the whole kingdom. A commoner can-

,

not be impeached before the lords for any
capital offence, but only for high misde-
meanors ; but a peer may be impeached ,

for any crime. The articles of impeach- J

ment are a kind of bills of indictment,
found by the house of commons, and af-

terwards tried by the lords, who are, in

cases of misdemeanors, considered not

only as their own peers, but as the peers
ofthe whole nation. By *tat. 12. and 13

Wm. c. 2. no pardon under the great seal

shall be pleadable to an impeachment by
the commons in parliament ; but the king

may pardon after conviction.

IMPEACHMENT of -waste, signifies a re-

straint from committing of waste upon,
lands and tenements ; and therefore he
that has a lease, without impeachment of

waste, has by that a property or interest

given him in the houses and trees, and

may make waste in them without being

impeached for it ; that is, without being

questioned, or demanded any recompense
for the waste done.

IMPEDIMENTS, in law, persons un-

der impediments are those within age,
under coverture, non compos mentis, in

prison, or beyond seas ; who, by saving in

our laws, have time to claim and prose-
cute the right, after the impediments re-

moved, in case of fines levied, &c.

IMPENETRABILITY, in philosophy,
that property of body whereby it cannot

be pierced by another ; thus, a body,
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which so fills a space as to exclude all

others, is said to be impenetrable. Or,

by impenetrability is meant, the .'faculty

which a body has of excluding every
other body from the place that it occu-

pies, in such manner that two bodies

placed in contact can never occupy less

space than that which they filled when
they were separate. The impenetrability
of solid bodies does not require to be

proved, it strikes us at first view ; but

fluids, having their particles perfectly
moveable in every direction, and yielding
to the slighest pressure, their impenetra-
bility does not manifest itself so percep-
tibly as that of solid bodies. Taking the
air for an example : so long as this fluid

is not enclosed in something, its extreme

mobility causes it to admit a free passage
to all bodies which are moved through it;

but in this case it is properly displaced,
and not penetrated; for, if the air be in-

cluded within the sides of a vessel, and
<f another body be then presented to take

its place, without suffering it to escape,
it will exercise its impenetrability in the
same manner as solid bodies. It is easy
to be convinced of this by the aid of a

very simple experiment, which any one

may make : it consists in plunging a ves-

sel vertically, with the orifice downwards,
in another vessel filled with water to a

certain height : the surface of the water,

corresponding with the orifice of the first

vessel, is depressed as this vessel itself

descends; and this depression may be
rendered more sensible by means of a lit-

tle plate, or slip of cork, placed so as to

float upon the surface of the water ;

nevertheless, this water is not excluded

by the air occupying the immersed ves-

sel ; it is always raised within it by a cer-

tain quantity, which augments as the ves-

sel is immersed to a greater depth : but
it is sufficiently evident that this ascen-

sion is occasioned by the circumstance
that the air is a compressible fluid, and
therefore its volume is contracted into a

smaller space, by the effect of the com-

pression excited upon it by the surround-

ing water on all parts, in virtue of its

weight. We must here notice a difficulty
Which appears to result from this, that

when we have mingled certain bodies,
the volume ofthe mixture is less than the
sum of the volumes taken separately.
This happens, for example, when we mix
equal parts of alcohol and water ; the
same also obtains, when we mingle, by
fusion, copper with zinc, in order to form
the compound metal called brass : it is

then observed, that the density of the

mixture is augmented by about its tenth

part. This apparent penetration is ow-

ing to the circumstance, that the molecu-
Ix of the two bodies, in consequence of
their respective formation, generally ap-

proach one another more than in the two
bodies taken separately ; there hence re-

sults, in the figure of the pores, such a

change as diminishes the space equal to

the sum of these pores. On the contrary,
in the alloy of silver with copper, a kind
of rarefaction is produced, such that the
volume ofthe mixture is larger than the
sum of the volumes of the two bodies,

previous to fusion.

IMPERATIVE, one of the moods of a

verb, used when we would command, en-

treat, or advise : thus, 5-0, ready take pity,
be advised, are imperatives in our lan-

guage.
IMPERATORIA, in botany, a genus of

the Pentandria Digynia class and order.
Natural order of Umbellatse, or Umbelli-
ferae. Essential character: fruit round-

ish, compressed, gibbose in the middle,
surrounded by a margin ; petals inflex,

emarginate. There is but one species,
viz. I. ostruthium, master-wort, the root

of which is thick, running obliquely in

the ground ; it is fleshy, aromatic, and has

a strong acrid taste, biting the tongue and
mouth ; the leaves arise immediately
from the root, having foot-stalks seven
inches long, divided into three very short

ones at the top, each sustaining a trilo-

bate leaf, indented on the border; the

foot-stalks are deeply channeled, and
when broken emit a rank odour;the flow-

er stalks rise two feet high, dividing into

two or three branches, each terminated

by a pretty large umbel of white flowers,
whose petals are split ; these are suc-

ceeded by oval compressed seeds, resem-

bling those of dill, but larger. Linnaeus

observes, that the floral leaves are oppo-
site, that there is a petiolary, membrana-
ceous, ventricose, stipule, one within an-

other: It is a native of many parts ofthe

Alps, Austria, Syria, Tyrol, Silesia, and

Dauphine.
IMPERFECT, something that is defec-

tive, or that wants some of the properties
found in other beings of the same kind :

thus mosses are called imperfect plants,
because almost all the parts of fructifica-

tion are wanting in them ; and for the like

reason is the appellation imperfect given
to the fungi and submarine plants.
IMPERFECT numbers, such whose aliquot

parts taken together'do either exceed, or

fall short of that whole number of which

they are parts : they are either abundant
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or deficient. Thus 12 is an abundant im-

perfect number, because the sum of its

parts 1 + 2 + 3 + 4+ 6=16, which is

greater than 12. But 10 is a deficient im-

perfect number, because 1 + 2 + 5 = 8

only, which is less than 10.

IMPERSONAL verb, in grammar, a
verb to which the nominative of any cer-
tain person cannot be prefixed ; or, as
others define it, a verb destitute of the
two first and primary persons.
IMPETIGENES,in medicine, descrip-

tive ofthose disorders, which, from a ge-
neral bad habit, manifest themselves prin-

cipally, by disfiguring the skin and exter-
nal parts of the body.
IMPETUS, in mechanics, the force

with which one body impels or strikes

another.

IMPLEAD, to sue or prosecute by
course of law.

IMPLICATION, in law, is where the
law implies something that is not declar-
ed between parties in their deeds and

agreements, and when our law gives any
thing to a man, it gives, by implication,
whatever is necessary for enjoying it. An
implied contract is such, where the terms
of agreement are not expressly set forth

in words, but are such as reason and jus-
tice dictate, and which therefore the law

presumes that every man undertakes to

perform. Estates often arise by implica-
tion in a will, and sometimes in a deed ;

but they are more readily implied in the
former than in the latter, in which the
words must be more strict.

IMPONDERABLE substances. See

SUBSTANCES, imponderable.

IMPORTATION, the act of bringing
goods into a country from foreign parts.
It has generally been considered, that for

any country to carry on a profitable trade,
it is necessary that the value of the goods
sent out of it should be greater than that
of the articles imported: this, however,
is a very erroneous axiom, unless it is un-
derstood with great limitations. All arti-

cles of merchandize, imported merely
for re-exportation, and also such as are
used or worked up in British manufac-
tures, are far from being hurtful to their

commerce, and may even, in many re-

spects, be deemed of equal profit with
their own native commodities. It is there-
fore an excess of such importations alone,
as are either for mere luxury, or mere ne-

cessity, or for both together, which is

disadvantageous to the country, and not
such importations as, like many of theirs,
consist ofraw silk, Spanish wool, cotton,
wool and yarn, mohair, flax and hemp,
oils, potash, dyeing stuffs, naval stores,
&c. either used in their ship -building, or
worked up in their manufactures, a prin-
cipal part of which /are for exportation :

neither can their importations of East In-
dia goods and colonial produce, which
are chiefly designed to be afterwards ex-

ported, be deemed unprofitable, but are,
on the contrary, some of the most lucra-

tive branches of their foreign trade. The
following statement of the total value of
the imports of England, in the year 1354,
furnishes a good comparison with their

present magnitude.

L. s. d.

1831 Fine cloths, at 61. per cloth, which, with the cus-

toms, come to . 11,083 12

3971 Hundred weight of wax, at 40s. per hundred

weight, which, with the customs, come to . 815 7 5

1829| Tons of wine, at 40s. per ton, which, with the

customs, come to 3,841 19

Linen cloth, mercery, grocery, and all other wares 22,943 6 10
On which the customs were 285 18 3

Total ...... 38,970 3 6

At this period, and for a long time af-

ter, foreigners were the principal import-
ers of goods in that country ; and as it

was thought that many of them, after dis-

posing of their merchandize there, re-

turned with the value in money to their

own country, which was deemed a se-

rious injury, many laws were made
against carrying out of the realm any
gold or silver, either in coin, plate, or bul-

VOL. VI.

lion ; and merchant strangers were com-

pelled to give security, that they would

lay out ali the money they received for

the wares they imported in English mer-

chandize, to be exported. These injudi-
cious restrictions have been long since

done away, and, excepting the prohibi-
tion of some foreign manufactures, the

import trade of that country is probably
as free as the regulations necessary to se-

li
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cure the payment of heavy duties on al-

most every article of trade will admit.

Total official value of the imports of
Great Britain in the year 1800.

L. s. d.

Port of London . 18,843,172 2 10
The Out Ports . . 9,514,642 11 20

England 28,357,814 14 8
Scotland ..... 2,212,790 11 8

30,570,605 6 4

In 1801 L 32,795,556
1802 31,441,318
1803 27,992,464
1804 92,201,490
1805 30,344,628
1806 28,835,907
1807 29,556,330

These sums are the official value of

goods imported, which is very different

from the real value ; as an instance, which

may serve for every case, the official va-

lue of the imports for 1807, <!9,556,330Z. ;

but the real value, according to the ave-

rage of the last three years, is 53,500,990^.
1MPOSTHUME. a collection of matter

or pus in any part of the body, either ow-

ing to previous.inflammation of the part,
-or a translation of it from some other

part.
IMPOSSIBLE roots, in algebra. To

discover how many impossible roots are
contained in any proposed equation, Sir

Isaac Newton gave this rule in his alge-
bra, viz. Constitute a series of fractions,
whose denominators are the series of na-

tural numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. continued
to the number showing the index or expo-
nent of the highest term of the equations,
and their numerators the same series of
numbers m the contrary order ; and di-

vide each' of these fractions by that next
before it, and place the resulting quo-
tients over the intermediate terms of the

equation; then, under each of the inter-

mediate terms, if its square multiplied by
the fraction over it be greater than the

product of the terms on each side of it,

place the sign -}- ; but if not, the sign
; and under the first and last term

place the sign +. Then will the equa-
tion have as many imaginary roots as

there are changes of the underwritten

signs from+ to , and from to -{- So
for the equation x? 4T1

-+- 4x 6=0,
the series of fractions is j*

, |. ?

*
: then the

pecond, divided by the first, gives, .|
or

-|,
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and the third divided by the second gives

^ also ; hence these quotients, placed
over the intermediate terms, the whole
will stand thus :

i

Now because the square of the second
term, multiplied by its superscribed frac-

tion, is I* x*, which is greater than 4 x*,

the product of the two adjacent terms,
therefore the sign + is set below the se-

cond term; and because the square of
the third term, multiplied by its over

written fraction, is \* x 1
, which is less

than 24;rl
,
the product of the terms on

each side of it ; therefore the sign is

placed under that term ; also the sign -|- is

set under the first and last terms. Hence
the two changes of the underwritten

signs -4- H H- tne one fr m + to

and the other from to -}-, show that the

given equation has two impossible roots.

When two or more terms are wanting
together, under the place of the first of

the deficient terms write the sign , un-

der the second the sign -{-, under the

third , and so on, always varying the

signs, except that under the last of the

deficient terms must always be set the

sign -J-, when the adjacent terms on both
sides of the deficient terms have contrary

signs. As in the equation,

4- +-+.- +
which has four imaginary roots.

IMPOSTS, in architecture, the capi-
tals of pillars, or pilasters, which support
arches. An impost, sometimes called chap-
trel, is a sort of a plinth, or little corniche,
which crowns a pier, and supports the first

stone whence an arch or vault commences.
The imposts are conformable to their pro-

per orders. The Tuscan has only a

plinth ; the Doric has two faces crowned;
the Ionic, a larmier, or crown over the

two faces, and its mouldings may be carv-

ed ; the Corinthian and Composite have
a larmier, frieze, and other mouldings.
See ARCHITECTURE.

IMPOTENCY, in the ecclesiastical

law, signifies an inability of generation,
or propagating the species, which is a
cause of divorce a vinculo matrimonii, as

being merely void, and therefore needs

only a sentence declaratory of its being so.

IMPRESSING men. The power of

impressing seamen for the sea-service,

by the King's commission, has been a

matter of some dispute, and submitted to

with great reluctance, though it has very

clearly and learnedly been shown by Sir
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Michael Foster, that the practice of im-

pressing, and granting power to the Ad-

miralty for that purpose, is of a very an-

cient date, and has been uniformally con-

tinued, by a regular series of precedents,
to the present time, whence he concludes
it to be part of the common law. The dif-

ficulty arises from hence, that no statute

has expressly declared this power to be
in the crown, though many of them very
strongly imply it. The statute 2 Richard
II. c. 4, speaks of mariners being arrested
and retained for the king's service, as of
a thing well known and practised without

dispute, and provides a remedy against
their running away. By statute 2 and 3

Philip and Mary, c. 16, if any waterman,
who uses the river Thames, shall hide
himself during the execution of any com-
mission for pressing for the king's service,
he is liable to heavy penalties. By sta-

tute 5 Elizabeth, c. 6, no fisherman shall

be taken by the queen's commission to

serve as a mariner ; but the commission
shall be first brought to two justices of
the peace, inhabiting near the sea coast

where the mariners are to be taken, to

the intent that the justices may choose
out and return such a number of able bo-
died men as in the commission are con-

tained, to serve her majesty. And by sta-

tute 7 and 8 William, c. 21 ; 2 Anne, c.

6 > 4 and 5 Anne, c. 19 ; 13 George II. c.

17, especial protections are allowed to

seamen in particular circumstances, to

prevent them from being impressed. All

which do most evidently imply a power
of impressing to reside somewhere ; and
if any where, it must, from the spirit of
our constitution, as well as from the fre-

quent mention of the king's commission,
reside in the crown alone. The Livery-
men ofLondon claim an exemption from

being impressed; but, by a late decision
ofthe Court of King's Beech, this exemp-
tion is denied. Landmen, entering into

the merchant service, and apprentices,
are exempt for two years from the im-

press, and all apprentices to the sea-ser-

vice under eighteen.

IMPRESSION denotes the edition of a

book, regarding the mechanical part only:
whereas edition, besides this, takes in the
care of the editor, who corrected or aug-
mented the copy, adding notes, &c. to

render the work more useful.

IMPRISONMENT, is the restraint of
a man's liberty under the custody of ano-

ther, and extends not only to a gaol, but
a house, stocks, or where a man is held in
the street, or any other place; for in all

these cases the party so restrained is said

INA

to be a prisoner, so long as he hath not
his liberty freely to go about his business,
as at other times. None shall be* impri-
soned but by the lawful judgment of his

peers, or by the law of the land.

IMPROPRIATION, is properly so call-

ed, when a benefice ecclesiastical is in
the hands of a layman ; and appropriation,
when in the hands of a bishop, college, or

religious house ; though sometimes these
terms are confounded. It is said there are
three thousand eight hundred and forty-
five impropriations in England.
IMPULSE, in mechanics, the single

and instantaneous action or force by
which a body is impelled, in contradis-
tinction to the application of continued'
forces.

INACCESSIBLE, something that can-
not he come at, or approached, by reason,
of intervening obstacles, as a river, rock,
&c. It is chiefly used in speaking of

heights and distances. See SURVEYING.
INARCHING, in gardening, is a me-

thod of grafting, commonly called graft-

ing by approach, and is used when the
stock intended to graft on, and the tree
from which the graft is to be taken, stand
so near, or can he brought so near, that

they may be joined together. The me-
thod of performing it is as follows : take
the branch you would inarch, and having
fitted it to that part of the stock where
you intend to join it, pare away the rind
and wood on one side, about three inches
in length. After the same manner cut
the stock or branch in the place where
the graft is to be united, so that the rind
of both may join equally together ; then
cut a little tongue upwards in the graft,
and make a notch in the stock to admit it;

so that when they are joined, the tongue
will prevent their slipping, and the graft
will more closely unite with the stock.

Having thus placed them exactly toge-
ther, tie them with some bass, or other
soft tying; then cover the place with

grafting clay, to prevent the air from en-

tering to dry the wound, or the wet from

getting in to rot the stock : you should al-

so fix a stake in the ground, to which that

part of the stock, together with the graft,
should be fastened, to prevent the wind
from breaking them asunder, which is

often the case when this precaution is

not observed. In this manner they are
to remain about four months, in which
time they will be sufficiently united, and
the graft may then be cut from the mo-
ther tree, observing to slope it off close to

the stock ; and if at this time you cover
the joined parts with fresh grafting clay,
it will be of great service to the graft.
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IN AUTER DROIT, in another's right,
as where executors or administrator

sue for a debt or duty, &c. of the testator

or intestate.

INCEST, is the carnal knowledge of

persons within the Levitical degrees of

kindred. These, by our law, are totally

prohibited to marry with each other ; and
sentence of divorce, in such case, is only

declatory of the illegality of the mar-

riage, for the marriage itself is void ab

.initto.

INCH, a well known measure of length,

being the twelfth part of a foot, and equal
to three barley-corns in length. See MEA-
SURE.

INCH of candle, or sale by inch of candle.

See CANDLE.
INCHASING. See ENCHASING.

INCIDENCE, in mechanics, denotes
the direction in which one body strikes

on another. See MECHANICS and OPTICS.

It is demonstrated that the angle of in-

cidence is equal to the angle ofreflection,
ami that they both lie in the same plane.
That the sines of the angles of incidence

and refraction are to each other, either

accurately or nearly, in a given or con-

stant ratio : that from air to glass, the sine

of the angle of incidence is to the sine of

the angle of refraction as 14.9.

INCIDENT, signifies a thing necessa-

rily depending upon another as more

principal. For instance, a court baron,
is an incident to a manor, and a court of

pye-powder, to a fair, so inseparably, that

they cannot be severed by grant.
INCINERATION, in chemistry, a

term applied to the burning of vegeta-
bles for the sake of their ashes : it is usu-

ally referred to the burning of kelp on
the coasts for making mineral alkali.

INCLINATION, is a word frequently
used by mathematicians, and signifies the

mutual approach, tendency, or leaning of

two lines, or two planes, towards each

other, so as to make an angle. Inclina-

tion of a right line to a plane, is the acute

angle which that line makes with ano-

ther right line drawn in the plane through
the point where the inclined line inter-

sects it, and through the point where it is

also cut by a perpendicular, drawn from

any point of the inclined line. Inclina-

tion of the axis of the earth, is the^angle
which it makes with the plane of the

ecliptic ; or the angle contained between
the planes of the equator and ecliptic.
Inclination of a planet, is an arch of the
circle of inclination, comprehended be-
tween the ecliptic and the plane of a

planet in its orbit. See ASTRONOMY.

INCLINED plane, in mechanic, sone
that makes an oblique angle with the ho-
rizon. If a force, with a given direction,

supports a weight upon an inclined plane,
that force is to the weight as the sine of
the inclination of the plane to the sine of
the angle which is made by the line in

which the force acts, and the line perpen-
dicular to the plane. See MECHANICS.
INCLOSURES. Any person who shall

wilfully or maliciously demolish, pull

down, or otherwise destroy or damage,
any fence raised or made for dividing or

inclosing any .common, waste, or other

lands, in pursuance of any act of parlia-

ment, or shall cause or procure the same
to be done, shall be guilty of felony, and

transported for seven years. Prosecution
to be commenced in eighteen months af-

ter the offence committed.
INCOMBUSTIBLE. Something that

cannot be burnt, or consumed by fire.

Authors talk much of an incombustible

cloth, made of the asbestus. See ASBES-
TUS.

1NCOMBUSTIBLES, simple. See SUB-
STANCES, simple.
INCOME tax, a direct contribution of

a certain proportion ofthe annual gains of
individuals for the public service, which
has recently become an important branch
of the revenue of Great Britain. An at-

tempt was made in 1702 to levy a tax of
this description ; but it proved very un-

productive, and therefore was discon-
tinued. Towards the end of the year 1798,
Mr. Pitt proposed, in lieu ofthe addition-
al assessed taxes, a general tax on income,
whether arising from land, personal pro-
perty, orfrom any profession, office, trade,
or other employment. The act was pass-
ed 9th January, 1799 ; and the duties im-

posed by it were ten per cent, on all in-

comes of 200J. per annum and upwards,
and lesser proportions on incomes be-
tween that amount and 60/. per annum,
which paid a one-hundred and twentieth

part, or ten shillings per annum : incomes
below 601. a year were wholly exempt.
The great object of this tax was, to raise

a considerable proportion of the public
supplies within the year, and to liquidate
within a short time what might be further
raised by loan ; with the latter view, the

'payment of the interest, and redemption
of the capital, of part of the loans for the

years 1798, 1799, and 1800, was charged
on the produce of the tax ; but it being a

tax, which, from its commencement, had
been very unpopular,both from its weight
and the disclosure of the circumstances
of individuals with which it was attended,
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it was repealed in April, 1802, and the

charges upon it transferred to the Con-

volidated Fund.
In 1803 the income tax was revived,

with some alterations in the mode of col-

lecting it, under the title of the property
tax: the rate at which it was now im-

posed was 5 per cent, on all incomes
above 1501. per annum, and lesser pro-

portions on incomes between that amount
and 601. per annum. In 1805 it was in-

creased to 6 per cent.; and in 1806 it

was raised to the original rate at which it

had been imposed, or 10 per cent, while

the scale of lesser rates was made to com-

prehend all incomes amounting to 50/. per
annum. By this means, and by deducting
the tax on the dividends of the public
funds at the Bank, and abolishing most of

the former abatements and exemptions,
the sum raised by it has been consider-

ably augmented, the estimated produce
being as follows :

1804 at Is. in the pound L. 4,650,000
1805 at Is. 3d. ditto 5,937,500
1806 at 2s ditto 11,500,000

An income tax, if it could be so regu-
lated as to bear a just proportion to the

i different modes in which the incomes of

individuals arise, and did not extend to

I such amounts of income as are absolutely
i necessary for subsistence, would become

the most equitable, as well as the most

j
productive mode of taxation.

INCOMMENSURABLE, a term in

) geometry, used where two lines, when
i compared to each other, have no common
j measure, how small soever, that will ex-

| actly measure them both. And in gene-

I

ral two quantities are said to be incom-

i mensurable, when no third quantity can

be found that is an aliquot part of both.

Such are the diagonal and side ofa square;
for though each of those lines have infi-

nite aliquot parts, as the half, the third,

&c. yet not any part ofthe one, be it ever

so little, can possibty measure the other,
as is demonstrated in prop. 117. lib. x. of

Euclid.

INCOMMENSURABLE numbers, are such as

have no common divisor that will divide

them both equally.
INCOMPLETE, in botany, a term used

to denote the sixteenth class of the Lin-

naen " methodus calycina," consisting of

plants whose flowers want either the ca-

lyx or petals.

INCORPORATION, power of. To the
erection of any corporation the King's
consent is necessary, either impliedly or

expressly given : the King's implied con-

sent is to be found in corporations which
exist by force ofthe common law, to which
the former kings are supposed to have
given their concurrence ; of this sort are
ail bishops, parsons, vicars, churchwar-
dens, and some others, who, by common
law, have ever been held to have been
corporations by virtue of their office.
Another method of implied consent is
with regard to all corporations by pre-
scription ; such as the city of London,
and many others, which have existed as
corporations for time immemorial; for
though the members thereofcan show no
legal charter of

incorporation, yet, in ca.
ses of such high antiquity, the law pre-
sumes there once was one, and that, by
variety of accidents, which a length of
time may produce, the charter is lost or
destroyed. The methods by which the
King's consent is expressly given are
either by act of parliament or charter ;

but the immediate creative act is usually
performed by the King alone, in virtue of
his royal prerogative. See further, JOINT
STOCK.

INCREMENT, is the small increase of
a variable quantity. Sir Isaac Newton
calls these increases" moments," and ob-
serves, tkat they are proportional to the
velocity or rate of increase of the flowing
or variable quantities, in an indefinitely
small time. The notation of increment is

different by different authors. The method
of increments is a branch of analytics, in
which a calculus isfounded on the proper-
ties of successive values of variable quan-
tities, and their differences, or increments.
It is nearly allied to the doctrine of
fluxions, and, in truth, arises out of it.

Of the latter the great Newton was the
inventor ; of the former we have different

treatises by Dr. Taylor, Mr. Emerson, and
others. We shall give Mr. Emerson's
observations on the distinction between
the method of increments and fluxions.
" From the method of increments," he

says, "the principal foundation of the
method of fluxions may be easily derived;

for, as in the method of increments, the
increment may be of any magnitude, so
in the method of fluxions it must be sup-

posed infinitely small; whence all preced-
ing and successive values of the variable

quantity will be equal, from which equa-
lity the rules for performing the principal

operations of fluxions are immediately
deduced. That I may give the reader,**

continues he,
" a more perfect idea ofthe

nature of this method : suppose the ab-

scissa of a curve be divided into any num-
ber of equal parts, each part of which is

called the increment ofthe abscissa, and
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imagine so many parallelograms to be
erected thereon, either circumscribing
the curvilineal figure, or inscribed in it;

then the finding the sum of all these pa-
rallelograms is the business of the method
of increments. But ifthe parts of the ab-

scissa be taken infinitely small, then these

parallelograms degenerate into the curve;
and then it is the business of the method
of fluxions to find the sum of all, or the
area of the curve. So that the method
of increments finds the sum of any num-
ber of finite quantities ; and the method
of fluxions the sum of any infinite num-
ber of infinitely small ones: and this is

the essential difference between these
two methods."

Again :
" There is such a near relation

between the method of fluxions and that

of increments, that many of the rules for

the one, with little variation, serve also

for the other. And here, as in the method
of fluxions, some questions maybe solved,
and the integrals found, in finite terms ;

whilst in others we are forced to have re-

course to infinite series for a solution.

And the like difficulties will occur in the
method ofincrements, as usually happen
in fluxions. For whilst some fluxionary

quantities have no fluents but what are

expressed by series, so some increments
have no integrals but what infinite series

afford; which will often, as in fluxions,

diverge and become useless." By means
of the method of increments, many curi-

ous and useful problems are easily re-

solved, which scarcely admit of a solu-

tion in any other way. As, suppose seve-
ral series of quantities be given, whose
terms are all formed according to some
certain law which is given ; the method of
increments will find out a general series,
which comprehends all particular cases,
and from which all of that kind may be
found. The method ofincrements is also

of great use in finding any term of a

series proposed : for the law being given
by which the terms are formed, by means
of this general law the method of incre-

ments will help us to this term, either ex-

pressed in finite quantities, or by an in-

finite series. Another use of the method
ofincrements is to find the sum of series,
which it will often do in finite terms.
And when the sum of a series cannot be
had in finite terms, we must have recourse
to infinite series ; for the integral being
expressed by such a series, the sum of a

competent number of its terms will give
the sum of the series required. This is

equivalent to transforming one series into

another, converging quicker : and some-

times a very Few terms of this series will

give the sum of the series sought. See
Emerson's Increments.

INCUBUS, or nightmare, in medicine,
the name of a disease, which consists in a

spasmodic contraction of the muscles of

the breast, usually happening in the night,
and attended with a very painful difficul-

ty of respiration and great anxiety.
INCUMBENT, a clerk diligently resi-

dent on his benefice with cure ; and call-

ed incumbent ot that church, because he
does or ought to apply himself sedulously
to discharge the duty of his cure.

INCURVATION of t/ie rays of light,
their bending out of a rectilinear or

straight course, occasioned by refraction.

INDEFINITE, or INDETEHMINATE, that

which has no certain bounds ; or to which
the human mind cannot affix an}'. Des
Cartes makes use of this word in his phi-

losophy instead of infinite, both in num-
bers and quantities, to signify an incon-
ceivable number, or a number so great
that an unit cannot be added to it ; and a

quantity so great as not to be capable of

any addition. Thus, he says, the stars vi-

sible and invisible are in number indefi-

nite
; and not as the ancients held infi-

nite ; and that quantity may be divided
into an indefinite number of parts, not an
infinite number.

INDEFINITE is also used* in the schools,
to signify a thing that has but one ex-
treme ; for instance, a line drawn from

any point and extended infinitely.

INDEFINITE, in grammar, is understood
of nouns, pronouns, verbs, participles, ar-

ticles, &c. which are left in an uncertain

indeterminate sense, and not fixed to any

particular time, thing, or other circum-

stance.

INDENTED, in heraldry, is when the

out-line of an ordinary is notched like the

teeth ofa saw.

INDENTED line, in fortification, the same
with what the French engineers call re-

dent ; being a trench and parapet run-

ning out and in, like the teeth of a saw ;

and is much used in irregular fortifica-

tion.

INDENTURE, is a writing, containing
a conveyance between two or more, in-

dented or cut unevenly, or in and out, on

the top or side, answerable to another

writing that likewise comprehends the

same words. Formerly, when deeds were

more concise than at present, it was usual

to write both parts on the same piece of

parchment, with some words or letters

written between them, through which the

parchment was cut, either in a straight OP
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indented line, in such a manner as to

leave half the word on one part, and half

on the other; and this custom is still pre-
served in making out the indentures of a

fine. But at last, indenting only hath
come into use, without cutting through
any letters at all, and it seems at present
to serve for little other purpose than to

give name to the species of the deed.

INDEPENDENTS, or COXGREGATIOKT-

ALISTS, in church history, a sect of Pro-
testant Dissenters, which first made its

appearance in Holland in the year 1616.

Mr. John Robinson appears to have been
the founder of this sect. The appella-

r tion of Independents was applied to, and

adopted by, this denomination of Chris-

tians, from their maintaining that all

Christian congregations are so many in-

dependent religious societies, having a

right to be governed by their own laws,
without being subject to any further or fo-

reign jurisdiction. This term was pub-
licly acknowledged in the year 1644, by
those English Dissenters, who held simi-

lar sentiments respecting church govern-
ment to the Independents in Holland;
but on account of the ill use that many
made of the term, by a perversion of its

original meaning and religious designa-
tion, the English Independents renounced
it, and adopted that of Congregationalists,
or Congregational brethren. The term

Independent is still, however, applied to

various sects of Protestant Dissenters,
and seems justly applicable to almost

every sect of nonconformists in this coun-

try.
The doctrines of the Independents are

the same as those of the BROWN ISTS. It

is said, that the only difference between
these sects was, that the Brownists were
illiberal in their views concerning other

denominations, while the Independents
entertained enlarged conceptions of
church communion, and allowed that

other churches, though different from
them in points of discipline, might pro-
perly be called Christian churches. It is,

however, to be feared that the Indepen-
dents, properly so called, being Calvin-
ists as to points of faith, do not cherish

very liberal sentiments concerning the
salvation of those who differ from them
in most ot their articles of belief. A spi-
rit which seems to be a natural effect of
the creed of the Geneva Reformer. See
BUOWNISTS and PRESBYTERIANS.
INDETERMINATE, in general, an ap-

pellation given to whatever is not certain,

fixed, and limited; in which sense it is

the same with indefinite.

INDETERMINATE problem, is that which

IND

admits of many different solutions and an-
swers, called also an unlimited problem.
In questions of this kind, the number of
unknown quantities concerned is greater
than the number of the conditions and
equations by which they are to be found;
from which it happens, that generally
some other conditions or quantities are
assumed, to supply the defect, which, be-

ing taken at pleasure, give the same num-
ber of answers as varieties in those as-

sumptions. If, for instance, it were re-

quired to find the value of two square
numbers, whose difference is equal to a,
a given quantity. Here if x2 and y

1 de-
note the squares, then x 2

y*-=*at which
is only one equation for finding two quan-
tities. Now, by assuming some other un-
known quantity, as 2, so that zx-\-y=.

the sum of the roots; then is x= .

And by the same mode y= which

are the two roots having the difference
of their squares equal to a given quantity
a, and are expressed by means of an as-

sumed quantity z; so that there will be
as many answers to the question, as there
can be taken values of the indeterminate

quantity z.

Mr. Leslie, in the transactions of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, has given a

paper on this subject, the object of which
is to resolve the complicated expressions
which we obtain in the solution of inde-
terminate problems into simple equa-
tions, and this is done by means of a

principle, which, though extremely sim-

ple, admits of a very extensive applica-
tion. Let A\B be any compound quan-
tity equal to another, CxD, and let m be

any rational number assumed at pleasure;
it is manifest that, taking equimultiples,
AXW B=CXw D. Tf, therefore, we sup-

pose that A = m D, it must follow that

7nB = C, or B = . Thus two equationsm
of a lower dimension are obtained. If

these be capable of further decomposi-
tion, we may assume the multiples n and

p, and form four equations still more sim-

ple. By the repeated application of this

principle, an higher equation, admitting of

divisors, will be resolved into those of the

first order, the number of which will be

one greater than that of the multiples as-
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sumed. For example, resuming the pro-
blem at first given, viz. to find two ration-

al numbers, the difference of the squares
of which shall be a given number. Let

the given number be the product of a

and 6; then by hypothesis, x* y*=ab\
but these compound quantities admit 'of

an easy resolution, for x+y X xy=
ayjj* If therefore we suppose x -f- y =

wa, we shall obtain x x= , where m is

arbitrary, and if rational, x and y must al-

30 be rational. Hence the resolution of

these two equations gives the values of or

and y, the numbers sought, in terms of m,

INDEX, in anatomy, the same with the

fore finger. See FINGERS.

INDEX, in arithmetic and algebra, shows

to what power any quantity is involved,

and is otherwise called exponent. See

EXPONENT.
INDEX of a logarithm, that which shows

of how many places the absolute number,

belonging to a logarithm, doth consist ;

and of what nature it is, whether an inte-

ger or fraction. Thus, in this logarithm,

2.523421, the number 2 standing on the

left hand of the point is called the index ;

because it shows that the absolute num-

ber, answering to the above logarithm,
consists of three places: for the number
is always one more than the index. If

the absolute number be a fraction, then

the index of the logarithm^
hath a nega-

tive sign, marked thus, 2^523421. See
LOGARITHM.

INDEX of a globe, the little style or gno-
mon, which being fixed on the pole ofthe

globe, and turning round with it, points
out the hours upon the hour circle. See
GLOBE.

INDIA rubber. See CAOUTCHOUC.

INDICATIVE, in grammar, the first

mood, or manner, of conjugating a verb,

by which we simply affirm, deny, or ask

something.
INDICTION, in chronology, a cycle of

fifteen years. See CHRONOLOGY.

INDICTMENT, is a written accusation

of one ~~ ~iore persons, of a crime or mis-

demea nrefcrred to, and presented
on oath o^ _ud jury. An indictment

may be found on the oath of one witness

only, unless it be for high treason, which

requires two witnesses ; and unless in

any instance it is otherwise specially di-

rected by acts of parliament. The sheriff

of every county is bound to return to

every session of the peace, and eveiy

commission of oyer and terminer, and of

general gaol delivery, twenty-four good
and lawful men of the county, some out
of every hundred, to enquire, present, do,
and execute all those things, which, on
the part of our lord the King, shall then
and there be commanded therein. As
many as appear upon this pannel are

sworn of the grand jury, to the amount of

twelve, at the least, and not more than

twenty-three, that twelve may be a ma-

jority. This grand jury is previously in-

structed in the articles of their enquiry,

by a charge from the judge on the bench.

They then withdraw from court, to sit

and receive indictments, which are pre-
ferred to them in the name of the King,
but at the suit of any private prosecutor ;

and they are only to hear evidence on be-
half of the prosecution ; for the finding
an indictment is only in the nature of an

enquiry or accusation, which is afterwards
to be tried and determined; and the grand
jury are only to enquire, upon their oaths,
whether there be sufficient cause to call

upon the party to answer it.

The grand jury may not find part of an
indictment true, and part false; but must
either find a true bill, or ignoramus, for

the whole ; and if they take upon them
to find it specially, or conditionally, or to

be true for part only, and not for the rest,

the whole is void, and the party cannot
be tried upon it, but ought to be indicted
anew.

All capital crimes whatsoever, and all

kinds of inferior crimes, which are of a

public nature, as misprisions, contempts,
disturbances of the peace, oppressions,
and all other misdemeanours whatsoever,
of a public evil example, against the com-
mon law, may be indicted, but no injuries
of a private nature, unless they in some

degree concern the King. And general-

ly, where a statute prohibits a matter of

public grievance to the liberties and se-

curity of a subject, or commands a matter
of public convenience, as the repairing of
the common streets of the town, &c.,

every disobedience of such statute is pu-
nishable, not only at the suit of the party

grieved, but also by way of indictment,
for contempt of the statute, unless such
method of proceeding shall manifestly

appear to be excluded by it. Yet, if the

party offending have been fined in an ac-

tion brought by the party (as it is said he

may in every action, for doing a thing pro-
hibited by statute,) such fine is a good
bar to the indictment, because by the fine

the end of the statute is satisfied ; other-

wise he would be liable to a second fine

for the same offence.
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If several offenders commit the same
offence, though, in law, they are several
offences in relation to the several offend-

ders, yet they may be joined in one indict-

ment ; as if several commit a robbery or
murder.
No indictment for high treason, or mis-

prision thereof, (except indictments for

counterfeiting- the King's coin, seal, signj
or signet,) nor any process or return

thereupon, shall be quashed for mis-recit-

ing, mis-spelling, false or improper Latin,
unless exception concerning the same be

taken, and made in the respective court
where the trial shall be, by the prisoner or
his council assigned, before any evidence

given in open court on such indictment ;

nor shall any such mis-reciting, mis-spell-

ing, false or improper Latin, after con-
viction on such indictment, be any cause
of stay, or arrest ofjudgment; but* never-
theless any judgment on such indictment
shall be liable to be reversed on writ of

error, as formerly. An indictment accus-

ing a man in general terms, without ascer-

taining the particular fact laid to his

charge, is insufficient ; for no one can
know what defence to make to a charge
which is uncertain, nor can plead it in bar
on abatement of a subsequent prosecu-
tion : neither can it appear, that the facts

given in evidence against a defendant, on
such a general accusation, are the same of
which the indictors have accused him;
nor can it judicially appear to the court
what punishment is proper for an offence
so loosely expressed.
No indictment can be good, without

expressly showing some place wherein
the offence was committed, which must

appear to have been within the jurisdic-
tion of the court.

There are several emphatical words of

art, which the law has appropriated for

the description of an ,offence which no
circumlocution will supply ; as felonious-

ly, in the indictment of any felony ; bur-

glariously, in an indictment of burglary,
and the like. And an indictment on the
black act, for shooting at any persou, must

charge that the offence was done wilfully
and maliciously.

By 10 and 11 William, c. 23, it is enact-

ed that no clerk of assize, clerk of the

peace, or other person, shall take any
money of any person, bound over to give
evidence against atraitoror felon, forthe

discharge of his recognizance, nor take
more than two shillings for drawing any
bill of indictment against any such felon,
or pain of five pounds to the party griev-
ed, with full costs. And if he shall draw
a defective bill, he shall draw a new one
VOL. VI.

gratis, on the like penalty. With respect
to drawing indictments for other misde-

meanors, not being treason or felony, no
fee is limited by the statute, the same
therefore depends on the custom and an-
cient usage.

Every person charged with any felony
or other crime, who shall on his trial be
acquitted, or against whom no indict-

ment shall be found by the grand jury, or
who shall be discharged by proclamation
for want of prosecution, shall be immedi-

ately set at large in open court, without

payment of any fee to the sheriff or gaol-
er; but in lieu thereof, the treasurer, on
a certificate signed by one of the judges
or justices, before whom such prisoner
shall have been discharged, shall pay,
out of the general rate of the county
or district, such sum as has been usually

paid, not exceeding thirteen shillings and

four-pence.

By these words, immediately set at

large, the reader must not understand
that this actually takes place, immediately
after the throwing out of the bill. It is

usually done after the assizes or sessions
are over, and when the judge or justices

proceed to the gaol-delivery, as it is call-

ed. This affords an opportunity for the

preferring a new indictment against the

party, if there should be occasion ; and it

is upon this ground, that the detention of
a prisoner, after rejecting the indictment

by the grand jury, is countenanced. It is,

however, in many cases, a hardship. The
sheriffs of London, in A. D. 1808, Sir

Richard Phillips, Knt and Mr. Alderman
Smith, very much to their credit, endea-
voured to procure the judges at the Old

Bailey to discharge prisoners immediate-

ly, but the practice having long continued
as above stated, the judges have been
averse to altering it.

Upon a certificate of an indictment be-

ing found, for an assult or other misde-

meanor, and much more for a felony, at

the sessions, a warrant is issued, on the

application of the prosecutor, to take the

party into custody, and he may be held to

bail by a justice of the peace, or ajudge ;

and it is usual, in expectation of such a

warrant, to put in bail, and obtain a super-
sedeas to the warrant previously. This

was not formerly the practice, upon in-

dictments or informations in the court of

King's Bench An act has passed to ena-

ble the court to issue warrants, and hold

to bail, upon indictments or informations

filed. This act is principally objection-

able, as it may be used as the means of

harassing persons, prosecuted harshly
and vindictively by the Attorney Genera
K k
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for libels, &c. It is either a useless act*

since the justice ofthe country has been

safely conducted for centuries without it,

or it is an act of great importance to the

liberty ofthe subject.
But an action cannot be brought by the

person acquitted against the prosecutor
of the indictment, without obtaining a

copy of the record of his indictment and

acquittal ; which, in prosecutions for fe-

lony, it is not usual to grant, if there be
the least probable cause to found such

prosecution upon ; for it would be a very
great discouragement to the public jus-
tice of the kingdom, if prosecutors, who
had a tolerable ground of suspicion, were
liable to be sued at law whenever their

indic'.ments miscarried. But an action on
the case, for a malicious prosecution, may
be founded on such an indictment where-
on no acquittal can be, as, if it be reject-
ed hy the grand jury, or be coram non

judice, or be insufficiently drawn; for it

is not 'he danger of the plaintiff, but the

scandal, vexation, and expense, upon
wh:ch this action is founded. However,
any provable cause for preferring it is

sufficient to justify the defendant, pro-
vided it do not appear that the prosecu-
tion -was malicious. And it is necessary
to show something more than the mere
not prosecutis, in order to raise the infer-

ence of malice.

INDIGESTION. See MEDICINE.

INDIGO, a dye prepared from the

leaves and small branches of the indigofe-
ra tinctoria. See the next article.

Indigo is distinguished into two kinds,
the. true and the bastard. Though the first

is sold at a higher price on account of its

superiority, it is usually advantageous to

cultivate the other, because it is heavier.

The first will grow in many different

soils ; the second suceeds best in those

which are most exposed to the rain.

Both are liable to great accidents. Some-
times the plant becomes dry, and is de-

stroyed by an insect frequently found on
it; at other times, the leaves, which are

the valuable part of the plant, are devour-
ed in the space of twenty-four hours by
caterpillars. This last misfortune, which
is but too common, has given occasion to

the saying,
" that the planters of indigo

go to bed rich, and nse in the morning
totally ruined.'* This production ought
to be gathered in with great precaution,
for fear of making the farina that lies on
the leaves, and is very valuable, fall off

by shaking it. When gathered, it is

thrown into the steep; ng-vat, which is a

?arge tub filled with water. Here it un-

dergoes a fermentation, which in twenty-
four hours at furthest is completed. A
cock is then turned to let the water run
into the second tub, called the mortar or

pounding tub. The steeping-vat is then
cleaned out, that fresh plants may b*
thrown in ; and thus the work is con-
tinued without interruption. The water
which has run into the pounding tub is

found impregnated with a very subtle

earth, which alone constitutes the dregs,
or blue substance, that is the object of'

this process, and which must be separa-
ted from the useless salt of the plant, be-
cause this makes the dregs swim on the
surface. To effect this, the water is for-

cibly agitated with wooden buckets that
are full of holes, and fixed to a long han-
dle. This part of the process requires
the greatest precautions. If the agita-
tion be discontinued too soon, the part
that is used in dyeing, not being suffi-

ciently separated from the salt, would be
lost. If, on the other hand, the dye
were to be agitated too long after the

complete separation; the parts would be

brought together again, and form a new
combination; and the salt reacting on
the dregs would excite a second fermen-

tation, that would alter the dye, spoil ita

colour, and make what is called burnt

indigo These accidents are prevented
by a close attention to the least altera-

tions that the dye undergoes, and by the

precaution which the workmen take to

draw out a little of it from time to time
in a clean vessel. When they perceive
that the coloured particles collect by se-

parating from the rest of the liquor, they
leave off shaking the buckets, in order to

allow time to the blue dregs to precipi-
tate to the bottom of the tub, where they
are left to settle till the water is quite
clear. Holes made in the tub, at differ-

ent heights, are then opened one after

another, and this useless water is let out.

The blue dregs remaining at the bottom

having acquired the consistence ofa thick

muddy liquid, cocks are then opened,
which draw it off into the settler. After
it is still more cleared of much superflu-
ous water in this third and last tub, it is

drained into sacks; from whence, when
water no longer filters through the cloth,
this matter now becomes of a thicker con-

sistence, and is put into chests, where it

entirely loses its moisture. At the end
of three months the indigo is fit for sale.

It is used, inswashing, to give a bluish

colour to linen : painters also employ it

in their water colours ; and dyers cannot

make fine blue without indigo. The an-
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cients procured it from the East Indies ;

in modern times it has been transplanted
into America. The cultivation of it, suc-

cessively attempted at different places,

appears to be fixed at Carolina, St. Do-

mingo, and Mexico. That which is

known under the name of Guatimala in-

digo, from whence it comes, is the most

perfect of all.

Indigo may be obtained from the me-
rium tinctorium, and the isatis tinctoria

or woad; a plant cultivated and even
found wild in England. When arrived

at maturity, this plant is cut down, wash-

ed, dried hastily in the sun, ground in a

mill, placed in heaps, and allowed to fer-

ment for a fortnight. It is then well mix-

ed, and made up into balls, which are

piled upon each other, and exposed to

the wind and sun. In this state they be-

come hot, and exhale a putrid ammonia-
cal smell. The fermentation is promoted,
if necessary, by sprinkling the balls with
water. When it has continued for a suf-

ficient time, the woad is allowed to fall

to a coarse powder ;
in which state it is

sold as a dye-stuff. By treating woad

,nearly in the same manner with the indi-

gofera, indigo has been obtained from it

by different chemists.

Indigo is a soft powder of a deep blue,
without either taste or smell. It under-

goes no change, though kept exposed to

the air. Water, unless kept long upon it,

does not dissolve any part of it, nor pro-
duce any change. When heat is applied
to indigo, it emits a bluish red smoke,
and at last burns away with a very faint

white flame, leaving behind it the earthy

parts in the state of ashes. Neither oxy-

gen nor the simple combustibles have any
effect upon indigo, except it is in a state

of solution; and the same remark applies
to the metallic bodies. The fixed ^alka-

line solutions have no action on indigo,

except it is newly precipitated from a

state of solution. In that case, they dis-

solve it with facility. The solution has
at first a green colour, which gradually

disappears, and the natural colour of the

indigo cannot be again restored. Hence
we see that the alkalies, when concen-

trated, decompose indigo. Pure liquid
ammonia acts in the same way. Even
carbonate of ammonia dissolves precipi-
tated indigo, and destroys its colour ; but
the fixed alkaline carbonates have no
such effect. Lime-water has scarcely
any effect upon indigo in its tfimal state ;

bwt it readily dissolves precipitated indi-

go. The solution is at first green, but

becomes gradually yellow, When the

solution is exposed to the air, a slight
green colour returns, as happens to the
solution of indigo in ammonia, but it

soon disappears.
The action of the acids upon indigo

has been examined with most attention ;

it certainly exhibits the most important
phenomena. When diluted sulphuric
acid is digested over indigo, it produces
no effect, except that of dissolving the

impurities; but concentrated sulphuric
acid dissolves it readily. One part of

indigo, when mixed with eight parts of

sulphuric acid, evolves heat, and is dis-

solved in about twenty-four hours. Ac-
cording to Haussman, some sulphurous
acid and hydrogen gas are evolved during
the solution. If so, we are to ascribe
them to the mucilage and resin which are
doubtless destroyed by the action of the
concentrated acid.

The solution of indigo is well known in.

this country by the name of liquid blue,
or sulphate of indigo. While concen-
trated it is opaque and black : but when
diluted it assumes a fine deep blue co-
lour ; and its intensity is such, that a sin-

gle drop of the concentrated sulphate is

sufficient to give a blue colour to many
pounds of water. Bergman ascertained
the effect of different re-agents on this

solution with great precision. Drop! into

sulphurous acid, the colour was at first

blue, then green, and very speedily de-

stroyed. In vinegar it becomes green,
and in a few weeks the colour disap-

pears. In weak potash it becomes green,
and then colourless. In weak carbonate
of potash, there are the same changes,
but more slowly. In ammonia, and its

carbonate, the colour becomes green, and
then disappears. In a solution of sug-ar,
it became green, and at last yellowish.
In sulphate of iron, the colour became

green, and in three weeks disappeared.
In the sulphurets the colour vras destroy-
ed in a few hours Realgar, white oxide
of arsenic, and orpimcnt, produced no

change. Black oxide of manganese de-

stroyed the colour completely. From
these and many other experiments it was

inferred, that all those substances which
have a very strong affinity for oxygen
give a green colour to indigo, and at last

destroy it. Hence it is imagined, that

indigo becomes green, fey giving out oxy-

gen. Of course it owes its blue colour

to that principle.

IND1GOFERA, Indigo, or Indicum> in

botany, a genus of the Diadelphta Decan-

dria class and order. Natural order of

PapUionaceie, or Leguminos*. Essential
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character: calyx spreading; keel of the

corolla, with an awl-shaped spreading
spur on each side ; legume linear. There
are thirty-five species. The indigos are

shrubs under shrubs, or herbs ; the

leaves are in some few cases simple, in

more ternate, in most unequally pinnate ;

the leaflets in some jointed and awned
at the base, as in phaseolus ; stipules dis-

tinct from the petiole ; peduncles axilla-

ry, one or two-flowered, in spikes or ra-

cemes. The herb in most of the species

yields a blue dye, which is not peculiar
to this genus, many plants of this natural

class abounding
1 with the blue colouring

matter.

INDIVIDUAL, in logic, a particular

being of any species, or that which can-

not be divided into two OP more beings
equal or alike.

The usual division in logic is made into

genera, those genera into species, and
those species into individuals.

INDIVISIBLE, among metaphysicians.
A thing is said to be indivisible absolute,

absolutely indivisible, that is, a simple be-

ing, and consists of no parts into which it

may be divided. Thus God is indivisi-

ble in all respects, as is also the human
mind, not having extension or other pro-

perties of body.
INDIVISIBLES, in geometry, the ele-

ments or principles into which any body
or figure may be ultimately resolved ;

which elements are supposed infinitely
small : thus a line may be said to consist

of points, a surface of parallel lines, and
a solid of parallel and similar surfaces ;

and then, because each of these elements
is supposed indivisible, if in any figure a
line be drawn through the elements per-

pendicularly, the number of points in that

line will be the same as the number ofthe

elements; whence we may see, that a

parallelogram, prism, or cylinder, is re-

solvable into elements or indivisibles, all

equal to each other, parallel and like to

the base ; a triangle into lines parallel to

the base, but decreasing in arithmetical

proportion ; and so are the circles which
constitute the parabolic conoid, and those
which constitute the plane of a circle,
er surface of an isosceles cone. See
INFIXITKSIMALS.
A cylinder may be resolved into cylin-

drical curve surfaces, having all the same
height, and continually decreasing in-

wards, as the circles of the base do on
which they insist.

The method of indivisibles is only the
ancient method ofexhaustions, a little dis-

guised and contracted. It isfound ofgreat

use in shortening mathematical demon-
strations, of which take the following in-

stance, in the famous proposition of Ar-

chimedes, viz. that a sphere is two thirds

of a cylinder circumscribing it.

Suppose acylinder, an hemisphere, and
an inverted cone (Plate Miscel. VI. fig.

13) to have the same base and altitude,

and to be cut by infinite planes, all paral-
lel to the base, of which dg is one. It is

plain the square of d h will be every
where equal to the square of k c (the ra-

dius of the sphere) the square h c = e h

square ; and consequently, since circles

are to one another as the squares of the

radii, all the circles of the hemisphere
will be equal to all those of the cylinder,

deducting thence all those of the cone ;

wherefore, the cylinder, deducting
1 the

cone, is equal to the hemisphere ; but it is

known that the cone is one third of the

cylinder, and, consequently, the sphere
must be two-thirds of it. Q. E. D.

INDORSEMENT, in law, signifies any
thing written upon the back of a deed or

other instrument. On sealing of a bond,
the condition of the bond may be indors-

ed, and then the bond and indorsement
shall both stand together. In order to

the executing ajustice ofthe peace's war-
rant in another county, it must be indors-

ed by some justice in such other county,,
which is commonly called backing the

warrant. It is customary also to indorse

the receipt of the consideration-money
upon a deed ; or an assignment of a lease

may sometimes be made by indorsement.

Indorsement is also that act by which the
holder of a bill ofexchange, or promissory
note, payable to order, transfers such in-

strument, and his interest therein, to some
other person, who is then termed the in-

dorsee, and who, by such transfer and as-

signment, renders himself responsible for

presenting such instrument, and using all

due diligence to obtain payment of the

acceptor or maker.
INDUCTION is the giving a clerk, in-

stituted to a benefice, the actual posses-
sion of the temporalities belonging to it,

in the nature of livery of seisin. It is per-
formed by a mandate from the bishop to

the archdeacon, who commonly issues out
a precept to some other clergyman to

perform it for him ; which being done,
the clergyman who inducts him indorses

a certificate of his induction on the arch-

deacon's mandate, and they who were

present testify the fact under their hands.

And by this the person inducted is in fulj

and complete possession of all the tempo-
ralities of his church.
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INEBRIANTS, a term derived from
the Latin, anr -applied to that class of

substances tba i ife.ct the nerves in a par-
ticular and agreeable manner,andthrough
them alter and disturb the functions of

the mind. They are divided into natural

and artificial : the former are chiefly in

use among oriental nations; to the latter

Europeans have recourse. Natural ine-

briants, are opium, in use in Turkey and
the East ; peganum harmala, Sirian rue ;

of this the seeds are chiefly used : maslac

of the Turks, or bangue of the Persians,

prepared from the dust of the male flow-

er of hemp ; bangue of the Indians, from
the leaves of the hibiscus abelmoschus;
seeds of various species of the datura, or

thorny apple : penang, or betel, of the
Indians ; roots of black henbane ; hyos-
cyamus physaloides ; berries of the night-
shade ; leaves of millefoil ; tobacco. Ar-
tificial inebriants are, fermented liquors
from farinaceous seeds ; wines and spirits
drawn by distillation. See DRUNKENNESS.
INERTIA of matter, in philosophy, is

defined by Sir Isaac Newton to be a pas-
sive principle, by which bodies persist in

a state of motion or rest, receive motion
in proportion to the force impressing it,

and resist as much as they are resisted.

It is also defined by the same author to be
a power implanted in all matter, whereby
it resists any change endeavoured to be
made in its state. See MECHANICS.

All bodies preserve or continue, as of

themselves, in their state of rest, or of
uniform motion in a right line, in such

manner, that a body at rest cannot move
without being solicited or urged by some
force ; neither can the rectilinear and
uniform motion of a body be changed
without the action of a foreign cause.

That want of aptitude which bodies have,
of producing in themsleves a change in

their actual state, is called inertia. Now
it is known that a body, whose state may
Tie changed by the action of a foreign
force, cannot give way to that effect,
otherwise than by itself altering the state

of that force ; that is to say, by itself tak-

ing away a part of its motion. It has hence
been concluded, that the continuance of
a body in its state of repose, or ofuniform

motion, was itself the effect of a real

force which resided in that body ; and
', this force has been viewed, sometimes, as

;

a resistance, in so far as it opposed itself

to the action of the other force, which

changed the state of that body, and some-
times as an effort, in so far as it tended to

carry with it the change in the state of
1 the other force.

The celebrated Laplace has proposed a

more precise and natural manner of con-

templating inertia. To conceive in what
it consists, suppose a body in motion to
meet with a body at rest : it will commu-
nicate to it a part of its motion ; in such
manner, that if the first have, for example-,
a mass double to that of the second, in
which case its mass will be two-thirds of
the sum of the masses, the velocity which
it will retain will be also two-thirds of
that which it hadat first; and as the other
third, which it has yielded to the second
body, employs itself upon a mass of only
half the magnitude of the former, the two
bodies will both have the same velocity
after the shock.
The effect of inertia is reduced, there-

fore, to the communication made by one
of these bodies to the other, of a part of
its motion; and since this latter cannot
receive, butin consequence of the other'a

losing, this loss has been attributed to a
resistance exercised by the body receiv-

ingthe motion. Butin the instance before

us, it is very nearly as in the motion of an
elastic fluid, contained in a vessel from
which we would open a communication
to another vessel which should be empty;
this fluid would introduce itself by its ex-

pansive force into the second vessel, un-
til it became uniformly distributed in the

capacities of the two vessels : in like man-
ner, a body when it strikes another does

nothing else, if we may so express our-

selves, than pour into this latter a part of
its motion ; and there is no more reason
to suppose a resistance in this case than
in the examples we have just cited. It is

true, that, when we strike with the hand
a body at rest, or whose motion is less ra-

pid than that of the hand, we imagine that
we experience a resistance; but the illu-

sion proceeds from this, that the - ffect is

the same with regard to the hand, as

though it were at rest, and was struck by
the body with a motion in a contrary di-

rection.

INFAMY, in law, which extends to for-

gery, perjury, gross cheats, &c. disables

a man to be a witness or a juror ; but a

pardon of crimes restores a person's cre-

dit, to make him a good evidence.

INFANCY, the first stage of life. In a
medical and political view, extending
from birth to about the seventhyear. Like

every other stage of life, it is subject to

its peculiar diseases, even in the healthi-

est state of the constitution, and under the
best and most natural control. But from
a too generally inherent debility, produc-
ed by the common consequences of po-
lished and fashionable life, added either

to maternal neglect, or a superabundance
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of maternal assiduity and anxiety, it is al-

so exposed to diseases of great variety
and violence, from which it would other-

wise be exempt.
The natural infirmity of infant life ex-

poses it at all times, and in all situations,

to a mortality far exceeding that of any
other stage : but from the powerful effect

of such accessary causes, in conjunction
with the impure air of crowded towns and

cities, we are often called upon to con-

template this mortality, trebled or qua-

drupled beyond its appropriate ratio;

and to behold more than half the natives

of a place die within the narrow term of

the first three years of life, instead ofthe

greater part of them reaching the age of

twenty-five or thirty, and, of course, liv-

ing to become husbands and wives, and

giving birth to generations, which are

thus cut off along with themselves.

What then are the best means of dimi-

nishing this melancholy and sweeping
mortality ? There cannot be a more im-

portant question, either in medicine or

in politics. To offer all that is worthy of

notice in the latter view, would be to en-

gage in a much longer and a more specu-
lative discussion than the limits ofthe pre-
sent article, or even of the present work,
would allow. We shall confine ourselves,

therefore, in what we shall have further

to advance upon the subject, to the point
of medical and domestic attention alone ;

and shall beg leave, upon this restricted

scale, to propose such hints as may have
a tendency to remove a considerable part
of the evils of which we complain. In do-

ing this, we shall first notice what ought
to be the treatment of infants in a state of

health, and, secondly, in a state ofdisease.

Treatment ofInfants in Health.

The two primary objects of attention

on the birth of an infant are warmth and
cleanliness. The last has lately been op-

posed, but certainly without due con-

sideration. The limbs and body of an in-

fant when first born are generally cover-

ed over with a mealy mucous matter,
which appears to be a feculent deposit
from the amnios, or fluid, in which he was
immersed antecedently to his birth.

* This coating, or covering," we are told,
' which the infant obtains in the womb,
is surely not put there for nothing. Be
assured that nature has some wise and

necessary design, or purpose, in the mat-

ter ;
for it adheres, and it adheres most

firmly, to his skin ; and, if left to itself, in

a certain period after birth it dries, and
forms a cxust, and gradually scales off, in

the economy of nature, and leaves the
skin it covered heal and healthful, and

capable to bear every common or neces-

sary freedom."
The natural indolence of nurses will be

much obliged to this writer, who has ac-

quired, and for various reasons deserved-

ly acquired, considerable popularity, for

this novel and extraordinary advice ; an
advice, than which nothing can be much
more pernicious, and which we feel our-

selves, therefore, compelled to combat
by a few cursory remarks.
This coating, we are told, is not placed

over the skin for nothing ; and we are
desired to rest assured, that nature has
some wise and necessary design or pur-
pose in the matter. But what is this wise
and necessary design. ? Ifnotputoverthe
skin for nothing, for what is it put there ?

These are important questions ; but there
is not a single hint in the writer's entire

book that may serve as an answerto them.
We believe, however, and have much
reason to believe, that it is put there for

nothing ; that the deposit of this mucous
coating is a mere accident, resulting from
a casual change in the state or proportion
of the amnios ; and not designed by na-

ture to answer any necessary purpose
whatever. If nature really designed any
useful purpose by such a deposit, we
should find her producing it uniformly in

the same quantity and quality. But while

many infants are born without any such

deposit whatever, the covering that sur-

rounds others differs materially, both in

its nature and proportion, sometimes

being diffused over the whole body, at

others confined to particular parts of it ;

sometimes being a white, thick, pulta- ,

ceous mass, derived alone from the am-

nios, and at others a pitchy tenacious

fluid, chiefly derived from the discharge
'

of meconiutn. Yet be it what it may, we
'

are told that our nurses " have nothing^
to do but to take the infant's skin as?

nature gives it them ; nothing to do but

to dry it in the most kind and gentle
manner, with the receiver, or a piece of

^>ld soft spongy cloth, warmed at the fire,

and then proceed to clothe him." Yet'v

ifthey have nothing to do but to take the

skin as nature gives it them, they ought
not to dry it, for nature gives the skin to

them moist; they bught not to clothe it,

for nature gives it to them without cover-

ing ; and the young of many other ani-

mals, though wholly unfurnished with

ready-made dresses against their birth,

are born just as naked and unfledged as

the human infant. Above all, they ought
not to dewi it, either with the receiver,
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er a piece of old spongy cloth ; for this is

to destroy the very foundation of the au-

thor's new system, which consists in its

not being cleaned by any means, not even

by
"
soap and water, or plain water, or

any other substance whatever." Now
certainly, if the body of an infant may be

rubbed with the receiver, which is usual-

ly flannel, or even with a piece of old

cloth, there is no reason why he may not

be rubbed with a little warm water,which
has a far nearer approach to the nature

of his prenascent element, than either of

these substances, and is far less rough and
uncomfortable to its tender and delicate

skin.

We shall only offer another remark.

Though the author be not able to-tell us

what good purpose nature designs by dif-

fusing over the body a coating of mealy
or viscid mucus, we can easily point out

to him what bad purpose nature herself

would accomplish by our suffering it to

remain there after birth : and we will do
it in his own words. " If left to itself,

says he, at a certain period after birth it

dries, and forms a crust, and gradually
scales off." And it is for this very reason
it ought to be removed : a dry crust and

scurf, covering the hard and thickened
skin even ofan adult, must necessarily be

productive of the double mischief of Ex-

coriating the cuticle, and obstructing the

matter of perspiration : how much more
then must this double mischief be aug-
mented, when applied to the soft and
tender cuticle of an infant : how exten-

sively must its delicate skin become, in-

flamed by such harsh and perpetual pres-
sure ; how continually exposed to cuta-

neous eruptions, from the acrimonious

humour into which its obstructed matter

of perspiration will be converted by this

very obstruction itself.

Let us close by observing, that wher-
ever this kind of tenacious covering is

found, as it sometimes is, spread in an un-

usual quantity over the bodies of other

animals, the mother of the young com-

monly removes it by washing and wiping
It away with her own tongue and saliva,

OP by encouraging the new born animal

to roll itself on the grass or straw, or

whatever other substance may be the bed
that first receives it : thus teaching to

mankind a lesson ofcleanliness, which, in-

stead of despising, they will do well to

follow. Cleanliness, indeed, from the

commencement of life to its termination,

may truly be said to be next to godliness ;

its influence upon the mind is equal to

that upon the body. The pleasurable
sensation it excites is of no ordinary cha-

racter
; it is a powerful prophylactic*

against disease ; it exhilarates the animal
spirits, and gives a feeling of moral dig-
nity to the meanest and most indigent.A habit of cleanliness cannot be com-
menced too soon, lior persevered in too

punctiliously.
The next point to be attended to in the

treatment of infants, is that of lactation or

suckling.
There is generally too much eagerness

in putting the child to the breast, who
is often worried to suck, before he Ire-

comes actuated by the instinctive princi-
ple of nature, or before the mother finds
her breasts sufficiently filled with milk to

satisfy his desire. In consequence of
which the mother is as much and as vain-

ly fatigued as the infant, passes a restless

night, and is harass-eel with a renewal of
after pains, from which she would other-
wise have escaped.

It is generally about the third day, af-

ter child-bed, that both are fully pre-
pared ; though it sometimes happens that
the infant has a desire to suck, and the
mother to suckle,within twenty-fourhours
from the time of delivery. While again
the same mutual propensity will not in
other cases occur till a week or a fort-

night, or even longer, from the same pe-
riod. In the latter case the infant should
be supported by dilute gruel, a dilute so-
lution oftops and bottoms,with or without
a little cow's milk, according as he seems
best to relish it ; and ifhe appear in good
health, no idea should be entertained of

providing a wet nurse, till time has fully
demonstrated that the mother will be in-

capable of supporting him herself.

This maternal support is a duty so im-

perative, that it should only be relinquish-
ed under the following circumstances :

1. Suppression ofmilk. 2. Extreme deli-

cacy, or disease of constitution, by which
it may not be supplied in proper quantity
or quality. 3. The indulgence in such a

routine of fashionable amusements, as

may render the mother incapable of ful-

filling her task with punctuality and sa-

tisfaction to her child.

This last conduct is unpardonable, but
it is nevertheless common, and we are

afraid will be so in the present day, not-

withstanding all that can be urged to the

contrary, whether by divines or physi-
cians ; and all that we attempt to do is

to guard against the mischievous effects

of such a conduct: for if, in this respect,
the mother remains deaf to the voice of

nature, and the languishing desire ofher
own offspring, we are fully convinced

that all we, or any ether body of phy-
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siologists, could urge, would be in vain ;

neither would she be persuaded though
one rose from the dead. We will just
observe, however, that the practice of

repelling milk from a full breast is at

times dangerous, and often accompanied
with abscesses, that are more inconve-

nient, last longer in the cure, and are

succeeded by far more injury to the po-
lish and harmony of the form, than the

suckling a large family
Let us add another reason ; the human

body is so constituted, that one part as-

sists'another in the operations of nature :

consequently there is a necessity for re-

ciprocal action and rest. Whilst the

womb, lately in a state of distention for

many months, is thus allowed rest suffi-

cient, it recovers its former tone. Where-
as, where there is an annual repetition of

pregnancy, the parts so distended sooner
lose their elasticity, and become at length,

perhaps, diseased, which especially hap-
pens in cases where the original habit

has been weakly.
The following is a reason that concerns

the public, whatever influence it may
have on the gay and the careless. The
hired nurse, anxious to save as much as

possible from her own wages, not only
weans her own child, but puts him at

board on the cheapest terms she can find ;

in consequence of which, innutrition, or

poverty of food, too generally terminates
his life, or leaves him habitually diseased,
a permanent burdeivoti his parents, and
on the public.

Hireling nurses, however, under all the

cases we have mentioned, must be resort-

ed to, when the person is in a situation to

endure the expense. The young and the

healthy should be selected, with a full

breast of milk, and that milk as nearly as

may be of the age of the foster child.

Where the circumstances of the parents,
or the infant's own antipathy, which some-
times occurs, or any other equally insur-

mountable objection intervenes, the next
consideration is to provide a substitute

for the child's natural diet.

From the experiments of physicians on
milks we have the following results.

Of cream, the milk of sheep affords

most ; then the human, the goat's, the

cow's, the ass's, and the mare's, progres-

sively.
Of butter, the sheep's affords most;

then the goat's, the cow's, and human,

progressively.
Ofcheese, the sheep's gives most; then

the goat's, the cow's, the ass, and human
milk, the mare's gives the least.

Of sugar, most is extracted from the
mare's milk ; then from the human, the

ass's, the goat'? the sheep's and last of

all, the cow's.

It should hence seem that human milk
has more saccharine matter than an> other

milk, excepting mare's ; more cream than

any other excepting sheep's, and at the
same time that it yields less butter or

cheese than any, excepting mare's It ap-
pears, moreover, from the experiments of

other animal chemists, that the butter of

human milk, instead of being solid like

that of the goat and cow, is a fluid of the

subsistence of cream, and cream which
is nearly the consistency of that obtained
from ass's and mare's milk.

It follows, that upon the whole, mare's
and ass's milks have a nearer resemblance
to human, than the milk of any other ani*

mal that has undergone a proper course
of experiments : and that in case of ex-

treme debility of the organs of digestion,
mare's or ass's milk is the best substitute

for that of human milk.

Let these therefore in cases of debility
be resorted to : but in cases of health,
and especially ofgood substantive organs,
we may be less particular. Diluted cow's

milk, intermixed with a small quantity of

farinaceous food, will generally prove the
most convenient nutriment. Cow's milk,

however, is far less sweet, or has far less

saccharine matter than human, and hence
the mixture now recommended should be
enriched with some addition of sugar.
The chief point of attention is, that the
farinaceous matter, whether in the form
of pap,or gruel, be sufficiently dilute, and
free from lumps. It is a difficult thing
to make nurses believe that fluid food
alone can produce solid nutriment, not-

withstanding the example daily before
them of the beneficial result of maternal
milk

;
and hence it is almost impossible

to prevent them from making the infant

food too thick and pulpy. Where rusks,
or tops and bottoms, are used, they should
be first boiled in water till perfectly soft-

ened, and then pressed with a spoon
through a fine strainer; nor should pap
or gruel be ever made use of withou a

similar process. Cordials, aperients, and

opiates, should be equally avoided in a

state of health. They are all medicines,
and should never be employed but when
called for by disease ; nature, in her or-

dinary functions, demands nothing of the
kind : the food prepared by herself is

equally bland and simple.
In the clothing of children, warmth and

simplicity are the two points to be studied.
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The great and natural use of clothes is

for the purpose of warmth, and the looser

and softer the substance is by which this

warmth is communicateoMhe better- But,

amongst other refinements, that ofgiving
1

neatness to the attire of children has been
one productive of very great evils. To
brace and dress an infant forms a particu-
lar business, and thus the real intention of

clothing has been lost sight of.Besides their

tightness, children are also often hurt by
their quantity. After birth, a child is in

a sort of feverish state during the first

five or six days ; it should, therefore, be

kept cool, instead of being laid close to

the mother* who is commonly in the same
state, and fed, as both too frequently are,
with heating cordials, which add to their

uneasiness.

Most of the deformities ofchildren are

occasioned by improprieties in their dress.

An attempt to give neatness to the form
renders pressure necessary ; and where a

part is weak, and the pressure greater
than on the neighbouring parts, such part
will naturally yield to the impulse, and

deformity will ensue. Without entering
therefore into any criticism on the parti,
cular kinds of dress, all that is required
is, that the child be kept warm, and the
dress sit easy on every part.

Sleep is at all times necessary to health ;

in infancy it is particularly so ; for the
stimuli of air and light alone are sufficient

to exhaust the system in an hour or two.
Yet order is one of the first laws of na-
ture ; and habit is its best foundation.
After the first few days, therefore, of
mere introduction to a new world, and a
new mode of existence, the periods of

sleep should submit to some degree of

regulation. An infant thatisallovved to sleep
through nearly the whole of the^day, will

usually be a very troublesome companion
to its mother through the whole of the

night. It has had more than a sufficiency
of rest, and cannot be made to sleep, till

it again becomes tired and exhausted.
Then comes the nurse, with her nostrums
and her lullabies ; her cradle, her cordi-

als, and her anodynes. The whole are
useless in a state of health, and many of
them most pernicious. The fault is all her
own ; it proceeds alone from a want of

regular periods of sleep and wakefulness.
The situation of children requires at

first air of a moderately warm tempera-
ture ; after which they may be gradually
inured to a colder atmosphere, without

any danger to their health. Too much
warmth, however, is as prejudicial as the
VOL. VI.

opposite extreme, and the more to be
dreaded, as every time they are brought
to the open air they are exposed to the

danger of catching cold. But it is not

merely a cold air that is to be avoided, it

is air that is confined, and at the same
time loaded with moisture. A confined

dump air is the cause of many of the dis-

eases by which children are afflicted ;

and to this state of the atmosphere the
children of the poorej* classes are parti-

cularly exposed. Too much caution can-
not be used by parents in superintending
this part of the treatment of their off-

spring. When sent abroad, under the care
of servants, they are often kept too long
exposed to the inclemencies of the wea-

ther, and frequently allowed to sit or lie

on the damp ground ; or they are kept
carelessly in the arms of a servant, ex-

posed to a current of air, the consequnce
of which, when brought from the confine-

ment of a warm room, must be mischiev-
ous. To avoid the danger of cold, then,
much attention should be paid to the dress,
and not allow the period oftheir exposure
to be too long at a time. They should,

however, be carried out at least once a

day, when the weather permits, and that

generally about mid-day, and, if possible,
into fields, or squares, or other exposed
situations.

The same caution that is necessary in

carrying them out should be applied to

the conduct within doors. The nursery
should be the largest and best aired room
in the house. When children sleep in a

cradle, they should not be wrapped up
too closely, particularly so, as they are

usually laid in with their clothes on.

Neither when they are further grown
should more than one child sleep in the
same bed. In short, the proper regula-
tion is, to keep the child as much as pos-
sible in one pure, equal temperature,

avoiding every thing that is damp and

unwholesome; and, if this equality of at-

mosphere cannot be preserved in our
own country, to take care at least, that the

transitions from heat to cold be not made
too suddenly ; by which attention, all the

evils arising from this source will be
avoided.

Exercise is natural to man, and the de-

sire of it is coeval with existence ; nay, it

may be said to precede it ; for the mo-
tions of the child in the womb show, that

it is with difficulty retained in a passive
state. Infants, therefore, ought never to

be at rest but when alseep, and this mo-
tion is of the first importance; it will

1. 1
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atone For several defects in nursing, and
is absolutely necessary for the health,

strength, and growth of children.

The first exercise that children usually

receive, and which they ought to receive,
is that of being dandled in the arm, or

moved gently up and down, which tends

much to assist digestion. Rubbing them
with the hand is also highly useful at this

period of life, particularly along the back-

bone, which occasions the child to stretch

itself, and to exhibit different signs of
muscular exertion, expressive of the sa-

tisfaction it receives.

As children increase in growth, their

exercise should be proportionally aug-
mented, and the nurse should endeavour
to give them as much motion with her
arm as possible. A proper nurse knows
the method of doing this, and requires
no specific directions.

As soon as a child is able to be put on
its feet, it should be allowed to make use

ofthem. Every member acquires strength
in proportion as it is exercised ;

and chil-

dren, by being accustomed to support
themselves, will soon acquire strength
for the purpose. Children also begin to

use their feet by degrees, and by this

gradual attempt, all the dangers hinted at

by writers, of their legs becoming crook-

ed, or unable to support the body, are

avoided.

Among the poorer classes, it is very
common to allow children to sit or lie in

one posture for a length of time : this is

a practice much to be condemned. By
the want of exercise, the health of chil-

dren suffers, a relaxation of the system
ensues, and rickets and other diseases are

induced. The constitution of man evi-

dently shows him at all times designed
for exercise ; and the regular circulation

of the fluids cannot proceed without its

assistance. Arguments, indeed, may be

drawn from the structure of every part of

the animal economy of man ; and, where
exercise is neglected, none of the ani-

mal functions can be duly executed, and
the constitution, in general, therefore,

must soon be seriously affected.

The early and rigorous confinement of
children at day-schools merits to be par-

ticularly reprobated. To prevent trou-

ble to the parent, the infant is often sent

to school, perhaps for seven or eight
hours on a stit-tch, at a period of life when
it can learn little or nothing, and when
its time would be more properly spent in

exercises or diversions. Nor does the

mind suffer less from this evil than the

body. The fixing it to one object so pre-

maturely, provided it can really be made
to learn any thing at all, not only weakens
the faculties, but is apt to produce an

aversion, on the nart ofthe child, to study
at that time of 'Tife when study would be
useful. Even the immuring such a num-
ber of children in a confined room, as we
often meet with in little day-schools, by
vitiating the atmosphere, and corrupting
the air, must lay the seeds of disease, and
not unfrequently occasion infection. If

sent early to school, the time of learning
should never be long, and should be al-

ternated with proper diversions and exer-
cises suited to their period of life.

The only argument in favour of an ear-

ly education is, the advantage of an early
entrance of children into the world, and
of their being able to provide for them-
selves. That this may be proper in one

respect, and in certain classes of society,
we shall readily admit ; but if the consti-

tution be to be ruined at an early period,
twice as much will be lost as gained by
this deceitful system. The truth of such
a remark is strongly confirmed by what
we every day observe in manufacturing
towns, where life is seldom protracted
beyond its middle age, and little enjoyed,
even if it should be, from the sickly con-
stitution entailed on its possessor by this

early industry.
Even exercise within doors is not suffi-

cient to effect the good purposes derived
from it in the open air, particularly in a

country situation, where the various ex-
halations and fragrances of the surround-

ing scenery add usually to the salubrity
of the employment. Children, instead of

being checked in regard of wholesome

play, should be at all times encouraged
in it. This advice is particularly neces-

sary in respect to girls, who are, in ge-
neral, too much confined by their injudi-
cious mothers, and thus are not only weak
and debilitated in their general habit, but

acquire most of those diseases peculiar to
their sex. No injury can take place from

suffering them to run about, without un-

necessary restraint. Dancing, if not car-
ried to excess, is of excellent service t

young persons ; it cheers the spirits, pro-
motes perspiration, strengthens the limbs,
and at the same time gives a much better

grace to the person, than a constant em-

ployment at needle-work, or even an ac-

quisition of the general and various ac-

complishments that constitute modern fe-

male educations ; which, however, would

by no means be impeded by giving scope
to exercise.

A popular writer well observess, that
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t{ an effeminate education will infallibly

spoil the best constitution, and if boys are

brought up in a more delicate manner
than even girls ought to be, they will

never be men." The same author, with

great justice, applauds the practice, of
late introduced, of teaching boys the mili-

tary exercise, as not only an admirable
mean of strengthening their body and
limbs, but of inspiring them with early
ideas of courage, and educating them so

that they may, at a future period, be

ready and able to defend their country in

case of emergency.
To uniform exercise, add the use of the

cold bath : it will prove an admirable

auxiliary, and may be even a substitute

for exercise where it cannot be duly ob-'

tained ; and if the salt-water bath can be
had, it is certainly preferable. By gene-
ral immersion, the body is braced and

strengthened, the general circulation in-

creased, and all stagnation in the smaller
vessels prevented. The commencement
of this practice early will be the means
of preventing the appearance of many
constitutional diseases. It cannot be too
much inculcated, and has been in use
from time immemorial with those nations,
who have been most distinguished for the

enjoyment of health and vigour of consti-

tution. No prejudices, therefore, of the
mother or nurse, should prevent the use
of this salutary prophylactic ; and even
where it cannot be employed to its full

extent, still the extremities should be

every day bathed in cold water, and af-

terwards well dried, and the skin well
rubbed. In this view, boys, instead of

being prevented by their fond and fearful

mothers, should, on every account, be en-

couraged to learn and practise the salu-

brious and useful exercise of swimming.

Diseases of Infants.

The diseases of infantile life are very
numerous, and some of them very com-

plicated. It would be absurd to attempt
a discussion of the whole of these with-

in the limits of a narrow, and what is

merely designed as a popular, essay. We
shall confine ourselves, therefore, to those

alone, which are more common or more

manageable, and a general knowledge of
the nature of which may enable the
mother to co-operate with the intention

of the medical practitioner, whom she

may find it expedient to consult. These
we shall arrange under the heads syncope;
retention of meconium ; jaundice ; cos-

tiveness ; looseness ; acidity, and flatu-

Jence ; thrush ; cutaneous eruptions ; den-

tition ; convulsions
; and rickets, For

the rest, we must refer the reader to their

regular classification, under the article

MEDICINE.
The process of birth is, at times, at-

tended with difficulty and danger, and

especially exhaustion to the child, as well
as to the mother : and as the latter, upon
delivery, experiences occasionally syn-
cope, or fainting, so does the former not '

unfrequently : its life, when first born,
appears feeble and uncertain, and the

only proof of animation is derived from
the pulsation of the navel-string. Gene*

rally the infant soon recovers from this

state, and without relapse. But at times
the syncope continues four hours ; the in-

fant gasps faintly, and then evinces no
sensible appearance of respiration for ten

minutes, or even longer ; occasionally the
face is languid and pale, but sometimes
suffused with blood : this attack may also

repeatedly recur.

The only remedies here are gentle
stimulants and cordials. The nostrils and

temples, as well as the hands and feet,

may be rubbed with a little volatile salt,

and as soon as swallowing is practicable,
a little wine may be administered, con-

taining a few drops of volatile tincture of
valerian. These remedies may be repeat-
ed every two or three hours till recovery
take place : after which, stools should be
obtained by means of a clyster, or a tea-

spoonful of castor oil.

The name of meconium is given to the
first contents of the bowels of children,

consisting of a black, pitchy matter, high-
ly tenacious. This usually passes away
within a day or two after birth, and if re-

tained beyond this period, proves the
source of very troublesome complaints.
This substance, it is clear, whatever be its

cause or intention, is no longer useful af-

ter the child is born, and should be dis-

charged as soon as possible ; to which,
from its own irritating nature, there is

constantly a tendency. But, in certain

cases, from the torpor of the bowels, or
its own unusually viscid or clammy state,

this discharge is delayed, and irritation,

pain, and griping ensue. If the first milk,
therefore, do not prove laxative, and bring
it away, a tea-spoonful of castor oil should
be given once, or oftener, till the bowels
be disburdened, and the symptoms of un-
easiness entirely cease.

It has been common, indeed, even at

birth, antecedently to its discharge, to

administer a gentle laxative for this pur-

pose ; nor can there be any objection to

that practice, however reprobated by
some physicians. A little syrup of roses
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will generally be sufficient ; or, in the

country, a little fresh whey and honey.
Should a stronger laxative be required,
then the castor oil may be recommended,
or a watery infusion ofrhubarb cannot fail

to answer the effect. But should they be
slow in producing the ease and freedom
from pain for which they are intended,
and no stools have been procured for

twelve or fourteen hours after birth, a

clyster may be thrown up, and repeated
at the distance of a few hours, which will

answer every purpose, and the discharge
once begun, and the bowels brought into

action, the meconium will gradually pass
off, for several days, without any further

trouble.

Jaundice is a disease to which infants,

at birth, are very subject, and may be
said to take place always to a certain de-

gree. It is easily known by the tinge of

the skin, and more particularly the saf-

fron hue of the eye. The nails, however,
are not here coloured, as with adults ; but

the yellowness ofthe complexion gradual-

ly increases, as in other cases.

This disorder is evidently the effect of
a viscid matter obstructing the gall ducts ;

in order to remove which, a gentle eme-
tic is required. That generally preferred,
is the tartarised wine of antimony, in the

dose of a single drop or two
; and it has

the advantage of also passing downwards.
In giving vomits, however, at this period,
there is often much danger, and instead

of the tartarised antimony, which is rather

uncertain in its operation, three or four

grains ofipecacuanha will be safer, which
should be followed the next day with the
same quantity of rhubarb. Where the

symptoms do'not seem to yield, the same

plan should be continued every other

day, till the yellowness begin to disap-

pear, which it generally does in about a

week. In this complaint, the mere open-
ing the bowels does not seem entirely
sufficient to remove the colour of the
skin. Even at times, along with the for-

mer treatment, some addition of sapona.
ceous or soapy medicines becomes neces-

sary, as two or three drops of prepared
tali ; while, to assist its operation, both
the warm bath and friction of the stomach

may be conjoined.
On this subject it may be farther ob-

served, that no tinge is communicated to

the child from the mother, though she
have been afflicted with the disease dur-

ing pregnancy ; but at the same time, if

it continue with her after her delivery,
and she suckle her child, the true jaun-
dice will be communicated to the infant,

and the disease remain, till it be either
weaned or the mother recover.
There are few infants, even under the

most favourable circumstances of manage-
ment, that will reach the termination of

the first six, or even the first three

months, without some morbid affection

of the bowels. The diseases of this tribe

are, chiefly, costiveness, looseness, acidity,
and flatulence.

Ofthese the first is not very frequent :

it exists nevertheless occasionally, in a

very great and even alarming degree ;

sometimes derived from the constitution

of the mother, and sometimes as an idio-

pathic affection. In the former case we
may be always under less apprehension ;

in the latter case the constipation is oc-

casionally so severe, and accompanied
with so much pain, and even spasm, as to

threaten an inflammation ofthe bowels, if

not speedily removed. As instantaneous

applications, the best remedies are fomen-
tations of hot water, or camomile decoc-

tion, to the belly ; doses of calomel, from
one to three grains, according to the age
of the patient, given by the mouth, and

injections ofthe common enematic decoc-

tion, with a little sweet oil, and a solution

of neutral salt. This complaint usually

proceeds from too rapid an absorption of
the more fluid parts of the chyle, by the
bibulous mouths of the lacteals, in conse-

quence of which the part that remains is

too compact and solid to be forced away
by the common peristaltic action. This
morbid activity of absorption should be
next attended to, to prevent a recurrence
of the disease ; and occasional doses of

rhubarb, alternating with castor oil, is

perhaps the best method that can be pur-
sued to obtain this object.

Looseness, or diarrhoea, is, however, a

much more common complaint among in-

fants than costiveness. It is often con-
nected with vomiting; and both arise

most frequently from one of these three
causes ; unwholesome food, moist cold

air, or the sudden disappearance of some
cutaneous eruption. From which ever of
these it proceeds, it ought not to be hasti-

ly stopped ; certainly not till the offen-

sive matter, on which it depends, be to-

tally removed. Where joined with a

vomiting, an emetic ought to be the first

step ; after that the use of rhubarb and
absorbents may be ventured on, and con-

tinued, with an occasional emetic, till the
first passages be completely cleared of

any irritation which may keep up the dis-

ease. If it continue after a sufficient per-
severance in this plan, li^ht cordials and
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opiates should be interposed. If the

purging be connected with toothing, or

attended with fever, though it continue

obstinate, It requires much caution. For,
in this case, so far from being a disease,
it may, perhaps, be considered itself as a

remedy, in preventing the occurrence of

more dangerous symptoms. Keeping the

discharge merely within bounds is the

proper mode of proceeding, and the chalk

julep will be the best remedy ; when, the

bowels being once cleared, and the irri-

tation removed, the treatment will be
much regulated by the appearance of the

stools. These have been distinguished
into sour, clayey, watery, bloody, and
fetid.

The last kind, when it occurs, requires
the use of a powerful purgative, such as

senna-tea, if the child be old enough to

bear it. Blood is seldom mixed with the

stools but towards the end of the disease,
and an occasional streak of it is of little

consequence. Watery stools, where com-
bined with greenness, or an appearance
of curdled matter, are best removed by a

gentle emetic, and a warm purge. Slimy
stools, with an appearance of hiccup,
should be treated with magnesia and
other absorbents, warmed by the addition

of a little grated nutmeg. White and

clayey stools are best corrected by a drop
or two of the water of kali, mixed with
the preceding aperients. A soap clyster
will likewise be useful, if the complaint
be attended with much griping ; nor is

some light cordial to be withheld ; and

fomenting the belly with a little warm
brandy, or a decoction of camomile-flow-
ers and white poppy-heads, will be a great
assistance to the other parts of the treat-

ment.
Wherever purgative medicines are

used for children, the form ofcompound-
ing them is a material circumstance.

They should always possess the addition

of acomatics, especially those of the car-

minative kind, as a little ginger, pound-
ed cardamumseedSjdill or aniseseed water.

The pain is hereby relieved, the healthy
action of the mouths of the lacteals re-

newed, and the morbid irritation of the
secernments of the intestines diminished.

Improper food is the common cause of
infantile diarrhoeas: either an acetous fer-

mentation is excited in the stomach, or
the gastric juice is changed in its nature,
and secretes an acid of its own. Other

derangements ofthe bowels may proceed
from the use of improper diet : but acidi-

ty from one or,other of these causes is the
common effect. The chiefproof ofacidity
w in the green colour of the evacua-

tions : these are at the same time usually

accompanied with pain, and watery in

their consistence. If the pain be extreme,
the legs rigidly drawn up towards the

belly, and the ejections small in quantity,
but very frequent, and a mere watery
discharge, or intermixed with slime or
mucus alone, the disease is then called

watery gripes. This, however, is a com-

plaint of the lower and larger intestines

rather than of the stomach or digestion
itself, and of course evinces less proof of

acidity, which is peculiarly dependent
upon the stomach.

Acidity is also said to be evinced by the

regurgitalions of curdled milk; butthisis
not strictly correct. The milk of all ani-

mals is curdled, in a state of the most per-
fect health, before it becomes digested,
or rather perhaps during the very process
of digestion. We cannot now enter into

the question, why this change should be

necessary : it is enough to state it to be a

fact, and to caution the mother against

loading the stomach of her child with

aperients or absorbent earths, merely be-

cause of such curdled regurgitutions.
The regurgitation is usually the simple
effect of superabundance, and the cur-

dled appearance a proof of healthy di-

gestion. The stimulus of superabundance
in infancy, as well as in the other stages
of life, frequently excites hiccup ;

an af-

fection peculiarly useful to infants, as the
action hereby produced enables the sto-

mach to discharge its contents, both

through the mouth and into the duode-
num. But if the regurgitated food be
not only curdled, but evince an acid

smell, and especially if the breath itself

betray such a smell independently of re*

gurgitation, we have then a sufficient

proof of the existence of acidity in the

stomach from one of the two causes now
enumerated, and should apply ourselves

to remedy it.

The first point is to get rid of the acid,
or other irritating matter, that actually
exists in the intestinal canal ; and the se-

cond is to prevent the formation of fresh
matter of the same kind. The former
intention is, best accomplished by ape-
rients; and, of all aperients, by calomel,
either alone, or in conjunction with small

doses of rhubarb ; the latter, by changing
the nature of the morbid action of the se-

cernments of the stomach or intestines,

and recovering them to their accustomed
secretions. This is best produced by
gentle stimulants, as dill, aniseseed or cin-

namon water, and especially sal volatile,

ofwhich two or three drops may be given
at a dose, and which answers the double
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purpose of stimulant, and a corrector of

acidity. If the former be employed, they
should be combined with magnesia, chalk,
or other absorbent earths, or the aroma-
tic confection, which is an excellent pre-
paration for this purpose.
The use ofopiates, after the removal of

the peccant matter, may often prove high-
ly serviceable ; but it requires a skill so

delicate, and a judgment so practised, to
/ determine the time, and apportion the

dose, that we dare not recommend opium
in any shape as a domestic medicine ; it

should be alone administered under the
advice of a judicious practitioner.

Flatulence, or wind, is rather a symp-
tom of disease than a disease in itself. It is

an attendant upon all the complaints we
have just noticed, and as it commenced,
so it will terminate, with them. Yet,

though a mere symptom, it is often found
so troublesome, whatever be the disorder
or state of the bowels on which it is de-

pendent, as to require specific attention.
And here, in conjunction with the tribe
of cordial stimulants just enumerated, we
would strenuously advise the application
of warm, stimulating liniments to the

belly, which should be rubbed over it

with easy, but long repeated friction ;

for the friction of a warm hand alone is

serviceable, and usually affords palpable
relief even in a short time. If it do not

yield to this plan, injections of a decoc-
tion of camomile flowers with a little

ginger, or a few cardamum seeds, should

conjoin, and be repeated daily. Here
also, as in the case of simple acidity, the
food should be changed, if the child be
weaned : and even in extreme cases, if

he be not weaned, provided there be
sufficient suspicion that the milk of the
nurse or mother, how well soever it may
stand the test of examination, be the pro-
ductive cause.

When diarrhoeas proceed from a moist
unwholesome atmosphere ; or from a

sudden suppression of any cutaneous

eruption ; it follows, without further in-

struction, that the only chance of remov-

ing the complaint is, in the first instance,

by removing the child into a healthier at-

mosphere ; and in the second, by excit-

ing the skin to a new efflorescence.
Another disorder, and frequently a very

serious one, originating from a deranged
state of the first passages, is thrush. That
it arises hence there can be no doubt, as

it has been known to seize every infant in

a family, in which mismanagement or a
want of attention to them took place,
from accidental causes ; and to disappear
as soon as the proper attention was re-

sumed. It is evidently a disease of debi-<

lity, connected with a predominant acidi-

ty, by the continuance of which the com-

plaint is aggravated. It generally takes

place in the first month, but may be en-

tirely avoided under proper treatment.

This complaint first appears in the cor-

ners ofthe lips, spreading over the tongue
and cheeks, in the form of little white

specks. Increasing in number and size,

they run more or less together, according
to their malignancy, and compose a thin

white crust, which at last extends over
the whole inside of the mouth, from the

lips to the gullet, and even the stomach

itself, and reaches at times through the

whole length of the intestines, producing
a redness at the fundament, When this

crust falls off, it is succeeded by others,
often of a darker colour; and the same

appearance successively recurs till the

disease depart.
It is sometimes preceded by sleepiness

for a week or two. It is commonly with-

out fever, which only supervenes in its

progress, in the same manner as hectic

fever is produced in other cases, from the

increasing debility of the system. Cure
should be taken that the child do not

catch cold.

The chief source of this disease seems
to be indigestion, from whatever cause it

may be produced ; and therefore bad

milk, unwholesome food, or even weak-
ness of the stomach itself, are sufficient

to produce it. These causes evidently

give rise to acrimony, which particularly
affects the small glands of the membrane

lining the stomach and bowels. Hence,
on the principle of relaxation of these or-

gans, a tea-spoonful of cold water, taken

every morning, has been reckoned a use-

ful preventive ; and this joined with a

due attention to the excretions, will often

fully succeed.
The principle of cure in this disease is

simple and plain. The state of the bow-
els is the cause ; and in this state is, at the

same time, attended with a certain degree
of acrimony. The first step, therefore, is

to open the bowels, where costiveness pre-
vails, by means of any of the laxatives

enumerated in the preceding diseases.

The antimonial wine has been particu-

larly preferred by some physicians ; and

then correcting the acrimony by means
of any of the testaceous or shell pow-
ders, or, which is better, common magne-
sia. Where the bowels are already in a

loose state, instead of the above practice,
as the child is generally weakly, two or

three grains of the compound powder
of contreyerva may be administered;
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and as the disease declines a little rhu-

barb should be superadded, which will

strengthen the bowels by its astringency
and at the same time correct their acri-

mony. When the disorder is removed,
the child's health will be restored by
some tonic or strengthening remedies, as

a tea-spoonful of camomile tea, or a few

drops of the compound tincture of gen-
tian, well diluted. These medicines

should be given two or three times a day,
the bowels kept regularly open, and the

testaceous powder not entirely relin-

quished, but occasionally administered.

Where the disease appears very malig-

nant, instead of the bitters recommend-
ed, a decoction of the bark, with the aro-

matic confection, will be preferable.
In the use of absorbents, or testaceous

powders, the dose cannot be precisely

regulated, but must be increased or di-

minished according to the effects. Three
or four grains may be given three or four

times in the day : and when these medi-
cines are employed, the diet of the nurse

should also claim attention, and her
usual quantity of malt liquor be dimi-

nished.

Besides this general treatment ofthrush,
it has been also common to make appli-
cations to the part, in order to hasten the

exfoliation, or scaling, of the surface.

Such applications, however, are highly
improper, on the first attack of the dis-

ease, or till nature shows an actual dispo-
sition or tendency to this separation. By
beginning with such applications too ear-

ly, they only increase the soreness of the

surface, and by rudely clearing it of
the aphthous matter, give a deceitful ap-

pearance of amendment. It is proper,
however, that the child's mouth should at

all times be kept clean, particularly if

much foulness prevail, and there be an

appearance of thick sloughs. Of the se-

veral preparations that have been used
for this purpose, borax has gained a de-
cided preference ;

and it may be mixed

\ip with sugar, in the proportion of one

part of the former to seven of the latter.

A small portion of this composition may
be put on the child's tongue, which will

dissolve and be conveyed to the other

parts of the mouth ; or it may be made
up into a paste with honey, which is a

better form. No violent rubbing of the

parts affected should ever be allowed to

take place, as it will both give unneces-

sary pain to the child, and extend the
duration of the disease, by producing a

new growth of the same morbid spots on
the surface.

The skin and cuticle of infants is pecu-

liarly delicate and irritable, and the ac-
tion of the air alone upon them, whenever
there is a change in the temperature of
the atmosphere, is almost always, and
sometimes altogether sufficient to pro-
duce efflorescences ofsome kind or other.
Hence it is not to be wondered at, that

they are subject to a variety of cutaneous

eruptions or rashes.

The first eruption that is generally no-
ticeable is the red-gum, or red-gown, as
it was formerly called, and perhaps ought
to be called still ; the strophulus inter-

tinctus of authors. It consists in a papu-
lous efflorescence of small spots, confined
to the face and neck ; or in some eases

extending to the hands and legs, and even,

the whole body, in the form of large

patches. It sometimes appears in small

pustules, filled with a limpid, purulent, or

yellow liquor ; and frequently turns dry
and horny, and scales off without giving

any further trouble. Another appear-
ance it assumes is like small pin heads,
of a pearl colour, and not transparent.
Yet, whatever be its appearance, it is evi-

dently the effect of intestinal acrimony,
connected with the delicate state of the

skin, and determination of the blood to

wards it. Hence all that is wanted is an
attention to the state of the bowels, and
the use of testaceous powders in con-

junction with cordials or antimonials;
while the child should be kept moderate-

ly warm, that the eruption may not be

suppressed.
It may be observed here, that the state

of the bowels and skin have a sympathe-
tic connexion, and the bowels, when dis-

ordered, are sensibly relieved by an ap-

pearance of eruption on the skin. Hence
such eruptions, instead of being suddenly
repelled, should rather be encouraged,
and even, if disappearing, should be in-

vited to return.

The next variety of rashes or papulous
eruptions, worthy our attention, are those

denominated milk-blotches, crusta luctea,
or strophulus volaticus, by authors ; some
of whom, however, contend, that the

eruptions under these names have a

trifling difference from each other. It

may be so ; but the difference is not worth

pointing out at present. It generally oc-

curs in infants of an irritable skin, and

appears most commonly on the forehead
and the scalp, extending half-way overthe

face, in the form of large loose scabs. In

the progress of the disorder, these scabs

much resemble the smallpox when black-

ened, and at times continue to disfigure
the child for several mom hs. Though at

last they assume this dark appearance.
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they begin as white vesicles, with a wa-

tery discharges, and great itching of the
affected parts.
In this complaint, very little needs to

be done. Where the case, however, is

severe, an occasional drain by a blister

between the shoulders, or behind the

ears, will answer the good purpose of

transferring, and consequently abating,
the irritation and itching. The same ef-

fect will attend washing the parts with
warm beer and butter, where the dis-

charge is very hot and acrid; and the

tar-ointment has been employed with

equal benefit in the same view.

The duration of the complaint is gene-
rally judged of from the state of the
urine : and where this discharge is turbid

or fetid, the disorder is seldom of long
continuance. It generally ceases when
the child has cut a few teeth : should it,

however, be obstinate, ofwhich there are
a few examples, the Harrowgate, or any
other sulphureous water, natural, or arti-

ficial, will have a good effect.

This eruption has sometimes been im-

properly, mistaken for the venereal dis-

ease ; but its spontaneous disappearance
is a proof that it has no sort of connection
with siphilis ofany kind.

The tooth-rash affords several varieties,
all of which belong to the strophulus
tribe, and rank under the strophulus con-
fertus.

The first we shall enumerate is not al.

together peculiar to this period. It much
resembles the itch, and is most frequent
in its appearance about the face and neck,

though not exclusively confined to these

parts. It has often, from its appearance,
been mistaken for the real itch ; but it

differs so far, that it is of a most salutary

tendency, and even sometimes critical in

its nature, as preventing, at this juncture,
serious effects to the child.

No particular treatment is necessary,

except merely avoiding cold, and keep-
ing the bowels soluble.

The next tooth-rash, at this period, is

one that greatly resembles flea-bites, hav-

ing a depressed point in the middle of the

elevated spot. This disorder, in some

instances, recurs, uniformly, just before
the appearance of a tooth, and when cut

disappears. Here, in respect to treat-

ment, the same observation applies as in

the former case.

A third species appears in the form of

measles, and is often mistaken for them.
Some degree of sickness generally pre-
cedes its appearance, but there is, at the

same time, little or no fever. It usually

continues very florid for a few days, and
when disappearing, does not dry off like

the measles.

The treatment here is very simple.
The testaceous powders may be employ-
ed, with the addition of a little nitre and

compound powder of contreyerva; and
as the disease declines, a little rhubarb,
or other laxative, may be given for a day
or two.
A fourth species of tooth-rash is one,

which, though appearing like the former,
soon spreads into large spots, at first of
a bright red, and afterwards of a darker

hue, similar to the purple spots that ap-
pear in typhus fevers, though this be en-

tirely of a different nature. Some fever

generally attends the eruption, followed

frequently by small round tumours on the

legs, which, softening in a few days, seem
as if inclined to suppurate, though this

never takes place.
Like the former, the treatment is sim-

ple : and an attention to the state of the
bowels is the only direction to be given.
Should the tumours not easily subside, a
decoction or injections of the bark may be
found useful.

The next species of tooth-rash some-
what resembles the rash of scarlet fever,
and is very rare. It is always preceded by
sickness, fever, and a disordered state of
the bowels; but these symptoms 'disap-
pear as soon as the eruption is com-

plete, which shows evidently its critical

nature of preventing a train of worse ma-
ladies.

Such indeed is the variety in the tooth-
rashes of children, that it would be almost
endless to enumerate them; a variety,

arising from differences of constitution,
and other circumstances, with which we
are unacquainted. But whenever an erup-
tion appears at this period, the safest plan
is, to consider it as connected with the
effort of toothing. If our judgment be
correct, the complaint will decay as soon
as the tooth is protruded; and if it be not,
its nature will be easily ascertained. By
attending to the state of the bowels, as

already pointed out, all danger of such

eruptions will be avoided; and the more
they are treated on the ground of being
an effort of the constitution to relieve it-

self, by an increased action towards the

surface, the more will the safety of the
child be consulted. It is ofconsequence,
therefore, in order to silence the cla-

mours of nurses on this head, to point
out, that no danger follows their ap-

piarance ; that, on the contrary, the
child is benefited by them ;

and that na-
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ture should be allowed to finish her own
work.

Urticaria, or nettle-rash, is a papulous
disease, which generally occurs to chil-

dren under two years of age. In its ap-

pearance it is always sudden, and is often

very troublesome. The child generally

begins to scream before the cause of its

illness is known, and, on examining its

body and limbs, a resemblance so like

the stinging of nettles is every where

conspicuous, from which the disease has

its name.
This complaint is generally preceded

by a slight fever ; some degree of sick-

ness and pain in the head are also felt,

particularly if the child have been ex-

posed to cold.

The nettle-rash of children may be
considered as a very simple disease, com-

pared with that of adults. Its disappear-
ance being often as sudden as its attack,
it does not require that serious treatment

necessary to more advanced age. When
it seems obstinate, a few grains of the

compound powder of contreyerva, or

ipecacuanha, may be administered two or

three times a day, with the addition of
two or three drops of compound spirit of
ammonia. In the mean time, the state of

the bowels, as in other papulae, will re-

quire proper attt*-.tion.

But if the eruption be very general,
and the weather somewhat cold, it may
not be an improper precaution to confine

the child a day or two to bed, so that

there may be no danger ofthe rash being
repelled.
The last variety of infantile rash we

shall mention is, a phlyctenous or watery
eruption, consisting of blisters of differ-

ent sizes, somewhat like scalds or burns,
which continue out several days, and at-

tend both bowel-complaints and toothing.
It seems of a beneficial nature. It is

chiefly conspicuous on the belly, ribs and

thighs. The vesicle or bag contains a

sharp acrid liquor, which, where the bag
is large, should be discharged by the

puncture of a needle.

Little is here necessary in the way of

treatment. The state of the bowels will

entirely regulate what is to be done. If

the child be costive, the laxatives already

prescribed will answer every purpose,
with the addition of the testaceous pow-
ders : and if the belly be loose, and the
infant low and debilitated, then the light

cordials, previously recommended, will

be necessary.
One of the most critical periods of in-

fancy, and to which the greatest attention
VOL. VI.

ought to be paid, is that of toothing, or
dentition. A continued irritation is kept
up on the constitution, for a great length
of time, whereby the latent seeds of dis-
ease of an hereditary nature are often un-
folded, which might otherwise have lain

dormant, and done, perhaps, no injury to
the general health. Hence, cough, fever,
rickets, and various forms of scrophula,
may be traced, in their first appearance,
from this period.

It has been observed, in judging of the
ease or difficulty of dentition, that weakly
and rickety children cut their teeth most
readily. Many circumstances have an in-

fluence in this respect, as the number of
teeth that protrude themselves at once,
and the particular sort. Thus, where two
or three teeth germinate at a time, the
irritation on the gums must be much more
considerable, than where there is only
one ; and there will be more difficulty in

the protrusion of the large back-teeth
than in the fore or eye-teeth, the surface
or points of which are better armed for

cutting.
It has also been observed, that infants

cut their teeth more readily in winter than
in summer j and that all children, who
possess, naturally, a loose belly, suffer
least from the complaints of this period.
The time of toothing generally com-

mences between *the fifth and tenth

months, and the process of the first tooth-

ing continues till about eighteen or twenty
months after birth. The usual number
of the teeth at this time cut is sixteen.

The process begins in the lowerjaw, two
of the front or middle teeth are usually
first cut, which are followed by the two

corresponding ones in the upper jaw ;

next, after some intermission, come the
four adjoining teeth ; then follow the two
double-teeth, or grinders, at an interval of
some weeks ; then the teeth in the lower

jaw, called canine or dog teeth; and

lastly, the two corresponding ones in the

upper jaw, called the eye-teeth. About
the seventh year appears a new set of

teeth, and about the twentieth, the two
inner grinders, or wisdom-teeth, unless

these, as sometimes happens, are pro-
truded at the first toothing.
That the teeth of the lower jaw are

most forward may be naturally expected,
from their being less deep in the sockets,
and their points thinner and sharper than
the others.

Though this be the usual progress of

protrusion in strong healthy children, yet
in those more debilitated the progress is

both slower and more irregular. Thus
M m
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the teeth are in many first cut in the up-

per jaw, nor do the contiguous ones ap-

pear always at the same time. Wherever
there is much pain and irritation at first,

the same may be expected to recur, or

continue, during the whole period of

toothing.
The morbid symptoms that attend

dentition are very numerous ; they may
be arranged as simply affecting the part,
or as connected with the system in ge-
neral.

Of the former, the usual appearances
are, an increase of saliva discharged in

the form of slaver. The gums are swell-

ed, tense, and hot, while the cheeks dis-

play a circumscribed redness. Of the lat-

ter, or general symptoms, the most com-
mon are, cutaneous eruptions, particu-

larly on the face and scalp ; the state of

the belly is irregular, though most com-

monly a looseness attends it, with stools

of various colour and consistence. Consi-

derable watchfulness prevails, and when
the child procures sleep, it is interrupted

by startings and spasms. The secretion

of the urine is attended with the same

irregularity ; sometimes it is unduly in-

creased, at other times diminished, and
the appearance is equally varied, being
either of a milky colour, or depositing a

brownish sediment. Sometimes mucous
matter is mixed with the urine, and where
there is pain in making water, the irrita-

tion of the bladder is taken off* by it as

well as the general fever. In all cases

the child is subject to shrieking-fits, and
its fingers are often thrust into its mouth.
The feet and hands are also occasionally
known to swell, though it be by no means
a frequent occurrence, and only takes

place where the bowels are in a costive

state. Transient numbness of the legs
and arms is also an occasional, but not a

frequent, affection at this time. When
these general symptoms are long conti-

nued, and prove severe on the constitu-

tion, they are often succeeded by an affec-

tion of the lungs, with cough and difficult

breathing, and the attack of convulsions,

general fever, scrophula, and atrophy,
or consumption. A more rare effect of

them is the formation of water in the
head.

, Difficult toothing, as a species of inflam-

matory disease, is to be treated as such.

Besides keeping the body open by gentle

purgatives, us well as by clysters, especi-

ally where there is a retention of urine,
the skin should be relaxed, -and gentle
sweats produced by diluting drinks, and
also by administering small quantities of

tartarised antimpnial wine, or James's

powders. A discharge should likewise
be encouraged by a blistering-plaster be-
hind the ears, or on the back ; and on the
first appearance of inflammation, a leech
should be applied under each ear. A
moderate looseness, being beneficial in

toothing, should rather be encouraged
than checked. In fevers, from this cause,
from fifteen to twenty drops of spirits of

hartshorn, in a spoonful of water, may be

given to advantage every four hours, in

five or six doses ; and where costiveness

does not prevent, three or four drops of
laudanum may be added to each dose.

Rubbing the gums with a little fine ho-

ney three or four times a day, and giving
the child a crust of bread, roll of liquorice-
root, wax-candle, or coral, to indulge the

disposition for chewing which then pre-
sents itself, will afford ease ; but the only
means to be depended on is, scarification

with a lancet ; which takes off the tension
of the gums, with scarcely any pain, and

gives almost instantaneous relief to the
child. The finger nail, or a sharp-edged
sixpence, are sometimes used for this lit-

tle operation, but are clumsy substitutes ;

the lancet, in a proper hand, is infinitely

preferable. Here, as in many other cases,
from the nerve being braced by exercise
in the open air, and tle use of the cold

bath, the dangers attendant on toothing
will be much removed, and the child bet-

ter able to support this painful and dan-

gerous process, to which, and its conco-
mitant disorders, so many children fall

victims.

A frequent attendant upon dentition is

convulsions. As this alarming symptom
usually proceeds from the teeth cutting
through the nervous membrane covering
the jaw immediately under the gums, the
scarification already recommended is not

only useful to prevent this occurrence,
but has, in many cases, saved the infant's

life, after the most dangerous symptoms
have taken place. It can never do harm,
and may even be of service, though the
fits should not proceed from toothing.
Sometimes it will be necessary to repeat
the lancing two or thttee times, which may
always be done with perfect safety, and
with almost certain success.

, Lancing will also, in a great measure,

prevent what is frequent in toothing,

namely, ulcerated gums. When these

take place, they should be touched with

honey, rendered astringent and moder-

ately rough by roch-alhim and white vi-

triol, while the body is kept open.
We proceed to the very common com-
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plaint of convulsions ; these are either

symptomatic, produced by worms or den.

tition, or precursive of the measles, small-

pox, or other eruptive fever ; in which
case, they are not necessarily to be re-

garded in an unfavourable view ; or they
are an original complaint, arising from a

morbid affection of the brain, or nervous
fluid. Whatever stimulates the nerves
in an immoderate degree may induce

convulsions, as may also an irritation of

the stomach or bowels, which is certainly
cither the predisposing or immediate
cause of most of the convulsions of chil-

dren.

We have already mentioned, that, for

some months after birth, children should
be confined to breast milk. Where this

is not the case, and the food is made too

thick and pasty, convulsions are very
frequent, from the indigestion which na-

turally ensues. The bowels are thus dis-

ordered by occasioning their contents to

turn pasty, and cleave to their coats, so

as to prevent the due adoption of the nu-

tritious part of the aliment. Any offen-

sive load, whether from the quality or

quantity of food, excites a morbid secre-

tion, and that this is a cause of convulsions

may be known, from their being preced-
ed by nausea, costiveness, or purging,

pale countenance, swollen belly, and per-
turbed sleep. Repeated purges, parti-

cularly of castor-oil, or calomel, with some

light cordial, ^will
be necessary and use-

ful. Veal tea, mixed with milk, is the

best nutriment; and if all farinaceous

food be avoided, the convulsions may of-

ten hereby, alone, be prevented from ap-

pearing.
The children of the poor are not tin-

frequently afflicted with convulsions from

foul air, and want of cleanliness in their

skin and dress, a most extensive source

of disease.

In convulsions arising from the irrita-

tion or foulness ofthe stomach and bowels,
these must be cleansed as already men-
tioned ; after which, if they appear to

continue, spasmodic remedies must be

administered, such as spirit of hartshorn,
tincture of castor, rectified oil of amber,
or two or three drops of laudanum. Bath-

ing the feet in warm water, and friction

all over the body, with camphor liniment,
are likewise very useful.

When convulsion is a primary disease,

proceeding immediately from the brain,

bleeding, blistering, and purging, are re-

quisite ; and also bathing the feet in warm
water, friction of the legs, and rubbing
the soles of the feet with the compound

spirit of ammonia. In delicate children
chalybeate water may be useful; and
where those oftwo or three years old are

subject to slight and frequent fits, issues,
or setons in the neck or between the

shoulders, should be made, and kept open
for a length of time.

Another, and the most serious, species
of original convulsion, is attended with
an unmeaning countenance, and constant
stare and motion of the eyes, followed by
a temporary deafness or blindness, and
sometimes a loss of intellect. If water in
the head be not suspected, and the com-
mon nervous medicines, with purges and
blisters, have no effect, recourse must be
had to repeated vomits, and bleeding with
leeches ; where the body continues in a

good state, the water of prepared kali

may be beneficial as a diuretic. Much
benefit has also been derived from a free
use of musk, whether by the mouth or in
the form of injections. When this sort
of convulsion attacks young children, it

terminates very soon, and too often fatal-

ly, especially if connected with water in
the head.

After all, alarming as convulsions are,

they are by no means either so generally
fatal or injurious to the system as is com-

monly believed. Their number is far

over-stated in the bills ofmortality ; many
children, in particular, being said to die
under them, who are really the victims of
other disorders. An immediate and

pro-
per application will seldom fail to relieve
the child, and as this may be necessary
before professional assistance can be ob-

tained, mothers, and those who have the
care of children, in such situations, should
so far understand the subject, as to enable
them to give the immediate aid required.
With this view, in addition to what has

already been said, we may observe, that

where the irritation proceeds from the

bowels, the readiest remedy will be a soap
clyster, with two or more tea-spoonfuls
of salt, and afterwards the purgatives, as

before directed. But when the child falls

suddenly into a convulsion, after sucking
or feeding, and the bowels have been be-
fore regular, the irritation may be sup-
posed to exist in the stomach ; especially
when there is an unusual paleness indicat.

ing sickness, or a considerable blackness,
with an appearance of suffocation, symp-
toms which may arise either from an over-
loaded stomach, or a small piece of indi-

gested food irritating, and perhaps plug-

ging up the inferior aperture of the sto-

mach. Here, without waiting for a regu-
lar emetic, some immediate means may
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be tried to produce vomiting, as irritating
the gullet with the finger or a feather, or

throwing in a little smoke of tobacco, if it

be at hand
; any of which will provoke

instant vomiting, and, by relieving the
stomach of the cause of oppression, put
an end to the fit. This will be the better

and more easily accomplished, if the child

be in the mean time supported by a hand

placed under its stomach and belly. In

every case it is necessary to clear the

bowels ; and in most cases this is best

accomplished by pretty brisk doses of

calomel.

The next infantile disease we shall no-

tice is hydrocephalus, or watery head.
This is divided into external and internal.

In the former, which is a very rare occur-

rence, the fluid lies on the surface of the

brain ; in the latter, much deeper, and
Within the 'ventricles, which, from the
mass of water they contain, are much
distended, and often distend to a mon-
strous size the entire cranium.

External hydrocephalus, which some-
times appears immediately after birth, is

a very distressing, and generally a very
fatal "disorder. A succession of blisters

to different parts ofthe cranium offers the
best chance of cure.

Internal hydrocephalus seldom takes

place before two, or after ten or twelve

years of age. It may proceed from ex-
ternal injuries, from schirrous tumours,
and excrescences within the scull, from
a watery state of the blood, a diminished
secretion of urine, a suddenly checked

perspiration, or some lingering disease ;

and there are not wanting instances of its

being hereditary ; or, perhaps, it may be
oftener referred to scrophula than to any
other cause.

In young children it frequently begins
with cough, a quick pulse, difficult respira-
tion, flushed cheeks, a discharge from the
nose and eyes, with continual heat and
costiveness. The child often puts its

hand to its head ; and, during sleep, picks
its nose, and grinds its teeth ; the eyes
are impatient of light, the vision imper-
fect, the countenance unmeaning, the
hands tumid, and the fingers clinched.
The most decided symptoms, however,
are an inclination to lie on the back, a dis-

like to be moved, an increase of pain on
the head being raised, and an almost con-
tinual drowsiness.

Though generally fatal, there are many
instances ofcures being effected by medi-
cines ; ofwhich, those most worthy trying
are, stimulant embrocations, blisters ap-
plied to the head and neck, active pur-

gatives and diuretics, with the external
use of mercurial ointment. Strong sneez-

ing powders, as white hellebore, or the

compound powder of asarum, have often
been recommended, as well as electricity;

fox-glove, too, has been known to suc-

ced, in conjunction, as it should, in this

disease, always be given, with small doses
of calomel. By the use of this conjoint
plan, persevered in for a long time, and

accompanied with frictions upon the scalp
and spine of

strong camphorated lini-

ment, the writer ot this article has seen

many cases yield, which were pronounced
by several practitioners altogether in-

tractable.

The last infantile disorder we shall no
tice is that of rickets. These generally
show themselves, whenever they occur,
between six months and two years of age.
Rickets are evidently a disease ofdebility,
and hence, whatever tends to debilitate,

predisposes the constitution to their at-

tack. On this account they are often apt
to arise from unhealthy parents, and espe-

cially mothers who pass a sedentary life,

in unwholesome air, and feed on a weak
and watery diet ; or from an improper
nursing of children themselves, especial-

ly from their being kept wet, dirty, in a
'close damp air, and without due exercise.

Hence they are most common among the
children of poor people in manufacturing
towns, the disease having, in fact, never

appeared in this country till manufactures

began to flourish. Children begotten by
men at a late period of life, or by those
afflicted with the gout, gravel, or other

chronic diseases, or who have suffered

much from venereal complaints, are also

very subject to rickets.

The disease first shows itself in a soft-

ness and flabbiness of the flesh ; the
child's countenance becomes bloated or

very florid, the
belly

and head enlarged,
and the body debilitated ; the pulse is

quick and feeble, and the appetite and

digestion bad. The teeth frequently rot

early and fall out ; the wrists and ankles

become unusually thick ; the spine or
back-bone assumes an unnatural shape ;

the breast is often deformed ; and the

bones of the arms and legs grow crooked.
Weakness and relaxation being the

cause of this disorder, its remedy must,
of course, consist in promoting digestion,
and in bracing and strengthening the

solids. Hence nourishing, and especially
animal food, with a little port wine, is the

proper diet. Air and exercise are indis-

pensably necessary ; the cold bath, and, if
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possible, of salt-water, will be of essential

service, especially in summer ; but it

should not be entered on without previ-
ous purging. Frictions afterwards, with
flannel and aromatic powders, or lini-

ments, or the fumes of frankincense, mas-

tic, or amber, especially on the back and

belly, will contribute to strengthen the

habit. Bark, columbo, steel, and tinc-

ture of myrrh, are also to be recommend-
ed, where they can be employed. If the

child be of a gross habit, gentle emetics,
with warm and active aperients, will be of
use ; it being necessary to reduce the

tympanum ofthe belly, and to strengthen
the action of the intestinal canal. Though
this complaint be seldom suddenly van-

quished, yet, by attention to regimen,
and particularly to air and exercise, in

conjunction with the medical plan now
prescribed, it will generally be overpow-
ered by degrees.
INFANT. From the observations daily

made on the actions of infants, as to their

arriving at discretion, the law and customs
of every country have fixed upon parti-
cular periods, on which they are pre-
sumed capable of acting with reason and
discretion ; in our Jaw the full age of man
or woman is twenty-one -years. The ages
of male and female are different for dif-

ferent purposes : a male at twelve years
of age may take the oath of allegiance ;

at fourteen, is of years of discretion, and
therefore may consent or disagree to

marriage, may choose his guardian, and if

his discretion be actually proved, may
make his testament of his personal estate;

at seventeen may be a procurator, or an
executor ; and at twenty-one is at his own
disposal, and may alien his lands, goods,
and chattels. A female at seven years of

age may be betrothed or given in marri-

age ; at nine, is entitled to dower : and
at twelve, is of years of maturity, and
therefore may consent or disagree to mar-

riage, and, if proved to have sufficient

discretion, may bequeath her personal
estate ; at fourteen is at years of legal

discretion, and may choose a guardian ;

at seventeen may be executrix ; and at

twenty-one, may dispose of herself and
her lands. An infant is capable of in-

heriting, for the law presumes him capa-
ble of property ; also an infant may pur-
chase, because it is intended for his be-

nefit, and the freehold is in him till he

disagree thereto, because an agreement
is presumed, it being for his benefit : and
because the freehold cannot be in the

grantor contrary to his own act, nor can
be in abeyance, for then a stranger would

not know against whom to demand hi*

right ; and if at his full age the infant

agree to the purchase, he cannot after-

wards avoid it ; but if he die during his

minority, his heirs may avoid it ; for they
shall not be bound by the contracts of a

person, who wanted capacity to contract.
As to infants being witnesses, there seems
to be no fixed time at which children are
excluded from giving evidence; but it

will depend in a great measure, on the
sense and understanding of the children,
as it shall appear on examination in court.
An infant is not bound by his contract

todeliver a thing ; so if one deliver goods
to an infant upon a contract, &c., know-
ing him to be an infant, he shall not be

chargeable in trover and conversion, or

any other action, for them ; for the infant

is not capable of any contract but for ne-
cessaries ; therefore such delivery is a

gift to the infant; but if an infant, without

any contract, wilfully take away the goods
of another, trover lies against him. Also,
it is said, that if he take the goods under

pretence that he is of full age, trover lies,

because it is a wilful and fraudulent tres-

pass. Infants are disabled from contracting
for any thing but necessaries for their per-
son, suitable to their degree and quality,
and what is necessary must be left to th^

jury.
An infant, knowing of a fraud, shall be

as much, bound as if of age. But it is

held, that this rule is confined to such acts

only as are voidable, and that a warrant of

attorney, given by an infant, being abso-

lutely void, the court will not confirm it,

though the infant appeared to have given
it, knowing it was not good, and for the

purpose of collusion.

As to acts of infants being void, or only
voidable, there is a difference between
an actual delivery of the thing contracted

for, and a bare agreement to deliver it ;

the first is voidable, but the last abso-

lutely void. As necessaries for an infant's

wife are necessaries for him, he is charge-
able for them, unless provided before

marriage ; in which case he is not answer-

able, though she wore them afterward.

An infant is also liable for the nursing of

his lawful child. Where goods are fur-

nished to the son, he is himself liable, if

they be necessaries. If tradesmen deal

with him, and he undertakes to pay them,

they must resort to him for payment ; but

ifthey furnished the infant on the credit

of his father, the father only is liable.

With respect to education, &c. infants

may be charged, where the credit was

given, bonafide, to them. But where the
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infant is under the parents' power, and

living in the house with them, he shall not

be liable even for necessaries.

If a tailor trust a young man under age
for clothes, to an extravagant degree, he
cannot recover ; and he is bound to know
whether he deals at'the same time with

any other tailor.

A promissory note given by an infant

for board and lodging, and for teaching
him a trade, is valid, and an action will

lie for the money. And debts contracted

during infancy are good considerations to

support a promise made, when a person
is of full age to pay them ; but the pro-
mise must be express. A bond, without

a penalty, for necessaries, will bind an
infant ; but not a bond with a penalty.

Legacies to infants cannot be
paid

either

to them or their parents. An infant can-

not be a juror, neither can he be an at-

torney, bailiff, factor, or receiver.

By the custom of London, an infant

unmarried and above the age of fourteen,
if under twenty one, may bind himself

apprentice to a freeman of London, by
indenture, with proper covenants, which

covenants, by the custom of London, will

be as binding as if of age.
If an infant draw a bill of exchange,

yet he shall not be liable on the custom
of merchants, but he may plead infancy,
in the same manner as he may to any
other contract.

An action on an account stated will not

lie against an infant, though it be for ne-

cessaries.

INFANTRY, in military affairs, denotes
the whole body of foot soldiers. '

INFINITE, that which has neither be-

ginning nor end : in which sense God
alone is infinite. See GOD.

INFINITE, or INFINITELY, great line, in

geometry, denotes only an indefinite or

indeterminate line, to which no certain

bounds, or limits, are prescribed.
INFINITE quantities. The very idea of

magnitudes infinitely great, or such as ex-

ceed any assignable quantities, does in-

clude a negation oflimits: yet, ifwe nearly
examine this notion, we shall find that

such magnitudes are not equal among
themselves, but that there are really, be-

sides infinite length and infinite area,
three several sorts of infinite solidity ; all

of which are quantitates sui generis, and
that those of each species are in given
proportions.

Infinite length, or a line infinitely long,
is to be considered either as beginning at

a point, and so infinitely extended one

way, or else both ways from the same

point ; in which case the one, which is a

beginning infinity, is the one half of the

whole, which is the sum of the beginning
and ceasing infinity ; or, as may be said

of infinity, a farle ante and a parte post,
which is analogous to eternity in time and

duration, in which there is always as much
to follow as is past, from any point or mo-
ment of time : nor doth the addition or

subduction of finite length, or space of

time, alter the case either in infinity or

eternity, since both the one or the other

cannot be any part of the whole. As to

infinite surface, or area, any right line, in-

finitely extended both ways on an infinite

plane, does divide that infinite plane into

equal parts, the one to the right, and the

other to the left of the said line; but if

from any point, in such a plane, two right
lines be infinitely extended, so as to make
an angle, the infinite area, intercepted
between those infinite right lines, is to

the whole infinite plane as the arch of a

circle, on the point of concourse of those
lines as a centre, intercepted between the

said lines, is to the circumference of the

circle ; or, as the degrees of the angle to

the three hundred and sixty degrees of a

circle : for example, right lines meeting
at a right fcngle do include, on an infinite

plane, a quarter part of the whole infinite

area of such a plane.
But if two parallel infinite lines be sup-

posed drawn on such an infinite plane,
the area intercepted between them will

be likewise infinite ; but at the same time
will be infinitely less than that space,
which is intercepted between two infinite

lines that are inclined, though with never
so small an angle ; for that, in the one

case, the given finite distance of the pa-
rallel lines diminishes the infinity in one

degree of dimension ; whereas in a sec-

tor, there is infinity in both dimensions:
and consequently the quantities are the

one infinitely greater than the other, and
there is no proportion between them.
From the same consideration arise the

three several species of infinite space or

solidity ; for a parallelopiped, or a cylin-

der, infinitely long, is greater than any
finite magnitude, how great soever ; and
all such solids, supposed to be formed on

given bases, are as those bases in propor-
tion to one another. But if two of these

three dimensions are wanting, as in the

space intercepted between two parallel

planes infinitely extended, and at a finite

distance, or, with infinite length and

breadth, with a finite thickness, all such

solids shall be as the given finite distances

one to another ; but these quantities,
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though infinitely greater than the other,
are yet infinitely less than any of those
wherein all the three dimensions are in-

finite. Such are the spaces intercepted
between two inclined planes infinitely ex-

tended ; the space intercepted by the sur-

face ofa cone, or the sides of a pyramid,
likewise infinitely continued, 8cc. of all

which, notwithstanding the proportions
one to another, and to the T srav, or vast

abyss of infinite space (wherein is the lo-

eus of all things that are or can be ; or to

the solid of infinite length, breadth and

thickness, taken all manner of ways) are

easily -assignable ; for the space between
two planes is to the whole as the angle of
those planes to the three hundred and

sixty degrees of the circle. As for cones
and pyramids, they are as the spherical
surface intercepted by them is to the sur-

face of the sphere, and therefore cones
are as the versed sines of half their angles
to the diameter of the circle : these three
sorts of infinite quantity are analogous to
a line, surface, and solid ; and, after the
same manner, cannot be compared, or
have no proportion the one to the
other.

INFINITESIMALS, among mathema-
ticians, are defined to be infinitely smull

quantities. In the method of infinitesi-

mals, the element, by which any quantity
increases or decreases, is supposed to be

infinitely small, and is generally express-
ed by two or more terms, some of which
are infinitely less than the rest, which be-

ing neglected as of no importance, the re-

maining terms form what is called the dif-

ference of the proposed quantity. The
terms that are neglected in this manner,
as infinitely less than the other terms of
the element, are the very same which
arise in consequence of the acceleration,
or retardation, of the generating motion,

during the infinitely small time in which
the element is generated : so that the re-

maining terms express the elements that
would have been produced in that time,
if the generating motion had continued
uniform : therefore those differences are

accurately in the same ratio to each other
as the generating motions or fluxions.

And hence, though in this method infini-

tesimal parts of the elements are neglect-
ed, the conclusions are accurately true,
without even an infinitely small error, and

agree precisely with those that are de-
duced by the method by fluxions.

In order to render the application of
this method easy, some analogous princi-

ples are admitted, as that the infinitely
small elements of a curve are right lines,
or that a curve is a polygon of an infinite

number of sides, which, being produced,

give the tangents of the curve ; and by
their inclination to each other measure
the curvature. This is as ifwe should sup-
pose, when the base flows uniformly, the
ordinate flows with a motion which is uni-
form for every infinitely small part of
time, and increases or decreases by' infi-

nitely small differences at the end of every
such time.

But however convenient this principle
may be, it must be applied with caution
and art on various occasions. It is usual,

therefore, in many cases, to resolve the
element ofthe curve into two or more in-

finitely small right lines ; and sometimes
it is necessary, if we would avoid error,
to resolve it into an infinite number of
such right lines, which are infinitesimals

of the second order. In general, it is a

postulatum in this method, that we may
descend to the infinitesimals of any order

whatever, as we find it necessary ; by
which means, any error that might arise in,

the application of it may be discovered and
corrected by a proper use of this method
itself. See Maclaurin's Fluxions.

INFLAMMATION. See MEDICINE
and SuRGEur.

INFLAMMATION, in chemistry, is combus-
tion attended with flame : under the arti-

cle COMBUSTION, we have referred to the

spontaneous inflammation of certain bo-

dies, in peculiar circumstances, and like-

wise to the combustion of living individu-

als in the human species. We shall in this

place mention some of the causes of spon-
taneous inflammation. The heat produced
by friction ; the slacking of lime when in

contact with combustible matter
; the fer-

mentation of hay, dunghills, &c. are well
known. Many vegetable substances, high-
ly dried and heaped together, will heat,

scorch, and at last burst in a flame. A mix-
ture of linseed, or rape oil, with almost

any dry vegetable fibre, as hemp, cotton,

matting, &c. and still more if united to

certain carbonaceous matters, will in time,
if in a warm place, burst out into a flame.

To this circumstance many alarming and
destructive fires are to be imputed, which
at the time were supposed to have been
occasioned by wilful crime. In 1781 a

large magazine ofhemp was destroyed, in

this way, at Constradt : and in the summer
of 1794 an accident of this sort happened
at Gainsborough, with a bale of yarn ac-

cidentally soaked in rape oil, which, after

remaining in the warehouse for several

days, began to smoke, and finally to burst

out into a most violent flame. A similar

accident happened at Bombay. A bottle

of linseed oil had been thrown down in

the night, the oil had penetrated into a

chest of coarse cotton cloth, and in the
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morning the cloth was found reduced

nearly to a cinder, and the wood of the

chest completely charred in the inside.

An experiment was immediately made to

ascertain the true cause : a piece of the

same cloth was dipped in the same sort

of oil, and shut up in a box, and in three

hours it was found scorching hot, and on

opening the box it burst into a flame.

Hence the spontaneous combustion of

wool, or woollen yarn, which has some-
times happened when large quantities
have be,en kept in heaps without the ac-

cess offresh air. The oil with which it is

dressed seems to be the chief cause of

combustion. Wheaten flour and charcoal

reduced to powder, and heated in large

quantities, have been known to take fire

spontaneously.
The cases of the spontaneous human

combustion have never been satisfactori-

ly accounted for ; the facts themselves
seem to be well authenticated ; two are

recorded in the Philosophical Transac-

tions, and referred to under COMBUSTION.

They ought, however, to hold out a lesson

of warning to those habitually given to

excess with regard to spirituous liquors ;

for, in every case, the subjects of this ter-

rible calamity were drunkards, whose
favourite liquor was alcohol, in the shape
of brandy, gin, &c.

INFLECTION, orpoint of infection, in

the higher geometry, is the point where
a curve begins to bend a contrary way.
See FLEXURE.

,

There are various ways of finding the

point of inflection; but the following
seems to be the most simple. From the
nature of curvature it is evident, that

while a curve is concave towards an axis,
the fluxion of the ordinate decreases, or
is in a decreasing ratio, with regard to the
fluxion ofthe absciss ; but, on the contra-

ry, that the said fluxion increases, or is in

an increasing ratio to the fluxion of the

absciss, where the curve is convex to-

wards the axis ; and hence it follows that

those two fluxions are in a constant ratio

at the point of inflection, where the curve
is neither concave nor convex. That is,

if x = the absciss, and y = the ordinate

then x is to y in a constant ratio, or

or^ is a constant quantity. But con-
y x
stant quantities have no fluxion, or their
fluxion is equal to nothing; so that in

this case the fluxion of or of-is equal
y x H

to nothing, And hence we have this

general rule : viz. put the given equa-
tion of the curve into fluxions ; from

which equation of the fluxions find either

or - ; then take the fluxion of this ratio
y x
or fraction, and put it equal to or no-

thing ; and from this last equatian find

also the value of the same or -. : then
y x

put this latter value equal to the former,
which will be an equation, from whence,
and the first given equation of the curve,
x and y will be determined, being the
absciss or ordinate answering to the point
of inflection in the curve. Or, putting the

fluxion of r equal to 0, that is-.y
""

a

X y
-

= 0, or x y x y= 0, or x y = x y,'

or x : y : : x : y, that is, the second flux-

ions have the same ratio as the first flux-

ions, which is a constant ratio ; and there-

fore if a- be constant, or x = 0, then shall

y'be =0 also ; which gives another rule,
viz. take both the first and second flux-

ions of the given equation of the curve, in

which make both x and y = 0, and the re-

sulting equations will determine the va-

lues of x and y, or absciss and ordinate,

answering to the point of inflection.

To determine the point of inflection in

curves, whose semi-ordinates C M, C m
(Plate Miscel. VII. fig. 13 and 14.) are
drawn from the fixed point C ; suppose
C M to be infinitely near C m, and make
m H = M m

; let T m touch the curve in

M. Now the angles C m T, C Mm, are

equal ; and so the angle C m H, while the
semi-ordinates increase, does decrease, if

the curve is concave towards the centre

C, and increases, if the convexity turns
towards it. Whence this angle, or, which
is the same, its measure, will be a mini-
mum or maximum, if the curve has a point
of inflection or retrogression ; and so

may be found, if the arch T H, or fluxion

of it, be made equal to 0, or infinity.
And in order to find the arch T H, draw
m L, so that the angle T m L be equal to

m C L ; then if C m= yy m r = x, mT

= t, we shall have y : x \ : t : . Again,

draw the arch H O to the radius C H ;

then the small right lines m r, O H, are

parallel ; and so the triangles O L H, m
L r, are similar; but because HI is also

perpendicular to m L, the triangles L H I.

m r, are also similar : whence i-.x-.-.y,

xy
; that is, the quantities m T, m L, are

equal. But H L is the fluxion of H r,

which is the distance of C m = y ;
and
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II L is a negative quantity, because while
the ordinate C M increases, their differ-

ence r H decreases; whence x x-\- y y
y y= 0, which is a

general equation
for finding the point of inflection, or re-

trogradation.
INFLECTION, in grammar, the variation

of nouns and verbs, by declension and

conjugation. See GRAMMAR.
INFLORESCENCE, in botany, a term

used to denote the mode of flowering ;

the manner in which flowers are sup-
ported on their foot-stalks. The various
modes in which flowers are joined to
the plant by the peduncles or foot-stalk

are expressed by different terms. See
BOTAHT.
The various modes of flowering are

applicable to those flowers which pro-
ceed from the angle formed by the leaves
and branches, as is the case in most in-

stances, and to such also as terminate the
stem and branches. In the first case,
flowers are termed "

axillaries," that is,

proceeding from the arm-pit of the leaf:
in the latter "

terminates," that is, the-

terminating the branches. Inflorescence
affords a characteristic mark, by which to

distinguish the species of plants, but is

not used as a generic difference.

INFLUENZA, in medicine, a species
of contagious catarrh, so named, because
it was supposed to be produced by a pe-
culiar influence of the stars. The pheno-
mena of contagious catarrhs have been
much the same with those of the simple
kind, but the disease has always been

particularly remarkable for this, that it

has been the most widely and generally
spreading epidemic known. It has sel-

dom appeared in any One country of Eu-

rope, without appearing successively in

most of the others.

IN FORMA PAUPERIS. When any
man, who has a just cause of suit, either
in Chancery, or any of the courts of com-
mon law, will come before the Lord
Keeper, Master of the Rolls, either of the
Chief Justices, or Chief Baron, and make
oath that he is not worth five pounds,
his debts paid, either of the said judges
will, in his own proper court, admit him
to sue informa pauperts, or as a poor man,
and he shall have counsel, clerk, or at-

torney, assigned him, to do his business,
without paying any fees.

INFORMATION, in law, may be de-
fined an accusation or complaint exhibit-
ed against a person for some criminal of-

fence. It differs principally from an in-

dictment in this, that an indictment is an
accusation found by the oath of twelve
VOL. VI.

men, but an information is only the alle-

gation of the officer who exhibits it. In-
formations are of two kinds; first, those
which are partly at the suit of the king,
and partly at the suit of a subject ; and
secondly, such as are only in the name of
the king : the former are usually brought
upon penal statutes, which inflict a penal-
ty on conviction of the offender, one part
to the use of the king, and another to the
use of the informer, and are a sort of qui
tarn, or popular actions, only carried on by
a criminal instead of a civil process. In-
formations that are exhibited in the name
of the king alone are also of two kinds ;

first, those which are truly and properly
his own suits, and filed ex offitio by his

own immediate officer, the Attorney
General; secondly, those in which, though
the King is the nominal prosecutor, yet
it is at the relation of some private person,
or common informer, and they are filed

by the Master of the Crown-office, under
the express direction of the court. And
when an information is filed in either of
these ways, it must be tried by a petit

jury of the county where the offence
arises ; after which, if the defendant be
found guilty, he must resort to the Court
of King's Bench for his punishment.
Common informers, by 18 Elizabeth, c. 5,
are to pay costs in case of failure of suit

upon informations, unless the judge cer-
tifies that there was a reasonable cause
for prosecuting.
INFUSION, in chemistry, is the mace-

ration of any substance in water, or any
other liquid, hot or cold, in order to ex-;

tract its soluble parts. The liquid thus

impregnated is called an infusion. In-
fusion differs from maceration, in being
continued for a longer time, and it caa

only be employed Tor substances which
do not easily ferment or spoil. See
PHARMACT.

INFUSORIA, in natural history, the
fifth order of the class Vermes, in the
Linnxan system. They are simple mi-

croscopic animalcules. There are three
divisions :

A, with external organs, of which there
are five genera, t*z.

Trichoda,
Vorticella.

Branchionus,
Cere-aria,

Leucopera,

B, without external organs, flattened ;

four genera :

Colpoda, Gonium,
Cyclidium, Parmeciuai,

Nn
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C, without external organs round : six

genera :

Bacillaria,

Bursana,
Encheiis,

Monas,
Vibrio,
"Volvox.

This order, Infusoria, is scarcely distin-

guished from the Intestina and Mollusca

by any other character, than the minute-

ness of the individuals belonging to it,

and their appearance in animal and vege-
table infusions, where we can discover no
traces of the manner in which they are

produced. The process, by which their

numbers are sometimes increased, is no
less astonishing than their first produc-
tion. Several of the genera often seem
to divide spontaneously into two or more

parts, which become new and distinct

animals. The volvox, and some of the

vorticellx, are remarkable for their con-

tinual rotatory motion, supposed to be in-

tended for the purpose of straining their

food out of the water : while other spe-
cies of the vorticella resemble fungi or

corallines in miniature. In some indivi-

duals of this order, the very singular pro-

perty is exhibited of retaining the vital

principle when perfectly dried ; after be-

ing kept for years in a cabinet, they may
be resuscitated at pleasure, by restoring
them to their proper fluid.

INGOT, in the arts, is a small bar of
metal made of a certain form and size, by
casting it in hollowed iron or brass plates,
called ingot moulds. The term is chiefly

applied to the small bars of gold and sil-

ver, intended either for coining or expor-
tation to foreign countries.

INHALER, a machine used for steam-

ing the lungs with the vapour of hot wa-

ter, for the cure of a cough, cold, inflam-

ed throat, &c.

INHERITANCE, in law, is a perpetuity
in lands or tenements to a man and his

heirs ; and the word inheritance, is not

only intended where a man has lands or

tenements by descent, but also every fee-

simple, or fee-tail, which a person has

by purchase, may be said to be an inheri-

tance, because his heirs may inherit it.

Inheritances are corporeal or incorporeal.

Corporeal inheritances relate to houses
and lands, which may be touched or
handled ; and incorporeal hereditaments
are rights issuing out of, annexed to, or
exercised with corporeal inheritances, as

advowsons, tithes, annuities, offices, com-
mons, franchises, privileges, and services.

There are several rules of inheritances of

lands, according to which estates are

transmitted from ancestor to heir ; -viz.

1. That inheritances shall lineally descend
to the issue of the person last actually
seized, in iiifinitum, but shall never lineal-

ly ascend. 2. Where there are two or
more males in equal degree, the eldest

only shall inherit ; but the females alto-

gether. 3. The lineal descendants, in in-

Jinitum, of any person deceased, shall re-i

present their ancestor; that is, shall stand
in the same place as the person himself
would have done had he been living: thus
the child, grand-child, or great grand-
child, (either male or female-) of the eld-

est son succeeds before the younger son,
and so in infinitum. 4. On failure of issue
of the person last seized, the inheritance
shall descend to the blood of the first

purchaser. 5. The collateral heir of the

person last seized must be his next col-

lateral kinsman of the whole blood. 6.

In collateral inheritances, the male stocks
shall be preferred to the female, unless
where lands are descended from a female :

thus the relations on the father's side are
admitted in iiifinitum before those on the
mother's side are admitted at all, and the
relations of the father's father before
those of the father's mother, and so on.

INJECTION, in surgery, the forcibly

throwing certain liquid medicines into
the body by means of a syringe, tube,

clyster-pipe, or the like.

INJECTION, anatomical, 'the filling the
vessels with some coloured substance, in
order to make their figures and ramifica-
tions visible.

INJUNCTION, in law, is a prohibitory
writ, restraining a person from commit-

ing or doing a thing- which appears to be
against equity and conscience. An in-

junction is usually granted for the pur-
pose of preserving property in dispute
pending a suit; as to restrain the defen-
dant from proceedings at the common
law against the plaintiff, or from com-
mitting waste, or doing any injurious act.

Injunctions issue out of the courts of

equity in several instances : the most
usual injunction is to stay proceedings at

law; as ifone bring an action at law against
another, and a bill be brought to be re-
lieved either against a penalty, or to stay

proceedings at law, on some equitable
circumstances, of Which the party cannot
have the benefit at law. In such case the

plaintiff in equity may move for an in-

junction, either upon an attachment, or

praying a dedimus, or praying a farther

time to answer
; for it being suggested

in the bill, that the suit is against con-

science, ifthe defendant be in contempt
for not answering, or pray time to answer,
it is contrary to conscience to proceed at
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law in the mean time, and therefore an

injunction is granted of course ; but this

injunction only stays execution touching
the matter in question, and there is al-

ways a clause giving liberty to call for a

plea to proceed to trial, and for want of

it to obtain judgment ; but execution is

stayed till answer, or farther order. The
methods of dissolving injunctions are va-

rious.

INK, common -writing. The preparation
of common writing ink is a subject of

great importance in technical chemistry.
A good ink is of a proper consistence to

flow freely from the pen, of a full deep
black, so permanent as to remain for a

number of years without materially fad-

ing or becoming illegible, dries very soon
after writing with it, and does not consi-

derably corrode or soften the pen. The
basis of all the common writing inks is

the fine black, or dark blue precipitate,
formed by the addition of vegetable as-

tringents, and particularly the soluble

part of the gall-nut, to a solution of iron,

generally the sulphate. But as this, if

diffused in water alone, would subside in

a short time, and leave the supernatant

liquor nearly without colour, the precipi-
tate is kept suspended, by thickening the

water with gum arable, or any other gum
mucilage, which also gives the ink the

due consistence, and enables it to trace

a fine stroke on the paper, without run-

ning. These materials, therefore, that is,

gall-nuts, green vitriol, (sulphate of iron)

gum arable, and water, are all that are

necessary for the composition of ink ;

and if they are of good quality, and pro-

perly proportioned to each other, every
other addition usually made adds very
little to its perfection.

It is not well ascertained how soon the

present kind of writing ink came into use.

It has certainly been employed for many
centuries in most European countries ;

but the ancient Roman inks were, for the

most part, of a totally different composi-
tion, being made of some vegetable car-

bonaceous matter like lamp-black diffus-

ed in a liquor. The Chinese, and many
of the inks used by the Oriental nations,
are still of this kind.

On the subject of the common writing

ink, Dr. Lewis (" Commerce of Arts")
has so full and so accurate an investiga-

tion, and his experiments are so simple
and well devised, that little else can be
added to the subject in a technical point
of view. For a fuller chemical inquiry
into the nature of the atramentous preci-

pitate, the reader is referred to the arti-

cles GALLIC ACID and IRON.

Dr. Lewis first endeavoured to ascer-
tain the best proportion between the galls
and the sulphate of iron, to render the
ink permanent ; for it is to be observed,
that with almost any proportions, if the
entire quantity be sufficient, the ink will
be fine and black at first ; but many of
these inks, if kept for some time, espe-
cially exposed to light and air, will grow
brown and fade, and the letters made
with it will become nearly illegible.

By trying different proportions of galls
and sulphate of iron, it was found, that
when about in equal quantities (the galls

being powdered, and boiled fully to ex-
tract their soluble parts) they appeared
to be mutually saturated, so that the
mixed liquors would receive no additional
blackness from a further dose of one or
the other.

This, however, was only a rough ap-
proximation to accuracy, for the same ef-

fect was produced when either substance
was also in a small degree superior in

quantity to the other. But Dr. Lewis
found that an ink, with equal parts of the
two, though very black at first, changed
to a yellowish brown, upon exposure to
the sun and air only for a few days. This
was again blackened by washing with
fresh gall infusion, and hence it appears
in fair inference that the galls are a

perishable substance, so that to insure

durability, a much greater proportion
must enter into the ink than is required
for mere saturation in the first instance.
Thus it was found that two parts of galls
and one of vitriol make a much more du-
rable ink than with equal parts, and three
of galls with one of vitriol was still more
durable. When the galls were increased

beyond this point, the colour was indeed

quite permanent, but it was not of so full

a black.

The proportion of water or ether liquid
to the solid ingredients will admit of

great variation. One part ofvitriol, three
of galls, and fifty parts of water, gave an
ink black enough for common use ; but
the finest and blackest was made when
only ten of water were employed ; nor
was any deficiency in the gallic acid ob-

served after fifteen years, though the
water was scarcely more than sufficient

to cover the galls, and therefore could

hardly be supposed capable of extracting
all the soluble part of them ; and though
the vitriol, from its greater solubility,

woald probably be dissolved entirely,

and thus be in greater proportion than

usual. Other liquors besides water were
tried. Of these, white wine and vinegar

appeared to answer somewhat better^ ;
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but any considerable proportion of spirit
of wine, or brandy, obviously did harm,
owing to the insolubility of the sulphate
of iron (as of all the other sulphates) in

alcohol, and therefore its diminished so-

lubility in any liquor is in proportion to

the alcohol it contains. A decoction of

logwood used instead of water sensibly

improved the beauty of the colour.

Instead of galls other astringents were

employed, such as sloes, oak-bark, tor-

mentil root, &c. ; but though they all

gave a good blue black, with the salt of

iron, none of them was equal to the gall-
nut in this respect.

Other salts of iron were also substitu-

ted to the sulphate. The muriate and
nitrate of iron neai-ly equalled the sul-

phate in colour, but proved too corrosive

to the paper, and as they were in no re-

spect preferable to the sulphate, there is

no reason for abandoning it.

Imagining that there must be some ex-

cess of sulphuric acid in common ink, t.o

which the fading might be imputed, Dr.

Lewis tried to neutralize it by lime and

alkalies, but with manifest injury, the

colour being re-ndered thereby extreme-

ly fugitive. Another ingenious idea for

avoiding the supposed excess of acid was,
to separate the black atramentous preci-

pitate, wash it, and again diffuse it with

water thickened with gum. This, indeed,
makes a very good ink, but with the capi-
tal defect of not remaining so long sus-

pended in the liquor, and especially of

not fixing itself to the paper like com-
mon ink, but rather only slightly adhering
like a weak gum varnish, and was readily
washed off by water. Hence it appears
that the acid of the salt of iron acts as a

kind of mordant, or intermede, between
the atramentous precipitate and the pa-

per, and causes a degree of chemical

union between them ;
a real advantage

which this species of ink possesses over

all the lamp-black, or China inks, which,

indeed, are rather black varnishes.

With regard to the gummy ingredient,
the effect of which is rather mechanical,
it was found that any other gum-mucilage
would answer as well ; but not glue, isin-

glass, nor animal jelly of any kind. Be-

sides, as these latter putrify by keeping,
this alone would be a strong objection

Sugar is sometimes added to ink. It

makes it flow somewhat easier from the

pen, andgivesit when dry a gloss which
is admired by some. It has this quality,
however, of making it very slow in dry-

ing, which in most cases is an inconve-

nience.
On account of the great improvements

to the black atramentous dye produced
by adding sulphate of copper, some have
recommended this addition to common
ink, which is composed of the same ma-
terials ; but it does not appear that the
same advantage is here obtained, and Dr.
Lewis thinks it an useless addition.

From the above observations, Dr.

Lewis gires the following receipt for the

composition of ink : put into a stone or

glass bottle, or any other vessel, three
ounces of finely powdered galls, one
ounce of green vitriol, one ounce of log-
wood finely rasped or bruised, one ounce
of gum-arabic, and a quart of soft water ;

shake the bottle well, and let the ingre-
dients stand in a moderately warm place
for a week or ten days, shaking it fre-

quently in the day. It is then fit for use;
but a little before it is put into the ink-

stand, it is better to shake the bottle, that

the colour may be more uniformly dif-

fused.

To prevent the ink from moulding,
Hoffman recommends half a dozen cloves

to be bruised with the gum-arabic, and put
into the bottle. This appears a useful

addition. Instead of water alone, where
a very fine ink is wanted, white wine, or

vinegar and water, may be used.

If the ink be wanted for use in a very
short time, the galls and logwood may be
boiled far half an hour in the water,

adding a little tno?e to supply the waste,
and the decoction while hot strained off

through a cloth, and the gum arabic and

cloves, and the sulphate of iron, both in

fine powder, added to the decoction
when in the bottle and shaken. The ink
will then be fit far use almost immediately
after the latter ingredients are dissolved.

It will be improved by adding to the bot-

tle some pieces of gall-nut coarsely bruis-

ed. Ink kept in a close bottle is always
rather

pale ; but it blackens by exposure
to air in a few hours ; and probably in

this way the colour is somewhat more
durable than if it were brought by pre-
vious exffttsure to its full colour at once.

It has been mentioned that sugar ren-
ders ink slow in drying. Advantage is

ingeniously taken of this property in ena-

bling it to give one, and sometimes two
impressions on soft paper, when strongly

pressed. In this simple way letters are

copied in merchant's counting houses,
and offices of business. A little sugar is

mixed with the ink, the writing-sheet is

laid on the copying press, a blank sheet

of porous and damped paper is put over

it, and by the pressure of the machine a

perfect fac-simile of the writing is struck

off, sufficiently legible for all purposes*
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This ingenious method saves a vast

quantity of labour usually bestowed in

copying letters, and besides prevents all

possibility of mistakes.

Sometimes the ink of very old writings
is so much faded by time as to be illegi-
ble. Dr. Blagden (Philosophical Trans-

actions, vol. Ixxvii. ) in his experiments
on this subject, found that in most of these

the colour might be restored, or rather

a new body of colour given, by pencilling
them over with a solution of prussiate of

potash, and then with a dilute acid, either

sulphuric or muriatic : or else, vice versa,
first with the acid, and then with the

prussiate. The acid dissolves the oxide
ofiron ofthe faded ink, and the prussiate

precipitates it again of a blue, which re-

stores the legibility of the writing. If this

be done neatly, and blotting paper laid

over the letters as fast as they become vi-

sible, their form will be retained very
distinctly. Pencilling over the letters

with an infusion of galls also restores the
blackness to a certain degree, but not so

speedily nor so completely.
The blackness ofcommon ink is almost

instantly and irrevocably destroyed by
the oxymuriatic acid, and hence any
writing may be effaced by this method
completely. To prevent this mischief,
which might often be a serious one, se-

veral additions have been proposed to

common ink, of which by far the best is

lamp-black or charcoal, in impalpable
powder, on which the acid has no effect.

The lamp-black should be of the least

oily kind, as it does not readily mix with
the ink, and some pains must be taken to

incorporate them. On this account, per-
haps, common charcoal is preferable.
About a quarter of the weight of the vi-

triol used will be amply sufficient. This
will not fade by age.

INK, China or Indian. The well known
and much admired Indian or China ink
is brought over in small oblong cakes,
which readily become diffused in water

by rubbing, and the blackness remains

suspended in it for a considerable time,

owing to the extreme subtlety of division
of the substance that gives the colour, and
the intimacy with which it is united to

the mucilaginous matter that keeps it

suspended.
Indian ink does, however, deposit the

whole of its colour by standing, when it is

diffused in a considerable quantity, of wa-
ter. Dr. Lewis, on e? . nining this sub-

stance, found that the ink consisted of a

black sediment, totally insoluble in water,
which appeared to be of the nature of
the finest lamp-black, and of another

substance soluble hi water, and which

putrified by keeping, and when evaporat-
ed left a tenacious jelly exactly like glue
or isinglass. It appears probable, there-

fore, that it consists of nothing more than
these two ingredients, and probably may
be imitated with perfect accuracy by
using a very fine jelly, like isinglass or

size, and the finest lamp-black, and in-

corporating them thoroughly. The finest

lamp-black known is made from ivory

shavings, and thence called ivory-black.
INK, Printers'. This is a very singular

composition, partaking much of the na-

ture of an oil varnish, but differing from
it in the quality of adhering firmly to

moistened paper, and in being, to a consi-

derable degree, soluble in soap-water.

It is, when used by the printers, of the

consistence of rather thin jelly, so that it

may be smeared over the types readily
and thinly, when applied by leather

cushions, and it dries very speedily on.

the paper without running through to the

other side, or passing the limits of the

letter.

The method of making printers' ink is

thus described by Dr. Lewis. Ten or

twelve gallons of nut-oil are set over the

fire in a large iron pot, and brought to

boil. It is then stirred with an iron ladle,

and, whilst boiling, the inflammable va-

pour rising from it either takes fire of it-

self, or is kindled, and suffered to burn in

this way for about half an hour, the pot

being partially covered so as to regulate
the body of the flame, and consequently
the heat communicated to the oil. It is

frequently stirred during this time, that

the whole may be heated equally, other-

wise a part would be charred and the rest

left imperfect. The flame is then extin-

guished by entirely covering the pot.
The oil by this process has much of its

unctuous quality destroyed, and when
cold is of the consistence of soft turpen-

tine, and is then called varnish. After

this it is made into ink by mixture with

the requisite quantity of lamp- black, of

which about two ounces and a half are

sufficient for sixteen ounces of the pre-

pared oil. The oil loses by the boiling

about an eighth of its weight, and emits

very offensive fumes. Several other addi-

tions are made to the oil during the boil-

ing, such as crusts of bread, onions, and

sometimes turpentine. These are kept
secret by the preparers. The intention

of them is more effectually to destroy

part of the unctuous quality of the oil, to

give it more body, to enable it to adhere

better to the weUed paper, and to spread
on the types neatly and uniformly.
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Besides these additions others are

made by the printers, of which the most

important is generally understood to he
a little fine indigo in powder, to improve
the beauty of the colour.

Red printers' ink is made, by adding to

the varnish about half its weight of ver-

milion. A little carmine also improves
the colour, (Encycl. Arts & Metiers, vol.

iii. p. 518.)
INKS, coloured. Few of these are used

except red ink. The preparation of these

is very simple, consisting either of decoc-

tions of the different colouring or dyeing
materials in water, and thickened with

gum-arabic, or of coloured metallic ox-

ides, or insoluble powders, merely diffus-

ed in gum-water. The proportion of

gum-arabic to be used may be the same
as for black writing ink. All that applies
to the fixed or fugitive nature of the se-

veral articles used in dyeing may be ap-

plied, in general, to the use of the same
substance as inks.

INK, red, is usually made by boiling
about two ounces of Brazil wood in a

pint of water for a quarter of an hour,
and adding to the decoction the requisite

quantity of gum, and about half as much
alum. The alum both heightens the co-

lour and makes it less fugitive. Proba-

bly a little madder would make it more
durable.

INK, blue, may be made by diffusing
Prussian blue or indigo through strong

gum-water.
INK, yellow, may be made by a solution

ofgamboge in gum-water.
Most of the common water-colour

cakes, diffused in water, will make suffi-

ciently good coloured inks for most pur-

poses.
Inks of other colours may be made

from a strong decoction of the ingredi-
ents used in dyeing, mixed with a little

alum and gum-arabic. For example, a

strong decoction of Brazil wood, with as

much alum as it can dissolve, and a little

gum, forms a good red ink. These pro-
cesses consist in forming a lake, and re-

tarding its precipitation by the gum. See
LAKE.
On many occasions it is of importance

to employ an ink indestructible by any
process, that will not equally destroy the
material on which it is applied. Mr.
Close has recommended for this purpose,
25 grains of copal in powder dissolved in

200 grains of oil of lavender, by the as-

sistance of gentle heat, and then mixed
with 2^ grains of lamp-black, and half a

grain of indigo: or 120 grains of oil of

lavender, 17 grains of copal, and 60 grains

of vermilion. A little oil of lavender, or

of turpentine, may be added, if the ink

be found two thick. Mr Sheldrake sug-

gests, that a mixture of genuine asphal-

tum, dissolved in oil of turpentine, am-
ber varnish, and lamp-black, would be
still superior.
When writing with common ink has

been effaced by means of oxygenated
muriatic acid, the vapour of sulphuret of

ammonia, or immersion in water impreg-
nated with this sulphuret, will render it

again legible. Or if the paper that con-

tained the writing be put into a weak so-

lution of prussiate of potash, and when
it is thoroughly wet, a sulphuric acid be
added to the liquor, so as to render it

slightly acidulous, the same purpose will

be answered.
Mr. Haussman has given some compo-

sitions for marking pieces of cotton or li-

nen, previous to their being bleached,
which are capable of resisting every ope-
ration in the processes both of bleaching
and dyeing, and consequently might be

employed in marking linen for domestic

purposes. One of these consists of asphal-
tum dissolved in about four parts of oil of

turpentine, and with this is to be mixed

lamp-black, or black lead in fine powder,
so as to make an ink of a proper consist-

ence for printing with types. Another,
the blackish sulphate left after expelling

oxygen gas from oxide of manganese
with a moderate heat, being dissolved and

filtered, the dark grey pasty oxide left on
the filter is to be mixed with a very little

solution of gum tragacanth, and the cloth

marked with this is to be dipped in a so-

lution of potash or soda, mild or caustic,
in about ten parts of water.

Among the amusing experiments of the

art of chemistry, the exhibition of sym-
pathetic inks holds a distinguished place.
With these the writing is invisible, until

some reagent gives it opacity. We shall

here mention a few out ofthe great num-
ber, that a slight acquaintance with che-

mistry may suggest to the student. 1. If

a weak infusion of galls be used, the writ-

ing will be invisible till the paper be
moistened with a weak solution of sul-

phate of iron. It then becomes black,
because these ingredients form ink. 2.

If paper be soaked in a 'weak infusion of

galls, and dried, a pen dipped in the so-

lution of sulphate of iron will write black

on that paper, but colourless.on any other

paper. 3. The *'. luted solutions of gold,

silver, or mercury, remain colourless up-
on- the paper, till exposed to the sun's

light, which gives a dark colour to the

oxides, and renders them visible. 4.
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Most of the acids or saline solutions, be-

ing diluted, and used to write with, be-

come visible by heating befbre the fire,

which concentrates them, and assists their

action on the paper. 5. Diluted prussiate
of potash affords blue letters, when wet-

ted with the solution of sulphate of iron.

6. The solution of cobalt in aqua-regia,
when diluted, affords an ink which be-

comes green when held to the fire, but

disappears again when suffered to cool.

This has been used in fanciful drawings
of trees, the green leaves of which ap-

pear when warm, and vanish again by
cold. This effect has not been explain-
ed. If the heat be continued too long af-

ter the letters appear, it renders them

permanent. 7. If oxide of cobalt be dis-

solved in .acetous acid, and a little nitre

added, the solution will exhibit a pale
rose colour when heated, which disap-

pears on cooling. 8. A solution of equal
parts of sulphate of copper and muriate
of ammonia gives a yellow colour when
heated, that disappears when cold.

Sympathetic inks have been proposed
as the instruments of secret correspond-
ence. But they are of little use in this

respect, because the properties change
by a few days remaining on the paper;
most of them have more or less of a tinge
when thoroughly dry; and none of them
resist the test of heating the paper till it

begins to be scorched.
INNS and innkeepers. If one who

keeps a common inn refuse either to re-

ceive a traveller as a guest into his house,
or to find him victuals or lodging, upon
his tendering a reasonable price for them,
he is not only liable to render the da-

mages for the injury in an action on the

case, at the suit of the party grieved, but
also may be indicted and fined at the suit

of the king. In return for such respon-
sibility, the law allows him to retain the
horse of his guest until paid for his

keep ; but he cannot retain such horse
for the bill of the owner, although he

may retain his goods for such bill ; neither
can he detain one horse for the food of
another. An innkeeper, however, is not
bound to receive the horse, unless the
master lodge there also. Neither is a
landlord bound to furnish provisions, un-
less paid beforehand. If an innkeeper
make out unreasonable bills, he may be
indicted for extortion ; and if either he
or any of his servants knowingly sell bad
wine, or bad provisions, they will be re-

sponsible in an action of deceit. Keep-
ing an inn is not a trading to make a man
a bankrupt ; but where an innkeeper is a

chapman also, and buys and sells, he may

on that account be a bankrupt. Innkeep-
ers are clearly chargeable for the goods
of guests stolen or lost out of their inns,
and this without any contract or agree-
ment for that purpose. But if a person
come to an innkeeper, and desire to be
entertained by him, winch the innkeeper
refuses, because, in fact, his house is al-

ready full ; whereupon the party says he
will shift among the rest of his guests,
and there he is robbed, the host shall not
be charged. If a man come to a common
inn to harbour, and desire that his horse

may be put to grass, and the host put him
to grass accordingly, and the horse is sto-

len, the host shall not be charged ; be-
cause by law the host is not bound to an-

swer for any thing out of liis inn, but on-

ly for those things that are infra hospitium.

Innkeepers may detain the person of the

guest who eats till payment. By the cus-

tom of London and Exeter, if a man ':om,
mit an horse to an hostler, and he cat out
the price of his head, the hostler may
take him as his own, upon the reasonable

appraisement of four of his neighbours;
yet he cannot justify the taking him to

himself at the price it was appraised at.

INNATE ideas, those supposed to be

stamped on the mind from the first mo-
ment of its existence, and which it con-

stantly brings into the world with it : a

doctrine which Mr. Locke has abundant-

ly refuted. See IDEA.

INNOMINATA ossa, in anatomy, three

bones, which compose the extreme part
of the trunk of a human body.
INNUENDO, is a word used in decla-

rations and law pleadings, to ascertain a

person or thing which was named before ;

as to say he ( innuendo the plaintiff) did
so and so, when there was mention before
of another person. Innuendo may serve
for an explanation, where there is prece-
dent matter, but never for anew charge ;

it may apply what is already expressed^
but cannot add or enlarge the importance
of it. The doctrine of innuendoes is

strangely misunderstood, in the opinion
of the writer of this article, and has been
confounded by too much learning and
technical distinction beiog applied to it.

The meaning of the word is limiting,

suggesting, or meaning.' All words have
different meanings, according to the man-

ner, time, and other circumstances, under
which they are used. If the words are

used in their plain sense, they need no

explanation ; if in any other sense, then

all the circumstances by which that sense

is to be made out to be the meaning of

the party must be stated, and then the

pleader may suggest the true meaning in
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the indictment under an innuendo ; but
before the innuendo is used, the circum-

stances must be stated to which it applies.
This is the plain and simple clue to solve

all the difficulties that have occurred up-
on the subject.
INOCARPUS, in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Dumosze. Sapotoe, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : calyx bifid ;

corolla funnel-form ; stamens in a double

row ; drupe one-seeded. There is but
one species, viz. I. edulis, a native of the

Society, Friendly, New Hebrides Isles,

&c. in the South Seas ; also in Amboyna.
INOCULATION, in medicine, the art

of transplanting a distemper from one sub-

ject to another, by incision, particularly
used for ingrafting the small-pox. See
VACCINATION.
INOCULATION. See BUDDING.
INORDINATE proportion, is where

there are three magnitudes in one rank,
and three others proportional to them in

another, and you compare them in a dif-

ferent order. Thus suppose the numbers
in one rank to be 2, 3, 9 ; and those of

the other rank, 8, 24, 36 ; which are com-

pared in a different order, viz. 2 : 3 :: 24:

36 ;
and 3 : 9 :: 8 : 24. Then rejecting the

mean terms of each rank, you conclude
2 : 9 :: 8 : 36.

INQUEST, in law, an inquisition by
jurors, or jury, which is the most usual

trial of all causes, both civil and criminal,
within this realm.

INQUISITION, in law, a manner of

proceeding by way of search and exami-

nation, and used in the king's behalf on

temporal causes and process, in which
sense it is confounded with office. This

inquisition is upon an outlawry found, in

case oftreason and felony committed; upon
&felo de se, &c. to entitle the king to a

forfeiture of lands and goods ; and there

is no such nicety required in an in-

quisition as in pleading : because an

inquisition is only to inform the court

how process shall issue for the king,
whose title accrues by the attainder,
and not by the inquisition ; and yet, in

cases of the king and a common person,

inquisitions have been held void for uncer-

tainty. Some of the inquisitions are in

themselves convictions, and cannot after-

wards be traversed or denied, and there-

fore the inquest ought to hear all that can
be alleged on both sides. Of this na-

ture are all inquisitions of felo de se ; of

flight, in persons accused of felony ; of

deodands, and the like ; and presentment
of petty offences in the sheriff's term,

or court leet, whereupon the presiding
officer may set a fine. Other inquisi-
tions may be afterwards traversed and
examined ; as particularly the coroner's

inquisition of the death of a man; for in

such cases the offender may be arraigned
upon the inquisition, and dispute the truth

INROLLMENT, in law, is the register,

ing, recording, or entering in the rolls

of the Chancery, King's Bench, Common
Pleas, or Exchequer, or by the clerk of

the peace in the records of the quarter
sessions, ofany lawful act

;
a statute or

recognizance acknowledged, a deed of

bargain and sale of lands, and the like.

But the inrolling a deed does not make it

a record, though it thereby becomes a
deed recorded ; for there is a difference
between a matter of record and a thing
recorded to be kept in memory ;

a re-

cord being the entry in parchment of

judicial matters controverted in a court
of record, and whereof the court takes

notice, whereas an inrollment of a deed is

a private act of the parties concerned,
of which the court takes no cognizance
at the time of doing it, although the
court permits it. By statute 27"Henry
VIII. c. 16, no lands shall pass, whereby
any estate of inheritance or freehold
shall take effect, or any use thereof be

made, by reason only of any bargain
and sale thereof, except the bargain and
sale be made by writing indented, seal-

ed, and within six months enrolled in

one of the king's courts of record at

Westminster; or else within the county
where the lands He, before the clerk of
the peace, and one or more justices. But

by fifth Elizabeth, c. 26, in the counties

palatine, they may be enrolled at the

respective courts there, or at the assizes.

Every deed before it is enrolled is to be

acknowledged to be the deed of the par-

ty, before a master of chancery, or a

judge of the court wherein it is inrolled,
which is the officer's warrant for inrolling
it ; and the inrollment ofa deed, if it be ac-

knowledged by the grantor, it will be a

good proof of the deed itself upon trial.

But a deed' may be inrolled without the
examination of the party himself; for it is

sufficient if oath be made of the execu-
tion. If two are parties, and the deed be

acknowledged by one, the other is bound

by it. And if a man live abroad, and
would have lands here in England, a no-

minal person may be joined with him in

the deed, who may acknowledge it here,
and it will be binding. There have been

plans proposed for the inrolling all coa-
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veyances of lands, and registering them,
in order to secure men's titles ; but this

has been objected to by the landed inte-

rest in parliament, chiefly from motives
of delicacy.

INSCRIBED, in geometry. A figure
is said to be inscribed in another, when
all its angles touch the sides or planes of

the other figure.

INSCRIPTION, a title or writing carv-

ed, engraved, or affixed to any tiling, to

give a more distinct knowledge of it, or
to transmit some important truth to pos-

terity. The inscriptions mentioned by
Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus suffi-

ciently shew that this was the first me-
thod ofconveying instruction to mankind,
and transmitting the knowledge of history
and sciences to posterity ; thus the an-
cients engraved upon pillars both the prin-

ciples of sciences, and the history of the
world. PisistraUis carved precepts of

husbandry on pillars of stone ; and the
treaties of confederacy between the Ro-
mans and Jews were engraved on plates
of brass. Hence, antiquarians have been

very curious in examining the inscriptions
on ancient ruins, coins, medals, &c.

INSECTS, in natural history. We
have, under the article ENTOMOLOGY,
given an account of the Linnaean system
of this department of natural history.
We shall, in this place, enumerate some
of those circumstances which form the
line of distinction between insects and
other animals. Insects are not furnish-

ed with red blood, but instead of it their

vessels contain a transparent lymph. This

may serve to distinguish them from the

superior animals, but it is common to

them with many of the inferior ; though
Cuvierhas lately demonstrated the exist-

ence of a kind of red blood in some of

the vermes. They are destitute of inter-

nal bones ; but, in place of them, are fur-

nished with a hard external covering, to

which the muscles are attached, which
serves them both for skin and bones ;

they are likewise without a spine formed
of vertebrae, which is found in all the su-

perior classes of animals. They are fur-

nished with articulated legs, six or more ;

this circumstance distinguishes them from
all other animals destitute of a spine
formed of vertebrae. A very great number
of insects undergo a metamorphosis : this

takes place in all the winged insects.

They frequently change their skin in the

progress of their growth. A very great
number of insects are furnished with jaws
placed transversely.
The wings with which a very great
VOL. VI.

number of insects are furnished distin-

guish them from all other animals, which
are not furnished with a spine compos-
ed of vertebrae. Insects are generally
oviparous; scorpions and aphides, dur-

ing the summer months, are viviparous.
Insects have no nostrils, are destitute
of voice : they are not furnished with a
distinct heart, composed of ventricle and
auricle. Incubation is not necessary for

hatching their eggs. Insects, like -all

other organized bodies, which form the
animal and vegetable kingdoms, are com-

posed of fluids and solids. In the four

superior classes of animals, viz. quadru-
peds, birds, reptiles and fishes, the bones
form the most solid part, and occupy the
interior part both ofthe trunk and limbs ;

they are surrounded with muscles, liga-

ments, cellular membrane, and skin.

The matter is reversed in the class of

insects ; the exterior part is most solid,

serving at the same time both for skin

and bones ; it encloses the muscles and
internal organs, gives firmness to the

whole body, and, by means of its articu-

lations, the limbs, and different parts of

the body, perform their various motions.

In many insects, such as the crab, lob-

ster, &c., the external covering is very
hard, and destitute of organization ; it is

composed of a calcareous earth, mixed
with a small quantity of gelatine, formed

by an exudation from the surface* of the

body. As its great hardness would check
the growth of the animal, nature has pro-
vided a remedy ; all of these crustaceous

insects cast their shell annually. See
CRUSTS. The skin of most of the other
insects is softer and organized, being
formed of a number of thin membranes,
adhering closely to one another, and put-

ting on the appearance of hern. It owes
its greater softness to a larger proportion
of gelatine. The muscles of insects con-

sist of fibres formed of fasciculi ; there
are commonly but two

muscles
to pro-

duce motion in any of their limbs, the one
an extensor, the other a flexor. These
muscles are commonly attached to a ten-

don, composed of a horny substance, con-
nected to the part which they are des-

tined to put in motion. In most insects,
the brain is situated a little above the

oesophagus; it divides into two large
branches, which surround the oesopha-

gus,
and unite again under it, from which

junction a whitish nervous cord pro-
ceeds, corresponding to the spinal mar-
row of the superior animals, which ex-

tends the whole length of the body,

forming in its course twelve or thirteen

Oo
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knots or ganglions, from each of which
small nerves proceed to different parts
of the body. Whether insects be en-
dowed with any senses different from
those of the superior animals cannot ea-

sily be ascertained. It appears pretty
evident that they possess vision, hearing

1

,

smell, and touch ; as to the sense of taste,
we are left to conjecture, for we are ac-

quainted with no facts, by which we can

prove that insects do or do not enjoy the
sense of taste. The eyes of insects are
of two kinds ; the one compound, com-

posed of lenses, large, and only two in

number ; the other are small, smooth,
and vary in number, from two to eight.
The small lenses, which form the com-

pound eyes, are very numerous ; they
amount, in some insects, to many hun-
dreds. .The far greater number of insects

have only two eyes, but some have three,
as the scolopendra; some four, as gyrinus;
some six, as scorpions ; some eight, as

spiders. The eyes of insects are com-

monly immoveable ; crabs, however, have
the power of moving their eyes. That
insects are endowed with the sense of

hearing can no longer be disputed, since

frog-hoppers, crickets, &c. furnish us with
undeniable proofs of the fact. Nature
has provided the males of these insects

with the means of calling their females,

by an instrument fitted to produce a
sound which is heard by the latter. The
male and female death-watch give notice
of each other's presence, by repeatedly
striking with their mandibles against old

wood, &c. their favourite haunts. Their
ears have been discovered to be placed
at the root of their antennae, and can be

distinctly seen in some ofthe larger kinds,
as the lobster. That insects enjoy the

faculty of smelling is very evident ; it is

the most perfect of all their senses.

Beetles, of various sorts, the different spe-
cies of dermestes, flies, &c. perceive at a
considerable distance the smell of ordure
and dead bodies, and resort in swarms to

the situations in which they occur, either

for the purpose of procuring food, or lay-

ing their eggs. Insects feed on a great
variety of substances; there arefewthings
either in the vegetable or animal king-
doms which are not consumed by some of
them. The leaves, flowers, fruit, and
even the ligneous parts of vegetables, af-

ford nourishment to a very numerous
class; animal bodies, both dead and alive,
even man himself, is preyed on by many
of them : several species of the louse, of
the acarus, of the gnat, and the common
flea, draw their nourishment from the sur-

face ofhis body; the pulex ulcerans pe-

netrates the cuticle, and even enters his

flesh. A species of gadfly, oestrus hominis,

deposits its eggs under his skin, where
the larvae feed. Other caterpillars insin-

uate themselves into different cavities of
his body. All the inferior animals have
their peculiar parasitical insects, which
feed on them during their life. There
are some insects which can feed only on
one species. Many caterpillars, both of

moths and butterflies, feed on the leaves

of some particular vegetable, and would

die, could they not obtain this. There
are others which can make use of two or

three kinds of vegetables, but which never
attain full perfection, except when they
are fed on one particular kind ; for ex-

ample, the common silk-worm, which eats

readily all the species of mulberry, and
even common lettuce, neither attains so

great a size, nor produces so much silk,

as when fed on the white mulberry.
There are a great many which feed indis-

criminately on a variety of vegetables.
Almost all herbivorous insects eat a great
deal, and very frequently ; and IT ost of

them perish, if deprived of food but for a
short time. Carnivorous insects can live

a long while without food, as the carabus,

ditiscus, &c. As many insects cannot trans-

port themselves easily in quest offood, to

places at a distance from one another, na-

ture has furnished the perfect insects of

many species with an instinct, which leads

them to deposit their eggs in situations

where the larvae, as soon as hatched, may
find that kind of food which is best adapt,
ed to their nature. Most of the butter-

flies, though they flutter about, and col-

lect the nectareous juice of a variety of

flowers, as food for themselves, always de-

posit their eggs on or near to those vege-
tables destined by nature to become the

food of their larvae. The various species
of ichneumon deposit their eggs in the
bodies of those insects on which their lar-

vae feed. See ICHNEUMON. The sirex and

sphex are likewise careful to deposit their

eggs in situations where their larvae, when
hatched, may find subsistence. The sphex
figulus deposits its eggs on the bodies of

spiders which it has killed, and encloses

it in a cell composed of clay. Some in-

sects, at different periods of their exist-

ence, makes use ofaliment of very differ-

ent properties ; the larvae of some are car-

nivorous, while the perfect insect feeds

on the nectareous juice of flowers : e. sf.

sirex, ichneumon, &c. The larvae of most
of the lepidopterous insects feed on the

leaves and young shoots of vegetables,
while the perfect insects either take no
food at all, or subsist on the sweet juice
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which they extract from flowers : indeed,
the construction of their mouths pre-
.vents them from taking any other than
fluid food.

We shall now refer to the functions of
insects : beginning with respiration, which
is the act ofinhaling and exhaling the air

into and out of the lungs. Quadrupeds,
birds, and most of the amphibia, breathe
t hrough the mouth and nostrils. The air,

when received into the lungs, is mixed
with the blood, and imparts to it some-

thing necessary, and carries offsomething
noxious. Some authors have asserted,
that insects have no lungs ; but later ex-

periments and observations show, that no

species wants them, or, at least, some-

thing similar to them ; and in many insects

they are larger in proportion to their bo-

dies than in other animals. In most of
them they lie at or near to the surface of

. the body, and send out lateral pores or
tracheae.

The respiration of insects has attracted

the attention of many naturalists, and it is

found that insects do not breathe through
the mouth or nostrils ; that there are a
number of vessels, for the reception of

,air, placed along on each side of the body,
which are commonly called spiracula,
which are subdivided into a number of
smaller vessels, or bronchiae ; that the

vessels, or tracheae, which proceed from
the pores on the sides, are not composed
of a simple membrane, but are tubes
formed of circular rugae ; that the spira-
cula are distinguishable, and are covered
with a small scaly plate, with an opening
in the middle like a button-hole, which is

furnished with membranes, or threads, to

prevent the admission of extraneous
bodies.

Insects are the only animals without

vertebrae, in which the sexes are distin-

guished. Copulation is performed in them
by the introduction of the parts ofgener-
tion of the male into those of the female.
All insects are either male or female, ex-

cept in a few of the genera of the order

Hymenoptera, such as the bee, ant, &c.
where individuals are to be found, which
are neither male nor female ; and on that

account called neuters. Among the bees,
the neuters form the far greater part of
the community, and perform the office of
labourers. Among the ants, the neuters
are very numerous, and constitute the

only active members of the society. It

has been alleged, that these neuters are

nothing but females, whose parts have not
been developed for want of proper nou-
rishment. Oliver, however, after strict

examination, is disposed to think them

really different, though he does not ad-
duce facts sufficient to establish his opi-
nion. The parts which distinguish the
male from the female may be divided into
two classes, viz. 1. Those which are not
directly connected with generation. 2.
Those which are absolutely necessary for
the purposes of generation. The circum-
stances which have no direct communica-
tion with generation, which serve to point
out the distinction between the sexes, are
the difference of size observable in the
male and female ; the brightness of the
colour in each ; the form and number of
articulations of the antennae ; the size and
form of their wings ; the presence or ab-
sence of a sting ;

the male is always small-
er than the female; the female ant is

nearly six times larger than the male;
the female cochineal is from twelve to
fifteen times the size of the male; the
female termes is two hundred or three
hundred times the size of the male ; the
colours of the male are commonly much
more brilliant than those of the female ;

this is particularly the case in lepidopter-
ous insects ; in some insects, the colour
of the male is totally different from that of
the female; the antennze of the male are

commonly of a different form, and larger
than those of the female ; frequently the
males are furnished with wings, while the
females have none ; the lampyris, coccus,
and blatta, and several molhs, afford an
example of this ; the female bee is fur-
nished with a sting, while the male is des-
titute of one; the males of some insects
are furnished with sharp prominent points,

resembling horns, situated either on the
head or breast, which are either not per-
ceptible, or very faintly marked, in the
female. The parts essential to generation
.afford the best distinguishing mark

; in
most insects they are situated near the

extremity ofthe rectum ; by pressing the
abdomen near to the anus, they may fre-

quently be made to protrude; but the

parts of generation are not always situat-

ed near the anus : in the spiders, they are
situated in the feelers; in the libellula,
the male organ is situated in the breast,
while that of the female is placed at the
anus.

The eggs of insects are of two sorts :

the first membranaceous, like the eggs
of the tortoise, and the other reptiles;
the other covered with a shell like those
of the birds ; their figure varies exceed-

ingly ; some are round, some elliptical,
some lenticular, some cylindrical, some

pyramidal, some flat, some square, but
the round and oval are the most common.
The eggs of insects seldom increase in
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size, from the time they have been depo-
sited by ihe parent till they are hatched ;

those of the tenthredo, however, and of
same others, are observed to increase in.

bulk. At first there is nothing to be per-
ceived in the eg-gs of insects but a watery
fluid ; after some little time, an obscure

point is observable in the centre, which,

according to Swammerdam, is not the in-

sect itself, but only its head, which first

acquires consistence and colour : and the
same author alleges, that insects do not
increase in bulk in the egg

1

, but that their

parts only acquire shape and consistence.

Under the shell of the egg, there is a thin

and very delicate pellicle, in which the
insect is enveloped, which may be com-

pared to the chorion and amnios, which
surround the foetus in quadrupeds. The
little insect remains in the egg till the

fluids are dissipated, and till its limbs have

acquired strength to break the egg, and
make its escape ; the different species of
insects remain inclosed in the egg for very
different periods ; some continue inclosed

only a few days, others remain for seve-

ral months. The eggs of many insects re-

main without being
1 hatched during the

whole winter, and the young insects do
not come forth from them till the season
at which the leaves of the vegetables, on
which ihey feed, begin to expand. When
the insects are ready to break their pri-

son, they commonly attempt to pierce the
shell with their teeth, and form a circular

hole, through which they put forth first

one leg, and then another, till they ex-
tricate themselves entirely.

Insects are by far the most numerous
class of animals : about eleven thousand

species have been described by Gmelin,
in the last edition of the "

System of Na-
ture :" a great many more have been de-
scribed by other naturalists since the pub-
lication of that work ; and a very consi-

derable number are to be met with in the
cabinets of the curious, which have not as

yet been described by any author. In
those parts of the world which we are
best acquainted with, we may easily sup-
pose that many species of insects exist,
which have hitherto escaped notice. The
minuteness of some insects makes them
easily overlooked ; the agility of others
renders the catching of them difficult ;

the retired situations which many of them
haunt favour their concealment. In the

unexplored parts of America, Africa, and
Asia, many thousand species must exist

utterly unknown to naturalists : all these
circumstances render it very probable,
that not one half of the insects which ex-
ist in the world have hitherto been de-

scribed. In order to exhibit the propor-
tion they bear to plants, it may be proper
to remark, that, as inhabitants of England,
eight thousand species have been already
described, and only three thousand plants.

Insects afford nourishment to a great
number of the superior animals: many of

the fishes, reptiles, and birds, draw the

principal part of their sustenance from
that source. The immense swarms of dif-

ferent species of crab, which abound in

every sea, directly or indirectly form the

principal part of the food of the cod, had-

dock, herring, and a great variety of
fishes. The snake, lizard, frog, and many
other reptiles, feed both on land and aqua-
tic insects. Gallinaceous fowls, and many
of the small birds, &c. feed on insects.

Swallows, indeed, feed entirely on wing-
ed insects. They afford food, likewise,
to many of the mammalia, viz. to many
species of the bat, to the ant-eater, &c.
and even to man himself. Many species
of crab, viz. lobster, common crab, shrimp,
prawn, land-crab, &c. are reckoned deli-

cacies. The larvae of some coleopterous
insects and locusts form part of the food
of man. Insects, likewise, by consuming
decayed animal and vegetable matter,

which, if left to undergo the putrefactive

process on the surface of the ground,
might taint the atmosphere with pestilen-
tial vapours, preserve the air pure for the

respiration of man and other animals.

INSERTION, in anatomy, the close

conjunction of the vessels, tendons, fibres,
and membranes of the body, with some
other parts.

INSOLATION, in chemistry, a term
sometimes made use of to denote that

exposure to the sun, which is made in or-

der to promote tne chemical action of one
substance upon another: one of the most

striking experiments of this kind is that
of the exposure of vegetables, as fresh-

gathered cabbage-leaves, in a glass jar of

water, to the rays of the sun, by the ac-

tion of which a large quantity of pure ox-

ygen gas is obtained.

INSOLUBILITY, in chemistry. The
insolubility ofa substance in a fluid, which
is the medium of chemical action, has an
influence on that action somewhat simi-

lar to that of cohesion, and is nothing but
a modification of it, in relation to the fluid

in which it is exerted. If substances in

their liquid state be made to act on each
other, their action will meet with little

foreign resistance, and will be, in a great
measure, proportioned to their affinity
and quantity ; but if one of them be solid,
and be farther insoluble in the fluid,

which is the medium of action, the insolu-
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ble matter must present comparatively
few points of contact ; it must be always
withdrawn from the sphere of action, and
of course, if it be opposed to a combina-

tion, it can act with comparatively little

energy. From the same cause, if it be a

compound, and be acted on by any sub-

stance tending to combine with one of its

principles, its insolubility must in some
measure protect it, as abstracting it from
the action of the decomposing substance.

INSOLVENT debtors. Insolvent acts

are statutes passed for the purpose of re-

leasing from prison, and sometimes from
their debts, persons whose transactions

have not been of such a nature as would

subject them to the bankrupt laws. Their

discharge is usually from all suits and im-

prisonment, upon delivering up all their

estates and effects, real and personal, for

the benefit of their creditors.

INSPIRATION, among divines, &c. im-

plies the conveying of certain extraordi-

nary and supernatural notices or motions
into the mind ; or it denotes any superna-
tural influence of God upon the mind of a

rational creature, whereby he is formed
to any degree of intellectual improve-
ments, to which he could not, or would

not, in fact, have attained in his present
circumstances, in a natural way. Thus
the prophets are said to have spoken by
divine inspiration.
Some authors reduce the inspiration of

the sacred writers to a particular care of

Providence, which prevented any thing
they had said from failing or coming to

nought ; maintaining, that they never
were really inspired either with know-

ledge or expression. According to others,

inspiration is no more than a direction of
the Holy Spirit, which never permitted
the sacred writers to be mistaken. It is

a common opinion, that the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit regards only the matter,
not the style or words.

Theological writers have enumerated
several kinds ofinspiration; such as "an
inspiration of superintendency," in which
God does so influence and direct the mind
of any person, as to keep him more se-

cure from error in some various and com-

plex discourse, than he would have been

merely by the use of his natural faculties ;

"
plenary superintendent inspiration,"

which excludes any mixture of error from
the performance so superintended ;

" in-

spiration of elevation," where the facul-

ties act in a regular, and, as it seems, in

a common manner, yet are raised to an

extraordinary degree, so that the compo-
ser shall, upon the whole, have more of
the true sublime or pathetic, than natu-

ral genius could have given ; and "
inspi-

ration of suggestion," when the use of the
faculties is superseded, and God does, as
it were, speak directly to the mind, mak-
ing such discoveries to it, as it could not
otherwise have obtained, and dictating
the very words in which such discoveries
are to be communicated, if they are de-

signed as a message to others.

It is generally allowed, that the New-
Testament was written by a superintend-
ent inspiration ; fur without this the dis-

courses and doctrines of Christ could not
have been faithfully recorded by the

Evangelists and Apostles ; nor could they
have assumed the authority of .speaking
the words of Christ, and evinced this au-

thority by the actual exercise of miracu-
lous powers ; and, besides, the sacred

writings bear many obvious internal

marks of their divine original, in the ex-

cellence of their doctrines, the spiritual-

ity and elevation of their design, the ma-

jesty and simplicity of thfcir stile, the

agreement of their various parts, and
their efficacy on mankind ; to which may
be added, that there has been in the
Christian church, from its earliest ages, a

constant tradition, that the sacred books
were written by the extraordinary assis-

tance of the Spirit, which must at least

amount to superintendent inspiration; but
it has been controverted, whether this in-

spiration extended to every minute cir-

cumstance in their writings, so as to be in

the most absolute sense plenary. Jerome,
Grotius, Erasmus, Episcopius, and many
others, maintain, that it was not : whilst

others contend, that the emphatical man-
ner in which our Lord speaks of the agen-

cy ofthe spirit upon them, and in which

they themselves speak of their own writ-

ings, will justify our believing that their

inspiration was plenary, unless there be

very convincing evidence brought on the

other side to prove that it was not : and if

we allow, it is said, that there were some
errors in the New Testament, as it came
from the hands of the Apostles, there may
be great danger of subverting the main

purpose and design of it ; since there will

be endless room to debate the importance
both of facts and doctrines. See Dod-

dridge's Lectures.

INSTALMENT, the instating or -esta-

blishing a person in some dignity. This

word is chiefly used for the induction of a

dean, prebendary, or other ecclesiastical

dignitary, into the possession of his stall,

or other proper seat, in the cathedral to

which he belongs. It is also used for the

ceremony whereby the knights of the

garter are placed in their rank, in the
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chapel of St. George at Windsor, and on

many other like occasions. It is some-
times termed installation.

INSTANT, such a part of duration
wherein we perceive no succession ; or,
it is that which takes up the time only of
one idea in our minds.

INSTINCT, an appellation given to

the sagacity and natural inclinations of

brutes, which supplies the place of reason
in mankind.

INSTITUTES, in literary history, a
book containing the elements of the Ro-
man law, and constitutes the last part of
the civil law. The Institutes are di-

vided into four books, and contain an

abridgment ofthe whole body of the civil

law, being designed for the use of stu-

dents.

INSTITUTION, to a benefice, is that

whereby the ordinary commits the cure
of souls to the parson presented, as by
induction he obtains a temporal right to

the profits of the living. Previous to the

institution, the oath against simony,
the oaths of allegiance and supremacy,
are to be taken ; and, if it be a vicarage,
the oath of residence. They are also to

subscribe the thirty-nine articles, and the
. articles concerning the king's supremacy,
and the book ofcommon prayer.
INSULATED, in electricity, a term ap-

plied to bodies that are supported by
electrics, or non-conductors, so that their

communication with the earth, by con-

ducting substances, is interrupted.
INSURANCE, or ASSURANCE, in law

and commerce, a contract or agreement,
whereby one or more persons, called in-

surers, assurers, &c. oblige themselves to

answer for the loss of a ship, house,

goods, &c. in consideration of a premium
paid by the proprietors of the things in-

sured. See ASSUKAHCE.

INSURANCE, marine. Insurance is a
contract of indemnity, whereby the party,
in consideration of a stipulated sum, un-
dertakes to indemnify the other against
certain specific perils or risks to which
he is exposed, or against the occurrence
ofsuch events. The party who takes on
himself the risk, is called the insurer ; the

party protected by the insurance is called

the insured ; the sum paid to the insurer,
as the price of this risk, is called the

premium ; and the written instrument,
in which the contract is set forth, and re-

duced into form, is called a policy of in-

surance.
Marine insurance is made for the pro-

tection of persons having an interest in

ships, or goods on board, from the loss or

damage which may happen from the pe-
rils of the sea, during a certain voyage,
or for a fixed period of time.

In this country all persons, whether
British subjects or aliens, may in general
be insured ; the only exception is in the
case of an alien enemy. He cannot main-
tain an action on a policy on goods,
though they were shipped before the war
commenced ; nor can an agent of such
insured maintain the action, though he
be a creditor of the insured for more than
the sum insured.

The statute 6 George I. c. 18, autho-
rized the king to grant charters to two
distinct companies or corporations, called

the Royal Exchange Assurance, and
London Assurance ; for the insurance of

ships, goods, and merchandises, at sea, or

going to sea, and for lending money on

bottomry. They are invested with all

the powers usually granted to corpora-
tions, and the privilege of purchasing
lands to the amount of one thousand

pounds per annum each, to provide a suf-

ficient capital to insure all demands on
their policies. All other companies are

restrained from insuring ships and goods
at sea, or lending money on bottomry
And all policies made by any other cor-

poration, and any copartnerships, shall

be void, and the sums underwritten for-

feited, and all bottomry bonds deemed
usurious : but the right of individual in-

surers continues as before the act. Con-
tracts made in derogation of the rights
of the insurance companies are illegal and
void.

Ships, freight, goods, and merchan-

dises, &c. are the proper subjects of ma-
rine insurance, and there are certain arti-

cles which, from motives of public policy, i

cannot be legally insured in this country,
and others which can only be insured un-

der particular restrictions.

Insurance being a contract of indem-

nity from loss or damage, arising upon i

an uncertain event, there cannot be an
;

indemnity without a loss, nor a loss with-

out an interest ; a policy, therefore, with-

out interest, is not an insurance, but a

mere wager. Different persons, having ;

each a qualified property in goods, may ;

insure them to the full value. A reasona-

ble expectation of profit, on a well <

founded expectation of a future interest

in the thing insured, is an insurable

interest.

Wager policy. This is usually conceiv- i

ed in the terms, interest or no interest,

or, without further proof of interest

than the policy, to preclude all inquiry
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into the interest of the insured, and as a

consequence of the insured's having no
interest in the pretended subject of the

Colicy,

it follows, that the insurer cannot
e liable for any partial loss.

INSURANCE lie. A policy of insurance

being once signed, the underwriters are
bound by the terms of it, nor can they be
released from their contract without the
consent of the insured. But an under-
writer may shift it, or part of it, from
himself to other insurers, by causing a

re-insurance to be made on the same
risk, and the new insurers will be re-

sponsible to him in case of loss to the
amount of the re-insurance. But the re-

insurer is only responsible to the original
insurer, and not to the original insured.
Thus stands the law on this subject in

most of the states of Europe ;
but in

England, by the 19 George II. c. 37,
re-insurances are prohibited, except in

case of the insolvency or death of the

original insurer. This has been held to
extend not only to British, but also to fo-

reign ships.

INSURANCE, double, is where the in-

sured make two insurances on the same
risk and the same interest. A double in-

surance, though it be made with a view
to a double satisfaction in case of loss,
and is therefore in the nature of a wager,
is not void. The two policies are consi-
dered as making but one insurance, and
are good to the extent of the value of the
effects put in risk. All the underwriters
in this case contribute in proportion to
their several subscriptions; and therefore,
if the insured should sue only on one of
the policies, the underwriters on that

policy may recover a rateable contribution
from those on the other.

Of the voyage. No insurance can be

legally made upon any voyage under-
taken contrary to the laws of this king-
dom, or to those of its dependencies, or
to the law of nations, and it is immaterial
whether the insurer was or was not in-

formed that the voyage was illegal. An
insurance, therefore, upon a voyage un-
dertaken contrary to the navigation law,
is void.

INSURANCES, risks against -which may
Ite made. Insurances may be made against
all the risks or perils which are incident
to sea voyages, subject, however, to cer-

tain exceptions, founded in public policy
and the interests of humanity, which re-

quire, that in certain cases men shall not
be permitted to protect themselvesagainst
some particular perils of insurance. But

an insurer cannot make himself answera-

ble for a loss proceeding from the fault
of the insured. No insurance can be
made, even against the perils of the sea,
upon illegal commerce. In order to con-
fine insurances against real and important
losses arising from the perils of the sea,
and to obviate disputes respeciing losses
from the perishable quality of the goods
insured, and all trivial subjects of litiga-
tion, it appears to be the general law of
all states, that the insurer shall not be
liable for any average loss, unless it ex-
ceed one per cent, beside which, a clause
has been introduced into policies, that
the insurer shall not be liable for any par-
tial loss under a given rate per cent. In

England it is now constantly stipulated in
all policies, that upon certain enumerated
articles the insurer shall not be answera-
ble for any partial loss whatever ; that

upon certain others, liable to partial in-

juries, but less difficult to be preserved
at sea, he shall only be liable for partial
losses above three per cent. But this

does not extend to the losses, however
small, called general average, and losses

occasioned by the stranding of the ship,
and the loss by stranding must be an im-
mediate loss.

Commencement and continuance of the

risk. In England the commencement of
the risk of the ship varies in almost every
case. In outward-bound voyages, it is

generally made to commence from her

beginning to load at her port of depar-
ture. Sometimes privateers on a cruise,

ships engaged in the coasting trade, or
in short voyages, are insured for a limited

period of time ; and in such case the risk

commences and ends with the term,
wherever the ship may then happen to be.

If a ship is ensured from the port of Lon-
don to any other port, and before she
breaks ground an accident happens to

her, the insurers are not answerable, for

the risk does not commence till she sets

sail on her departure from the port of
London. But if the insurance be allow-

ed, and from the port of London, the in-

surers are liable to any accident that may
happen to her from the time of subscrib-

ing the policy. When a ship, expected to

arrive at a certain place abroad, is in-

sured at and from that place, or from her
arrival there, the risk begins from the

first Jmoment of her arrival at the place

specified, and the words first arrival are

implied, and always understood, in poli-
cies so worded. The risk in such cases

continues there as long as the ship is pre-

paring for the voyage insured ; but if all

thought of the voyage be laid aside, and
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the ship be suffered to lay there for a

length of time, with the owner's privity,
the insurers are not liable. In English
policies, it is usually made to continue

only until the ship has moored at anchor

twenty-four hours in good safely, and on
such policies the insurer is liable for no
loss sitcr 'hat time.

.
To charge the insurer, it is not enough

that a loss has happened at sea, it must

appear to have happened in the course
of the voyage, and during the continu-
ance of the risk insured. Upon goods,
the risk does not commence until they
are actually on hoard the ship, and there-

fore the insurer is not answerable for

any loss or damage which may happen to

them while they are on the passage to

the ship, and, in general, the risk on

goods continues no longer than while

they are on board the ship mentioned in

the policy, and that if they be removed
from on board that ship and landed, or

put on board another ship, without the
consent of the insurers, the contract is at

an end.

Policies, with reference to the reality
of the interest of the insured, are distin-

guished into interest and wager policies ;

with reference to the amount of the in-

terest, they are distinguished into open
and valued. An interest policy is where
the insured-has a real, substantial, assign-
able interest in the thing insured, in

which case only it is a contract of in-

demnity. A wager policy is a pretended
insurance, where the insured has no in-

terest in the thing insured. Insurances
of this sort are usually expressed by the
words interest or no interest, or without
further proof of interest than the policy,
or without benefit of salvage to the in-

surer, and these are wholly illegal. An
open policy is where the amount of the
insured is not fixed by the policy, but is

left to be ascertained by the insured, in

case a loss should happen. A valued

policy is where a value has been set on
the ship or goods insured, and the value
is inserted in the policy in the nature of

liquidated damages, to save the necessity
of proving it in case of total loss.

Every fact and circumstance relating to

the contract of insurance must be stated

with the most scrupulous regard to truth.

The voyage insured must, therefore, be

truly and accurately described in the

policy ; namely, the time and place at

which the risk is to begin, the place of
the ship's departure, the place of her
destination, and the time when the risk

shall end ; whether on goods or on the

ship. If a blank be left for the place

either of the ship's departure or destina-

tion, the policy will be void for the un-

certainty.
A warranty is a stipulation or agree-

ment on the part of the insured, in nature
of a,condition precedent, or thing abso-

lutely and strictly to be performed, as the

very basis of the contract ; as that the

thing insured is neutral property ;
that the

ship is of such a force, that she sailed, or
was well on such a day, &c. ; or as that a

ship shall sail an or before some given
day; that she shall depart with convoy;
that she shall be manned with such a

complement of men, &c. These warran-
ties are either expressed or implied.
An implied warranty is that which

reasonably results from the nature of the

contract, as that the ship shall be sea-

worthy when she sails on the voyage in-

sured, that the voyage is lawful, and shall

be performed according to law, and in

the usual course, and without deviation.

There are five things essential to a

sailing with convoy : 1. It must be with
the regular convoy appointed by govern-
ment. 2. It must be from the place of
rendezvous appointed by government.
3. It must -be a convoy for the voyage.
4. The ship insured must have sailing in-

structions. 5. She must depart and con-
tinue with the convoy till the end of the

voyage, unless separated by necessity.
Neutral property, in the sense of which,

that expression must be understood in

this warranty, is that which belongs to
the subjects of a state in amity with the

belligerent powers. The documents re-

quisite for neutral ships are : l.The pass-

port. 2. The sea-letter, or sea-brief.

3. The proofs of property, which ought
to show that the ship really belongs to

the subjects of a neutral state. 4. The
muster-roll. 5. The charter-party. 6.

The bill of lading. 7. The invoices. 8.

The log-book, or ship's journal. 9. The
bill of health. But though the want of
some of these papers may be taken as

strong presumptive evidence, yet it is

not conclusive evidence against the ship's

neutrality.

Representations. A representation in an

insurance is denoted to be a collateral

statement, either by word of mouth, or
in writing, of such facts or circumstances
relative to the proposed adventure, and
not inserted in the policy, as are neces-

sary for the information of the insurer, to

enable him to form a just estimate of the

risk.

A misrepresentation in a material point
avoids the contract ; and the insured can-

not recover on the policy for loss arising
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a cause unconnected with the fact

misrepresented. So if it be made with-

out knowing whether it be true or false,

or even if the person making it believe
it to be true ; but if he only give it as

his belief, without knowing the contrary,
it will not affect the contract. Conceal-
ment consists in a fraudulent suppression
of any fact or circumstance material to

the risk. This, like every other fraud,
avoids the contract ab initio, upon princi-

ples of natural justice. But it is not

merely on the ground of fraud that a con-
cealment avoids the contract; even an
innocent concealment of material facts

will avoid the policy.
Sea-worthiness. In every insurance,

whether of ship or goods, there is an im-

plied warranty of the sea-worthiness of
the ship, that is to say, that she shall be

tight, staunch, and strong, properly
manned, and provided with all necessary
stores, and in every other respect fit for

the voyage.
Deviation, is a voluntary departure,

without reasonable cause, from the regu-
lar course of the voyage insured. From
the moment this happens the contract
becomes void. The course ofthe voyage
does not mean the nearest possible way,
but the usual and regular course. Ac-

cordingly, stopping at certain places on
the voyage is no deviation, if it be cus-

tomary so to do
; but such usage can

only be supported by long and regular
practice.

Loss, is either total or partial. The
term total loss means not only the total

destruction of, but also such damage to

the thing insured, as renders it of little

or no value to the insured, although it

may specifically remain. Thus, a loss is

said to be total, if, in consequence ofthe
misfortune that has happened, the voyage
be lost or not worth pursuing, and the

projected adventure frustrated; or if the
value of what is saved be less than the

freight, 8cc. A partial loss is any thing
short of a to*talloss; such losses are some-
times styled average losses. Losses by
perils ofthe sea are generally understood
to be such accidents or misfortunes as

proceed from sea damage ; that is to say,
such as arise from stress of weather,
winds, waves, lightning, tempests, rocks,
sands, &c.

If a ship be not heard of for a reason-
able time, she shall be presumed to have
foundered at sea, and the insured has a

right to recover, as such, from the un-
derwriter. A loss by fire, which is merely
accidental, and not , imputable to the
master or mariners, is undoubtedly within
VOL. VI.

the policy. If a ship be burnt by orter
of the state where she happens to be, to
prevent infection, this also has been held
a loss within the policy.

If a ship be attacked by an enemy, and
the captain, unable to defend her, leave
and set fire to her, to prevent her from
falling into the enemy's hands, the insurer
is said to be liable.

Capture is where a ship is taken by an
enemy in war, or by way of reprisals, or
by a pirate. Capture may be with an in-
tent to possess the ship and cargo, or
only to seize the goods on board as con-
traband; the former is a capture, the
latter only an arrest or detention. Every
capture, whether lawful or unlawful, is

within the policy ; provided the words of
the policy be sufficiently comprehensive.
Where the ship is re-captured before
abandonment, it is a partial loss ; and the
insurer is bound to pay the salvage, and
other necessary expenses the insured may
have incurred to recover his property.
In general, wherever a ship is taken by
the enemy, the insured may abandon, and
demand as for a total loss ; but he is not
bound to abandon; if he do, the insurer,
in case of re-capture, will stand in his

place, and is liable for all fair charges oc-
casioned by the capture.

Loss by detention ofprinces, &c. There
is an obvious difference between this and
capture ; the object of the one is prize,
that ofthe other detention, with a design
to restore the ship or goods detained, or

pay the value to the owner: and though
neither of these should be done, sfill it

must be considered as the arrest of

princes, the character of any action de-

pending on the original design with
which it was done. An arrest of princes
may be at sea as well as in port, if it be
done from public necessity, and not with
a view to plunder.

Loss by barratry. Barratry isany species
of fraud committed by the master or

mariners, whereby the owners sustain an

injury; as by running away with the ship,

wilfully carrying her out of her course,

sinking or deserting her, embezzling the

cargo, smuggling, or any other offence,

whereby the ship or cargo may be sub-

jected to arrest, detention, loss, or for-

feiture. No fault of the master or mari-
ners amounts to barratry, unless it pro-
ceed from an intention to defraud the

owners; therefore a deviation, if made
through ignorance, unskilfulness, or any
motive which is not fraudulent, although
it will avoid the policy, does not amount
to barratry.

Loss by average contributions. The
Pp
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goods on board are, in proportion to their

respective interests, liable to contribute
towards any particular loss or expense in-

curred for the general safety of the ship
or cargo, so that the particular loser may
not be a greater sufferer than the other
owners of the goods. Thus, where the

goods ofa particular merchant are thrown
overboard to lighten the ship ; where the

masts, cables, anchors, or other furniture

of the ship are cut away, or destroyed,
for the safety of the whole ; in these, and
similar cases, the loss is the proper sub-

ject of a general contribution, and ought
to be rateably borne by the owners of the

ship, freight, and cargo, so that the loss

may fall proportionably on all. As to the

articles liable to contribute, the rule is,

that the ship, freight, and every thing
remaining of the cargo, is subject to this

charge ; therefore, money, plate, and

jewels, are as much liable as more heavy
and bulky goods. But the persons on

board, their wearing apparel, and the

jewels belonging to it, shall not contri-

bute; neither are seamen's wages liable to

contribHte.

Loss by expense ofsalvage. At common
law, the party has a lien on every thing
saved, till payment of salvage ; but the

regulations now principally in force are
ascertained by the statutes 12 Anne, c.

18, 26. Geo. II. c. 19, 33. Geo. III. c.

66. The insured need not in his action

declare for salvage, but may recover un-
der a declaration for the loss which oc-

casioned it, and the damage which the

goods have sustained. In case of neutral

ships captured by the enemy, and re-

taken by British men-of-war, or priva-
'teers, the Court of Admiralty has a dis-

cretionary power of adjusting the sal-

vage. Before an action will lie for a loss

by payment of salvage, the amount must
be ascertained by decision of the Court of

Admiralty.
Abandonment. The insured may aban-

don in every case, where, in consequence
of any of the perils insured against, the

voyage is lost, or not worth pursuing;
Wnere the thing insured is so damaged as

to be of little or no value to the owner,
where the salvage is immoderate, where
what is saved is of less value than the

freight, or where further expense is ne-

cessary, and the insurer will not under-
take to pay that expense, &c.

Ship-wreck is generally a total loss.

What may be saved of the ship or cargo
is so uncertain, that the law cannot dis-

tinguish this from the loss of the whole.
But a mere stranding of the ship is not of

itself a total loss; it is only where the

stranding is followed by shipwredf, or the

ship is otherwise incapable of prosecuting"
her voyage.
Return ofpremium. The premium is to

be returned in all cases where the con-
tract is void for want of interest; which

may be either total, as where the insured
has nothing on board the ship ; or partial,
where he has some interest, but not to

the amount in the policy ; and it is a ge-
neral rule, that, wherever insurance is

made through mistake, misinformation,
or other innocent cause, without interest,

or for more than the real interest, there
shall be a return of premium.
On a wager policy, the insured cannot

recover back the premium, at least after

the risk is run. This policy is void, as

being without interest, but both parties

being guilty of a breach of the statute 19
Geo. 11. c. 37, the rule, that where both

parties are equally criminal, the possessor
has the advantage, applies, and the in-

sured cannot recover back the premium.
INSURANCE upon life, is a contract, by

which the underwriter, for a certain sum,
proportioned to the age, health, and pro-
fession of the person whose life is the ob-

ject of the insurance, engages that the

person shall not die within the time limit-

ed in the policy ; or, if he do, that he, the

underwriter, will pay a sum of money to

the person in whose favour the policy is

granted : and in this, as well as in marine

insurances, the party must have an actual,

interest.

INSURASCE against fire, is a contract

by which the insurer undertakes, in con-

sideration of a premium, to indemnify the
insured against all losses which he may
sustain in his house or goods by means of

fire, within the time limited in the policy.

INTEGER, in arithmetic, a whole num-

ber, in contradistinction to a fraction.

INTEGRAL, or integrant, in philoso-

phy, appellations given to parts of bodies
which are of a similar nature with the

whole : thus filings of iron have the same
nature and properties as bars of iron.

INTEGRAL calculus. See CAJ.CULUS.

INTEGUMENTS, in physiology, de-
note the common coverings which invest

the body, as the cutis, &c. The common
integuments are the skin, with the fatand
cellular membrane adhering to it. The
term integument is also extended to the

particular membranes which invest cer-

tain parts of the body, as the coats or

tunics of the eye.
INTELLIGENCE, in a military sense,

maybe variously applied, and of course
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has different significations. No general
can be said to be in any degree qualified
for the important situation which he holds,

unless, like an able minister of state, he
be constantly prepared with the requisite
means to obtain the best intelligence re-

specting the movements and the designs
of the enemy he is to oppose. On the

other hand, it is not possible to conceive
a greater crime than that of affording in-

telligence to an enemy, and thereby
bringing aboutthe overthrow and destruc-

tion ofa whole army. A French military
writer makes the following observations

respecting the latter species of intelli-

gence, which he classes under two spe-
cific heads. He justly remarks, that to

hold correspondence, or to be in intelli-

gence with an enemy, is not only to be-

tray your king, but likewise your coun-

try. Armies and fortified places are al-

most always surprised and taken by means
of a secret intelligence which the enemy
keeps up with domestic traitors, acting
in conjunction with commissioned spies
and delegated hirelings.
A garrison town may be taken by sur-

prise, under the influence of secret intel-

ligence, in two different ways. The one is,

when the assailant, to whom the place
has been surrendered, is not bound to

join his forces to those troops by whom
he has been admitted ; the other, when
it is necessary that an assault should be
made by openly storming, by throwing
shells, and by petards, or by stratagem.
The first species of intelligence may be
held with a governor, who has influence

enough to direct the will and actions of

the garrison ; with a garrison, which is

indisposed towards the governor and the
officers that command the troops ; with
the inhabitants, who have undertaken to

defend a place where no garrison is sta-

tioned; and, lastly, with the prevailing
faction, where there are two parties that

govetn in a free town. The other species
of intelligence may be practised with a

governor, who either wants power or is

afraid to tamper with the fidelity of the

garrison ; with some particular officer,

Serjeants, or soldiers ; with the body of

inhabitants,who think differentlyfrom the
armed force that overawes them ; or with
active and shrewd individuals, who have
access to the ruling party, and can skil-

fully combine affected loyalty with secret

disaffection.

There is not, however, inhuman nature,

perhaps, a more insidious or a more dan-

gerous ground to tread on, than that of

secret intelligence ; nor are the faculties

of the mind ever so much put to the lest,
as when it is necessary to listen to the re-

port of an individual, who, whilst he is

betraying one side, may be equally dis-

posed to dupe the other. A wise general
will consequently hear every thing, and
say nothing ; and a wise man, let his se-

cret wishes be what they may, will warily
consider, whether the person, who in-

sinuates to him even the possibility of a

plot, does not at that instant endeavour
to get into his confidence, for the sole pur-
pose of acting contrary to his supposed
views, and of betraying the man who has
unfolded other schemes. It is certainly

justifiable policy, either in the governor
of a town, or in a general, to affect to give
into the views ofany man or party ofmen
whom he has cause to suspect, and whose
ultimate object he is determined to de-
feat. But he should be equally cautious

how he listens to the communications of

spies or informers. The veil of honesty
is often assumed to cover a deep-laid
scheme of villany ; and apparent candour
is the surest path to unguarded confi-

dence. When villains voluntarily unfold

themselves in such a manner as to con-

vince an able and penetrating officer that

their treachery can be depended upon,
much blood may be spared by making- a.

proper use of their intelligence. This
axiom has prevailed in every civilized

country ; and should be well attended to

by thinking men. For when a battle has

been gained, it avails little to ask whether
the enemy owed his success to force or

treachery ? No treachery, however, is ad-

missible, or should be sanctioned by bel-

ligerent powers, which militates against
those laws of nations which are founded

upon the wise basis of humanity. Private

assassination, the use of poison, or the

disregard of paroles of honour, must be

generally reprobated; and whatever ge-
neral obtains his ends by any of these

dark means, his name should be stamped
with infamy, and he himself be exposed
to all the melancholy casualties of retalia-

tion. See James's Military Dictionary.

INTENSITY, in physics, is the degree
or rate of power or energy ofany quality,

as of heat and cold. The intensity of

qualities, as gravity, light, heat, &c. vary
in the reciprocal ratio of the squares of

the distances from the centre of the ra-

diating quality.

INTERCALARY, in chronology, an

appellation given to the odd day inserted

in leap-year; which was so called from,

calo, calare, to proclaim it, being pro-
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claimed by the priests with a loud voice.

See BISSEXTILE.

INTERCEPTED axis, in conic sec-

tions, the same with abscisse. See AB-
SCISSE.

INTERDICT, an ecclesiastical cen-

sure, by which the Church of Rome for-

bids the performance of divine service in

a kingdom, province, town, &c. This
censure has been frequently executed in

France, Italy, and Germany ; and in the

year 1170, Pope Alexander III. put all

England under an interdict, forbidding
the clergy to perform any part of divine

service, except baptizing of infants, tak-

ing confessions, and giving absolution to

dying penitents. But this censure being
liable to the ill consequences of promot-
ing libertinism and a neglect of religion,
the succeeding popes have very seldom
made use of it.

INTEREST, an allowance or compen-
sation for the loan or use of a sum of mo-

ney for a certain time, according to a fix-

ed rate or proportion. The rate of inter-

est raries in different countries, and at

different times, according to the scarcity
or plenty of money, and the security of

lending ; in most commercial states, it has

been thought necessary to establish by
law a fixed rate of interest for the use of

money : this restriction, however, must

nearly correspond with the current rate

of interest, that is, the rate at which mo-

ney can be readily borrowed on good se-

curity; for if it be attempted to reduce

by law the common rate of interest be-

low the lowest ordinary market rate, the

, restriction will be generally evaded, as

under all such attempts it has hitherto in-

variably been.

By 37th Henry VIII. cap. 9, all inter-

est above 10 per cent, was declared un-

lawful : before that time higher rates had

usually been taken. In the reign of Ed-
ward VI. religious zeal prohibited all in-

terest for money; but the prohibition,
like all others of the same kind, is said

to have produced no effect, and probably
rather increased than diminished the evil

ofusury. The statute of Henry VIII. was
revived by the 13th Elizabeth, cap. 8,

and 10 per cent, continued to be the le-

gal rate of interest till the 21st of James
I. when it was restricted to 8 per cent.

In 1651, the rate of interest in several
other countries being lower than in Eng-
land, the parliament reduced the legal
rate to 6 per cent, which, soon after the

restoration, was confirmed by 12th
Charles II. c. 13. The last act of parlia-
ment for regulating the interest of money
was 12th Anne, st. 2. c. 16, by which it

was fixed at five per cent, per annum.
These different statutory regulations seem
to have been made with great propriety,
as they followed the market rate of inter-
est ; and since the time of Queen Anne,
5 per cent, appears to have been rather
above than below the market rate. Be-
fore the American war, government bor-
rowed at little more than 3 per cent. ;

and about the year 1792, good bills were

readily discounted at 4 per cent.

The legal rate of interest in France was
not always regulated by the market rate.

In 1601, Henry IV. issued an edict for re-

ducing the interest ofmoney in that king-
dom to 6 per cent. ; "but the current
rate afterwards rose above this limit. In

1720, interest was reduced from the twen-
tieth to the fiftieth penny, or from 5 to 2

per cent. In 1724, it was raised to the
thirtieth penny; or to 3* per cent. In

1725, it was again raised to the twentieth

penny, or to 5 per cent. In 1766, it was
reduced to the twenty-fifth penny, or to

4 per cent
;,
but a few years after, it was

raised again 'to the old rate of 5 per cent.

The supposed purpose of many of these
violent reductions of interest was, to pre-

pare the way for reducing that of the pub-
lic debts; a measure which, when it is

not justified by a previous fall in the cur-

rent rate of interest, is nothing better

than defrauding the public creditors.

In Holland, previously to the revolu-

tion, the government frequently borrow-
ed at 2 per cent, and private persons of

good credit at 3 per cent. This lowness
of interest induced many of the Dutch to

invest their property in the French and

English funds, in the United States of

America, the lawful rate of interest is 6

per cent, in most of the states ; in a few
it is 7 per cent. ; and in one it is only 5

per cent. In Greece, the mean rate of
interest is 20 per cent, and in the other

parts of Turkey nearly the same; in

Persia, 25 per cent ; and in the Mogul
empire, 30 per cent. In Bengal, and the
other British possessions in India, the in-

terest is generally from 8 to 12 per cent,

on government security, but individuals

are frequently obliged to pay a much
higher rate. In these countries there is

no fixed rate of interest, and the usual

high rate arises chiefly from the insecu-

rity of lending.
Interest is generally payable yearty,

half-yearly, or quarterly, and is distin-

guished into simple interest and compound
interest,- the former being merely the

compensation paid for the use of a capi-
tal at a certain fixed rate for a year, and a

proportionately greater or less sum for a
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greater or less time ; while in the latter

the interest which becomes due in the
first year, or other interval, is added to

the principal, and thus forms a new capi-

tal, on which the interest of the second

year is to be computed ; and thus the ca-

pital, and consequently the amount of in-

terest, are continually increasing. Sim-

ple interest only is lawful in loans between
individuals, and in discounting notes or

bills of exchange ; but in the granting or

purchasing of annuities, either for terms
of years, or for lives, or of leases, or re-

versions, it is usual to allow the purchaser
compound interest for his money, unless

there is a particular agreement to the

contrary.

INTEREST, simple. If 51, is the interest

of 1001. for a year, , or .05, is the in-

terest of II. for the same term : for, as

100 : 5 : : 1 : -. Let then the interest
100

of I/, for one year = r; the principal =
p ; the time = t ; the amount in the
said time, viz. principal and interest = a.

Then r being the interest of II. for one

year, the interest of 11. for two years will

be 2 r ; for three years, 3 r ; and for any
number of years, t r. Now, as one pound
is to its interest, so is any given principal
to its interest, or

As 1 : t r -.: p : p t r = interest ofp.
Then the principal being added to its in-

terest, their sum will be == a, the amount

required ; which gives the following the-

orems for answering all questions relat-

ing to simple interest, viz.

If principal, time, and rate, are given,
to find the amount.

Theo. l.p t r-f-/=a.
If the amount, time, and rate, are giv-

en, to find the principal ?

Theo. 2.__ =/,

If the principal, amount, and time, are

given, to find the rate ?

Theo. 3.^= ,

If the principal, amount, and rate, are

given, to find the time ?

Theo. 4.^=2-*.
pr

Ex. 1. What sum will one penny
amount to in 1808 years, if put out to in-

terest at 5 per cent, per annum ?

Multiply .004166 by 1808 and by .05,
the product is .376666, which, add-
ed to the principal, gives .380833

7s. 7\d.
Ex. 2. What sum will amount to 100/.

in seven years, at 4 percent, per annum ?

Multiply 7 by .04, and add 1, which
makes 1.28; divide 100/. by this

sum, and the quotient is 78.125 =
781. 2s. 6d.

Ex. 3. At what rate per cent, per an-

num, will 1001. amount to 145/. 10*. in 7
years, at simple interest ?

Subtract 1001. from 1451. 10s. the re-

mainder is 451. 10s. which, divided

by the product of the principal
and time, or 700, gives .065 = 6

per cent.

Ex. 4. In what time will 1251. amount
to 212/. 10s. at simple interest of 5 per
cent, per annum ?

Subtract 125/. from 212/. 10s. the re-

mainder is 87/. 10s. which, divided

by the product of the principal
and rate, or 6.25, gives the answer,
14 years.

Tables of simple interest are easily

computed, and many such have been pub-
lished, but those only are of much utility,
which show readily the interest of any
sum for any number of days. Such a ta-

ble is unavoidably very extensive, and
forms of itself a thick volume; it cannot
therefore be inserted in a work of this

nature, but that which follows will answer
all useful purposes to those who are ac-

quainted with decimal arithmetic. Such
as prefer a table expressed in pounds,
shillings, and pence, are referred to the
interest tables published by Mr. John

Thompson of Edinburgh, Mr. Joseph
King of Liverpool, and particularly to the

improved interest tables of Mr. William

Reed, which show at one reference the

interest at 5 per cent, of all sums, at the

dates that usually occur in business.

The interest of any sum, for one day, is

found by dividing the annual interest by
365; thus, at 5 per cent, the interest of

11. for one day is - - - - 00013699

which, multiplied by 2, gives
the interest for 2 days - - 00027397

by 3 - - 3 - - - 00041096

by 4 - - 4 - - - 00054795
and by proceeding in this manner, the

following table is easily formed.
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TABLE,

Showing the Simple Interest of One Pound for any Number of Days, at 5 j*er cent

per Annum.

Days.
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If the principal, amount,
iven, to find the time ?given

-\ a a , .

j
=rn, therefore, - being

[P P
Theo. 4. Vdivided by r till nothing re-

I mains, the number of divi-

J sions will be n.

It seldom happens, however, that it is

necessary to work questions relative to

compound interest by these rules, as very
extensive and accurate tables have been

published by Mr. John Smart and others,

which save much labour in such calcula-

tions, and are therefore generally resort-

ed to in practice. The principles on which
such tables are formed will appear from
what has been already said: thus, the

and rate, are numbers in a table shewing the amount of;

I/, in any given number of years, are

merely the powers of 11. increased by its

interest for a year; that is, r, r*, r3, 7*, &c.
and the numbers contained in a table of
the present values of I/, to be received at

the end of a given number ofyears, are 11.

discounted for those years, or 11. divided

by the powers of r, that is, -,-,y- f
&c.

Tables of this kind being usually con-
fined to six or eight places of decimals,
necessarily give the amount beyond the
first three or fouryears somewhat less than
the true amount, but the difference is so
small as to be of no importance in the pur-
poses to which they are usually applied.

TABLE I.

Showing the Sum to which I/. Principal will increase, at 5 per cent. Compound In-

terest, in any Number of Years not exceeding a Hundred.

Years.
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Ex. 3. A person being entitled to an

annuity of 50 guineas per annum, is will-

ing- that the same shall not commence till

after the expiration of 6 years, on being

allowed an equivalent annuity. What
this annuity be ?

then allowed an e

must

52.5 X 1.340095 = 701. 7s. Id.

TABLE II.

Showing the present Value of II. to be received at the end of any Number of
Years not exceeding a Hundred, discounting at the rate of 5 per cent. Compound
Interest.

Years
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able thereon from testator's death ; but if

charged only on the personal estate,
which cannot be immediately got in, it

shall carry interest only from the end of
the year after the death of the testator.

Where lands are charged with payment
ofa sum in gross, they are also chargeable
in equity with payment of interest for

such sum.

INTERJECTION, in grammar, an in-

declinable part ofspeech, signifying some

passion or emotion of the mind. As the

greatest part of the expressions used on
these occasions are taken from nature

alone, the real interjections, in most lan-

guages, are monosyllables ; and as all na-

tions agree in these natural passions, so

do they agree in the signs and indications

of them, as oflove, mirth, &c. See GUAM-
MAR.
INTERLOCUTOR?judgments, in law,

are such as are given in the middle of a

cause, upon some plea, proceeding, or

default, which is only intermediate, and

: does not finally determine or complete
the suit.

INTERLUDE, an entertainment ex-

hibited on the theatre between the acts

of a play, to amuse the spectators while
the actors take breath and shift their

dress, or to give time for changing the

scenes and decorations.

INTERMEDIATES, in chemistry, a

term made use of when speaking of che-

mical affinity. Oil, for example, has no af-

finity to water, unless it be previously
combined with an alkali, it then becomes

soap, and the alkali is said to be the inter-

medium which causes the union.

INTERNAL, in general, signifies what-

ever is within a thing.
Euclid (lib. i. prop. 32) proves, tkat

the sum of the three angles of every tri-

angle is equal to two right angles;
whence he deduces several useful corol-

laries. He likewise deduces from the

same proposition, this theorem, viz. that

the sum of the angles of every rectilinear

figure is equal to twice as many right an-

gles as the figure hath sides, excepting or

subtracting four.

INTERPOLATION, among critics, de-

notes a spurious passage, inserted into

the writings of some ancient author.

One great rule with regard to the ex-

punging interpolations is, that the resti-

tution be perfectly agreeable to the rest

of the work.

INTERPOLATION, in algebra, is used for

finding an intermediate term of a series,
its place in the series being given.
INTERROGATION, or point of INTER-
VOL. VI.

ROGATION, in grammar, a character of this
form (?) serving to denote a question.

INTERROGATION, in rhetoric, is a figure,
whereby the orator proposes something
by way of question ; which, it must be
owned, greatly enlivens the discourse.

INTERSECTION, in the mathematics,
signifies the cutting of one line or plane
by another. Thus, we say, that the mutu-
al intersection of two planes is a right
line. The centre of a circle, or conic
section, &c. is the intersection of two
diameters ; and the central point of a

quadrangle is the intersection of two di-

agonals.

INTERVAL, in music, the difference
between two sounds, in respect of acute
and grave ; or that imaginary space termi-
nated by two sounds, differing in acute-
ness or gravity.
When two or more sounds are com-

pared in this relation, they are either

equal or unequal in the degree of time j

such as are equal are called unisons, with

regard to each other, as having one tune ;

the other, being at a distance from each
other, constitute what we call an interval
in music ; which is properly the distance
in time between two sounds. Intervals
are distinguished into simple and com-
pound. A simple interval is without

parts or divisions. Such are the octave,
and all that are within it ; as the second,
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh,
with their varieties. A compound inter-

val consists of several lesser intervals;
such are all those greater than the octave,
as the ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, &c.
with their varieties.

INTESTINA, in natural history, the
first of the five orders of the class Ver-
mes, in the Linnxan system. This order
is described as of a formation the most

simple, being naked animals without
limbs. They live, some of them within
other animals, some in waters, and a few
in the earth. They are distinguished
from the Mollusca, by the want of move-
able appendages, or tentacula. There
are two divisions.

A, found within other animals, without

eyes, of which there are fifteen genera*
<viz.

Ascaris

Caryophyllaeus
Cucullanus

Echynorhynchus
Fasciola

Filaria

Furia
Haeruca

Qq

Ligula
Linguatela
Scolex

Strongylus
Tsenia

Tricocephalus
Uncinaria
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B, not inhabiting the bodies 6f other

animals, these are some with and some
without a lateral pore, and others perfo-
rated with a lateral pore. Of these there

are five species, viz.

Gordius
Hirudo
Lumbricus.

Planaria

Sipunculus

We refer the reader to the articles un-

der these words in the alphabetical order;

but having omitted CARYOPHYLLJEUS, we
insert it here : Body round ; mouth dilat-

ed and fringed. One species, viz. C. pis-

cium, which inhabits the intestines of va-

rious fresh water fish, as the carp, tench,

bream, &c.; the body is clay colour,

about an inch long, rounded at the hind

part, and broader before.

INTESTINES, in anatomy, long cylin-

drical, hollow, and membranaceous bo-

dies ; or rather one such continued body,
or tube, reaching from the stomach to

the anus. See ANATOMY.
INTORSION, in botany, a term used to

denote the bending of any of the parts of

a plant towards one side. This admits of
certain distinctions. 1. Twining stems
which bend towards the left, as in hops,
honey-suckle, &c. ; but in the kidney-
bean, convolvulus, &c. they bend to the

right. 2. Twining tendrils, which bend
to the right and back again ; of this kind
are the tendrils of most of the pea-bloom
or leguminous tribe of plants. 3. Twist-
ed flowers in the periwinkle ; the petals
bend to the left ; the pointal in the vis-

cous campion is twisted to the left, as the

seed-bud is in the screw-tree. In oats, the
beard which terminates the husk is twist-

ed like a rope. This species of contor-

tion being effected by the moisture or

dryness of the atmosphere is denominat-
ed by Linnaeus,

" intorsio hygrometrica."
Another species of intorsion is the ap-

pearance ofthe petals in the violet, basil,

&c. in which the upper lip of the corolla

looks to the ground, and the under lip

upwards.
INTRAUOS, in architecture the inte-

rior and lower side, or curve, of the arch
of a bridge ; in contradistinction from the

extrados, or exterior curve, or line, on
the upper side of the arch.

INTRINSIC, a term applied to the in-

ner, real, and genuine values, properties,
&c. ofany thing, in opposition to their ex-
trinsic or apparent values, &c.

INTUITION, among logicians, the act

whereby the mind perceives the agree-
ment or disagreement of two ideas, im-

mediately by themselves, without the

intervention of any other; in which case
the mind perceives the truth as the eye
doth the light, only by being directed to-

wards it. Thus the mind perceives that
white is not black, that three are more
than two, and equal to one and two.
This part of knowledge, says Mr- Locke,
is irresistible, and, like the sunshine, forces
itself immediately to be perceived, as
soon as ever the mind turns its view that

way. It is on this intuition that all the

certainty and evidence of our otherknow-
ledge depends ; this certainty every one
finds to be so great, that he cannot ima-

gine, and therefore cannot require, a

greater.
INVECTED, in heraldry, denotes a

thing fluted, or furrowed. Invected is

just the reverse of ingrailed, in which the

points are turned outward to the field,
whereas in invected, they are turned in-

ward to the ordinary, and the small semi-
circles outward to the field.

INVECTIVE, in rhetoric, differs from

reproof, as the latter proceeds from a

friend, and is intended for the good ofthe

person reproved ; whereas the invective
is the work of an enemy, and entirely de-

signed to vex and give uneasiness to the

person against whom it is directed.

INVENTION, denotes the act of find-

ing any thing new, or even the thing thus
found. Invention is, according to lord

Bacon, of two very different kinds, the
one of arts and sciences, the other of ar-

guments and discourse : the former he
sets down as absolutely deficient. That
the other part of knowledge is wanting,
says he, seems clear ; for logic professes
not, nor pretends to invent, either me-
chanical or liberal arts ; nor to deduce
the operations of the one, or the axioms
of the other, but only leaves us this in-

struction,
" To believe every artist in his

own art." His lordship further maintains,
that men are hitherto more obliged to

brutes than reason for inventions. Whence
those who have written concerning the
first inventors of things, and origin of

sciences, rather celebrate chance than

art, and bring in beasts, birds, fishes, and

serpents, rather than men, as the first

teachers of arts. No wonder, therefore,
as the manner of antiquity was to conse-
crate the inventors of useful things, that

the Egyptians, to whom many arts owe
their rise, had their temples filled with
the images of brutes, and but a few hu-
man idols amongst them.

Invention is, therefore, used for a sub-

tlety of mind, or somewhat peculiar in

man's genius, which leads him to the dis-

covery of things new ; whence we say a
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man of invention. Invention, according
to Du Bos, is that part which constitutes

the principal merit of works, and distin-

guishes the great genius from the simple
artist.

INVENTION, in rhetoric, being one ofthe

second divisions of invention, according
to Bacon, signifies the finding out and

choosing of arguments which the orator

is to use for proving his point, in moving
his hearers' passions.
This invention, in the opinion of that

philosopher, cannot properly be called

invention, which is the discovery of

things not yet known, and not the recol-

lecting things that are known : the only
use and office of this rhetorical invention

being, out of the stock of knowledge al-

ready laid up, to select such articles as

make for the purpose. The same author
divides the method of procuring a stock
of matter for discourse into two ; the first

of which is either by marking out and in-

dicating the parts wherein a thing is to

be searched after, which he calls the to-

pical way; and the second is by laying

up arguments for use that were compos-
ed before hand, and which he calls the

promptuary way.
INVENTION, in poetry, is applied to

whatever the poet adds to the history of
the subject he has chosen, as well as to

the new turn he gives it.

INVENTION, in painting, is the choice
which the painter makes of the objects
that are to enter the composition of his

piece.
IN VENTRE SA MERE, is where a

woman is with child at the time of her
husband's death ; which child, if he had
been born, would be heir to the land of
the husband. A devise to an infant in

ventre sa mere is good, by way of future

executory devise. And where a daughter
comes into land by descent, the son, born

after, shall put her out, and have the
land.

INVERSE, is applied to a manner of

working the rule of three, or proportion,
which seems to go backward, or contrary
to the order of the common or direct rule.

See PROPORTION.
INVERSE proportion, or INVERSE ratio, in

philosophy, is that in which more requires
less, or less requires more. Thus, in the
case oflight and heat flowing from a lu-

minous body, the light and heat are less at

a greater distance, and greater at a less

distance ; so that in this instance more
gives less, or a greater distance receives
less light and heat ; and less gives more,
that is, a person coming nearer the illu-

minated body receives more light and

heat than he would at a greater distance.
This is expressed in different books, in
different ways, sometimes by the term
inversely, sometimes by the term reci-

procally; as in the case referred to, we
say the light and heat are inversely, or

reciprocally, as the square of the dis-

tance, or in the inverse, or reciprocal,
duplicate ratio of the distance.

INVERSION, or, as it is in Euclid, in-

vertendo, or by inversion, is inverting the
terms of a proportion by changing the
antecedents into consequents, and the

consequents into antecedents: thus if

a: b :: c : d
4: 9:: 12: 27

Then by inversion it will be
b : a :: d : c

9 : 4 ::'27 : 12

INVERSION, in music, is a changed po-
sition either of a subject or of a chord.
The inversion of a subject is produced by
giving it a higher or lower situation

among the several parts of a score, some-
times making it the bass, at other times
the tenor, counter-tenor, or the treble.

The inversion of a chord is that changed
position of its competent parts, with re-

spect to its fundamental bass, by which,
though the harmony remain the same,
the intervals are varied, and the com-

pound assumes another name.

INVERSION, in grammar, is where the
words of a phrase are ranged in a manner
not so natural as they might be. It is a
considerable beauty, either in verse or

prose, when we have it from an able
hand; it gives vigour and variety to a
sentence, and keeps the mind in an
agreeable suspense and expectation of a
marvellous turn and conclusion.

INVESTIGATION, properly denotes
the searching or finding any thing out by
the tracks or prints of the feet ; whence
mathematicians, schoolmen, and gramma-
rians, come to use the term in their re-

spective researches.

INVESTITURE, in law, is the giving
possession of lands by actual seisin. The
ancient feudal investiture was, where the
vassal or descent of lands was admitted in
the lord's court, and there received his

seisin, in the nature of a renewal of his
ancestor's grant, in the presence of the
rest of the tenants; but in after-times,

entering on any part of the lands, or
other notorious possession, was admitted
to be equivalent to the formal grant of
seisin or investiture.

INULA, in botany, common inula, or

elecampane, a genus of the Syngenesia
Polygamia Superflua class and order.

Natural order of Composite Discoide,
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Corymbiferx, Jussieu, Essential charac-

ter : receptacle naked ; down simple ;

anthers ending in two bristles at the base.

There are thirty-four species; these are

generally herbaceous plants ; leaves sim-

ple, alternate ; flowers yellow, axillary,
or terminating frequently in corymbs. I.

helenium, common inula, or elecampane,
has a perennial, fusiform, branching, aro-

matic root ; according to some botanists

it is biennial. It is from three to five feet

high, and one of the largest of our herba-
ceous plants ; lower leaves on foot stalks,

lanceolate, a foot long, and four inches
broad in the middle; flowering heads very
large, single, terminating the stem and
branches; flowrets all yellow, those of the

ray narrow, linear, from an inch to an
inch and an half in length, with three

sharp teeth at the end ; pappus, egret or

doxvn white, twice as long as the seed,

appearing to be capillary ; but when
viewed with a glass, finely toothed on one

side, shorter than the florets, sessile.

Native of Japan, Denmark, Germany,
Flanders, &c The official name is

enula campana, whence our English name
elecampane is derived.

INUNDATE, in botany, the name of

the fifteenth order in Linnaeus's "
Frag-

ments of a Natural Method," consisting
of plants which grow in the water. Among
these may be mentioned, the ceratophyl-
lum, horned pond-weed, and elatine, wa-
ter-wort. The plants of this order are, as

the name imports, aquatic, low, herba-

ceous, and mostly perennial; the roots are

fibrous ; the stem is usually wanting, and
in its stead is an

( assemblage of leaves,

which, unfolding one another mutually,
form a sheath, from the middle of which
is produced the foot-stalk of the flower ;

the leaves are sometimes alternate, some-
times placed in whorls round the stem ;

the flowers are hermaphrodite in some,
as the pond-weed ; and on others, the

male and female are in the same root ; the

flowers, in some cases, proceed singly
from the wings of the leaves, as in the

ceratophyllum, elatine, and hippuris ;

those of the lower leaves of the myrio-
phillum, water-milfoil, are female ; those

of the upper, male. The zannichellia,

triple-headed pond-weed, has two flowers

in the same wing ; one male and the other
female. The flowers in potamogeton,
pond-weed, and ruppia, are disposed in

specks in the wings of the leaves ; the

flower-cup is either wanting, or consists

of three, four, or five divisions or leaves
;

the petals are generally wanting^but the
elatine and pond-weed have four ; the

Stamina are in numberfrom one to sixteen

and upwards ; the seed-buds are from one
to four ; the style is frequently wanting,
as the seed-vessel is universally, except in

the elatine, which has a dry capsule, with
four external openings, and the same
number of cells; there are generally four

seeds ; but in the ceratophyllum the fruit

is a nut or stone, egg-shaped, and con-

taining a single cell.

INVOICE, an account, in writing, of
the particulars of merchandise, with their

value, custom, charges, &c. transmitted

by one merchant to another in a distant

country. One copy of every invoice is to

be inserted verbatim in the invoice-book,
for the merchant's private use ; and an-

other copy must, immediately upon ship-

ping off" the goods, be dispatched by post,
or otherwise, to the correspondent. This

copy is commonly drawn out upon a sheet

of large post paper, to the end of which
is subjoined a letter of advice.

It must here be observed, that when a

merchant ships off goods for his own ac-

count, the invoice sent to the factor con-
tains only the quantity of goods, but no-

thing of the cost and charges ; and the

letter subjoined consists of instimctions,

signifying in what manner the employer
inclines to have his goods disposed of, and
returns made.

INVOICE book, this book is paged, and
contains copies of the invoices of goods
sent to sea ; for as a merchant is obliged
to send his correspondent an invoice of
all the goods he consigns to him, so it is

reasonable that he should keep a copy of

it for himself. For the further uses of in-

voice-books, see BOOK ofinvoices.
INVOLUCRUM. See BOTANY.

INVOLUTE, figure or curve, in the

higher geometry, is that which is traced

out by the outer extremity of a string, as

it is folded or wrapped upon another fi-

gure, or as it is unwound from off it. The
involute of a cycloid is also a cycloid equal
to the former, a part that was discovered

by Huygens, and by means of this he fell

upon the plan of making a pendulum vi-

brate in the curve of the cycloid, and in

equal times, whatever be the length of

the curve.

INVOLUTION in algebra, the raising
a quantity from its root to any power as-

signed. See ALGEBRA.
JOINERY, the art of working in wood,

or of fitting various pieces of timber toge-
ther. It differs from the art of the car-

penter, inasmuch as the joiner is employ-
ed chiefly in the inside work of a house,
but the carpenter does the rough work,

which, in general, requires more strength
and less skill.
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JOINT, in general, denotes the junc-
ture of two or more things. The joints
of the human body are called by anato-

mists articulations. The term joint is also

applied to the separation between the

stones or bricks of a building, usually
filled with mortar, plaster, or cement ;

also by carpenters, to the several manners
of assembling or fitting pieces of wood
together ; as a dovetail joint, &c.

JOINT, univwsal, an invention adapted
to all kinds ofmotions and flexures. This
was probably the origin of the gimbols
used in suspending the mariner's compass.
By means of the universal joint, the pull
of a bell may be carried to any part of a

room, and made to act as well in one place
as in another.

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES. About the
time of the famous Mississippi scheme in

France, and the South Sea scheme in Eng-
land, there arose a sort of epidemic fever
ef speculation, and every one was anxious
to join in some partnership, for carrying
on speculations in foreign commerce or
domestic trade, by companies of persons
uniting several individual stocks of small
amount into one common fund. At the
best it has been observed, that trade, so

carried on by large companies, is not very
beneficial to the individuals who engage
in it, or if it were so, would be greatly
prejudicial to the public in general, and
to other individuals trading on their own
capitals. At the period above mention-
ed, about 1718 and 1724, many serious

consequences ensued from this spirit of

speculation, many frauds were committed

by adventurers taking advantage ofit, and
the whole nation was in a manner convul-
sed by the injuries which the people at

large suffered from it, many families hav-

ing been reduced to utter ruin by it. To
prevent these evils occurring in future,
the following enactments were passed :

stat. 16 George I. c. 18, s. 18, 19, 20, 21 :

by which, after reciting, that whereas it

is notorious, that several undertakings or

projects of different kinds have, at some
time or times,since thefour-and-twentieth

day of June, one thousand seven hundred
and eighteen, been publickly contrived
and practised, or attempted to be practis-
ed within the city of London, and other

parts of this kingdom, as also in Ireland,
and other his majesty's dominions, which

manifestly tend to the common grievances,
prejudice, and inconvenience of great
numbers of your Majesty's subjects, in

their trade or commerce, and other their

affairs ; and the persons who contrive or

attempt such dangerous and mischievous

undertakings or projects, under false pre-
tences of public good, do presume, ac-

cording to their own devices and schemes,
to open books, for public subscriptions,
and draw in many unwary persons to sub-
scribe therein, towards raising great sums
of money, whereupon the subscribers, or
claimants under them, do pay small pro-
portions thereof, and such proportions, in
the whole, do amount to very large sums ;

which dangerous and mischievous under-

takings, or projects, do relate to several

fisheries, and other affairs, wherein the
trade, commerce, and welfare ofyour Ma-
jesty's subjects,or great numbers ofthem,
are concerned or interested : and where-
as, in many cases, the said undertakers or
subscribers have, since the said four-and-
twentieth day ofJune, one thousand seven
hundred and eighteen, presumed to act
as if they were corporate bodies, and have

pretended to make their shares in stocks
transferrable or assignable, without any
legal authority, either by act of Parlia-

ment, or by any charter from the crown,
for so doing &c. it is enacted, by autho-

rity of this present Parliament, that from
and after the four-and-twentieth day of

June, one thousand seven hundred and

twenty, all and every the undertakings
and attempts described as aforesaid, and
all other public undertakings and at-

tenaptSjtending to the common grievance,
prejudice,1and inconvenience of his Ma-

jesty's subjects,or great numbers ofthem,
in their trade, commerce, or other lawful

affairs, and all public subscriptions, re-

ceipts, payments, assignments, transfers,

pretended assignments and transfers, and
all other matters and things whatsoever,
for furthering, countenancing, or pro-

ceeding, in any such undertaking or at-

tempt, and more particularly, the acting,
or presuming to act, as a corporate body
or bodies ; the raising, or pretending to

raise, transferable stock or stocks ; the

transferring, or pretending to transfer, or

assign, any share or shares in such stock
or stocks, without legal authority, either

by act of Parliament, or by any charter

from the crown, to warrant such acting as

a body corporate, or to raise such trans-

ferrable stock or stocks, or to transfer

shares therein, and all acting, or pretend-

ing to act, under any charter, formerly

granted from the crown, for particular or

special purposes therein expressed, by
persons who do or shall use, or endeavour
to use the same charters, for raising a

capital stock, or for making transfers or
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assignments, or pretended transfers or

assignments of such stock, not intended

or designed by such charter to be raised

or transferred, and all acting, or pretend-

ing to act, under any obsolete charter, be-

come or voidable by non-user or abuser,
or for want of making lawful elections,

which were necessary to continue the

corporation thereby intended, shall (as to

all or any such acts, matters and things,
as shall be acted, done, attempted, or en-

deavoured, or proceeded upon, after the

said four-and-twentieth day of June, one
thousand seven hundred and twenty) for

ever, be deemed to be illegal and void,

and shall not be practised, or, in anywise,

put in execution. And further, the par-
ties offending, by committing any of the

acts above enumerated,and,more particu-

larly, the presuming or pretending to act

as a corporate body, or to raise a transfer-

rable stock or stocks, or to make transfers

or assignments of any share or shares

therein, without such legal authority as

aforesaid, &c. shall be deemed to be a

public nuisance and nuisances : and all

offenders therein, being thereof lawfully

convicted, shall be liable to such fines and

penalties as persons convicted for public
nuisances are ; and, moreover, shall incur

any further pains, penalties, and forfei-

tures provided by the statute of provi-
sions and prsernunire, made in the six-

teenth year of the reign King Richard

the second.

If any merchant or trader, at any time

after the said four-and-twentieth day of

June, one thousand seven hundred and

twenty, hall suffer any particular da-

mage in his, her, ortheirtrade,commerce,
or other lawful affairs, by occasion or

means of any undertaking or attempt,
matter or thing, by this act declared to

be unlawful, as aforesaid, and will sue

to be relieved therein, then, and in every
such case, such merchant or trader shall

and may have his and their remedy for

the same, by an action or actions to be

grounded upon this statute, against the

persons, societies or partnerships, or

any of them, who, contrary to this act,

shall be engaged or interested in any such
unlawful undertaking or attempt : and
in every such action, the plaintiffshall or

may recover treble damages, with full

costs of suit.

By s. 21, if any broker, or person act-

ing as a broker, shall bargain, sell, buy,
or purchase, or contract or agree for the

bargaining, &c. of any share or interest

in any of the undertakings by the act de-

clared
illegal, he shall be rendered inca-

pable of acting as a broker, and forfeit

500/., one moiety to the King, and the
other to the informer.

S. 25, this act is not to prohibit the car-

rying on of any home or foreign trade in

partnership, in such manner as has been

usually and may be legally done, except
in insurances, &.c.

These enactments have for many years
since the passing of them, in 1721, not
been enforced, except in the instance of
one Cafwood, Michaelmas, 8 George 1.,

Strange Rep. 472, and Lord Raymond,
1361, who was fined 51. and imprisoned
during his majesty's pleasure, for being
the projector of an unlawful undertaking
to trade to the North Sea. In the inter-

val between that time and the present,

(1808) many institutions have been form-
ed and carried on in direct violation of
the act, such as fire and life insurance

companies, which are all beneficial to the

community, as they necessarily would
be, if carried on with regularity and

good faith. The success of these insti-

tutions has given rise to many specula-
tions in more recent times, which were
not of such obvious utility ; and a Mr.

Dodd, having projected a distillery, by
a joint-stock company, became an object
of jealousy to some private distillers,
who applied to the court of King's Bench
for leave to file a criminal information

against him ; upon which the court pro-
nounced him within the words of the

act, which prohibit the raising of joint
stock shares; but refused to interfere,
on account of the length of the time

during which the statute had lain dor-
mant.
The words of this statute are so clear,

that, to the writer of this article, it ap-
pears strange that they could ever be
misunderstood. They prohibit all com-
binations in trade, except partnerships
and lawful corporations established by
act of parliament, or royal charter ; and
when the nature of mercantile contracts
is considered, the law could not safely
do otherwise ; for it would leave the

unwary open to the grossest frauds, and
the most ruinous self-delusion. A cor-

poration is not the mere fanciful essence
which it is ignorantly deemed to be : it

is a combination, formed upon a strict

view of legal principle, and the com-
merce of mankind ; upon the only plan
on which large bodies of men can be
enabled to contract with individuals. In

trusting to a corporation, there must be
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a permanent fund, out of which to answer

all obligations, because no individual

is answerable personally. Corporations
must be confined only, therefore, to those

cases in which dealings are simple, and
in which a permanent fund can be kept

together. Partnerships depend alto-

gether upon individual responsibility, and
can therefore not safely be composed of

many persons; for in suing and being
sued, all the partners must be named.
This inconvenience has been attempted
to be remedied by making acts of Parlia-

ment, to enable certain fire companies,
the Albion, Globe, &c. to sue and be

sued by their chief clerk, without mak-

ing them corporations: yet, as they

stipulate not to be answerable beyond
their individual shares, it will be found

difficult, if not impossible, to levy exe-

cution upon them, and the party must
still sue out one or two thousand writs of

fieri facias, for a debt of 201. Such is

the consequence of interfering with the

established common law. The result will

be found to be, that, in all such cases,

the public deal with a body of people

upon honour and good faith only, and
each individual embarks all his fortune

in such concerns, and, being once en-

gaged in them, continues still liable.

"Whether it \rould be feasible to give
further facility to the erecting of trad-

ing corporations, considering the advan-

tages of some such institutions, is there-

fore a question of great difficulty, both

in political economy and legislation.

JOIKT tenants, are those that come
to, and hold lands or tenements by one
title pro indiviso, or without partition.
These are distinguished from sole or se-

veral tenants, from parceners, and from
tenants in common ; and they must joint-

ly implead, and jointly be impleaded by
others, which properly is common be-

tween them and coparceners ; but joint
tenants have a sole quality of survivor-

ship, which coparceners have not; for

if there be two or three joint tenants, and
one hath issue and dies, then he or those

joint tenants that survive shall have the

whole by survivorship. The creation of an
estate in joint tenancy depends on the

wording of the deed or devise, by which
tenant claims title, and cannot arise by
act of law. If any estate be given to a plu-

rality of persons, without adding any re-

strictive, exclusive, or explanatory words,
as if an estate be granted to A and B,
and their heirs, this makes them immedi-

ately joint tenants in fee of the lands. If

there be twojoint tenants, and one release

the other, this passes a fee without the
word heirs, because it refers to the whole
fee, which they jointly took, and are pos-
sessed ofby force of the first conveyance;
but the tenants in common cannot release
each other, for a release supposes the
party to have the thing in demand : but
tenants in common have several distinct

freeholds, which they cannot transfer
otherwise than as persons who are sole
seized. Although joint tenants art- seized
permie et per tout, yet to divers purposes
each of them hath but a right to a moiety ;

as, to enfeoflf, give or demise, or to forfeit
or lose by default in a praecipe ; and
therefore, where there are two or more
joint tenants, and they alljoin in a feoff-

ment, each of them in judgment gives
but his part.
At common law, joint tenants in com-

mon were not compellable to make par-
tition

; except by the custom of some
cities and boroughs. But now joint-ten-
ants may make partition ; the one party
may compel the other to make partition,
which must be by deed : that is to say,
all the parties must by deed actually con-

vey and assure to each other the several

estates, which they are to take and enjoy
severally and separately. Joint tenants

being seized per mie et per tout, and deriv-

ing by one and the same title, must joint-
ly implead, and be jointly impleaded
with others. If one joint-tenant refuse to

join in an action, he may be summoned
and severed; but if the person severed

die, the writ abates in real actions, but not
in personal and mixed actions.

JOINTURE, a jointure, strictly speak-
ing, signifies a joint estate, limited to both
husband and wife ; but in common ac-

ceptation, it extends also to a sole estate,
Jimited to the wife only, and may be thus

defined, viz. a competent livelihood for

the wife of freehold of lands and tene-

ments, to take effect, in profit or posses-

sion, presently after the death of the hus-

band ; for the life of the wife at least. By
the statute of 27 Henry VIII. c. 10. if a

jointure be made to the wife, it is a bar of
her dower, so as she shall not have both

jointure and dower. And to the making
of a perfect jointure within that statute,

six things are necessary to be observed.

1. Her jointure is to take effect presently
after her husband's decease. 2. It must
be for the term of her own life, or great-
er estate. 3. It should be made to herself.

4. It must be made in satisfaction of her

whole dower, and not of part of her dow-

er. 5. It must be either expressed or

averred to be in satisfaction of her dower.
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6. It should be made during the cover-

ture.

The estate should be made to herself;

but as the intention of the statute was to

secure the wife a competent provision,
and also to exclude her from claiming
dower, and likewise her settlement, it

seems that a provision or settlement on
the wife, though by way of trust, if in

other respects it answer the intention of

the statute, will be enforced in a court of

equity. It should be made during the co-

verture ; this the very words of the act of

parliament require ;
and therefore, if a

jointure be made to a woman during her

coverture, in satisfaction of dower, she

may wave it after her husband's death ;

but if she enter and agree thereto, she is

concluded ; for though a woman is not

bound by any act when she is not at her

own disposal, yet, if she agree to it when
she is at liberty, it is her own act, and she

cannot avoid it.

JOISTS, in architecture, those pieces
of timber framed into the girders and

summers, on which the boards of the

floor are laid. See ARCHITECTURE and

BUILDING.
IONIC order, the third of the five or-

ders of architecture, being a kind of

mean between the robust and delicate or-

ders. See ARCHITECTURE.
IONIC dialect, in grammar, a manner of

speaking peculiar to the people of Ionia.

At first it was the same with the ancient

Attic ; but passing into Asia, it did not ar-

rive at that delicacy and perfection to

which the Athenians attained. The loni-

ans generally changed the a> into , as

eoqiet into o-aqin; they put the tt and t for

e, and au for , as etyfoiov for ctyfaov :

etv*.y>c*ti for etva-yKH : they also change <*

and tt into w, out into a>v, tt into t* and #,

tj into a> and i/, and to into w.

JONCQ.UETA, in botany, so named in

memory of Dennis Joncquet, a genus of

the Decaftdria Tetragynia class and order.

Essential character: calyx five leaved;

petals five, spreading ; filaments growing
to a glandule ; styles none ; capsule sub-

globular, one-celled, five-valved, five-

seeded. There is but one species, viz. J.

guianensis, a large tree, forty to fifty feet

high, and about three in diameter, with a

russet bark, and a white uncompact
wood ;

it has a great number of branch-

ing boughs at the top, those in the mid-
dle erect, the rest horizontal, spreading
in all directions. Native of Guiana.

JONES (INIGO), an eminent architect,
was the son of a clothworker in London,
and was born in that city about 1572.

Scarcely any thing is known of the man-
ner in which he passed his early years,
but it is probable that he enjoyed few ad-

vantages of education, and was destined
to a mechanical employment. He dis-

played, however, a talent for the fine arts,

which attracted the notice of some lords

about the court, among whom were the
Earls of Arundel and Pembroke. The lat-

ter of these noblemen has generally the
credit of becoming his patron, and send-

ing him into Italy for the purpose of per-

fecting himself in landscape painting, to

which his genius seemed first to point. He
took up his residence chiefly at Venice,
where the works of Palladio gave him a

turn to the study of architecture, which
branch of art he made his profession. He
acquired a reputation in that city, which

procured him an invitation from Christian

IV. King of Denmark, to come and occu-

py the post of his first architect. He was
some years in the service of that sove-

reign, whom he accompanied, in 16J6, on
a visit to his brother in law, King James,

and, expressing a desire of remaining in

his native country, he was appointed ar-

chitect to the queen. He served Prince

Henry in the same capacity, and obtained

a grant in reversion of the place of Sur-

veyor General of the works. After the

death of the Prince, Jones again visited

Italy, where he pursued further improve-
ment during some years. When the Sur-

veyor's place fell, he returned to occupy
the office, and finding the Board ofWorks
much in debt, he relinquished his own
dues, and prevailed upon the Comptrol-
ler and Paymaster to do the same, till all

arrears were cleared.

The King, in 1620, set him a task bet-

ter suited to a man of learning than an
artist ; which was to exercise his ingenui-

ty in conjecturing the founders and the

purpose of that remarkable remain of an-

tiquity, Stonehenge. Jones, whose ideas

were all Roman, convinced himself that

it ought to be ascribed to that people, and
wrote a treatise to prove his point ; but
of all the guesses relative to that struc-

ture, this has least obtained the concur-
rence ofsound antiquarians. At that time

,

he was building the banquetting-house at

Whitehall, which was meant only as a pa-
vilion to a splendid palace intended to be

erected, and ofwhich there exists a mag-
nificent design from his ideas. The ban-

quetting-house subsists, a model of the

pure and elegant taste of the architect.

He was in that reign appointed a commis-
sioner for repairing the Cathedral of St.

Paul's, which office, as well as his other .
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posts, were continued to him under
Charles I. The entertainments, called

masques, introduced by James's queen,
Anne of Denmark, and in vogue during
the gay part ofthe succeeding reign, gave
Jones frequent employment in the inven-

tion of the scenery and decorations. The
poetical composer of most of these pieces
was Ben Jonson, between whom and
Jones a violent quarrel took place, pro-
ductive of much virulent abuse, in detes-

table verse, on the part of the testy bard.

It appears that the architect, too, was a

dabbler in poetry, which, perhaps, might
be the occasion ofthe difference between
them.
The repairs of St. Paul's did not com-

mence till 1633. Of our architect's per-
formance in this business, Mr. Walpole
thus speaks :

" In the restoration of that

cathedral, he made two capital faults.

He first renewed the sides with very bad

Gothic, and then added a Roman portico,

magnificent and beautiful indeed, but
which had no affinity with the ancient

parts that remained, and made his own
Gothic appear ten times heavier. He
committed the same error at Winchester,

thrusting a screen, in the Roman or Gre-
cian taste, into the middle of that cathe-

dral. Jones, indeed, was by no means suc-

cessful when he attempted Gothic." He
had much employment, both from the
court and among the nobility, and realized

a handsome fortune, which was diminish-

ed by sufferings during the troubles which
succeeded. He was obnoxious, both as a

favourite of his royal master, and as a Ro-
man Catholic. The first attack made up-
on him was in 1640, when he was called

before the House of Lords, on a com-

plaint ofthe parishioners of St. Gregory's,
for demolishing part of their church, in

order to make room for his additions to

St. Paul's. In 1646 he was obliged to

pay 5451. by way of composition as a ma-

lignant.
The king's death greatly affected him;

and he died, worn down by grief and

misfortune, in July, 1651. He is said to

have been a skilful geometrician, and to

have been well acquainted with various

branches of knowledge. He was certain-

ly the greatest English architect previous
to Sir Christopjier Wren. His designs
with the pen were highly valued by Van-

dyke. A collection ofthem was engraved
and published by Mr. Kent, in two vo-

lumes folio, 1727, and some lesser designs
in 1744. Others were published in 1743,
4to. by Mr. Ware. A copy of Palladio's

Architecture, with manuscript notes by
Jones, is in the library ofWorcester Col-
VOL. VI.

lege, Oxford. Mr. Walpole has given a

catalogue ofthe principal buildings erect*
ed and decorated by this architect.

JONES (WILLIAM), in biography, a very
eminent mathematician in the seventeenth
and former part of the eighteenth centu-

ry, was bom in the parish ofLlanfihangel
trer Bard, at the foot of Bodavun moun-
tain, in the isle ofAnglesea, North Wales,
in the year 1680. His parents were yeo-
men, or small farmers, on that island, and
he there received the best education
which they were able to afford ; reading*
writing, and accounts, in English, and the
Latin grammar. Having, however, an ex*

traordinary turnforraathematical studies,

by the industrious exertion of vigorous in-

tellectual powers, he supplied the defects
of adequate instruction, and laid the foun-
dation of his future fame and fortune. He
began his career in life by teaching ma-
thematics on board a man of war ; and in

this situation he attracted the notice, and
obtained the friendship, of Lord Anson.
In his twenty-second year, Mr. Jones

published "A New Compendium of the
whole Art ofNavigation," &c. 8vo. which
is a neat little piece, and was received
with great approbation. He was present
at the capture of Vigo, in the same year,
and having joined his comrades in quest
of pillage, he eagerly fixed upon a book-
seller's shop as the object of his depreda-
tion

; but finding in it no literary treasures,
which were the sole plunder that he co-

veted, he contented himself with a pair of

scissars, which he frequently exhibited to

his friends as a trophy of his military suc-

cess, relating the anecdote by which he

gained it. After the return of the fleet to

England, he immediately established him-
self as a teacher of mathematics in Lon-

don, where, in the year If06, he publish-
ed his" "Synopsis Palmariorum Mathe-
seos ;" or,

" A New Introduction to the

Mathematics," &c. containing a perspi-
cuous and useful compendium of all the
mathematical sciences, and affording a de-

cisive proof of his early and consummate

proficiency in his favourite studies. The
private character of Mr. Jones was re-

spectable ; his manners were agreeable
and inviting ; and those qualities not only
contributed to enlarge the circle of his

friends, whom his established reputation
for science had attracted, but also to se-

cure their attachment to him.

Among others who honoured him with
their esteem, was the great and virtuous

Lord Hardwicke, whom he attended as a

companion on the circuit, when he was
Chief Justice ; and this nobleman, when
he afterwards held the Great Seal, avail*

R r
,
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cd himself of the opportunity to testify

his regard for the merit and character of

his friend, by conferring upon him the

office of secretary for the peace. He
was also introduced to the friendship of

Lord Parker (afterwards President of the

Royal Society) which terminated only
with his death; and, amongst othe; distin-

guished characters in the annals ofscience

and literature, the names of Sir Isaac

Newton, Halley,Mead, and Samuel John-

son, may be enumerated as the intimate

friends of Mr. Jones. By Sir Isaac New-
ton he was treated with particular regard
and confidence; and having afterwards

found, among some papers of Collins

which fell into his hands, a tract ofNew-

Ion's, entitled "Analysis per quantita-

tum Series, Fluxiones, ac differentias :

cum Enumeratione Linearum tertii Ordi-

nes," with the consent and assistance of

that great man, he ushered it into the

world, accompanied by other pieces on

analytical subjects, in 1711, quarto.

By being thus the means of preserving
some of Newton's papers, which might
have otherwise been lost, he secured to

his friend the honour of having applied
the method f infinite series to all sorts

of curves, some time before Mercator

had published his "Quadrature of the

Hyperbola," by a similar method. And
its appearance at a time when the dispute
ran high between Leibnitz and the

friends of Newton, concerning the inven-

tion of fluxions, contributed to the deci-

sion of the question in favour of our il-

lustrious countryman.
Mr. Jones was elected a member, and

afterwards a Vice-President, of the Royal

Society. After the retirement of Lord

Macclesfield to Sherborne Castle, Mr.

Jones resided with his lordship as a mem-
ber of his family, and instructed him in

the Sciences. While he was in this si-

tuation, he had the misfortune to lose the

greatest part of his property, the accu-

mulation of industry and economy, by
the failure of a banker; but the friend-

ship of Lord Macclesfield diminished the

weight of the loss, by procuring for him-

a sinecure place of considerable emolu-

ment. From the same nobleman he had
the offer of a more lucrative situation ;

but he declined the acceptance of it, as

it required a more close official attendance

than was agreeable to his temper, or com-

patible with his attachment to scientific

pursuits.
While he was in this situation, also, he

entered into a matrimonial connexion,
from which sprang three children, the

last of whom was the late Sir William

Jones. Mr. Jones survived the birth of
this son only three years, being attacked
with a disorder, which the sagacity ofDr.

Mead, who attended him \vith the anxie-

ty of an affectionate friend, immediately
discovered to be a polypus of the heart,
and wholly incurable. He died in July,

1749, whenr about sixty-nine years of age,

leaving behind him a great reputation
and moderate property.
"The history of men of letters," says

Lord Teignmouth, from whom we have

chiefly extracted the preceding particu-
lars,

"
is too often a melancholy detail of

human misery, exhibiting the unavailing

struggles of genius and learning against

penury, and life consumed in fruitless ex-

pectation of patronage and reward. We
contemplate with satisfaction the reverse
of this picture in the history of

Jones, as we trace him in his progr
from obscurity to distinction, and in his

participation of the friendship and bene-
ficence ofthe first characters of the times.

Nor is it less grateful to remark, that the
attachment of his professed friends did
not expire with his life; after a proper
interval, they visited his widow, and vied
in their offers of service to her: amongst
others, to whom she was particularly

obliged, I mention with respect Mr. Ba-

ker, author of a treatise on the improved
microscope, who afforded her important
assistance, in arranging the collection of

shells, fossils, and other curiosities, left

by her deceased husband, and in dispos-

ing of them to the best advantage."
Mr. Jones's papers in the Philos.'

are,
" A Compendious Disposition

Equations for exhibiting the Relations

Goniometrical Lines," in the forty-foui
volume; "A Tract on Logarithms," ii

the sixty-first ;

" An Account of the Per
son killed by Lightning in Tottenhai
court Chapel, and its Effects on the Buil

ing," in the sixty-second ; and *' Pi

perties of the Conic Sections, dedu<

by a Compendious Method," in the sixty-
third volume. These pieces, and ind<

all his works, are distinguished by re-

markable neatness, brevity, accuracy, ar

perspicuity. If, however, Mr. Nichols is

not deceived in his information, th<

world has been deprived of his last ar

most laborious work, which he lived

complete, but not to see it printed,
was a work of the same nature with

"Synopsis,* but far more copious ar

diffusive, and intended to serve as a gene
ral introduction to the sciences, or, wh'w

is the same thing, to the mathematu
and philosophical works of Newton,
work of this kind was a desideratum
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literature, and it required a geometrician
of the first class to sustain the weight of

so important an undertaking ; for which,
as D'Alembert justly observes,

" the

combined force of the greatest mathema-*
ticians would not have been more than
sufficient."

Mr. Jones was fully aware of the ar-

duous nature of such a task ; but the im-

portunity of his numerous acquaintance,
and particularly of his friend Lord Mac-

clesfield, induced him to commence, and
to persist till he had completed his de-

sign, the result of all his knowledge and

experience, and, what he had reason to

hope, would prove a lasting monument of
his talents and industry. Scarcely had
he sent the first sheet to the press, when
his illness, which proved fatal, obliged
him to stop the impression ; but before
his death he entrusted his MS. fairly tran-

scribed, to the care ofLord Macclesfield,
who promised to publish it, as well for

the honour of the author, as the benefit

of his family. The Earl survived his

friend many years; but the MS. was for-

gotten or neglected, and after Lord Mac-
clesfield's death was not to be found.

"Whether it was accidentally destroyed, or

whether, as has been suggested, it was
lent to some geometrician, who basely
concealed it, or possibly burnt the origi-

nal, to prevent the advantages which he
derived from it from detection, cannot
now be ascertained. Such is the relation

given in the " Anecdotes of Bowyer,"on
which Lord Teignmouth remarks, that

there is no evidence in the memoranda
left by Sir William Jones to confirm or

disprove these assertions. Mr. Jones is

said to have possessed the best mathema-
tical library in England, containing almost

every book of that kind which was to be
met with. By a bequest in his will, it be-

came the property of Lord Macclesfield,
and forms at present a distinguished part
of the Macclesfield collection at Sher-

borne Castle, in Oxfordshire. He had also

collected a great quantity of MS. papers
and letters of former mathematicians,
which have often proved useful to the

writers of their lives, &c. After his

death, these were dispersed, and fell into

the hands of different persons, and,

among others, into those of Mr. Robert-

son, librarian and clerk to the Royal So-

ciety, from whose executors Dr. Hutton

purchased a considerable number of

them.

JONK, or JOXQJTE, in naval affairs, is a

kind of small ship, very common in the

East Indies : these vessels are about the

bigness of our fly-boats, and differ in the

form of their building, according to the
different methods of naval architecture
used by the nations to which they belong.
Their sails are frequently made of mats,
and their anchors are made of wood.

JOURNAL, a day-book, register, or ac-

count of what passes daily.
JOURNAL, or DAY-BOOK, among mer-

chants, is that wherein the transactions
recorded in the waste-book are prepared
to be carried to the ledger, by having
their proper debtors and creditors ascer-

tained and pointed out. For a more dis-

tinct account of which, see BOOK-KEEP-
IXG.

JOURNAL, at sea, is a register, kept by
the pilot and others, wherein notice is

taken ofevery thing that happens to the

ship from day to day, with regard to the

winds, the rhumbs, the rake, soundings,
&c. and in order to enable him to adjust
the reckoning, and determine the place
where the ship is.

In sea journals, the day, or twenty-four
hours, terminate at noon, because the er-

rors of the dead reckoning are at that pe-
riod generally corrected by a solar obser-

vation. The first twelve hours, from noon
to midnight, are marked with P. M. signi-

fying after mid-day ; and the second
twelve hours, from midnight to noon, are

marked with A. M. signifying after mid-

night; so that the ship account is twelve
hours earlier than the short account of
time. There are various ways of keep-
ing journals, according to the different no-

tions of mariners concerning the articles

that are to be entered. Some keep such
a kind ofjournal 45 is only an abstract of

each day's transactions, specifying the

weather, what ships or lands were seen,
accidents on board,the latitude,longitude,
the meridional distance, course, and run.

These particulars are to be drawn from
the ship*s log-book, or from that kept by
the pilot himself. Others keep only one

account, including the log-book, and all

the work of each day, with the deduc-
tions drawn from it. Notwithstanding the

form of keeping journals is very differ-

ent in merchant ships, yet .one method

appears to be invariably pursued in the

navy, which, however, admits of much
improvement, for no form can be properly
called perfect, that leaves as great a space
for one day's work, which may not be in-

teresting, and can therefore be told in a

few lines, as for another, which may pro-

bably abound with important incidents,

and consequently require much room.

According to circumstances, the matter

must be greater or less, and the appropri-
ated space should admit of all.
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JOURNEYMAN, properly one who
works by the day only ; but it is now used
for any one who works under a master,
either by the day, the year, or the piece.
JOY, one of the most powerful mental

emotions, accompanied with an extraordi-

nary degree of animation and pleasure.
The effect ofjoy, if not too violent, invi-

gorates the whole animal frame. But
sudden and excessive joy is often as inju-
rious as the operation of either grief or

terror, and there are a thousand instances

on record, in which the precipitate com-
munication of unexpected good news has

proved fatal.

IPECACUANHA. See MATERIA ME-
PICA,

IPOMOEA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

^Natural order of Campanacex. Convolvu-

li, Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

funnel-form ; stigma headed globose : cap-
sule three-celled. There are twenty-seven
species, of which I. quamoclit, winged-
leaved ipomoea, is an annual plant, rising
with oblong, broad seed leaves, which re-

main a considerable time before they fall

off; stems slender, twining, rising by
support to the height of eight feet, send-

ing outseveral side branches, which twine

about each other. The flowers come out

singly from the side of the stalks, on
glender peduncles, an inch long. The
tube of the corolla is about the same

length, narrow at bottom, and gradually
widening" to the top, where it spreads
open, flat, with five angles. It is of a

beautiful scarlet colour, making a fine ap-

pearance. It is a native of both Indies.

IRESINE, in botany, a genus of the
Dioecia Pentandria class and order. Na-
tural order of Holoraceae. Amaranthi,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx two .

leaved ; corolla five-petalled : male, nec-

tary seven : female, stigmas two, sessile ;

capsule with tomentose seeds. There is

only one species, viz. I. celosia, a peren-
nial weak plant requiring support, rising
twelve feet in height, having

1

large knots
at each joint, with oval lanceolate smooth
leaves; stems very diffused, branching
out on every side

; flowers terminating in

slender loose panicles, covered with a sil-

ky down, of a pale yellow colour. Na-
tive of Jamaica, and other islands in the
West Indies.

IRIDIUM Mr. Tennant, on examining
the black powder left after dissolving pla-
tina, which, from its appearance, had been
Supposed to consist chiefly of plumbago,
found it contained two distinct metals,

pever before noticed, which he has named
mdium and osmium. The former of these

was observed soon after by Descostils,
and by Vauquelin.
To analyse the black powder, Mr. Ten-

nant put it into a silver crucible, with a

large proportion of pure dry soda, and

kept it in a red heat for some time. The
alkali being then dissolved in water, it

had acquired a deep orange or brownisl*

yellow colour, but much of the powder
remained undissolved. This digested in

muriatic acid gave a dark blue solution,
which afterwards became ofa dusky olive

green, and finally, by continuing the heat,
of a deep red. The residuum being treat-

ed as before with alkali, and so on alter-

nately, the whole appeared capable of
solution. As some silex continued to be
taken up by the alkali, till the whole of
the metal was dissolved, it seems to have
been chemically combined with it. The
alkaline solution contains oxide of os-

mium, with a small proportion of indium,
which separates spontaneously in dark,

coloured thin flakes, by keeping it some
weeks.
The acid solution contains likewise

both the metals, but chiefly iridium. By
slow evaporation it affords an imperfectly
crystallized mass ; which being dried on

blotting-paper, and dissolved in water,

gives by evaporation distinct octaedral

crystals. These crystals, dissolved in wa-

ter, produce a deep red solution, inclin-

ing to orange. Infusion of galls occasions
no precipitate, but instantly renders the
solution almost colourless. Muriate of tin,

carbonate of soda, and prussiate of pot-
ash, produce nearly the same effect. Am-
monia precipitates the oxide, but, possi-

bly from being in excess, retains a part in

solution, acquiring a purple colour. The
fixed alkalies precipitate the greater part
of the oxide, but retain a part in solu-

tion, this becoming yellow. All the me-
tals that Mr, Tennant tried, except gold
and platina, produced a dark or black

precipitate from the muriatic solution,
and left it colourless.

The iridium may be obtained pure, by
exposing the octaedral crystals to heat,
which expels the oyxgen and muriatic

acid. It was white, and could not be melt-
ed by any heat Mr, Tennant could em-

ploy. It did not combine with sulphur,
or with arsenic. Lead unites with it ea-

sily, but is separated by cupellation, leav-

ing the iridium on the cupel as a coarse
black powder. Copper forms with it a

very malleable alloy^ which, after cupella-
tion, with the addition of lead, leaves a
small proportion ofthe iridium, but much
less than in the preceding instance. Silver

forms with it a perfectly malleable com-
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pound, the surface of which is tarnished

merely by cupellation : yet the iridium

appears to be diffused through it in fine

powder only. Gold remains malleable,
and little altered in colour, though alloy-
ed with a considerable proportion ; nor

is it separable either by cupellation or

quartation. If the gold or silverbe dissolv-

ed, the iridium is left as a black-powder.
The French chemists observed, that

this new metal gave a red colour to the

triple salt of platina and sal ammoniac,
Was not altered by muriate of tin, and was

precipitated of a dark brown by caustic

alkali. Vauquelin added, that it was pre-

cipitated by galls, and by prussiate of pot.
ash : but Mr. Tennant ascribes this to

some impurity.
Mr. Tennant gave it the name of iri-

dium, from the striking variety ot'colours

it affords while dissolving in muriatic acid.

Dr. Wollaston has observed, that among
the grains of crude platina, there are some

scarcely distinguishable from the rest but

by their insolubility in nitro-muriatic acid.

They are harder, however, when tried by
the file ; not in the least malleable ; and
of the specific gravity of 1^.5. These ap-

peared to him to be an ore, consisting en-

tirely of the two new metals.

IRIS, in anatomy, the anterior coloured

part of the uvea of the eye, so called be-

cause of its variety of colours, iris being
the Latin word for rainbow. The iris is a

circular variously coloured part, which
surrounds the pupil ; it is in some persons
blue, in others black, brown, grey, "&c.

each of which has its peculiar beauty, and
is suited to the complexion of the person
who has it. See ANATOJIY, OPTICS.

IRIS, in botany, a genus of the Trian-

dria Monogynia class and order. Natural

order of Ensatse. Irides, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character : corolla six-petalled, une-

qual, petals alternate, jointedand spread-

ing, stigmas petal-form, cowled, two-lip-

ped. There are fifty species. The iris

is an inhabitant of every quarter of the

world ; America, however, produces very
few. Several are found natives of the

colder regions of Asia, more still of Eu-

rope, and most of the Cape of Good Hope.
These plants are herbaceous flowering

perennials, both of the fibrous, tuberous,
and bulbous rooted kind, producing thick

annual stalks, from three inches to three

feet in height, terminated by large hexa-

petalous flowers, having three of the pe-
tals reflexed back and three erect : these

are very ornamental plants, appearing in

flower in May, June, and July.
IRON is a metal of a bluish white co-

lour; of considerable hardness and elasti-

IRO

city ; rery malleable, exceedingly
cious and ductile, and of a moderate spe-
cific gravity among metallic substances.
It is much disposed to rust by the acc--ss

of air, or the action of water, in the com-
mon temperature of the atmosphere.
The appearance of prismatic colours on
its polished surface takes place long be-
fore ignition ; and at so low a tempera-
ture, that the slightest coating of grease
is sufficient to prevent their appearance,
by defending it from the contact of air.

It may be ignited, or at least rendered

sufficiently hot to set fire to brimstone,
by a quick succession of blows with a
hammer. When struck with a flint, or
other hard stone, it emits decrepitating

ignited particles, such as can be obtained
from no other metal by the same means.
These particles are seldom larger than
the two hundreth part of an inch in dia-

meter; and, when examined by a magni-
fier, are found to be hollow, brittle, and
of a greyish colour, resembling the scales

of burned iron. This metal is easily ox-

ided by fire. A piece of iron wire, im-

mersed in a jar of oxygen gas, being ig-
nited atone end, will be entirely consum-
ed by the successive combustion of its.

parts. It requires a very intense heat to

fuse it ; on which account, it can only be

brought into the shape of tools and uten-

sils by hammering. This high degree of

inftisibility would deprive it of the most
valuable property of metals, namely, the

uniting of smaller masses into one, if it

did not possess another singular and ad-

vantageous property, which is found in

no other metal, except platina; namely,
that of welding. In a white heat, iron ap-

pears as ifcovered with a kind of varnish;

and in this state, if two pieces be applied

together, they will adhere, and may be

perfectly united by forging. Iron is

thought to be the only substance in na-

ture, which has the property of becom-

ing magnetical. It is highly probable, from
the great abundance of this metal, that all

substances which exhibit magnetism do
contain iron ; but it must be confessed,

that there remain many experiments to

be made among the earths and powders
which exhibit magnetical properties, be-

fore this negative proposition, which con-

fines magnetism to iron, can be admitted

as proved.
When iron is exposed to the action of

pure water, it acquires weight by gradual

oxydation, and hydrogen gas escapes:
thi's is a very slow operation. But if the

steam water be made to pass through
a red hot gun-barrel, or through an ig<

nited copper or glass tube, containing
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iron wire, the iron becomes converted
'into an oxide, while hydrogen gas passes
out at the other end of the barrel. The
action of air, assisted by heat, converts
iron into a black oxide, containing twen-

ty-five of oxygen. By the action of strong-
er heat this becomes a reddish brown ox-

ide, containingforty-eight ofoxygen. The
yellow rust, formed when iron is long ex-

posed to damp air, is not a simple oxide,
as it contains a portion of carbonic acid.

According to M. Chenevix, there are four

stages of oxydation of iron: the first, or

minimum, white
; the second, green ;

the third, black; the fourth, or maxi-

mum, red. Thenard admits only three,
the white, green, and red.

The concentrated sulphuric acid scarce-

ly acts on iron, unless it is boiling. If the

sulphuric acid be diluted with two or

three parts of water, it dissolves iron

readily, without the assistance of any
other heat than what is produced by the

act of combination. During this solution,

hydrogen gas escapes in large quantities.

Sulphate of iron is not made in the di-

rect way, because it can be obtained at

less charge from the decomposition of
martial pyrites. It exists in two states,

one containing oxide of iron, with .27 of

oxygen, which is of a pale green, not al-

tered by gallic acid, and giving a white

precipitate with prussiate of potash. The
other, in which the iron is combined with
.48 of oxygen, is red, not crystallizable,
and gives a black precipitate with gallic

acid, and a blue with prussiate of potash.
In the common sulphate these two are

mixed in various proportions.
Distillation separates the acid from sul-

phate of iron, and leaves the brown ox-

ide ot iron, called colcothar.

Vegetable astringent matters, such as

nut galls, the husks of nuts, logwood tea,

&c. which contain the gallic acid, preci-

pitate a fine black feculafrom sulphate of

iron, which remain suspended for a con-

siderable time in the fluid, by the addi-

tion of gum arabic. This fluid is well

known by the name of ink. See INK.

The beautiful pigment well known in

the arts by the name of Prussian blue, is

likewise a precipitate afforded by sul-

phate of iron.

If two parts of alum, and one of sul-

phate of iron, be dissolved in eight or

ten parts of boiling water, and a solution

of prussiate of potash be added as long
as any effervescence and precipitation are

produced, the precipitate, thoroughly
washed by effusion of boiling water, will

have a green colour. This is owing to

the yellow oxide of iron thrown down

with the prussiate, which must be dis-

solved by adding muriatic acid. The
deep blue powder, insoluble in this acid,
is then to be washed and dried for use.

According to Professor Proust, the iron
in Prussian blue contains .48 of oxygen,
and is obtained only from a super-ox)ge-
nated sulphate; the precipitate from a

pure alkaline prussiate and sulphate of
iron with a minimum of oxygen being
white, and containing only .27 of oxygen.
This may explain a fact, observed by a

French colourman, who, having mixed
some Prussian blue and white lead with
nut oil, and set it by for some time cover-
ed with water, found the surface only
blue, and all the rest white. On pouring
it out on his stone, and beginning to grind
it afresh, with intention to add more Prus-
sian blue, he found the colour gradually
returning of itself. Here it might be

supposed that the oxide of the prussiate
had parted with oxygen to the oil, or the
oxide of lead, or both, thus becoming .

white, except that on the surface, which
was supplied with oxygen from the su-

perincumbent water
; and that it recover-

ed its colour by attracting oxygen from
the air. But on this supposition it would
seem, that light must contain oxygen,
since the colour of this paint, spread on
wood or paper, returned by exposure to

light in vacuo, as well as in the open air.

The colour of Prussian blue is affected

by the contact of iron. Mr. Gill, finding
a knife with which he was mixing some
Chinese blue acquire a green tinge, ^

spread a little of it, and afterwards a lit-

tle Prussian blue, sufficiently diluted, on I

the blade of a knife, and with a camel
hair pencil took off enough to form a tint

on paper, and thus continued till he had
taken off', in the first instance, thirty-six,
and in the second eighty-six, without add-

ing any fresh colour. These tints dif-

fered in regular gradation from greenish
blue to green, olive-green, yellowish
green, yellow, and so on to a buff.

Concentrated nitric acid acts veiy
strongly upon iron filings, much nitrous

gas being disengaged at the same time.

The solution is of a reddish brown, and

deposits the oxide of iron after a certain

time, more especially if the vessel be
left exposed to the air. A diluted nitric

acid affords a more permanent solution

of iron, of a greenish colour, or some-
times of a yellow colour. Neither of the

solutions afford crystals ; but both depo-
sit the oxide of iron by boiling, at the

same time tha the fluid assumes a gelati-
nous appearance.

Diluted muriatic acid rapidly dissolves
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iron, at the same time that a large quan-
tity of hydrogen is disengaged, and the

mixture becomes hot. In this, as well as

in the sulphuric solution of iron, the same

quantity of alkali is said to be required
to saturate the acid as before the solution ;

whence it is inferred, that the acid is not

decomposed, but that the oxidation is ef-

fected by the oxygen of the water ;

whence also it appears to follow, that the

hydrogen must be afforded from the de-

composed water, and not from the metal.

Carbonic acid, dissolved in water, com-
bines with a considerable quantity ofiron,
in proportion to its mass. Vinegar scarce-

ly dissolves it, unless by the assistance of

the air.

Phosphoric acid unites with iron, but

very slowly. The union is best effected

by adding an alkaline phosphate to a so-

lution of one of the salts of iron, when it

will fall down in a white precipitate. A
saturated phosphate of iron has been
found native in France, semi-transparent,
of a red brown colour, and foliated tex-

ture. A deep blue phosphate of iron,

lamellated, and fragile, of the specific

gravity of 2.6, brought from the Isle of

France, and analysed by Laugier, Four-

croy, and Vauquelin, gave iron 41.25,

phosphoric acid 19.25, water 31.25, alu-

mina, 5, and ferruginous silex 1.25, in 100

parts. A similar phosphate has been
found in Brazil. This acid is found com-
bined with iron in the bog ores, and,

being at first taken for a peculiar metal,
was called siderite by Bergman.

Liquid fluoric acid attacks iron with
violence ; the solution is not crystalliza-

ble, but thickens to a jelly, which maybe
rendered solid by continuing the heat.

The acid may be expelled by heating it

strongly, leaving a fine red oxide.

Borate of iron may be obtained by pre-

cipitating a solution of the sulphate with
neutral borate of soda.

Arsenic acid likewise unites with iron.

This arseniate is found native in Corn-
wall, in pretty large cubic crystals, toler-

ably transparent, of a dark green colour,
with a brownish tinge ; sometimes yel-
lowish, or of a brown yellow, like resin.

The Count de Bournon found likewise ai

cupreous arseniate of iron, in minute
rhomboidal crystals, of a faint sky blue
colour and uncommon brilliancy. Speci-
fic gravity 3.4. The green and red sul-

phates of iron may be decomposed by
arseniate ofammonia, and afford arseniate

of iron in the two different states.

Chromate of iron is said to have been
found abundantly in the department of

Var in France, and to form a beautiful

green for enamelling or colouring pastes.
Its analysis by Vauquelin and Tassaert

gave chromic acid 43, oxide of iron 34.7,
alumina 20.3, silex 2, in 100 parts.

In the dry way, this metal does not
combine with earths, unless it be pre-
viously oxided ; in which case it assists

their fusion, and imparts a green colour
to the glass. It apprears to combine with
alkalies by fusion. Nitre detonates strong-
ly with it, and becomes alkalized.

Sulphur combines very readily with
iron in the dry, and even in the humid
way, though neither of these substances
is scarcely at all soluble in water. A
mixture of iron filings and flowers of sul-

phur being moistened, or made into a

paste, with water, becomes hot, swells,
adheres together, breaks, and emits

watery vapours of an hepatic smell If

the mixture be considerable in quantity,
as for example, one hundred pounds, it

takes fire in twenty or thirty hours, as
soon as the aqueous vapours cease.

By fusion with iron, sulphur produces
a compound of the same nature as the

pyrites, and exhibiting the same radiated
structure when broken. If a bar of iron
be heated to whiteness, and then touched
with a roll of sulphur, the two substances

combine, and drop down together in a
fluid state. It is necessary that this ex-

periment should be made in a place
where there is a current of air to carry
off the fumes ; and the melted matter,
which may be received in a vessel of
water, is of the same nature as that pro-
duced by fusion in the common way, ex-

cepting that a greater quantity of sulphur
is fused by the contact of the bar of iron.

According to Proust, the native sulphuret,
or pyrites, contains 47.36 per cent, of

sulphur, the artificial sulphuret but 37.5.

Mr. Hatchett however has found, that

the magnetical pyrites contains the same
proportion as the artificial sulphuret.

Phosphorus may be combined with
iron, by adding it cut into small pieces to
fine iron wire, heated moderately red ia
a crucible ; or by fusing six parts of iron

clippings, with six of glacial phosphoric
acid, and one of charcoal powder. This

phosphuretis magnetic; and Mr. Hatchett
remarks that iron, which in its soft or

pure state cannot retain magnetism, is

enabled to do so, when hardened by car-

bon, sulphur, or phosphorus, unless the

dose be so great as to destroy the mag-
netic property, as in most of the natural

pyrites and plumbago.
The combination of carbon with iron

is of all the most important, under the

names of cast iron and steel. We shall
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just observe here, that, according to Mr.

Mushet, of the Calder iron-works, who
has investigated the subject very exten-

sively in the large way, soft cast steel,

capable of welding, contains 1 one-hun-
dred and twentieth of carbon, common
cast steel 1 one-hnndreth, cast steel of
a harder kind 1 ninety-sixth, steel too

hard for drawing one-fiftieth, white cast

iron one-twenty-fifth, melted cast iron one-

twentieth, black cast iron one-fifteenth.

He conceives, however, that in steel the

carbon is more intimately united with the
iron. When iron is saturated with car-

bon, it becomes what is commonly called

plumbago.
Iron unites with gold, silver, and pla-

tina. When heated to a white heat, and

plunged in mercury, it becomes covered
with a coating of that metal. Long tri-

turation of mercurial amalgams likewise

causes a coating to adhere to the ends
of iron pestles ; small steel springs, kept
plunged beneath the surface of mercury
in certain barometers, become brittle in

process of time ; and the direct combina-
tion of iron and mercury in the form of

an amalgam may be obtained, according
to Vogel, by triturating the filings with

twice their weight of alum, then adding
an equal weight or more of mercury, and

continuing the friction, with a very small

quantity of water, till the union is com-

pleted. Mr. A. Aikin unites an amalgam
of zinc and mercury with iron filings, and
then adds muriate of iron, when a decom-

position takes place, the muriatic acid

combining with the zinc, and the amal-

gam of iron and mercury assuming the
metallic lustre by* kneading, assisted with
heat. Iron and tin very readily unite

together, as is seen in the art of tinning
iron vessels, and in the fabrication of
those useful plates of iron, coated with

tin, which are generally distinguished by
the simple name of tin alone. The chief

art of applying these coatings of tin con-
sists in defending the metals from oxida-
tion by the excess of air. After the iron

plates are scraped,or rendered very clean

by scouring with an acid, they are wetted
with a solution of sal ammoniac, and

plunged into a vessel containing melted
tin, the surface of which is covered with

pitch or tallow, to preserve it from oxy-
dation. The tin adheres to, and intimate-

ly combines with, the iron to a certain

depth, which renders the tinned plates
less disposed to harden by hammering
than before ; as well as much less dis-

posed to alter by the united action of air

and moisture. The process for tinning

iron vessels does not essentially differ"

from that which has already been de-
scribed for copper vessels. Iron does not
unite easily with bismuth, at least in the
direct way. This alloy is brittle, and at-

tractable by the magnet, even with three
fourths of bismuth. As nickel cannot be

purified from iron without the greatest
difficulty, it may be presumed that these
substances weuld readily unite, if the ex-
treme infusibility of both did not present
an obstacle to the chemical operator.
Arsenic forms a brittle substance in its

combination with iron. Cobalt forms a

hard mixture with iron, which is not easi-

ly broken. The inflammability and vola-

tility of zinc present an obstacle to its

combination with iron. It is not improba-
ble, however, but that clean iron filings
would unite with zinc, if that metal were
kept in contact with them for a certain

time, in a heat not sufficient to cause it

to rise ; for it has been found, that zinc

may be used in the operation of coating
iron in the same manner as tin. Anti-

mony unites with iron, and forms a hard
brittle combination, which yields in a

slight degree to the hammer. The sul-

phuret of antimony is decomposed by vir-

tue of the greater affinity of the iron to
the sulphur. For this purpose,five ounces
of the points of nails from the farriers

may be made red hot in a crucible, one
pound of pulverized ore ofantimony must
then be thrown into the crucible, and the
heat quickly raised to fuse the whole.
When the fusion is perfect, an ounce of
nitre in powder may be thrown in, to
facilitate the separation of the scoriae.

After the mass is cooled, the antimony is

found separate at the bottom of the cru-

ciblej while the iron remains in combina-
tion with the sulphur and alkali. If the

proportion of the iron be considerably
greater than five ounces to the pound of

ore, the antimony will be alloyed with
iron. Manganese is almost always united
with iron in the native state. Tungsten
forms a brittle,whitish-brown, hard alloy,
of a compact texture, when fused with
white crude iron. The habitudes of iron
with molybdena are not known.

Iron is the most diffused, and the most
abundant, of metallic substances. Few
mineral bodies or stones are without an
admixture of this metal. Sands, clays,
and the waters of rivers, springs, rain, or

snow, are scarcely ever perfectly free
from it. The, parts of animal and vege-
table substanceslikewise afford iron in the
residues they leave after incineration. It

has been found native, in large masses, in
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Siberia, and in the internal parts of South
America. This metal, however, in its na-

tive state is scarce : most iron is found in

the state of oxide, in ochres, bog ores, and
other friable earthy substances, of a red,

brown, yellow, or black colour. The
hematites, or blood stones, are likewise

ores with oxide of iron : these are either

of a red colour, or blue, yellow, or brown.
An iron ore is likewise found, of a blue

colour, and powdery appearance. This
useful metal is so abundant, that whole
mountains are composed of iron stone ;

whereas other metals usually run in small
veins. Besides these ores of iron, which
are either nearly pure, or else mixed with

earths, as in spars,jaspers, boles, basaltes,
&c. iron is mineralized with sulphur, as

in the pyrites, or with arsenic. The coally
iron ores contain bitumen. The magnet,
or load stone, is an iron ore, the constitu-

tion of which has not yet been accurate-

ly examined. Iron is also found in com-
bination with the sulphuric acid, either

dissolved in water, or in the form of sul-

phate.
To analyse the ores ofiron in the humid

way, they must be reduced to a very sub-

tle powder, and repeatedly boiled in mu-
riatic acid If the sulphureous ores should

prove slow of solution, a small quantity
of nitric acid must be added to accelerate
the operation. The iron being thus ex-

tracted, the insoluble part of the matrix

only will remain. Prussiate of potash be-

ing added to the decanted solution, will

precipitate the iron in the form of Prus-

sian blue. This precipitate, when washed
and dried, will be equal in weight to six

times the quantity of metallic iron it con-

tains ; and from this iron four parts in the

hundred must be deducted, to allow for

the iron which is contained in the prus-
siate of potash itself. But as this alkali,

and every other preparation containing
the prussic acid, does not constantly afford
the same quantity of iron, the most exact

way, in the use of such preparations, con-
sists in previously dissolving a known
quantity of iron in sulphuric acid, and

.precipitating the whole by the addition of
the prussiate of potash. This result will

afford a rule for the use of the same
alkali in other solutions. For as the

weight of the precipitate obtained in the
trial experiment is to the quantity of iron
which was dissolved and precipitated, so

is the weight of the precipitate obtained
from any other solution to the quantity of
iron sought.

If the iron be united to any consider-
able proportion of zinc or manganese, the
VOL, Vf.

Prussian blue must be calcined to red-
ness, and treated with strong nitric acid,
which will take up the oxide of zinc.
The manganese may then be dissolved
by nitric acid with the addition of sugar ;

and the remaining iron being dissolved by
muriatic acid, and precipitated by sub-
carbonate of soda, will afford 225 grains
of precipitate for every 100 grains of
metallic iron.

To examine the ores of iron in the dry
way, the only requisite is fusion, in con-
tact with charcoal. For this purpose
eight parts of pulverized glass, one of
calcined borax, and half a part of char-

coal, are to be well mixed together. Two
or three parts of this flux being mixed
with one of the pounded ore, and placed
in a crucible, lined with a mixture of a
little clay, and pounded charcoal, with a
cover luted on, is to be urged with the

strong heat of a smith's forge for half an
hour. The weight of the ore, in this ex-

periment, should not exceed sixty grains.
Other processes for determining the con-

tents, or metallic product, of iron ores,
are instituted, by performing the same
operations in the small, as are intended
to be used in the large way.

In the large iron works, it is usual to

roast or calcine the ores of iron, pre-
viously to their fusion ; as well for the pur-
pose of expelling sulphureous or arseni-

cal parts, as to render them more easily
broken intofragments ofa convenient size

for melting. The mineral is melted or
run down in large furnaces, from sixteen
to thirty feet high ; and variously shaped,
either conical or elliptical, according to

the opinion of the iron-master. Near the
bottom of the furnace is an aperture for

the insertion of the pipe of large bellows,
worked by water or steam, or of other
machines for producing a current of air ;

and there are also holes at proper parts
of the edifice, to be occasionally opened,
to permit the scoriae and the metal to

flow out, as the process may require.

Charcoal, or coke, with lighted brush-

wood, is first thrown in; and when the

whole inside of the furnace has acquired
a strong ignition, the ore is thrown in by
small quantities at a time, with more of-

the fuel, and commonly a portion of lime-

stone, as a flux : the ore gradually sub-

sides into the hottest part of the furnace,
where it becomes fused ; the earthy part

being converted into a kind of glass,

while the metallic part is reduced by the

coal, and falls through the vitreous mat-

ter to the lowest place. The quantity of

fuel, the additions, and the heat, must bv
S s
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regulated, in order to obtain iron of any
desired quality; and this quality must

likewise, in the first product, be necessa-

rily different, according to the nature of

the parts which compose the ore.

The iron which is obtained from the

smelting furnaces is not pure, and may
be distinguished into three states: white

crude iron, which is brilliant in its frac-

ture, and exhibits a crystallized texture,
more brittle than the other kinds, not at

all malleable, and so hard as perfectly to

withstand the file : grey crude iron,

which exhibits a granulated and dull tex-

ture when broken ; this substance is not

so hard and brittle as the former, and is

used in the fabrication of artillery, and
other articles which require to be bored,

turned, or repaired : and black cast iron,

which is still rougher in its fracture ; its

parts adhere together less perfectly than
those of the grey crude iron; this is

usually fused again with the white crude
iron.

Whenever crude iron,especially the grey
sort, is used again in contact with air, it

emits sparkles, loses weight, and becomes
less brittle. In order to convert it into

malleable iron it is placed on a hearth,
in the midst of charcoal, urged by the
wind of two pair of bellows. As soon as

it becomes fused, a workman continually
stirs it with a long iron instrument. Dur-

ing the course of several hours it be-

comes gradually less fusible, and assumes
the consistence of -paste. In this state it

is carried to a large hammer, the repeat-
ed blows of which drive out all the parts
that still partake of the nature of crude
iron so much as to retain the fluid state.

By repeated heating and hammering,
more of the fusible iron is forced out ;

and the remainder, being malleable, is

formed into a bar or other form for sale.

Crude iron loses upwards of one fourth

of its weight in the process of refining ;

sometimes, indeed, one half.

Purified, or bar iron, is soft, ductile,

flexible, malleable, and possesses all the

qualities which have been enumerated
under this article as belonging exclusive-

ly to iron. When a bar of iron is broken,
its texture appears fibrous ; a property
which depends upon the mechanical ac-

tion of the hammer while the metal is

cold. Ignition destroys this fibrous tex-

ture, and renders the iron more uniform

throughout; but hammering restores it.

If the purest malleable iron be bedded
in pounded charcoal, in a covered cruci-

ble, and kept for a certain number of

hours in a strong red heat, (which time

must be longer or shorter, according^

the greater or less thickness of the bars

of iron) it is found that by this opera-
tion, which is culled cementation, the

iron has gained a small addition of weight,

amounting to about the hundred and fif-

tieth, or the two hundredth part, and is

remarkably changed in its properties. It

is much more brittle and fusible than be-

fore. Its surface is commonly blistered

when it comes out of the crucible ; and
it requires to be forged to bring/its parts

together into a firm and continuous state.

This cemented iron is called steel. It

may be welded like bar iron, if it have not

been fused or over-cemented : but its

most useful and advantageous property is

that of becoming extremely hard when
ignited and plunged into cold water. The
hardness produced is greater in propor-
tion as the steel is hotter, and the water
colder. The colours which appear on
the surface of steel slowly heated are yel-
lowish-white, yellow, gold colour, pur-
ple, violet, deep blue ; after which the

ignition takes place. These signs direct

the artist in tempering or reducing the
hardness of steel to any determinate
standard. If steel be too hard, it will

not be proper for tools which are intend-

ed to have a fine edge, because it will be
so brittle thai, the edge will soon become
notched ; if it be too soft, it is evident
that the edge will bend or turn. Some
artists ignite their tools, and plunge them
into cold water ; after which they bright-
en the surface of the steel upon a stone :

the tool being then laid upon charcoal, or

upon the surface of melted lead, or
,

placed in the flame of a candle, gradually
acquires the desired colour ; at which in- .

stant they plunge it into water. If a hard

temper be desired, the piece is dipped
again, and stirred about in the cold water
as soon as the yellow tinge appears. If

the purple appear before the dipping, >

J

the temper will be fit for gravers, and
tools used in working upon metals; if.

dipped while blue, it will be proper forj

springs, and for instruments used in the

cutting of soft substances, such as coi

leather, and the like ; but if the last pa
colour be waited for, the hardness of th<

steel will scarcely exceed that of iror

When soft steel is heated to any one
these colours, and then plunged into

ter, it does not acquire nearly so great

degree of hardness as if previously made
quite hard, and then reduced by tem-

pering. The degree of ignition required
to harden steel is different in the dif-

ferent kinds. The best kinds require

only a low red heat. The harder the

steel, the more coarse and granulated its
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fracture will be ; and as this is not com-

pletely remedied by the subsequent tem-

pering", it is advisable to employ the least

heat capable of affording
1 the requisite

hardness. It is a circumstance worthy of

remark, that steel has a less specific gra-

vity when hardened than when soft; but
there are no circumstances upon which a

probable connection between these two

properties, namely, the increased hard-

ness and the diminished specific gravity,
can be made out.

If the cementation be continued too

long, the steel becomes porous, brittle, of
u darker fracture, more fusible, and inca-

pable of being forged or welded. On the

contrary, steel cemented with earthy in-

fusible powders is gradually reduced to

the state of forged iron again. Simple
K ignition produces the same effect ; but is

t
attended with oxidation of the surface.

The texture of steel is rendered more
uniform by fusing it before it is made
into bars ; this is called cast steel, and is

rather more difficultly wrought than com-
mon steel, because it is more fusible, and
is dispersed under the hammer if heated
to a white heat.

The conversion ofiron into steel, either

by fusion, viz. the direct change of crude
iron into steel, or by cementation of bar-

iron, presents many objects of interesting
, inquiry. From various experiments of

Bergman, it appeared that good crude

iron, kept for a certain time in a state of

[, fusion, with such additions as appeared
calculated to produce little other effect

L than that of defending the metal from

oxidation, became converted into steel

with loss of weight. These facts are con-

formable to the general theory ofVan-
* dermonde, Monge, and Berthollet : for,

according to their researches, it should

follow, that part of the carbon in the

crude iron was dissipated, and the re-

m mainder proved to be such in proportion
us constitutes steel. The same chemist

[
cemented crude iron with plumbago, or

I carbonate of iron, and found that the

metal had lost no weight. Morveau re-

. peated the experiment with grey crude
iron. The loss of weight was little, if any.
The metal exhibited the black spot by the

j application of nitric acid, as steel usually

] does, but it did not harden by ignition and

t plunging in water. Hence it is conclud-

ed, that it was scarcely altered : for crude

I iron also exhibits the black spot, and can-

not by common management acquire the

hardness or' steel.

From the experiments of the three

excellent chemists last mentioned, it ap-

pears that the grey crude iron consists

principally of iron, with as much carbon
as it can dissolve in the strong heat ofthe

smelting furnace. They have shown
also, that it deposits part of this addition,
when cooled in contact with an iron bar
immersed in the bath. This separation
must be general in the ordinary or gra-
dual way of cooling, whence the grey co-
lour must arise from the blue white co-

lour of the iron mixed with the black of
the carbon. And this grey colour is also

in a degree perceived, when soft close-

grained steel is broken. These circum-
stances lead to an inference, that hard
steel may in a certain respect differ from
that which is softer by the intimate com-

bination of a larger proportion of carbu-

ret. This accounts for the whiter and
more metallic aspect of hardened steel,

than of such as is soft. For the former con-
tains less of disengaged carburet. Hence
also we may account for the greater hard-

ness of steel, which has been made quite
hard, and then let down by tempering to

a certain colour, than of steel merely
heated to that colour, and pluugedin wa-
ter. For, in the first method of harden-

ing, a sufficient degree of heat is given
to produce combination between part of

the disengaged carburet and the iron,

which in the latter does not take place.
If the carburet be merely sufficient to sa-

turate all the iron at a moderate degree of

ignition, the hardness will be considera-

ble ; but the steel will be easily degraded
to tlie state of iron by frequent ignition.
Such steel, in its hard state, will be very
uniform in its texture, not excessively
hard in its temper, but disposed to take a

very fine firm edge, which will not easily

be broken or injured by violence. These
are accurately the properties ofthe Eng-
lish cast steel, which is of so uniform a

nature, as to be distinguished by its con-

choidal or glassy fracture. When the dose

of carbon in steel is greater, it will bear

a greater heat without degradation, inso-

much that it may be welded like iron.

Its hardness will also be capable of a

higher degree; and if this degree, pro-

duced by a stronger ignition, be not given,

the edge of the tool will never become

fine and smooth ; and even at this higher

degree, with all the advantage of subse-

quent tempering, it will be less smooth

than that of the cast steel, and more dis-

posed to break. Steel of this kind is bet-

ter adapted for the construction of ham-

mers, vices, hatchets, leather-cutters'

knives, and other instruments, wherein

the edge is either stout, or sudden blows

unnecessary, or the construction demands

frequent heating and welding.
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By pursuing this train of reflection, it

will follow, that, since crude iron differs

from steel only in the superabundance of

carbon, it ought to be capable of extreme

hardness, if ignited to that degree which
is requisite to combine the greater part of

this carbon with the iron, and then sud-

denly cooled. This is accordingly found
to be the case. If the grey crude iron,

commonly distinguished by our founders

by the name of soft metal, be heated to a

white heat, and then plunged into water,
it becomes very hard, much whiter, den-

ser, and more metallic in its appearance,
and will bear a pretty good edge, fit for

gravers, for the use of turners in iron or

steel. In these tools the angle of the

planes which form the edge is about 45.
The hardness of this kind of iron is not

considerably diminished but by ignition
continued for a length of time, which is a

fact also conformable to what happens in

steel. For the cast steel will be softened

nearly as much by annealing to the straw

colour, as the harder steels are by anneal-

ing to a purple or full blue.

Some of our artists have taken advan-

tage of this property of soft crude iron in

the fabrication of axles and collars for

wheel-work ; for this material is easily
filed and turned in its soft state, and may
afterward be hardened so as to endure a

much longer time of wear.
The founders who cast wheels and

other articles of mechanism are occasion-

ally embarrassed by this property. For,
as the metal is poured into their moulds
of moistened sand, the evaporation of the
water carries off a great portion of the

heat, and cools the iron so speedily, as to

render it extremely hard, white, and
close, in its texture. This is most remark-
able in such portions of the metal, as have
the greatest distance to run from the git
or aperture of reception. For these come
in contact successively with a larger por-
tion of the sand, and are therefore more

suddenly cooled. We have seen the
teeth of cog-wheels altogether in this

state, while the rim and other parts ofthe
wheel remained soft. The obvious reme-

dy for this defect is, to increase the num-
ber of gits, and to have the sand as dry
as possible or convenient. In other arti-

cles this property has been applied to ad-

vantage, particularly in the steel rollers

for large laminating mills, which Messrs.

Vandermonde, Monge, and Berthollet,
have supposed to be an over-cemented
steel. They are made by casting the

grey crude iron in moistened sand, the
contact of which gives the hard steel

temper to tfie outside surfaces for the

depth of more than half an inch. There is

no doubt, but that the iron-masters pay
considerable attention to the quality of
the iron, and perhaps to the degree of
heat and moisture ofthe sand in this ope-
ration, in order that the hardness may bre

such as to yield to the turning tool ; and it

is likewise understood, that a considera-

ble number crack longitudinally in the

cooling, a loss which in all probability
arises from the difference of contraction

between the hard and soft parts.
A variety of facts concerning the hard-

ening and softening of steel are collected

by Guyton Morveau, the most interesting
ofwhich shall be here subjoined. Accord-

ing to Reaumur, that part of the steel

which was hottest at the time of immer-
sion in the water will be the hardest ;

whence it has been thought a fair conclu-

sion, that the hardness of steel is the

greater, the stronger the ignition, and the
more speedy the cooling. Nevertheless,
the celebrated Rinman deduces a very
different consequence ; namely, that the
steel which is naturally the hardest is that

which requires the least heat, and that

the best temper for each kind of steel is

that produced by the lowest degree of
heat suitable to that peculiar kind. Hence,
various methods have been proposed to

ascertain the degree of heat most advan-

tageous to any particular sample of steel.

They are all reducible to that of igniting
one end of a bar to a white heat, and

plunging it into water. The hardness of

the several parts may then be ascertained

by examination.
It appears that the considerations on J

which the first-mentioned general rule is

founded are rather of a complicated na-

ture. If it be true, as conjectured above, 4

that the hardness of steel depends princi-

pally on the intimate combination of its <

carbon, it will follow, that the utmost
hardness any steel is capable of will be

produced by a degree of heat sufficient to

effect this purpose, and that any superior

degree will only degrade the quality of

the steel ; and, consequently, that the ge-,
neral rule will apply only to heats inferior

to this maximum. It may also happen,
when the mass of water is not considera-

ble, though the fact has been doubted
when the quantity is large, that the heat-

ing ofthe water, and the production of

hydrogen, may so far modify the rate of

cooling, as even to render it less sudden
than might have happened with an infe-

rior degree of ignition. Lavoisier has re-

marked, that the conversion of iron into

the hard brittle oxide, when water is de-

composed, may perhaps be of the same
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nature as the hardening of steel. There
is another fact, which is of great conse-

quence, and may perhaps afford the prin-

cipal ground for Rinmun's apparent ex-

ception to the general rule concerning
the hardening of steel. Hardness is that

property of bodies by which they resist

indendation, and rather break, than bend
or suffer contusion. It is the opposite to

softness. Tenacity, which is very fre-

"quently confounded with hardness, is aot

the property by which they resist inden-

tation, but separation of their parts. It is

the opposite to friability or brittleness.

Now that steel, in common language, is

said to be the hardest, which unites most

eminently the properties of hardness and

tenacity. But the effect ofheat and sud-

den cooling is directly opposite in these
two respects. Soft steel is the most tena-

cious, but the least hard. The operation
of hardening diminishes its tenacity, and
increases its hardness progressively to the
maximum of heat the steel is formed to

bear. There will be no difficulty then
in conceiving, that the best state of steel,

relative to any particular use, will be at

some precise degree between the softest

and hardest qualities. Thus, for springs,
much tenacity and moderate hardness are

required. For chissels and similar tools,

which operate by a blow, a greater hard-

ness may be admitted. Razors, knives,
and such tools as effect the intended pur-

pose by a gradual stroke, will be stil]

more valuable the harder they are: but
even in these the tenacity must not be too

much diminished, otherwise the edge
will be liable to break. They must all be

capable of having the edge turned or

bended on one side in the operation of

whetting. Files are perhaps of all tools

such as require the greatest hardness ;

but in these, it is far from being the ut-

most the steel is capable of receiving. It

is found, that the tenacity of steel is con-

siderably increased bycontinued hammer-

ing to a certain point. But the whole ef-

fect of this hammering is taken off by
strong ignition. Good steel by hardening
at a white heat may be rendered so brit-

tle, that it will break full as easily as a

stick of the same dimensions, and its tex-

ture is then found to be coarse and large

grained. As the subsequent annealing
does not restore the effect of the ham-

mering, nor bring the grain of the steel

to the state it would have possessed if a

lower heat had been u^ed at first, it is evi-

dent, that the most useful hardness is

produced by that degree of heajt, which
is just sufficient to effect the purpose.

And, accordingly, tools made ofcast steel,,

and intended to sustain a good edge for

cutting iron and other metals, are not af-

terwards annealed, but the ignition is

carefully regulated at first. Annealing
ought only to be used where considera-
ble softness is required.

Iron may be hardened to a certain de-

gree by ignition and plunging in water,
but this effect is confined to the surface ;

except, as it very often happens, the iron
contains veins of steel. These are no
shall impediments to the filing and work-

ing this material. It sometimes likewise

may happen, that the iron may have un-

dergone a process of the nature of case-

hardening from the fuel. We have been
informed by a workman, that ignited iron,

suddenly plunged into the soft leather of
a shoe, becomes very hard on its surface,
which must arise from an instantaneous

effect of this kind.

The increase ofdimensions acquired by
steel in hardening is such, that in general
such pieces of work as are finished soft

will not fit their places when hardened.
Rinman found, that bars of steel, six inch-

es long, six lines wide, and half an inch

thick, were lengthened at least one line

after hardening by a whitish red heat,
which is about one seventieth ofthe linear

dimensions; and supposing the dilatation

to be proportional, Guyton Morveau com-

putes the bulks to be as 48 to 49. But
the cubes of 72 lines and 73 lines are in

proportion more nearly as 47 to 50. Va-
rious kinds of steel at different hardness

must no doubt greatly differ in this re-

spect. The specific gravities, as given by
Brisson, p. 366, art. GRAVITY, (specific),

afford a much less ratio. Rinman found,

by his experiments on two different kinds

of fine cemented steel, the specific gravi-

ty of which was 7.991, that one after

hardening gave only 7.553, and the other

7.708. These numbers agree sufficiently

near with the experiment of the six inch,

bar. Yet he once found Styrian steel aug-
mented in density, by hardening, in the

ratio of7.822 to 7.782. Morveau found,

with pieces of'stee!28 lines long, that the

increase of length by hardening was about

the 350th part.
The fineness of grain in hard steel, as

exhibited in its fracture, is various, ac-

cording to the quality of the metal, and

the temper it has received. The harder

the steel tiie coarser the grain. But in

like circumstances, fine steel has the

closest grain, and is ever the most uni-

form in its appearance "Workmen avail



themselves much of this indication. In

general, a neat curved line fracture, and
even grey texture, denote good steel ;

and the appearance of threads, cracks, or

brilliant specks, denotes the contrary.
But the management of the forging and
other circumstances ofmanufacturing will

modify these indications
;
and the steel

that is good for some purposes may be
less suited to others.
The fluid into which ignited steel is

plunged is of great consequence. All the
facts seem reducible to these general con-
clusions. The hardness will be greater,
1. The hotter the steel is made, provided
it be not decomposed : 2. The more con-

siderably its temperature is lowered in

the cooling: 3. The shorter the time of

cooling : and 4. The more favourable the
fire or the cooling material may be to the

steel-making process. But the most use-
ful combination of hardness and tenacity
will be at a medium temperature in each
kind of steel.

With regard to the first particular, lit-

tle need be said, but that the decompo-
sition ofsteel in heating will be prevent-
ed, and its surface somewhat improved,
if it be bedded in charcoal, or the cement-

ing compound, during the application of
the heat. The second and third, namely,
the quantity and suddenness of cooling,
require an attention to the doctrine ofCA-

XOHIC, as explained under that article.

The cooling will be more sudden and ef-

fectual, the greater the quantity of heat
absorbed in the same time. There are
three circumstances which favour this

effect, namely, a very low temperature of
the body to which the hot steel is applied;
that it should be a good conductor of

heat; or that it shall assume either the
fluid or elastic state, which always de-
mand a supply of heat for their mainte-
nance. Thus it is found, that steel is more
effectually hardened in cold than in warm
water, and, at like temperatures, more ef-

fectually in mercury than in water. It

may also be remarked, that these two
fluids cool the steel by different ener-

gies. The water is partly converted into

vapour, which carries off the heat, and
leaves the fluid much less altered in tem-

perature than mercury, which acts by its

conducting property. This last fluid, not

having evaporated in the process, is found
to have acquired a much more elevated

temperature by the immersion. Oil is

found to harden the surface ofsteel much
more than its internal part, so that it re-
sists the file, but is much less easily bro-
ken by the hammer. This effect arises

from its imperfect conducting quality, and
the elevated temperature it demands to

be converted into the vaporous state ; to

which we may also add, that a stratum of
coal is formed round the steel from the
burned oil, which still more effectually

prevents the transmission of the heat A
remarkable instance of this nature pre-
sented itself to our observation,in harden-

ing a small piece of steel two inches long,
and a quarter of an inch diameter. At the
time of ignition, the water nearest at hand
had been used with soap. The steel made
very little noise when plunged into the

water, and remained hot for a consider-
able time ; but when taken out, was found
to be scarcely at all hardened. It was
covered with coally matter

; which being
cleared off, and the process repeated witli

clean water, it became perfectly hard.

The heat, in both cases, was a low red

heat, proper for cast steel which is not
intended to be afterwards annealed. We
had very little doubt, but that alcohol

and the essential oil of turpentine, which
are good conductors of heat, and very
volatile, would render steel very hard, if

their inflammability, and the little neces-

sity there is for using them, were not an

impediment to their application. Various
artists avail themselves of different sub-

stances for the immersion of ignited steel.

Some use urine, others water charged
with common salt, nitre, or sal ammoniac.
Tallow and oil are used for such works
as are not required to be brittle, though
very hard, the reason of which has

just been mentioned; but tallow differs

from oil in the heat which becomes latent

for its fusion ; and, accordingly, solid tal-

low is an excellent material tor hartlening
drills and other small articles. It has
been found by Reaumur, that saline li-

quids produce rather more hardness than
common water; and, in particular, that

aquafortis possesses this property in tin

eminent degree, probably from its con-

ducting power; the makers of files' co-

ver them with the grounds of beer and
common salt, which assist their harden-

ing, and keep the surface from scorifying.
The mucilage of the beer supplies a coal-

ly matter; and the fused salt seems not

only to form a varnish in the fire and de-

fend the steel, but may also produce coal,

by its sudden solution in the water at the

time of immersion. Very small articles

heated in a candle are found to be hard-

ened perfectly by suddenly whirling them
in the cold air ; and thin bars or plates of

steel, such as the magnetic needle of a

compass, acquire a good degree of hard-
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ness by being ignited, then laid on a plate
of cold lead, and suddenly covered with

another plate. These would be unequally
hardened, and bend, ifplunged in water.

The bhdn^ of steel appears to effect its

elasticity in a manner not easily explain-
ed. This operation consists in exposing
steel, the surface of which has been first

brightened, to the regulated heat of a

plate of metal, or a charcoal fire, or the

flame of a tamp, till the surface has ac-

quired a blue colour. No\v, if this blue

coal be removed by grinding, theelastici-

ty is completely destroyed, and may be
restored by bluing the steel again. Rub-

bing with sand or emery-paper, glazing,
or burnishing, equally impairs the elasti-

city, in proportion as it destroys the blue

coat. Saw-makers first harden their plates
in the usual way, in which state they are

brittle and warped ; they then soften them

by blazing, which consists in smearing
the plate with oil or grease, and heating it

till thick vapours are emitted, and burn off

with a blaze ; and after this they may
be hammered flat ; lastly, they blue them
on a hot iron, which renders them stiff

and elastic, without alteringtheirflatness.
The Damascus sword blades have long

been celebrated for their excellence, but

it is not known how they are made. Mr.

Stoddart took six small bars of good mal-

leable iron, and the same number of sheer

steel ;
laid them alternately on each

other ; welded them together ; forged
them into a stout flat plate, which was
twisted spirally into a cylinder, hammer-
ed fiat, and again welded-, hammered
this flat, doubled it throughout its length,
inserted in the fold a slip of good steel to

form the edge, and by another welding
heat consolidated the whole into one
mass. This being forged to a proper
shape, cracked in different places on be-

ing cooled in water after heating; but
Mr. Stoddart conceives, that, by using
more pieces, repeating the twisting, and
not quenching in water, the process
would succeed.

Every species of iron is convertible in-

to steel by cementation ; but good steel

is not to be made except from iron of the

best quality, which possesses a certain

stiffness and hardness as well as mallea-

bility. Swedish iron, as we have before

remarked, is the best for this purpose.
M. Duhamel tried a great number of the

irons of France, Sweden, and Spain. He
found the second to be the best ; but he
likewise obtained excellent steel, superi-
or to those of Styria and Carinthia, which
are the best German steels, by using cer-

tain iron made in France. But this iron
was selected without fault ; and, in some
instances, theloup or piece at the smelt-

ing furnace was fused and forged a se-
cond time ; a process, which, though at-

tended with loss ofweight and additional

expense, he recommends as absolutely
necessary for making steel iron from ores
of indifferent quality. The white spa-
those iron ores afforded him the best
iron for the purpose of cementation ;

and these also are the ores which afford
the best steel by fusion in Styria, Carin-

thia, and Tyrol. He informs us that the

English use no other cement than mere
charcoal, which he also finds perfectly
adequate to the purpose ; and, moreover,
that the quality of the steel is not affect-

ed by the different kinds of charcoal
made use of. He remarks, nevertheless.,
that it may be advisable to add from one-
fourth to one-third of wood ashes, espe-
cially where the iron is not of so good a

quality as to afford steel possessing tena-

city of body, as well as hardness. These
ashes, which he used with success, pre-
vent the steel-making process from being
effected as rapidly as it would otherwise

be, and give the steel pliability, without

diminishing its hardness. It is remarked,

that, in the case of this management, the
blisters on the surface of the steel arc

smaller and more numerous. He like-

wise tried sea-salt. Fifty pounds of salt

are sufficient for a furnace of steel of
twelve thousand weight. The salt is

pulverized, and sprinkled on the bars of
iron when put into the furnace. He
found that this ingredient likewise con-
tributes to give body to the steel. In the

arrangement of the bars in the furnace,
the cement is laid one inch thick at the

bottom, and half an inch thick between
each layer of iron. Our author affirms,

that the process would succeed equally
well, if the thickness were a little more
than a quarter of an inch. The thickness

of the bars of iron is indifferent, but

there ought not to be a great difference

in this respect between Jjars cemented
at the same time. The common thick-

ness is little more than half an -inch. It

is not advisable that they should be very
broad in proportion to the thickness, us

this figure is found to produce flaws and
cracks in the direction of the length of

the bar. The bars may be square, or

their breadth may conveniently be some-

what more than twice their thickness.

The fire for cementation must be of con-

siderable intensity, and kept up until the

conversion has perfectly taken place,
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which is ascertained by proof bars, so

disposed as to be taken out from time to

time. The cementation is finished on
the sixth day; that is to say, it commonly
lasts five times four-and-twenty hours.

And, accordingly, the workmen take one
of the proofs out on the fifth day, which
is forged, hardened rand examined by the

fracture. If it break short, and shew no
indications of iron, the fire of the furnace

is suffered to go out. But if it contain

iron, the five is kept up for twelve or

twenty-four hours, accordingly as the

quantity of fibrous iron may have proved
greater or less in the f<irst proof. A se-

cond proof bar, taken out at the proper
time, serves to direct them in the same
manner with regard to their operations.

By this management the cementation is

continued somewhat beyond the time re-

quisite for the entire conversion. For
there is less inconvenience attending a

slight degree of excess in the cementa-

tion, than would result from a portion of

iron remaining in the steel. The char-

coal after cementation is as black, and

apparently in the same state, as it was
before. M. Duhamel moistened it, and

applied it to the same use a second time:

it answered the purpose, but so much
more slowly, that he objects to the use of

it in manufactories. From this, as well

as other circumstances attending the

steel-making process, it seems advantage-
ous, at least with regard to expedition,
that the coals should contain volatile mat-

ter. And hence, the superior advantag-
es of animal coal, such as the coal of lea-

ther, or the hoofs and horns of animals,

imperfectly burned, which are used in

case-hardening, though they may be less

applicable to the longer process of steel-

making, for various reasons.

M. Duhamel advises to have two tilting

hammers; one of the weight ofone hun-

dred and fifty pounds, and the other half

that weight; the first for the purpose of

forging large works, and the latter small

bars for cutlers. He recommends another

small hammer of about twelve pounds,
for forging bars still smaller, to make

gravers, small files, and the like. The
steel must not be heated beyond the de-

gree of cherry-red for forging. The tilt-

ing hammers should give at least three

hundred strokes in a minute.
The cast steel of England is made as

follows : a crucible about ten inches high,
and seven in diameter, is filled with ends
and fragments of the crude steel of the

manufactories, and the filings or frag-
ments of steel works. They add a flux,

the component parts of which are usm
concealed. It is probable, however, that

the success does not much depend upon
this flux, which, from the quality of the

cast steel itself, may be presumed to be
of the nature of a steel cement. This
crucible is placed in a wind furnace like

that of the founders, but smaller, because
intended to contain one pot only. It is

likewise surmounted by a cover and

chimney, to increase the draught of air.

The furnace is entirelv filled with coke
or charred pit-goal. Five hours are re-

quired for the perfect fusion of the steel.

It is then poured into long square or oc-

tagonal moulds, each composed of two

pieces of cast iron fitted together. The
ingots, when taken out of the moulds,
have the appearance of cast iron. It is

then forged in the same manner as other

steel, but with less heat and more pre-
caution, because more liable to break.

This cast steel is almost twice as dear
as other good steel. M. Duhamel says
that it is not proper for all kinds of work,

particularly those which require much
tenacity, as well as hardness, to resist

violent blows and strains ;
but it is good

for razors, knives, and all toys and small

work which require an exquisite polish.
It does not seem, however, that the tena-

city of this steel is inferior to that of the

best of the other kinds, and its uniformi-

ty of texture is for many works an invalu-

able advantage . It is daily more and more
used in England, and must necessarily be
excluded from many works of considera-

ble size, on account of the facility with
which it is degraded in the fire, and the

difficulty of welding it, which cannot be
done in the common way. We have
been informed, that the faces of anvils

and broad hammers for the use of silver-

smiths and other artists have been made
of cast steel, and welded to iron by a

particular management, which consisted

in substituting between the iron and the

steel another kind of steel, in the form of

filings, or a thin plate. The steel plate
intended for the face xvas made as hot as

could be done with safety, and the iron

being at the same time brought to the

welding heat, was applied to the steel,

and quickly united by hammering.
When we consider the operations by

which crude iron is brought into the mal-

leable state, then converted into steel,

and afterwards into a fusible metal, which
is not malleable, we may perceive that

steel-making is a kind of inversion of

the process of refining iron, as practised
in the first instance. When the oxide of
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iron is mixed in the smelting furnace with

combustible matter and glass, it will

either be completely or partially revived,

according
1 to the management of the pro-

cess- Much of the coal will however be
so enveloped with the vitreous matter as

to remain unburned : and the reduced

iron, with which it may be in contact,
will be in the same situation as forged
iron in the cementing pot ; that is to say,
it will be in contact with coal at a very
elevated temperature, and defended from
the air. From the great infusibility of

iron, it may reasonably be concluded,
that the reduced metal does not flow

into the bottom of the furnace, until the

charcoal has converted it into a fusible

matter similar to steel, by the same action

which takes place in cementation, what-

ever.that action may be. Hence it must

follow, that the various specimens ofcrude
or cast iron will differ in their qualities,
as well on account ofthe degree ofcemen-
tation they have undergone, as the degree
ofreduction which has taken place among
the metallic parts, which are carried

down, and form the whole mass. Since

the coal, in the process of cementation,
communicates or adds weight to the

iron; and since crude iron, as well as

steel, exhibits sparkles, and is more easily
burned than other iron; it may therefore

be concluded, that, in the process of re-

fining, that part ofthe inflammable sub-

stance which had united with the metal is

burned, and leaves the iron much less fu-

sible than before. Stirring the mass mul-

tiplies the contacts of the air with the

burned substances ; these surfaces ofcon-

tact will therefore successively afford thin

coats of infusible metal. In this manner
it is found, that, if a large piece of crude
iron be exposed to heat in a wind furnace,
the external part will be deprived of its

fusibility during the time required to pro-
duce a strong heat in the whole mass ;

and the internal part will be melted, and
run out, leaving the shell behind. Iron,
which is ofthe consistence of paste, may
therefore be considered, like any other

paste, as a mixture of a fluid with a solid.

It will be easily Understood, that the

forging will bring the parts of difficult

fusion together, and extrude the less re-

fined and fluid parts ; it will also be evi-

dent, that this operation is not likely tp
drive out the whole ofthe fusible matter.

When the iron has arrived at that state,

wherein the quantity of fibre or tough
iron is sufficient to answer the mechani-
cal purposes to which it is intended to be

applied, the artist will consider it as suffi-
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ciently refined; and the residue offusiblc
iron contained in the bar answers, in all

probability, the valuable purpose of con-

necting these infusible masses together.
Thus we find that forged iron appears as
if covered with a varnish, when urged to
a white heat ; we find that this varnish is

more abundant in steel , and that iron and
steel may be respectively welded toge-
ther by application in this state ; an effect
which it would be very difficult to account
for, in this most infusible of metals, if it

were not for such an admixture. But cast

steel, steel over cemented, and crude iron,

appear to be in the st'.te ofall other metals

platina excepted. They cannot be welded,
because welding implies a partial fusion;
or an effect si mi Isr to the gluing or uniting
of solids by the application of a fluid,
which afterwards becomes consistent.

And as platina possesses this valuable

property, it seems reasonable to infer,that
it must also consist of two metallic sub-

stances of different degrees of fusibility; a

supposition that appears to be confirmed

by the discoveries of Dr. Wollaston and
Mr. Tennant.
Crude iron, and steel of a uniform tex-

ture, consist therefore of a fusible combi-
nation of iron with the combustible sub-

stance ofthe coal, or something which is

imparted from it, the crude iron differ-

ing from the steel simply in being over-

dosed with carbon, and less pure, on ac-

count ofthe admixture of metallic oxide,
which can scarcely, perhaps, be avoided

in the large process. It appears, there-

fore, that crude iron must pass through
the state of steel, before it can become

forged iron ; and, consequently, that the

fabrication of steel from this last is a cir-

cuitous process, which can only be repaid

by the absence of those unreduced parts

which may exist in the crude iron. At

some forges, however, where the ore, the

flux, the fuel, and the management, are

adapted to each other, the produce af-

fords steel, when duly refined. At other

manufactories, the crude iron is either

refined, or converted into steel, by run-

ning it into thin plates, which are strati-

fied with charcoal, and burned in a close

furnace. In this way the metal is refined

by degrees, without undergoing fusion ;

and if the heat be raised to that of ce-

mentation, the iron will not only be re-

duced, but converted into steel. In the

forges of Carinthia, the grey crude iron

is also converted either into soft iron, or

steel, according to themanagement of a

somewhat similar process. The iron is

fused in a large melting' pot ;
and a small

Tt
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and laying
1

it by for a week or two, till a

complete coat of rust is formed. A little

oil is then applied, and the surface, being-
rubbed dry, is polished by means of a hard
brush and a little bees-wax.

The yellow spots, called iron moulds,
which are frequently occasioned by wash-

ing ink spots with soap, may in general
be removed by lemon juice, or the oxalic

or tartarous acids ; or by muriatic acid

diluted with five or six parts of water,
but this must be washed ofFin a minute
or two. Ink spots may readily be remov-
ed by the same means. If the iron mould
have remained so long-, that the iron is

very highly ox'uled, so as to be insoluble
in the acid, a solution of an alkaline sul-

phuret may be applied, and, after this
has been well washed off, the acid will
remove the stain.
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